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INTROlllCTION

In May of2007, Chief Justice Rogers created the Public Service and Trust Commission

and charged it with developing a plan to enhance the public's trust and confidence in the Judicial

8ranch by improving the services otfered to the thousands of people who interact with the l3ranch

each day. The Commission obtained and analyzed information from people who interact "'lith the

Branch and from Branch members through focus groups, public hearings and surveys. The

Commission identified five major areas and developed a strategic plan with five goals and

multiple strategies to address those areas.

The plan was submitted to the Chief Justice in June of 2008, who accepted the

recommendations of the Public Service and Trust COlllmission and directed the Chief Court

Administrator to develop a plan to implement the recommendations of the Commission. The

Chief Court Administrator Barbara M. Quinn developed the initial implementation plan and

undertook the first phase of the implementation process, addressing t\venty-seven of the original

thil1y-six initiatives of the plan in September of2008,

The following report on Phase I of the implementation of the strategic plan contains a

summary of the results of the work undertaken by the new and existing committees and

commissions in effecting the implementation of the t\venty-seven initiatives. For each initiative,

this report contains an overview and a listing of the recommendations of each committee and

commission divided into three categories: recommendations for which implementation has

already begun; recommendations that have not been reviewed or prioritized by judicial

administration; and recommendations for the continuation or expansion of work begun by the

Phase I committees.

The initiatives assigned to the committees and commissions \vere ambitious, and as

the members explored their assigned areas, additional areas 1'01' examination and analysis often

appeared, causing the already ambitious charge to expand. Consequently, even though the
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committees and commissions \vorked intensely, they were not able to address fully every aspect

of the Phase I initiatives. Some areas require further examination and development. The full

reports, both final and interim, of the cOlllmissions, committees, and subcommittees are attached

to this report.

In the first phase of implementation, not all initiatives of the implementation plan

were addressed. The report also lists the initiatives that were not addressed in Phase I.
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ACCESS

The Judicial Branch will provide

equal access to all of its facilities,

processes and inforlllation through

the identification and elilllination

of barriers.
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Initiative: Americans \\'ith Disabilities

The Americans with Disabilities Act Committee \vas formed in response to the

implementation of the first goal of tile strategic plan. It was charged with evaluating what

resources currently offered by the Judicial Branch to accommodate those with differing needs;

assessing accessibility to that information; and recommending more effective ways to

disseminate, both online and at facilities, information to people who may need an ADA

accommodation.

The Committee, which includes chair Patrick Caron, vice-chair Sandra Lugo-Gines, and

member Ann-Laurie Parent, conducted five public meetings between November 2008 and April

2009, and held three informal work meetings in the same period.

The Committee evaluated what information and resources are available for people with

disabilities at Branch facilities and on the Branch website; conducted three focus groups for

people with disabilities and people who advocate for those with disabilities; and identified and

utilized resources \vithin the Branch, as well as Executive Branch agencies and non-profit and

community groups.

The combined input from external and internal resources and the Committee's evaluation

and assessment of available resources as charged in the strategic and implementation plans have

driven the activities already undertaken by the Committee, and form the basis for the

Committee's recommendations for action by the Branch now and in future.

Recommendations for which imnlementation has already begun

I. The Committee, working with the Legal Services Unit and the Information Technology

Division, designed an Americans with Disabilities Act homepage for the Branch's

Internet Website. The site provides a host of links, including the names, phone numbers

and email addresses of dozens of trained ADA contact people in Branch facilities and

oftices; information about wheelchair access (see below), available auxiliary aids and

services; juror accommodations; and the Committee's home page. The Committee

recommends that the site be regularly assessed to ensure it is accurate and up-to-date and

that links to forms requesting assistance be added.

2. The Committee evaluated and located \vheelchair access at each courthouse as \vcll as

Suppol1 Enforcement Service sites, juvcnile probation, law libraries, small claims sites,

housing sessions, !~lmily services, and the Supreme Court Appellate Court. and Tax

Court. Those entrances were photographed and text information about the locations has
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been posted on the Branch website under "'Court Locations." The Committec

recommends that Court Support Services Division evaluate 13 of its sites for which no

description is listed and post that inlormation online.

3. The Committee accompanied a state Department of Public Works building inspector on

informal ADA compliance check-ups of seven state-leased buildings. The Committee

recommends the Branch conduct its own ADA compliance checks, annually or semi

annually, and promptly address deficiencies that impact peoples' access to Branch

facilities. The Committee further recommends that the Branch do those inspections with

an advocate for people \vith disabilities, using the model checklist from the federal

Department of Justice ADA Compliance guidelines.

4. The Committee conducted an inventory of available auxiliary aids and assistive

technologies. The committee recommends that the Branch immediately purchase assistive

vision technology for every clerk's office, Court Service Center, and Information desks in

coul1houses and where files arc kept. Recognizing the severe budgetary constraints faced

by the Branch, the Committee suggests such technology could be as simple as the

common and inexpensive magnifying glass. More advanced technology has been

identified by the Committee; that intormation is included in the fuller report and

appendix.

5. The Committee identified and trained 107 ADA Contact people within COLirt Operations,

Court Support Services and External Affairs and provided ADA training vvith a trainer

from the New England ADA Center in Boston. The locations, phone numbers and email

addresses of ADA Contact people in every G.A. and J.D., as \vell as those in Jury

Administration. Legal Services, Support Enforcement Services. and Juvenile are listed 011

the ADA website. The Committee recommends that Court Support Services Division list

its trained ADA contact people on the Website.

6. The Committee has developed, with its Legal Services staff attorney advisor, a new

Request tor Accommodation form, as \vell as a grievance process procedure and a

grievance form for the public. The Committee recommends the Branch revie\v and

approve the forms and post them on the ADA \vebsite, as well as ensure their distribution

to all Branch bcilities.
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Recommendations for review and prioritization by .Judicial Administration

I. The Branch should establish an Orticc lor People with Disabilities that handles

information. requests. complaints and grievances 1'01' both the public ancl its employees.

The Office should include an attorney \vith thorough and current knowledge of the ADA

as it applies to the public and labor law. The Office should include a trainer who \vill

develop, implement and track ADA training for every Branch Judge and employee, and a

coordinator charged with overseeing ADA Contact people. ADA requests and

accommodations for both thc public and Branch employees, and updating thc Branch's

existing ADA Webpage. Thc omcc should be charged with overseeing the

implementation of the ADA Committee's recommendations, and ensuring consistent and

uniform handling. across the Branch, of ADA issues, and ensuring the implementation of

Branch ADA policies and procedures. The Office should rep0l1 annually to the Chief

Court Administrator.

2. The Branch should establish an Advisory Committee that includes a representative of the

Chief Court Administrator, a Judge, a staff member of each Division, a member of the

Office of People with Disabilities, and members of the public with disabilities and/or

their advocates. The Advisory Committee should meet biannually to review progress of

the implementation of the ADA Committee's plan, as well as make recommendations on

how to best accommodate people with disabilities.

3. The Branch should track every ADA complaint that it receives to monitor emerging or

consistent patterns. Tracking and monitoring compliance with the ADA may also yield

access to federal grant money for training on the ADA.

4. Based on the large number of responses from the participants in the three focus groups.

the Committee recommends the Branch provide sensitivity training to every member of

the Branch, from the Bench to the Judicial Marshal staff. using trainers vvith different

abilities. While using in-house trainers would be cost-efficient. the Committee has

iclentified a number of external resources, including advocates for people \vith

disabilities. that it believes could help develop appropriate training.

5. The Branch should include information on all forms Llsed by the public. such as jury

forms, abollt the ADA Website and the Branch's ability to provide accommodations for

people with disabilities.

6. Based on the increasing costs because of the request for and use of the vendor-provided

Computer Assisted Real Time transcription (CART) service. the Branch should
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investigate the feasibility and tiscal benefits of hiring, on a permanent, full-time basis, a

certitied CART court reporter.

7. The Committee recommends that the Branch abandon its use of text telephones (TTYs)

and telecommunication devices (TDDs) in clerk's offices and other administrative oftice

in t~lvor of the free, national "71 I" telecommunications relay service for people vvith

speech and hearing disabilities. The 711 number should be listed on every Branch rorm,

replacing the TDD and TYY numbers.

Recommendations for the continuation or expansion of\\'ork begun by this committee

1. The Committee identified the usefulness of the Microsoft Accessibility features, which

provide greater ease of computer use to people with ditTering abilities. The Committee

recommends that the Branch's Information Technology Division investigate the

availability and viability of activating those built-in Accessibility features on publicly

accessible computers found in Court Service Centers and public information desks.

2. The Branch's IT Division should investigate how it can make the Branch's Wehpage

more accessible to external users, such as the ability by viewers to change font sizes to

accommodate low-vision.

3. The Committee recommends that the ADA trained Contact people be trained annually to

ensure familiarity with the ADA and that a biannual ne\vsletter be sent to the Contact

people notifying them of trends, changes in equipment. policy or rules and other ADA

relevant information. The Committee also recommends that the Contact people list is

revie\-\/ed annually to ensure all information is L1p-to-date.
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Initiative: Limited English Proliciencv

The COlllmittee on Limited English ProtiCiCllCy is the expansion of an existing Branch

cOlllmittee that \vas established to address the access requirements contained in Title VI of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and other federal laws. The LEI' Committee was charged with

eliminating language barriers to facilities, processes and information that arc raced by individuals

with limited English proficiency.

Led by Atty. Faith Arkin (chair) and the Iionorable Maria A. Kahn and Atty. Toni Smith

Rosario (co-chairs and advisers), the eighteen-member committee, comprising judges,

interpreters, court service center personnel. marshals, and judicial information system staff,

formed three subcommittees to address the various aspects of its charge: Outreach, chaired by

Ms. Rhonda Steariey-Hebert; Multilingual Materials. chaired by Ms. Rena Goldwasser; and

Interpreter Services, chaired by Ms. Gabrielle Winter. The committee and its subcommittees

have met a total of thirteen times between November 24. 2008 and March, 2009.

The Committee and its subcommittees conducted a survey of available Branch forms and

signs in languages other than English; did an extensive review' of the Interpreter and Translator

Services unit, including its policies, procedures, and training for staff, and usage by the public;

and drafted a survey, to be distributed internally, to assess ho\v orten and in what manner

language assistance services are utilized by various Branch units. AdditionallYl the members

conducted a multi-question survey for the federal judiciary and other states abollt LEP services

and translation in the courts.

The numbers of people with limited English proficiency V•.r!lO access the Branch is on the

risc as Connecticut's demographics become more diverse. In 2007, the Branch provided more

than 104,000 direct Spanish interpretations alone, and, on average, uses the Language Line phone

interpretation service 391 timcs per month. These numbers \vill surely increase and, based on its

in-depth revie\v of the data gathered and after analyzing that information, the Committee is

making the following recolllmendations:

Il.ecommendations for \vhich implementation has alreadv hegun:

I. Conduct an internal survey to assess htH\i oltcn and in \vhat manner language assistance

services are utilized by various units within the ./udicial Branch. The survey has been

draned and piloted by the Committee.
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2. Identify forms and materials that require translation services through an electronic survey

of each Judicial operating unit; determine the nUlllber of 'hits' on forms and publication;

ascertain \vhich forms are most fl-cquentIy tiled. A phone survey \vas completed. The

internal survey recolllmended above is anticipated to solicit additional information.

Recommendations for review and prioritization bv judicial administration:

I. Consider the use of bar codes and possibly, the use of docket legend codes, to allow

Court Operations to generate repolis on the numbers and types of Judicial forms that are

tiled, as opposed to downloaded, printed, or distributed.

2. Consider other materials for translation. including: court calendar uniform instructions.

into Spanish; translation of courtroom assignments that are posted on calendar and other

days; interpreter/translation options when Support Enforcement Services cases are heard

in front of Family Support Magistrates, especially in regards to the advisement of rights.

3. Survey community organizations to obtain information regarding the needs of LEP

populations as it pertains to the Judicial Branch and review utilization data such as

Webpage hits and forms used to determine translation priorities for the I3ranch Website.

4. Develop computer programs that will: include both 'Interpreter' and 'Language'

indicators in the case-management systems \vhere they currently do not exist; print

'Interpreter' and 'Language' indicators on all dockets; automatically generate an

interpreter-service request from earliest identification of need; transfer pertinent data into

the Interpreter and Translator Services (ITS) Scheduler system for every scheduled court

appearance or interview throughout the duration of the case and until final completion.

5. Devclop/inelude informational links on the existing Judicial Branch Webpage to direct

LEP individuals to translated information and make other Webpage changes as

determined by community organization survey results.

6. Develop a system for the efficient tracking and scheduling of interpreters through the lise

of current and future technology.

7. Record in case-management systems (CR/MV, Edison, etc.), at the earliest possible stage

in a case involving an LEP individual: the need for interpreting services in a case, the

language needed, and the type of proceeding and/or approximate duration ofthc

intervie\v requested.

8. Develop and establish specific criteria for prioritizing assignments of interpreting

requests.
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9. Permit the use of audio recordings of advisements of Constitutional rights in Spanish,

recorded by certified Spanish-language interpreters.

10. Expand the scope orthe Telephonic Bilingual Services (TBS), and rcname it to allow this

unit to provide telephonic and in-person interpreting outside of the courtroom (e.g., jail

interviews, CSSD studies and interviev,'s, Court Operations interviews, etc.)

11. Reassign suitable, permanent qualified (but non-certified) Spanish-language interpreters

to TBS.

12. Modify, acquire and activate necessary telephonic infrastructure and equipment to

maximize utilization of the Telephonic Bilingual Services.

13. Consider Spanish the priority language for translation of materials, with Portuguese as

second and Polish as third priorities. Other translations should be determined based upon

the util ization statistics and gro\vth of minority communities.

14. Prioritize translation of materials based lIpon interpreter and translation event statistics

and other data collected. Ensure that those pamphlets and brochures which have

accompanying forms are translated in a coordinated manner. Additionally, a structured

process should be developed for screening and prioritizing requests for translations.

15. Consider acquisition oftenninology-managcment translation computer software (e.g. the

Trados program) to ensure consistent state-\vide translation of legal terminology on court

forms for LEP individuals.

16. Ackno\vleclge the issue regarding literacy levels of some LEP individuals and the need to

identify assistance in understanding and reading materials, translated or not, to ensure

that meaningful access to due process is provided.

17. Support the concept of Plain Language; need to analyze the concept of Plain Language as

a cost-effective measure in forms translation.

18. Recommend additional resources for the Interpreter and Translator Services unit.

19. Establish Branch policies specifying the role and scope of duties and ethical requirements

for interpreters in Connecticut Superior Courts.

20. Hire more bilingual staff for positions \\,'hich directly serve LEP individuals.

21. Change organizational structure to: establish higher rates for services in hard-to-tlnd

languages so that the ./udicial Branch can compete with other employers; certified

temporary intcrpreters, and qualificd tcmporary interpreters.

22. Change organizational structure to establish an Administrative Translator position for a

person responsible for managing translation assignments; update the Interpreter II job
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description for certified permanent interpreters to emphasize the professional, rather than

clerical, services that interpreters provide to the courts.

23. Change organizational structure to establish a Master Interpreter job classification for

those staff\vho pass the state certification \vith higher scores, or who hold multiple

certi fications (e.g.. federal, American Translators Association (ATA), interpreting

certilication in more than one language).

24. Periodically review ITS stafting levels to ensure sullicient coverage for LEP individuals.

25. Create a mechanism to allow candidates to pay for some testing and training which may

require legislation.

26. Solicit Branch employees (including judges) who have bi/multilingual abilities to

participate in the Branch's outreach objectives (to utilize their skills such as through the

Speakers Bureau).

27. The External AtTairs Division should create or update a list of employees and judges

willing to participate.

28. Expand outreach to LEP populations by the Judicial Branch Website based upon the

needs identitied via cOlllmunity organizations and establish collaborative relationships

vvith media organizations that have targeted non-English speaking audiences.

29. Develop public service announcements based upon the needs of the LEP population.

30. Utilize monitors in public areas or lobbies that arc a source of ongoing information to the

public in languages common to the LEP population.

31. Support and foster the development ofbi/multilingual employees by dedicating resources

to train, recognize and assist these employees.

32. Train staff to routinely record interpreter and translator information into case

management systems (e.g. CR/MV, Edison, etc.)

33. Provide foreign language instruction to employees to enable them to provide basic

information to LEP individuals, such as the location of the cOUl1room.

Recommendations for the continuation or expansion ofworl{ begun by the Phase I

committee:

I. Revievv' statistical information on civil court requests to Interpreter and Translator

services. The ITS application is currently being updated to accept this data.
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2. Utilize the experience of other states and the federal government to prioritize forms

translations consistent v·/ith available resources. A survey \\'as done by the Committee or

those experiences.

3. Implement the Committee's procedural recommendations ror Quality Consideration for

Testing, Celiitication and Training for the qualil1cation and certification process of

interpreters.

4. Conduct Branch-wide training on civil rights, national origin discrimination, and services

available to the LEP individuals. A pilot program training was conducted in 2008;

program was refined. Branch-wide training has commenced with the judicial marshals; a

schedule will be developed to reach all employees.
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Initiative: Information/PrivacY

The Committee on Judicial Information Policy (formerly the Identity Then Committee) is

an ongoing committee. Its original charge from the Public Access Task Force in 2006 \vas to

address issues associated with identity theft specifically the protection of personal identifying

information contained in court tiles.

As part of the implementation of the strategic plan, the charge of this committee \vas

expanded to encompass a broader range of access, privacy and contidentiality concerns. The

Committee is charged with increasing public access to court processes and information \vhile

ensuring that the information of those \vho become involved in the court process is not misused,

their safety is not compromised, and their privacy is respected.

Chaired by the Honorable Joseph H. Pellegrino, the twenty-seven-member committee

originally created two subcommittees: a Criminal Subcommittee, chaired by the Honorable John

F. Blawie and a Family Subcommittee, chaired by the Honorable F. Herbert GruendeL to review

Judicial Branch forms and rules that require the inclusion of personal identifying information.

The committee and its subcommittees met a total of nine times between November 8, 2006 and

February 5, 2009.

With the expanded charge, the committee will be establishing subcommittees to address

the following areas: (1) drafting a comprehensive access policy for court records, (2) reviewing

Branch policies on disclosability and disposal of personal identifying or otherwise conlidential

information and examining existing and potential structures to permit or restrict access to that

information, and (3) developing training for Judges, stall other agencies and the public on access

to court records. \Vith the expansion of electronic filing, each of these areas will need to be

addressed.

Based upon the review of Branch forms and rules and the input !I'om the National Center

for State Courts, the Committee is making the following recommendations:

Recommendations for \vhich implementation has alreadY begun:

I. Forms have been revised based upon the review conducted. This process should continue

to eliminate unnecessary personal identifying information and to permit the redaction

before submission of personal identifying information. including redacted social security

numbers, dates or birth or account number. (Specific information about the

recommendations of the committee may be found in the report.)
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2. A rule specifically directing filers not to submit personal identifying information in

documents filed \vith the court was drafted and submitted to the Rules Committee as ne\v

Practice Book Section 4-7. It will be voted on by the Judges at the Annual Meeting in

JLIne.

3. Revisions to Practice Book Section 4-2 (b) to include a statement that the signature on a

pleading means that the signer has complied \vith the provisions of Practice Book Section

4-7.

4. Revisions to the existing rules on sealing documents (P.B. Sec. 11-20A and P.B. Sec. 25

59A) to permit a streamlined process for removing or sealing personal identifying

information that appears in court documents were drafted and submitted to the Rules

Committee. These revisions \vill be voted on by the Judges at the Annual Meeting in

.June.

Recommendations for the continuation or expansion of,,",,ork begun bv the l:thase I

committees:

1. The revie\v of information that is currently displayed on the website and the procedures

for ensuring that accurate information is posted on the web site should be referred the

Couli Operations Quality Assurance Unit.

2. The examination of what could be added to the \vebsite to enhance access to court

processes and information (i.e., providing streaming videos of court proceedings and

posting decisions online), explore other ways that the Internet can be used to increase

electronic access, including interactive options (creation of an online avatar to connect

public VI"ith resources based on question/answer) and other web-based services should be

referred to the Committee on Self-represented Parties and to the \Veb Board.

3. A rule should be drancd to provide for the submission in a sensitive data form of personal

identifying or other confidential information that is required for adjudicative purposes.

The form \vould not be available to the public or posted on the Internet.

4. A comprehensive policy on access to court records should be developed by the

Committee on Judicial Information Policy. That policy may be modeled on the access

policy drafted by the National Center for State Courts.

5. Educational materials should be developed for the public in conjunction with the

Committee on Self-represented Parties regarding the public nature of materials that are

filed \vith the courts.
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CHANGING
DEMOGRAPHICS

The Judicial Branch will provide a

diverse and culturally COlllpetent

environlllent that is sensitive to

the values and responsive to the

needs of all who interact with it.
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Initiative: Diversitv in the Branch Workplace

The implementation plan created the Diversity in the Branch \Vorkplacc Committee and

charged it with recommending an action plan to promote and ensure diversity in the hiring and

retention of Branch employees, and to ensure a culturally competent workforce.

Led by Chair Linda A. Dow, the eight-member committee, which included members

from Court Operations, Information Technology, Court Support Services, Human Resources and

External Affairs, met seven times from October 2008 through January 2009.

The Committee gathered an extensive amoLlnt of data. including demographics of Branch

employees within Superior Court Operations Division and Court SUPPoli Services Division

CSSD); demographics of the offenders and probationers served by CSSD.; and an overview of

the population served by the Support Enforcement Services unit. The Committee also collected

general Connecticut community data, and examined the Branch's existing recruiting and retention

efforts with respect to hiring.

As charged in the implementation plan, the Committee has recommended an action plan

with specific recommendations listed below.

Recommendations for review and prioritization by Judicial Administration

I. Address issues of cultural competency through training for nc\v and existing staff.

2. Conduct a survey of Judicial Branch staff to identify the arcas employees think arc in

need of improvement in relation to cultural competency.

3. Develop and implement a cultural competency training curriculum; provide evaluations

to each participant upon completion of training; provide pre- and post-training tests to

measure levels of competency.

4. Develop a centralized, mandated training program for Affirmative Action Coordinators to

ensure that the interview process is conducted in an appropriatc and consistent manner at

all times. Refresher courses should be offered biannually, and thc rate of attcndance

tracked.

5. Assess Affirmative Action Coordinators on levels ofcompetcncy through periodic self

assessments and/or post-training testing.

6. Develop and implement a system for Affirmative Action Coordinators to report any

concerns regarding appropriatencss of the intcrvic\v proccsses as they occur. Also, a
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system should be developed to ensure that any such concerns are investigated and acted

upon prior to any action being taken on the rccruitment in question.

7. Track the number of issues repol1ed by Affirmative Action Coordinators.

8. Develop questions to include on the interview form that will measure the cultural

competency of an applicant, or the ability for an applicant to become culturally

competent.

9. Ensure all Branch staff involved in the intervie\ving process receive training regarding

the inclusion of cultural competency as part of the hiring criteria and the importance it

has as part of the required criteria for hire/promotion.

10. Update the existing "Guidelines to Effective Interviews" booklet to include cultural

competency as a criteria for assessment of applicants.

II. Evaluate and develop methods to retain employees and provide opportunities to enhance

their career mobility.

12. Evaluate the existing Mentoring Program to determine if it meets the needs of staff in

providing increased access to career opportunities within the Branch.

13. Include a career mobility program as part of the Mentoring Program, to be developed by

the Mentoring Committee in conjunction with Administrative Services Division I--Iuman

Resources Management unit.

14. Assess existing materials and the extent of the Branch's current outreach efforts to

students in high schools, business and technical schools, career academies, and colleges.

15. Assemble and maintain a pool of Judicial Branch employees who would be accessible to

the Volunteer/Intern Coordinators to make presentations

16. Promote careers with the Judicial Branch by developing class materials and a speakers'

bureau for Connecticut high schools, business schools, technical schools, career

academies and colleges. Market the speaker's bureau, job shadO\v and court aide

programs to high school administrators, and track the number of requests.

17. Market the Connecticut Courts Curriculum.

18. Develop a systcm to collect and determine distribution of Branch \vorkforcc data and data

on the population served by the Branch; determine how that data can be effectively

utilized to suppoli the goal ofdevelopillg and retaining a diverse and culturally

competent staff
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DELIVERY OF
SERVICES

The Judicial Branch will provide

effective, uniforlll and consistent

delivery of services by enhancing

the lllanagelllent of court practices.
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Initiative: Alternatives to Court Appearances

The COlllmittee on Alternatives to Court Appearances was formed as a part of the first

phase of the implementation and \vas charged \vith exploring possibilities for expanding the use

of video conferencing and teleconferencing for court appearances in order to make judicial

proceedings and services more accessible and to promote efticient and cost effective case

management.

Chaired by the Honorable Elliot N. Solomon. the forty-member committee included

judges, cault personnel, a states' attorney, a public defender, an attorney general, attorneys from

the private sector, support enforcement staff, a representative from the information technology

division, the commissioner of tile state Department afMental Health and Addiction Services, and

a representative from the Department of Correction. The committee formed five subcommittees

to address specitlc areas of its charge, including: Technology, chaired by Mr. Scott Rosengrant;

Statutes and Rules. chaired by Attorney Jennifer O. Robinson; Purposes. chaired by the

Honorable Hillary £3. Strackbein; Costs and Benetits. chaired by Mr. David M. laccarino; and a

videoconferencing pilot program exploratory committee, chaired by Judge Strackbein. The

committee and its subcommittees have met a total of twenty-six times bet\veen November 2008

and May 2009.

The Committee has gathered information on the technological infrastructure of Branch

facilities, identified statutes and rules that impact the use ofvideoconferencing and

teleconferencing, explored the civil, family, juvenile, criminal and appellate areas to identify

where videoconferencing and teleconferencing could be eflCctively used, and analyzed the

potential costs and benefits of video and telephone conferencing. Members of the committee also

benefited from meeting \vith staff and observing the video courts in Ne\vark, New Jersey.

After extensive evaluation and discussion, the Committee on Alternatives to Court

Appearances has developed the following recommendations.

Recommendations for revie\", and nrioritization hy judicial administration:

I. Civil Matters: Teleconferencing should be allo\vccL at the discretion of the court and after

reasonable notice, for status and scheduling conferences; arguments, not including short

calendar, \vhere testimony is not required (including sllch matters for self-represented

inmates): and SLlch other matters L1pon which the parties may agree.
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2. Civil Matters: Videoconferencing should be permitted, at the discretion of the court and

alter reasonable notice, for: short calendar arguments not involving the testimony of

witnesses; trial testimony of any \vitnesses; inmate proceedings; habeas corpus

proceedings alleging claims regarding conditions of confinement; and such other matters

upon which parties may agree.

3. Civil Matters: Videoconterencing should not be used for pretrial conterences.

4. Criminal Matters: Teleconferencing should be allowed, at the discretion of the court and

upon reasonable notice, for status and scheduling conferences.

5. Criminal Matters: Videoconferencing should be allowed, at the discretion of the court

and with the consent of all parties, for second-stage extradition proceedings; and

competency proceedings (e.G.S. 54-56d) in which there is no dispute that the defendant,

at such time, is "incompetent but restorable." Additionally a member of the evaluation

team may testify by videoconference in support of the recommendations made by the

team (videoconference equipment in the courthouse and at Connecticut Valley Hospital

must be compatible). And videoconferencing should be allowed at the discretion of the

court and with the consent of all parties for such other maters as to \vhich both parties

may agree.

6. Criminal Matters: Videoconferencing should be allO\ved without the consent of the

parties for Court Support Services Division interviews of inmates in connection with pre

sentence investigations, the jail re-interview program, and level of service inventories.

7. Criminal Matters: Videoconferencing should be allowed without the consent of the

parties for Sentence Review hearings.

8. Criminal Matters: A pilot program should be established for the videoconferencing of

arraignments bet\veen the holding area and a courtroom in Geographical Area 14

(Hartford).

9. Criminal Matters: Transporting of inmates to court for matters \vhen appearances before

the judge is not necessary (Callbacks): In any courthouse \vhieh has videoconference

{"acilities for private conferences bet\veen counsel and an incarcerated defendant the

following should apply: Defendants in Part A in the Hartford ./udicial District 5hallnot he

transported to court unless specifically requested by the State or the detendant's counsel

and approved by the Court in its discretion. In Part A other than in the Hartford J.D., the

defendant shall not be transported to COLllt unless specifically requested by the State or

defendant's counsel. In Geographic Areas, defendant \vill be transported to court unless

both the State and defendant's counsel agree othenvise.
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10. Juvenile Matters: Videoconferencing or teleconlerencing should be allowed in Child

Protection proceedings, at the discretion of the court and upon reasonable notice, tlH:

status and scheduling conferences; the testimony of a person on whose behalf a protective

order, restraining order or standing criminal restraining order has been issued and the

subject matters of the proceeding involves the person against whom such order has been

issued; participation by an out-of-state parent in a child protection matter under the

Interstate Compact for Placement of Children; participation in a child protection ease by

a parent incarcerated in Connecticut whose presence in court poses a security risk,

limited to certain proceedings; use of non-English language interpreter ifnot readily

available in Connecticut; the testimony of a foster parent regarding the placement or

revocation of commitment of a foster child living with such foster parent or a sibling

regarding visitation with or placement ofa child committed to DCF; by agreement of the

parties and their attorneys, participation in discussions by treatment service providers and

evaluators in case status conferences, child protection mediation and in court

proceedings; and conferences with a judge of another state as required pursuant to the

Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act.

I l. Juvenile Matters: Videoconferencing should be allowed in delinquency proceedings, at

the discretion of the cout1 and upon reasonable notice, for initial detention review

hearings where the detention facility is not located in the child's home juvenile district.

12. Familv Matters: Teleconferencing should be allowed, at the discretion of the court and

upon reasonable notice, for: status conferences not pertaining to custody and visitation

issues: scheduling conferences, including issues regarding trial management orders;

conferences with ajudge of another state as required pursuant to the Uniform Child

Custody Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act; pretrial conferences where a party lives at

such a remote distance that the court finds teleconferencing to be appropriate; and

arguments that do not require the taking of evidence.

13. Family Matters: Videocollferencing should be allo\vecL at the discretion of the court and

upon reasonable notice, for: participation by a party incarcerated at an out-of-state or

federal facility; arguments that do not require the taking of evidence; the taking of

testimony from an out-of-state \vitness; hearings on post-judgment motions as permitted

by existing lavv; and intcrvicvvs by Family Relations and Support Enforcemcnt Officers

of ollt~of-state and incarcerated individuals necessary for the completion of a service

ordered by the court.
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14. Administrative and Other Matters: Teleconferencing and/or vidcoconferencing should be

allmved ror: administrative mectings; use of non-English language interpreters working

from a relllote location; subject to Judicial approval, communication with juvenile

detainees or incarcerated individuals; cOllllllunication bet\vcen inmates and state operated

medicall~lcilities regarding medical needs of an inmate \vhile in the care and custody of

Judicial Marshals; and probate proceedings at such times as the teleconference and/or

videoconference equipment is available for use.

15. Administrative and Other Matters: Videoconferencing should be allowed as appropriate

for training sessions with Branch personnel.

16. Administrative and Other Matters: Videoconferencing systems used in criminal matters

for private conferences between counsel and incarcerated defendants may be used by

counsel to communicate with inmates on Civil, Family, and Juvenile matters when

equipment is available.

]7. Administrative and Other Matters: Absent exigent circumstances and court approval, an

inmate should not be transported to court on a day whcn no necessary court appearance is

scheduled in his or her case.

18. Technology: Subject to fiscal constraints and prioritization within the Criminal, Civil,

Juvenile and Family divisions, each Judicial District (J.D.) and Juvenile courthouse

should be equipped with videoconference capability in at least one courtroom; each .J.D.,

Geographical Area (G.A.) and Juvenile courthouse should be equipped with a

videoconferencing capability for confidential communication bet\veen attorneys and

incarcerated clients: each J.D. coulthouse should be equipped with a portable

videoconference unit.

19. Technolo!!v: Subject to fiscal constraints and prioritization, the Branch should implcment

a VOIP teleconlcrencing system that can accommodate all Branch locations; C.S.S.D.

should be equipped \vith videoconferencing and teleconfCrcncing capabilities in order to

conduct inmate interviews (PSI's, LSJ's,jail re-interview, etc.) and engage in adaptable

administrative functions such as training sessions and meetings that require travel; and

appropriate equipment shall be provided for continuous non-English language

interpretation as needed.

20. Statutes and Rules: The Committee recommcnds the adoption of new rulcs and thc

revisions of existing rules and statutes to provide for the expanded use of these

technologies for the purposes rccommended in all practice areas. The use of

teleconrerencing and videoconfercncing should, in most instances, be at the discretion of
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the judicial authority and the rules should reference this discretion. Generally, it is

contemplated that rules regarding teleconferencing and videoconferencing in a particular

subject matter should be set forth separately, as described more specifically in Appendix

B Or this COll1ll1ittee's full report.

21. Statutes and Rules: The Committee recolllmends a rule that: (I) defines teleconferencing,

(2) defines videoconferencing, (3) authorizes, in most instances, the use of

videoconferencing if available where teleconferencing is permitted and (4) permits

remote non-English language interpreting services, including continuous, word for word

interpretation in appropriate situations.

Recommendations for the continmltion or expansion of the Phase I committee:

I. A Standing Committee on Technology for Videoconferencing and Teleconferencing

should be formed to continue the work of this committee. The purpose of the Standing

Committee will be to monitor the implementation of these recommendations, to educate

users as to the availability and lise of new technologies, and to measure the outcomes of

the changes as they are implemented.

2. An individual should be designated \vhose sole responsibility would be the management

of Branch teleconference and videoconference resources. Existing and anticipated

teleconference and videoconference resources are substantial and the field will change

considerably in the years to come. Consequently, it is appropriate that one individual be

charged with providing direction in this field.

further study should be done into the feasibility of using videoconference technology to

create and preserve the court record. Although this has been discllssed in the course of this

Committee's work, a full examination is beyond the scope of this analysis.
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Initiative: Case Management (Civil)

The Civil Commission is an ongoing cOlllmission that \vas formed in 2000 by the former

Chief Justice, the Honorable Francis M. McDonald, .II'. The Commission was originally charged

with the review of the civil docket and the development of practices that would improve the

administration ofjudicial services and promote the resolution of cases in a fair, timely, open and

cost-effective manner. This Commission has now been charged with to examining issues

associated vvith case management practices and procedures to ensure that they are designed to

address the changing numbers. types and complexity of cases, incorporate new technology. and

serve all who interact with the courts.

Chaired by the Honorable Arthur A. Hil1er, the t\venty-seven-member committee, which

includes members from the Bench and the Bar, formed two subcommittees to address specific

areas of its charge, including: Case Processing, co-chaired by the Honorable Marshall K. Berger,

.lr. and Attorney Catherine Smith Nietzel, and Discovery, chaired by Attorney Charles A.

Deluca. The committee and its subcommittees have met several times, and \vill continue to

meet, to consider the issues assigned to them

The Committee reviewed and grouped the many issues that were obtained from the focus

groups conducted during the development oCthe strategic plan and its subcommittees arc

discussing issues connected with discovery, including examining enforcement of discovery rules

and examining the possibility of implementing a special masters program and issue associated

with case processing, including ways to make the pretrial process more effective and examining

the feasibility of individual scheduling or staggered hours for motions and short calendar

hearings.

'fhe Commission is not yet at the point of making specific recommendations, but its

subcommittees are developing recommendations that \vi]] be submitted to the rull commission in

the near future. The Commission \vill submit recommendations as they are completed.
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Initiative: Complex Litigation

Several ortile concerns raised in the focus groups conducted as part of the development

orthe strategic plan concerned the complex litigation program. To accelerate the rcvie\v of the

Complex Litigation Program and address these areas of concern, the Complex Litigation

Committee was created. It was charged with the review and evaluation of the Complex Litigation

Program, including the program's criteria and standards, and identifying possible areas of

im provement.

Chaired by the Honorable Dennis Eveleigh, the fifteen-member committee included

judges and members of the bar. The committee formed three subcommittees to address specific

areas of its charge: Administrative, chaired by Attorney Richard A. Silver, ProceduraL chaired

by Attorney Richard Weinstein, and Standards, chaired by Attorney William Prout Thc

committee and its subcommittees met a total of seven times betvveen April 25, 2008 and August

27,2008.

Each orthe subcommittees met to review current practices in their respective areas and to

address the concerns expressed regarding the Complex Litigation docket (CLD), including the

need for clarification and dissemination of standards for referral to the docket, the suggested input

from the bar into the assignment of complex litigation judges, and the streamlining of procedures

within the complex litigation docket.

As a result orthe review and analysis of the information gathered by the focus groups and

extensive discussions of possible improvements, the committee developed and submitted the

folllhving recommendations.

Recommendations for which implementation has already begun

I. A practice should be established which provides the Bar \vith input on the selection of

CLI) Judges; it was suggested that a representative group of the Hal' meet with the Chief

Court Administrator to give candid appraisals of potential ror service on the CLD.

(Members of the Bar met in April of this year to provide input into the selection ofCLD

judges. )

2. Criteria uscd to determine \vhether a «lSe should be referred to the elD should be

elucidated more clearly. (Revisions have been made to the Fat-Is' flhout the CO!l/lectiClI!

.Judicial Branch Complex Litigutiol7 Docket (Information Sheet) to clarify the criteria.)

3. A judge's assignment to the eLD may be extended beyond three y'ears to permit the judge
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to manage cases through trial in accordance with the principles of an individual calendar

method of case management. Hmvever, an interim revie\v should be conducted aftcr two

years to evaluate each CLD judge's performance. (Some judges are permitted to

continue on the docket for a period longer than 3 }'ears, but a CLD judge's individual

preferences also need to be taken into account. An interim review cannot easily be

undel1aken unless there are an adequate number of evaluations for a statistically

meaningful review.)

4. The application process should be streamlined. The application for case referral should

be filed early in the case and the form should be redratted in order to provide a box which

clearly identifies whether all parties consent to the referral. (JD-CV-39 has been revised

and posted online.

5. Any objection to the referral of a case to the CLD must be filed atter a speeitied time

period following the filing of the application, rather than after the decision is rendered on

the application. The present application form which allows an objection to come in after

the decision of the judge shall be amended to reflect this change. (Form JD-CY-39 has

been amended.)

6. Language contained In the document entitled Facts Abolft the Connecticlfl Judicial

Branch Complex Litigation Docket (Information Sheet) should be rewritten to more

clearly retlect that cases are considered for placement on the CLD on the basis of their

individual merit in the exercise of sound discretion, on a non-formulaic basis.

7. In the section of the Information Sheet entitled "Ho\v Does a Case Get Referred to the

Complex Litigation Docket?", the folltnving language should be inSCl1ed immediately

follmving the reference to the Judicial Branch website:

liThe Chief Administrative Judge of the Civil Division
has discretion to schedule a hearing to consider \Ivhether
referral to the Complex Litigation Docket is appropriate."

8. In the section of the Information Sheet entitled "\Vhat Factors Will Be Considered in

Determining Eligibility?", the language should be as foII O\\/s:

• The number ofpal1ies

• The number of counsel

• The amount orthe claim and the nature of the reliefrcquestcd

• The anticipated length of tria!

• The complcxity of the issucs presented for resolution

• The extent and complexity of pretrial proceedings, including discovery matters.
motion practice, and special proceedings
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• The overall need for the special oversight and management that the Complex
Litigation Docket may provide

• \Vhcther alternative case management approaches are available in the judicial
district where the case has been brought

9. In the section of the Information Sheet entitled "What Types of Cases Will Be

Considered as Complex Litigation'?", the following introductory sentence should be

inserted: "While each case proposed for the Complex Litigation Docket will be evaluated

on its individual merits, the f()lIowing types of cases otten have been found to be

appropriate for assignment to the Complex Litigation Docket."

Recommendations for the continuation or expansion of\\'ork begun by the Phase I
committees

1. The evaluation form for all Superior Court Judges should contain a check-box inquiring

of counsel whether that judge should be considered for assignment to the CLD. (Referred

to Judicial Performance Evaluation Committee)

2. It is recommended that the evaluation form should not contain a case caption or docket

number and should be distributed with an internal and external envelope. The wording of

the form should give the Bar assurance that the information is not attributable to a

specific lawyer. (Referred to Judicial Performance Evaluation Committee)

3. The juror administrative processes should be reviewed in order to identify areas that arc

contributing to the lack of a sufficient number of jurors for a full day of jury selection,

and to provide solutions. Stamford appears to be a particular problem. (Rererred to Jury

Committee)

4. Examine the potential for utilization of ./udge Trial Referees in cases \vhere no eLf)

judge is available.

5. If Judge Trial Referees were to be utilized, due to the statutory requirement that they

cannot preside over civil jury trials \vithout the \\Titten consent of all parties, a

mechanism would have to be developed to provide for parties' agreement.

6. An alternative to the referral of cases to the CLD based upon the length of trial \vould be

the transfer oCthe case to another judicial district by the Chief Court Administrator.

7. In order to prevent delay. the Request ror Adjudication form should be modified to

address the difficulties in reaching opposing counsel and obtaining the necessary

information to complete the form. (This torm is being revised.)

8. Procedures should be developed for the processing of this lorm based upon the
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differentiation of the types of motions In order to provide for prompt adjudication of

discovery'motions.

9. To expedite the processing of these motions, dittcrcnt methods such as telephonic

scheduling conlcrences should be explored.

10. System changes should he considered in order to provide the capability of readily

identifying the tllcr of a motion/objection on the Case Detail page of the Branch's

\vebsite.

II. Procedural requirements for filings should be adopted, such as the inclusion of the party

number on all CLD filings to facilitate the process.

12. Efforts should be made to provide for the availability of Wi-Fi access in the courthouses.

(Referred to Committee on Alternatives to Court Appearances)

13. The scheduling of CLD events should be entered into the Edison system so that this

information may be available for vie\ving on the Branch's \vebsite.

Recommcndations that '"cre not acceptcd by the Chief Justice

I. A Presiding Judge should be appointed in order to provide better coordination of

resources between the CLDs and the regular dockets and among the CLD judges,

particularly regarding the transfer of cases behveen CLD areas if the assigned judge is not

available for trial or hearing. (Chief Administrative Judge (CAJ) of Civil serves this

function)

2. Additional CLD locations would provide synergy and flexibility to assist 111 the

reassignment of a CLD trial that could not proceed as scheduled. (Not accepted due to

significant budgetary constraints, but Branch will continue to evaluate these

recommendations as available resources permit.)

3. The creation of additional CLDs in New Haven, Bridgeport and the eastern part of the

State is recommended if possible, given the constraints of the available Judicial Branch

courthouses in those locations. The Committee supports an expedited schcdule for

addrcssing the completion of ne\v facilities in these locations, particularly New Ilaven

and Bridgeport. (Not acceptcd due to significant budgetary constraints, but Branch will

continue to evaluate these recommendations as available resources permit.)

4. IdentifY those Judicial Districts that may have available courtrooms and spacc for support

staff for locating additional CLDs. (Not accepted due to significant budgetary constraints,

but Branch \vill continue to evaluate these recommendations as available resources

permi!.)
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Initiative: Criminal Practice

The Criminal Practice Commission, which is an ongoing commission, is an extension of

the prior Ad Ilac Criminal Practice Committee. That committee was originally created to provide

a foruJll to discuss issues related to the process of the criminal justice system in order to improve

the system. One of the implementation initiatives has more specifically charged the Criminal

Practice Commission with addressing a wide range of issues that were identified by the focus

groups that were conducted during the development of the strategic plan.

Chaired by the Honorable Patrick L. Carroll III, the twenty-one-member commission,

which includes members from the Bench and the Bar, formed five committees and a

subcommittee to address specific areas of its charge, including: Discovery/Practice Book. co

chaired by the Honorable Patrick ClitTord and Attorney Kevin Kane; Habeas Reform, co-chaired

by the Honorahle Gary D. White and Attorney M. Elizabeth Reid; Proposed Revisions to the

Rules of Professional Conduct, Immigration, co-chaired by the Honorable Joette Katz and the

lIonorahle David Gold; Professionalism/Civility, co-chaired by the Iionorable James Ginocchio

and Attorney Raymond Hassett; and its subcommittee on Connecticut Criminal Defense Lawyers

Association (CCDLA) Submissions to the Judicial Selection Commission and the Judiciary

Committee, also co-chaired by the Honorable James Ginocchio and Attorney Raymond Hassett.

The commission has met four times, and \\/ill continue to meet, to consider the issues assigned to

it.

The Committec revie\\lcd and grouped the many issucs that were obtained from the focus

groups conducted during the development of the strategic plan and issues that arise, including the

notification of Immigration and Customs Enforcement the release of certain information by the

prosecuting authority in a criminal case. including law enforcemcnt reports. affidavits and

statements and the examination of the habeas process and procedures.

The Commission is not yet at the point of making specific recommendations in all areas.

It \\/ill continue to examine and evaluate the issues associated \'.'ith the criminal justice sy'stcm.

Currently, the Commission has the following recommendations.

Recommendations for which imnlenu'ntafion has ",rread\' begun

I. The Commission has proposed revisions to Practice Book Sections 40-10 - Custody' of

Materials; 40-11- Disclosure by the Prosecuting Authority: 40-13 - Names of \Vitnesses:

Prior Record of \Vitnesses; Stakments of Witnesses; 40-14- Information Not Subject to
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Disclosure by Prosecuting Authority; and proposed a ne\v Section 40-13A - Law

Enforcement Reports, Affidavits and Statements. These revisions and the new rule,

drafted by the Discovery/Practice 800k Committee of the Commission. are a milestone in

resolving significant and long-standing disputes bct\veen the State and defense counsel in

the area or discovery. They were published in the Connecticut Law May 19.2009 and

the public hearing on thcse rules was held on .June 1,2009.

2. A meeting with members of the Connecticut Criminal Defense Lawyers Association

(CCDLA) to discuss the Association's submissions to the Judicial Selection Commission

and the Judiciary Committee regarding Judge's reappointments took place in May. This

issue will continue to be discllssed and information will be shared \vith the committee

addressingjudicial performance evaluation.

3. The Habeas Reform Committee is reviewing the existing procedures for habeas matters

and is considering revisions to the process.
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Initiative: Familv Support Magistrate Rules

The Family Support Magistrate Rules Subcommittee is a new subcommittee orthe

Family" Commission. It \vas charged with developing rules for the Family Support Magistrate

Division, which was created by statute in 1986 in response to federal law requiring expedited

hearings for the establishment, enforcement and modification of child and spollsal support cases.

The eleven-member Subcommittee is co-chaired by the Honorable Lynda B. Munro,

Chief Administrative Judge of Family, and the Honorable Sandra Sosnoff Baird, Chief Family

Support Magistrate. The Subcommittee met twelve times between October 2008 and June 2009.

The Subcommittee conducted an extensive review of the existing Practice Book Rules to

determine which of those rules should apply to Family Support Magistrate matters and identify

areas where rules should be dratied. The members focused on Chapter 25 of the Practice Book,

the general provisions for Superior COllrt Procedure in FQ!ni(v ~Ha!ters, and on Chapter 13 of the

Practice Book, Discovery and Depositions. Areas rcvie\ved included case management,

automatic orders, discovery, and expedited modif1cations. Relevant to the Subcommittee's work

is the fact that 95 percent of litigants appearing in family support magistrate matters arc self

represented and identifying and clarifYing the rules that apply will enhance litigants'

understanding and allow them to participate in a more meaningful way.

Recommendations for ,vhich implementation has already begun

The Family Support Magistrate Court (FSM) Rules subcommittee has completed the

work it commenced last fall. It has draned proposed rules for FSM court. The Family

Commission is nO\V reviewing the dralt of those rules, and it is anticipated that the final form of

these comprehensive proposed rules \vj[[ be fonv"arded to the Rules Committee of the Superior

Court over the summer.
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Initiative: Jnrv

With nearly' one in three Connecticut adults being summoned annually forjury duty, the

Branch wants to ensure the best possible service for jurors to help bolster the public's trust and

confidence in the court system. The Jury Committee was formed to evaluate the Branch's overall

juror system, from the initial contact through the utilization ofjurors for service and beyond. The

Committee was charged with recommending new approaches and initiatives, after an evaluation

of the existing system and comparing the practices of other states and the federal judiciary. To

further the Branch '5 goal of ensuring uniformity' in its delivery of services, the COlllmittee was

also charged with identifying the different practices used in each of the nineteen court locations

lhat summon jurors.

The Committee of twenty-nine members was co-chaired by the Honorable I...inda K.

Lager and the Honorable Frank M. D'Addabbo. Four subcommittees were created: Arrival,

Before Court Appearance, Selected Jurors, and Voir Dire. In all, the Committee and its

subcommittees met twenty-three times between December 2008 and May 2009.

With respect to each of their areas, the subcommittees reviewed Branch practices, forms,

brochures and other existing media, including the Jury Ilandbook and the Jury' Information page

on the Branch Website. A survey of the jury clerks was conducted, and the American Bar

Association's 2005 repOli Principle,I,"/or Jurh:s and .Iwy Trials was consulted, along \vith the

ABA's best practices recommendations.

As a result of the members' revie\vs and analyses of existing practices, the Committee

has developed a number of recommendations.

I~ccommendationsfor review and judicial prioritization:

Before Court Appearance (I3CA) Subcommittee

1. Permanent Master File - Maintain the current practice of annually creating the Master

File. Study ways to improve the quality of the data received f)·om the source list provider

agencies. Study \vhether technology could overcome the disadvantages of a Permanent

Master file.

2. Improve .Juror Utilization - Implement techniques state\vide based to reduce daily !lumber

of requested jurors to achieve a utilization rate of60?/o based on practices or court
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locations with high utilization rates, cancellation rates and scheduled trials and monitor

the impact of reducing daily numbers.

3. Improve Information re Employment Issues - Expand and update information about

rights ofcmployed and unemployed jurors. Hold focus groups of fanner jurors to

determine \vhat intonnation would be helpful. See also I3CA Recommendation 5.

4. Jury Service - Substitute the term "jury scrvice" for 'jury duty" and ensure all forms of

communication (summons, notices, publications, website, videos and oral) conform to the

changed terminology. Also see BCA Recommendation 5.

5. Maintain and Update Forms, Publications, Website, Video and Orientation Materials 

Create a formal mechanism (a committee, dedicated staff or a combination) to dcvelop

procedures and to review, maintain, update and recommend revisions, according to an

established schedule, of forms, publications, website, video and orientation remarks and

materials in order to provide accurate and timely information regarding jury service, to

ensure accurate translations into languages other than English, to ensure uniform and

proper use of terminology throughout the cycle ofjury service and to respond to jurors'

questions. Hold focus groups of former jurors to determine what information would be

helpful. See also SCA Recommendation 3, Selected Jurors Recommendation 1.

6. Refinement of Summoning Procedures - Study the legality of changing the summons

calculation formula based on population within a zip code and the stability of population

within a zip code. !fstudies prove favorable, pursue legislative changes to implement

such a change in order to enhance the representativeness of the array.

7. Addressing Specific Juror Concerns About Service - Create a uniform process forjurors

with specific concerns about their ability to serve, such as economic hardship or past

experiences, by \vhich those concerns can be confidentially communicated to jury

administration staff before appearing and to ajudge on the day of appearance. See also

BCA Recommendation 5, Arrival Recommendation I, 2.

8. Excusing Jurors \\/ho Jlave Served on Exceptionally Long Trials - Continue to permit

judges to exercise their discretion to excuse jurors frolll future service for a period greater

than three years if the circumstances warrant and the juror wishes to be excused.
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Arrival Subcommittee

I. Juror Orientation - Create and provide a uniform outline of points to be covered in the

orientation remarks made by judges to jurors \vho have arrived for jury service. See also

SCA Recommendation 5, 7.

2. Pre-Screening - Implement a pre-screening process to be used upon arrival or during the

orientation process that identifies prospective jurors with bona fide reasons to be excused

from service before they are selected for a voir dire panel. See also SCA

Recommendation 7, Voir Dire Recommendation I and 2.

3. Facilities and Logistics - Ensure comfortable seating arrangements and quiet areas for

waiting jurors. Explore providing \vi-ti or internet access, with instructions as to proper

use during jury service. Consider these needs in planning construction of courthouses in

the future. See also Voir Dire Recommendation 6, Selected Jurors Recommcndation 16.

4. Orientation Video - Create a new updated video, approximately 20 minutes long, that

includes relevant points culled from the existing videos. Mandate that the video be

shmvn in all locations. See also SCA Recommendation 5.

Voir Dire Subcommittee

I. Judicial Supervision of All Voir Dire - Require that ajudge, either the assigned trial

judge or ajudge trial referee, preside over voir dire in civil cases in the same manner that

judges presently preside over voir dire in criminal cases.

2. Pre-screening - Require that all jurors be pre-screened by ajudge prior to individual

questioning by counsel in order to excuse jurors \vho have hardships, conflicts or special

dit1iculties hearing the case of the type on trial or who otherwise satisfy the requirements

for an excusal for cause. See also BCA Recommendation VII. Arrival Recommendation

2, Voir Dire Recommendation 1,3,5,6.

3. Voluntary Use of Panel Voir Dire - Allmv and racilitate the usc of pane! voir dire on a

purely voluntary basis in any case in which all the pm1ies request it and pertinent

statutory and constitutional rights are properly \vaived.

4. Retention and Destruction of the ··Confidential Juror Questionnaire·' - Adopt a specitlc

formal and uniform policy, as recommended by the subcommittee in 4.3. regarding the

retention and destruction of the statutorily required "confidential juror questionnaire."

Require judges to inform prospective jurors about the use and privacy of the
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questionnaires and the retention and destruction policy. See also Voir Dire

Recommendation 6.4, Selected Jurors Recommendation] 5.

5. Reusing Excused Jurors - Adopt a uniform policy that requires jurors \vho are excused.

following either pre-screening or voir dire questioning, to return to the jury asscmbly

room to be available lor inclusion on a panel 1'01' another case, taking into account, among;

other things. the time of day and the basis for the excused. See also Voir Dire

Recommendations 1,2,3. Re-use of jurors for another voir dire panel should enhance

overall juror utilization. See BCA Recommendation 2.

6. Improving Juror's Comtort - Provide an adequate and suitable environment tor jurors

awaiting questioning. See also Arrival Recommendation 3. Minimize waiting time by

implementing methods to expedite the process such as photocopying the confidential

juror questionnaire for counsel, using pre-screening techniques, and allowing venire

members to report at specified times for questioning. See also Voir Dire

Recommendation 2, 3, Selected Jurors Recommendation 12.

7. Alternate Jurors - Study methods for selection and better use of alternate jurors that are

more consistent \vith ABA Principles for Juries and .Jury Trials, Principle II.G.2 and G.3.

Conform the practices used in civil and criminal cases and seek appropriate legislative

changes to do so. See also Selected Jurors Recommendation 13.

Selected Jurors Subcommittee

I. Post-Selection Orientation - The trial judge should provide specific orientation materials

to selected jurors that address important aspects of trial service including juror conduct

requirements and other key information. See also Selected Jurors Recommendation 12,

16.

2. Juror Note Taking - Pennitjurors to take notes during the evidentiary stages ora trial

with the trial judge providing Jppropriate instructions about the procedures to be used.

3. Clear Jury Instructions - Instruct jurors in plain and understandable language regarding

the applicable law and the conduct of jury deliberations and make the formulation ofsllch

clear language instructions a priority for the civil and criminal jury instruction

co ITlI11 ittees.

4. Copies of Instructions - Provide jurors with <l copy of the jury instructions for use while

the jury is being instructed, or alternatively use technology to display' the instructions,
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and also provide each juror with a written copy of the instructions to use during

del iberations.

5. Exhibit Index - Provide an appropriately redacted index or rull exhibits lor use during

del iberations.

6. Responding to Juror Questions and Requests for "Readback"' of restimony - Continue to

follow the current practice, as set forth in relevant practice book sections, with sensitivity

to concerns of fairness, completeness and accuracy of responses.

7. Innovative Trial Practices - Recommended: With agreement of counsel and the court

use juror exhibit binders/notebooks and/or expanded preliminary instructions in

appropriate cases.

8. Innovative Trial Practices Not Recommended: Do not permit the lise of the following

innovative trial practices - discussion of evidence during the trial of civil cases,

sequential expert testimony'; specific suggestions regarding the selection ofa foreperson

and the conduct of deliberations.

9. Juror Questions for Witnesses - Permit jurors in civil cases to submit questions to

witnesses with agreement of counsel and the court, in a prescribed manner and as

currently permitted by Connecticut law. Although Connecticllt law also permits the

practice in criminal cases, the subcommittee recommends against that practice.

10. Counseling for Jurors in Stressful Cases - Provide free appropriate counseling to jurors

who report mental health challenges as a result of their jury service.

] I. Jurors' Certificates of Appreciation - Prepare a standard letter of appreciation to be sent

to jurors at the conclusion of the casco

12. Eflicient Use of Jurors' Time and Communications regarding Scheduling - Manage trials

in a manner that avoids \vastingjurors' time and keep jurors apprised orlhe trial

schedule, any necessary changes to the schedule and the reasons for necessary delays.

See also Sclected Jurors Recommendation!. Voir Dire Recommendation VI.

]3. Alternate Jurors - Conform the practices llsed in civil and criminal cases. See Voir Dire

Recommendation 8.

14. Juror Privacy: Post-Verdict Instructions - Require judges to instruct jurors ':lbout post

service contacts from others and to explain their rights regarding spcaking about their

scrvice. Consider cstablishing a secure juror service phone line for post-discharge

complaints and issLlcs. See also Selected Jurors Recommendation 10, Voir Dire

Recommendation 4.
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15. Juror Privacy: Juror Questionnaire and Personal Information - Conduct a study to

determine irjuror privacy may be protected in \vays consistent with the ABA's

Principles. See also Voir Dire Recommendation 4 for a more specific proposal regarding

the confidential juror questionnaires.

16. Usc of Smartphones (E-Mail, Voice Mail) - Prohibit Lise of Sill artphones and similar

electronic devices in the courtroom and during trial for specific purposes (conducting

research, gathering information, communicating with others about the case). Study

whether the prohibition should be extended to recesses and lunch breaks. Provide

explicit guidance about the use of such devices and the reasons for any restrictions the

court may impose. See Selected Jurors Recommendation 1, Arrival Recommendation 3.

Recommendations for the continuation or expansion of work begun by the Phase I

committees

1. The chairs recommend the creation ofa small standing committee, consisting of the Jury

Administrator, three judges and a chief clerk, fix following purposes: to assist in

implementing adopted recommendations, to supervise any future studies, surveys or

focus groups, to assist in establishing educational programs, to revic\\! general

instructions draHed by the standing civil and criminal jury instruction committees, to

review revisions ofjuror publications, orientation remarks, \veb site information and juror

video, to coordinate with other committees regarding media issues. and to recommend the

creation of task forces where appropriate to address Oil-going jury service issues. The

chairs propose that this standing committee be constituted as an internal Judicial Branch

committee without public membership, but that any task force that may be created may

include members orthe public.

2. The chairs recommend a review of the job description and compensation ror those

individuals who serve as jury clerks so that the description and compensation are

commensurate vvith the size of the location in \vhich the clerk serves and the caseload.

Recommendations on Training:

I. Trainjury' staff and clerks'onices on how to interpret utilization statistics for more

accurate assessment of number ofjurors needed

2. ·l"railljury statTto assess jurors' specific concerns about serving

3. Train judges to assess jurors' specific concerns about serving
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4. 'frain judges and staff regarding appropriate pre-screeni ng practices

5. Train judges, attorneys on hO\v to conduct panel jury selection

6. Trainjudges, attorneys, statTon preservation ofjuror privacy and confidentiality

Recommendations on Post-Repol1 Projects

1. Creating, maintaining and updating forms, publications. website, video and orientation

materials and conforming them for consistency

2. Creating a uniform process to address jurors specific concerns about their ability to serve

3. Training programs for judges and staff on adopted recommendations

4. Creating a ne\v jury orientation video

5. Adopting recommended appropriate practices for pre-screening jurors in civil and

criminal cases

6. Exploring methods by \vhich post-verdict counseling can be provided for jurors who

served in stressful cases without cost to them

7. Establishing a secure statewide juror service line for post-discharge complaints/issues

Recommendations for: rurther Studv and focus Groups or Surveys

I. Study \vays to improve quality of source list data received

2. Study' whether technology can overcome disadvantages of penn anent master tile

3. Study juror utilization practices in different locations statewide

4. Study efJiciency of the size of venire panels

5. Study \vhether a need exists to translate sections of the \vebsite and juror publications into

languages other than Spanish

6. Conduct tt)CUS groups \vith former jurors on \vhat information would be helpful both in

advance of service and during service

7. Study legality of changing summons c'llculation formula (this \vould be a major study

and requires a legal opinion first before the demographic data is examined)

8. Study constitutional ways in which to protect juror privacy following jury selection and

trial

9. Exit survey ofjurors regarding improvements to the voir dire experience

10. Study restrictions as to jurors' lise of personal electronic devices during jury service
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Committee: Problem Solving in Familv Matters

The Committee on Problem Solving in Family Matters is a new committee established in

connection with the implementation of the strategic plan under the third strategy of the Delivery

of Services outcome goal. wh ich rcqu ires the Branch to increase efficiency of case management

and COllrt practices.

The Committee was charged with assessing the applicabil ity of a problem-solving justice

model to child support dockets for the Family SUPPOlt Magistrate Division and to make

recommendations to the ChiefCoLlrt Administrator.

Chaired by the Honorahle Lynda B. Munro, the twenty-three member committee formed

two subcommittees to address different aspects of its charge: the Work Group on Identification,

Assessment and Recommendation, and the Overlap Work Group. The Committee also formed a

Funnel Work Group to consider the information uncovered by the subcommittees. In all. the

Committee and its \vork groups met fourteen times. bet\veen January and June 2009.

The Committee and its subcommittees include members of the Branch's various

divisions, as well as the Department of Correction (DOC), the Department of Children and

Families, the Department of Mental I [ealth and Addiction Services, and the State depaJtments of

Labor and Social Services. The members have collected data and identified service providers.

with an emphasis on identifying and assessing the challenges of inmates who will be reentering

society to meet their responsibilities as parents.

After analysis of the variety of information gathered from multiple sources. the

Committee is making the following recommendations.

Recommendations for review and priority by judicial administration

1. Recommend that in every Offender Accountability Plan there be a provision for

Fatherhood program participation or parenting education for inmates with IV-D child

support cases;

2. Require Department of Correction (DOC) intake and assessment include self report of

existence or possibility of child support obligation;

3. Recommend that the DOC Fatherhood programs (excluding the program managed by

ramily In Crisis) be deemed ccrtified by the Departmcnt of Social Services for purposes

associated with the Arrears Adjustmcnt Program;
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4. Recommend education of6 certified sites regarding acceptance of program participation

at t"eility;

S. Recommend that DOC establish participnnt priority schedule to incrense access to certain

programming for inmates with child support orders and/or IV-D child support cases;

6. Recommend that Support Enforcement Services (SES) proactively match data with DOC

to allow SES initiation of communication regarding modification while incarcerated;

7. Recommend that payment coupons include docket information or other case identifying

information;

8. Recommend that each person released from a facility \vith continued DOC monitoring

identity ifehild support order and process to modify;

9. Develop means for DOC and SES capias cross check and process for addressing capias

while incarcerated;

10. Public capias information: website or lodging location: like the Judicial Bn-mch \vebsite;

II. Develop link \vith Probation to check if outstanding capias and provide information on

how to resolve;

12. Develop education informational session \vith probation to address capias tllrn ins;

13. Develop written materials/handouts on capias turn in \vith contact information for c1erk's

office and marshal information;

14. Develop policy on procedure if obligor on probation;

IS. Consult \vith SES if they \vish to be point of capias turn ins and policy for instructing on

procedure;

16. Recommend education and communication to DOC and other pal1ners concerning

regulations for adjustment and liquidation.

17. Enter into communications between DSS for RAP certificates and other state Section 8

funding;

18. Utilize and intern based system of identifying and collating local housing options and

make available to local resources. such as court service centers of SES;

19. Recommend to explore and develop communication for referrals to DM liAS for mental

health and addiction through SES intake. couli service centers or other;

20. Recommend <lnd develop means to resume benefits (SSI-fedcral) or state (SAGA) upon

release through DOC and Social Security- and DSS;

21. Recommend direct referrals to DMHAS for mental health and addiction through SES

intake, court service centers;
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22. Recommend to identify services available for "Food Stamp" eligible person and

disseminate to SES intake [lnd Court Service Centers:

23. Clarify terms of probation that may prohibit computer access or onl ine job application

process;

24. Recommend to link DOL and DOC;

25. Recommend Uniform Referral Form and possible Link bet\veen DOL and Court;

26. Review Memoranda of Agreements, statutes, etc. to assess the type, and the degree, of

,~ccess each agency has to other agencies' information.

27. Identify obstacles each agency has to access information from other agencies.

28. Pursue additional Memoranda of Agreements that will provide agencies with access to

other agencies' information.

29. Explore the possibility of an agency permitting access to its information based on a

disclosure form that has been signed by an individual who agrees to follow the problem

solving pathv.,ray.

30. Review existing law and ethical standards and develop a procedure or mechanism

consistent therewith to make information available to the Judicial Authority for decision

making where appropriate.

31. Continue to collect and analyze data of parties crossing-over to determine in \vhich

courts, and in "vhat frequency, the overlapping of experience is likely to occur.

32. Develop a mechanism to improve the scheduling of cases by having a greater awareness

of patties' cases scheduled in other courts to minimize the inconvenience to the parties

and avoid competing or conflicting orders.

33. Provide scheduling information on the public internet site related to printed and \vrite-on

Family Support Magistrate matters to increase awareness, attendance. and compliance.

34. Identify and utilize local court options for evaluation services that are relevant and

available.

35. Create a pilot program to formally refer parties from the Family Support Magistrate

docket to existing resources. Perhaps an invitation from the Community' Court in

Hmtford to utilize services might be helpful.

36. Continue to survey additional judicial authorities to determine the data clements thm

might be helpful in decision making.
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Recommendation for the continuation or exmmsion ofn'ork begun bv the Phase I

committees

Extend the Committce's \vork by the formation ofa \vork group to further research, implement.

and asscss on-going problcm solving methods. Rcpresentatives fi'om the principal agencies

\vithin the COlllmittee \vould be valuable to this eftort.
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Initiative: Self-Represented Parties

The Committee on Sci f-Represented Parties \\;as formed as a part of the tirst phase of the

implementation and \vas charged with examining way's to assist self-represented parties in

effectively participating in the COllii process by enhancing the guidance and assistance provided

by the Branch to those who interact \vith the court without representation either by choice or by

necessity.

Chaired by the Honorable Raymond R. Narko and the Honorable Elizabeth A. Bozzuto,

the twenty-seven-mcmber committee included judges, magistrates. court service center stall:

attorneys from the private sector, lavv library stan: and attorneys from the legal aid community.

The committee formed five subcommittees to address specific areas of its charge. including:

Training, chaired by the Honorable Jonathan E. Silbert, Support Services, chaired by Attorney

Hugh C. Macgill, Forms, chaired by the Honorable Elizabeth A. Bozzuto, Technology, chaired by

the Honorable Raymond R. Narka, and Legal Services, chaired by the Honorable Henry S. Cohn.

The committee and its subcommittees met a total of twenty-three times between December 5,

2008 and May 12,2009.

The Committee gathered information on the available services. forms and self-help

materials offered by the Branch and looked at ways to clarifY, simplify and improve them. It also

investigated various areas to assist self-represented paI1ies, including unbundled legal services,

advice days. a dedicated self-represented party docket. upgrading the technology and

infrastructure of the cOUl1 service centers and public inCormation desks and developing a

pm1nership with the legal services network in establishing a \veb-based system for making legal

information available to self-represented pal1ies.

After extensive evaluation and discussion, the Committee on Self-Represented Parties

has developed the following recommendations.

({('commendations for which implementation has already begun

I. Rename the Quick Link on the Judicial Branch homepage from "Court Forms" to "Forms" to

provide greater access to forms and allow self-represented IX1l1ies to locate forms on-line with

greater ease. This recommendation was referred to the Judicial Branch \Vcb Board for

consideration at the March 6, 2009 mceting. and \vas subsequently approved, The change to

the website Quick Links has been made.
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2. Create a plain language hand-out regarding the short calendar marking procedures and

provide a copy to all self-represented parties when they obtain their \\tTit, summons and

complaint. A brochure regarding short calendar procedures is in the process of being

developed by E-Services for distribution to Clerk's Offices and Court Service Centers.

3. Create a letter to all self-represented parties. The purpose of this letter is to provide self....

represented parties with contact information for local legal aid and lawyer referral services,

and to make self-represented parties aware orthe court's available resources and services.

Two versions of the letter were drafted; one intended for distribution through Clerk's Omces,

la\v libraries and court service center locations, and the other to be automatically computer

generated to all appearing parties and counsel of record each time an appearance is filed in a

case, (drafts have been completed)

4. Create a handout lor judges outlining the role afthe Court Service Centers and Public

Information Desks by explaining the types of services the Centers and Desks can and cannot

provide. This publication has been submitted to and approved by the Judicial Branch Legal

Services and External Affairs Divisions.

5. Create a poster for distribution and display in all Clerk's Oflice, Court Service Center, Public

Information Desk and law library locations outlining the role of the Court Service Centers

and Public Information Desks by explaining the types of services the Centers and Desks can

and cannot provide. Both the handout and the poster will be created utilizing the web pages

located at http://v'I'ww.jud.cLgov/e:is;:.L'iervices.htm and h1Jp://\vW\v. iud·.~tgsly,/pid/service~.httn.

This publication has been submitted to and approved by the Judicial Branch Legal Services

and External Affairs Divisions. The posters have been referred to the Judicial Branch Court

Interpreter's Office for Spanish translation.

6. The Committee is concerned about the huge reduction in funding for Connecticut's legal aid

network that took effect January 1. 2009. The Committee recommends that the Branch do

everything it can to support funding for legal aid.

Recommendations for rcvie\" and prioritization hy ,Judicial Administration

1. Bundle, or organize, forms by subject matter in all clerk's office and coul1 service center

locations, as well as on the Judicial r3ranch websitc.

2. Convert the most commonly uscd Judicial Branch forms and publications to plain language,

and expand access to these publications to include non-judicial tacilities.
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3. Create a letter to all scI f-represented parties. Thc purpose of this letter is to provide scI roo

represented parties \vith contact information for 10C"dllegal aid and lawyer refelTal services,

and to make self-represented parties aware of the court's available resources and services.

1\vo versions of the letter \Vere drafted; one intended for distribution through Clerk's Offices,

law libraries and court service center locations, and the other to be automatically computer

generated to all appearing parties and counsel of record each time an appearance is filed in a

case.

4. Create a video-taped family support magistrate advisement of rights in English and Spanish.

The advisement \\'ould run in a continuous loop in a designated area in the courthouse.

Meriden JD is under consideration as the pilot site.

5. Create a small number of brief (five milllltes or so) "ho\v-to" videos. accompanied by casy to

follow checklists that will guide self-represented parties through some of the basic procedures

involved in civil and family litigation.

6. Create a pilot program for Advice Days in ajudicial district family court location to be

determined \vhere volunteer attorneys will provide legal advice to self-represented parties in

court.

7. Create a pilot docket dedicated to self-represented parties to be implemented only under

optimal stafting conditions. The administration of the dedicated dockets would be done in

concert with Court Service Center and Family Relations staff.

8. Recommending that the Branch not pursuc the implementation of dedicated clerks at the trial

and appellate levels; but instead, establish a Court Service Center and/or a Public Information

Desk in every court location that lacks one now.

9. Create a pilot courthouse greeter program to be implemented in one courthouse, where

congestion and intake delays are paliieularly burdensome. The greeter (or greeters) may be

veteran clerk's office staft~ e.g., the chief clerk or his or her designee, or some other court

employee who is very familiar with the courthouse and the court's business. This pilot

program should be evaluated for its effectiveness in reducing delay, congestion and confusion

not later than the end or one year's operation.

10. Create an effective marketing plan to better promote existing mediation programs so that selr

represented parties are aware of available mediation options at the earliest possible stage.

11. Create, \vhere applicable, plain language publications about ne\v and existing mediation

programs to be displayed in all Judicial District clerk's office, Coul1 Service Center and I;nv

library locations, as well as in non-judicial facilities such as local libraries, senior centers and

community centers.
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12. Create a link called "Mediation Progl"ams" to be added to the Judicial Braoch Home Page

under Quick Links thereby providing self-represented parties with the ability to access

information about mediation programs from their home computers or from any Court Service

Center or law library computer.

13. Expand the mediation services administered by the Community Mediation, Inc., formally

knO\vn as Fair Haven Community Mediation Center, Hartford Area Mediation and the

Dispute Settlement Center to include an increased number of Geographical Area court

locations. where feasible.

14. Establish a Court Service Center and/or a Public Information Desk in every court that lacks

one now. Every COLlrt, including all Judicial District and Geographical Area courthouses, and

all Juvenile Court facilities new and existing, shall be equipped with a Center and/or Desk as

space and resources allow. In all court locations where space is at a premium, form and/or

pamphlet \valls arc recommended to assist self-represented parties. This recommendation is

made with the support of the Chief Administrative Judge for Juvenile Matters, Christine E.

Keller.

15. Make wireless access readily available in courthouses and upgrade infrastructure and

equipment for all COLlli Service Center and Public Information Desk locations.

16. Permit the Legal Services ne1v.,'ork to access the Judicial Branch \vebsite, and in turn, the

Judicial Branch shall be permitted to link to the legal services" \vebsite. This collaborative

effort will assist self-represented parties in gaining access to educational tools, as \vell as

informing parties of available services and how to best access those services.

Recommendations for the continuation or exnansion of\\'ork begun bv this committee

I. Apply plain language and readability principles to the Connecticut Practice Book so it is

clearer and more easily understood by self-represented parties. The Subcommittee on Forms

recognizes the enormous undertaking this may be, and therefore, recommends that this be a

long-term goal for the Judicial Branch to pursue.

2. Continue to provide quality and ongoing training for judges and staff in delivering the highest

quality of service to the public, especially in the area ofdcaling with self-represented parties.

To that cnd, the Subcolllmittee \vill refer this recollllllendation to the cOllltllittee(s) to be

created under the Training goal in the Strategic Pbn.

3. Form an ongoing Technology \vorkgroup to continue the \vork or the legal services' \veb

project. This project will nol be completed within the life of the Committee and the success
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of the web project is an important step in helping to ease the plight of the self-represented

individual. The \\iork of the Technology \vorkgroup shall continue until the complction and

implementation of the Legal Services \veb project.

4. The Committee on Self-represented Parties believes that the Judicial Branch should establish

an ongoing collaborative relationship with Probate Court administration to discuss ways both

entities can continue to improve resources and services available to self-represented pal1ies.

5. The Committee recommends the formation ofa Probate Court work group with

representatives from the Judicial Branch and Probate COUli administration. The work group

will be charged with creating long term plans and improvements to new and existing Judicial

Branch and Probate Court services.

6. Develop a very limited unbundling pilot project (in the area offamily law. and in one court)

with a strong evaluation component to explore both what unbundling could do for selt~

represented parties, courts, and la\vyers, and \-vhat unintended consequences may result and

need to be addressed. An ongoing unbundling work group will be formed to plan the family

pilot project and push for any necessary rule changes. An in-depth discussion of the

composition of the unbundling work group can be found in the final Subcommittee on Legal

Services repoli.

7. Develop a second unbundling pilot project in the area of foreclosure law. An unbundling

v.,rork group will be formed to plan a pilot project and push for any necessary rule changes.

The pilot project will assist self-represented parties, on a limited basis, with filing an

appearance in the foreclosure and negotiating the debt. An in-depth discussion of the

composition of the unbundling work group can be found in the final Subcommittee on Legal

Services repoli.
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Initiative: Small Claims

As a result of information obtained at foclIS groups during the development of the

strategic plan, the Bench/Bar Centralized Small Claims COlllmittee \vas formed to study the small

claims court and to make recommendations for its future Sllccess. The committee was charged

with reviewing Practice Book Rules, recommending uniform practices throughollt the state,

considering legislative proposals to improve small claims process. and examining whether any

changes should be made in the small claims process.

Chaired by the Honorable Clarance J. Jones, the twenty-seven member committee,

comprising judges, magistrates, court personnel. members of the creditors' and conslImers' bars,

and legal service providers, formed three subcommittees to address the different aspects of its

charge: Access & Quality of Service, chaired by the Honorable James W. Abrams. Operational

Process, chaired by Attorney Maureen Finn, and Legal Issues, chaired by Attorncy Joanne

Faulkner. The committee and its subcommittees have met a total of twenty-three times between

June 2008 and March 2009.

The committee and its subcommittees explored the challenges facing the small claims

court, including the increasing number of filings, the declining economy, and the decreased

availability of court personnel. It sought to balance the needs of plaintiffs attorneys with those

of selt~representeddefendants in a system in which attorneys represent 80% of the plaintiffs, but

only 4% of the defendants. The committee also sought to protect the integrity of the judicial

process with changes intended to reduce the number of defendants \vho fail to respond to the

small claims complaint.

After intensive analysis and discussion, the Committee is making the rollo\ving

recommend,ltions to clarify and improve the small claims process and ensure that al1 disputes are

resolved in ajust, inexpensive and expeditious manner.

Recommendations for \,",'hich implementation has alreadv begun:

I. Practice Book revisions have been drafted and submitted to the Rules Committee of the

Superior Court. These revisions represent a significant change in the \vay that smal1

claims cases are initiated and processed. COllrt Operations stall are working with a

subcommittee of the Rules Committee to address the concerns presented by these

significant changes. These revised rules address various j~1Cets of the small claims

process, including filing and venue issucs, notice and service requirements to appearing
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and non-appearing parties, veritication of current address, extension of the answer date

pmameters, elimination of the requirement for a military aftidavit in the small claims

\vrit, expanded requirements for the inclusion of information in small claims writs and

aftidavits or debt (i.e., last payment and date in the writ, itclnization or itcms in the

aftidavit), provision far the tiling of an ans\ver on the date ol'the hearing in damages,

listing of allowable filings in small claims, requirements far written decisions by

magistrates after a contested hearing, and changes to post-disposition remedies and

filings. (Practice Book Revisions are attached to the Committee report as Appendix A.)

2. Send copy of defendant's ans\ver to plaintiff lIpon receipt instead of including it with the

notice of hearing.

Recommendations that have not been reviewed or prioritized bv judich.1 administration:

]. Require the institution of the proposed 'Small Claims Judgment Checklist' for

Magistrates \vhich sets forth a tickler series of questions for Magistrates to revie\v and

verify before judgment is rendered. (Attached to the Committee report as Appendix B)

2. Ifservice by the plaintiff is not adopted, then (a) require the plaintiff to provide the clerk

with suftleient copies of the complaint for each defendant [Sec. 24-9], (b) prohibit the usc

nfan indifferent person to serve the writ [Sec. 24-10 and 24-11], and (c) require a

marshal making abode service to state an independent basis for the belief that the address

is correct [Sec. 24-] I and 24-13 (b)].

3. Develop and implement a unifonn stipulation form in carbon triplicate, \vith detailed

information including the docket numbcr. due date, amount agrced upon, and contact

telephone numbers. (Attached to the Committee report as Appendix C)

4. Revise the judgment form to clarify the format and the information provided and

eliminate repetition of information. (Attached to the Committee repol1 as Appendix D)

5. The ./udicial Branch should givc top priority for implemcntation of an clUtomated bulk e

tiling system designed in ajudicial format that makes data entry by judicial personnel I'DI'

processing small claims eases unnecessary.

6. Begin with voluntary use oftlle bulk e-filing systcm. Alter t\velve (12) months. require

plaintiffs and attorney's \vho file morc than 50 cases per year 10 usc bulk e-filing.

7. Require plaintirfs 10 begin retaining affidavits untiljudgmcnt is satistied. the action is

\vithdrawn, or judgment expires by operation of law.

8. Requirc plaintiffs to send copies of all filings to nOll-appearing defendants.
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9. Require the small claims court to send hearing notices to non-appearing defendants.

10. The small claims office should make every effort to schedule all cases of large filers in

each court on a single docket, to be heard after unrepresented party cases. Recolllmended

scheduling order is as follows: (I) single-party unrepresented plaintifTs; (2) single~paliy

large lilcrs; (3) multiple-party unrepresented plaintilf's; (4) multiple-party large lilers.

II. Preclude entry of default on a case for a minimum of20 minutes after the calendar is

called.

12. Eliminate hearings on amounts for \veekly payments orders when the defendant admits

liability and does not propose an alternative to the $35 standard weekly payment order.

Include a procedural notice to this effect on the defendant's answer form.

13. Allow ALL fees to be paid by credit card and develop pre-paid accounts 1<'" large filers

against which entry fees can be credited.

14. Small claims bousing cases should either (a) be returned to the housing courts or (b)

separated from other cases upon filing and fast-track them lor processing. If housing

cases cannot be heard in a Housing Session, they should be held at least be held in the

same building as the Housing Session clerk's office.

IS. The receipt of three tormal complaints, in a twelve-month period against a magistrate

shall trigger a revie\v process in \vhich a revie\ving party will observe a magistrate at a

docket of at least ten matters. The review is to be conducted using a pre-approved

checklist. However, nothing prohibits the review process from taking place in response to

any single complaint.

16. Provide a user number or other mechanism so non-attorneys can pal1icipate in bulk e

filing.

17. Create a settled but not withdra\vn list so these cases can be kept off the active dockets

but managed to a complete disposition by \vithdrawal or dismissal.

18. Adopt a standard magistrate script tor opening court v,'hich makes clear that the plaintiff

attorneys are not magistrates and that a settlement is not required. Post the magistrate

script on the internet and provide copies tor litigants in court. (Attached to the Committee

Report as Appendix E)

19. Adopt standards tor magistrate canvass of stipulations and mandate and include reference

to hospital cases. (Attached to the Committee Report as Appendix F)

20. Place intormation on the website in the 'frequently Asked Questions' section on how to

file a complaint, and make complaint forms available in the clerks office. Require that the
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complainant receive notice of the result of the investigation. (Attached to the Committee

Report as Appendix G)

21. Replace the magistrate training binders with a more extensive magistrate bench book,

containing procedures, forms. scripts, authority. and case law. including substantive case

law on frequent small claims issues.

22. Create easier access to links for small claims information on the judicial branch website.

23. Add a separate judicial branch website section for small claims forms.

24. Improve the small claims related information available. including the 'frequently Asked

Questions' section. Add to wcbsite. "Tips when you are sued". (Attached to the

Committee Report as Appendix H)

25. Create an online tutorial on how to tile a small claims case. With internet access. anyone

can download the forms and complete them using the online tutorial, without leaving

home and \vithout a need to contact small claims personnel.

26. Permit the use in small claims court of family members and friends as interpreters, but

require any member of the public who engages in performing interpreting services for a

litigant during a court hearing to be s\vorn to take the Interpreter's Oath as set fOl1h in

Connecticut General Statutes Sec. 1-25.

27. Revise the Small Claims Process booklet. Add more user-friendly sections and text.

Combine sections in the booklet and include more housing matters small claims

information.

28. Create a Spanish version or the Small Claims Process booklet.

29. Include a fee waiver form in the small claims forms section of the judicial branch website

and strengthen reference in other informational sections on the \veb and in the Small

Claims Process booklet.

30. Revise the answer form to clarify the information requested. Include the ans\vcr Conn on

the judicial branch website. (Attached to the Committee Report as Appendix I)

31. Prohibit financial institution executions from issuing during compliance \vith payments.

32. Prohibit the issuance of one type of execution (e.g., financial institution execution) at the

same time that another execution (e.g.. a wage execution) is in effect.

33. Revise the small claims disposition form to include plainer language.
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Recommendations for the continuation or expansion of work hegun by the Phase I

com m ittees:

I. A decision must be made regarding \\'ho is to bear the hurdcn of service in small claims

matters. The committee did not make a recommendation on this issue, but included

statements of the supporting and opposing sides of the issue as Appcndix J and Appendix

K in its report.

2. Magistrate training should include instruction in regard to standards for use orthe

sanctioning power set forth in Practice Book Section 24-33, specifically in regard to the

discretionary award of costs not to exceed $100.00.

3. Establish a committee specifically to develop a magistrate bench book. Include members

orthe public on the committee.

4. Establish ajudicial \vebsite specifically for magistrates that \\'ould include procedures,

Corms, and other information for their access only. Review the recommendation with the

Legal Services unit.

5. Allow the option for small claims cases to be mediated on a pro bono basis utilizing the

services of retired judges, attorneys, a mediation panel or small claims mediators. Begin

with a pilot program.

6. Develop a pilot in a courthouse with two available courtrooms in which two magistrates

are assigned to the same docket. In one courtroom hear only stipulations and other non

contested cases. In the other courtroom hear only contested cases requiring a trial. When

the first magistrate is finished, he or she can then take any remaining contested trials.

7. Provide greater instruction to self-represented parties litigants to increase understanding

and compliance with the requircments oCthc Act (Civil Relief Act).
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Initiative: Technology Plan

One of the initiatives in the Implementation Plan was a charge to the Branch"s

Information Technology Division (ITO) to develop a three-year technology plan that addresses

infrastructure requirements. The purpose of such a plan is to ensure that the technical

infrastructure is in place to SllppOli on-going Branch operations as well as any new initiatives

anticipated over the next three to five years.

Key ITO staff representing all areas of the division: applications, Internet services and

database Sllpp0l1. projects and planning. network and system services, desktop services. standards

and architecture, training, administration and the Commission on Official Legal Publications

(COLP), met to identify the existing and new intrastructure that needed to be included in the Plan.

The group worked on describing, defining and prioritizing over 41 infrastructure projects that

were identified.

After extensive analysis and discussion, the list for inclusion in the Technology Plan was

reduced to 20 items (13 existing infrastructure items and seven new infrastructure items). The

Plan also reflects a schedule for initiating all 20 items during the three-year period but because of

the constraints of time and resources anticipates the completion of 13 of the items during the plan

period \vith the remaining seven continuing on beyond the slimmer of 20 12.

Recommendations for review by .Judicial Administration (Prioritization is set forth in the

full plan.)

I. Upgrade the nehvork infrastructure of the Judicial Branch Data Center

2. Issue an Request for Proposal (RFP) and contract for Security Auditing Services

3. Expand the use of virtual servers to allow more efficient usc of servers

4. Upgrade/replace all field switches

5. Implement a video conferencing solution in each region of the state

6. Purchase and install Enterprise Storage Area Networks (SAN) for the main data center

and tor the Alternate Processing Center

7. Secure the Judicial Network and Protect Judicialillformation through advanced network

security technology

8. Update the Identity Lifecycle Manager sofhvarc that manages user IDs. passvvords and

access to Branch applications and data

9. Migration to "For the Record"' (FTR) Version 5.2
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10. Upgrade Wide Area Network connections

11. Purchase and install additional Altemate Processing Center (APC) Phase II Servers and

Sothvare for mission-critical applications

12. Upgrade Windows Server 2003 to Windows Server 2008

13. Replace the current manual user support functions with a portal that \vill allow self

service for such things as resetting passw'ords and acquiring access to Branch

applications.

14. Upgrade the hardware platform for mission-critical applications (for example. JASMIN.

Bannaster and CRMVS)

15. Continue on-going server replacement

16. Implement wireless access state\vide

17. Accelerate the ·'For the Record" (FTR) statewide deployment

18. Purchase and implement Automated Regression Testing tools

19. Purchase and implement tutorial development software

20. Replace the Criminal Motor Vehicle System (CRMVS) and the Centralized Infractions

Bureau (ClB) System
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Initiative: Uniformity of Court Procedurcs

The COlllmittee on Uniformity of Court Procedures was createo as part orthe

implementation of the strategic plan and was charged with examining practices and procedures in

civil, housing, family and juvenile courts in Judicial Districts statewide to facilitate practice in

multiple jurisdictions for attorneys and support staff.

Lcd by the co-chairs, the Iionorable Douglas C. Mintz and Attorney Frederic S, Ury, the

twenty-nine-member committee included judges, court operations personneL attorneys from

family and civil bars and legal SUppOit staff The committee formed t\-vo subcommittees to

addrcss the broad areas of its charge: Civil, chaired by the Honorable Arthur A. Ililler, and

Family, chaired by the Honorable Marylouise Schofield. The Civil Subcommittee formed two

work groups: one on Administrative Appeals, chaired by the Honorable John J. Langenbach, and

Trial Managcment Orders/Pretrials, chaired by the Honorable James T. Graham. The Family

Subcommittee created a work group on Trial Management Orders/Pretrials. The committee, its

subcommittees, work groups and focus groups have met a total of sixteen times between

November 2008 and Junc 2009.

The Committee reviewed current practices and procedures, including short calendar

notices and processes, existing standing orders on pretrials. trial management and case

management and current procedures for land use appeals. It conducted three foclls groups, in

Ne\v Haven, Wethersfield and Bridgeport, with members of the family and civil bars and legal

staff to identify areas where a lack of uniformity impacts the Bar. The Committee has also

discussed the development of mechanisms to disseminate information on uniformity of court

processes and procedures to the counsel and self-represented parties.

After extensive discussion, the Committee on Uniformity of Court Procedures has

developed the following recommendations.

Recommendations for which implementation has alreadv begun:

1. A uniform special proceedings process. which will follow the procedures currently in

place in Ne\v Britain, \Vaterbury and Hartford. should be adopted. A notice to be

attached and served with the case initiation papers has been drafted.

2. A uniform Courtside Trial Management Orders should be adopted. A Courtside Trial

Management Order has been drafted.
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3. 1\ uniform Jury Trial Management Order should be adopted. 1\ Jury Trial Management

Order has been drotied.

4. A uniform Land Use Appeals Standing Order should be adopted. A Land Use Appeals

Standing Order has been drafted.

5. A uniform Case Management Order should be adopted for family matters. A Case

Management Order has been drafted.

6. A uniform Pretrial Order should be adopted for family matters. A Pretrial Order has been

dratied.

7. A uniform Trial Management Order should be adopted for family matters. A Trial

Management Order has been dratied.

Recommendations that have not been revielved or prioritized by judicial administration:

1. The Chief Administrative Judges should discuss orders and procedures to increase

awareness of existing uniformity at meetings with the Presiding Judges each year.

2. A three-phase process for civil jury trials should be implemented. That process would

include a pretrial conducted early in the process to discuss settlement and select trial

dates; a trial management conference conducted \vitllin two \veeks prior to trial focused

on settlement and the basics of trial logistics; and a brief settlement conference conducted

on the day ofjury selection, ifsllch a conference appears to be \varranted.

3. The form for requesting a transcript (non-appeal) that is contained in the publication on

Procedures for Ordering a Court Transcript should be developed as an official form

and provided online.

4. The Notice of Appeal Transcript Order (form JD-ES-38). which is used to request a

transcript for an appeal, should also be made available on-line.

5. The current publication, Procedures for Ordering a Court Transcript should be

displayed online under the Publications link.

Recommendations for the continuation 0" expansion ofl,'ork begun bv the Phase I

committees:

I. Court Operations should establish a procedure for monitoring and posting an)' changes to

standing orders to ensure that accurate and current information is provided Oil the website

and made available to the public at all times.
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2. The judicial marshals should develop and post a policy on procedures for screening

attorneys ancllcgal support staff bringing equipment and exhibits into the courthouse on a

daily basis during a trial.

3. Court operations statTshould rcviC\v the advisability ofsuggesting legislation to invest

the Court with discretion in all(l\ving fee waivers in civil causes of action.
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COLLABORATION

The Judicial Branch will ilTIprove

its cOlTIlTIunication and

collaboration with the Executive

and Legislative branches of

governlTIent and their agencies, the

Bar, other partners, and the

public, as well as within the

Branch, to better Serve the needs

of all who interact with it.
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Initiative: Chief COli rt Administrator/Attornev General

This initiative was developed in response to a focus group conducted with attorneys from

all c1epaltmcnts within the Office ortile Attorney General. \\/110 frequently interact with the

Judicial Branch. The information from that focus group highlighted the need for the creation ora

mechanism to facilitate ongoing communication between the Judicial Branch and the Office of

the Attorney General.

The Chief Court Administrator, the Deputy Chief Court Administrator and Judge

DiPentim3 met for a lunch and discussion \\'ith members of the Office of the Attorney General in

November to discuss the issues that the attorneys general had encoLlntered in their interactions

with the branch. A follow-up discussion \vas held in December.

As a result of those two sessions, the following recommendations have been made:

Recommendations for \vhich implementation has already begun:

I. An attorney general was appointed to the Committee on Alternatives to Court

Appearances

2. Access to computers maintained in the courthouses outside or near the magistrate courts

has been restored

3. Changes to the short calendar \vrite-in process have been suggested to the clerks so that

write-in \vill appear on the Judicial Branch website.

4. Training \vas developed and presented in three sessions to the assistant attorneys general

in December, emphasizing information that is available online and through E-Services,

including scheduling, short calendar, judicial notices and case detail information.

Rccomml'ndations for the continuation or expansion of work hegun hv the Phase I

committees:

I. The Rules Committee and the Civil Commission should consider developing a rule that

\vould permit the court to screen matters prior to the granting of a ree \vaiver to eliminate

n-jvolous lawsuits.

2. The Committee on Alternatives to Coul1 Appearances should look at the procedures on

video conferencing and telephonic conferencing procedures in and among districts in

connection with matters involving inmates.
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3. The COlllmittee on Uniformity should look at the scheduling of matters involving inmates

on civil ShOli calendars and the notice provided to the Attorney General's ortice. (In at

least one district a "prisoner docker' is held.) f\ staggered docket for Monday short

calendar would assist the assistant attorneys general in providing the state \vith adequate

and timely representation in each district.
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Initiative: Chief Court Administrator/Clerks and the Bar

The implementation of this initiative was undertaken by a \vork group that \vas charged

with improving communication and enhancing the relationship between and among the clerks'

offices, local bar associations and members of1he bar as a \vhole. Specifically, the work group

was charged with developing a program to be follO\ved in all judicial districts for periodic

meetings between judges, court stan: bar associations, members of the bar and legal support staff.

The meetings will provide a forum for the discussion of local issues, providing information about

new statutes, rules or policies and addressing problems as they arise.

The three-member work group, First Assistant Clerk Wendy Kergaravat, First Assistant

Clerk Lorin Himmelstein, and complex litigation court officer Rose Ann Rush, met over twenty

times between November 2008 and May 2009 to develop the Legal Exchange Program.

Members of the work group have also worked with chief clerks in each district in preparing for

their initial Legal Exchange programs.

The work group developed the concept and name for the program, created a website and

email address to facilitate statewide communication, solicited input from bar groups for ideas for

the initial program, developed templates for correspondence, agendas, exit surveys, and flyers for

use by the clerks in organizing and conducting these meetings, contacted clerks to arrange dates

and times for the meetings, and \-vorked to launch the pilot program in Bridgeport.

Legal Exchange programs have been held in almost all judicial districts. Based upon the

programs and feedback from those programs, the work group is making the following

recommendations:

I~ecommendationsfor n'hich implementation has alreadv begun:

I. Conduct survcy/focus group of Bar and legal SUppOlt staff to assess needs/wants/identify

problems in advance of meetings and use to set agenda.

2. A specific agenda should be created in each JD and should include topics submitted from

the Bar/Legal support staff and fj'om Judges and staff. This will help to establish a

frame\vork for discussion and to attract the Dar and legal support starfto the event.

Topics on statewide programs/initiatives may be included at all locations, e.g.,

devclopments in e-filing.

3. The use of technology can be helpful at these programs. Prepare a list oraids available to

the ChiefCJcrks \vhen developing future programs. For example, a cordless microphone
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vvould be helpful for the presenters and to those asking questions from the audience.

Also, the use of live internet can be helpful to those presenting a new initiative.

Recommendations to be ,"evien'ed or prioritized bv judicial administration:

I. These programs should be held t\vice a year, once in the fall after the October Practice

Book and statutory changes go into effect and a spring session with dates starting in late

March/early April.

2. The goal is to enhance communication and collaboration amongst the Bench, the Bar and

the Clerks' Offices; however, there are additional units within the Judicial Branch that are

involved in providing services which impact the relationship between the court and the

Bar. Participation and input at the Legal Exchanges from these groups could prove to be

meaningful. For example, the role of Family Relations \vould be best addressed by the

head of Family Relations in any given JO.

3. Consider drafting a lettcr for the Chief Court Administrator to send to all judges at the

beginning of tile new term re-emphasizing this initiative, to encourage support and

involvement of this program.

Recommendations for the continuation or expansion ofn'ork begun bv the Phase I

committees:

I. This committee should \vork closely \vith the Committee on Uniformity ofColllt

Procedures. The Committee on Uniformity of Court Procedures can usc the Legal

Exchange, where appropriate, as a forum to disseminate information.

2. As a follow-up to the Legal Exchange Program there should be a pOl1ion orthe web page

on the Judicial Branch internet \\'here "frequently asked questions and ans\vers" can be

compiled and posted. In the alternative, this type of information can be provided under

the "Civil Procedures" section of tile web site.

3. Consider scheduling programs based on needs/request of Bar on a specific topic(s) within

civil, criminal. family, juvenile or housing to allow ror detailed presentations to smaller

groups.
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Initiative: Criminal Jnstice Information Svstem

The Criminal Justice Information System (ellS) Governing Board \vas created by state

statute with the passage ufthe 2008 criminal justice reform Public Act 08-0 I. The Act mandated

the development and implementation ofa centralized information technology system capable of

providing "immediate, seamless and comprehensive sharing" of infonnation to all state agencies,

departments and boards central to the criminal justice system.

The Governing Board is representative of the collaboration among the three co-equal

branches of government that \,'ill be necessary to ensure the sllccessful development ofslIch a

comprehensive data sharing system. Deputy Chief Court Administrator Judge Patrick L. Carroll

III is the Governing Board's co-chair \vith Lieutenant Governor Michael Fedele, and the

nineteen-member Board includcs Legislative Branch representatives.

Judge Carroll served on the Governing Board's search committee formed to recruit for

the CJlS Executive Director position. The position was tilled in the tall 01'2008 attcr an extensive

search.

The Branch has numerous automated criminal justice applications and its history shows

its commitment to information sharing with its criminal justice partners.

For morc than 15 years, the Branch has shared, electronically, information with local and state

police and the depaltments of Motor Vehicles and COITection. The Branch has taken the lead in

the development of the Statewide Automated Yictim Information and Notification System

(SA YIN). This system, \vhen completed, will provide crime victims with near rcal-time access

and notification of criminal justice events from the Branch. the Division of Criminal Justice, the

Department of Correction, and the Omce of the Victim i\dvocate. The Branch has also developed

real-time event interfaccs from its applications to the Offender Based Tracking System, or OBTS,

the cornerstone ofCJIS. Branch staff from virtually all divisions have been involved in actively

sharing information \vith the Gov-erning Board and the member partners' agencies.

The Branch is a critically" important partner in the eJIS initiative and is committed to its success.

Several Branch staff are actively participating in this effort.
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ACCOUNTABILITY

The Judicial Branch will ensure a

judicial systelll where all

participants can expect and

experience clear, fair and

consistent justice frolll an

independent and illlpartial

judiciary.
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Initiative: CivilitvlDeeorum in the Courts

The implementation of this initiative \vas undertaken by a group that was charged \\·ith

enhancing the relationship bet\ycen the Judicial 8ranch and the Standing Committee on

Professionalism of tile Connecticut Bar Association. Specifically, the group was charged \vith

exploring ways to formalize the Branch's relationship with the Standing Committee on

Professionalism as onc means to address issues of civility and decorulll.

Chief Justice Chase T. Rogers. Chief Court Administrator Barbara M. Quinn, Deputy

Chief Court Administrator Patrick L. Carroll III. the Honorable Alexandra D. DiPentima. chair of

the Public Service and Trust Commission, Attorney Louis R. Pepc, chair of the Standing

Committee on Professionalism of the Connecticut Bar Association, and Attorney Joseph D.

D'Alesio, Executive Director of Superior Court Operations met in October 2008 to discuss the

issues.

This group will meet on a regular basis to continue to develop ways to enhance the level

of professionalism and civility in the courts.

Recommendations for which implementation has already begun:

]. The Honorable Alexandra DiPentima and the Honorable Salvatore C. Agati, who brings

the trial court perspective. have become members of the Standing Committee on

Professionalism;

2. Attorney Pepe \vorked with the Judges to develop a program for a plenary session orthe

June 2009 Connecticut Judges' Institute (CJI) on imposing sanctions.

3. The group referred issues arising out of discovery disputes to the Civil Commission.

\vhose chair. the Honorable Arthur A. Hiller, has taken implemented streamlined

procedures for addressing such issues, and the order has been posted on the \vcbsite.

4. Chief Justice Rogers met with the deans of the four Connecticut law schools to discuss

ways to assist la\v schools in their elTot1s to teach professionalism and \vay's to inculcate

in law students the high ideals of the legal profession. including the possibility or having

Judges speak to lenv students on these issues. This \vould be an expansion of the

Branch's Speaker's Bureau.

5. A notice regarding the upcoming Professionalism Symposium to be held in Hartford 011

November 7. 20m~ \vas placed on the Judicial Branch \vebsitc.
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Recommendations for the continuation or expansion of\\iork begun bv the Phase I

com mittees:

1. This group should continue to \vork closely vvith the Standing Committee on

Professionalism ofthc Connecticut Bar Association, including meeting periodically to

discuss appropriate programs and efTOIis to advance civility and decorum.

2. The Branch should continue to cooperate with the Standing Committee on

Professionalism in its annual Bench/Bar Symposiulll on Professionalism, \vhich provides

a useful forum for addressing the civility and decorum issues.

3. Group should consider ways to increase more formalmentoring of new mcmbers of the

Bar.

4. The Branch should collaborate with the Civil Commission, the Criminal Practice

Commission and bar association in developing civility workshops and forums for

members of the Bar and the Bench.
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Initiative: Courthouse Observatiou and Simulation Team

In July 2008, the Courthouse Observation and Simulation Team was chartered. The

formation of this team was in response to feedback gathered from more than 90 focus groups

conducted during the development of the strategic plan. Feedback from participants in the focus

groups identified a lack of consistency in the quality of tile delivery of services from one

courthouse to another. The charge of this team was to visit courthouses throughout the state as if

they were members of the public and note any opportunities for improvement of service delivery

and observe stafr"doing things right."

The Courthouse Observation and Simulation Team includes twenty members, who are

drawn from each of the Superior COlui Operations units. Bet\veen July 2008 and June 2009,

members conducted approximately 50 site visits at courthouses and support enforcement offices

in almost hal f of the state's judicial districts. Observations of the seven remaining judicial

districts will be completed by December of this year.

The team has noted areas where improvements could be made in such areas as directions

to facilities and signage within facilities. In interactions with stall the team has experienced and

observed mostly friendly, professional and coulieOLlS interactions between court stalTand

members of the public, but it has also observed some less pleasant encounters '.vith members of

the public and stafT.

All of the information that is gathered by the Courthouse Observation and Simulation

Team has been presented to the executive director of Superior Court Operations, for use in

improving the services provided to all who enter court facilities and interact in any way \\lith the

Judicial Branch.

Recommendations for ,\-'hich implementation has already begun

Regular observations of court t~lcilities of all types should be conducted to assess the quality' of

service delivery, the effectiveness of service excellence training, and the need lor any subject

matter education lor staff.

Rl'commendations for the continuation or expansion 01'\\,,0,.1\. hegun by the Phase I
committees

The Courthouse Observation and Simulation Team should continue its observations.
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Initiative: Court Seeuritv

The Committee on Court Security is newly established and a permanent committee. It

was charged under the Accountability prong of the implementation plan with making

recommendations to address courthouse security, focusing on issues related to the safety and

well-being of all individuals within the courthouse; emergency preparedness. including planning

for and responding to emergencies when they arise; and continuity of operations, including plans

that should be implemented following an emergency to allow the resumption of normal

operations.

The twenty-nine member committee is co-chaired by the Honorable Patrick L. Carroll III

and the Honorable Gary J. White. The Committee includes Judges, members of the Bar, states

attorneys, local law enforcement personnel, the Department of Corrections, executive directors

each of the Judicial Branch divisions, appellate court staft~ and judicial marshals. It will form

subcommittees in order to address all areas of its charge, including a subcommittee to update and

revise the security manual. To date, the Committee has met twice; first, in December 2008 and

again in May 2009.

The Committee has reviewed the current state of security in the Judicial Branch, the

Emergency Response plan, the plan for the continuity of court operations, the current Security

Manual and discussed potential security issues that arise at Branch facilities.

The Committee is not yet ready to make specific recommendations. It considering

recommending periodic local security committee meetings in each district the development ora

template for fire drills, and it \vill be developing a courthouse security survey. As

recommendations are developed, the Committee \vill submit them.
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Initiative: Expectations of the Pu blie

The Committee on Expectations of the Public \vas created as a result of the strategic plan

and was charged \vith examining and recommending ways to define and to coml11unicate clear

and consistent information abollt expectations and couri processes for and to all who enter

Judicial Branch facilities or interact with the Branch.

Lcd by the co-chairs, the Honorable Robert E Beach Jr, and the Honorahlc James W,

Abrams, the twenty-two member committee included judges, family magistrates, attorneys and

court operations personnel. The committee formed five subcommittees to examine those areas

identified in the charge: criminal/motor vehicle matters. chaired by the Honorable Robin 1\.

Pavia, hOLlsing matters, chaired by the Honorable James M. Bentivegna, juvenile matters. chaired

by the Honorable Mark T. Gould, small claims matters, chaired by the Honorahle James W,

Abrams and support enforcement/family matters, chaired by the Honorable Kenneth L. Shluger.

The committee and its subcommittees have met a total oftwenty times bet\veen late November

2008 and May 2009.

For each specific area, the subcommittees rcviewed the Judicial Branch website and

existing Branch programs, services and publications that assist the public and identified \vays to

improve and expand the information that was provided to reduce the public's confusion and

anxiety and enhance their understanding of the proccss. The subcommittees also discllssed \vays

to provide information to the public.

As a result of the review and discussions, the committee made the follo\ving

recomlnen dations.

Recommendations for which implementation has alreadv begun:

I. Publish tri-fold brochurcs in the areas ofCriminal!Motor Vehicle Matters. Housing.

Small Claims, and Support enforccment that provide information on what to expect when

a person goes to each ofthesc courts. including general information (i.e., \vhat time to get

to the court. where to park. what to call a magistrate or judge. and the proccdures at the

metal detectors) and area-specitic information (i.e .. how to pay! a fine. what a housing

specialist docs. or \vlly it is impOliant to remain in court until a matter is resolved.)

(Drafts have been completed and approved by Legal Services.)

2. All brochures. letters and notices should be tested at several courts. The drafts. as

approved by Legal Services, should be provided to court service centers. public
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information desks and clerks' offices in several locations along with a brief survey to

assess whether the information is helpful to the public and that the materials are clear and

understandable.

3. Revise the language of the "Not Guilty" letter that is sent to people \\'ho plead "Not

Guilty" in order to incorporate information on what will happen on the initial hearing

date. (Dratl has been completed 'lad approved by Legal Services.)

4. Provide a "Dear Litigants" letter, containing information on what will happen in Housing

Court on the day of the hearing, to be given to people \vhen they come to cOUI1 to tile an

appearance or on the day of the hearing. (Draft has been completed and approved by

Legal Services.)

5. Implement the reading of a Greeting/Announcement at the beginning of the day by the

clerk or a Judge in the Housing Couli. The announcement would provide an oral

overview or roadmap of what would happen during the day in the housing coul1,

emphasizing important points, such as not leaving the court until instructed to do so by a

clerk, a Judge, or a housing specialist. (Draft has been completed and approved by Legal

Services.)

6. Revise the housing court notice of hearing to include language making it clear to litigants

that failure to come to court can result in the entry ofajudgment. (Draft has been

completed and approved by Legal Services.)

7. Develop information packets in a question and answer format on specific topics in the

area ofjuvenile la\\/. Three publications have been drafted by the subcommittee and

approved by Legal Services: Emancipation, Post-disposition Change of Guardianship.

and Juvenile Delinquency and Parnilies \vith Service Needs Records. Additional

publications should be developed.

8. Provide bus schedule information, where applicable, in the Juvenile Court Clerks'

Offices. A guide for obtaining this information has been developed for distribut'lon.

(Draft has been completed and approved by Legal Services.)

9. An information sheet entitled ""What to Expect on the Day orYoLlr Small Claims

Hearing" should be sellt to each litigant along with the Notice of Hearing. (Draft has

been completed and approved by Legal Services.)

J O. Revise the Notice of I-Iearing, sent to litigants in sillall claims matters to incorporate plain

language principles. emphasize important information, and update or correct COllrt

directions. (Draft has been completed and approved by Legal Services.)
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11. Include questions and answers containing information on the postjudgment process and

the consequences ofa small claims judgment "vith the notice ofjudgment sent by the

court in small claims matters. (Drafts have been completed and approved by Legal

Services.)

Recommendations for review and prioritization by Judicial Administration

1. Make Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and all other publications available in

multiple locations: on the Judicial Branch website, in Court Service Centers and at Public

Information Desks, at clerks' offices, in courtrooms, in law libraries and in public

libraries. Publications should also be made available through Legal Services. legal

clinics at the University ofConllecticut, Quinnipiac University and Yale University. and

through the 211 information line for the state.

2. Make information available to the public in multiple formats to the greatest extent

possible and provide links to all available formats.

3. Group all materials, including relevant forms. publications, and available audiovisual

resources, and display them together online to make it easier for the public to locate and

access these materials. Consideration should also be given to including a link to the law

libraries' "Pathfinder" series.

4. Include links to outside resources. including the Department of Motor Vehicles \vebsite

so the public has access to related information on such questions as license suspension

and assignment of points on a license as a result ofa motor vehicle matter and the

Department of Social Services website so the public has access to intormation on

paternity, for example.

5. Make Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and all other publications available in

multiple languages based upon the recommendations from the Committee on Limited

English Proficiency, \v'hich is analyzing data to determine the language needs in the state.

Currently. only four subject matter areas have PAQs in Spanish: Landlord/Tenant Jury

Duty, Traffic Tickets, and Child SUpp0l1. Only sixteen out of approximately 70 Branch

publications online are available in Spanish. and only one is available in Chinese. one in

Polish and one in Portuguese.

6. Review and update the directions to coul1 L1cilities 011 the \vebsitc to ensure that all

directions provided are aCCUr<lte and complete.
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7. Review and revise all publications and online information to ensure that material for the

public is wTitten at a level and in a way that is understandable for the large percentage of

COUli userS, avoiding or explaining court jargon and Latin phrases used in court

proceedings.

8. Review and update the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on Trat1ie Violations.

9. Review and revise the "Not Guilty" letter fol' Crim inal/Motor Vchicle matters to be

certain that the information provided is accurate.

10. Review the notice of hearing that is sent and consider adding material to assist the public

as they come into the motor vehicle court on the day of their hearing.

II. Assess the way that criminal dockets are labeled and displayed in criminal/motor vehicle

courts and investigate other methods of providing the information to the public on \vhere

a case wi II be heard.

12. Make interpreters available on some basis for Housing Matters, for example, at a

designated time and date at a courthouse.

]3. Add the following key topics to the Frequently Asked Questioos (FAQs) section on the

Judicial Branch homepage: Domestic Violence, Family, \vith subheadings for Divorce,

Custody, Visitation or Access, and Paternity. Specific suggestions for each topic are set

out in the full committee report. In general, each topic area should include links to

relevant Branch forms, publications, or audiovisual materials.

14. Convene a group of court service center staff and clerks' office personnel to develop a

list of the most frequently asked questions and ans\vers in each of these areas. Input from

the Court Operations webmastcr should also be solicited to identity the questions most

frequently asked on the web.

15. Add links to the existing Child Support section for the newly dralted brochure 011 What

Happens \Vhen You Go to Family Support Magistrate Court, provide a summary of the

main clements of the Advisement of Rights that is read from the bench, add a section

called "What to Expect in Family SUPPOli Magistrate COllli" drawing content from the

draft publication, and add a link in the FAQ section on resources for self-represented

litigants to the draft publication.

16. Revisc the notices generated by the child support automated systcm (CCSES) served on

the defendants at their last known address, two to threc weeks before any court date,

advising them of the court date, time and place to include information to hclp litigants

better prepare for court and kno\v what to expect from their court experience.
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17. Rcview and revise the following publications on family matters as suggested in tile full

report:

• The Do It Yourself Divorce Guide (.lOP FM 179, Rev. 5-05)

• The Do It Yourself Divorce Guide Supplement (lOP FM 180. Rev. 10- 05)

• The Procedures for Relieffrom Abuse Process (JOP-FM 142. Rev. 8-07)

• The Parenting Educatiou Programs (JOP-Fm-151, Rev. 6-07)

Recommendations for the continuation or expansion of,vork begun by the Phase I

committees:

I. Convene a smaller group that includes representation from the Committee on Public

Service Excellence to discuss and draft a "Statement of Rights and Responsibilities" for

people who interact with the Judicial Branch. The statement should include information

on the standards of service and performance that people can expect when interacting with

the Branch and the steps to take when those standards are not met. It should also contain

information regarding the standards of courtroom decorum expected Crom those \vho

interact \-vith the Branch. The Committee was not able to address this aspect of its charge

in the time available. but it recognizes that such a statement is important. It should be

posted online, displayed prominently in clerks' offices, COLui services centers, and at

public information desks.

2. Two scripts for videos providing general information on matters that would be heard in

family court (short calendar hcarings. uncontested dissolutions. contested dissolutions.

and contempt hearings) and on matters that would be heard by the family support

magistrate (paternity. support, contcmpt, and modification) vvere devcloped by the

subcommittee on Support Enforccment/Family I'vlattcrs. (Drarts are attached to the full

committee report.)

3. These scripts should be referred to the Committee on Self-represcnted Parties. \vhich is

developing a serics of videos about various areas of the law. including family 1m\'. for

further developmcnt and production.

4. Consideration should bc given to developing an informational video presentation on a

day in Criminal/Motor Vehicle Court. follo\ving a person from the time they entcr the

courthouse through the metal detector through the mceting with the prosecutor and into
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the courtroom. This videotape could be run at the courthouse in the COLu1 Service

Centers or Public Information Desks, provided to public access television stations for

broadcast and accessible ll'om the Judicial Branch \vebsite.

5. Improve signage at Housing Courts to provide clearer direction and information to the

public, and to provide signage in multiple languages. This recommendation should be

directed to the committee that \vill be formed to review existing signage and make

recommendations for changes.

6. Develop a simplified procedure and a fillable form to permit a defendant to request that a

satisfaction ofjudgment be entered by the court in the event that a plaintiff fails to file the

satisfaction ofjudgment with the court.

7. Investigate the possibility of implementing a modified children's center, perhaps

partnering with a college or school with an early education program.
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Initiative: External Affairs Advisory Board - Speakers' Bureau, Media Campaign
for Public Education; Seniors and the Law

The External AfTairs Advisory Board was formed as a part of the first phase of the

implementation process to oversee three of the initiatives contained in the implementation plan:

the Seniors and the La\\/ program, the Media Campaign for Public Education and the Speakers'

Bureau. The charge of tile board overall is to enhance the public's understanding of tile role and

function of the Branch. Specifically the Hoard \vas charged \vilh enhancing the Speakers' Bureau

both in terms of the groups that participate and the topics that are covered, enhancing and

executing a communications campaign to better educate the residents about the judiciary, and

evaluating the seniors and the la\v program to determine its effectiveness and utility.

Chaired by the Honorable Susan B. Handy, the fOllr-member board decided to addrcss the

three initiatives through a comprehensive plan to educate the public, including senior citizens,

members of community organizations, students and members of the general public about the role

and function of the Connecticut Judicial Branch. The committee met four times between

December 2008 and the end of April 2009. The task of the Advisory Board is ongoing. It will

continue its efforts after the submission of its repOli and reconvene in the fall of2009.

The committee conducted focus groups \vith judges, branch employees and educators,

distributed a survey to community groups to solicit feedback on the Speakers' Bureau, and

researched other states' programs.

As a result of its discussions, research, and review of input from focus groups and

surveys, the Advisory Board is making the follmving recommendations:

Recommendation for which imnlementation has already hegun:

I. Invite senior citizens to go to their local courthouse to ohserve proceedings and to meet

\vith a judge.

As part of the Speakers Bureau, ask senior centers if they \vould like to have ajuclge

come and address their group.

3. Publicize the availahility of the Speakers Bureau to community organizations.

4. Develop a bank of resources such as statistics that are readily available for judges who

are part of the Speakers Bureau.

5. Market the Speakers Bureau to the judges themselves.
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6. Encourage judges to inform the Speakers Bureau whenever they speak to a community

group and provide an e-mail form for them to do so.

7. Send an e-mail to all judges once a year asking them to provide External Affairs \vith

information about the number of groups they spoke to, the topics that were addressed,

where the engagement took place and their comments on how the event went.

8. Provide evaluation forms to the judges and to the community organizations each time that

a judge addresses an organization.

9. Send a list of Judicial Branch publications to every public library advising them that these

resources are available upon request.

10. Cultivate relationships with educational organizations, particularly those involving social

studies teachers.

I I. Tape a day in cOllli with a teacher and class present. This DYD will be made available to

other teachers and could be presented to them at a professional development day.

12. Have judges visit schools and talk with students about the consequences of criminal

behavior.

13. Inform guidance departments about the resources available through the Judicial Branch.

14. Send out notices to judges in March of each year asking if they would be willing to speak

to high school students in conjunction with Law Day. Make arrangements for judges to

speak to the schools identified.

15. Contact every high school in the state and ask the school to designate a liaison \vho will

receive educational materials about the Judicial Branch and then distribute the materials

to the appropriate teachers.

16. Contact Sunday morning talk shows and radio stations about Judicial Branch-sponsored

programs (like the Foreclosure Mediation Program). Explore the feasibility of developing

a DVD with judges discussing ho\v these types of programs work.

17. Incorporate into every speaking engagement a request, if approved by both the judge and

the organization, to contact the local media about the event.

18. Encourage judges to let the External Affairs Division know \vhen they are engaged in an

activity that could educate the public about the courts and its programs.

19. In an era of diminishing resources for the media, provide ways to educate them about the

courts, absent the day-to-day court beat reporter. such as Llsing the \vebsite to its full

potential (i.e. statistics) and providing opportunities for judges to educate the media abollt

the COUt1s (i.c. having judges visit media organizations to assist thcm in learning abollt

the cOLlI1s).
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Recommendations that have not been revic\\'ed or nrioritized bv iudici~11 administration:

1. Discontinue the Seniors and the Law program, as most of the issues affecting seniors arc

not \vithin the purvie\v of the Superior Court.

2. Suggest to Judge Paul Knierim, Probate Court Administrator, that the Probate COLIl1

consider taking over the Seniors and the Lmv program, as the topics discussed, for the

most part, more closely relate to the Probate Court.

3. Expand the Speakers Bureau to include family supp0l1magistrates and Judicial Branch

employees.

4. Ensure that there are accurate Branch-wide statistics available about the number ofjudges

and employees \vho speak to community organizations~and require the administrative

divisions to inform the Speakers Bureau when employees speak to community groups.

5. Urge the Chief Justice and the ChicfCourt Administrator to continue their efforts to

remind judges that speaking to the community is one of the most important \\,'ays to

educate the public about what we do and who \ve are.

6. Recommend to the members of the Pre-Bench Orientation Committee that they inform

new judges abollt the importance of the Speakers Bureau and in going out into the

community.

7. Attend social studies teachers~ conferences and consider doing a workshop.

8. Develop a program for judges to use when either teachers visit courts or judges visit

schools as part of a professional development day.

9. Distribute notices in late July/early August to the designated school liaisons about

resources that the Judicial Branch can provide.

10. Establish a "regional judge liaison" to \vork bet\veen the court and schools in a particular

area.

II. Work with CT-N to get footage of the Cipriani trial and discuss with CT-N the possibility

of creating a DVD \vith excerpts n'om the trial interspersed with judges talking about the

process and \vhat the students are seeing.

12. Explore with Cr-N the option ofa media/interactive learning project for students through

the Connecticllt Education Net\vork.

13. Ask thc Chief Administrative Judges if they vvould be willing to write a column for thc

Connecticut Law Tribune. Also, continuc encouraging judges to take advantage of

opportunities to educate the public about the courts and the judiciary through the media.
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Recommendations for the continuation or expansion of work begun by the Phase I

com III ittees:

I. Complete the \vorkbook for upper elementary students.

2. Continue co-sponsoring yearly events with judges and members of the media to educate

each other about our respective roles with the assistance of the Judicial Media Committee

(i.e. Law School for Journalists and Journalists School for Judges).

3. Continue monitoring of inquiries from the news media and stories about the Judicial

Branch.

4. Continue marketing positive stories about the judiciary and the Judicial Branch to news

organizations.

5. Continue contacting editorial boards \vhen necessary to present the Branch's position on

an issue.

6. Develop a plan to cultivate minority news organizations including predominantly non

English speaking media organizations.
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Initiative: Judicial Performance Evaluation Program

The Judicial Performance Evaluation Program Committee is a newly established

committee. It was charged vvith not only examining the Branch's existing judicial performance

evaluation program, but to consider the feasibility of establishing evaluation programs for judges

\vho preside over high volume courts, family support magistrates, judge trial referees, magistrates

who preside over small claims and motor vehicle dockets, and quasi-judicial officials such as

attorney trial referees, fact finders, and arbitrators.

The Honorable Alexandra D. DiPcntima and the Ilanorable Joseph M. Shortall co-chair

the thirty-nine member committee, \vhich included members of the Bench, the Bar, the legislative

branch and academia. As a result oCthe charge, the committee formed four subcommittees:

Evaluating Judges Assigned to High Volume Court as Presiding Judges, Evaluating Judge Trial

Referees, Evaluating Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Court Judges, and Improvement of

the Existing System for Evaluating Trial Judges. The cOlllmittee and its subcommittees met,

collectively, fifteen times between December 2008 and June 2009.

The information considered by the Committee and its subcommittees was extensive. The

members were given a presentation on the Branch's current evaluation program, \vhich is

administered within the Judge Support Services Unit, and, ovcr the course of their meetings,

evaluated and discussed other states' evaluation programs; the American Bar Association's

(ABA) guidelines for judicial performance; a study done for the Institute for the Advancement of

the American L.. egal System (IAA LS) ; Branch attorney and juror questionnaires; model

evaluation questionnaires; the ABA's Appellate Attorney Survey form and the Institute for the

Advancement of the American Legal System's (lAALS) evaluation form; and Connecticut

Statute Sec. 2-40a, regarding disclosure of performance evaluations of judges.

As a result of the Committee's research, evaluation, and analysis, the members have

developed a llumber of recommendations on judicial performance evaluation.

Recommendations for review and prioritization by judicial administration

Subcommittee on Evaluating Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Court Juducs

I. To evaluate the performance of Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Couli Judges.
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2. To adopt a questionnaire, as amended, (see Attachment XX in the Cull committee report)

for evaluating the performance of Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Court Judges,

and to have the questionnaire be reviewed by an expert lor statistical validity.

Subcommittee on Evaluating Judge Trial Referees

1. To evaluate the performance of Judge Trial Referees similarly to Judges doing the same

work.

2. To make available any and all review and recommendation information to the Chief

Court Administrator for her use in recommending to the Chief Justice the appointment of

a Referee to become a Judge Trial Referee.

3. To review recommendations tor Judge Trial Referees on a calendar year basis in order to

allow sufficient time for any necessary performance improvements.

4. To provide regular and timely review" of concerns with Judge Trial Referees through

meetings and discussions.

Subcommittee on Evaluating Judges Assigned to High Volume Court and as Presiding Judges

1. To expand the pool of those \\lho evaluate judges \\'ho are assigned to high volume courts

and as presiding judges to include court staff.

2. To expand the categories of judges subject to evaluation to include but not be limited to

presiding judges, high volume criminal court judges in both Parts A and B,judges

assigned to special proceedings, specialty court dockets, civil and family sessions,

juvenile delinquency sessions and housing court as \vell as family support

magistrates/family support referees.

3. To develop a peer review process tor judges, \vith the details of the process to be

determined later.

4. To develop an attorney evaluation questionnaire \vhich includes the Collmving items and

refer the questionnaire to an expert for consideration of its statistical validity:

• Decisiveness during Proceedings

• C01ll1csy of the Judge

• Patience during Proceedings

• Courtroom Decorum

• Demonstrates Respect During Proceedings

• Eflicicnt Pace of Proceedings
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• Control of Courtroom

• Impartiality of Conduct

• . Consistency of Rulings

• Explanation of Rulings

• Ability to Effectively Settle Cases (For presidingjudges)

• Facilitation in Development of Options for Settlements/Pleas (For presiding

judges)

Please indicate the number of years you have practiced law: 1-5,6-10, more than 10.

Subcommittee on Improving the Existing System for Evaluating Trial Judges

1. To solicit input for the evaluation system for trial judges from other constituents in the

judicial process in addition to jurors and attorneys, as is presently the case.

2. To modify the present Attorney Questionnaire (Rev. 3/07) so as to provide the

opportunity for a fair, proper and comprehensive evaluation of the judge.

3. To supplement the information concerning the respondent that is currently required (e.g.,

years of practice, type of practice, etc.) \vith an optional question asking \-vhether the

outcome of the trial or hearing was favorable or unfavorable to the respondent's position.

4. To modify the current Attorney Questionnaire to add the following questions:

"What, iranything, did the judge do that you found particularly

commendable or admirable'?"

"What ifanything, did the judge do that you found could be improved?"

Further, the Judicial Branch should use said comments in the mentoring and professional

development of its judges and, in so doing, not necessarily \vait until the minimum

number of questionnaires required for review have been returned.

5. To refer both the Attorney Questionnaire and the Juror Questionnaire -- either in their

current form or as modified \\lith <lny of the recommendations that may be adopted by the

Judicial Branch -- to an appropriate expert for an overall evaluation as to: (i) their

adequacy for measurement of a judge's perf()["Inance of his/her duties and the production

of useful information for the judge's education and professional development; and (ii) the

number of responses required to produce statistically reliable and meaningful data.
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6, To encourage the Judicial Branch to provide for the more frequent distribution of

Attorney Questionnaires and to consider the electronic distribution of and response to

such questionnaires.

7, To support the concept of evaluating judges after a settlement conference or mediation,

recognizing that ho\v and whether it can be done are to be determined at a later time.

8, To encourage the Judicial Branch to engage in ajoint effort with the Bar to educate the

Bar more widely and effectively on the policies, practices and procedures presently in

place to protect and preserve the anonymity of attorneys completing and submitting an

evaluation questionnaire.

9, To use a periodic evaluation of ajudge by independent observers as a supplement to the

appraisals provided by the Attorney Questionnaire, Juror Questionnaire,

10. To encourage the Judicial Branch to make use of the reports of the independent

evaluators to develop and provide appropriate training programs and guidelines for the

professional development and education of all judges,

II, To refrain from seeking input for the evaluation program from litigants and self

represented litigants.

Recommendations for the continmltion or expansion of\,",ork begun by the Phase I

Committees (These recommendations come from the co-chairs of the Committee.)

I. Reestablish an advisory board on judicial performance evaluation as soon as possibly,

2. In addition to the implementation of the committee recommendations accepted by the

Chief Justice. the advisory board could address two of the tasks that the committee did

not reach: 1) how the branch should evaluate the performance of Ilon judicial officers,

and 2) hmv the website can be used to inform the bar about the judicial performance

evaluation program as \vell as the efficacy of electronic d'lstribution and execu(101l of

evaluation questionnaires.

3, Retain an expert to examine the evaluation questionnaire for trial court judges, to

examine the proposed questionnaire ror appellate judges and justices and to develop a

questionnaire for high volume <Ind presiding judges.
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Initiative: Public Service Excellence IPSE)

The implementation of this initiative was undertaken by a \vork group that was charged

\vith advancing and fostering a service excellence culture throughollt the entire Branch.

Specifically, the group was charged with identifying existing service excellence efforts and

programs, assessing their effectiveness and finally \\'caving those existing programs into a

Branch-wide effort reflecting a unified philosophy and a culture committed to the principles of

exceptional service.

The \\lark group included representatives from the support enforcement unit, court

operations and, chief clerks. The group met frequently between November 2008 and .June 2009

to develop the phases of the public service excellence program.

The foundation of the four phase program being developed by the work group is five

public service excellence principles: to be professional, to be empathetic, to address people

directly with courtesy and respect, to provide fair and equal treatment, to provide and timely

explanation and creative problem resolution. The first phase of the program is the Covey

training, lhe 7 Habits (~lHighly f.:J}ecfive People, \vhich promotes personal and interpersonal

effectiveness. The remaining three phases \vill build from the Covey training.

Almost all managers and supervisors have now gone through the first phase - The 7

Habits o/'Highly Success/iii People (Covey). The second phase, Applying the 7 Habits in the

Workplace, is in development. This phase \vill take advantage of supervisors and managers as

agents for change in transforming the work environment. The remaining phases will include

Public Service Excellence training for Supervisors, Public Service Excellence: Leading by

Example, stressing the responsibility and accoul1tabilit)-f of supervisors for the staff\vhom they

supervise, and division specific Public Service Excellence programs that \vill promote the

principles of public service excellence.

I~ecommendationsfor which implementation has alreadv begun

I. Provide the Covey training, The 7 Hahits oj1figh(v Success/it! People. to all supervisors

and managers.

2. Develop a second phase of training, Applying the 7 Habits in the \Vorkplaee for

supervisors and managers.
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I{.ecommcndations for the continuation or expansion of ''fork begun bv the Phase I

com III ittees:

1. Develop Public Service Excellence training I()r Supnvisors, Public Service Excellence:

Leading by Example, stressing the responsibility and accountability of supervisors for

the staff \v!lom they supervise.

2. Develop division specific Public Service Excellence training for all branch staff in every

division.
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Initiative: Website Enhancement

Many of the activities that arc part of the strategic plan involve the Judicial Branch

website. The Judicial Branch \Veb Board, \vhich is comprised ofreprCsclltativcs from each

administrative division of the Branch and a representative from Legal Services, \vas charged with

reviewing the content of the website, ensuring adequate site navigation, and enhancing the

website to allow users to conduct business on-line.

Chaired by Attorney Melissa A. Farley, the twelve-member Web Board established a

subcommittee to review the site design and navigation issues and to recommend improvements.

The Web Board and its subcommittee met a total of seven times between October 2008 and April

2009.

The Web Board conducted informal surveys of web users, looked at ways in which the

website can feature its self-help areas more clearly, make court forms easily accessible, improve

performance of on-line court tasks and ofTer more guidance to those not familiar with the \vebsite

or court proccdures in general. In addition, the committee reviewed information currently

available on the Judicial Branch website, the ability to conduct web-based transactions, and

\vebsite accessibility.

After extensive review and discussion, the Judicial Branch Web Board has rccommended

the following:

Recommendations for \\'hich implementation has already begun:

I. Appellate System case look-up section - Development is underway for a web inquiry

application that \villmake it possible for the public to look up current information about

cases on appeal. The goal is to provide information similar to that currently available for

civil and nllllily trial court matters, including case status.

2. Information in different languages - A number of sections of the \vebsite have already

been translated into Spanish and efforts are undenvay to translate additional sections.

3. Foreclosure notices -- The Bench/Bar Foreclosure Committee has recommended that the

Judicial Branch provide committees of sale and judges \vith the option of advertising

foreclosures on its \vebsite to save homeowners the cost of this advertising. An

application is currently' being developed and should be available in the fldl of2009.

4. Jury postponements -. Efforts are undenvay to allow jurors to postpone their jury service

by way of the Judicial Branch's w'ebsite.
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Recommendations for the continuation or expansion of\\'ork begun by Phase I committees

I. Attorney Disciplinary Records - This section or the website will be expanded to include

attorneys' past disciplinary histories as well as discipline that has been imposed in the

form of written court opinions or Statewide Grievance Committee decisions.

2. Court forms - New interactive forms will also be created in conjunction with Legal

Services and the Court Service Centers that will assist individuals with completing court

forms. The appearance form, one of the most commonly lIsed forms in the court system,

is the tlrst form around which the application is being built.

3. Information about the Court Support Services Division - The Web Board will include

information on the website about the Court Support Services Division and the programs it

administers.

4. Self-help in the areas ofjuvcnile, family and probation - The Web Board, with the

assistance of the Court Support Services Division, \vill post information about adult,

juvenile and family services in its frequently asked questions section.

5. Streaming videos - The number of streaming videos to explain various court processes

will be expanded.

6. E-filing - The capability to conduct transactions by enhancing existing applications such

as Civil E-Filing will be expanded.

7. Appellate System - Supreme Court briefs tiled electronically will become available

online through a cooperative endeavor between the Connecticut ./udicial Branch and the

Connecticut [Jar Association (CBA). The long-term plan is to make the briefs available

on the Judicial Branch's website.

8. Navigation - Where navigation links arc repeated, the Web Board will provide a method

for the user to sk·lp these repef!flve links.

9. Plnin language - "rhe \Veb Board \villmake the changes suggested by COllrt Service

Center stalTto change the text in the Self-llelp sections orthe website for plain language

and readability compliance.

10. Site design and navigation - The \Veb Board will continue to look for \vays 10 feature its

Self-Help areas more clearly, make forms easily accessible, improve performance of on

line court tasks and offer more guidance to those not familiar with the \vebsite or court

business in general.
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INITIATIVES NOT ADDRESSED IN PHASE I

ACCESS

Facilities (Administration)

IntellectuallPsych iatric DisabiIities

Physical Access (Signs)

Utilization of Facilities

COLLABORATION

Chief Court Administrator/lnformalion Sharing
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• ••

The Americans with Disabilities Act Committee was formed in response to the

implementation of the first goal of the strategic plan: the Branch will identify and

eliminate barriers to ensure that all of its facilities, processes and programs are equally

accessible.

The ADA Committee was more specifically charged with evaluating what

resources currently exist at Branch facilities to accommodate those with differing needs;

assessing accessibility to that information; and recommending more effective ways to

disseminate, both online and at facilities, information to people who may need an ADA

accommodation.

The Committee, which includes chair Patrick Caron, vice-chair Sandra Lugo

Gines, and member Ann-Laurie Parent, conducted five public meetings between

November 2008 and April 2009, and held three informal work meetings in the same

period.

The Committee evaluated what information is available for people with disabilities

on the Branch's website and at Branch facilities and determined very early on in the

process that there was a serious dearth of information to turn to. But to get a better

understanding of what people with disabilities feel the Branch needs to ensure

accessibility the Committee, as charged in the implementation plan, turned to the

community and conducted three focus groups attended by people with disabilities and

people who advocate for those with disabilities.
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The information gleaned from the focus groups has proved invaluable. In the

course of evaluating the focus group responses and based on its own examination of

existing Branch policies and procedures surrounding the ADA and ADA issues, the

Committee also identified external resources. Specifically, the Committee met with

representatives from the Oak Hill School for the Blind and New England Assistive

Technology Center, the state Department of Public Works, the Board of Education and

Services for the Blind, and the Office of Protection and Advocacy for Persons with

Disabilities. The Committee also sought the advice and expertise of the Branch's

Information Technology Division.

The combined input from external and internal resources and the Committee's

evaluation and assessment of available resources as charged in the strategic and

implementation plans have driven the activities undertaken by the Committee thus far,

and form the basis for the Committee's recommendations for action by the Branch now

and in future.
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The Committee has developed recommendations for action and consideration by

the Branch. They are summarized below and detailed more thoroughly in the report

• An Office for People with Disabilities should be established to centralize all ADA

services and trainings. The office should serve the public and Branch staff.

• The Branch should create an Advisory Committee that includes people with

disabilities; the Advisory Committee should report to the Chief Court

Administrator.

• The Branch should investigate the feasibility of hiring, on a permanent, full-time

basis, a Computer Assisted Read Time court reporter to meet a growing demand

for this service.

• ADA compliance checks of Branch-leased and owned properties should be

completed annually and identified deficiencies addressed when feasible.

• The Branch should ensure its ADA website is current, with particular attention to

ensuring the list of ADA Contact people and their information is accurate.

• The ADA Contact people should be kept current on the latest Branch ADA

trends, innovations and policies through a biannual newsletter.

• The Court Support Services Division should post information on the Branch

website about wheelchair access to 13 facilities not yet updated, and the names

and contact information for its 36 trained ADA Contact people.

• The Branch should immediately provide assistive vision devices (i.e., magnifying

glasses) for all court clerk's offices, Court Service Centers and information desks,

law libraries, and every facility where the public accesses Branch information.

6
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• The Branch should modify all forms to include the free, 711 telecommunication

relay service phone number as the universal phone access line for people with

speech and hearing disabilities, and train all staff on how to use 711.

• All Branch forms that are distributed to the public should be modified to include
~

information on obtaining accommodations for people with disabilities.

• The Committee's newly developed Request for Accommodation forms and

grievance process forms should be approved as quickly as possible, posted on

the ADA website, and distributed to all Branch facilities.

• The Branch's Information Technology Division should investigate the feasibility of

enabling existing Mircosoft Accessibility software on computers used by public in

Branch facilities. Further, the IT Division should implement accessibility features

on the Branch website, allowing remote users of the site to change font size,

color contrasts and more.

• The Branch, with assistance from this Committee, should identify and utilize

trainers with disabilities to conduct sensitivity training for all Judges and staff.

7
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Evaluate the resources currently available in each facility to
accommodate those with special needs.

Activity 1

The Committee conducted an evaluation of courthouses to determine the

availability of wheelchair access and the locations of wheelchair access, (see Exhibit 1,

~) and photographed the appropriate entrances and signs.

Results of Activity 1

• Following the evaluation, the descriptions and photographs were posted on the

Branch website. Specifically, descriptions are available for: 15 Judicial District

Courthouses; 14 Juvenile Courts; 20 Geographical Area courts; 12 Support

Enforcement Services sites; 7 Court Support Services Adult Probation sites; 24

Family Services sites; 6 Housing Session sites; 13 Juvenile Probation sites; 15 Law

Libraries sites; 16 Small Claims sites, and the Supreme Court, Appellate Court, and

Tax Court.

Recommendations of Activity 1

• Thirteen Court Support Services Division Adult Probation sites listed on the Branch

website have no wheelchair access description. The Committee recommends that

CSSD evaluate the remaining 13 sites and post directions, photos and information

about wheelchair access.

8
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Activity 2

In the spirit of collaboration, the Committee met with managers of the state

Department of Public Work (DPW) accompanied a DPW inspector on site visits to 7

state facilities, including a juvenile courthouse and a CSSD Adult Probation office. The

DPW inspector shared with the Committee the U.S. Department of Justice guide used

to assess compliance with the ADA requirements (see Exhibit 2, p.36), as well as the

DPW form (see Exhibit 3, p.51) used to determine compliance. As a result of the site

tour, the Committee was also introduced to Gretchen Knauff, Assistant Director of the

Office of Protection and Advocacy for Persons with Disabilities. Ms. Knauff has longtime

experience in advocating for people with differing abilities and agreed to accompany the

Committee or Branch staff on informal inspections of Branch facilities to evaluate

compliance with ADA standards.

Recommendations of Activity 2

• The Branch should conduct its own annual or bi-annual inspections of its properties

to ensure compliance with the ADA and promptly address any deficiencies that

impact peoples' access to Branch facilities. To the extent possible, the Branch

should do those inspections with an interested advocate for people with disabilities.

A model checklist on ADA compliance is available from the U.S. Department of

Justice.

Activity 3

The Committee conducted an inventory of the Branch's available auxiliary aids

and assistive technologies. (see Exhibit 4, p.53)

9
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Results of Activity 3

April 2009

• The Committee found that as of April 1, 2009, the Branch has 15 pocket talkers

available at 14 locations and 5 frequency modulator kits at 5 locations. Additionally,

4 courthouses have infra-red capability and systems, and 2 law libraries each have

a reading machine. The Committee found that the Branch does not currently

possess any assistive visual devices for people with low-vision.

• The Committee identified a local non-profit agency, The New England Assistive

Technology (NEAT) Resource & Education Center at Oak Hill, which is part of the

Connecticut Institute for the Blind. The NEAT Center provides a variety of services,

classes and equipment to people with disabilities, their advocates, the public, other

non-profit and public entities, and corporations. The Committee toured the NEAT

Center and met with Vice President Bruce Stovall. The NEAT Center can be a good

local resource for the Branch, providing assessments of workplaces and facilities,

and training for employees, including Information Technology staff

Recommendations of Activity 3

• The Committee recommends that the Branch purchase assistive vision technology

for every Clerk's office, where files are kept, and in Court Information Centers to

assist those with low vision. These devices can be as simple as an inexpensive

magnifying glass. There is more current technology available, including lightweight,

handheld magnifiers that are more powerful than a magnifying glass and allow the

user to adjust the magnification.

10
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• The Committee recommends that the Branch's Information Technology Division

investigate the availability and viability of enabling the built-in Accessibility features

found in the Microsoft Office Suite of products on publicly-accessible computers in

Court Service Centers. This assistive technology is capable of changing font size,

reading aloud, etc., and would benefit people with a variety of different abilities. The

Accessibility feature can be activated and deactivated when the user is done.

Activity 4

The Committee inventoried the number of text telephones (TTY) and

telecommunication devices (TDDs) currently owned by the Branch. (see Exhibit 5, p.54)

Results of Activity 4

• The Branch currently has four TDD machines available at: the Supreme Court

building, Hartford Community Court, Rockville Juvenile Court, Rockville Superior

Court on Brooklyn Street, and in the Jury Assembly Room of Rockville Superior

Court (GA 19). Additionally, the following courthouses have public phones with

TDD units: Fairfield Judicial District, Bridgeport Superior Court (GA 2), Danbury

Superior Court, Danbury Juvenile Matters Court, Derby Superior Court, Hartford

Superior Court (GA 14), Hartford Family Court, Hartford Juvenile Detention and

Court, New Britain Superior Court, Stamford Superior Court (two units), Waterbury

Judicial District, Waterbury Superior Court, Waterford Juvenile Court, Willimantic

Superior Court, and Willimantic Juvenile Court. Branch administrative offices also

have the devices, in the Fiscal Administration office and Human Resources.

11
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Recommendations of Activity 4

April 2009

• The Branch should ensure that those Clerks and court staff who have access to

TDD machines are properly trained on their use.

• The Branch should encourage the use of the free, national Telecommunications

Relay Service, accessible to people with hearing or speech disabilities by dialing

"711." The Federal Communications Commission requires all phone companies to

provide free 711 service. The service works by allowing the caller with a TDDffYY

machine to contact an operator, who will then place a voice call. The operators,

called communications assistants, serve as the "voice link," by speaking aloud the

text of the calling party to the receiving party, and then typing back the speaking

party's words to the caller This service is available in all 50 states, the District of

Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. territories.

• The Branch should provide information or training to all staff about receiving 711

calls, so that the caller isn't disconnected. Such training will ensure that members of

the public are treated fairly and with respect by a professional staff.

Activity 5

As charged, the Committee determined that it would need to conduct focus

groups of people with disabilities and their advocates to determine how the Branch can

most efficiently and professionally address the needs of people with diverse physical

and intellectual disabilities.

Results of Activity 5

• The Committee identified 24 groups and individuals - including members of non

profit and government entities - who advocate for people with disabilities - and

12
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sent e-mail and hard copy letters inviting them to attend one of three focus groups.

(see Exhibit 6, p. 56 and Exhibit 7, p.57)

• The three focus groups were held in December 2008 at Branch facilities in East

Hartford and Wethersfield. In addition to those who were specifically invited by the

Committee, notices of the meetings' locations and times were posted on the Branch

Webpage. The Committee structured the focus groups to solicit information on what

barriers exist within the Branch; what impacts those barriers have on people with

disabilities; and how those barriers can be removed or remedied. The Committee

also asked each of the focus groups for input on what training the Branch should

develop so that its members serve people with fairness and respect. The results of

the focus groups sessions were posted on the Branch's Webpage (see Exhibit 8,

J2.d§), and every invited participant was sent a letter telling them that the results

were publicly available. (see Exhibit 9, p.67)

Recommendations of Activity 5

• The recommendations gathered at the focus groups will help the Branch develop

appropriate training for Judges and Branch staff. The training should include, when

viable, the use of trainers who have different abilities, including those from

local/state entities, agencies, and/or companies.

• It was strongly recommended that an Advisory Committee that includes people with

disabilities and their advocates be established to help ensure the Branch's

commitment to eliminating barriers to access is being met. In addition to those

advocates, the Branch should include managers and staff from the Chief Court

Administrator's office, Court Operations, and the Information Technology Division.

13
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Activity 6

As per the charge, the Committee identified ADA Contact People and trained

them to assist the public with requests under the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Results of Activity 6

• The Committee identified: 69 Superior Court Operations ADA Contact People in the

Judicial Districts, Geographical Areas, Housing Court, Juvenile Court, Legal

Services, and Support Enforcement Services; 36 ADA Contact People in the Court

Support Services Division; and 2 ADA Contact People in the External Affairs

Division.

• The Committee provided training on the Americans with Disabilities Act to all of the

aforementioned ADA Contact People with Kathy Gips, Director of Training for the

New England ADA Center in Boston. The training covered everything from the

structure of the ADA, to the newly expanded definitions of the Act, to types of

adaptive equipment for people with disabilities, and some examples of how to

respectfully and sensitively assist a person with a disability who requests help. (see

Exhibit 10, p.65)

• The Committee posted the names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses of the

public Contact People on the Branch Website, to ensure ease of access to our

facilities and to provide, as efficiently as possible, assistance to people with

disabilities. (see ExhiQit 11, p.1 04)
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Recommendations of Activity 6

April 2009

Activity 7

Surveyed the Branch's ADA identified Contact People to ensure they are aware

of what services and assistance the Branch offers to people with disabilities, including

the existence of the new Americans with Disabilities Act pages and links on the Branch

homepage, and to determine what auxiliary aids are most requested. (see Exhibit 12,

QJ.QZ)

Results of Activity 7

• The ADA Contact people responded and offered observations about their facilities,

the usage and request frequency for auxiliary aids, and identified other people

non-Contact people-who have access to and knowledge of the auxiliary aids. The

list of the non-Contact people will be kept on file for reference, in the event the

Contact person is unavailable to assist the public.

Recommendations of Activity 7

• The Branch should ensure that its Contact people are updated on new

developments to the Web page and purchases of new auxiliary aids to assist the

public. A quarterly newsletter should be created to ensure staff is kept current on

ADA issues and to help them build a uniform knowledge base. The Branch should

also ensure that the publicly available list of Contact people, which is currently

posted on the Branch Website, is kept current by reviewing phone numbers and

email addresses for those people at least twice a year.
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..

Explore more effective methods for disseminating information both to
staff and to the public about available accommodations both online
and at facilities.

Activity 1

The Committee determined that it would need advice from people with disabilities

and their advocates to determine how the Branch can better make information available

about the accommodation process and the rights of people with disabilities.

Results of Activity 1

• The Committee conducted three focus groups and asked the participants-more

than two dozen in all-what type of information would be most helpful and how that

information should be disseminated. The Committee then evaluated the focus

group participants' concerns and recommendations in approaching the design of a

new Internet Branch ADA Webpage. (see Exhibit 13, p.1 08)

Recommendations of Activity 1

• The Committee believes the Branch should continue to reevaluate the information

that has been posted on the new ADA Webpage to ensure its accuracy. Based on

the focus group participants' responses, the Committee also believes the Branch

should implement Accessibility features on all of its Webpages, such as the ability

by remote users to change font sizes, change color contrasts, and provide written

descriptions of images, to accommodate people with low-vision.

Analysis of Strategy 3 16
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Activity 2

The Committee reviewed the Branch internet website for ease of use, quantity

and quality of information regarding the ADA.

Results of Activity 2

• The Committee identified a lack of available information about the Branch's

commitment to providing accommodations to people with disabilities and the ADA in

general.

Recommendations of Activity 2

• Based on the comments of the focus group participants and its own evaluation of

ADA information available on the Branch Website, the Committee determined that

updating the Branch's publicly available ADA information was a priority. The

Committee recommends the Branch continue to update the ADA Webpage as

necessary and appropriate to ensure the most accurate and current information is

maintained. That can be done by the Committee in conjunction with the Branch's

Informational Technology Division, in addition to seeking input from people with

disabilities and their advocates.

Activity 3

The Committee considered the focus group participants' concerns and translated

those concerns into the development of a new Branch Webpage dedicated exclusively

to the Americans with Disabilities Act. The page launched on February 16, 2009, and is

directly available from the Branch homepage via the "Quick Link" listing, Americans with

Disabilities Act. (see Exhibit 1'h..P~109)
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Results of Activity 3

• The Committee created the content for a new Branch Internet Webpage dedicated

to the Americans with Disabilities Act. The ADA homepage, which is highlighted on

the Branch homepage, has 7 links: To an overview about the ADA (see Exhibit 15,

~) including links to the external U.S. Department of Justice page with statutory

information about the Act and the Branch's Strategic Plan; to a complete list of 69

previously identified and trained ADA Contact People in Judicial Districts,

Geographical Areas, Juvenile and Housing courts, Support Enforcement Services

offices including administration, Legal Services, External Affairs, and Jury

Administration (see Exhibit 11, p.104); to a description of the currently available

auxiliary aids and services available to people with disabilities (see Exhibit 16,

Q.J.1Q), and instructions on how to request an accommodation; to the Branch's

complete list of directions to and wheelchair access for Connecticut Courts and

Branch facilities (see Exhibit 17, p.11 0); to the official legal notice of the Branch's

non-discrimination policy and compliance with the ADA (see Exhibit 18, p.111); to a

juror accommodation form for jurors with disabilities (see Exhibit 19, p.112); and to

the ADA Committee's Branch Internet homepage.

• The Committee notified, via e-mail, the invited focus group attendees of the launch

of the Branch's new ADA Webpage. (see Exhibit 20, p.113) As a result of that

notification, the Branch's ADA link is now highlighted on the homepage of the state

Commission on the Deaf and Hearing Impaired, with links to the site. (see Exhibit

21, p.115)
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Recommendations of Activity 3

• The Committee recommends that the Court Support Services Division post links to

its 36 trained ADA Contact People, so that people with disabilities who may need

CSSD assistance or who have a legal obligation to report to CSSD may be

accommodated in a professional and respectful manner. (see Exhibit 22, p.116)

• Although a Juror Request for Accommodation form currently exists and is posted on

the ADA Website, the Committee has asked its Legal Services attorney to develop

a new, formal Request For Accommodation form that can be used Branch-wide

along with a uniform ADA Accommodation request Procedure. (see Exhibit 24,

2c..1n and see Exhibit 25, p. 125) Focus group participants indicated that they feel

frustrated when a request is passed along; such a form would provide a way for the

Branch to track how requests are handled and provide a "paper trail" for the

requestor. The Request for Accommodation form would also give the Branch the

ability to determine what requests are most frequently made, thereby giving the

Branch the ability to most efficiently allocate its limited resources. In addition, the

ADA Grievance Procedure has been revised and a Grievance Complaint Form has

been created. (see Exhibit 26, p 127 and Exhibit 27, p.130)

• The Branch should continue its outreach efforts to connect with people with

disabilities and their advocates with regard to the dissemination of information

about the Branch's commitment to ensuring equal access for all. The State of

Connecticut.
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Activity 4

The Committee reviewed with its assigned Legal Services attorney the existing

complaint resolution process for ADA violation allegations.

Results of Activity 4

• The Branch's Legal Services unit has reviewed the existing complaint resolution

process for clarity and consistency and is (as of April 2009) updating the

information to ensure it is current.

Recommendations of Activity 4

• The complaint resolution process should be tracked by the Branch to ensure that

such complaints are monitored and timely resolved in compliance with state and

federal statutes. When the review of the complaint resolution process is complete,

the Branch should post the appropriate procedures, with links to forms or

documents if necessary, on the ADA Webpage.

• The Branch should track the nature of the ADA complaints it receives to monitor

emerging or consistent patterns. Such monitoring will assist the Branch in

maintaining its commitment to equal access for all, upholding the integrity of the

judicial system, and ensuring that all people are treated fairly and respectfully.
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. .
Develop Branch-wide staff training on the Americans with Disabilities
Act, its implementation, and the Branch's commitment to removing
barriers to access for people with disabilities.

Activity 1

Survey people with disabilities about their experiences accessing Branch

programs, processes and facilities.

Results of Activity 1

• The Committee conducted three focus groups, in December 2008, consisting of

people with disabilities and their advocates, as well as others who work with people

with disabilities. The Committee invited 24 representatives, and publicly-posted

notices of each of the focus groups which were held at Branch facilities in East

Hartford and Wethersfield.

• The focus group attendees identified numerous ways in which the Branch can and

should accommodate people with disabilities. The No.1 recommendation was to

have an identified, trained contact person at each Branch location to assist those

who need an accommodation under the ADA.

• The Committee identified: 69 Superior Court Operations ADA Contact People in the

Judicial Districts, Geographical Areas, Housing Court, Juvenile Court, Legal

Services, and Support Enforcement Services; 36 ADA Contact People in the Court

Support Services Division; and 2 ADA Contact People in the External Affairs

Division.
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• The Committee provided training on the Americans with Disabilities Act to all of the

identified ADA Contact People, with Kathy Gieps of the New England ADA Center in

Boston. The training covered everything from the structure of the ADA, to the newly

expanded definitions of the Act, to types of adaptive equipment for people with

disabilities, and some examples of how to respectfully and sensitively assist a

person with a disability who requests help.

• The Committee posted the names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses of the

public Contact People on the Branch Website, to ensure ease of access to our

facilities and to provide, as efficiently as possible, assistance to people with

disabilities.

Recommendations of Activity 1

• The focus group attendees recommended and the Committee concurs that the

Branch, when economically feasible, should establish an office that oversees all

aspects of compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. The focus group

attendees expressed frustration with what some identified as a lack of ultimate

accountability within the Branch. The attendees suggested that the Branch employ

a person or persons who oversees: accommodation requests and ensures that they

are being handled uniformly, promptly, fairly and respectfully by Branch staff;

complaints to ensure they are handled timely and consistently; and ensures that

Branch staff are trained on ADA accommodations and the different needs of people

with disabilities. The focus group members said, and the Committee concurs, that a

centralized ADA office would ensure uniformity throughout the Branch on how

requests for accommodations are handled; ensure that grievance proceedings are
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handled uniformly and timely; and develop and oversee ADA training for all Judges

and Branch staff.

• The Branch should review its training modules on ADA policies and procedures and

ensure that they are current with existing statutes.

• The Branch should customize trainings based on the areas of interaction with the

public. The focus group attendees recommended, and the Committee concurs, that

the Branch provide training that is specific to Judges, Court Clerks, Judicial

Marshals, and immediate "front-line" people at courthouses and Branch facilities.

• The Branch should utilize when possible its in-house trainers to provide training for

Judges and Branch staff on sensitivity to people with differing abilities. The focus

group attendees said the Branch should provide training on sensitivity and

awareness to people with disabilities, including etiquette training. The focus groups

particularly said the Branch should train its staff on how to respectfully assist people

with mental illness; low-vision or blindness; different speech abilities; deafness or

limited hearing; and people who use mobility aids such as walkers, wheelchairs,

and assistance animals.

• The focus groups suggested and the Committee concurs that the Branch should

use trainers with a variety of abilities to provide training to Branch staff. The

Committee has identified statewide resources including the Board of Education and

Services for the Blind, the State Commission on the Deaf and Hearing Impaired, the

New England Adaptive Technology Resource and Education Center (Oak Hill

School for the Blind), and the Office for Protection and Advocacy for Persons with

Disabilities.
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• The Branch should make mandatory sensitivity training for all new Branch staff as

part of the intake training, "Focusing on Justice."

• The Branch should make mandatory annual sensitivity and cultural awareness

training to its staff through the creation of an online training module presented via

the Branch Intranet Website for employees. The training should be updated

annually. (see Exhibit 23, p. 122)

• The Branch should provide sensitivity training to its staff of 773 Judicial Marshals.

The Marshals should also be trained on respectfully and sensitively overseeing

defendants in the Branch lock-ups who may be mentally ill or have physical

disabilities.
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Exhibit 1 - Wheelchair Access

WHEELCHAIR ACCESS INFORMATON

judicial
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

Ansonia-Milford Derby 106 Elizabeth Street GA Court Front Door

Ansonia-Milford Milford 1 Darina Place Adult Probation Front Door

Ansonia-Milford Milford 14 West River Street GA/JD Wheelchair access at the
Milford courthouse is located at
the rear of the building. By car
enter the parking lot from the
right side of the building and
continue to the rear of the
building where we have public
handicap parking. The handicap
ramp is located a short distance
from these parking spots. At the
entrance is an intercom which is
used to summons a marshal to
grant access into the facility.
Click here to see a photo of the
parking and entrance.

Danbury Danbury 146 White Street GA/JD Court Front Door
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judicial
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

Danbury Danbury 319 Main Street Adult Probation Front Door

Danbury Danbury 71 Main Street Juvenile Court & Support Wheelchair access at the
Enf Danbury Juvenile Matters

courthouse is located at the left
side of the building. At the
entrance is an intercom which is
used to summons a marshal to
grant access into the facility.
Click here to see a photo of the
parkinq and entrance.

Fairfield Bridgeport 1 Lafayette Circle Adult Probation/Sup Enf. Front Door

Fairfield Bridgeport 1061 Main Street JD Courthouse Wheelchair access at the
Fairfild JD courthouse is located
at the rear of the building.
Handicap citizen parking is
located on Fairfield Ave which is
near the rear of the courthouse.
The handicap ramp is accessed
from the public sidewalk located
a short distance from these
parking spots. At the entrance is
an intercom which is used to
summons a marshal to grant
access into the facility. Click
here to see a photo of the
parkino and entrance.
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Judicial
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

Fairfield Bridgeport 172 Golden Hill GA Court Wheelchair access at the
Bridgeport GA 2 courthouse is
located at the left side of the
building. The entrance is
manned by a Marshal during
normal visiting hours. Click
here to see a photo of the
parking and entrance.

Fairfield Bridgeport 60 Housatonic Ave Brdgpt Juv, Detention & Front Door
Juv Prob

Hartford East 287 Main Street Grievance Comm. & SE Front Door
Hartford Admin

Hartford East 99 East River Dr. JIS Front Door
Hartford

Hartford . Enfield 111 Phoenix Avenue GA Court Front Door

Hartford Hartford 101 Lafayette GA Court Front Door
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Judicial
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

Hartford Hartford 231 Capitol Avenue Appellate/OCCAISupreme Wheelchair access at the
Supreme Court is located at the
rear of the building. Access to
handicap citizen parking is
located in the staff parking lot
which is accessed throught the
staff entrance on Oak Street. At
the staff parking log entrance
gate is an intercom that can be
used to request access to the
handicap parking. The
handicap buiding entrance is
located next to these parking
spots. At the building entrance
is an intercom which is used to
summons security personnel
who grant access into the
facility. Click tlere to see a photo
of the parking and entrance.

Hartford Hartford 309 Wawarme Ave. Adult Probation Front Door

Hartford Hartford 61 Woodland Street Marshals & Court Rear Main Entrance
Operations
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Judicial
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

Hartford Hartford 75 Elm Street Appellate Court Wheelchair access at the
Appellatte Court is located at
the right side of the building.
Handicap parking is availible on
a first come first served basis
next to the entrance. At the
building entrance is an intercom
which is used to summons
security personnel who grant
access into the facility. Click
here to see a photo of the
oarkina and entrance.

Hartford Hartford 765 Asylum Ave Marshal Commission & Front Door
Adult Probation

Hartford Hartford 80 Washington St. Community Court & Small Front Door
Claims

I

Hartford Hartford 90/ 100 Washington Administration & Front Door
St. Courthouse

Hartford Hartford 920 Broad Street Juvenile/Detention Front Door,
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Judicial
District , Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

Hartford Hartford 95 Washington St. JD Court Wheelchair access at the
Hartford JD courthouse is
located at the right side of the
building. A handicap parking
space is availible on a first come
first served basis just in front of
the staff entrance near this
entrance. At the entrance is an
intercom which is used to
summons a marshal to grant
access into the facility. Click
here to see a photo of the
parking and entrance.

Hartford Hartford 999 Asylum Avenue Support Enforcement Front Door
,

Litchfield Litchfield 15 West Street JD Court The wheelchair access is
through a door on the left side of
the building. Use the buzzer to
ring the clerk's office. The
Clerk's Office staff dispatches a
marshal, who admits the person
and makes sure that they pass
security. Click here to see a
plloto of the parking spot and
entrance.

Hartford Manchester 410 Center Street GA Court Front Door
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Judicial
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

Hartford Manchester 587 E. Middle Tpke. Adult Probation Front Door

Hartford ; Rocky Hill 97 Hammer Mill Rd. Warehouse Front Door

Hartford Wethersfield 225 Spring Street CIB/Jury/Court Op Front Door
TechNic Services

Hartford Wethersfield 936 Silas Deane Hwy. CSSDAdmin. Front Door
I

Litchfield Bantam 80 Doyle Road GA Court, CSSD Front Door

Litchfield Litchfield Route 202 Family/Support Enforce. Front Door

Litchfield Torrington 410 Winsted Road Juvenile Matters Court Front Door

Middletown Middletown 1 Court Street GAlJD/CSSD Front Door

Middletown . Middletown 230 Main St. Ext. Juvenile Matters Court Front Door

Middletown Middletown 484 Main Street Adult Probation/SEU Front Door

New Britain Bristol 131 North Main St. GA Courthouse Front Door

New Britain Bristol 225 North Main St. Adult Probation Front Door

New Britain New Britain 20 Franklin Square JD/GAlPD/SA Front Door
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Judicial
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

New Haven Meriden 165 Miller Street GAlJD Court Front Door

New Haven Meriden 533 South Broad Alternative Training Front Door
Street Center

New Haven Meriden 54 W. Main Street GA/JD Court Front Door

New Haven New Haven 121 Elm Street GA Court Wheelchair access at the New
Haven GA 23 courthouse is
located at the left side of the
building. Handicap parking
spaces are provided by the ciy
on Church Street on a first come
first served basis. At the
entrance is an intercom which is
used to summons a marshal to
grant access into the facility.
Click here to see a photo of the
parking and entrance.

New Haven New Haven 235 Church Street JD Court Front Door

New Haven New Haven 239 Whalley Avenue Juvenile/Detention Front Door

New Haven New Haven 414 Chapel Street Support Enforcement Front Door

New Haven New Haven 867 State Street Adult Probation Front Door

New London , New 112 Broad Street GA Court/CSSD Main Entrance located on right
I London side of building
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Judicial I
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

New London New 153 Williams Street Adult Probation Front Door
London

New London New 70 Huntington JD Court Front Door
London

New London Norwich 1 Courthouse Square JD/GA Court Front Door

New London Norwich 100 Broadway Adult Probation Front Door

New London Norwich 97-105 Main Street Support Enforcement & Front Door
Family Services

New London Waterford 978 Hartford Tpke Juvenile Matters Front Door

Stamford Norwalk 11 Commerce Street Juvenile/Family Front Door

Stamford Norwalk 17 Belden Avenue GA Court/Family Front Door

Stamford Norwalk 717 West Avenue Adult Probation Front Door

Stamford Stamford 123 Hoyt Street GA/JD Court Front Door
/CSSD/Juv/SE

Tolland Rockville 20 Park Street GA Court Front Door

Tolland Rockville 25 School Street Juvenile Court Entrance located on left side of
building

Tolland Rockville 26 Park Street SEU Front Door

Tolland Rockville 428 Hartford Tpke Family Service Front Door
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Judicial
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

Tolland Rockville 69 Brooklyn Street JD Court Front Door
,

Waterbury Waterbury 11 Scoville Street Adult Probation / SEU Front Door

Waterbury Waterbury 300 Grand Street JD Court Front Door

Waterbury Waterbury 400 Grand Street GA/CSSD Front Door

Waterbury Waterbury 7 Kendrick Ave Juveile Matters & Juv Wheelchair access for the
Prob Waterbury Juvenile Matters

Court is located at the left side
of the building. At the entrance
is an intercom which is used to
summons a marshal to grant
access into the facility. Click
here to see a photo of the
oarkina and entrance.

Waterbury Waterbury 83 Prospect Street Juvenile Matters Front Door

Windham Danielson 120 School Street GA Court Front Door

Windham Danielson 183 Main Street Adult Probation Front Door
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Judicial
District Location Address Office Wheelchair Access

Windham Putnam 155 Church Street JD Court Wheelchair access at the
Putnam courthouse is located
on the right side of the building.
To reach this entrance by car
enter the parking lot from the left
side of the building and continue
all the way around the building
until you have reached 4
handicap parking spots located
on the right side of the building.
A handicap lift is available 40
feet from these parking spots. At
the lift entrance is an intercom
which is used to summons a
marshal to grant access into the
lift and into the facility.

Windham Putnam 265/263 Kennedy Dr CSSD -Family Svcs.lSE Front Door

Windham Willimantic 108 Valley Street JD Court/SEU Front Door

Windham Willimantic 81 Columbia Avenue Juvenile Matters Front Door

Windham Willimantic Tylor Square, Main St Adult Probation Front Door
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Checklist for Existing Facilities version 2.1
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Introduction

April 2009

Ul\, III ,A t}w Americans with Disabililies Ad
rcquir(,~; puhlk ,Kcnnltni,dMiOrt:-> to (lnividt' S()()d~
lmd ",'Tviccs to f"l"ll[",k with di~lbihtk:,;nn .~n l'qu.,l
b,bt'i with th.. rest or Ill(' gC:l\'hll public nw ,'!::()~1! j<.;

in dfturd cVl'n'individ u<ll titt' tu ht'l1,J]t
'mIn our o.1u;1Irv':" hUSIHt''''oSf''' ;lnd ,lnd to
,JHnrd our busint!sses ;;mdst~rvin~s the ()PFort"lnitv
to twmdit frll1l1 tlH: F<\tn)lM~t' (,I <Ill Antt:rir.\'nS,

lhe r(:gtll;)tiUll~ reql1iH~ lb.1t ,-u~~hitV\:tLlr~"I[ dnd
cotllJntinicltion b,wri('rs th,"t "Hi' ~ttuctur,11l\1u'it

b;' r\~mov('d jn puhlic ;"(\1S ot existing fildlitics
Whf>ll tlkir 1'('011\\,,11 r", l'(,:lrlilv ,1chi('V,1blc--in
utlhT words, I.'d"il\' ~K(\)ll1pJi~I1l'ddnd ,lhl,' [0 b,'
C:Hrit~d out 1,dtht)llt lJwd, ditlkulty or t~:\PI'I1';'V,
Publk .i('(Onllnodi1tion~thut mll:;t l1H'd the
h,\rricr rl'rno)v<~! r,;'(il\in'ln('nt li\l~flldy (I brl',l<1
riln3\~ of i'st,lh1ishn~('llh (hoth inr~pf()fit ,md
nOllprof:t).-..such i.)S hotels, rt'sLHlriUlts, fllt'dk'rs.
ll1U',t'Ulns, rd"il "torl'S, prh'dh~ schnob, h<mks.
doctlH~:/ "Inn's, cll1d tither pl<lCl'S th-lt serve' the
public People who OW11, k,l~'.:> 1\:.1':,(.' out. or
0FJt;r,lh~ pl,,(~?s of l~L1blic "K\.xml1llud,~tion in
l'xi~tillg buddillgs ,Hl" rt"pon"ibll' fN ~'ulllpl\'iil;;

tdth tlw barrit'r rt'l)lOvd: ri.'quirt'1\wnt.

Iht~ n~m()Vill uf bMficrs (,1l1 oftl'n be ,1(hi\~\'vd b\'
milking "impk Ch,111.;;''.S to the phv<;llzd t'nvironm,'·nt.
HoweYt'r, tlw regulation..'.; do not dd'tn\'l');iKUV how
!nudl diurt ,md l';;;renSl' ,m.' reguir{xi fur ,~ hil:jJitl' to
mud Its obJif~.1tlon, Thi" judgment mu"t 11(' m'ldt:
on" b,bis, tilking into ('()Il:oid~T,lll()n

stich fildnr~ ,IS tIl\' .;i.-'\', tYIlt:.", ;m,Q o\'vr.llllin'illci;:l!
rt'.,purct's of till.' L"l(iJ~h', "1'.([ the n;:l\urt: Mid O.':'it of
tb: "((\'~;s 1m Cfoven1:'nb nh'di'd. Thesl' L,dt)!'" ,,1'(;

d~'sui(1<',d in mPH' d,;~t"j[ 1:1 th,;, /\D/\ r\':;llbtlI1DS

[s"Ul'd hy tlw lJep,lrtJnt'lltol fusttt'u.

nw l~W,~t'S~(lf ~-{l'k,rmining wh,,1t d1,111~C;t,:':; .Jf('

h',K\JI) ,IChk\'c':'[t' Ie, n'lt ,I Illh'-t.lllW I"fturt; ,1c"(l'~',S

.,lwuld he ft'-t'va[udh:d ;lll11UdH\" tbrrkr n'l\)ol',11

th;:lt llliy;ht lw dHflnllt to CAIn' out nnw min' h·
1',',1..1 d \" ,l(h it'vah!(~ lMe r,1',1\. i nCl'rl ti1i"S ,1 ric' ',H';1 i!
,lbk tl) lwlp ,lbs()rb l'ush (lVer SVYvu! \'('MS.

Purpose of This Checklist

Jilt::- d1'.,'(kli:-..t \\'iJ! hdp
rrnhlc';\l;- "n..:! su!ut[,lJ1:-..
pni,'r tLl ]111't'[ \,'llr nbli,s.:.,lr-ioll.'i

lill: )-;Pill of tll'.' :-,lUY'.'.\' l'nY:t,,,s b 1,.\ pl,Tn 11tH\' k'
m,~k(> '-'Ill rJ(llity nl0i'(~ uS;lhk fin pl'opfL"

with di~,:hiWi(·". Dt'j'ilrtlHt'nt l)f justk(' (I)(li)
n:cOI1l11H'11dc; tlw tkVldopllll'llt (If <.In l!:lfllt'tlli'nb'

tit'll 1'1,11\, ~r('('jfying 'shdt ~ll1pH)n'll1l'nhyuu wiil
makl' to n~ll1o\:I.' barrj(,f:-i ,lnd \\],en t\H~h 'i{llulHln

will bi~ ":~Mril'd out:' ,.Sud, ,1 p!'ll1, .em,ltd SVf\T ;:lS

('vidcn~;t' (If i\ huod Ldth dfurt to

Technical Requirements

lh,s dl",'ldi,;t dd:lib'~onwor till' ft'qui ri'lln'nh

fuund in til(' /\D;\ St,l"dMd" fnr/I,(YI.'':>':>ihlt'
Design (StU1l1,mls), 'fhl' ADA (\(ce'>srbility
Cuidt'lu,(',-; when ;HlUptcd hy J)(JJ.
{>1'CHIh' tIlt' <';t,tr1tbrd< JIll' St,: Itd.l rd·; ,1 r\' i1,lrt I'f
t!1~~ DqlMtnwut of JllStkt' Tltlv HI ]{egubtions,
28 CH{ Lut 36 L\:C'Hdi~IT;))IiniltiolJ (ill ,'!if b,7S':S uf
di.,,;;;/q'h'llf ., rili,;I Ruk), S",'t!on .,,,.1\14 o( this fI'Sll
ldtion, which \'lweI's b:lrrkr rt'llHlv,ll, should h'
fi'V;,\'w('d hl'fl)rt' thie; :,l1rVl'\ Ie; cOlldUdt'd,

Hil\V"Vl'r, kt>I'r rn r"it.d that full ((1ll1pli,l!tCC with
tb· 'it"nd;1fds Le, rl'quir,'d only fur th:\\, (utlstruc·
;:'l1l cltlJ ,ilkr,l!lU!l';.] h,· p'qlllrt·llH'llt,., ,II'\' [1n'

Ci('I\!I'd Iii'1\' ,y; ,1 gllick to Itdp you dt'knn~[1l' 1V}1d:

llhH' be n~c1dilv ,Khi\~\'t\bJt' h;:lrnt:r fl'cmH'<lJ for t':<'

i'i!i~'lg f,1filitl(,~, The St,'nd.ud'i sl1l'uJd b~'
full,)'jVl'd h)r .-lIt h.1rr:IJ rt~nH1Vc)! ltnlt'<;s doing S(,

i':i 'lot rt'<Hiilv ;lchrt'\',lhlt', If ~~ll\:lnJYrni-:; with d,,'
Si.mdard'i Ls no! rvaddy cllhit'\'dlllt~, ,,'oC] iHcl\'

tllldcrt,lk,' ,1 tnud ifk.1tjpl1 that dUt,,., I~(lt fu fir; n-'rn

I'lL ,1'; long ,)S it Fl!>C':i nu lWidt;l Ilf ,.,iltd\, ri':ik.

III .lddit;\w, to th,> [,',,-))nicd: "j't'nfk,1L01h, l',teh
ih'lll hdCi ,I ':iCOpi;1;'; pn)vi,;jon, which \'.11\ hl' fmllld
lllldcr Sed iOn -'1- I in tho' St,l1ldMd,.,.1 hi:.; ':>I'ltil'l\
cbrifk" when ;:KCt''':'; b rcquirt'd ..md Wh,11 the
",\Ctllt["t"b [11,,:, he .

F,Hh q;,te> h,\,., if'., ,)\V\'1 n':~',}Llti\)ri.'" l"('h,1fdin h
'1(((' ...:~ibdih: j (\ Cl::-;un' (o;nvjj,;tll~·~' l,vdh ,1[1 (ude'>,
k'1('h' \'uur" '-it<l.tl' "r',d lllCi11 (~dt'" ,1nd thl' tlh' ''',..lr~'
:;triniC;l'nt t\'\'lm],,11 l'\'dujr(',TH'~lt (or ,'Vl'n' llllllidi-

cltio'n l~l;rke: th.lt'ic" tll(' r,'quirvnwr;t th,lt
p"n ""., ~rh.lk:r :!"~,(,,,,; tpr i!:divid1.1alc, with

, li,: [;,Irr;\'[ l\'In<'\',1I r"i.jll:n,'llh'1it 1"1

f'-.:!."ti:~ (;I(;Jitks i" IW\\" Ll:1dt<r t11l' ;\D.'\ "nd
.~";l,,'r"i'd,'~ I","'" "+1 :lg"nt I('~',:ll Dr ,.,r-"k cod,'"

Checl\lisl for E)(lsling F<)cilities v(lrsiOri £,1 revne,j k:gusl r~<'5. ·~·;,j'W'I'.'e EnvirO'lmen(s Cenk' h~ f,Y lilt ;'!i\l'cn,,1 /lsl':lIte on
2 ['isal;,jity and Reh abilit;;ll'Qn Resear:h. For te>:hr.i~Ji JSSi~bi~':e, oil 1,~,Oi).. G";::H,,~.:::'h, !voi,(-/TC'Di
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What This Checklist is Not

lhb chi'l:klist do(,s not cover <lll t.Jt the rh.JUlH~ments

Ilf th· St,llld;lrdc;; thcfetOrt'. it b not for fal,'iliiit'."
\llldcrspl11g ll\'iV ,'u,i"trudil)ll or d(tI'f,':tilllb. III ;ld

clition, it dUCo>,lO( ;llkulf"lt to il1u~tr,lb:' ;,!l f'('s:~ihk

b..lnh:rs OJ pn'!'o"v ;11J po:,,,;b!t' b.urk'r H'lllOy.l!
";dtUti\\l\",. Tlw StMldMc1S should ht:~ \~()n~llJtt'd (or
_~ukbnn' in "itll,ltiuns not l'(lVl'ft,d hen'

The -ritle Hi r"J~t1LltiDn covers rih\fc t11;111 b,1rrh'f reo
moval, but this clwd:.tic,r d(\vs not (th"l;'r lWi:' II!'<;
[('quirl-,m-nt:-; for i\\)lH.1i:,cl'irniJhllun- poticll':i and
pnctins .1nd for tll\' jl(l)vbion (If J LJ\:iiiafv c'.1.mnu
nk.llion 'lIds ;1nd sCTvic(:s, Tiw Clll)llHUnlGltio-n fc;\
tun's ((Wf:rl:d ,He th\)s(' thlt ~lrt~ ~tri.lctural in ll':lhlH'.

Priorities

Chb checklIst is h,N'd nn tlH' hlur prioritit.''> n'(CHn~

llll,'ndcd by tlw Titlt' III rcguliltinr\s for pf,lnning
rt'cJdily i1chi(>v.lhli~ I'Mrii'r n:monl[ FfI+'cb:

F'nIH'rt\ ,\cn'~~:bk appro'lch ,'nd cntr.1nce
]'!!e'nt, /\C\y~S !l' goods <lnd services
1-'r;<:>r,'...' A((e~", to reSI rOOlns
r'r")ri1Y"+ ,\nv other m('M>tIH'S llt'C('-"'i"rv

Note Ihilt the n/er"uLt'.<> 10 AD.4.AG tJlnJIIg!lt1ltf till'
dfl'ddisl n:/t'f /0 1111' SIHlldlwd~ fOY :kassil)11' Lksigll.

How to Use This Checklist

Get OrgilniLed: L.st<d:1U:o-h ~1 tim';' tr,HlH' for l'(>n\

pldmg: till' ~ur\'~'y. Dd('nnin(' hO\v m",nv C('pii~:'> (if
tilt" ,+\(,d.::li:-;I \t.HI wi!! Ilh·d h.\ ,'<lni'~V t1w ,\'lwit'
t,lcditL ])l'dlic who 1,,(11 cOlldlld tJ{e ~;llr\'l'\'_ It i"
",trIH\,~:Y n'oltnmcndcd th.lt \lH! ;nvitv h\'o nr thwl'
<1(ld~tiun.1! pvopl\', indudmg pl'upiv with \'MiollS
di~,lbj[ltl..:'S .md .1(c~'s,,,iblhty (':';lwdi9:. t\' "b.<,bt in

jd('nh'\-~ngbdrril'h, del'dl)pill,S ",dUtiPHS f,,>r
n·\\.1iWill'; t1w.", bilrri,'r", (In.d ~,:tti"ii; i'nic\fiht'." ill,
irnpkml'nting lmprc\\'t'l1wnts

Obtain Floor Plans; It i~ \'l'!'\ h,Af1fUl til kw\'
tb' buiidi]ll-~ t!\\ur pl-:lIh '<\'ith :OU \\hill' you :iUrVl')

If pLms Ml' Y1tlt .n'.lil"bt,-" u",-' ,~r"lp), pc1pt'r to "h·teh
th,> l.n'put of ,;,[1 interior and ('xlCLur "p.Kt:." ll~t'd h\
-,,'Uf pr~"ni/.ltioll M,lk,' nuks OF! the ~k'-'teh nr pl,l11
\\l;ik U)',l ,lrt' ~\ln'\'\'in::

Condud thl' Sur\'l'Y~ !lr:!i,~ n'I"';t':; \>t this (h'd,
:i~t.;l dipf,pdrd,.1 ["'In'd or )'er" ,)I'd;: flt'Xlh:,· sll:d

L]Pl~ 111\\l:',un', "Vith rhrt'\' pt'llplt' ~,IH\'t;vll1g, Olh'

P(}f:~(1Jtnumber> key it"'lIl~ nn the fle'or pldll h)

nhlh:h Ivith tlw fivld notes, t"k~'n by ,<1 :'>econd fx'r
"('n. whitt, [hi: tl1ird t~kl'''' rn{"\~'LIU'111dlb. H.' $lil'l! fll

fl'dll'd all ,tiIl/CI/StOIlS! :\'; ,1 n'lntndf'r, CjW'.'ofiOJh

th"t requirt' .J dinwn.:,iun to [1(' Jl1c,bun'd ,.1nd
fl'ClJfdl.'d <If(' tn;nked \yith thl' ruler "nnbol
Think .;JbOUl V.KIt sp.l(·\~ fronl Uw per"p\~dlh~ (it

flt"()Pll' \,-:iill f,hy"jGlj, ViSU.lt, and "('~;!lirivi.'

di~;'Ibdltil!~, Hutin); ,ned:> tkd ll\',.'d ill1prO\,'\'l\h"tlt

Summ.lTiLC B,nricTs and Solutions: Lbt b,nl'iVf:--'
f(;und 'lnd id(~,b fur thvir [('llIUV;;)!. CUl1sider til'.'
Soluti(ll\':; H"ted b(':,idt: e"ld, ql..l(',,!ion, c)lllt ddd ~Ullr

OW1\ Jdl'i1':i, (\msu!t with bl1i Idin:;; (pntr,lctnrs ,1;''';

\'(]\lJpllwnt to estinlatt' th' cost', f"r mJk
Itlg tll(' moo'h,',1

:\.'fakl' Decif;ions and Sd Prioritil~s: I'::C\'il'W
the surnmar\'wiih deci:,;jon 111.11-:;('rs ;H,d dd\'is(\r~;.

D..:ddv \.vl\kh 'il)lul lut\:~ w d', be~~t ('l\(}lin"t,~ b,lOJ('b

,11" ((·,)S{llh,ble cosL l'rioritid the ih:;l1" VOl! d,;uc!e
upon ~,nd mc1k(' <1 thndillt:, fI'r clrryin.g tilt"'1n ('ut.
\Vlwrc the [('mov.,l of bMrit'r" is nM rt',ldik "t'hic\'
,1hle. YOU 111U:c;t (onsid"r wlwtlwr thvrc ,lrt' ~lltl'rna~
live methods h,r pwvidin::', ,lcn'"s tll'-lt :Jr,· n','ddi 1\,
,-,dli'~V,lh)t'

:'.'fainblin Documentation: Kt'lT U>\lr survey,
l1(lh";, SUtlHH.lry,. H'cllrd (if wllrk lY)IHf,1d,·d, ;Ind
pl~Uls for ;llh'nh)tivl' inl',hods un filt,.

\f.1ke Ch;mgc-s: Impkmcnt dlc!l1f,l's ,1S ph111H'd.
:\:W,lvS rl'ter dir<~dh' to tlw St"llldclrd" ,wd vour
stJ.h' ;)nd locdl (()dl''-, fur cOll1pll'tv kdlllic.ll rel;u:n'
1lWJih bdur(' !1l,lkin,::; <lfly ;KO~;-'~ ~lllprO\'l·'llt':!:t.!{d*

(:f,')K\:'::-, to thv d~)pljC1IJk s,.~\:ti()n.,; of ill<' 5t.,nd.uds
Mt'!iskd ,-'It th.' beginnIng: nl.'Mh group ()f ql1t's

hems. It you ~h'"d Jwlp uminst;111ding tlll' kdvr;l!,
"r,ltc, or Inc,ll rt'quir"1llt'nh, O'nt,lc! yUUf Disahi!it),
.md HllSillt's's 'l\:'dmk;lf i\,s"i:-,t.1Hce Ct'nkr.

Follow Up: F\.'V;t'\\' ynllr l:nplt'!llC!,t,ltion

]\[;11\ l\h'h \'l.',U tp n'-('vidlutv \\·];\,t]wr JnPr<'

impnn'l>i);l.'nb b1H' pcnmh' re,ldil\' dd;[('V,1blt. ..

fl.) oht;l:n ,1 ((lilY ut the litle] II rc:gld,lti()]]'< .Hld
thi' <"'tdl\.lLHd" or nthvr tl'chnic<:d Inionn;di\)l1,
un t)ll' u.s. Dept, pf JlI"ri,-\.~ i\D;\ I:tIPrlll,lti()ll

I ,ill<.' ;,t (",()II) "1,1-1,1,\\11 Vll[l.",\ CU2 I"'; I-HUBI IT1[1,
\>1' C,;nl1j "i t-/.·II~h3 TDD 1M cTw'"h)J1<; ilht\llt

--\1),"'.,",-(, (1)'lt",t thi: :\I'~'hit~'(tllr<:,1 ,1nd
I'r,lih),,'rr.lrtPIl H.1rriu'-> COll1f,ti,LH,'" !kurd

,11 P';ll(\) L,~,A-(-\!';LE

Checklist lor Exlsling F;JCililies verSion 2.1 wvr·"f'dl.~I;;Fnt IS';I.-' :'r:!:)Diive E"Yironr,e'lI', C"nler n~ fOlI~'e ~htiOl1(llln51it"'e Dn
DisDt,iiit'l ;In.j Reh,lU;~~tion Research For Ie'~hniol J-~s:;;bnce c;'1~1-3("~·B4'O<,4/\C',t':, :\'oc'O,T:'C'i 3
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QUESTIONS POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Priority

1 AccessibleApproach/Entrance
h:opJe 'with disabilities ~,iWllld be abh; to
iHrive on tlw sill', i!ppro<lch tIll' buihiing"
,Inti \'r:l\'1" dS frvi'Jv dS l~Vt'rvone d.(;v. i\l k:il~;l

'lilt' TuutL' of lriWi'1 ",huule! h' '-;:Jk cmd
ilCl~('ssiblc fot' {'Vcrytll1l',- indlldin:~ ph'pk
\vith disdhiJitk"

Yes No
Route of Travel (ADAAG 4,3,4.4,4,5,4,7)
J::; thi'r,;-' {', mult" of lr;1\'{'! (hilt dClt'S nol rcqldi't'

tlw liSt.' uf sl,:nrsl

1.;; the route nllr'dvel slablt-·, firm i:nJ
sj ip--rcsis(;lnl!

em ,111 objt'I.:ls pmlfuding: intu llw cin:lliulinn

jldlh" bl' ddl'clvd by Cl PCl'SO" \-\Ilh ;1 visual
disdbilitv using i1 Cilrw?

In order to be ddcctcd using;l l:;U;(', illi

objvd I1Hht be \vilhin 27 inch.,s pf tIll'
grounlL tJbjcrts hilJlsing or I1HlIinlvd

tlVl'rlll',lti Illllstlw hi,dll'r' thi1f~ ~O indws
to provilk Ckdf ht<ld W\lni, Il j~ nul
r1l'CC~Silrv to fl'nlOVv pbi\:d~ tint prnLmdc
I('~s thdtl- ,j ind1l'~ from the "'VilJl

Do cubs un tlw n)llL(- hel\"(: curb ell\-;; itt ..:lrin:s,
pMkinF',' ilnd drnp-uHs?

Ramps (ADAAG 4,8)
An' !]w ';Iopl'<; or rami'S I1ll !-',t'l'dll't' \h,111 i:J2?

Slope is given as ,1 riltio of the height to
the length. ] .12 11ll\lrlS fOf' \·vvry 12 ilKllV~

dlnl1;~ thv b,!sl' nr tIl\: r,~nql, the lwi,~ht

ill\:n'"LL,(·S (1m' inch. h,r d 1.12 Il1.L\in,un

slnpv, ,It least ()IW font or r;1mr' Ic:l:-::th is
lwv"kd (c.r (,deh ind1 Ill' 1wi...:-.hl

DD

DD

DD
I I

DD
I I

dl,'t<lt:O'
Tn',,,·, ,·",lIl'

il,'dH

DD

DD
I I

o A:J,j a rJrnp if {hI.:' route \')i

!r,tv't'! is inti'l'l"uptcd by" "filiI's
o \dd <.1tl altvt'l1<.,tivt' nHitl~ on

leVt'] ;~round,

o Rep.tir lHll'vcn pclving.
o Filli;l1laJI bumps .rnd bn'<lks

\vi!h bevded pQtche:>.
o ]\"1)1;11'(' :;~rdv\'lwltJl hard (up.

o Change or IllOH' landc;cdping,
fllrnishit'g<;, l)r oth('r [(';l[Uf(';;

(hilL narrovv the roult~ u( travel
o W'l(.1en rontt',

o ,\'hn'l' or ['vnwvl' prolruding
nhj1.'cb

o Add d GWL'-ddvcUlbll' basI' th;ll
extt~nds (lJ llll' grol1l1tL

o PLK(~ <l GlIk-dct.-.::ctahle object on
tht' ground undl'flW,lth dS il

wilrning bel r-riVr.

Dlns!;d! Cltfb nil,

o ·\,.:ld :-;mi1lf 1',11111' lip lo curb

o L\'ngllh~n 1',Hnp to L1l'nl'ilsl;

,<dope
o J\clocilh'r,lmp
o 11 ,:IVdiLtbk' SP,-ll:~) is limilt'd,

n'cm~(tglLn~ rdl11[' In irh:luLI,'
c;wit~'hbdd;:-;

Ct1ef.kli'Sllor ExiSting Facilities version 2,1 re'i'SeJj h'9lJSt !fi~''::" ,A(j~lrli"e [l1vlfonmenh Center 1"<:>. for the 1-J)I:onol 'n,;,tI1'Jte on

4 C'i~<rt."iiiy an cl R",hJoilitaLon Re;;e:m;h For te';hr.:';<l: ;:l,;;;istD0ce. ·~~It l-i!;Oi),So4So'4l.DA ivoic¢!TD 0 I
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QUESTIONS POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Yes No
Ramps. continued

Do illl t'Jmps Jnnsf'f th,\H 11 t'fcet havv (,'tiling..;
\)n both sidt~s?

Are railing.,; c;lunlv, dnd bd\Yl'Vli ~.'l ..md l~

l11clws hl>;h? .

h; th\~ width lWl\w'l'11 r';lilings or uJr!;";lt lG1St
:;(; iadws?

An: ramps non-slip?

Is tlwrc ,1 5-luol-long 1<-,\,*,,1 Lmding dl l.'\\'I)'

30-fnot horl;tontalli.'t'gth of rump, ,11lh(' lop
ilnd bnth)nl of ramps ,1nd ,It s\vil(hb;icks)

D\)t'<; Ill(' r..1mp risc no lWYr{' tlun _~o indws
betwcen Idndings?

Parking and Drop-Off Areas (Ar},\AG 4.6)
An' 'In Jdelfll'-ltl' l~lImbl'1 of ,lcn'ssibll' p,trkin:;
'iP<lCt~ ;li'JiJaoll' (S fvet \yidl' for GIl' pille; S-foot
J(CCSS ;lisle)? For gl1id,llh:e ill d('ll~rmining the
;q)propri<lh'~ IHllJlbl'f lo dvsh.',n;ltv, the l",hlt'
bt'iow ;2,1\,t',-; l1ll' ,ADAAC; fl'Lluiu:llwnts IUf IWW

nmslruclion and ;!llvr,!li()rls ([ur luls hith own;
thall 100 __ pan's, relt'l" it) AL1AAC;);

DO
DO
I I

DO
I I

'.'.id;),

DO
DO
I I

hen;:t!>

DO
I I

DO
I I

·"t

""""1: I,

0.',;(, \', !dll,-,
pi

o i\dd railinj2,s

o Adjust height of fdillng il not
hd\\,vCll.10 clnd 38 iliCh(,s

o Secure handrdils in fi\luIVS,

o I\dOt'ilh' 11w r;liJings
o Wid ..m l1w ri\mp.

o JZcmodd or r{'IOC<1h~ f<1rnp.

o 1\vnmn,~IIt'l' d f('<!s,Jn<lbJc nllmber
111 SP;lC('L; by fl'-pJintin;; stripes,

At le'1st one of cvery 8 ,lcccssibic Sp;lCCI-!
ll1U"t h' V;\I1-;\(H,,,,,ihk (with a lllil~irnl)Jll

pI (l!ll' i',ill<UV,-;,-;ibll'~:r'dn'in .;11 \';lSt',,)

Arc 8-fooH\'idc Sj"lI."VS, with mininHim fHoot
hidv ;lCn~ss ;lislvs, .md qg IIW\WS of h,rli".d

ch'<1r,ul(\', .\v<lihblv for lij['vql1ippvd \,llb'

Total "'pacl's
l to 2S

26 to 50
5] lo7S
i() In '1(10

Accessible
J "'1','I."l'
2 __P;h~l'S

3 SpdU'"

I sp,lle"

DO
I I

\';id'h
","r,,; ,I

o )\l,:o.mfigllfc til provit.h~

v,m~dl\','c;:;iblv SPdl'd~)

Ch(lclllist for Exisl ing F,!Ci lilies verSion 2.1 r<cv:$~':: A.lHl,:-:;1 t:), 5. "',1"r,li"e Erwiron,.,-,cnls Cenler 'nr> Jor tnt' fliilionai In"t,i\; Ie on
Oisi"tbiiily ~r,\j R",h)t;'H;l(iQft Research, For IJ;-,:;hni,:ai )$$j~t(ln,:e SJ!i ;·'%{\-:!"G--4f\OA :'f;;;n~(TDD) 5
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QUESTIONS POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Yes No
Parking and Drop-Off Areas. continued
An: th(~ dt:O'SS illsl",,;; p;l rt of the dl"\'('~·;sjbJl'

routl.: tu th~~ ;;l(:n~ssil,Jv l'ntr,mCl~?

/\1''':' dl:~:l'ssib[c sp;ln~s l11drh::d \\'llh tlll' Intcfl1,1
lion,)1 Symbol of :\cccsslbilily? Arc thl'fC sIgns
reading "Vall i\cCl"jsibJe" ilt V;ulspdn's?

1:,.; then' ;Tn vnfuru.'llH'llt pruu.,dlirc to ensure
lJldldccessibi(· p(l(kil~g is u"il'd nnlv by' those
\\'ho llc(,(lit7

Entrance (ADAAG 4.13, 4.14, 4.5)
If then:' ,11'(' stili!'s at llw 11),1111. c:llrnJln:, is t]Wf('

.il"o d ri:unp (.t" jilt. or is (\1('fc dn dltf'rn"ltivp
accessible l'nlrdncc:

Do not lise " servkc entrance as the
.lccessiblc cntr,lllcC Llnkss llwr.;' i5 no
ntlwr uplinn

Uo c1!J In,lC<->(':-isihlt· vn lr,lIKc:" h<l \'(' signs
indil<ltin,:; the )(x.ltiIJn of !1w 1Wdfi'S[ ;Kl"{'s"ihk
Cnlri.lnn..?

Ci1n (lh~ iI1Li2ITI<lt(~ aC":l'ssible l~nlr,l:KC bl~ us<-~d

indq:H;lldenlly?

PUl'S lJw l'n!I,llKC dour klVl' di k'':ht 32 indws
c!e;n opcning (for':l l!l)lIblc dnn[, ,It kilst 011('
31-lnch ll'il():'

Is tht'n~ ill )e,lst [0 inehe's 01 (')(,;1r \\'<111 s!"nce un
tlH" pull sil.k of the dOOL nv\( tIl the hMh:.lll'?

A pcrf->on using ,1 wheelchair or (Tlildws
lw('cb lhi:-; ~Pd(,C ((1 gel dllSl' vnough to

uf'l'n lhl' door

DD
DD
DD

DD

DD

DD

DD

DD
I I

DD
I I

o /\dd c:urb ramps.
o l~cwnstruvl SH.lC\V'11k.

o I\dd signs, "IdLed ;-;0 [k1: llwy
<1ft: not nbslrtldeJ bY' GlI'S.

o Jlllpknll'llt d pulit:y' [u dH'ck ~)(>ri
ncilc;ll1y 1m vinJalllrs dmi rq10rl
them to the pror'l'f ;wthoritics

o If it is not ro<:;~ibl(' (0 makl' the
n);)i!~ ('Iltldnu' (\t"\Y"'isihle, t~rblt()

;1 dignified aIt(~rni1tc ,In:es~iblc

('nlrann~, ]f pcukillg is provid(\(L
!nab, sure tht'rc is k1CCC,,;sihl~~

1'<1r1dng l1('df <111 ,Kccssjbl('
Clltran\'(H';,

o In"t;dJ "ijgns befort" incl,,:ccssibk
\'Ii(rdlll."C~ "1l1l1dl pcup!t' till Ilot
lHv\' [0 rL'lr',)(v tlw ,-lpproilCh

o ElirnindtQ ,-1S Enud, ,IS possibll'
tlw ncpJ f\11' ,b~;ist,-:IX(, [tl M1S\H'f

'-l dUllrbl'lJ, to 0lwr;t(t' d lilt, or [u
Pllt dt)wn d kmp\)t',lry relm!', lUI

\",1m1'l("

o Widvn tJw duor (032 indws tll'dr.

o It kcht1ic,1l1y' ini\~;lsihll-, l-ddt'l1 tn
31-:'./,'; indws minimum.

o ]nsl.lll nffsd (s\-\'ing~dL';lr)hlllgt''i,

o l{t'n1ll\'t' {if H'ItXilh' furnishings,
j1;:rtitions, or otlwr obslruc[inns.

o ;\)ll\'t'dun!".

o Add pnv:vr-dssi"tvd or :lIltU

!11,lt"W dnor 011l'nvr

Checklisl for Existing Facilities version Z,1 r(;'.-,,;erJ t"Jg(Jst18~15 f\.dnr'li·,e Envlronmenh Cente~ '"Ie fO' 'he ~i,Hi0I1(l1 'rJ';II!ljle 0"

6 Ci~Jt/;ijy anu R",habilitJlo'.::n Re~~;lr£rl For 1<;,.;1H1 '~JI ;;lssisL)";~' £~ill-,S)O-'2!,0-4_[.DA, i\'oict'!TDDr
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QUESTIONS POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Yes No
Entrance, continued

Is thl..' lhl'l~SJHlld l'dge I/,).-Inth high or less, or
if b~~\'d('d cdsc. no mol'(' Ih,m3 /,l-iih:h high?

If pn)\hh'd, ,1ft' Ldrpctj:ll-~or llldls d Il1.L\.lmulIl
of 1/2~jndl high?

Arc ('dgcs securely in"lallt'd hI minimi?,'
tripping j,,17ilrds!

f:.; till' dour h,mdlt' .llU hiidll'f [h,1I1 ,tS ini.-1H~

and opefilDJe \vilh d (-fused lisC'

Th(, "c!nSl,d fist" lest for handles ,md
controls: Try olh>nin;.; tlH~ door or upPl';ll·

in;:; the control using lmlv nne h,1I1<:1, lwld
in ~1 fist If yOll (i-l1l "io it, 'so (:<:1(1 d person
who klS hmitcd lL"l' of his (OJ[ her hcwds.

C';m doors be Upl'IWei \.vitltou[ iOOllllH.:h ford'

ivxll'rior doors n~Sl'ITl'd; Ill'l\imum is S fbi fm
inliTi!:r dt1orc;)?

You c;lll use <Ill inexpensive force meter
or.1 fish sCJ[e to nW;lsure tlw foro.,,: re
quirl'd [(I 0jWI1 ,1 door'. Allalh thl' honk
l'nd (0 thv duorkn()b ur handle. Pull on
tl"ll' I'in.s l.~nd ulltil llw dool" npcIY';. (Inti
fV,ld off the ~HnUlInl of 101'(:1.' rVlluir",.L 11
VCll! dl) not h.1\l' ~l hlllV ll1l'lel' ur d fi';h
Sl'dk, Y'UU \vill l1Cl'd to judge ~Ub)l'div('j}'
\dwtlwr the door is ('ilS~} l'nollp;h to (1)('11.

H the dour llds a \.'lo,;cl", dot's it L:)kl~ ,It ki1s!
:~t sc,:ntlds [() d()~l.:?

00
I I

00
I I

00

00
I I

lwi;;hi

00
I I

00
I I

o lttlwrl.' jQ'lc;i.ngk step H,[th a rise of
h indws nr It'ss, ddd i\ c;hllrt r,wlp.

o II tlll'JC i,,;) nm'"llUJd pl\l1vr'

[h'1n)/.j~inchhip,h, n'l1lUVl' il ur
oludlly it to t~l' it famp

o fOH'vr h"nd1\.'_
o Replilcc in;)("('l'ssiblt, knub with

"lever i}f ]\Jup h'lndll'.
o Relr'olit \vith dn ddd-\'n Il'\'("1

l'xlvDslnn.

o Adjust llw door closer" <.md
oil the h ini-'.~'s

o In"t;lil pU\\l'hl""isll>d or
,lutnm;:ltic dour 0jwlwrs.

o Jnst<.!llli).',htl'r door<-;

o Adjust dOllr duser

CtH.l~kli5t 'or E~islillg Facitities version 2.1 re"iser:i'~u:J'-Jsl 18D':, Ad3ptive EnYHon~erliSC:~nler 'rw for t~e rJi'l!onallnsfitul<; ()[j

Di~;lt'iiity and R';hOlbil'\~iiQn R';$.;;lrch, :: or te,~hr.iol assisbn<::e, (JH;-5i)[L::;,\?4/~D,Il, 'vDiceiT:>DJ 7
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QUESTIONS POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Priority Yes No
2 Access to Goods and Services

JdC<1l1y', tlw layout of the boildil1;2: should ul!ovv
PC()F'I\~,vjth dis,lbiJitlCS [0 11hl,\jn 11hlt<.>ri':lJ" or
Sc['.let'S \vithtJu! dc;sis!d!1t"l'

Horizontal Circulation (ADAAG 4.3)
Uups thl' al:t\.'sSlblc I'n(r;1(1I'(> pnlvide dir('([
acct'<;s to the l11~\in n\10f, Inbhy. nr C!t:vil[Or'

Ar~~ dll public sp,lce:-; on J;1 dCCf~ssill1l~ rm,lv
of lr;wvll

b tlw i.lCccssiblc routt' In nIl public "P;h~l'S

.1l Icast :lilinchcs wide?

1<; lhv~'l' d'i-fnol (';rch) or ,) r~.;;hdr~l'd SP,lCl' fnr a
perSon tL'iing; <) wlwdchair In TCVVfSP Jirl'diun?

Doors (ADAAG 4.13)
Do dours il~to pHillie spaCl's h.:n:v ill le'1St'1
,12-in\'), cl ...dr (ltwning:

On the plill ",idv of d(10Pi" nt'x! to [ill' h,mdk, j",

t]wre <1t h~,lst 18 inches of ele<u ""<ill :,:pal:t~:'o

thilt a pvrsu!1llsing d ,,,hl'l.'ldldir or tHilchv,,;
em gd IW,lr [0 01Wl1 tlw dUllr?

eml doors be l)pl'lh'd v,'ithnul tuu o,uch fur,'!!
(r; Ihl minimum fnr ii~lni(lr dunes)?

i\re dlHH hilndh·-; ,1H inl'!1l''' hil-~h or It·"" ,wd
upt'l\lhll' v,ith d dO,Sl:d fi<'

An' ,111 thrvslwld ",',-I~l.:s J '·l-i:ll:h OJ" Ivss,
or jf bv'.v1cJ cd::..t', :1(' 11l\'I'V lh;w ') -i:hh
hi:~h}

DO
DO
DD
I I

DD
I I

DO
I I

DO
I I

DO
I I

DD
I I

DD
I I

o .:\dd ramp" or 11fb.
o lV1,lk(: anotlicr i.~n[ranc(' acct'ssi],I ..,.

o l'ru\idv .KCl'S:'- to ,.til public SpJ'\.~;';

<lIon;; an dlU'ssibl<' [nuLl' nf lr,tVl,L

o :-"10v(' fmnisbings s!i{'h a<: tables,
,lldin;, df',~)L1Y r.lrks. vl'nding
!1liH.:hlJh"i, dnd cOllnkrs tn 1.1lab'

mort'rOUIll.

o )\t',m,ln;;(, fllfnj,;hings, <11'>1'11"'1

;lnd l'ljl1iplllcnl.

o Install off,,'l'l (sWlllg-dl\dr) hingl~'.
o \Vidvtl domL;

o [{eVt'Y:-;c tIll' door s\\'ing it it is
S<l(~~ (0 do sn.

o ,Vl(Jn~ 01' n'IlH1VV obsiruding
p,tditiu[JS

o :\diust (>j' fl'pldcV closers.
o Jns[all ti.~h[v[' doors.
o 1n,s[a1l !lOw'T-asslstcd ilr

,1It\OJ);;)!ic door npenl'l"S_

o iXl\Yt'r hcmdks
o :<t:l't'~(l' iild,H'ssibJ(' KllUbs ur

L.ltdll's lvith IV\'l'r or luop h,mdlcs
o Rdrofil with ,1d(hm kvers.
o ]lisLtll pll\\'l'hh'ii"lvd or

.llilorn'llic dnnr 0l'l'nvrs.

D Jf ltH'IV is ,J lhll'shuld greal,;1

lh;tn 3i,j·il',dl hi:,:,h. H'TIHlYl' il (lr
nllldlfv il t(l bl' a f<1111p

o H bvt\vccn I .j- ,hind .';/:f-ItKh

d,J,J bl'\l'b lLl both "id .... ,,-

Clw"kllsl fOI EXisting Filcilifies v,'r$ioFl 2,1 rev8f,J I-";Qusf 1~<'~ /\(l')~,!r e En'JitU'fTlfnt~ Cenk' he. fO' !he I-laFon,,1 '''~11~1I1e on

8 Oi1>"t;:rHy ",n d R<;h '"t,jlibt!.~ ResO',)n;h FDI te(hlli~J; i:lS~i5tJ"':e. c~1i 1·~·;»-S<49-';i'O(.,! vl)ir:~,'TC Di
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QUESTIONS POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Rooms and Spaces (ADAAG 4,2,4.4,4.5)
AfL~ all di",Jc~ ,md p,llhvVdVS to lHateriaLs and
:scn'ic(;~ ill h\;lsl3b indH"S ividc?

ls the'll' a 5-1uol (irdc' Ilf T-shdpnl ;;;p;)C(; iOl

turnin;.;; i\ \vhcckhdir ullnplvtl'[Y;>

Is 11lI\'~Fik, j Ighlly \Vun 11, dnd
:'\ccurl'ly dll~h:)wd <llnng l'd~c")

In t:ircubtion paths thruughpllblic Ml',b, iU;C

;:]] ubsl;Klcs CdJ1v-dt'lcdilblc (lo,',l:l'd '.vithin 27
in,J1Cs (d till' fluor or hIgher than so im'lh'S, or
protrudin;;; It'se; th<1~1 ,f 'mehc:> from the \\'Jll)'!

Emergency Egress (AOAAG 4.28)
If cl1wrgcncv ~y:,;tcms are provided, do thvv
han' hurh (lashing light:'i iwd <ludiblt: ilgnaJs:

Signage for Goods and Services (AOAAG 4.30)
Diffcrvn: fl'Ljuin'nH'nts ;qJply [n diHcft'n: [\,PI'S
III c;igns.

Ii provided, lin signs and n)()m numbl:r::: des·
ign,)ting pt'J'm,lnenl r'lH1rllS ilnd SP,l(:VS ,vheft>
}~{1()ds and sl'fvices an' pn1vided compl~

H,ith ttw ,lppwpridh' r'ellllin.'mcr~bfnr SIH:h

• Signs llHHllltl>J with l"vntl,dirw
{,O inches from (lnor.

Yes No

DO
I I

DO
I I

width

DO
DO
I I

DO

DO

o ]!.('(lrr;:n\I.';l' furnishings ,md
fisfuH'S to dt~;Ir ,lislt's.

o fmnbhings [I) dl'ilt

muTt; r\lUll).

o Sf'Cun: iXj~~CS un dJl side':>
o ]\.('pJacl' Glrpvlil~g_

o Rcmuve ubstadcs.
o ]n~,tdll fUI'nis}lings, pbnkt'S, OJ

oLht'r c,nH'-dc(('c(,lhle odrril'[S
undcnwath,

o Instalivislbte;}11d ill1dlblc'11;1rIns.
o l't'O\'jdl: porlable devin's

o Provide :-igns lhil( h~iV() r:iis..::d
Idler:-, Cradc 11 Braillr~, dnd
rlldt nwl'l ,1)1 ntJll'f fcqllirl'~

I11cnls for 11t~rrn;ljWnl rnurn or

~p~KV ~i;.;.nd,sv. (Sl~l~ AUAA(;
-I. l.:Whl i.~nd :1.:10.)

• :\;1 \Hinted un vval! adl<Kl>lll to Jdkh
';idl' of d()(H, ur oj,; dt\'-,l' ib pn~;.sih!,'

• R,dslxl dl<lr'.Klvrs, sizcLi bd\vven 5:' A
ilnJ 2 indws high, vvith hi,\Y,h cnnlr<.li,(
Uor r\llim IHlmlwp;, n',;[ rtltllHS, l,\:lhJ.

DO

001,-_
"hMHk,
1"'I;~hl

• If pid(l::-~fiHll ie, t1c;cd, it musl b~' 0 0
,"\'i1rnp,mil>d by t\list:d Ch~lr;\dt'rs

imd I"r,~ill('

Chacklis! lor Exisling Fileilities \{»rsioll 2,1 re'lI$,::,.jt.U9v,i 18')~, .AdBpliJe E'1viron""',erts C<enier rH; lor Ii",,," 1J2tiont,lln$~;tulcon

C'iS;l(.ility and R",hJbb!i\~iQ" Rese~rch FOf te:hniCJI-)~'ii5i"nce, o!i1-&0G-S"j·4r'\O.A, ivdcr:.'TDD) 9
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Yes No
Directional and Informational Signage
The following quvstion:, ,-1ppl), ttl Jin\~tiol"';<-'J JOG
infoflll,\tion'-11 sign>; tllilt fallul1dcr J'dorit)" 2.

If nlounlt'd ;lb()Vt~ xU indlls, do (ht'\' h;l\l'

1('[[(,l's ill leas! -1 Inc],c-:; hig-h, \\'Ith hiSh con
trast, dnd non~bbn' finish?

1)0 din'cti(lJl~ll'lnd informational ,-;i.t;ns cpmpl)
with jcSihilily rctp,irt"!1lt:nts? (Building dirl'(~

tnril'S Or kmpordfy lWl!d not \'omph',)

Controls (ADAAG 4,27)
i\rt' dJl controls that ,lrv ,1V,-lilJbh' ror usc by
tlh:' pubti{' (including Clf'C\r1CdC tlll'clEmicaL
c;1hind, gdmf'r imd sdk;('n:ice contrnl"l 10
Cllt'd ill <111 <!\Y'cssibf(' height?

Reach ranges: Thl' minimum heigh! for
;\ "ide rCileb is !:j,j- inches; for i1 fOfw,wJ
n·~'H:h. ·18 il1(:h~~s. fbI:' nlinimum 1\',lCh,lbk'
lll'ight isiS inches for d front dppnlilCh

<lnd'-) indll's for a sidl' 'lpprodch.

Seats, Tables, and Counters (ADAAG 4,2, 4,32, 7,2)
Are tlll' <llSlvs bd\'d'vn fixl~d sCillinp, {pnlL'r lkm
\Jsscmbh' <lrf-a s('alingJ ;lllc,ht 3h ilh:l1l's \Vide?

:\1'(' ilw ....pdL:('S for ~vhl't'Jdlair scaling
distribuh'd thrnllshlHlt:

/\n- (Ill' tops 01 lilblt's (ll' nnlnkrs bl'l\\'l'l.'n

2R and 34 11'h:hf'<;; hi;:;;h?

An' knvv SpdCt'S ,It dn:vs .... iblv l,lbk~....
d h'dS! 27 inc\ws :')n inc'iws \yi,J",
dnd jY indws deep?

DO
I I

DO

DO
I I

DO

DO
I I

DO

DO
I I

DO
I I

o r~t'vjl'\\' rcqllirl>IlH>nls ;md n>
I'I<.K(· <1:' Lk'Vi.kd, mcdil~g

tJk rVljulft't1H'nls rot <hiH"ih~i(T

,,,j/,~~, \.:unlr,lsl, dnd finish,

o Review rt'l]uircnwnt':> ,md
rt:pI ''\i.X' <:i;;ns as rwcdcd

o RV.Jrrdl1,C.t> chairs or' lilbks In

pmvidl' :'\ll-indl dic;!t"->.

o ]\l'dIT,lllgC tdblt·s ttJ ,1lluw morn
for v.:lwdch,1il's in ,,('atil"l~ ,-llT""
thruu;.::;'nolll tlw dt'Cd,

o i\l'IlHlVl' sume (iv'd sl>;llin,~

o Lower pilfl Of ,1IJ of high ::;Ur/'ICl'.

o Provide iH1\ i li(lfV t,1bk;\Jr (OUl1tCL

Checkli'Sl for ElCjS.tillg fJcilftip.s version 7,1 re'~,>",:i kigusl ii;~'5. /hj'W~L'e Ef'lvirO'1mer>!s Ctf):e' l'1c 101 the '18t'01,,1 "bh'UU: on

10 DisJt,iiily "nd R1OhilbilitJl<Qn Rese",r:11 For teo:hlli(JI a~~;St:ii":('. c~il 1·~·jO-::H9-4.':'.DA !vQic'O,iTDOJ
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Yes No
SCnts, Tables, (lnd Counters, continued

At (:<.',ch tvpt·(Jl cashier l~lH1r1t('L is llwrc a
portion of tlw n1dln cuunl~r thdt i:" no mot:\~

th,m 36 111l.:11f'S 11igh)

Is Uwr., ,1 pndiun ()J frH1d-(lH..1ering counl>:>!s
thilt is no mort' thiln.16 inches high, urb
theft' space ;11 t11:(' "ide (\'\f PiiS:;;11;; items [0

llh!Olll('fS ('ibn h,)\'I' diffiudty [t}<u'hing OId'f

;:1 high ((Hinter)

Vertical Circulation (ADAAG 4, 1.3(5), 4.3)
An' fhl'H' F,Un!,,;, lift,:" ur l'lcvaturs lo <111
pllblic]evel<)

On (,deh [('vld, if tlwrc ,Jr,' sL:lirs bc[\vccn tlw
cnlrdl:CC ,1 ndi or l'lev;) [ur and eSst'ntl,d public
areas, is tlWfl' dn ;lu:csc;ibll' ,dtl'rndll' roule?

Stairs (ADAAG 4.9)
rlw {()l!O\vlllg qLlv,-;lioJ'),S 'lf~ply lo "[,lIFS
('(l!1IWding Icvl'1s miJ s,'n'iu.,J by dn t'll'V,ltOL

LImp, or lilt

1)0 stai rs hdW' Ctmtinuoll':' r,lib on both sidl''>, with
VXlt'lbions 1Jt'yond the ll'p M:d bolloiH st"its}

Elevators (ADAAG 4.10)
;\re there bolh vlsihh-' ,111<-1 verb,l! or i1lltiibh'
door (llWningi' I.,I(lsii11!. dl,d flnor imiiqllll,;
innl' [Pl1l' lip, two 10m's dtWin)!

..\rc [Iw cdl bulltll1S ill lhv J1dIIWd\ 1',u highvr
them -12 iI~I'hvs:'

DO
I I

DO
I I

DO

DO

DO
DO

DO

DO
I I

o PrnviJl' a lower iluxil'I<HY
OHlntVT or ftltding shdf.

D :\rrcll1,c,v the 0\1 111 lcr dnd
sluTUlmdlng hH'ni':ihings (0
crl',~t(' d sP<1l't' tl) h;md it('rn~

bdCk and forth.

o LO\\'(,j' sedion of COlt)1[Vf

o Arr;mgt' the' Clluntef and
:'\urroHnding furnishing"" Ltl

n'l',l!f'd span' to IMSS items.

o lnsl;llJ rdlllps Or lifls,
o ~'l(\difV <1 sNvicc d('VCl[OL
o 1;:'.',I':lc(1 Ie ~()Ixl" nr ""FvIces hl an

iJCCl'Ssiblc d)'Vd,

D Po"t <.:lcar "igns directing people
,;Jong;ln dc...·v""iblc ['(juk [I)

ralllps, hIts" OF Vh'\'dloF".

o Add or rcpL1tY handrails if pns
"ib!l-' wilhin cxi",[i[l,~ (10m f)I'1l1

o Inst,lIJ vjsibll' dnd verb.,1 Or
;ludihk c;i,L';ll;~k

o ].\)wvr c<lll buttons.
o l'nnidv d pl'rnhlt1cnli\' i.l[ludwd

n'cll:h sUck

o Itls[,dlldiSI.,\J ldtt'rin,:,\, dill!

hfi\illt' :w\:( (u buttons

Che~liljst for Existing F<tei IHi es version 21 re'.~',e(j l-u9,,:,,1 1:C/o';:, Ao:hpli"e Er""'iron~en[s '-.":enter n<:: lor I;~e UJ:lo~,al In5t't~1(' on

Dis2t·i!ily <lnd F;,;hatil,: ~tion R~~eJrcr" Fo; tt',;hnic~1 ~,:,.ist ~IKe, ;;j!! 1,~·CG-E<4~-4AD.t·, : voice/TOO) 11
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Elevators, cantin wed

ls thcre <l ~ign on buth dU()J' !'-lIHb:. ~lt CVl'rv
fluor id~ntifyillg theOour in fdbdl dnd br~ljllt:'

IvttcrS?

If an t~n)ergcIKY intercom is provkkd, is it
H'i<ib!t~ \'o'il1101.'[ vuice nnnml.,ni\.'dtiun:'

Js the emergency inlt'fl'um identified bv
braille ,lrhi fCllSC,d Idlcrs')

Lifts (ADAAG4.2, 4.11)
Can the lift lw llsed hiithout 'bsi";t;mi.~C~ If nor,
is a call1'ut[un prnvidl'd:

Is thcl'(' <It [l\1,o:;t ,-;0 by ·t,l{ inc!ws pf c!C.1r sf',KI::

fOf;{ pcc.,on in i1 \\'hl'ckhair Co ilppro<1!J'l to
readl tlh! controb .mu u;;e thl'lift?

Are conlrols bcbyc(~n IS itnd "v~ inches hi.c';h
{up tn 5;1 indll'L; il il sid v clppnMlh is p()ssibJvp

Priority

3 Usability of Rest Rooms
\Vlwn rcst foom::> art' open to the public Hll'Y
s),nuld h' ihn'ssibh' to pcnph> with disilbili(jes.

Yes No

DO

DO
DO

DO

DO
I I

DO
I I

o Inst~ln tactile sL;ns to idl'n(lfv
lJunr llt1l11bersj 'at ~l height li
iJ(i irKhc'S (rom 1100('. .

o Add tl:1cUh, ldcnlific,llirm

o At ea~:h :,;tnpping h'v"l,t post Ch'<lf

i,Ls(nh:liun:-i lor u~(' uf the lift
o Provith, cl ('<1]1 button.

o Rcnrrzmgl' hlrnjs1jin;~", ill)d
v(}l\irnwnt to ('1(';_11' more "'pcHY

~~:~~;l~)~,~l,~r~:\~;~i~l~~~t~(~ l~~,~~~~(~'i~)<1l D 0
IVd~t (jIll" rl'~( room ((·itlwl' one fnr \_>ldl SI'\:,

ur uni"",;,;) fully ivcI'ssihll'?

/\rl' there signs ill ind('('t's>-;;hle rl's[ roo inS lh.,! 0 0
give- d lfvcllons to d,u''isible nnl's?

Doorwaysand Passages (A DAAG4.2.4.13,4.30)
Ls then: t;.H.:lilc :-;igndh,l' idvillifyil1g rv:-;l rooms? DO

1\'fount Si\~llS on the \-\,,111, on llw Idkh
"id\' of th~; ,Jl}(H', ,:()n1plvin.g \vilh thv l'l'-

qHin'l'ncnh f,ll' pvrn1;llWL'l[ i\ \-'oid

lI,sil1S dl\lbi~.!,lIOlI'i 'i)'mbllJs iil I,Lh'v 01

kxl hl idvntit\' H''il rcHllnS.

o )\VC(1l1figUfC fe'sl HK'm.

o Combine rvst rooms to crl'iltl'
\1IW uniC'it'x .:Ji.'(,;s,,;il-:dl~ fest [nom

o Add ih:\Vs~iH~' ~Igildgt"

pbn'd In lhv sidl' or l}lV dour,
i)() lndw'i [U (l'nlt.'rlinv (1~(1t 11;1

the donr itseH}

Che.;:kl iSl for EXlslJIl<J F<!cliiti es version 2,1 re'.-'~er:l Pjj<Jlh118DS AG"'r,ri\-'f.\ Enviror,m",nls Cenler ItlC fO' Ihe ;'1",(ion,,1 '[151':1.1\10 0'1

12 Di$~l;;iiity ;;,n d R<;h JPililat'cn Reseor:;h For !e.:i1ni;;ai <lS$lsta"~i" ~~ill--3IXvj4~-4_~DA, ivoi~<;;iTDDi
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DOOrw,lyS and Pass;Jges, continued

Are pidogrdllls or s)'l11bob u:-'l,d lo identify
rest rooms, ~UldJ if u:-<ed, ':lre rdis~~d ch,lf"Kt,:[S
,!nd br~lil](~ indu{kd l;elm\' thl'm:

(/ ,\n' doors ('l!uipppd willl ;lrTcssibk handle";
~LJp('rdblc wilh d ,:Iosl'd /lsiL ·18 indw~ hi,Sh
or less?

(/ Dews l1w entry cun1igufatlun providv adl'qudtl'
ll1dnl'uvcrjn;~span' fClI <1 pcr,c.;on li~ing d
\-vlwdchilir?

A person in:l wheelchair Ill'cds 3h inl'lw';
of dedI" width for funviud nlOH'flwnt, and it

,S-foul diunwlcr or J-~I1:lpl'd "'!celT sF'<JCt> to
IJ1dkv turns.:\ Il1mlnltun disL,Wcv (114~

inehe'S d(~i1r of tlw door swing is rWt'dcd bl"
hvt'l'11 the hvo dOllr:> 01 d11 Cl1ltv n>:-,libule

Stalls (ADAAG 4.17)
Is the stelll dour lIj1"f'dhlv with ,\ ([used fist
in~idl' ,tnti nut?

(/ b llwn.' d n'llt'('kh'li~'-'HTl'ssibl\' sCll1thdl-.."s
,m ,1ft'<1 (11 ;ll ],:'<';S( Sled Iw S ket. ,'It,;;!" 01 Uk
dtlOf OR is dwn:;: -"td!! thd is I,:,,,,, ,h:
c(>;.;~jhll~ bli( tklt pru\i.Jvs sn'd[C1' Clll'l.'S" [!J~:n d

tYpicd s(;111 (cit]wr ,'16 b\ htj indl('~' n1' ·t·" bv I'll)

let,lll's)?

Yes No

DO

DO
I I

DO
I I

II;·i;J,(

DO
I I

DO
I I

DO
I I

DO

DO
I I

o If sy fnhols arc lls"d, ild d
sllppfl:l1lenldry verbal SiglhIF{;
\\"1[11 rili~;t'd dl;!rd\.·tvr~; ;md
bfdillc bt,ltlw pit'lugrarn symbol,

o Jn$.t~1I1o(fsd ",en',;',
o ~Vjdl:ll thl' d{)(JfV>'dy.

o Lu\vcr h,n~dl(n.,:

o Replan· knobs ot' k,tdws wilb
k'ver or lour handh's

o Add !t'vef ('xlen:jionf<
o Install P\)\vcr·;~';:-;iskd 01

dlltCl1lhlli(: dO(lr {1pi'ncr~

o '\djll'.;l llr (,'['Jill'.' c!o:"er"
o Inslalll ightcr dO\lfs.
o Instilll pO\Ver-ils-.;istcd or

du[onliltic duor op(~ncrs.

o [\l'iUT,mgv furnishings s1I,'h dS

dli:lirs cHid (fd."h ,·,Ins.
o I\l'l)lo\'(' imwr door if theft' je.; (1

v('slibulc with 1\\'(\ doors,
o :'vlov(~ or n'!YlO\'V Ob.e"tIlHlmg

parlll]un:j.

D Rl'f'Lu:e in.dtH'ssible knobs
\\'ith 1vVt'r or loup h,ndli.'s

o Add lvn'f l'-..;lcnsllm,c;.

o \]U\'t., itr H'lHU\'l' f1drtlL1Pl1S

o 1\<,\'('1's(' til(' door ir it i...;

sdf\., tu dCl so.

Ctlllcklist for Existit1!] Fa;:;ililiQs VIHSiofJ 2,1 r;"viS",c) .'",u:T"'l I~)'cr~; ,c,iJ3r'!;.'e En'!;ron~,"'rJl.~, Cenler ,r,,:: f')f th, rJiH,or',;jlln,lll"te 011

Di5i!'oililv "n,j Rehal,;r,t ~tiC"1 ReSeJICh For led"'lliC-;l1 -)"'~I~I ~Il'~e, ~ Ji' i-5'>} 9'\:' 4p·Df:, iyci(e,rr:'Dl 13
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StJlIs, continued

In the anvs~iblt·stClll, ..In' thett: gr,~b bM':> he
hind ,JIll! On t1H, >id\~ ''''all nCi.in",t to thl' toild?

Lavalories (ADAAG 4.19, 4.24)
,/> Does one l,lvd[(Jry havv <I 30·inch-vvicj(> b~'

<!;;/ 4,':Hlh't,-decp clc;n'sp<1cc in frnnt'

A m.lximlllll of "Ill indIct> of the requited
depth may be undf.'; the J.lvatOTy.

/l> b tlwrc ell IV'bl 2',) jndlV~ from thL' floor to
<.Y the bllt!tlnl III tIll' Idvdlnry dpron tVXt'lulling

pipi.'sP

An} SOil I'" ,Hid other dbpensct'S iwd hiU,d dry
vr~ within [l'<l<:h rdngl'S (:,~'e pdgV 7) aml ll:>*

;d")ll' with OrW dosvd fist?

Priority

4 Additional Access
\Oli' !hil fhis llli(!rif1/ isk'/' ilnJls 1111/ J"I'Ijllirrdlill
!iihi( il(,,',-;';; iii jJ}!' !lm'i' flrjl!ri1!f'.~

\\'hcn dln":Tti'cic'> SH\'h as d rinkli\\!" (llvnlai ns <md
I'ublic klvphotlcs ,1fC pruvidcd. tlwy shol1lJ
<.1!'>() lw dl:(\·s"ibl..:' In pcppl,' with disi1bilitic",.

Yes No

DO
DO
I I

DO
I I

DO
I I

DO
I I

DO
DO

DO
I I

DO
I I

o Add gr'lh l)in';.

o Rcarrangt' furnishings.
o Rvp];h'e L:n""lnry'
o ;\'l'l1lUH' elf ;11[('[ (',d~lndr\' til

pro\'idl' .spal.'(' undCfnf',llh
o ;VI;lkcsUIC hot pipes ;In'

..:"oYcn:d.

o j\l\J\'l' d partition nr \,\'<111.

o Lu\'\'n displ'n:,.;\\rs
o J\VpJdCl' with or provld(~ addi

li()l1i11 ac,'t's"iblc displ'ilSvrs.

o LO\I.'('f or till dm'.'l1 the mirror.
o ·\jd d lilrj~('r mirr'ut' i\!lv\yhcl'l'

in Ihe f(ll 11ll. '

o CI('dllll(ln~ lnorn bv r~'iHr'ttl,t'.. 

in,"~ ilf n'mrl\'ing fl.lrr:i"hings

Checklist for Existing FilCilili"s versior. 2.1 re'iS"':'! Au')ust -US5 /10ne"r.';:- EIl'Jiro"ment~ Cer,le', I~,r fO' the 'hl<,m,,1 '')~tl~lI~e (m

14 Cis:,t,JI(:I "rid R",h 2bi!ibLon P"'';;;Jf-:;h, For le'~h n;CJ! Jssi$tJi"~to, oil 1-,~,Oi)~s.-40-4,"'C'A,':voiv;-/TC D!
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QUESTIONS POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Is the lw,llllln uj thv lc\ltvtvl,hol1e idt:ntiJicd b~ 0 D
;1ccvssiblc si.c~na,C',l' lW,lri I\,~ Uh' ]nh'rTl,l t ion;11
IUU SVlnhnl-'

Drinking Fountains, continued

<fJ> Is thCI'l~ Otk (01l111<11n H>ilh its "pout 110 higher
than:16 inc1ws [mm ltw ground, {Ind anollwr
with Cl "t'llldard h\.'I;~h('-ipm]t (or;l smj..',!l>

"hi~lu(' JnulitainJ!

Are U_lflLruls nHlunicu im tlw front or un t]w side
~_l.l"dr th\' lnmt dnd Ilpl'rdbl\' IYith Ol.li.'

c]o'-ied fist!

<fJ> Js CJLh \V~ltl~r JOllntilin Gllw-JvlcCl,tble (hlC,i{I'd

, \vithin 27 indws of the nOOf or prlltruding inw l1w
circu!dtinn Sp<li:l' Ivs"\ t.han ,1 inrh~'s from tlk' \-\'dl!?

Telephones (AOAAG 4.31)
<fJ> If P;'l~/ or public IISl' phrmcs ,ln' provided, is
-- therQ C!eM floor Sp';HV of at led:"t 30 by ,l8 indles

in hon( of ~l! ]cJsl nnd

<fJ> Is thl' highest Opl'filbll' part of [he phone no
bigher th'H1·18 ll1d1l's (up to :;,] indll's if ~l ::-;idt~

'lppmdch is po,,,-s'ihle»)

Dul'S the phon\' h,1\'(' pll:"ll-btltlon controls?

Is [he photic adapted wilh YoluDW cClllll'oP

I" (]H' phone with vrdllllW nm(rnl idt'nlifit·'d

with ,1ppropri;tll' '>iAnd;..'.t.'?

If (1-I1.'lV ,He fold' PI' llHH\..' plibltc f~hnnt'" in (1)('
huildin:"" is (llil' of the phones ('Ljtiillpcd with ,1

h''>:l !L'lcphnl1l' (IT or TDD)i

Yes No

00
I I

00

00
I I

00
I I

00
I I

00
00

00
00

00

o 1'rnvidvt'l1F' dispclls('rs lor
fountains with sponts tha!
are too hi,~h

o Pruvide CllCL'::,--.ibl..: cooh'l'.

o I'[dn'd pJ;mtu' or ll(]wr GHW

d('[vclDhle bclt'rii'l" 0:'- l'dch
':>ide' <It fI()()f h:\'(I],

o i\Jo\'\' fllJ'nisbh'tgs
o l\epL:H\' blUL1-I wilh open

stiltion.

o PJ,lCe d C,lil('-dclvcl;,bk
bdfTjl~r un cilch "ide id

fluor lend.

o CnntiKtphonc \'omjl:lny ttl

in~lall push-hutlons

o J!en'l' phOfl(' fL'pJdCl'd \-vilh ~.~

}ll'i\rinh-~lid n)mp,ltibk 01'll'_

o IJ,\v(' \-o!lIllW lun(ml addccL

o 1ns(.111 d ll'\! klvphOtll'.

o 1Lwv <l pnrulhlv Tl' d\-"<lilc1bll'
o Pruvidv <1 :-;hl'lf ;;Iml (lutld

Ill','! ((1 pIH1IW.

Checl\lisl lor Exi<;ling F,lCilitiE!$ version ].1 re"ised l'<J.I{;F>:;1 12".';,. AdJpli,Z, En,'rroo",.enlc,Cf.nler :nc for the r:gtlor\alln5!iIVe on

Dis"t,j1ily "",,j R<ohJtil': ,,-tio') Ro;-'A;xch, For t;o-;hniol as':s-i"nce. CJIIH',v')- 94S·4.A.D,t., (\Jdc<ofTDDl 15
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Exhibit 3 - DPW Lease Compliance Review Form

LF ..\Sf ('U\IPLJA\'(: F HV\"TE"\V
HEV. HIOS

STATE OF f:O.:\.'\ECTJCFf
DEP.. \HT\fE'\T OF Pl'BLlC \YORK'S

April 2009

OI'TI01\ (S):

C Ei\ ER\L C(Y\IlJTH]c"\S OF PH: E:\IISFS
-'lEFTS REQtIKL\IL'\IS

'----~~---~;~-=-7~,~,-;c;~~---·~----~~ic:lccl,,,''-1_-~~~~~_--1r=;c-_\,,'_",'_·T+·_\"()_:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;';E~XCc~I"'~I,,,,::C\l~X:::':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::--1
In;STHO{)\IS I !

I

IL\;\,D1C,\I)PE!)
ACCES-"IBlJrr~

FIJ<VATORS
II,.\[\I)I{,\II.S
DHJ\'h:I.W; FOI'\'TA[."\S

OTIIER
ITE'lS

SAFETY fJ:\CUDlNG FlHF S;\IoTIY,
SI'Rr~KI,~:R;,;YSIE\lS, Fun:
1<:\11:\(; nSli FHS, ST\\DI'II'ES .'ililokt,

fOJlI!"ol, 1l1anual, fin' doors)
!:~~(l_nr I ,u:ldE,l.lpadt\' ~:::~:::~-.~~~~~~-t---~-y'---t-'---~-----------~-'--~-~-;

VIc'OI'S

1..\'\lJS('.\!'L\(;

('FILL\'(;

I',\IYI"I:\(;

~.~--'-_._---~~--------_.-.__._--._---~;
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UJT\TOB.S, P.\~!H:'\(;r:RANn I
FH.EIGlIT!RFF. COD[ CO\IPLL\\CF. I

~~FC'''!,lf''<c;'\''\:,;:(c;::.':I\fe(":'\~I","··I.Ll..,nL:'·I,,I,,'(),,\,,--Sfe''","\"''11_:
1
_'_'~+__-f-----I.'4~~~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-is"Slnt, spELl> CFRTIl'lCATfO\)

SECt RITY
Exn X\I) I<\IERGv\rr L1f;JIIIM:

.. ·i::"(}\TFf-Tj:jr'i{"6(5~-i-~sj·i:·(.·'T\T
REQl'lIlE\lF'IT, EX:. ELECIRIC'lL
SFCtRITY. SOL"D !'ROOFI'\G
TF,\IPERATU{F. ETC:.
1)(JoRS: I,\TEI{IOR.Y\I) FyrrHI()R

Fl.-OOI{ CO\I:J{I;'\CS; <'!'X\\IIC III F,
\T\YL\Sn['Srus lIL.I:. r \I{l'El
BI.I\!)S

mtl'\Kr\G rOt· ... "\I'\S
!

r

i

('0 \.11'1.1.\ '( 'F \\' ITII I ER \IS .\\'1) ('O\'D! tHY,S 01' I. L.\SF

us"! ;\LL 11 1':\1;'; \OlIlFF\'(; CO\II'lIF:D\\TITJ flY Lr~s.OI{ O!{ USSIT
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Exhibit 4 - ADA Equipment Inventory

April 2009

LOCATION EQUIPMENT QUANTITY
Hartford - GA 14 FM Kit 1
New Haven JD FM Kit 1
Norwalk - GA 20 FM Kit 1
Windham JD at Putnam FM Kit 1
Waterbury JD FM Kit 1

-- r------

Fairfield Law Library Reading Machine 1
New Haven JD Law Library Reading Machine 1

Ansonia-Milford Pocket Talker 1
Danbury Pocket Talker 1
Enfield - GA 11 Pocket Talker 1
Fairfield JD Pocket Talker 1
Hartford - GA 14 Pocket Talker 1
Hartford JD (90 Washington St.) Pocket Talker 1
Litchfield JD Pocket Talker 1
Manchester - GA 12 Pocket Talker 1
Meriden - GA 7 Pocket Talker 1
Middlesex JD Pocket Talker 1
New Britain JD Pocket Talker 1
New Haven GA 23 Pocket Talker 1
New Haven JD Pocket Talker 1
New Haven Juvenile Pocket Talker 1
New London JD Pocket Talker 1
Norwalk - GA 20 Pocket Talker 1
Stamford-Norwalk JD Pocket Talker 1
Tolland JD Pocket Talker 1
Waterbury JD Pocket Talker 1
Windham JD Pocket Talker 1
Jury Administration Pocket Talker 1

Danielson Infrared System 1 courtroom
Stamford Infrared System 22 courtrooms

- (2 do not work)
Waterbury Infrared System 10 courtrooms__---
Hartford JD (90 Washington St) Infrared System 10 courtrooms
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Exhibit 5 - TDD Payphone Inventory

April 2009

Street
Location Name Address City Location

Bridgeport Superior 2nd Floor Public Hall with
Court, JD 1061 Main SI. Bridqeport TDD

Bridgeport Superior 172 Golden 3rd Floor Public Hall with
Court, GA 2 Hill SI. Bridgeport TDD

1st Floor Public Lobby
Danbury Superior Court 146 White St Danbury with TDD

Danbury Juvenile 1st Floor Public Hall with
Matters Court 71 Main St Danbury TOD

106 Elizabeth
Derby Superior Court St Derby 2nd fl Lobby with TDD

Hartford Superior Court, 101 Lafayette
GA14 St Hartford 1st Floor Foyer with TDD

231 Capitol
Hartford Supreme Court Ave Hartford 1st Floor with TDD

80
Hartford Community Washington
Court St Hartford 2nd Floor with TDD

90
Hartford Superior Court, Washington
Family St Hartford 1st FI with TDD

Hartford Juvenile Det & 1st Floor Public Lobby of
Court 920 Broad St Hartford Juv Court with TDD

1st Floor Hallway Near
Litchfield Superior Court 15 West St Litchfield Rear Exit Door with TDD

New Britain Superior 20 Franklin New
Court Sq. Britain 1st Floor Public Hall - TDD

Rockville Superior Court, 3rd Floor Jury Assembly
GA 19 20 Park St Rockville Room with TDD- ..

Rockville Juvenile Court 25 School St Rockville Public Lobby with TDD- - -

Rockville Superior Court, 69 Brooklyn
JD St Rockville Public Lobby with TDD- -

2nd Floor Public Hall with
Stamford Superior Court 123 Hoyt St Stamford TDD

1st Floor Public Hall with
Stamford Superior Court 123 Hoyt St Stamford TDD
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Street
Location Name Address City Location
Waterbury Superior 1st Floor Public Hall with
Court, JD 300 Grand St Waterbury TOO
Waterbury Superior 1st Floor Public Hall with
Court, GA 4 400 Grand St Waterbury TOO

978 Harford 1st Floor Public Lobby
Waterford Juvenile Court Tnpk Waterford with TOO
Willimantic Superior 1st Floor Public Lobby
Court 108 Vallev St Willimantic with TOO
Willimantic Juvenile 81 Columbia 1st Floor Public Lobby
Court Ave Willimantic with TOO
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Exhibit 6 - Focus Group Email Invitation

April 2009

From: c.)rJin~. 1/..:;1111<.::(
Scni: \V .::In..:sd'ly" NOV ..'lllh;':'1" Lb. 20llS J 2~51) P\!
TI': A!f()]l;';;": D\..'Lw.:i:c Bill :\lancini; Hri;m Sigm:lJl: BruL';; StovalL C:IIh.!aI..:C I.ow: Cllhy
F\.'ITY~ Ed l\:llicr: Fdw:m! Prclh.'la: Fil,Yll Ih:::11y: C;tr::.' \VaL::rhous..:': lmh.';" \kGaugh...::y:
Jan;:! Valltass..:l: J\ibn !)inias..:; Jllli:l !,:.,:llIS Sl:ln: Kal·;: ;\]ailias: J.imb \\':111,](:..;: I ,is:!
elrOD: ~farc Galluci: SUl~'i~ \f,\ws\)i1; Si:m KI)sk"ki: Tl1l)!11 (\)ndon: 'tony LaC\\':)
C,<': [,lIguGin..:s, SaJldnr. Canm. !';\lrick

Subj('l"t: [nvit;uion 10 (\mlh;.;til'U! Judi~'i;d Ikm.::h .\D:\ h)(lL'> Gn,pp

At':H'h!ll('nts: ADA F~h..'US Grollp In\'ilalioll 011 Lcncrh0ad.doc
November 26, 2008

Dear Sir or Madam,

In an effort to make the Connecticut Judicial Branch accessible to people of all
abilities, and in response to our recenUy completed Strategic Plan, the Branch's
Public Service and Trust Commission has formed a Committee on the Americans
with Disabilities Act.

We would like to extend an invitation to you to participate in a focus group In the
Greater Hartford area in December

Although you will receive the attached invitation letter by regular mail, \!Ve are
also issuing this e-mail Invitation because the tlmeframe IS relatively tight.

If you plan to attend, please respond bye-mail at your earliest convenience, as
we lNould like to limit to about a dozen the number of participants in each focus
group. It \;'vould also be helpful if you could give a chosen first date, second date,
and third date.

If you need a specific accommodation-for parking or an assistive listening
device, for example-please indicate what you need so that we can make
arrangements.

We thank you in advance for your conSIderation, and look forvvard to seeing you
at a December focus group.

Sincerely,

Heather Collins,
Support Staff to the Americans with D,sabililles Committee

HpJlh"'l 1J~p-"- C(;:lin'~

i\cI:TI!iYS! dtl\'E: !\SS,ISt2 :1l

C»vi CU;'jfDI-'S E/::"i~ "j'.'(- -~","ct();'S

UU St H jI!fc!;,j C"-
iC\r]Z))
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Exhibit 7 - Focus Group Letter Invitation (Template)

Apri/2009

,lPDJCIAL BR..\c"'fCH

COURT OPERATIONS DIVI~TON

90 Washington Slreet
H}lrtrord, CT 06106
}'ax: (360) 706-5039

EW~\ltj\'e Directur's Office: (&SO) 706-5310
Web Page: W\vw,jud.r[ .....ov

Novem ber 24, 2008

Name
Job Title
Address
City, State, Zip Code

[Salutation],

The judicial Branch is interested in addressing more efficiently the needs of people with diverse
physical and intellectual needs and of the elderly, who may encounter difficulties in accessing Judicial
Branch facilities, processes, and information.

To best seNe this diverse community, we need the input of people like you, who work either
individually or with an organization dedicated to advocating for Connecticut residents with differing
abilitieS. Your participation in a focus group will be invaluable in helping the Judicial Branch to ensure
access for all, as we work to improve access through new technologies and develop and implement
staff training on the Americans with Disabilities Act.

The focus groups will address hOllv to best improve access for people with physical. intellectual, or
psychiatric disabilities. You may choose to attend one or all focus groups, depending on your
expertise and your concerns. The focus groups will fake place on:

December 2, 2008
1:00pm - 3:00pm, at 99 East River Drive, Room 707, East Hartford

December 11, 2008
10:00am - 12:00pm, at 225 Spring Street, Room 4B, Wethersfield

December 18, 2008
10:00am -12:00pm, at 225 Spring Street, Room 204, Wethersfield

Please, email your group preference(s) to Sandra.LugoGines@tud.ct.govand include the name of
every person attending.

If you require a particular accom modation, please include that request in your response and we will
make the necessary arrangem ents.

Thank you in advance for helping the Judicial Branch. as we strive to improve our delivery of services
to every Connecticut resident, ensuring that all people are provided equal and fair treatment

Respectfully,

Sandra Lugo Gines
ADA Division Coordinator
Superior Court Operations

··[··o!IIJJlg Ow Employees. ('OJ/mill/lily (Jnd {he Pt:oplc Wi.' S~I"I'C'
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Exhibit 8 - ADA Focus Groups Results

ADA Focus Group 1 - December 2,2008

CJ <:md down
ADA Compliancc and
Implementation training
Identify &,;nbility;;lt Callies!
point
ff;>ining judge:> Of! ADA
,alkl\!/ ADA C()BC!:C$ \0

provi,ic m~1nirigflil

c·)mrnunicJ!lon
Hd>ri-discrimmabon pdlc:;!

staif

to , .. ,,, .. ,,,

(Vi hen co,,,,,,,tyl<1s escorts

for I. \I 1;>( blind ""'N"U.'"
BESB'h"Jp- could
Reus$c$S building;;.filcilrtics
Using lllodDrn technologies
to nl.Jk0 programs tJcilities
Jnd infarmatior'l fm·pcrson
1nd online) Jct.w;";ibl,,
BESS h<1s tee hies lh<ll c;:m
zdvisQ

lJ(j$tJ(i'>

are going - nuld lead lD
l.:;:)m:lanCi; to t.ako pJrt
BLillding ontunce does not
gl.l,)wnlec comp/de aCCG%
Inability to pJf1Icipale-
d;:Jcum2nb, f,I';:'3, etc net
a',ailat!" to all; eMt
(hQfQugl1 directions

prOcess
FflIslw!lOfl, I;]ulty jUdgment
Impact ir",:,gJtiv';-i en yetI(

mental health nffo.cls family
fflCt1me-rs.
Irt(ifi0divo commtmicafion
bC,1:'NCt:fl court Jnd por$<Jn
vii1h disability
No'hlJ}'.iil by c;l;;ff Jl ji!
h~vcb

Certain physic.]! compli<lnce,
(:~;lmp!e, wh.;,Q!,h3ir ramp$
Phy::..icaf di5;Jl}ilily - tolal

ttindnC:',,5 - ho\'l Ciln this b0
ncccmmodaled for persons Nnel
thtm cmploYlJoriJ

PhySic,,1 baffler - (noJlittle llS:'lDle
vision; inability to tcadhwc
neces5;Jry doc\.Hl1en!s Of exhiort5

Phy:;,ic,,1 di:;'8b'lily - if persons
with blindness must travel Of'iC Of
mOI(! tinl€" to Judici,,1 Brooch
Ioc,llIons, can you "ssis! vlith
(E1f:ctions

Ph1'SiCzl barner - tack of llsClo!e
viSion - gettirlg into JUdie,,,!
Br;H1Ch foc.;llioflS

t,jo ad'.fiSlJnlel1t of d~$ability rights
by court
Ignorance (0) $toff, (b)
public'u,>o!S
SiNce,typing (0) "toff, inj
put!i{/li$~'lS

ComplaCij'1:y staff
Diroct tii.-n;rirnir...tior. sbffjlid9l'S
/IDA C('iwr,'2S - not nll'J':;ing ADA
CrjJChe5 to !1<)lp dit;:1bk:d
Petrni5$ion by inC' Jlidici,J! top

.........i~...~.p'.?rl'~"m,,'.t .....

judges and staff on the
ADA
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ADA Focus Group 1 - December 2,2008

April 2009

Scnsitivity
<lnd judges
GAl (r""/ling "Mth t('gJfd (0 ,tl',A
Ocninl of ilppoinlmCl1t pf GAL's or
nttcmeys for disi1blcd pZlrty
COrrlrn\m;CJtj.~rJ psychi;l\lic

Verool 3bmive behavior by
juclgi!)$ - don'l con<;>ider your
hid~jen dl5<lblhly
Rights of children of SP0C131
nBeds families association

f,)o definition of liability

No ?OA coi:Hdif1J!or,)!
cOl"ihous.e
110 notification written
Inlcgr::Jlod settings for hCHil1gS
Efiecli','c communications non
oxi~;tent in COlJft~,

r~o \'!fltten grieVOf1ce procedlJre
Title i compliance {som",1
Rcquircm0nt '.')Wit -conlrJeter::.
lawyels - Titli.l II and Title Jl!
80rriers to ehikl custody - donio!
of right:; due \0 dr..;ability

faulty Judgement
lOG]..: of rQ"pcct by
iudg0':./cD'Jli s\i1rt - feehng of
misundNst!,1nding
No m8<lnmgful nghts
Feeling rushed <,wd not
understood'" no full
p,lftlc ip"lion
Disresp<:>cl: inability to
pafliclpi1tc: fe,;Jf

Not

W1JWare of
;u;:commoda!iofl5 thJt rnW;!
be provided
PC/sons with disabilities nol
fully inforrn.:d beclU::;':O no
1\0;\ coordlnotors

;Insufliciontl noMicz!ioll
lack of commun;;:Jllon
Unsure where to turn to tile
]ric'!Jn:;c
No rights uYollablo
Donlol of rights dljc to
i;k;,<Jbility

Modify and 'ntegrote setlings
Sensitivity training more
0f,,~n courts - call1CfiJ:> In

coul1lOoms

Recogmllon of
<lCcoufltilbilily'u{,;!!ion of
policy

Training, follow policy
cmation of pdicy
Create or dc::;tgr.ate ADA
coordinators
CrC'21C "t::mdardiZDd postings
t,,'odify your rFoces:> in
cOllnrooms - modify with
10gards.to drs3bl0$ interes.t
Modify your procoss in
courtroe:'"!)$ - m:ldif)i \'iith
fcg;Hd!:. !b disable;; inlC!cd
Post'create grfevnnce
proccdUIOS
R'~c')gnilion of campti,mea
RCUigl1ition of compliante
RocognitKln of P3rty n an
equ2l1 party
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ADA Focus Group 1 - December 2, 2008

April 2009
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ADA Focus Group 2- December 11,2008

C0Ndi'Flt(>f lur thc>
fk:md'

8tMv:h

M(,n1i.\! 'h"",F,,'""""
O!D::?_~:i::::-?0lln\rI.)~'i,::g~t!:1

;}(CCmr10DO;<ln

to UNiC"'~,',~fh'Hh0

',::;'wtth"
('!.~p, -t in " {".)n;mNLn~)"

A~\ !hc i:~dh'laUJiFIHS T
''lInt rile-} Del IX l)(~Hn- nC0d

PrC-/Ido) 'Ctl)ljlCt<. ',',';;on

("':J(rnent"
Fin;j ()lIi ",.1 th<' "IJrI, -/tr,,·
diJil'9LJ0 whM

COUll ,J""'.''1'igd tht fdl
"wry

,)CcomFl10d;:l1iDn r10Qd0d
101 alf 1:l',vyCfS, mar:;h;);!;
!ron:-lin~

No ·P:)$~IW~' k<Jln'ng jor de;:>l
PQPUbtlNl
CulhJfal c:rlfffJ!dK;fi~

LQngthyj()i~~":; C;tU~"S wJ'tmg
ttrld :;orne c'lnn-ol cDpe

"'c',,,,,,,,,,'; ,"c
?0='P"} p;:ntlwi;)rly lho~0 Niti';
lTlonljl,llnr.'!;s
S:igmJ bil:iod Qf} flMtOplicr:s ilfld

improvement

Fundament';', need 10
make t.he Judici;,l Branch
open and tmderslanding
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ADA Focus Group 2- December 11,2008

Croole ;) learn of ADA·
kn,)wJ<;dgc-abki pBc,p!e 21
0'ICry Silo who know how to
pro\iidc appropriate sOr/ietes
Dcsign,,!e ADA 'pomt
pcr$on;;" ilnd mak·~ it kni.Nd1
to the public
Dc,'oler Zl common
undcf5tanding of Jay-to.d[ly
needs
I-.DA Coord,nato!'s "hol,k! be
crnp0'Ncrcd to :let
3u!o!1ornCusly
ADA ad'ioc<:ltes ~,Imil;:lf to
Victim Ad~-oc3Ic3

Rcg\J!Jrly monitor ADA
Cotnpli;lrJCG from tM,; top
do\;n From bdiJ',iofS to
fJcildics
EnSJlo Civi'l Court <.11';;0
odhErcS to !\OA IJ>:/$ and
TDgu!;Jtions

UnQcfstJnding, through
lraining, tIl;)t Jld'5 used by
pcr~>on5 with disilblhtie5-
whc.thcr irs J cane. a
s')fVi';{· animaL etc-ihJt
fhQ~ Qd~ ,H0 Oll [);,(ICn';;lcm

01 thol inrJividU31

Create on ADA P-tiviwfy

events
Ap,,,,p"'10 "u~iliary

I:;'~,UBS

Lack of cbrily ofwrrtlcn rtlJkriJls
Limited comrmmication fC:;0tlf(;CS

ie .. CART< ASl. olc
l'b pJSS)C'C IO;lming Ithe dcof
dorl! have tho Nr1cfit 01 P<:lss!VcJy
IO<lrning, ie. fciovi:;.km
bilCkglound talking; etc_!
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ADA Focus Group 2- December 11, 2008

April 2009

lack oj onc-on·one support
Difficulty in undOf$!;:mdlng JUditrO:I
proco'.>':>
j'bih!y 10 prepare par!lcip;ml
Process can be o\lClw1l81ming
::md confusing
l·l.ccommodalion of support
momtcrs
Lengthy dQli:lYs. in wailing. -can'!

In3ccumte story or v81sion of
cv\<n15

TWining Recommendations from the Focus Group
1 Frcmt-lino pGOpJo Undcrsfonding difference> rcg.:nding individu:tlr. "'lith hDJting impairment:;; {iD h(:,Hing <lids dOll't

necess::Hily [nean someone C"t1 hear}
2 Stigma training (ctiquctte-ipolilcnc$,,)
3 Training on the (.!loge of ;:JbilitilJ$
·1 Recognize 15'.>(183 but don'! make assumphons
5 Dorll geniJr<)lim or try to apply n "on("5ize-fitS-illl soluticn
6 Li">hm to the indi\!idu31 moking the 10qll~;~t' they ale Ihl:' npt'rt about What they need
7 Stoff needs to be mQre helpful, more fX>li!c-, and provide better Cllstom01 service ~ClJrb the bDd allOWd",." and provide more

infolmation about whilt to cxp.;ci in court
8 Provide troining abotl! ;)11 different klflds of ablMies
9 Tmin on consist8f\CY, from (.()ulthow,c to COlif1hou,>c facility to faciljtl process to prccoss
10 Train staff to be more helptul3t thc door and the CINks' offices
11 Recognize whcn as",islilncc is <lctuilily needed
12 Soften the pnramilitJI)' approach of the tM'lI::'hals
13 Train sbff to thoil s!X'cific-r<)lc within the 8r;::niCh fie mMshal$ ,1\ the door ofkring npproprj:Jto aS$is13Il[(), tiGrk:,;' offi{:~$

c/f",nf19 <lcC<JmmodatiollS (such 35 IZlrgcHc,nt copics)
14 Include trninef" with difforlng abilities
15, Orientation video 101 now ?ot .. ff rogJlding thE.' ADA and !l:e€p the Niontation nlffCI)! ,,-nd ioto/C"sting
16 Annual truining for all
17 Create an Advi;;ory BO,Hd to the Branch cvrnpriOiod of people- of diffN!f1g obililioOi
18 lap in 10 o;.i:;.ling cOIYlil1unit'! rcsourcBs for assistOf!Cu and guidonce
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BARRIERS
Need'to'Tn)prove'j)hy.sical
access and information
about access

Staff training needed on
ADA laws ilod rights.
cultural competency, and
attitudes of Stanch
em 10 ees

r lilCk of handicapp"d PM king >It
Now 8nkll11 courthouse
[-k!;'O;! (.) have <JdV,H1CO notic;Q tll"l
the'l(- is <l lung v::Jlk to ootid
room$.: $Offi<? p<::opl;: clnrol i:l;J;;iiy
walk
No iW!oi113tic dONS How do ! g0t
in? I kd unwelcomo
Sign<lgc (.(leks disl,HK0 to
courtrooms and con/otl'rtC<J
fcorn""
Too kw piJrking spaces at
Tolland Courlhou::;c
l:l{;\; of or unc!o:;.r JIGOS of
h<lf1dicilpped pJrking
lnZlcC0ssibility at cOUithou$0S
handici)p signilgo telling disl;:mOJ
01 ptlrl.:ing 10 ontrancos

No knowk'dge of ADA low or tile
rights of ttl", disat!ed
COlHt dHk had to be shawn
Judicial'::, wtjbt~\] to pro'.",
respcn:;ibihty for BriJfKh to

IMPACTS
Di"cQwage:; p;'" ,,,,,twn
People miss out
Triggcrs dCpr0$;;iol1 nnd
fcelings of {i',clusioll
H;;·ightens anxi!)ty
Dr;pri'/;?s peaplo of lhe right
to r/ilrliCipiltc
Flustrot/on
Impairs "K'lf~stcem

Fatiguc·~"motionol
F(lligl.w-physical hom lip
rDJ.dmg
Unfairly pCh:;Jlizcs pooplc icH
\nrdln~s::; lha!.., boyon':l
conirol
t~0g[jt~je outcome'> 011 CJ'>C'>
S<l!ti0fSlo Br<:Jnch
cmploym\Jnt lr:lnspvl13!ioll

Oisr:am;::g6:, p:>rlic::,p;J\iDn
?ooplc rnh.>s oul
Triggers dcprossinn ona
feeling;; of (;:>::c]US'bil

H(:ightcl1$ ,lll:;iety

SUGGESTIONS
Ccr1tn)iizCdu~~;I~t;n~;;::'~'"
centraJ office wh",re a pi'Jrsof1
with il disability '<'(1 go or gel
h0lp trom
(-ked for vr,~-0n-on0
<1dvccalv;
Add B-mad to WllyS of
JcccmmodJliOn r",quest
rcurrently fmuble or m<lilable
fOlm), pit,s PDF forms tha.l
Cill) be fiiled in online
OHor ADA <,;01'/IC"':5 uP
FRONT by teUing
consum0lS. jurors, pMhes.
etc whal Sranch hilS

i.1'/Jilable in
Jccommod::ltions, cl:her
through "mails, m3ilings. 011
the w0bsite
Comrnunic.:J10 to the pllOr,C
v{hat $C!YICCS 'He available
by prodding en 5ign5 <Jt
BrM'ch facililies
~,~JkQ ';/cbsitc f\.lily
Jcc;:;-$siblc for deaf and HOH
with SOlmd, olso, e,Jsit1( 10
physicilily f1avig<Jt<J, and
ImgN fent for vi~Aon

im Jired

f\;l;,n IUdge'.> and <;,i::lll on
sensitivity, lI.OA, diquett0
(jQ'S and don't, p8rS0t101

:opao: i:;:;u«; Ik.lk'" it ;:lnIlUJI
ond iIlc!'Jdfl di'30bi8d 2nd
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lack of knowledge hv ,'"ff 0"""
needs of P',ople
i.o, different typos of disabilities
;)nd the diffcr,ml nc(ds
Deniill of DccommodJtions
Sonsitivity of nJ<lfsh..!:>: "MarshDI
$poke only to 1)$('$0031 nssist:mt
and not me _I felt um'lelcome
Communication noDds aJI)
challenging to get rne!
CUltural compolCrieD of 51::111
No understanding 01 behaviors
oft"n associatEd '<'11th G!S3bilitie-s
i c "agitJtlon' of SOfllBonc with
TBI
Employ.;:cs not undcrslonding
poople With dlsabilitios
Stress carl GlUSe a~pt;1tcd

rC<:lclicn by somo consumers
ASI conSlImtJIs in n('od of
navoeoles at comt
Tlain slaff to assist people .villl
disJbilii>",~ in cmcrgcnd\ls or
evacuations
J~lry duty: "Once thBy know I have
a :,>poech problem, th'JY disqu;'.lIir'1
b~c,luse 01 my 5pe8Ch"

the
to pnrticipJlo
Frustration
Imp"ir" 50If-cs!€orn
FJti9LJe~mt>tiDnal

Fntigue-physIC31 10m lip
reading
Unfairly penalizes peeple for
t:lrdin0~-;; thilt's beyond
controi
r'k9ali',(·~ outcomes en C(lSO:;
Barrier,;; to Bronch
employment tn:lfl,;porliltton
Frus!rCllion
S;.l!ety can bQ compcmis",d
LilCk of accountability
lack of rBdlC% for
gnCY3r;ct's
r.-tess<l]€ not conveyed
Rights can bQ cOnlpri)mis8d
if interpfct,1tion isn't "CC\jr<1!B

Dolays occur becau"e of lack
of certifi(:d logJI iniOlprctcrs

SUGGESTIONS
~on-diSiibj'ed~pre:>(j~'icr5

The Branch should employ 3
centrillizcd ADA coordin;ltor
HJ\'8 Jppropri;)t<!;ad,~qlIJt0

nurnb()r~of AD,A. :;.!aff. such
.-:s coordinators
Usc p'2ople with and withoul
disabilities il:2. trainefs, to
provide perspectivo from
pefsonat Q:q::Cf,cnc£
Each cowrthouso needs ::In
ADA coofdinnto! who can ael
as J: liubon
Improve sign;J.gc-lt should
be mOl(: c_p0<::AIC JS to
distanCes bch'lccn ck.''1<llors
;)nd courtrooms or entrances
and courtrooms
MOI€ h;>ndiCJp parking
Post .ADA and non
discrtrnmJlion policies
Have;) focus group of
intcrpr81Cl'S io 91:'t their
pusj)c;::li'A! 0n wl'<lllhe
Branch nccdi;
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.l"ProEesi:dor
Accommodations to meet
the needs 01 consumers

consumers do nol
ronwmber d;Jtes
Flexibility ;11 scheduling when
Ir,tiJfpl01N3 MG need()d
No onit ','Idol;; to take
respo!l:'lbiiity. Passing :h0 buck is

common
Pt>ople may not be Jule 10 be m
c(mrt b,:!wQcn 8 am ilno 5 p.m
because of person:J! iSSllCS
Tlilhsport3tion Tinie limdcd in
milllY areos-Oial-p.,-Rido, ADA
P,Jfa!r;;mSpOfC etc

No pro'{lsiom, 10/ p--Jopfe with
chemic;)1 sens,!;vily it por:son
,';3IH.S 10 servo on jllry

Need rO:;.QUfCOS to holp with
ccmp1ding forms
Provide forJTs in ':dl,OU:; way,,
through regu~3f m.,il viJ EH110il,

famiiiCDliQr)$- for poor
or missed comn1tinicalio n
':;111 bQ SCY0tC FTA VOP
contempt. elc
Dc,lay;; in proc,::;"
Backs lip thu )\!(Iicial PF<){;Q$S
lnconv~nicncc k,r indivictuili
lor cowt, 0tC.
Continuity and rilmi!i~riPj with
casos b"CUlls,e of roloting
judgos
Court doesn't recognize
n'.:'ods of pBlscn "lith
disability as <:H1 N1',.ployer,
5pp.dlical~j as "orneene vlho
e-mploycGs a peA

dis,lbled person
i'tigi1b of minol$
compromised whon disilb!ed
pinonts or guardians ::110 not
OccofllnTodatcd or

SUGGESTIONS

Training re,:omfllendatiOf1$ WelB fulfilled tinder the Suggeslions seci'lorl
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Exhibit 9 - ADA Website Launch & Focus Group Results Notification Email

From: Collins, I leather
Sent: Wednesday, February 18,2009 12:05 PM
To: Alfonse DeLucia; Bill Mancini; Brian Sigman; Bruce Stovall; Candace Low; Cathy Ferry;
Ed Peltier; Edward Preneta; Eilecn lIealy; Gary Waterhouse; James McGaughey; Janet
Vantassel; John DiBiase; Julia Evans Starr; Kate Mattias; Linda Wallace; Lisa Caron; Marc
Galluci; Stacie Mawson; Stan Kosloski; Thorn Condon; Tony LaCava;
adacoalition@sbcglobal.net; Sigman, Brian; magallucci@aol.com; COA
Cc: LugoGincs, Sandra; Caron, Patrick; Parent, Ann-Laurie
Subject: Letter to Focus Group Invitccs noting ADA Link Launch

State of Connecticut Judicial Branch
Superior Court Operations
90 Washington Street
Hartford, Connccticut 06106

18 February, 2009

Good morning,

Last autumn, you were invited to attend onc ofthrec focus groups conducted by the Judicial
Branch's Americans with Disabilities Act Committee.

The purpose of the focus groups was to determine how the Branch could more efficiently address
the needs of people with diverse physical and intellectual abilities.

The results of thc focus groups - which drew about two dozen people - indicated a number of
areas in which the Branch could cxpect to improve its services to the public. One of those areas
that participants said the Branch could improve was the way in which information is provided to
the public about the ADA.

The ADA Committec is pleased to inform you that as of February 17.2009. the .Judicial Branch
launchcd from its Internct homepage a direct link to specific ADA information. including ADA
contact pcople at dozens of Branch facilities. The sitc.CTJllI.Jicial13rjll1ch ,Ameri~Q1IS With
Dis_'!!Jilitiesj\ct, is found by clicking on "ADA" under thc "Quick Links" section of the Branch
homepage, connccticut .Judicial Branch ,jucj,ct.gOY.

The ADA page also has links to this Committec's homcpage, (TJudici~1 Bn)llCh Anl~ricans

with Disabilities Committee (A DA), and to a juror accommodation form for jurors who may
need assistance.
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We hope you take the time to look at the ADA links, including the Committee's homcpage,
which has among other things the Focus Group results. The page is a work in progress, and will
be updated as new information warrants, so please eheck baek often.

We hope you find the site informative and easier to navigate than previous Branch efJorts.

Have a good day,

Sincerely,
The Americans with Disabilities Act Committee

Patrick Caron, Chair
Sandra Lugo-Gines, Vice-Chair
Ann-Laurie Parent Member
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Exhibit 10 - New England ADA Center Training Handout

1

ADA llequirements for State Government
What You Need to Know

NOV('!llb<:>r G, 21)(18

Kathy Glps

New England ADA CEl!"lter

800-949-4232 voice/tty

wW"w,NewEnglandADA.org

kgips@NewEnglandADA.org

April 2009

-----------

Ten ADA Centers
---------

1-800-949-4232

Structure of the ADA

Title I: Employment

Title II: State and Local Governments

Title Ill: Private Entities Operating Public
Accommodations or Commercia!
FilCilitics

Title IV: Telecommunications

--------_.._------- ...._---_._._-~-

-----------
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2

TTY lJSerS and Rol<1Y

~
•.\.

................~,

/'0 ~~ .~

0/ ~.'~
lI'l .' ".tt(j.~·.::\ .<

"~~Gj# i
~7
fnU<H

Sign Language Video Relay Service

April 2009

---_.-- -~~ructure-~f the AOA------l
Tille! Employment

Tille II: State and LOC3! Governments

Title !II: Private Entitles Oper<:lting Public
Accommodations or Commercial
Facilities

Title IV: Te!ecomll1unicJtJolls

Title V: Misco!lancous
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3

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

April 2009

Applies to org:mi.:wtions/agoncic5 that
receive federal funds

Nondiscrimination requirements same ;1$

ADA Title II

Definition of Disability

An Individu<Jl who

" bas

, has a r<!Gord or history of

or

. is regarded as having

a physical or montal impairment that
substantially limits a fnaJor life adivlty

Definition of Disability

An individu<:ll who has a physical or
mental imj..lairmenllhat subSI:Hlkllly
limits a Ill<ljor life activity
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4

Major Life Activltics
Examples

April 2009

S~ejng

Hosarlng

Speaking

Walking

Breathing

Caring for
oneself

lifting

Sleeping

Working

Concentrating

Is the limitation on the major life
activity ;;substantial"?

Compare to average person

Evnfuate

Severify

PCtflhlrlent or long ferro Ilnpdel or
expected impact

Duration or expected dUr(ltiotl

----~---------,

Scenario

Jack has cerebral palSy

It takes him about fwo hours to walk a milD

He is able to walk with no pain

Does lH~ have a dis.:1biJity under the ADA?
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5

--"------------
Scenario

Tom is diagnosed wilh depression

As a rcsult of Ihe dCpfessioil he is only abte
to sICt;·p four hours.a fl1ilht

Does hl) h<"lVe a disability lInder ihn ADA?

April 2009

Definition of Disability
Aq indlvidualwlJo

lms :I record of

~ physical or /)j~nl(]1 ImpiJirnwlJt that
subst:uilinlly limits a major fife activity

Scenario
Vinh hnd cancer eight years <:190. He h3d
surgery and chemolllN,lpy. For ,1 year he
\''1as ill, had difficulty going up and down
slairs and walking more than;] few yards
3t a time. He was un.1ble to work

Vinh Ii.,s been cancer and syfllpiom frca
for six years.

Docs he have a disJuility a~; dell'ned tInder
the ADA

c: ~)
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6

Definition of Disability

An individutll who

is r0gMdcd as having

J physical or meillal imp:'linncnt that
substnntblly limits" lilajor hIe .1ctlvity

Scenario

Bridflet ha, racial sC:lrS from a fire that
occurred wh'Jn she wns yOtlrlg, As a r~sllit of
1110 SC<irs many (;Illploycrs h<Jvc rcftJscd to
[lire her because of concerns about other
Bmployee's ~f1d clients' reactions.

H<l5 she been "rBgardDd" <:IS dis<Jbled?

April 2009

------~

Definition of Disability

An individual who

. hns

. has 11 record or history of

(-::::~_ ~9L--- .~"

".-is~L:st~~:'~~?)l,JIViIJB

a physical or IlH.'pln! impairment that

,nbs'onti,,,y "'nib, m.oio, tifO.'C,,,it YJ

,'t!
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7

Exclusions to ADA definition of disability

Transvestism

Exhibitionism
CompUlsive gambling

Pedophilia

Pyromania

Kleptomania

Cnrrpnt m"oaf U:".1l of drugs

You wo:,eivc.J !8tler from a man who
belic:ves hl'i's been discriminated
against because of his dlstlbility.

April 2009

.J

YOli

" Call the man imm€diMely

2. Give the Jetler to your supervisor

3. Give the lolter 10 the ADA coordinator

4. Other

Title II
Administrative Requirements

-1. Designate a respollsibfe employee

2. Provide pUblic notice

3. Adopt <1 grievance procedure

4. Carry Qui a Self·Ev<:lluation

5. Develop a Transition Plan

~----.~._-"---

~--._--

--_.~_._~-
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8

General Nondiscrimination
Requirements

._-_.__ ..~-~•.._-

April 2009

'----__.•__.. ._--1

CT·L Agency is in a buildIng with many steps
ill tho main entrance. Security screening is ill
this Cfltrancc. The accossibJe en(r;)nce (flO
steps) is nllhe rcar of tho buihHng and Is not
convenient for staff to get la, Therc's an
intercom ilnd "itlco C;;lmMa at tile accessible
eotmncc.

A woman ring::. Ille imrrconl ;:md asks to use
the accessible entrance. Staff see II(;r throu!:Jh
tfle video cam <Inti sl1e dues no! have <II)

obvious m{lbihly disability (n~ whcdchaiL
r. we Vi.llker crull h or other dl VICC)

__~r:t can s!_a:~_::: __~::~{);l\l~ . 1

._-.._~_._--~

----.._-
-_..__._-

---._-
------------
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Gener;!1 Nondiscrimination
Requirements

~ Ensuro ,in cqu,ll opportunity to
participate

- Provide the same benefits for people
with diS"bilitios as nn: provided to
others

General Nondiscrimination
Requirements

April 2009

When neC('$s,Jry to cnsut~ cqtJ.'l1
opportunily"rc.:tsonabte
ItlOdificati,jns" must be lnnda tQ
polick's, pttlctrc.Cz" pruCedtH0s

--~~--~.~
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Service Animals
Usually dogs, but not <Jlways

April 2009

------------~
Service Animals

Usually dogs, bllt not ttiways

------------------

~ ~ ___'.J

General Nondiscrimi~;;-t~~'--I
Requirements

A man sends ;m cmail to CT Judicial
Branch slating that he has multiple t
ch{!1lllc31 sensitivity and must bQ in a
building that has used only unscented
cle.1ning products in the past week and
'.',here no OfH~ is \'leMing perfullle>
cologne and ot!w( scents

\'\'hat is CT Jlldj(;i,ll Branch's _~
obligation?

- .... _-_._----- -.~_._--------

-- ----- ---~------

---- ------- -----
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April 2009

Genera! N~Mdi5~riminatioi1'-~--,

Requirements

Can you ask for dOClJl1H"IlI:.:Jlion of .a
disability when someone makes n
t€qlicst fot something based on their
disability?

-------__ ~ J
Gencr~1 Nondlsc;i!rlin:ltlon~~-~

Requirerncnts

Dcpnrtmcnf of Justice ADA TiH.:: II
Technlca! Assistanco Manual

11-.3.$300 UnJlOcO$sClry inquiries.

A public entity n1.Jy not rnake
unnecossary inqlliries into t1H) cxistcnc~
of;l dis<lbility.

I

A mal] C;JUS 1110 OHin~ of Vicltrn Services ;)nd
refluests a :>ign 1,1flgll,J[lC inlefprdcr for Ills
mother who is d,,-af aM] will bC' fl1edJflg with a
Victim $r,rviCC$ AdvQcah, .

YOll

1 Gi.,c the inforlll'ltiOl1 10 your supervisor

1 Give !II'.' informalion to the ADA Coordinator

J Tell them your uepilfflllGnt do(-sll'( provido
sign ltlngu;}~j(' int(Orpmfors

~. Olll,'r

---------------

----------
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ADA Title II - Communication

Ensure lhat communication with people
with disabilities is as effective as
communication with others

Effective Communication

People who are

blind or visually impaired

~(Q deaf or hard of hearing

0'
have;) spoech dis::tbility

Communication with People Who Have
Hearing Disabilities

April 2009

Ask people how they prefer to
communicate

To got peerson's attenlion wave your
hand or louch Mrll

Look directly at the person, s[)<!'ak
clearly, slowly. expressively

~-----------_._~---

-----~~-~~-~~~
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April 2009

Use norm:!1 tone of voice

Don't cover your mouth. eat, dlCW
gum, Wrn nw.:ly

Try written nOtes or computer (If
porson competent wlih English)

Auxiliary Aids LInd Services

/'rovidu "auxiJi::lry aids ~nd services"

If neccss;}ry to ensure dfi.lctive
communication

Give "primi:ny (;on5idcr~ltion" to
individual's preferelloJ

Hearing AU;iliarY-;idS.~~d ServicesI
• Assist!ve Llstcnllll) Systems

, Open and Closed Captioning On VidNlS I
· C')ll1puIN-Jlded Re:ll-lill1l' Tr.::ll)$cripli'on

· ~~~~ccs (CART) ,I

• V,'rdt",n t~()ti:'$

\)udllfi"d Intt'lprdu$ I
___J

-------
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Assistive Listening Devices

Amplify Sound for an Individual

April 2009

---------_._-

,-----------------,
ASslstive Listening Systems
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AlD at Science Center

Note the Sign

Closed or open cJptioning on videos, etc.

April 2009

-----._._--
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Interpretype (ITY)

ComputN Aided Realtime Transcription CART
Tho woman is typing what's being said, the man on

the left is dQaf and I tilt'!' laptop screen

April 2009

computer Aided Realtime Transcription CART
The woman on righlls typing what's being said

Everyone in the audience carl read !he screen

~--~--~---~

-----~-----------
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,-----------

April 2009

-~----------

TTY Provides Direct Access

TTY Access

-------~--

------

-----------------

-------------- ---
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ny Communication

If silence whr<lfl pick up the photlU it
may be ;) TTY call

April 2009

Type "Hello, Judicial Branch. GA"

GA moans Go Ahead

Don't nCBd to use punctuation

TTY CommUliication

Abbroviation is rine U = yOti, lht ::; that

Don't worry about spl~lHng

When you arc fjnishod type "GA to
SK" SK means Siop Key

When conversation is complete both
parties type SKSK

Emergency Telephone Service
(911. Hospitals)

Must provide "direct access" to
people who rely on Trys or computer
modems for communication

--,--,--------

-- -••••••••••••••- I
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Relay Service
Calls betweell TTY user and voice user
aided by Communications Assistant (CA)

April 2009

711

Nation~lI

relay number

A police officer .;lho il d~<lf m,lf) GomnwnlG:ltc
u5inrJ <l writing pad and pen

The police are told that a illao who is
deaf witnessed a "road rago" accident
and want to interview the deaf man.

The man's daughter hears and is fluent
in sign language.

ADA regulations suggest a family
mcnlbcr is the most approprj;Jte person
to provide sign language inlcrpretatJon
language in this SHuo1tion.

TruQ or False?

-~.__._-----------

--------------

-------
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April 2009

When o$ing a sign
langu"ge- Inicrpreter
face :.nd look at the
person who is deaf,

--~---

Including person who is deaf in a--::~U1
-----------------

pb!forll1 with interpret£'!"
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April 2009

Communkntion with People Who Have
Visual Disabilities

Identify yourself

Speak facing the person

Offer to feud inform:Hion such as
bulletin bo;"\nJs, describe who's
where, etc.

When leaving let person know

Don't pet or distract gvide dog

A person \vho is bfind titUs and requesls
lhilt.a form bo provided in Brtlilie.

You

1, Make arr.:ing(.'mcnls for the form 10 be
Br:tilk:d (where??)

: GIve the kIter to your !;UPCI\llo;orI :G,v. 110. ktt., to Ihe ADA coo,d,,,alo,LOlhe
,

-. --- ----- -_. -_.

-. Vision Atl)(I!lary Aids «od SNVlcc':-l
• Sr,lIl1e

[1ll;]1! Ow flf~

COll1p\lt~r di"k::.

I
I,

-------- .._--_ ... __.-

i,i; tij
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Provide materia! in Braille

April 2009

._----_._--

Provide print material on disk,
thumb drive or email it

---".' ------
-----_••...•.....- •.•..._-

Provide material in audio format

---- . __ ..•_---------
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April 2009

Audio Description

.--_._--_.

---_._.__.

Web Accessibility

--_._-_...•~...
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Web Accessibility

Oepartmerll of Juslicc Publication

April 2009

"Accessibility of State and Local
Government Websites

to People with Disabilities'

Communication with People Who Have

Speech Disabilities

Give your full :lUentlon

Don't interrupt or finish scntr::tlces

Ask to rcpeat (once)

Repc~tback what you think the
person is saying and ask him to
confirm your understanding

Ask person to write or typo info

If you still don't underst;Jnd - Ask the
person If there's someone iJround
who understands his speech

If you slill don't understand be honest

Don't raise your voice or simplify
yourspecch

--------------

-------- ----
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Speech Auxiliary Aids and Services

TTY.

Computers

Written Notes

April 2009

When providing an auxiliary aid or
service, the Branch is required to
provide what the person wants no
matter how much it costs.

True or False?

Undue Burden

IF the auxiliary aid or service is
necessary to ensure equally effective
communicotion

Provide unless it would be an undue
financial and administrative burden

---------
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Undue Burden

April 2009

Undue burden me:l(ls "significant
difficulty or expense"

--_.~_.•._--~-~ ---

.._----_..-- ..•~-~

Communicating effectively \,'Jith
people who have mental illness

Idc;:Js?

._- _.•.~_._--_ ...._--

.~---~-~-~--~-

ADA Title If LOCul Govts
"Existing" Facilities

"i_<:\
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Existing Facilities
Bull! before ,ll.,DA \,,>'ent into effect

.J8nuary 26. 1992

Ensure that each program, service
and activity. when viewed in its
entirety, is accessIble to people with
disabilities

April 2009

Existing Facilities
A courthou:;c in
MassaChU!;l';tls was built
at the turn of the
cl1ntury. Oil lhiJ ~eCOl\d

floG! is the Jwy pool
room, chifr! prObation
officer, court probation
d':P:'itJ;'(mL ThNi; is riO
efov3lor.

Docs tilL> ADA ~qtlirt: an
cleV3tor (or m!) hI!
inst<llled?
-_.~-_.••----

Program Access
Methods

Re<lssignrnent to accessible building

Home visils

Assignment of nides

Make structural changes

":i.Nf:'.-;[n'J1'lllr!;\Oi\ Ofr;
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From the Dept of Justice's
ADA Guide for Small Towns

An individual u:s~s a call billion to request
assistance from IibraiY st~ff of the bookmobile,

April 2009

Existing Facilities
(Built before 1/26192)

Access Requirements

Provide enough fociHty accoss to make
sure p~op!ewith disabilities have an
equal opportunity to participate

-------~----~-

~ --------~--
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Surfaces

Belgian Pavers - not user friendly

April 2009

----~---

,------ ----~--
Favored Surfaces

S,r,c~'" u"'" l'nt'~<1 ... ,,~ cul
~tP""Vr.,·, \'1',.':"

--~-~-----------

---- ~ ----~~----
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Parking

April 2009

,--------- ------
What's wrong with this picture?

Ramp or..

----------

-- --- -------------
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Walkway

April 2009

AlJtom"tictl~P(;;lCrS art' (f;~·~

But Not Roquirc-d

r
·--..--... ----~.

Accessible Hardware

,,_.
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,------------
ToUe! Rooms

All new ilnd altered
toilet rooms to
comply - public and
employee {If
technically infe;tsibfe
in alterations, one
unisex ,JtlowedJ
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Ambulatory stall
has grab bars on
both sides

Stall 36 inchl!s
wide with out
swinging door

Braille. Contrasting COlOrs, Raised Char;lcters

----------

-------

Protruding Objects ----- ----~---_.-

~--_._---
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Protruding Objects

April 2009

Fire extinguisher in
wall alcove g(>l$ it
Qut of the 'Nay but
slill visible * good
,.,:)lor contrast

,---------------

Protruding Objects

Protruding Ol,ie'cts

PermanQn1
planters prefect
ffOm 'Nalking into
the sl;:lirs

----_••- -----
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---~.._----~..---~._-_.-

--- .~._-~--~'-"-----

End of Slides

QlIcstlonslOlscuSSfon

~ ~----~---_._----_.,.__ .._---

-- -----------
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Exhibit 11 - ADA Court Contact List

'v2i;,1i Y>::'lc;:'W'0h;ff,;\~:i

,:, i, ;:);<I:'J,Jd"~

~:;"::;CI F,t :;'2
?3~-:'l,~J F::>'! 3~~

Phooeo#

)~bD: I Luven::)
f!;;lIc::t::'iidYuc;:'S;

:V4r:tL?' 1j~<'Ii!;!i<'ci-HF)'J":~

k:rf-'_'i M;IU-,~..~;';
;:;'r:\0F>: CAddt,<:,
~tLJr'd >,(C{-:'.!·Z>:v;-",
t:>!,:-, H'TIPIi:'bt,.:-

,':,jar-', bU'Cw.:ch

L. ill'.h "c'i

1-")(1:" F'M<t;'
.c..r,nir?r:,. ['1""'''1'

G il'Y1:J!(:k

R/dr i<;J?i1ii

ADA Court C<>nt:1cl PnoplQ
NarT"le

"0 ;;p{Y,Clih,Y "i N,> J {):Y7h-r:.'

d! r>r; hr/

C:"',fc;c>01;',{1',,': ;;:.,''.i, >J~~

H.,rtfora-~--~ two 12,:'1,"",.1: (;i;,.:(,c!Pi
--:.:<<;/ -1/4:.,,, A;,.;,', .I",; l.'.! .~-' I ,-:(,:~;kl

t;{.:-'·'{i'<"- 'h >1' A:it~;" f,.\} L! ,11' :V!~{j

Aru;;onicl_MilfOid
~;~f;~;ry-·_- ~---

F<llrlieJd 2'<f,,},';.: ¥':.s.N:ic:J L\;;'lrf:;.:
-~,;ec<-co;'::) cOl"'.,:'.r"""} t·ic 2'.5' ':'S;,,,,:;,?:;'
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l...oca Ion
(\J't;JIl,. Urltam JudiCia! District

Name Phone #
Hizabeth (Eila) tlii,mine- (86U) 515·5192

E-mail address

,:::::lizabeth. Mirmlna«;!Jud ct gov

New Haven

(v'el'i Britai!! Support Enforcement Services

.;eCX,jli:ipnicai r.l'ea r 0 .t.~ :"1 Jvew Haven

MCJ~v ,r·iaw;!7 JUdICj,1,f Drstoct .. f--i(JUSing

SeSSion
jUVi'.-'nI/e fA3iicl's at NelN fiaven
Ne,'" i-iaven Juclrciai District

,~jew Haven Judicia! Oi&lrid a! Memlen

Diarie Ha,vey
-la-Ann MerrO'·i!

Cyntr-;i8 Telx0Ja

Glenua T21yl0i

ALcE' Bruno
Louis Fagnani
Gina Kilian

l¥icwreen H:He

,,:=:6015158300
(8G(j) :115-5300

(:203) 7["3·5703

(2031 7&)·A5:J4
(203,\ 786<X-;37
(203) 5D3·6813
203-503-6.303
(203) 503-6800
(203) 238-6666

Ext 53~IQ joAnn Men~v@jUdctgov
Ext 5313 Diane HarveY@jl!,:Jctgov

Mary,Deiuca@Jud,ct;JOV

CynthiaTcixeira@lud ct DOV

C;;enda Taylor@jud clj:Vlv
t.jic::-e BruIlQ@jud,ctgov

Louf':3- Fagnani@Judct,gov
Ext 3113 Gjnaf{;lian@jud,ctgov

MaureenHille@judctOo\l

New london
Ne'// Havel1 SUPjX)i1 E!1forcemer.f Services Elsa Lopez ;203) 789-7485 Ext 3052 Els2LLopez@jud,dgov

;203,: 965·~·301 P;JttU~othermel·Dore@jud (\ Gell
::::-03) 54~J·3~j81 CyntI1!.:l Dilion@Jud o (JO\/

(203)849-3580 Ext. 4002 cnsnes,Klrrt@llld,ct.gov
{2m) ~H::;5·5730 Bryan Hocter@Ju(l ct gov
:,860J 757-227U StephenMenl©!judct110V

(['60) 757-2270 J8Ti<2SSeniCh@jUlJ.ctgov
(860) 263-2710 Ext 3014 Adam EasleY@Judctgov
(860) 263-2710 x 3022 Irene Mikol@jud.::;tGov

(8r:'oO,706·5120 St2venPeli€-iler@\Ud ctDOv
'860) 263·2760 Ext 3i3..-c; Br.::·ndaJOJda:l@;ud.ctgov

Stamford-NorvlJall<

Statewide

GeOJraphicai AlBa No 10 2t NevlJ London
Geo:;;rapfiical Area No 21 21 Norvvk::h
juvenile MalleI's at ~'ValedO'tf

Ni?Ni Lo/";.::Jc/1 Ju(!lclai District

i\./8W London .judicia! D!stnet at NO/II.,'le!,

!'·JonA'iCfl Support Ehforccl7!,."nt SerVices
SiarnforCJ/t'.!orwai.!< Jud!Cr2/ Distnc! AND
GeQ:i!dp/llcat Aro] ,\/0 1 al Stamford
CC'ojfopliicai Area No 20 "f l\,jorwaf.!{

Standord Support Enforcerr.oni SeNiDes
t:::ilelnal Affairs

Jur':/ AdmimstraLon

lege! SeIVIGeS

OffH:;e of VL'fim Selvices
S:mi!Di'; En/cr::ernent Servic:es
AdlninfSiraifon

llncJa \/VorcbeV

Cara Parkillson
Mary Falvey

Jeffrey Feldman
i<imberiy' McGe,e
DaVid Gage
Thomas Damels

Fatl Rothermel-Dore
Cindy Dllon

Charles Kim
Bnan Heeter
Stepr,en fv1ent

..J2'lmes 5enich
Adam Easfey

Irene Mikol

Steven Peilcetier
Brenda Jordan

(860) 443-8343

(860) 889-7338
1860) 440-5001
{860} 443-5363
(eOO) 4<:13"5363
(860) 887"3515
!BooI8B6-269,l

i3$O) 569-6316

linda V\lorobeY@judc!go\!

CaraParklnson@Jud ct gov

I.jar, FaJvey@juo.ctgov
Jeffl'ey.F'eldman@juddgov

E;.,i 4005 Kimberly McGee@Juci.ct,[jov
DaVid Gage@j'Jdct gov
Thom.:;,s Oanieis(wJud. ct .gov

8esyRosscr@ju(.J.ct.gov
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Tolland

LOCatiOn

SUI)jJorl El1fcr~ement SCr'/lces - Cenlr€IJ
Processing [)nri
Sl),O/IOlt Enforcement Services- Child
SUnf)(H/ Cali Center

Name

Carol May

Barbara Lung

Phone #

1(203) 788·G5J":-i Ext 32S CaroIMaY@jud,:toov

(SGC') 228-5437 Barbara Lurg(:?~ludctgo\j

I

Waterbury

Windham

Geo,j'iap!'Jrcai Area tvo 1921' Po:'lfvi/le
Juvenile A·b!!ers at Roc!':v/Ue
F\oc:k'iih'o Sup;,"-'"""? Enforcem:.:ni Sen/Ices
Toii,,-,'nd .JUdiCia! District at f\OC;j<,vlile

G~o;;!aphiCal Area No. .; at Waterbury

Waierbury Support Enf::rcelnenl Services
(.Valcibury Judicia! District
Vlialorbury,ju'Iende COUIt
Gecqraphlcal Ared No 11 d Oanre/;,on
Juvenile Malters al Willi!nanlic
Pulnam Suppod Enforcemr::.nl S'erVI(.'e5

Wiil(/h-3mJudi(Jal Dis/ncr at Pulllam
Vl/indharn JUdr(.1ai District C-J! VVil!ymanUc

1:;;:0,/ Smith
.Jcnail"t8r'l G3roV!
8arl::8r8 Lung
K::r!hjr:en Chase

Kristin Da:gneauH

M3rii')n McDonald

Kalen Archallltx.'wH
Philip H Groth
v\fllllam Hcey

Gina Mancini Pickett

Cannen Eldridge

Kimber1ey B'iere

Francis Orszulak

Francis Orszula'r<;

860-870·320j
(360) 872 ..7i43 x307
(SlY)) 896·),,00
(860\ 89G·492D

(2CG) J36-8105
(:203) 236-8101
(:203) 596-418&
'~203} 5;;)1-3307
(203) 591-/327
(BOO) 779-8480
(860) 456-5707
,;860/963-2530
{8iSO) 922,·7749
mW) 423-8491

RC:y',Sml:ri@JurJergo'J
JO;\:Cithan Ga!(J'ot/@judctrJuv
BarbSrc:l, lunU@judc(,ool/
XdthIE!l~n Chaseif.'t/jLlC ctqov

Knstin Daigne<;iult@Juo.ctgov

r,,1a rilyn. r'.;1c:Donaid@jud ct.gov
i<arenArcth:l!llb3ult@.JUd ct.qDv
Phlllp.Gmth@Jud clgo\!
V\1!iiam.Hos'i@)ud.ct.qov
Gma P:ckett@JucLctgov

Carrnen.EI(jf'dqe@Jud.ctQov

KllnberlyBnere@jud.ct.gov

F ranGis.Orszulak@Jud.ctgov
F ranc;s,O r·szulak@JudctglJv
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Exhibit 12 - ADA Staff Survey

April 2009

ADA Equipment Assessment Survey

Please take a rroment to help us improve our ADA serlices. When you/foe done l please fax back to Sandra Lugo
Gines at 860-706~5089.

1) What type of ADA equipment is currently
available at your location?

[] Pocket Talkers

o FM Kits

D Infrared

o Louder-R-Electronic Ear

[] Other _ _

3) Is the quantity sufficient to meet the demand at
your location?

DYes

D No

D Maybe
o Explain

5) Have you ever been unable to fulfill an ADA
request due to lack of equipment or service
availability?

DYes, explain.. . _

[] No

7) Are you familiar with the ADA pages on our
Judicial Branch websites?

[] loremet (for the pobl" - www.Jod.ot.go,)

o Intranet (for staff - http://zeusf)
D Both

D No

Additional Comments or Suggestions

About You

2) How often IS the equipment used?

U f\1onthly

'::..:J Weekly

o Daily
o Other

4) Is there a specific piece of equipment or sefYice
more often requested? Yes or No (circle one)

If so, which one?
[J Pocket Talkers

C FM Kits
[J Sign Language Interpreters

[J CART (Real-Tirre Transcription)

[J Other _

6) Is there someone else in your office with access to
the equiprnent in the event you are not there?

C Yes: identify who _

[] No

8) Do you know who to contact if you need assistance
in handling an accomrrodation for the public?

D Yes
[] No

PhoneName
Office
Address
City, Stat·~e-,7ZI"pc---------------------------------

Gode
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Exhibit 13 - CT Judicial Branch ADA Website

'!D Internet

(;, ~T1"" 0' 3.39 P01

..Juror A.ccomrnodation Form

,~.Qleri [: 8 n.i~it!l Di:h~Qili\l.?:.2.
~lDl.mll!ee_~Q6.l

Search Favorites

Inbox -

Americans with Disabilities (ADA}
PI",~vkii,,,,oAccommod3tiolj'$ro People with

Amelk;m with Disahilities Act (ADAI ,11111 ihe BI'll)di

II"" ,,"""' ,""" ,",,,',","","," """"",,"""

Edit \:'ie'l~ Favorites Tools Help
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Exhibit 14 - Website Quick Links

ADA Notice (PDF)

Americans with Disabilities
Committee (ADA)

Exhibit 15 - ADA Website: Overview Page

File Edit Vie~\Io) FOII-'Orite~Tool$

ace8:;:3 to it:3 t:,cilitie:o" pwcee(Jinq'o,
or the ,ADA. The ~n.A, IS;"

•• IJHlfOW>! (;O,,,,j lhi.~ nf fir'! _lJEI.tt!!Ji_~f'.h_uuf t/)(' (,1Ii!1"i:U<:I'f

.1/!;Jirl.J! Br,/lJdr, r'uki( S"'V i",(- ;m,i Tr -,e[ C,;,nH)(i<;<;i'''i

ACCESS

"nJ~' {ff/liei,a Braw-h l1'a1lfn't7i1J' <'/{lial ffU't',VS h' il11

lJrdj~<'_\"".-<,<,' filii] h!i"lWilwlh'il liJl'1lJ(:;/! ,h,' filiI! f,HnJi!lifti,lll

;/,Il b,1ITij'i:\~ "

The Amerioans with Disabilities Aot {ADA}
Prall/ding Accorniilod.Jr!ont to Pcoplo w/rh DisJbifirics

The ADA and the Branoh

The ,Judicial E:lanch is committed 10
plo,]rams c.nd rn:,lerial:3, c[ln~;i:,tent

(-Stdrt; \:)
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Exhibit 16 - ADA Website: Auxiliary Aids and Services Page

Americans with Disabilitie-s lADAj
F"wvi{}ing Ae<;{wJ!J'co.nions to Psooie \11':11 Dis :.bi tiCS

Auxiliary Aids and Services
In order to proYlde equal ".;cess \\'8 r-'-"Jke s''-slls~de applo[,fldle ;jIJ:,i1ldr)'
aids and service-) ior etfecti',,,, communication, You rna)' [",11')1 iO'lhlil the
ADf, liel,' (n!lIMl assigned to the location where the case ,,,,ill be heard
10 rn"oke a teq'je,;! for ",n ;,lI::-COllllnodation

April 2009

,
r'statt: ,a

Interpreter Serv;':8s

Certified Deaf Interpreter Rels;' Service

FM Vits

Infrared S\'stem
Redl Tit-,-,e Tran;,c.ripl on (C.i\.RT)

P,;,;kel Talkers

Brioille Selvice

A!lo?rnate Farmals of Materials

Re<lding 1\.1achines

Louder-R-Clectronic Ear

'~ lr.telnet

10:-31 Af·j

Exhibit 17 - ADA Website: Directions Page with Wheelchair Access

File Edit Tools Help

'S3 Internet

(:;;0 11 :.37 AM
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Exhibit 18 - ADA Notice Poster JDP-ES-221

April 2009

NOTICE UNDER THE AMERICANS
WITH DISABILITIES ACT

In accord.ill'llT '',lith the fl~quirenwnts of 'I'itlc II elf the .\nwrit::dnS\vith Disahilities /\d of
.1990, lht' jlHJki':ll Branch \vil1 not dbcriminah' against yUil!i.fied individuals with. disabilities
on the basis of ,jisabi!ity in its s\~n'k\s, programs, Of ':l(Uvitl\'s.

Employment: The Judici>'ll 8ro1.11"h does not discri.tninate on the bd.sis of disability in its hinng or

enlploynlent rracli l"CS d nd compIiE's H-illl all reguL:~tjonspromulgated by the u.s. F:q Uc,l ElllF']oy

ment OJ:"lportunily C'oml1li~~ionundE:' l" 'fit k' I of the /\meri,'cms with Disabilities Act (/-\D/\).

[ff('(Live COmllUlnll:atlun: l1w Judicial Branch ~vL1l ,~~('1lt"'nl11):,upon requQst, pn.)\,-ide appropriate

Hids and services leading te) effedi,.:e communication for qU;'llified Pl'fSOl1S \vith dIsabilities so

they Cdn pHtik.'iF'dte equally in its progranl.s, services, and activitiet:;, including qu;,Jihed sign

language i.nterJ-~reters! documents in 13u1i][e/ dnd other wuys of m.dking lll.{ormaliori. and

C01l1nlunicatiofi.S accessible to people who have speech, hearing, or viSIOn in'paiu1l.cnls.

f\lodifkdtions to Pol ides .Hld F'rou'd ures; '1 h.? Judi~jdl Uranch~',:ill rnake all reasonable 111odi

ficdtions to policll's dnd l~roccdurE.'s to t'HSure thdl F'eorle~vith chsabilit.ies have ;'111. equal

0Fportunity to enjoy all its progTClms, 5-(,1'vi('('5/ ;,utel ddivities. For exmnple, indi,·-iduals 'with

service dJ,itnd]s ;;'tre \VelCOllled in our L,ci1iti('~:;, ('\'('11 when> pds drc generally prohibited.

/\nyolw who rccjuircs dn Lluxiliclry did or sl~r\ice for eHechve conunUnlCCttion, or d modific,ttton

of l'0li,~i(~:'". or f'f(lL'edul'cs ll) j~clrli,~iF'i.tt(' in d l'rogrdln, service, or activity, ~)hould \:ontad the

ClvrVs o((i,:(~ d,; c;non dS l~(lsslbll' but no later lh<ln.JS hours l....efon~ the sdwduied ('1/,.'111.

['he /\lJ.A does not re(luire the Judicidl FJn.mch to t~lke dny i.Wllon thul \\,ould fundamentally alter

the nell ure of its l'rogr,lllb or scnicl's, or lmpost:' <1n unci ue financLtl or adlninJSlri.ltiv'Q burden.

COl1'rldinls th,lt a r~rogrdrn, servi "(". or dcti\'ity nf t h\" Iud icidl UrLlllch j~j not clL'I:'cssible to rersons

\\'ith disdbilitiL':; should L"C'dlrcdt,(j to lhe j-[umdn F~(''',ources !\r,lnd~'(,lnl.:·nlUnil bv callinv.
'.' .' ,>

{.')(-,U,I:Ot:r52S.s or by s('m1Jng dl1 (,-I1"n) to

'The judicL.lll}rclnch \Nill not rldi'r' d sur<'hdrge un d. F'i;lrljL~ul<l.r individual with a d iSi.lbility or dny

grnu}"' of individLlL'lis \\'ilh disolhilili~)s lo \~over th,,' ('osl of l~ru\'idinp; c1uxilicu}' uidb/,,<'J\7jc(-"S or

1".::"dsol1db1(' modificdlions of policy, such <IS rdri,>\.'ing ilcnl5 from hk'c,liOI1S that are open to the

ruhli'.' but drE' nut dl'cesc,ibk' lo f~t'rson~; \\h{) usv whl'ekhdirs.
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Exhibit 19 - Juror Accommodation Electronic Form

April 2009

,Iury Duty - JD.JA.fJ"O

"I h8\18 Cl phyt,ical or psychiatric JisClbilil\·',"

The Connecticut ,Judicial Branch ciJl"nplies with the Americans INith Dis;abilities Act VVe make 8"'/8IY dfiJI1 to accornmodate
indi»'iduals \rvith dis;abilities who choos;e to serve If \,'OIJ ",«ould like to ::er,/t' ;:md need assistance to do :"J please complete the
follov,ing form"

Filsl Nallle':

E-Illail A.lthess:

Done

ilnbox- Mi" .1 "iil Exhibit #L .. I$!J CTJ'Jdicia .. ·II4:1,· Di5ability...

:,S) Internet

11:41 Ar'l
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Exhibit 20 - Email Notification of ADA Link Launch

April 2009

Fn>m: Collin:". lk;lth':j
Sl'lIl: \\'"dJl<..'sdnY, Fi:brwlry J;<t 2009 12:u5 P\f
To: .\Inms..: DcLUi.:i:l: Hill \1;H\I.:ini~ riri;1l1 Sigm:ul: IJru.:.;; Shnall; CandaL'L' I.un; (';lIh:
h:rry; Ed I\:::lii('r: Edward Pr<"lh:ta; Fi!,-',-~n Healy; (;<lry \Vai..:r!l,)us..:; J'\Il1t.:S \kG;lLlgb ...'y:
.land \"'lllliL'iS.::L .bhn DiUl:lS,,; Jull.it Ev:ms SiarL Kilh: J\L!11i:l~·.. Linda \\';tll;J(,';; I jsa
(';1l'(111: :\1,11"(' GnlhKi: SW('i~ \IawsOll: Slalll\,1;·;]oski '111,)J)} Condon: Ton\' }.;1(';\\,,1:

ad;Jl~o:llilion({sbq;[obal.nd·.Sigm,lll, Brian; magalhlccitl~tuLc\lll1;C(),,\
(\,: Lu;o(iini.'s, Sandril; C;;U"l)lL Patrk": j'<lfCIlL AnnpLHlri..:-
SUbjl'd: L:lkr 11) FUi:llS Group Iml!;,?;::'; lloling AD,\ LInk LWl1Ch

State of Connecticut Judiolal Branch
Superior Court Operations
90 Washington Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

18 February. 2009

Good morning.

Last autumn, you were Invited to attend one of three focus groups conducted by
the JudiCial Branch's Americans with Disabilities Act Committee.

The purpose of the focus groups was to determine how the Branch could more
efficiently address the needs of people With diverse physical and intellectual
abilities.

The results of the focus groups - which drew about two dozen people 
mdicated a number of areas in whIch the Branch could expect to improve its
services to the public. One of those areas that participants said the Branch could
improve vvas the way In which information is provided to the public about the
ADA

The ADA Committee is pleased to inform you that as of February 17.2009, the
Judicial Branch launched from its Internet homepage a direct link to specific ADA
information, including ADA contact people at dozens of Branch facrlities The site,
CT Judicial Branch - Americans With Disabilities Act. IS found by clicking on
;'ADA" under the "Quick Links" section of the Branch homepage, Connecticut
JUdlcial Branch - ludCt.qov

The ADA page also has links to thl$ Committee's tiOmepage CT JudiclJI Branch
l\mericans \lilth O'lsabil'lties Committee LL\DAI, and to a juror accommodation
form for jurors who may need assistance.
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We hope you take the time to look at the ADA links, including the Committee's
homepage, whictl has among other things the Focus Group results The page IS

a work In progress, and 1'111I be updated as neW Information warrants, so please
check back often

We hope you find the site informative and easier to navigate than previous
Branch efforts

Have a good day,

Sincerely,
The Americans With Disabilities Act Committee

Patrick Caron, Chair
Sandra Lugo-Gines, Vice-Chair
AnnMLaurie Parent, Member
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Exhibit 21 - Commission on the Deaf and Hearing Impaired Website

'·A'tW,_<m',,~rtc\)1

\'.';1 " f-.X:",>'
",,-y,C['

From the website:

CU\l\JISS!()\; 0:; THF

DE \J '\0:0 HI AFU'\Ci f\iPAIRED

...,l.. t<-d St"t<!
Ag""ci"s

_~--""o£_.'-.':tr.-,~c' <;1~:.!")

8>"'C~' 'D2c.l)

"The Judicial Branch's American with Disabilities Committee launched from its Internet homepage
a direct link to specific ADA information. including ADA contact people at dozens of Branch

facilities. The site. CT Judicial Branch - !jmericans \J\Hh Dis8bilities Act. is found by clicking on
"ADA" under the "Quick Links" section of the Branch homepage, Connecticut Judicial Branch 

jud.d.gov."
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Exhibit 22 - ADA Training CSSD Sign In Sheet

April 2009

Sign-in Sheet
ADA Training

TlllIrsday• .Jan S. 2009

Agyemang, Cynthia (Court Support Services Division)

2 Amanli, Michael (CAurt Support Services Division}

~t+~'6<J.-,.':*~
3 ~i:l, lies (Court Support ServiCes Division)

4 Bekanich, Joseph (CoLlrl Support Services Division)

6 Blanchard, Keith (Court Support Services Division)

5 Berglund, Ricky (Court Support Services Division) ( )1

7 Brennan, Amy (Court Support Services Division)

8 Brennan. Maura (Court SupPOrt Services Division)

9 Callahan, Patrick (Court Support Se0Jices Division)

10 Cannon, Andrew (Court Support Services Division)

11 Carnevale. Janet (Court Support Services Division)

12 Carnoy. Emily (Court Support Services Division)

13 CeWl\o. SUS,lO (Court Support Services Dillision)

14 Collins< Heather (Executive Dir€dor's GUice)

['al:<" (>{5
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15 Conway, Edw3rd (Court Support Services Division)

16 COlJghlin. ThQm<'iS (Court Support Services Division)

April 2009

17 Coyne, Robert (Court Support Services Division)

18 Cd~tjano. Robert (Court Support Services Division)

19 Cummings-Texeira. Phyllia (Court Support SeNlces Division)

20 Derrick, Deboratl {Court Support Services Division)

21 Dupoinie, Lois (Court Support Services Division)

22 taddy, Karan {Court Support Services DiviSiOn)

23 Esposito,D;.;igle, Janet (Court Support Services DiviSiOn)

24 Federici, Michael (court Support Services Division)

2S Frigon, Roger (Court Support Services Division)

26 Gage, Kimball (Court Support Services Division)

27 Gagnon, Geoffrey (Court Support Sef\lices Division)

28 Giller, David (Court Support Services Division)

29 Gould. Maureen (Court Suppor1 Services Division)

30 Green, Janet (Court Support Services Division)

31 Hadad, Christopher (Court Support Services Division)

P"J;~ 2 oj-,
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12 Hartfield, Tyroll {Court Support Services Division)

33 HutltdriCn, Kathleen (Court Support Services Division)

April 2009

34 Ibson, Adele (Court Support Services Division)

35 Irons, Mark {Court Support Services Division}

36 Kalal, Miachael (Court Support services Division)

37 Kulig, Tom (COLirt Support Services Division)

38 Kupstis, Denise (Court Support Sorvlces Division)

39 Kutna, Kdren (Court Support Services Division)

40 Kuziak, Suzanne (Court Support Servicos DivISion)

41 Laats, Janice (Cowi Support Services Division)

42 Lanier, Tammy (COlJrt Support Services Division)

43 Lesser, Jill (Court Support Services Division}

44 Ljungquist, Carol (Court Operations)

4S Martineau, Dan (Court Support Services Division)

46 1...13rtinelli. Carla (Court Support Services Division)

47 McCormack, Nancy (Court Support Services Division)

48 Mosley, Maurice (Court Support Services OiviBion}
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i'ttendel's

April 2009

49 Nash, Joseph (Court Support Ser,;ic€s Division)

50 Ofad, Sharon (Court Support Services DivisiOn)

51 Palmieri, Eduardo (Court Support Services DIvision)

52 Pape, Kevin (Court Support Services Division)

53 Parsons, Alison (Court Support Services Division)

54 PaUerson. Mark (Court Support Services Division)

55 Pellerin, Jacqui (Court Operalions)

56 Pidtipchak, Desiree (Court Support Services Division)

57 Propsl, Sharon (Court Support SUr.'ices DiVision)

58 Ramos, Noel (Court Support Services Division)

59 Rodrigues, Lorraine (Co.jrt Support ServiclJs Division)

60 Romanik, Margaret (Court Support Services Division)

61 Russell, Randy (Court Support Services Division)

62 Scales, Geoffrey (Court Support Sen.dces Division)

63 ThOmpkins, James (Court Support Services Division)

64 Thompson, Tanique (Court Support Services Division)

65 Tolles, Donald (Court Support Sorvices DiviSion)

(d~(?U/
/ ,,\,; r f

\/ C'
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49 Nash, Joseph (COUlt Support S,;rvices Division)

50 otori, Sharon (Court SupPOrt Sorvices Division)

51 Palmier( Edu.ardo (Court Support Services Division)

,
(?(?~;',(,i:'?--,-~-

/

V

1~8»4 ~!~lM S,
~(dtv/s R.. {{iIitr-~
II

52 Pape, Kevin (Court Support Services DiviSiO(1)

55 Pellerin, Jacqul (Court Operi:l!joll!,j

54 Patterson, Mark (Court Support Services Division)

5-3 Parsons, Alison (Court Support Services Division)

56 Pidlipchak, Desiree (Court Support Services Division)

57 Propsl, Sharon (Court SUPpOrt Sfjrvices Division)

58 Ramos, Not'l (Court Support Services DiVision)

59 Rodrigues, Lorraine {Court SuPPOrt Services Division}

60 Romanik, Margaret (Court Support Services Division)

61 Russell, Randy {Court Support SeNices Division}

62 Scales, GeoHrey (Court Support Services Division)

63 Thompkins, James (Court Support Sef\/ices Oivlsion)

64 Thompson, TaniquB (Court Support Services DiviSion)

65 Tolles, Donald (Court Support Services Division)
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66 Vla::itos, Nicholas {Court Operations}

67 Wilensky, Wiiliam (Court Support Services DiviSion)

68 Williams. David (Court Support Services Division)

69 Wiltstein, MoiHe (Court Support Sep;ices Division)

70 Zamary, George (Court Support Services Division)

Ilt/

FL,

J'G]:;.' 5 0(5
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Exhibit 23 - ADA Online Tutorial (DEMO)

Edit View Favorites Tools Help

Apri/2009
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Exhibit 24 - ADA Accommodation Request Procedure (DRAFT)

PIlOCEDI'IU: TO IlEQUEST A~ ACCOCYI\lODATlON I'NIH:1l
THE A'IERIC\.~S WITH DIS\IIIUTIES ACT

fhe Conncctiull Judicial Branch i~ committed [0 ensuring thal ptl~(mS \\illl disahililJl'S Jwvc equal
and full aCCL'S$ to the ConnC'cticut judicial system. AtTCSS 10 the judicial sy:':h.'111 «111 meitH physical
access- to enler or move abolilthe Branch's buildings unhe ahility 10 participate fuJly in uur programs
and services. Any person, \\110 has a physical or mental impainncllilhallimils one or more major life
activity, has a record of such impainncni or is regarded as having Slh.'h impairment lHa~- n;.~qucq ;111
accommodation

c\ request f~lr an accommodation tan be made at allY time It is hcst hOi\{:VCf, to make the
request as far in advance as possibl<: 'Ill order to.all ow ti me to n:"~ '1(:\\ Yollf request and tn make
arnl11gcI1Jcnts j";x the accommodation, it'n()t,;"chLYou should gi\c a mJninwnJ of five (::l) days
notice, ifpossiblc, In emergency situations, the live-day requircment can he waived, bur you
should makc your n:quc,~t as soon (1) \OU know that YoU Illav nccd all <!u.:nnlnJ\x!ation

:\ request can be l11ilde in any coun c1erk"s ol1ic.:, in a cOUll s(:r\ic(~ {:(:mer located in mo:-;t
courthouses, over th~ telephone, by email or on the inl~rnet by' a<.:ces~ing the Amctlc<lns with
Di'i-abilitics /\ct lJuic~ rink un the Judicial Ih'lIJi.:b \vcbpag..: There is ah() a con(:1(-1 pt..'rSOI1 ;It

e-ach nlCility that (an ilssisl indi\'idl1al:;, with disabiliti('s by an.<;\Vcring ,<;pccitli.: questions about
access to sen'ices and by !'H'orc:;sing rl'que:::ls for ,KT0I11mod:Hioll<; lhe list or l;.\l1llact people
alld their email addresses call also be fOlllld nn the \Vcbpage

,

I

Allhough you can request all aCCtH1HllOdalion ill an)' nritkll (11F1 or ol'allv. it is prelt:.'ITed that
the request be made by completing a Request For ACO\!11JHodatlnll By Person" With
Disabilities l~mll. The 1'011n can !)(;' ohlained at the abtl\'c Inc;ltiOl1s and olllhc \\cbpage
Lp()n request, the fonn can be a,'aitabk in an altcmati\c formal, such as ill BraiHc l,)f IClfge
print If you need help tilling out the tiJrlll, ;'lsk lile local w1l1ae! perSOlL the dul Of all)' other
C()url personnel (0 help you You m.ay wish to d[L:lCh other document.'- to the l(jrm. such ,IS a
doctor's ll"ttcr

rile aCCOnll1ltXbllOll request l11ust include lhl' fullnall1c. <lddres:s and (:ll111acl 1ll1t,)lllli1tion or
thl.' pCI'S\j(l making the fequest Jnllm~l(lh(' rl'qUl'st sllUuld ;:-latc 111e <btl' oflh1..: pnKccding.
t1h.' doch:CIIlUlJlbl'f and \\llclhcl' it i;; a civil ur criminal Jl1<Hkr The t'ci.j\ll'::>t ShlXJ1d "late the
n;llurc ol'tJH.:: dl.silbility tll<11111<1].;('S an (lCCl1llll11Uc!:HIOI1I1('CCSS,H\ and include it sll~Yl'stinll i1:-;

10 \\I1;lt \~ull]d h: a 11.'ilSol1abk ,\((lll11111Oi.Jatiull CllI lhl.' disJhilil\

the ilCO,lIlHl1udi1lion f\'(IUCSlcd nw\ h: I'm <;pl.'Cilic ,:qllipmcIH dlld sl.T\icl's, .,-urlt as (t~",iStl\l'

Ji51cning, d('Yic('s, si~n I<1I1~lla~e inll'!l)[\::llTS m pi'illtcd 1l1:rll'IL'd in altcmal\.: furrnats\ I'ull
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lI"t of available <lids and services Cllil be Ohl;lll1(;'d ;11 the ;,Ibovc k,c,Hions and nil the
\\t:bpa~e

April 2009

(\ \-lost requests for aCC0ll111lOdalion do Hot reqllin:: plno!' to c()nfirm thc~ eXistence 1)[' a disabilit~

(11 :sume cases, lluwcYcr,it is lleo::s."ny In pn)\I<1e addi tiunal infonnalinl1 in order to dClermine
\"bether or not the person requl'sting the accommodation is it "qualified" person 'with a
dis:ability lllld('1' the ADA or \\hat accomm{xJ'dtion IS the most <lppropriate The Judicial
Branch is committed to preserving wnlldentiality in ('vcry request for all <:lCC011l1ll(l(]alioll

Infnrlniltion PHl\idcd \\(11 be discuss(>d only;1:' ncccssarv 10 decide iran accommod,lIiOIl is
lll'ctlcd and the appropriate type Oraccom!1lodatiol1

7 \f;111)" requests Cor ac-:omn1ndatinn em be granted immediJldy t,y the pcrsul1 10 \\hnl1l the
I\XIUCSI is madt'. Otht'r requests involve till1hcrconsi(kration. sOlllctim(~s by an ADA Di\ision
Director, '(ou will be notilit;~d of the decision concerning your request as soon as possible. If
all accolHmodation is appropri;ltc, an effort is made to provide the accommodation that is
suggested Jfal101her acconllllod,ltion \\ill be equally effectivc in pro\'iding equal and full
access to !he C\lJll1l.'Cticutjudicial S~'stt:nL the alternate acconmhx1,lliof1 rnav be offered

N Although the Judic;,]1 BritJlch is committed 10 ensuring that pcrs()Jls with disabilities hav(~

equal and filii access to the C'ollll-L:cticlltjlldicial systenl, somc reqllcs!S fur all accoll1lllodation
may be denied The :\D.A does not n.>quire that an cKcoml1lodation he pnwltkd to someone
\\'ho is not a "(jlIaliJied" indjvidwlJ with a dis<lbjjit~, In addition, the ADA doc;;; not require
actions that would callse a "llmdamental alteration oCa progn1nJ \.lr scrYI,x'·' n! would prcsent
;:lll "undue financial or administraliyc burden'

,) Irthe request f,\[' aCCOrnnH)({;itiol1 is denied, or ifYOll do not ag1'l.'c \\ilh tile accolllll1odation
otren:d, you can tile il glll;vancc': cOlllplainl of the dl'CISioll Thc gl'ie\':Jllcc nahl be tiled Ill!
later than tell ( 10) day's aller the act or deci sinn that !()rm" the baSIS of the w111plaint
Infi.)fJllat;on about the gricvance process and grievancc lImns can be obLlincd al the abO\e
locations and nn the Judicia1 Branch \'uA'pagc
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Exhibit 25 • Accommodation Request Form (DRAFT)

April 2009

State of Connecticut Judicial Branch
REQUEST FOR ACCOMMODATION
BY PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

INSTRUCTIONS Complete all sectIOns of this fonn FOf,v3l'd
the compJeted form lathe Americal1s VVitrl Disabilities Act

contact person at the caUlt location whore IIle case will be l'H:ard.
,A.dditional documents may be attached, as necessary_

EMAIL loptionali _

JD

NAME OF PERSON REQUESTING ACCOMMODATION _

ADDRESS (C'IYi (stalei IZ'PI _

TELEPHONE _

DATE(S) ACCOMMODATION IS NEEDED _

PERSON IS Juror Defendant Plaintiff Witness Other (Specify) _

TYPE OF PROCEEDING· Criminal Civil Other (SpeCify) _

CASE NAME OR DOCKET NUMBER IIF KNOWN):

LOCATION WHERE ACCOMMODATION IS NEEDED

Address

DESCRIBE THE NATURE OF THE DISABILITY THAT MAKES AN ACCOMMODATION NECESSARY

II DESCRIBE HOW THE DISABILITY AFFECTS A MAJOR LIFE ACTIVITY

III SUGGEST THE REASONABLE ACCOMMODATlm~ THAT IS NECESSARY
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State of ConnecticLit Judicial Branch
REQUEST FOR ACCOMMODATION
BY PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

IV SPECIAL REQUESTS OR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

SIGNATURE

The request for accommodation is GRANTED

Dated _

The request for accommodation is GRANTED WITH THE FOLLOWING ALTERNATE ACCOMMODATION

The request for accommodation 'IS DENIED because"
the applicant IS not a qualified individuaJ With a disabliity

__ the requested modification would cause a fundamental alteration of a program Of service
__ the requested modification would present an undue financial or admmistralive burden
__ other (specify)

The applicant has been informed of the option to file a gnelJsnce! complaint

The applicant has been informed of the option to pursue other state or federal agency relief.

Americans With Disabilities Act
Dlvrsion Coordinator Or Designee

Daled, _
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Exhibit 26 - ADA Grievance I Complaint Procedure (DRAFT)

GRIEV,\\CE ! COM!'L\I\T I'ROCEDI'RE t\DEIl TIll:
A'I E1UC\\S \\ 1'1'11 IJISAIlILlTlES ACT

April 2009

Illls process 'IS estahlished [\) meet the rcqulH.'llll'llIS oCtile Arncricllls \Vill1 Disahilities :\ct
(ADA) 10 address complaints c,mccrning the scnice:>, programs ilnd activities O1'l11c Judicial
Branch. An;,' person who believes that he/she has been discrimillnted agJinSL or lhm a
reasl'nabk aC('{lI111l1oJatit)r1 h;lS nOl been pn'vide<.! tn him/her (htt \v('lIld permit the person 1(1

fully participate in, or rCCl?ivL' the benefits or, the services, programs or _activities oflhe
Judicial Br'ilt1c1t may jill' a cnmpJain! under this process

The compla'IJll must he in \\-liting:, must be signed b) the complainant and must be flkd
"\vith till.' ;\Cfirmativi: Action and EmpJoyment DiSCrimination Program Coordinator no
later (han tell j 10) days ath.'r th(' ,Kt or decision thait(tnns tilt: bJsis offhc complainl
i\1tcrn,-Hin~ mC<1f1S of riling a cumplaint. such as a pl'rson<ll intl'nic\V or a la~l(:

rccordlng ["I' the C,)mphlll1t. ""ill be made a\<lilablc for a person with a di.sahility upon
request

['1'..:h cUll1plaint must he ddted dlld must (Ont<llll !Iii;.' full ndme ,md udJrcss <)flhc
person tiling the olr11plaillt The c('mplaint must cuntalfl ,I dcscriptl(}jl of till.' alJcged
discriminatory ;\(.:t (u decision, including rClc,,~all! daws and !llGttions. ifappficabk AI)
c!ncumel11s Ihnl relate in the complaint (,r the lliHllCS nnd Cilnlact 11lfoJ'mali\tJl ofnililcssCS
mll'lt abo be suhmitted \vith the (:OJ1lpl<tint The complaint should '11so state the desired
remedy or solution requC'sted

3 rilL' cumplaint shall be submlltcd W Lauric Parent Aflirl11iJ1i\c Action ,llld
Employment Discrlmll1;Hion Prugr;nll Courdlnah,f", ()O \VashingtUll Street Ililrllim:.L
CUtlllL:dll:lll. 1J61C1b, (S(-\())-7()(\-:"2St( T[)i) I X(-\Il\ 7il6-5USI)

rhc'\nirmatl\C ,-\ctinn ,md 1·:TnploYlllcllt J)lscrimill<llioll Pmgra111 Coordillator shall
initially conduCl an Ill\'CSllga!il111 of the c[~\mpbinL \\hieh shall incluue spc:lking with
the pi,.'rS(lfl \\ihn filed the compldinl \\'Ithin litlcct1 (15'! huslncssd,lys afklthc fillng:,
oflhe (,llmplain1. the Alflnnalin: Action and Ernplnymclli Discrill1inmillll Prngl',Hl1
C\l\lrdl1lat"r shall review [h ...., 1111i.Hnl'l!Hm nbtai!1.;;d with 111(' pcrsull \\,ho ['I led the
cOll1pl,liJlt tll dlSClh;; 111L~ preli1l1ill;\ry rlndlll,Ss ur lile JlI\t:~ilgd!IOn

" \ncr the 111\CStlgUtJ(lJl. ifll1c AHirmali\"l' ,\Clioll nod El11plnynlCllt Dls.:;rnllilldliul!
Pru':;ldJ11 ('(l,lldin;lIi'f cililclude.s thdl thefe is iJlSUrrlLll.·lllll1rl'll11ati\~n un \\!JI(!l to has 1..'

the CUl11pLJillL thc .~\trilrn'l!lH' ,\e110n ~lt1d [':lllplllyIl1CIH J)]:,Cl'lll111Hlti,>ll r)l'\)~r<llll

(, 'I'( Il'eli n<l]( JI" sh~d [ disrnh" the l".urnp!;tl nt ,\ i thIn 11111,-:1\' f ~)i}) Glk'nd;tr d~IY" t'!'I'ln 111l: d;lle
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of fj Ii ng of \ht~ compbint Anv person mlv('rscly affecled by tll(~ disill is'lil! 'tf a
c()Jtlplaint n:tain::;. ilK fight to pur::>lH.:d ftlrt!lJ.;.~r r..~\i<.."v" \,1'\11.:: ..:nmpLllnL as pr(l\Hkd

ho;;l\)w. or to pursue other kgal remedies

(i It: after the invcsligatlDn of the cnmplamL the :\Ilinnallve Action and Employment
[)iscrimin;llion Pregrarll Co(\rdin~Hor dctl'rlnmes thaI there is r(';lSon to bi..:llt:\'l- \h;l\ a
di...;..:;rimlna[ury ~h;t may havl,,; \lCCUfl"(;J, the .\fllnn'lll"!.." ,\dlPll and Employmcilt

Discrimination Program Coordinator shall promptly attempt \() resolve Ih;.;
\">PI11plclilll

7 At the conclusion oflhe complaint n::s{,!Ut!Oll process, which should occur no later than
nindy (90) caknd,iJ" Jay's fmm Ill....: Jali,,; ~lf liling nr thl: t:mnpl;lllll. the .\ITinn<ltivc
i\l'tion and Employ'ment Discrimin<\liOll Progr':Hll C~)nrdjl1;llor shall is~uc a n:pnrt to
the cOlnplainant and to the IJin:<.:tur of XXXX, \\lm:h will llH.:ludc ftllll1ngs of facT. ;1

conclusion regarding the vi'tlidlly of the claim ~Hld the resolution, or attempted
rc:>oluti(lT1, oflhc matter

S lfthe complaint has not bcen resolved h> the satisfaction nrthc person \\·110 filed the
complaint- or lfthe complaint \vas dIsmissed by the Atlirmative Action Jnd
Emp!oyment Discrimini'ltion Prugrnm Coordil1ator, the C\)(ndinator shall advise the
complainant of the lcdcra! and state ':lgencies available shnu!d the person \",ish to
pursue the matter further The person wl10 filed the c'Jmpbint may atso request thar
the decision o1'll1c i\fllrm~ltive Action and Employmt:'llt Discnlllinatioll !)rogL11ll
Coordinator be rcvie\Ved by Ihc Director of XXXX nr hiS \x her dcsignc\.'

9 \Vithin tlmty UOI days ailer receipt of til(' l:ompJaint 1;)1' reVle\'V. !ht~ L)irec,tor of
XXXX. nr IllS or her dcsignce, shall review the complainL the supporting lll;J!crbl and
thc report Issued by fhl: :\lfinn'HI\!...' .'\"':{l\1l1 ;lI'1J Emplovment Discrimination !)rogr:H11
C'1.)ordinator Thc Direetnr u[' XXX, (II' Iht' dcsigIH.'C. sid! n:sp,md in \\tilill!l Clnd.
where appropriate. in (l f~)tJl1al <lccessihlc to the cml1pb1J1:1IlL wtih thl' jillal
n:sollition nfthc complaint

10 Tb..' Judici:l1 Br~H1ch IS committed to jxcser\mg cnnfldcllfulll.\ Jnt~mnation pnwidi..'d as
pan llt'a c(mlplail1l filed under this P1'OCc:'iS will be discu-;.-;L'd \lIlIY:ls necessary to
C()Jlduct a cornpk'te Jtl\cstigatiilll The cOl1lpbint bH1d any llld1erial galh,-'red a:'i a result
uflllc c(lOlpLlim wdl ht' n:t,Hf1cd 11\) IPllgclll!,m three 13.1 !L:;US from t1J.:- d,lk' ,-,ftb\..' j-Illal

tc'>o!utior1 ()ftlle Cl\l1lpJa1l1t lIOIeS'> till' L',JJl1pLJI11:I1H PIJI:';\lC,> the nutlu \\llll c.>l!li.:r ll:'dl'la!
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llr ~tatc :lgenci;.:,,,; F:\,(;:rv ~n~)n will be rnad;; to ('(Imply with the !Hl1e llmils c01lla1l1cd
herein C'011lPJcx inn:slig;llfOtl$ or the abser1cc of,vitncsscs nwy CHISC J)Cl.~~%ar\' dda;,
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Exhibit 27- ADA Grievance I Complaint Form (DRAFT)

April 2009

5'1'''1'1:.\1 I' NT OF GRIEV\NCE I UHJI'LAINT FlLEI> UNDER TilE
A.\IERIC\NS WITII DISABILITIES ACT

I'ili.: llri~ rorl1l \\ i!h the AtTinn:ltin.: Auioll ;llIJ
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LEP COMMITTEE
Interim Report

5-28-09

The Committee on Limited English Proficiency (LEP) is chaired by Hon. Maria Araujo Kahn,
Attorney Toni Smith-Rosario, and Attorney Faith P. Arkin. There are 14 members who
represent various operations within the Judicial Branch. Below are the names of the current
members and the offices that they represent:

Ms. Alejandra Donath - Interpreter and Translator Services Unit
Ms. Jennifer Ensign - Information Technology Division
Ms. Karen M. Franchi - Court Services Center
Ms. Rena Goldwasser - Court Support Services Division
Ms. Diane Hatfield - Judicial Marshal Services
Ms. Cynthia Hernandez - Clerk's Office
Attorney Daniel B. Horwitch - Legal Services
Ms. Hilda Nieves - Court Support Services Division
Mr. Michaelangelo Palmieri - Juvenile Probation, Court Support Services Division
Ms. Holly Scalzo - Clerk's Office
Ms. Rhonda Stearley-Hebert - External Affairs Division
Ms. Shirley Turnbull- Human Resource Management'
Ms. Deborah Tvaronaitis - Support Enforcement
Ms. Gabrielle Winter - Interpreter and Translator Services Unit
StaffSupport: Rick Dunion and Karen Chorney

'There was one change in membership since the original appointment of the members. Laurie
Parent was appointed to the committee and later withdrew due to other commitments; Shirley
Turnbull replaced Laurie.

The charge of the Committee is to eliminate barriers to facilities, processes and information that
are faced by individuals with limited English proficiency. As of May 15,2009, the full
committee met four times; a fifth meeting is scheduled for June 5,2009.

At its first meeting, the committee created three subcommittees: Outreach Subcommittee,
Multilingual Materials Subcommittee and Interpreter Services Subcommittee. Each
subcommittee met three times and produced a report on its work. These reports include
background and supporting information for many of the recommendations. (See Attachments A,
B, and C for Reports of the Subcommittees)

The Outreach Subcommittee (Chairperson: Rhonda Stearley-Hebert; Members: Jennifer
Ensign, Diane Hatfield, and Hilda Nieves) was charged with addressing issues faced by LEP
individuals in accessing facilities and information. It focused on:

• assessing the current availability within the Branch of signs, publications and web
pages in languages other than English,' and



• considering the development of public service announcements on language
specific stations (i.e., Spanish language stations).

*Based upon the charge set forth in the Implementation Plan, this subcommittee did not
conduct a local review of signs in facilities since another committee (which is charged
with enhancing physical access to facilities and courthouses) will be assuming this task.
However, the subcommittee encouraged that the following recommendation be considered:
"Use and display multilingual signs in languages commonly spoken by the IEP population; i e.,
Spanish, Portuguese, Polish, French, Haitian, Creole and Chinese Mandarin." Included are
examples of universal signs (See Attachment D).

The subcommittee recommended the utilization of "I Speak" cards, which have been made
available to various offices and are included in the branchwide training on LEP. "I Speak"
posters have also been distributed to various offices and locations throughout the Branch.

Additionally, the subcommittee reviewed the list of Judicial Branch publications currently
translated in other languages (See Attachment E) and recommends that the Branch continue its
efforts to translate/orms and publications commonly spoken by the IEP population and continue
implementing the priority lists/or translation ofsections o/the Judicial Branch website. To
accomplish this will require additional resources and a process for prioritizing the translation of
documentslforms. Additional recommendations of this subcommittee are set forth later in this
document.

The Multilingual Materials Subcommittee (Chairperson: Rena Goldwasser; Members:
Alejandra Donath, Karen Franchi, Daniel Horwitch, Holly Scalzo, and Deborah Tvaronaitis) was
also charged with addressing issues faced by LEP individuals in accessing facilities and
information. This subcommittee focused on:

• considering the expansion of available multilingual material to include
courUcalendar information, forms and handouts;

• making recommendations as to the languages that are most needed statewide
based upon demographics and anecdotal information and consider prioritizing the
translation of materials based upon the most frequently used or requested
materials; and

• analyzing the feasibility of providing forms in multiple languages by looking at
the experiences of other states and the federal government in providing and using
multilingual forms.

This subcommittee reviewed information that was gathered from other states and the federal
government on providing translation and LEP services in the courts. (See Attachment F) The
subcommittee also reviewed information provided by the Interpreter and Translator Services
Unit which included a comprehensive report on the most frequently requested language by
judicial district. As noted, Spanish is the most frequently requested language (87%), followed by
Portuguese (4%), Polish (2%) and ChineselMandarin (I %). (See Attachment G) The procedures
for requesting interpreter and language services were also reviewed. Based on this finding, this
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subcommittee recommended that the Branch focus its resources on the top three most requestcd
languages.

The subcommittee reviewed the forms and other Judicial publications that have been translated
into languages other than Spanish. (See Attachment H) Additionally, the Court Service Center
Unit provided detailed information on the most frequently requested forms and materials, items
that have already been translated into Spanish, and other Judicial forms and materials distributed
by category and court site. The internal survey process used by the Court Support Services
Division (CSSD) to identify policies and forms was reviewed. Information was gathered as to
each internal unit (e.g., probation, family) and translation needs were prioritized by frequency of
use and identification of the most requested languages at CSSD offices. The results of this
internal survey identified Spanish as the primary language identified by all offices. The
subcommittee also identified the need for a "translation" plan for court business areas having the
greatest frequency of interpreter and translator events. They were: I) Criminal, 2) Motor
Vehicle, 3) Delinquency, 4) Civil, 5) Support Enforcement, and 6) Housing.

It was recommended that the identification of forms and materials that require translation
services be accomplished through either an electronic survey (which is being addressed by the
current draft survey) and through court personnel identifying the most frequently filed forms.
Also proposed is a statistical review of the forms and official publications downloaded from the
Internet; the concern is that the download statistics do not necessarily adequately reflect the
actual needs of the LEP population. The subcommittee recommended that Spanish be
considered the priority language for the translation of forms, with Portuguese and Polish as the
second and third priority languages. Examples of materials to be considered for translation
include the court calendars and courtroom assignments that are posted in the courthouses. The
subcommittee recognized the need for additional resources in the Interpreter and Translator
Services Unit. The current staffing levels cannot meet the mandates and needs of the LEP
population.

Additional recommendations of this subcommittee are set forth later in this document.

The Interpreter Services Subcommittee (Chairperson: Gabrielle Winter; Members: Cynthia
Hernandez, Michaelangelo Palmieri and Shirley Turnbull) was charged with addressing issues
associated with obtaining adequate interpretive services. This subcommittee focused on the
following:

• analyzing the demand for specific types of interpreters (i.e., languages spoken and ASL
(American Sign Language) interpreters);

• assessing the numbers and location of interpreters;

• evaluating the current policies and procedures for assigning interpreters and for obtaining
interpretive services in all areas - civil, family, housing, criminal, family relations,
support enforcement;

• devcloping and implementing a system for the efficient tracking and scheduling of
interpreters statewidc;
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• analyzing the current and future hiring needs for the Branch for interpreters;

• examining the current procedures for accessing interpretive services, consider
standardization of those procedures statewide and consider ways of providing this
information to staff and members of the public; and,

• valuating the current use and possible expansion of the language line.

This subcommittee was presented with a preliminary self-assessment of the operations of the
Interpreter and Translator Services (ITS) unit, which addressed each of the above enunciated
issues. It also included initial recommendations for improvement. The self-assessment provides
a comprehensive overview of the ITS unit, an analysis of the specific types and quality of
interpreters, details of the procedures for accessing interpreter and translator services, details of
the number and location of interpreters, an evaluation of the current policies for assigning
interpreters, and hiring needs. ITS provides interpreter and translator services in cases where
life, liberty, children, or housing are involved. Interpreters are provided in criminal matters,
housing, support enforcement and family matters. It is not possible to provide interpreters in
other civil matters based upon the current demands and staffing levels. In 2007, there were
44,615 interpreter requests for both "on-the-record" and "off-the-record" events. There were
over 160 translation requests during 2007. The numbers continue to grow. There are continuous
challenges in providing interpreters (see page 26 of Subcommittee Report).

Additionally, as set forth in the Preliminary Report of the Interpreter and Translator Services
Unit (See Attachment C), there is no member of the ITS staff dedicated to translation work.
Some of the certified interpreters work as translators, but not all qualified interpreters can
produce quality translations. There are some different skill sets and experience needed to do
translation. Legal translation and transcription are very specialized, detailed and time
consuming which require qualified personnel. Dedicating at least one interpreter to translation
management, automating the entry of translation requests, and purchasing appropriate
terminology-management software may be cost-effective. These are included in the
recommendations set forth below.

The subcommittee accepted the report and endorsed the recommendations. See Attachment C
and the recommendations below.

The subcommittee recognized that it was essential to obtain feedback from all Judicial Branch
employees as to their experience with LEP individuals at work and their knowledge of the
Interpreter and Translator Services Unit. A survey was drafted with input from the entire LEP
committee. The survey was piloted; however, due to constructive feedback from the pilot test
group (a clerk's office in Middletown), the survey requires further revision before it is
distributed to all employees. Once the survey is completed, it will be sent electronically to all
employees who have e-mail accounts and via paper to those employees, such as the judicial
marshals, who do not have individual e-mail addresses. This is a larger undertaking than was
initially contemplated.
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The LEP Committee recognizes that there are increasing demands for services to LEP
individuals in the Connecticut courts and that improvements to operations and increases in the
number of interpreters are essential to meet the needs of LEP individuals. Included within the
recommendations below are recommendations regarding the recruiting and hiring of qualified
interpreters. Details of the recommendations pertaining to hiring and recruitment are included in
Attachment C pages 37- 40. The number one recommendation is to provide additional resources
to the Interpreter and Translator Services Unit. However, the LEP Committee is very aware of
the fiscal situation and recognizes that implementation of this recommendation is not possible at
this time. We recommend that as soon as the fiscal situation improves, this recommendation be
implemented.

Initially, 39 preliminary recommendations were collated from the subcommittee's progress
reports. The committee members discussed and organized the recommendations into categories.
At the end of this process, six categories were created: Data Collection, Information
Technology, Operational (which has 3 subsets - Interpreter Services; Telephonic Bilingual
Services and Translation Services), Employment Administration, Public Education/Outreach,
and Staff Training. The recommendations, approximately 40, were prioritized within each
category, duplicative recommendations were removed, and additional recommendations were
added.

Below are the recommendations set forth by category. The categories are not in priority order.
Many of the recommendations require either budgetary or operational approval prior to
implementation. Therefore, those recommendations could not be directly initiated by the LEP
Committee. To the extent the LEP Committee has taken action on a particular recommendation,
the status of the action is indicated below:

DATA COLLECTION

Recommendation #1. Conduct an internal survey to assess how often and in what manner
language assistance services are utilized by various units within the Judicial Branch.

Status: In progress. The survey was drafted and piloted during the week of May 5-12,
2009. Based upon the feedback of the pilot, the survey requires additional revision
before being distributed electronically to all employees who have e-mail accounts and via
paper to those employees without e-mail accounts (e.g., Judicial Marshals).

Recommendation #2. Identify fornls and materials that require translation services through an
electronic survey of each Judicial operating unit, deternline the statistical "hits" on forms and
publications, and ascertain which fOlliS are most frequently filed.

Status: A phone survey was completed. See Attachment I for priority list. The survey
referenced in Recommendation # 1 above is anticipated to solicit additional information.

Consider the use of bar codes and, possibly, the use of docket legend codes, to
allow Court Operations to generate reports on the numbers and types of Judicial
forms that are filed (as opposed to just downloaded or printed or distributed).
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Consider other materials for translation: (a) court calendar uniform instmctions
into Spanish; (b) translation of courtroom assignments that are posted in
courthouses on calendar and other days; (c) consider interpreter/translation
options when SES cases are heard in front of family support magistrates,
especially in regards to the advisement of rights.

Recommendation #3. Review statistical information on civil court requests to Interpreter and
Translator Services.

Status: The ITS application is currently being updated to accept data on civil court
requests.

Recommendation #4. Survey community organizations to obtain information regarding the
needs of LEP populations as it pertains to the Judicial Branch and review utilization data such as
webpage hits and forms used to determine translation priorities for the Judicial Branch website
(noting that data represents entire population and is not limited to LEP populations).

Status: LEP Committee will take further action.

Recommendation #5. Utilize the experience of other states and the federal government to
prioritize forms translations consistent with available resources.

Status: Survey completed. See Attachment F for results.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Recommendation #1. Develop computer programs that will:
• Include both "Interpreter" and "Language" indicators in the case-management systems

wbere they currently do not exist (juvenile systems already possess an "Interpreter"
indicator).

• Print "Interpreter" and "Language" indicators on all dockets.
• Automatically generate an interpreter-service request from earliest identification of need.
• Automatically generate a translation request.
• Transfer pertinent data into the ITS Scheduler system, for every scheduled court

appearance or interview throughout the duration of a case, until final disposition.

Status: Implementation requires the services and support of other units.

Recommendation #2. Develop/include information links on the existing Judicial Branch
webpage to direct LEP individuals to translated information and make other webpage changes as
determined by community organization survey results.

Status: Implementation requires the services of the IT Division as well as the assessment
of the survey results.
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Recommendation #3. Develop a system for the efficient tracking and scheduling of interpreters
through the use of current and future technology.

Status: Implementation requires the services and support of other units.

OPERATIONAL
(Subsets - Interpreter Services; Telephonic Bilingual Services and Translation Services)

Interpreter Services

Recommendation #I. Record in case-management systems (e.g., CR/MVS, Edison, etc.), at the
earliest possible stage in a case involving LEP individuals, the following:

• The need for interpreting services in a case,
• The language needed,
• The type of proceeding and/or approximate duration of the interview requested.

Status: Implementation requires the services and support of other units.

Recommendation #2. Implement a system for the efficient tracking and scheduling of
interpreters through the use of current and future technology.

Status: Implementation requires the services and support of other units.

Recommendation #3. Develop and establish specific criteria for prioritizing assignments of
interpreting requests.

Status: Pending the approval of Judicial Administration.

Recommendation #4. Permit the use of audio recordings ofthe advisements of constitutional
rights in Spanish, as recorded by certified Spanish-language interpreters.

Status: Pending the approval of Judicial Administration.

Recommendation #5. Implement the procedural recommendations in Figures 4 and 5 of the
Preliminary Report to the LEP Committee (Quality Considerations for Testing, Certification, and
Training) regarding the qualification and certification processes.

Status: Pending the approval of Judicial Administration.

Telephonic Bilingual Services

Recommendation #I. Expand the scope of Telephonic Bilingual Services (T8S), and rename it,
to allow this unit to provide telephonic and in-person interpreting outside of the courtroom (e.g.,
jail interviews, CSSD studies and interviews, Court Operations interviews, etc.).

Status: Pending the approval of Judicial Administration.
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Recommendation #2. Re-assign suitable permanent qualified (but non-certified) Spanish
language interpreters to TBS.

Status: Pending the approval of Judicial Administration.

Recommendation #3. Modify, acquire, and activate necessary telephonic infrastructure and
equipment to maximize utilization of the Telephonic Bilingual Services.

Status: Pending the approval of Judicial Administration.

Translation Services

Recommendation #1. Consider Spanish the priority language for translation of materials, with
possibly Portuguese and Polish as the second and third priorities. The availability of resources
and cost benefits to perform other language translations should be determined based upon the
utilization statistics and growth of minority communities.

Status: Pending the approval of Judicial Administration.

Recommendation #2. Prioritize translation of materials based upon interpreter and translation
event statistics and other data collected. Ensure that those pamphlets and brochures which have
accompanying forms are translated in a coordinated manner. Additionally, a structured process
should be developed for screening and prioritizing requests for translations.

Status: A priority list existed prior to the formation of the LEP committee; the committee
is of the opinion that additional information on priorities needs to be obtained. (Survey
referenced above will solicit additional feedback.) LEP Committee will develop priority
list after completion and review of survey results.

Recommendation #3. Consider acquisition of terminology-management translation computer
software (e.g., the Trados program) to ensure consistent state-wide translation oflegal
terminology on court forms for LEP individuals.

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.

Recommendation #4. Acknowledge the issue regarding literacy levels of some LEP individuals
and the need to identify assistance in understanding and reading materials, translated or not, to
ensure that meaningful access to due process is provided.

Status: To be considered by LEP Committee once priorities regarding translation of
materials is established.
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Recommendation #5. Support the concept of "Plain Language"; however, need to analyze the
concept of "Plain Language" as a cost-effective measure in forms translation.

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.

EMPLOYMENT ADMINISTRATION

Recommendation #1. Recommend additional resources for the Interpreter and Translator
Services Unit as outlined in Figure 11 of the Preliminary Report to the LEP Committee. (See
Attachment C)

Status: The committee recognizes the financial crisis that currently exists; however, to
eliminate barriers to information will require additional interpreters and translators.

Recommendation #2. Establish Branch policies specifying the role and scope of duties and
ethical requirements for interpreters in Connecticut Superior Courts.

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.

Recommendation #3. Hire more bilingual staff for positions which directly serve LEP
individuals.

Status: Once survey results are assessed, LEP Committee may identify areas where the
need for bilingual staff may be more critical and will recommend that appropriate
measures to recruit bilingual staff be incorporated.

Recommendation #4. Change organizational structure to:

a) Establish higher rates for:
• Services in hard-to-find languages so that the Judicial Branch can compete with other

employers (i.e., court systems in adjoining states);
• Certified temporary interpreters; and
• Qualified temporary interpreters.

b) Establish an "Administrative Translator" position for a person responsible for managing
translation assignments.

c) Update the "Interpreter II" job description for certified permanent interpreters to
emphasize the professional (rather than clerical) services interpreters provide to the
courts.

d) Establish a "Master Interpreter" job classification for those staff who pass the state
certification with higher scores, or who hold multiple certifications (e.g., federal, ATA,
interpreting certification in more than one language).

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.
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Recommendation #5. Periodically review ITS staffing levels to ensure sufficient coverage for
LEP individuals.

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.

Recommendation #6. Create a mechanism to allow candidates to pay for some testing and
training which may require legislation.

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.

PUBLIC EDUCATION/OUTREACH

Recommendation #1. Solicit Branch employees (including judges) who have bi/multilingual
abilities to participate in the Branch's outreach objectives (to utilize their skills such as through
the Speakers Bureau).

Status: Although this presently occurs on an individual basis, the LEP Committee
recommends that the External Affairs Division create or update a list of employees and
judges willing to participate.

Recommendation #2. Expand outreach to LEP populations by the Judicial Branch website based
upon the needs identified via community organizations and establish collaborative relationships
with media organizations that have targeted non-English speaking audiences.

Status: LEP Committee will develop an outreach plan pending the results of community
organization survey.

Recommendation #3. Develop public service announcements based upon the needs of the LEP
population.

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.

Recommendation #4. Utilize monitors in public areas or lobbies that are a source of ongoing
information to the public in languages common to the LEP population.

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.

STAFF TRAINING

Recommendation #1. Conduct branchwide training on civil rights, national origin
discrimination, and services available to LEP individuals.

Status: Pilot training program conducted in the summer of 2008; program was refined.
Branchwide training has commenced with the judicial marshals; a schedule will be
developed to reach all employees.
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Recommendation #2. Support and foster the development ofbi/multilingual employees by
dedicating resources to train, recognize, and assist these employees.

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.

Recommendation #3. Train staff to routinely record interpreter and translator information into
case-management systems (e.g., CRlMVS, Edison, etc.).

Status: Pending approval of computer changes which require additional resources.

Recommendation #4. Provide foreign language instruction to employees to enable them to
provide basic information to LEP individuals, such as the location of the courtroom.

Status: Pending approval of Judicial Administration.

Language Assistance Plan

The LEP Committee will be working on the development of a Language Assistance Plan based
upon recommendations that are approved and information that is obtained from the employee
survey and data collection.

Conclusion

A significant number of the recommendations cannot be achieved without additional resources
for the Interpreter and Translator Services Unit. Other recommendations require the resources of
other units, such as IT, to make computer programming changes. Regular monitoring
mechanisms should be implemented to obtain feedback form the LEP population and others to
ensure that progress continues and that we meet the needs of the LEP population.
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LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY SUBCOMMITTEE 1A REPORT

Members: Rhonda Stearley-Hebert (Chair), Hilda Nieves, Jennifer Ensign,
Diane Hatfield

Subcommittee Task: Assess the current availability of signs, publications &
webpage's in languages other than English.

Consider providing public service announcements on language
specific stations. i.e. Spanish language station.

Subcommittee 1A acknowledges that a local review of signs is being conducted by the
committee charged with "Enhancing Physical Access" to facilities &court houses, and
while the subcommittee strongly believes this area must be addressed, it did not take
any specific action beyond encouraging the following recommendations be taken under
advisement;

Recommendations: Use and display multilingual signs in languages commonly spoken
by the LEP population. i.e., Spanish, Portuguese, Polish, French, Haitian, Creole and
Chinese Mandarin.

Utilize Universal Signs (see attached 1)

Utilize "I Specific Cards" (Language I 0 Cards) (see attached 2)

Court Survey (see attached 3)

Subcommittee Task: Availability to pUblications in Spanish and other languages.

Recommendations: Presently a list of Judicial Publications exists in languages other
than English. As such, the subcommittee recommends branch continue its efforts to
translate forms and publications to languages commonly spoken by the LEP population,
i.e. Spanish, Portuguese, French, Haitian Creole and Chinese Mandarin. (See attached
4)

Continue efforts to notify divisions about the existence of new or revised language
specific forms and publications.

Develop a multilingual Judicial Branch Guide. (see attached Sa,b,c,d)

Continue implementing priority lists for translation of sections of the Judicial Branch
website into languages commonly spoken by the LEP population. Currently, a Judicial
Branch Publication site exists in Spanish, as does a "Priority list" for translation of
branch other branch sites into Spanish. (see attached 6a,b,c;7a,b,c;8, 9a,b)
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Utilize monitors in public areas or lobbies that are a source of on going information to
the public in languages common to the LEP population, or those requiring assistance
with signage or are of limited reading capability.

Partner with the news media to develop pUblic service announcements, beginning with
Spanish. These announcements will provide basic and useful information about the
courts, listing provided Rhonda Stearley-Hebert

The Judicial Branch should develop an outreach program of Judges /Branch employees
to begin an exchange with increasingly diverse media and community organizations, so
that they may obtain news about the Branch and communicate it to their
readerslviewers.

The Branch should consider ways to provide employees with ways to learn basic skills
in other languages. Cost may be a factor with this recommendation, i.e. Basic Spanish
Survival course

The Branch should develop educational and informational videos in languages common
to the LEP population.

Develop regular monitoring mechanisms and means by which to obtain feed back from
LEP population and others to ensure progress continues. i.e. customer satisfaction or
user survey
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Universal Signs - No specific language needed

for Courtroom 2
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Romanian

Russian

Samoan

Serbian (Serbo-Croatian}

Slovak

Spanish

Tagalog

Thai

Tongan

Ukrainian

Urdu

Vietnamese
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Ansonia
Two signs in Spanish at the front entrance of the Milford courthouse. They paraphrase the
Weapons and Contraband policy, as well as the Search policy set forth by the State of
Connecticut. We do not use any documentation containing alternate languages.

Bridgeport
G.A. 2 All signs are English
JD - Front MD entrance: One Spanish sign advising patrons they will walk through a metal
detector, if activated a further search will be conducted and if any unlawful items will result in an
arrest and confiscation of the item. (State Sign)

Danbury

Hartford
Lafayette Square - Front MD entrance: Spanish sign indicating to patrons to walk through the
MD (state sign)

Juvenile: All signs are English

Appellate Court - Office ofVictim Services (OVS) Fonns (Spanish). Large metal sign for all
persons that enter and exit this building (Spanish) explains about metal detector, search, weapons
etc.

Broad Street, Juvenile has the following: l.Notice of Rights, English and Spanish, 2. Notice of
Right to file a complaint, English and Spanish, 3. Direction on entering the building and the
Metal Detector, English and Spanish. 4. D.O.C. Discharge Resource Card, English and Spanish,
5. Sign on wall outside Control Room regarding need for Interpreter Services, English and
Spanish.

At GAl3, there are no signs in any other language than English, and as to fonms/documents, that I
use for the Marshals services there all in English.

101 Lafayette - The signs at the metal detector re in English and Spanish example warning of
metal detector, no fireanms, no glass bottles, and no smoking signs, in both English and Spanish.
The Public Defenders Office has signs in Spanish and Family Relations has signs in Spanish.
Those are the only signs and the only language is Spanish.

80 & 90 Washington - Spanish

95 Washington -I have checked and there are no signs in Spanish. The key card doors, the
emergency doors, the rest rooms locations, clerk's office, Mediation center are all in English.

Manchester - There is only one sign that is posted and that is in Spanish. I have attached a photo
of both English and Spanish versions.

GA#18 Bantam and Litchfield Superior Court
Spanish

Middletown - No



New Britain
Few bi-lingual (Spanish) posters. A couple are in the clerk's office. None of these were put up by
JMS... .! do not know who put them up. We (Marshals) do not use any forms or documents that
are bi-lingual.

GA 17 - no

New Haven
Notice of Rights Form JD-CR-S 11-2000 English I Spanish
Policy and Procedure 208-03 Arrests and Detention of Foreign Nationals
Only Appendix B I Statements to Arrested or Detained Foreign Nationals
Statement I & Statement 2

Spanish I Chinese I Portuguese IFarsi I French! Russian! Germani Italianl Japanesel Korean!
Polishl Vietnamesel English

Superior Court (GA 23), 121Elm Street, New Haven
Courthouse Signage in Pnblic Areas (Spanish)

Metal Detector I Front Foyer - Notice of Rights
States Attorney's Office I I" Floor - Project Safe Poster
Information Desk I I" Floor - Notice for Victim's Advocate Assistance
Courtrooms A, B, C I I" Floor - Rules of Court
Courtroom B hallway I I" Floor - Sign-In for Family Relations

Probation Office I 2" Floor - Notice ofRights
Housing Clerk Office 12" Floor - Notice for Interpreter Assistance
Courtrooms D, E, F I 3"' Floor- Rules of Court

New London - no

Stamford

Tolland
The only actual sign I have is the sign at the front door stating that any persons entering the
building will be subject to passing thru the metal detector and clearing security. The sign is in
Spanish and English. There are posters in Public Defender, Clerks, Family, and States Attorney's
offices in Spanish but they are not actual signs, they are more like a poster.

Waterbury

Windham
We have the following signs posted in both English end Spanish:
"All persons entering this building are subject to a search "
Persons with pacemakers should notify Marshals.

Many of the civil forms are in both English I Spanish (all housing forms)
Some Criminal forms are in Spanish I English. Marshal forms are English only. We have
requested Spanish but have not received any. D.O.C discharge packets are in both English and
Spanish.



JUDICIAL PUBLICATIONS -IN LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH

Family Publications:

• A Child Needs Emotional and Financial Support of Both Parents, JDP-ES-211
(Spanish Version)

• Parenting Education Programs, JDP-FM-151- (Spanish Version)

General Information:

• Connecticut's Courts, JDP-ES-201 (Chinese Version)

• Interpreter and Translator Services, JPD-ES-212
(Spanish Version, Portuguese Version)

• Kid's Coloring Book, JDP-ES-189 (Spanish Version)

• Middletown Court Guide, JDP-ES-210 (Spanish Version)

Housing Publications:

• Landlord's Guide to Summary Process (Eviction), JDP-HM-14 (Spanish Version)

• Tenant's Guide to Summary Process (Eviction), JDP-HM-15 (Spanish Version)

• Rights and Responsibilities of Landlords and Tenants in Connecticut,
JDP-HM-31 (Spanish Version)

Jury Publications:

• Jury Duty in Connecticut, What Every Juror Should Know, JDP-JA-25S
(Spanish Version) and JDP-JA-25P (Polish Version)

Victim Services Publications:

• Compensation for Crime Victims, JDP-VS-10 (Spanish Version)

• Notification Programs to the Victim, JDP-VS-11 (Spanish Version)

• Rights of Crime Victims in Connecticut, JDP-VS-15 (Spanish Version)

• Victim Advocate's Brochure- Victim Services, JDP-VS-14 (Spanish Version)



• Services For Families Of Homicide Victims, JDP-VS-0075 (Spanish Version)

• Victim Rights I Crisis Services Hotline, JD-VS-0025 (Spanish Version)

• Eligibility Requirements for Victim Compensation JD-VS-60815S (Spanish
Version

Adult Probation:

• Conditions of Probation, AP-1103 (Spanish Version)

• Adult Probation Handbook, Key to Your Success, JD-AP-1365 (Spanish Version)

• Travel Permit, JD-AP-18 (Spanish Version)

• Notice for Restitution, JD-AP-62 (Spanish Version)

others:

• Protective Order, JD-CR-0585 (Spanish Version)

• Notice of Placement In Pretrial Alcohol Education System, JD-CR-079
(Spanish Version)

• Instructions to Complete Dissolution Agreement Form, JD-JM-106A
(Spanish Version)

• Specific Steps, JD-JM-1065 (Spanish Version)

• Middletown Court Guide, JDP-ES-21051 (Spanish Version)

• Middletown Court Guide, JDP-ES-21 052 (Spanish Directory)
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PROBATIONER
HANDBOOK
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Why Should I Read This Book?
Probation is a time you can use to learn how to make

good choices. It is your chance to remain in the

community with conditions instead of going to jail.

You will be assigned a Probation Officer who will

help you. If you follow all of the court's conditions

and your Probation

Officer's conditions,

you will successfully

complete your

probation. However,

if you choose not to

follow the conditions

of your probation you

may be arrested for a

violation of probation

and possibly go to jail.

Adult Probation would like to see you successfully

complete your probation and end your involvement

with the criminal justice system. This handbook was

created to help you do this. Many people do well on

probation and never find themselves in legal trouble

again. When this happens, everyone benefits, including

you. If you think of your probation period as an

opportunity, rather than a punishment, you will have

more success.

You should ask questions, so you can completely

understand what you need to do. This handbook will

answer some cgmmonly asked questions and explain

some probation conditions. If you have difficulty

understanding the handbook, please ask your Proba

tion Officer to read or explain the handbook to you.



COMMON QUESTIONS ABOUT PROBATION

What are the rules for reporting to my Probation Officer?
• You must report on the day and time your

Probation Officer tells you to.
• If you have an emergency or illness that prevents

you from keeping your appointment, call and speak
directly to your Probation Officer or Office Supervisor
and get a new appointment.

What should I bring to my appointment with my
Probation Officer?

• Photo ID (Driver License or State ID card).
• Proof of where you live (utility bill, business mail, etc.).
• Proof of employment (pay srub, note from employer).
• Proof of changes, if any, to your name, address,

phone, etc.
• Proof of any completed treatment, community

service, restitution and charity contributions.

What should I not bring to my appointment with my
Probation Officer?
You will pass through a metal detector and be searched, so you
should not bring the following:

• Weapons or anything that can be used as a weapon.
• Recording devices.
• Camera cell phones (All regular cell phones must be

turned 0 ff).

Why is it important that I participate in treatment?
Your Probation Officer may refer you to a treatment program.
There are many different types of treatment. These programs
will help you improve your situation-they are not a punish
ment. However, failure to cooperate with treatment may result
in a violation of probation.

You may not want to go to treatment. This is normaL
Programs require your time and effort. The most important
first step for you is to attend. Once there, if you look at
treatment as an opportunity, you will get the most out of it
-give yourself the best chance for success.

Why do I have to sign a release of information?
It is necessary for you to sign the release of information so
that your Probation Officer can find out if you attended and
completed the program.
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How can I get information about services
in the community?
You can call INFOLINE at 2-1-1. INFOLINE is a way you can
get help by telephone or on the internet at www.infoline.org.

1be hearing impaired can also reach the INFOLINE by'fiD.
o INFOLINE can provide you with information on the

following: housing, financial needs, health insurance,
substance abuse and mental health treatment, social
services, benefits, suicide prevention, and help in a crisis.

• The caseworkers can speak different illnguages.
o INFOLINE is toll-free from anywhere in Connecticut

and available 24 hours a day and 365 days a year.

Do I have to pay for my treatment services?
You may have to pay for your treatment. However, you may
be eligible for services through private or state funding, free
services or services that are offered at a reduced cost.

What do I do if I am arrested?
If you are arrested, charged with any offense, or have any
police contact, contact your Probation Officer, no later than
48 hours of it happening. You may do this in person or by
telephone.

Can I go out of state?
You may not travel or move out of state without permission
from your Probation Officer.

Can I carry a firearm?
o No probationer may possess any firearms if on proba

tion for a felony or a misdemeanor crime of illegal
possession of drugs, domestic violence involving the use
or threatened use of physical force or convicted for
having a deadly weapon.

• Probationers convicted of certain misdemeanors, as
listed in your standard Conditions of Probation, may not
possess any firearms.

o If you are subject to a Protective and/or Restraining
Order or other court orders not to possess any weapons,
you are expected not to own, possess or purchase any
weapons or items that could be used as a weapon.
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COMMON QUESTIONS ABOUT PROBATION

What is Violation of Probation?
• When you do not follow the conditions of your

probation it is a violation of probation.
• If you do not follow any of your conditions or you get

arrested, your Probation Officer may bring your case
back to court.

• There will be a court hearing and if a violation is proved,
you may be sentenced to jail.

What if I have a ''No Contact" order?
You must not have or attempt to have any contact with the
person or place. If that person tries to contact you, do not agree
to make contact. Tell your Probation Officer immediately.

What does it mean when my case is supervised
as administrative?
Administrative is a non-reporting status under Adult
Probation. At intake you will review and sign a letter, which
explains your responsibility to contact the Adult Probation
Administrative Monitoring Unit to report changes, e.g. change
of address, a new telephone number, etc. and report any
arrest, You must contact a Probation Officer at the Unit and
get permission before moving out of state, as well as get
permission to travel out of state. The letter will also explain
where to mail your proof of completion for any programs,
proof of community service hours completed, (tvntittuedpg, 5)
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What does it mean when my case is supervised
as administrative? (i:ontinuedfrom pg. 4)
restitution payments and other required items. I f you are notified
by letter or telephone to give a urine sample, you are expected
to follow the instructions. If you fail to follow any of your
conditions your case can be returned to court as a violation.

I was just released from prison, what is the first thing
I should do?
Your probation begins the day you are released from prison
and you are expected to immediately contact Adult Probation.

Do I have to give a DNA sample?
If you are notified by letter to give a DNA sample, follow
all of the instructions in the Jetter about who to contact
for an appointment and where to go for the appointment.
You will need to bring two forms of identification to the
appointment. If you refuse to give a DNA sample, it is a Class
A Misdemeanor.

Where do I send my restitution payments?
You will be given a form with instructions about your restitu
tion and what is required. You must pay with a bank check
or money order, mailed to: CSSD Restitution Unit, 936 Silas
Deane Hwy., Wethersfield, CT 06109. You must include your
printed name, date of birth, and social security number with
your payment.

Who do I pay my court fines and fees to?
You will make your court payments directly to the
Clerk's Office at the court.

Can I vote?
Yes, but first you must be registered in the town where you live
and if you were locked up you may have to restore your voting
rights. If you have any questions, contact the Connecticut
Secretary of State Elections Office: (860) 509-6100, Toll Free
(800) 540-3764, TDD (860) 509-6191.

What are my rights as a probationer?
You have the right to be treated in a respectful and profes
sional manner that is free of any form of harassment, bias
or discrimination because of your race, age, religion, gender,
sexual orientation, place of birth, disability and political views.
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COMMON QUESTIONS ABOUT PROBATION

What do I do if I feel my rights have been violated?
• First, talk to your Officer and try to resolve your

problems with your Officer.
• If you feel that you can't work out your problems with

your Probation Officer, ask to speak to your officer's
supervisor.

• If you still cannot work out the problem you can call the
Human Resource Manager at 1-866-627-1583 to make an
oral complaint. Or you can request a grievance form from
the office supervisor and send it to the CSSD Manager of
Human Resources, 936 Silas Deane Hwy., 3" Floor,
Wethersfield, CT 06109.

• Filing a complaint will not be held against you.
• Filing a complaint does not excuse you from having to

follow court orders.

TIPS FOR SUCCESS

• Review and understand all 0 f your conditions
of probation. Ask questions.

• Think before you act. When you make good decisions
you can enjoy life more and feel better about yourself

• Surround yourself with law abiding people who really
want to see you do well, such as friends, family, co
workers, and formal support groups.

• Take ownership of your probation by becoming an
active participant.

• Be open to the guidance from your Probation 0 fficer.
Remember your Probation Officer is here to help you.

• The responsibility for making changes in your life
is yours. The future is in your hands. You can do it!
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CSSD PROBATION OFFICE DIRECTORY

Eastern Region

Danielson Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/
Office Supervisor
183 Main St.
Danielson, CT 06239
(860) 774-5735
(860) 774-6277 fax

Willimantic Adult Supervision
(DNA Testing Site)
109 Valley St.
Willimantic, CT 06226
(860) 423-6318
(860) 423-1906 fax

Ashford, Brooklyn, Canterbury, Chaplin, Eastford, Hampron,
Killingly, Plainfield, Pomfret, Putnam, Scotland, Sterling, Thompson,
Windham, and Woodstock

New London Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
(DNA Testing Site)
153 Williams St.
New London, CT 06320
(860) 442-9426
(860) 443-6751 fax

East Lyme, Groton, Ledyard, Lyme New London, N. Stonington,
Old Lyme, Stonington, and Waterford

Norwich Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
100 Broadway
Norwich, CT 06360
(860) 889-8351
(860) 887-2599 fax

Bozrah, Colchester, Franklin, Griswold, Lebanon, Lisbon, Montville,
Norwich, Preston, Salem, Sprague, and Voluntown

Manchester Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/
Office Supervisor
587 E. !vtiddle Turnpike
Manchester, CT 06040
(860) 649-1650
(860) 646-6252 fax

Rockville Adult Supervision
(Satellite of Manchester)
20 Park St.
Rockville, CT 06066
(860) 649-1650

Andover, Bolton, Columbia, Coventry, Ellington, Hebron, Tolland,
Mansfield, Somers, Staffotd, Union, Vernon, and Willmgton
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CSSD PROBATION OFFICE DIRECTORY

Southwest Region

Bridgeport Adult Supervision
Chief Prohation Officer/Office Supervisor
(DNA Testing Site)
One Lafayette Circle, 2nd Floor
Bridgeport, CT 06604
(203) 576-3600
(203) 576-3695 fax

Bridgeport, Easton, Fairfield, Monroe, Stratford, and Trumbull

Norwalk Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
717 West Ave.
Norwalk, CT 06851
(203) 866-5025
(203) 838-8145fax

Norwalk, New Caruan, Weston, Westport, and Wilton

Stamford Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
123 Hoyt St.
Stamford, CT 06905
(203) 965-5302
(203) 965-5343 fax

Darien, Greenwich, and Stamford

South Central Region

New Haven Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
(DNA Testing Site)
867 State St.
New Haven, CT 06510
(203) 789-7876
(203) 789-7136 fax

New Haven, Bethany, Branford, E. Haven, Guilford, Madison, N.
Bradford, and Woodbridge
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CSSD PROBATION OFFICE DIRECTORY

South Central Region (t'ontinued)

Middletown Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
484 Main St.
Middletown, CT 06457
(860) 344-2998
(860) 344-2703 fax

Chester, Clinton, Cromwell, Deep River, Durham, E. Haddam, E.
Hampton, Essex, Haddam, Killingworth, Middlefield, Middletown,
Old Saybrook, Portland, Westbrook, Cheshire, Hamden, Meriden,

North Haven, and Wallingford

Northwest Region

Waterbury Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
(DNA Testing Site)
11 Scovill S1.
Waterbury, CT 06702
(203) 596-4195
(203) 596-4201 fax

Middlebury, Naugutuck, Prospect, Southbury, Waterbury, Watertown,
Wolcott, and Woodbury

Danbury Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
319 Main St.
Danbury, CT 06810
(203) 797-4414
(203) 731-2835 fax

Bethel, Brookfield, Danbury, New Fairfield, Newtown, Redding,
Ridgefield, and Sherman
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CSSD PROBATION OFFICE DIRECTORY

Northwest Region (continued)

Bantam Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
80 Doyle Rd.
Bantam, CT 06750
(860) 567-4646
(860) 567-4669 fax

Torrington, Litchfield, Barkhamsted, Bethlehem, Bridgewater,
Canaan, Colebrook, Cornwall, Goshen, Hartland, Harwinton, Kent,
Morris, New Hartford, New J'v1ilford, Norfolk, N. Canaan, Roxbury,
Salisbury, Sharon, Thomaston, Warren, Washington, and Winchester
(Winsted)

Milford Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
1 Darina Place
Milford, CT 06460
(203) 877'1253
(203) 876-2580 fax

J'v1ilford, W. Haven, Ansonia, Beacon Falls, Derby, Orange, Oxford,
Seymour, and Shelton

North Central Region

Hartford Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/ Office Supervisor
(DNA Testing Site) Enfield Adult Supervision
309 Wawarme Ave. (Satellite of Hartford)
Hartford, CT 06114 111 Phoenix Ave.
(860) 241-2300 Enfield, CT 06082
(860) 566-7443 fax (860) 241-2300

Hartford, /\von, Bloomfield, Canton, Farmington, W. Hartford, E.
Granby, E. Windsor, Enfield, Granby, Simsbury, Suffield, Windsor,
and Windsor Locks
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CSSD PROBATION OFFICE DIRECTORY

North Central Region (continued)

New Britain Adult Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
20 Franklin Sq,
New Britain, CT 06051
(860) 515-5035
(860) 515-5060 fax

Berlin, New Britain, Newington, Rocky Hill, and Wethersfield

Bristol Adulr Supervision
Chief Probation Officer/Office Supervisor
225 N. Main St.
Bristol, CT 06010
(860) 584-0073
(860) 583-9260 fax

Bristol, Burlington, Plainville, Plymouth, and Southington

Adult Probation Administrative Monitoring Unit
765 Asylum Ave,
Hartford, CT 06105
(860) 548-2008
(866) 814--6292 toll free
(860) 548-2012 fax
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Get Information about
Services in the Community

Call: INFOLINE at 2-1-1

1-800-203-1234

Go Online: www.infoline.org
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EI periodo de Probatoria es una etapa que usted puede
utilizar para aprender a tomar decisiones acertadas. Es
una oportunidad de permanecer en Ia comunidad, con
algunas condiciones, en vez de ir a la carcel. Le sera

asignado un Agente de Probatoria el cualle servira de

ayuda. Si cumple con todas las condiciones del tribunal

y de su Agente, entonces habra completado con exito
su periodo de Probatoria. Sin embargo, en caso de
incumplir las condiciones de su Probatoria pocirlll ser
arrestado por haber quebrantado las normas de la misma

y hasta incluso ir a la careel.

Lo que pretende Ia Ofieina de Probatoria para Adultos
es que usted complete satisfactoriamente su periodo
de Probatoria y de esta manera deje de estar involucrado
en el sistema judicial. Este manual ha sido diseiiado
para ayudarle a conseguir este objetivo. A muchas
personas Ies va bien durante el peclodo de Probatoria y
nunca vuelven a tener un tropiezo con la ley; cuando
esto sucede, todo el mundo se beneficia, incluido usted
mismo. Usted tendd mas exito durante su periodo de
Probatoria si 10 conternpia como una oportunidad y

no como un castigo.

Debe formular todas las preguntas que crea necesarias
para poder entender 10 que tiene que hacer. En este
manual encontrara respuestas a a1gunas de las preguntas
mas frecuentes y tambien una explieaci6n sobre a1gunas
de las condiciones de Probatoria. Sirvase pedirle a su
Agente de Probatoria que Ie explique 0 Ie lea el manual
en caso de que tenga dificultad para entender
su contenido.



Preguntas mas frecuentes
sobre Probatoria

.Que normas tengo que segulr para presentanne a mi
Agente de Probatoria?

Debe presentarse a 3U Agente de Probatoria en la fecha y
hora indicadas.
En eaSo de que no pueda asistir a su cita por motivo de
enfermedad 0 ernecgencia. llame directamente a 3U

Agente de Probatona 0 aI Supervisor de la Oficina y haga
una nueva cita.

• Que documentos debo traer a la dta con mi Agente

de Probatoria?

Idenrificaei6n con fotograffa (licencia de conducir 0

carnet estatal de idenridad).
Comprobante de residencia (factura de semeios publicos,
correspondencia comercial. etc.).
Comprobante de ernpleo (hoja de pago, jusrificante de su
patron, etc.).
Comprobantes de cualquler cambia de direcci6n,
nombre, telefono, etc.. .-5i los hubiera habido-, para
mostrarselos a 3U Agente de Probatoria.
Comprobantes de cualquier tratamiento finalizado,
servicios comunitarios, indemnizaci6n economica y
donaciones para obras de caridad.

• Que cosas no debo Uevar a la dta con mi Agente
de Probatoria?
Usted pasad a traves de un detector de metales y sera registrado,

pOI tanto no dcbera llevar 10 siguienre:
Armas 0 cualquier CDsa que pueda sec utilizada como
un arma.
Aparatos cle grabaci6n.
Telefonos celulares con camara incorporada (los otros
tdefonos celulares deberan ser apagados).

•Por que es importante que redb. un tratamiento?
Existen diferentes tipos de tratamientos y es posible que su
Agcnre de Probatoria le remita a un programa clonde tenga que
recibir un tratamiento. Estos programas Ie ayudaran a mejorar su
situac.i6n -no son un castigo-. Sin embargo, 1a [alta de cooperaci6n
can dicho programa puede suponer el quebranramienro de las
norrnas de Probaroria. (continuac.i6n p. 3)
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Preguntas mas frecuentes
sobre Probatoria

.Que consdtuye el quebrantamiento de las norm""
de Probatoria?

• Incumplir las condiciones de Probatoria constituye el
quebrantamiento de las normas de Probatoria.
Es posible que su Agente de Probatona decida devolver
su caso a! tribuna! si usted ha incumplido algunas de las
condiciones 0 10 han vuelto a arrestar.

• Se celebrara una audieocia en el tribunal para determinar
S1 usted ha infringido las normas de Probatoria, y S1 ese

es el caso, podria 1£ ala ca.rcel.

•Puedo sw del estado?
No puede yiajar fuera del estado 0 mudarse sin la previa
autorizaci6n de su Agente de Probatoria.

•Puedo porrar arm"" de fuego?
• Ning{1n individuo que este cn Probatoria debera poseer

un arrn:a de fuego si ha side condenaclo por un delito
mayor 0 un delito menor PO! posesion ilegal de drogas,
violencia domestica con usc de amenazas 0 fue.rza fisica,
o condenado por posesion de un arma mortal.

(continuacion p. 5)
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,:Puedo portar armas de fuego?
Los individuos que esten en Probatoria y hayan sido
condenados de cie.rtos delitos menores, no pueden
poseer armas de fuego como asi se indica en las
condiciones habituales de Sil Probatona.
En easa de estar vigente una orden de protecci6n 0 de
restricci6n 0 algilo otro mandamiento judicial en su
contra, no debera tener en propiedad. poseer 0 comprar,
armas de fuego 0 cualquie.r otro objeto que pudiera ser
utilizado como un arma.

cQue ocurre si me han impuesto una orden de "no
contacto"?
Usted no debe intentar ponerse en contacto con la v:ktima ill
tampoco it a1 domicilio 0 lugar de trabajo de la misma. Si la
victima trata de ponerse en contacto con listed, digaselo

inmediatamente a Sil Agente de Probatoria.

,:Que quiere deck que ml caso eoli .iendo .upervl.ado pot
una eompaiiIa privada?
Una compa.ii.ia privada subcontratada por 1a ofic.ina de Probatoria
para Adultos supervisara su cumplimiento de las condiciones de
Probatoria si se conside.ra apropiado. Durante la entrevista de
admisi6n tendr:i ocasi6n de repasar y firma! una carta en la que
seindica a qwen debeni llarnar en caso de que haya algUn cambia
(domicilio, telefono) Iuga! de empleo), un nuevo arresto, 0 para
pedir permiso para viajar fuera del estado. En la carta tambien Ie
indicaran donde tiene que enviar por correa los comprobantes
de los programas que haya finalizado aas horas completadas de
se.rvicios a Ia comunidad, los pagos por indemnizaci6n, 0 alglin
ouo documento que sea necesaria). 5i se Ie comunlca por media
de una carta 0 por teh~fona que tiene que enuegar una muestra

de orina, siga las insrrucciones que Ie indiquen.

c.Que eslo primero que tengo que hacer una vez baya sido
pueoto/a enllbertad?
Debera ponerse inmediatamente en contacto can su Agente de
Probatoria ya que su periodo de Probatoria comienza el misma
dia que sale de la carce!.
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Preguntas mas frecuentes
sobre Probatoria

~Tengo que entregaruna muestra de ADN (en ingles, DNA)?
Si se Ie comuruca por carta que debe entregar una muestra de
ADN, siga tadas las instrucciones para ponerse en contacto
con la persona a la cual debe pedir una dta y tambien para
saber ad6nde debe acudir. Cuando vaya a la Gira, debera llevar
consigo dos tipos diferentes de identificacion. El negarse a dar
una muestra de ADN esti tipiBcado como un delito menor
dasificado A, 10 cual puede constituir un quebrantamiento de

las Dormas de Probatoria.

~Ad6nde envio Jos pagos de Ia indemnizaci6n?
Se Ie entregara un formulario en daade se indicara 10 que tiene
que haeer con respecto a la indemnizaci6n. Los pagas deberan
realizarse por medio de un cheque bancario 0 un giro postal (en
ingles, money order) y sel enviados a la siguiente direcci6n:
CSSD Restitution Unit, 936 Silas Deane Hwy., Wethersfield,
CT 06109. En el pago, debera incluir impresos su nom bre, fecha
de nacimiento y ou.m.ero del segura social.

~A quien debo pagu las cuotas y las multas impuestas
por eI tribunal?
Toclos los pagas han de sel depositados directamente en la

secretarfa del tribunal.

~PuedoVOlar?
51, pero primero tiene que estar registrado en la localidad donde
resida. Tenga en cuenta gue si estuvo encarcelado es posible que
teoga que restablecer su derecho al voto. 5i dene alguna
pregunta, p6ngase en contacto con la oficina del Secretario de
Estado de Connecticut (en ingles, Connecticut Secretary of
State's Office) Damaudo par telefono a los numeros 860-509
6100,800-540-3764 (llamada gratuita), 0 aI860-509-6191 (para
audio impedidos).

c!Que de:ttch08 me correspondeo como persona en regimen
de Probatoria?
Usred tiene derecho a SCI tratado en una manera respetuosa y

profesional, libre de aeDSOS, discriminaci6n 0 imparcialidad
debldo a su raza, edad, rdigi6o. sexo, orientaci6n sexual, lugar
de nacimiento, discapacidad 0 rendenda politica.
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.Que hago si conaldero que mis derechos han sido

vulnerados?
• En primer lugar, hable con su Agente y trate de resolver

el problema con d.
• 51 cree que no va a pader resolver sus problemas

hablando can su Agente de Probatona, diga que quiere
hablar con el supervisor de su Agente.
Si aun aS1, no ha padiclo resolver su problema, puede
llamar al director de Recursos Humanos (en ingles,
Human Resources Manager) y presentar una queja
verbal 0 puede solicitarle a la oficina del supervisor un
Formulario de Agravio (en ingles, Grievance Form) y
enviarlo a CSSD Manager of Human Resources, 936
Silas Deane Hwy., 3'" Floor, Wethersfield, CT 06109.
1-866-627-1583 (llamada gratuita).

• Su Probatoria no se vera afectada par el hecho de baber
presentado una queja.
Presentar una queja no Ie exonera de sus
responsabilidades con el tribunal.

Consejos para alcanzar el exito

Cornprenda y rcpase todas las condiciones de su penodo
de Probatoria.
Plense antes de actuar. Tranquilicese y antidpese a las
consecuencias.

Rodeese de personas que cumplen con la ley y que de
verclad quieren que Ie vayan bien las casas, como amigos,
familia, compaiieros de trabajo 0 grupos de apoyo
oficiales.

• Tome el control de su Probatoria y conviertase en un
participante activo.
Muestrese abierto a los consejos de su Agente de Probatoria.

• La responsabilidad de haeer aunbios en su vida es s610 suya.
.,
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Directorio de Oficinas de Probatoria CSSD 
CSSO PROBATION OFFICE OIRECTORY

Zona Este

Danielson, Supervi.i6n de AdullO.
Primer Agente de Pl0batoria/Director
183 Main St. Willimantic, Supetvisi6n de
Danielson, CT 06239 Adulto. (Oficin2 de muestta.
(860) 774-5735 de ADN)
(860) 774-6277 fax 109 Valley St

Willimantic, CT 06226
(860) 423-6318
(860) 423-1906/ax

Ashford, Brooklyn, Canterbury, Ch:aplin, E:astford., Hampton,
Killingly, Plainfield, Pomfret, Putnam, Scotland., Sterling. Thompson,
Windham, and Woodstock

New London, Supervisi6n de Adultos
Primer Agentc de Ptobatoria/Directot
(Oficin2 de mue.tr•• de ADN)
153 Williams St.
New London, CT 06320
(860) 442-9426
(860) 443-6751/ax
East Lyme, Groton. Ledyard, Lyme New London, N. Sronington,
Old Lyme, Stonington, and Waterford

Norwich, Supervision de Adult08
Primer Agente de Probatoria/Director
100 Broadway
Norwich, CT 06360
(860) 889-8351
(860) 887-2599 fax
Bozrah, ColchC'.ster, Franklin, Griswold., Lebanon, Lisbon, Montville,
Norwich, Pre.>ton, Salem, Sprague, and Voluntown

Manchester, Supervision de Adulto8
Primer Agen1e de Probstoria/Direc1or
587 E. Middle Turnpike Rockville, Supecvisi6n de
Manchester, CT 06040 Adultos (Oficina de muestras
(860) 649-1650 de ADN)
(860) 646-6252 fax 20 P""k St.

Rockville, CT 06066
(860) 649-1650

Andover, Bolton: Colwnbia, Coventry, Ellington, Hebron, Tolland,

Mansfield, Somers, Stafford, Union, Vernon, and Willington
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Zona Suroeste

Bridgeport, SupeIVioi6n de Adoltos
Primer Agcntc de Probatoria/Director
(OficiM de muestt.. de ADN)
1127 Main SI.
Bridgeport, CT 06604

(203) 579-6241
(203) 579-6070fax
Bridgeport, Easton, Fairfield, Monroe, Stratford, and Trumbull

Norwalk, Supervisi6n de Adoltos
Primer Agente de Probatorla/Dirc:ctof
717 West Ave.

Norwalk, CT 06851
(203) 866-5025
(203) 838-8145fax
Norwalk, New Canaan, \Veston. Westport, and Wjlton

Stamford, Supervisi6n de Adoltos
Primei' Agente de Probatoria/Dircctor
123 Hoyt St.
Stamford, CT 06905

(203) 965-5302
(203) 965-5343 fax
Darien, Greenwich, and Stamford

Zona Centro Sur

New Haven, Supervisi6n de Adulto8
Primer Ageutc de Probatotia/Duector
(OficiM de muestras de ADN)
867 State St.
New Haven, CT 06510
(203) 789-7876

(203) 789-7136fax
New Haven, Bethany, Branford, E. Haven, Guilford, Madison,
N. Bradford, and Woodbridge

Middletown, Supervisi6n de Adultos
Primer Agente de Probatoria/Dirc:ctor
484 Main St.
Middletown, CT 06457
(860) 344-2998

(860) 344-2703 fax
Chester, Clinton, Cromwell, Deep River, Durham., E. Haddam,
E. Hampton, Essex, Haddam, Killingworth, Middlefield,
Middletown, Old Saybrook, Portland, and Westbrook. Meriden,
Cheshire, Hamden, Meriden, North Haven, and Wallingford
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Directorio de Oficinas de Probatoria CSSD 
CSSD PROBATION OFFICE DIRECTORY

(con tinuaci6n)

Zona Noroeste

Waterbury, Supervisi6n de Adulto5
Primer Agente de Probatoria/Director
(Oficina de mue.m. de ADN)
11 Scovill St.
Waterbury, CT 06702
(203) 596-4195
(203) 596-4201fax
Middlebury. Nauguruck. Prospect, Southbury, Waterbury,
Watertown, Wolcott, and Woodbury

Danbury, Supervi.i6n de Adulto.
Primer Agente de Probatotia/DiJector
319 Main St.
Danbury, CT 06810
(203) 797 -4414
(203) 731-2835f""
Bethe~ Brookfield, Danbury, New Fairfield, Newtown, Redding,
Ridgefield, and Sherman

Bantam, Supem8i6n de Adult08
Primer Agente de Probatoria/Directof
80 Doyle Rd.
Bantam, CT 06750
(860) 567-4646
(860) 567-4669 fax
Torringtoo, Litchfield, Barkhamsted, Bethlehem. Bndgewater,
Canaan, Colebrook, Comw:l.ll, Goshen, Hartland, Harwinton,
Kent, Morris, New Hartford, New lvWford. Norfolk, N. Canaan,
Roxbury, Salisbury, Sharon, Thomaston, Warren, Washington, and
Winchester ('Winsted)

Milford, Supetvi.i6n de Adullo8
Primer Agente de Probatoria/Director
1 Danna Place
Milford, CT 06460
(203) 877-1253
(203) 876-2580 fax
Milford, W Haven, Ansonia, Beacon Falls, Derby, Orange, Oxford,
Seymour, and Shelton
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Zona Centro Norte

Hartford, Supervi.i6n de AdullO.
Primer Agentc de Probatoria/Director
(Oficin.a de mucstras de ADN) Enfield, Supervisi6n de
309 Wawarme Ave. Adult08 (Oficina
Hlltford, CT 06114 ••lelile de Hartford)
(860) 241-2300 111 Phoenix Ave.
(860) 566-7443 fax Enfield, CT 06082

(860) 241-2300
Hartford, Avon, Bloomfield, Canton, Farmington, W. Hartford,
E. Granby, E. Windsor, Enfield, Granby, Simsbury, Suffield,
Windsor, and Windsor Locks

New Britain, Supervisi6n de A<hIlto8
Primer Agente de Probatoria/Director
20 Franklin Sq.
New Britain, cr 06051
(860) 515-5035
(860) 515-5060 fax
Berlin, New Britain, Newington, Rocky Hill, and Wethersfield

Bristol, SUperv1ai6n de Adultoa
Primer Agente de Ptobatoria/Ditector
225 N. Main St.
Bristol, cT 06010
(860) 584-0073
(860) 583-9260 flO<'
Bristol, Burlington, Plainville, Plymouth, and Southington

ANOTACIONES
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l.Puedo terminar mi regimen probatorio antes de 10 previsto?

Es posible. Si usted ha sido condenado el 1° de octubre de 2008 0 despues de
esa fecha, la ley estatal establece que se van a revisar ciertas condenas de
regimen probatorio para ver si se deben terminar prematuramente. La ley dice
que la revision automatica no se aplica a los delitos graves Clase B ni a los
delitos sexuales. Su agente de regimen probatorio Ie va a decir si su caso se
puede revisar al amparo de esta ley.

Recuerde que aunque su caso sera revisado automaticamente, esto no significa
que automaticamente terminara temprano. EI agente de regimen probatorio
enviara al tribunal un informe sobre el progreso alcanzado en el que se
recomienda la tenminacion 0 continuaci6n de su regimen probatorio. Solamente
el juez puede decidir la terminacion de su regimen probatorio.

En los casos de regimen probatorio por delitos menores de mas de un ana de
duraci6n, se Ie mandara al juez un infonme acerca del progreso obtenido al
cumplirse el ano.

En los casos de regimen probatorio por delitos graves de mas de dos alios de
duracion, se Ie mandara al juez un informe acerca del progreso obtenido al
cumplirse los dos alios.

AI hacer una recomendacion acerca de la terminaci6n prematura de su regimen
probatorio, el agente de regimen probatorio debe considerar como fue su
comportamiento en varios aspectos:

en cumplir las condiciones del regimen probatorio;

en asistir y participar en cualquier programa de tratamiento;

en demostrar mejoria en cuestiones que Ie lIevaron a meterse en problemas
en ocasiones anteriores.

EI regimen probatorio no consiste solamente en hacerlo a usted responsable por
su comportamiento, sino tambien trata de ayudarle a terminar sastisfactoriamente
su involucraci6n con el sistema justicial penal.



BIENVENIDOS AL TRIBUNAL DE l' INSTANCIA EN 1 COURT STREET

En c:ste {olleto se incluye informaciOn v.luosa

para asistide en su visita aI tribunal Si rielle alguru
sugerenci:a, favo.r de deposit:lJit en los buzones de

sugermcias loc.Uizados en Ia Secretu:ia 0 l:a BibliOl:ec.l

Jucidi~ amba..~ ernplazadas en cl Z' piso.

II AUDIENCIAS II
• Protecci6n de Menores

• Manutenci6n de Menoles

• Civiles

• Penales

• Familia
• Viviendas
• Vehiculos de Motot

• Reclamo8 Menoles

• Multa8 de Tr::iosito

Este es un
ESPACIO L1BRE DE HUMOS

HOMo del tribunal: de 9:00 :un. a 5;00 a.rn.,

de Junes a viemes, excepto ellis .feriadOs. Se

pemrite aJ pUblico el acceso at vestlbula a putir

de bs 8:30 a..JlL El triburul e~-ci habilitulo pan
cl acceso con silb de tuedas En oso de 9ue

cl tribunal tuviera que cerra.r: a causa de las

condiciones meteorol6gicas, dicho eie:o:e stt1a
anunciado pot las emisoras de radio WMRD
AM 1150, WLIS-AM 1420 0 WTlCA1f lOBO.

DIRECTORIO
los c:u.a.nos de baiio yu.s fuentca de Il.gwt. escin loc:aIi:.udos
en tOdos los plsos ~e cltO' hastt d 6". Los tdeIouOll
pUblicoll y la.s J.alal de (:ou("-I'eDcUui publicaJi estin
situadoo eo la=yl:ll:U. de: los piso3 del tIibunaL Los borarios
dWios esci.n disponibles en e1 Mostndot: de Infomaci6nal
PUblico (Public In(omurion.J:>esk:) yen eI Centro de $ervicios
del Tribunal (CoULt Se1vice Cento) ubicados en el vesl:lbulo
y t.lll'lbien en toda.s ~~ Sec:rel:!Ll::fa.q.

~
Cnmlaiouado de Pi.ADnI

J>rjmct Pila'

Prolca:io.. de M~ora
Centro de SenlciOi del Tri~
SaI_dclo~yOrii .,;'"'
~deioPaud ~

Eap«:i.-lio'ta en ca.oI' de
Mostndor dt inlCII'U13Ci6a .
Salo.o de cozUU=ci." p.u. .'
F'"",""
Inlerceoar de Iaa Victimaa -'.

Segundo hIP" ,,~.
~Iariade 10Ci'ril:~
~taria de I:aaaI de Vrvi 
Bibllo~]widic.

~Nblicw

-"'"~ de RedamooI M
Cafetala

~

sma de to PI':Ua! yCivil
Saba de e<mf=ciao pU.

Lilla d.r }uidoa de ClUOi

~
Sab. de Andi""OIi
Secr..ta:ri2dc}~
~dcJumdOl

Saho de cua{=c::iao pUbliCQ

COMOLlEGAR AI. TRIBUNAL
DE PRIMERA INSTANClA DE
MIDDLETOWN, 1 Court Street.

Deade New Havea y localidlldell del Suroellle:
Tome la autopisu 1-91 Norte msta b s~a 22 (Route
9-1iiddletown). Si~ en b. Kuta 9 hllstll La salida 14
(DeKovtn Drive). Doble a la derecha ell DeKoven Dave.
Tome h. segunda izguierda en direcc:i6n a CoUTt Street. EJ
tIibuual estl. ubicado ell la CS<jnilliL EI esncionamieoto
publico se encuentn. eo la segunda ~tnda a la~uic:rdll..

LaB dog pnmens hons de enwornmientO son gnti...

Dellde Hartford y localidade. del Norte: Tome Ja
autopistl 1-91 Sur ha.su.la.saJida. 22 (Route 9-MiddJetown).
Siga en Ia Run 9 hasla l.a. s:ilida 14 (DeKoven Dri~),

Doble a Ja derecha ell DeKav= Drive. Tome la 2- calle
a la izquierda en diJ:cccion a Cow:t Street. El tribunal
cni ubicado en la cS<:jum:.... EJ f:n:lcionwento publico
se CIlcuenrra en la segunda entl:::l.d.a a La izquietda. Las dos
prime=s hons de est:lcionamiento son gnu:U.

Drsde Saybrook y loealidades del Sureste: Tome Ia
Rula 9 Norte hUla 1a salida 15 (Route 6(, West). Doble
en 11. t" c:alle -alaizquienh que c:s DeKoVCI Drive. Doble
en 130 I" derecha en dirccci6n a Court Street. El tribunal
esci ubic-ado en La esguiru. El estacionamienlO publico
sc encuentra. en Ia.segund:L ent.r::tda a 1a izquien1a. L2s dos
primer.u hons de estacionamienlO son grv.tis.

Desde Durham: Tome la Kula 17 Nor~ hacia Main
Street, Middletown. Vap hacia el norte en Main Street
msta <:jue llegue al tercer se.miforo. Doble a la da-ecba
en Court Street. £1 estaciooamiento pUblico SIlo enCUetltI':1
a Ja derecha. Las dos p:rimens hor.u de est4cionamienlo
son grati.ol.. EllDbllnal se encuentra ubicado a la d~ha
na.da mis pasar d estaciOIlamU:nlo.

Desde Portland~EaitHllJDproJl:Tome laRnb. 66 Oeste
sobre d Arrigoni Bridge bacia M:ain Slreet,MiddletO\Vn.
Siga has~ el Bexto semiforo. Dobie a 130 ~uierda en
Court Street. EI estacionamieuto publico esci situado :l

La derecha. Las dos primecas hons de est:.u:ionamientO
son gratis. El tribunal se enCUentr:l ubicado a La d=ha
nad.1 mis pasu el esucionamiento.

Dude Middlefidd: Tome b. Ruu 66 Este bacia
Main Street, Middletown. Doble ala deteeha en Main
Street. Tome 130 primen den:cha sobre Court Street. El
estado=-mieotopubJico ~tl situa.do a la derecha. Las dos
pnmera3 hcmos SOn grati... El tabunal se encuma:a llbicado
a La dex:echa nada mas p.1SU d esUcionamicnto:
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CENTRO DE SERVICIOS
DEL TRIBUNAL

DE LUNES A VIERNES
De 8<3Q-A.M. a3<30 P.M.

HORMUOb~SECRETAIDA
DE LONES A VIERNES

De 9:00 AM. a 5:00 P.M.
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PREGUNTAS MAS FRECUENTES I PREGUNTAS MAS FRECUENTES
P. Necesito lm abogado, cdOndepuedQ oooseguiruno?
R. Si 10 han arrestado y no puede contnbr un abogado,
puede solicitar los servicios de un abogado publico en
la Oficina No. 204. En c.aso de no rewllr 10$ rcquisiros,

Dame a~ &1trol Smim oj th~ Hariford COJitJ!y
Bar AJtOd.atW" (Servicios de R.emisi6n de Abogados
del Colegio de Abogados dd Condado de Hartford)
a..l 860-525~OS2,. 0 consul!e las Piginas Anurillas. $i

riene pcrsonas a sa c;u:go y sus ingresos son bajos, 0

riene problenus le~es de'viviencl:r., cs posible que
tenp derecho a recibir ayuda de SfakR!itk LzgplStrvim
(Servicios ]uridicos Estal::l1es). Uamc aJ 800-J44-D380
(ingles y espanal), Junes y mi&coles de 9 a.m. :a 3 p.m.;
mutes, jueves y viemes de 9 a.m. a 4 p.m

Si 10 han arrestaclo y compare<:c ante e.l r.IiburnJ sin que
se hay2 asignado un abogado de ofieio en su causa y
tampoco tiene una~do particular, £:aVO! de dirigicse a
la Qfic1na No. 114 pam hablar con uno de los fiscales.

R QuieroimciMuna~;Ad6nded<bo diriginne?
R. En Ill. Seuetarta de 10 Penal. OfiCln2 No. 200,

localizaw. en eI segundo pisa, escin a su di.<;posri6n los
fmmuLa.Cos e informaciOn flecesarU sabre las cosus
que se aplic:an al enubI:u- una demanda. El personal del
tribunal no esti autorizado para ayudarle a redactar la
demancla. La Biblioteo.Jucidica, ell l.a Oii.eiru No. 208,
ciene tibros de formula.r.ios y copias del reglamento del
tribWlal. Ademis., eI Centro de Servicas del Tribunal
siruado en eI vestibulo puede brindule as.istencia pan
Uenu formulatios tales como brdenes de restriccci6n
temporales, declaraciones financieras jur:adas, divorcios
sin abogado, modific.aciancs de 6rdenes de manutenci6n

de menorcs y tutela., accione-s legales de procedimientos
sumanos de desMIUcio y tambibl Je proporcianacin
servicios de fedauno asi como informacion de las listas
de casas y d calendario judicial.

P. cDonde se encuentra la fotocopiadora?
R. 1...1 fotocopiadora se eDCllentr.l. en la. Biblioteca)uridica,
06.c.ina No. 208. C2da copU cuest" 10 centavos.

P. ~C6mo puedo reabm un ClJlO de una multa de
transito caducada?
R. Tendci que pagar una tari.& de 60 d61ares en
la Secretana de 10 Penal, Oficina No. 100, para

rea.brir una caso que este cerrado. En I.a secretaro.
Ie danin una fedu. pua comparecet en eI tribunal e
tnstrucciones para restable<:tt ~ licencia de cooducir.
En C:LSO de que su licencia hubiese sido suspendida.
por d Depubm(:nto de VehiaJlos de Motor. tendria
que pagule a iste la cmtidad de 125 d61ares p:ua
restAbJecerla.

P. e-c6Jno dffio pagM las muftasy las <:ostas pn:xx:s:ales?
R. Debeci dirig:icse a la secretaria antes de la fecha de
vencimiento 0 en ese mismo dll y pagar las mulras y
b.s costas procesales en efectivo, giro postal (en Ingles
money onklj ¢ cheque persooal paga-dero a "CkrkJ,
Svpmar Com". 0 tambi6l. con Wl.a tarjeta de credilo
MastecCa.c~ 0 Visa. Los cheques personales debecin
llev:u imprcsas su nombre y domicilio actual. Los
cheques no podcin exceder los 800 dowcs.

P. e'C6mo puedoob~Manutend6n de Ml.':llOmI?
R El Estldo puede ayudarle a obtener wu ()[den de
manurenci6n 0 hai:er cumpl:ic una orden que }'1l esre en

vigor. P6ngase en cootacto con d D~to de
Secvici05 Socia1c:1 (DtpartmmJ 0/ Srxiai SmUtJ)~ a

su domicilio. El n6mero de tdefono dcl~to de
ServX:ios Sociak:s de.Middletown es d 704-3100. TamhiCn
puede consu1w coo UI1 abogado u obtener por su o.xn12

la lIlanulen06n de fDt'rlDreS. La BJbboteca Juridica, en la
Oficina.No 2J8,disponede fuanul:uios cinfomuciOnque
pucdm savide de ayuda en derermiru:.das situaciones.

P. p.nopuerloobtn\tttma ~deunatr.mscJipc:i6n
judiWl certificula?
R. Las solicitudcs ru.n de bace:rse por escrito y ser
enviadas a Court Reporters' Office, One Court
Street, Middletown, cr 06457 ° par fax al 860~343·

6355. Tod:1.~ :las solicitudes deberin incluir Ia fecha
del procedimiento, el nombce del jucz, su nombre,
d:irec:ci6n y telHono. E1 tribunal se ponM en contacto
con usted cuando este ceciba la soJicitud.

P. Quiero saca.r a alguien de b clrcd pagando la
fianza. cOlle deberia haca?
R. Despues que se haya fijado la na:n2a, usted tendci
las siguientes opciones:

• Podci pag:u una 6anza en efectivo; de esta
flWleN. tendci que pag.u en la Secretuia de
10 Penal, Oficina No. 100, la antidad exactll
de la iUnza en efectivo.

• Usred podri. contata[ a un fiador
profesional qwen Ie cobnca un porcentlje
dd total de la 6an.2a.

• De acuerdo con el articulo 38-9 dd C6digo
Civil y Peru] de Connecticut, usted podci pa.gar
la fianza en 12. Secretlria. de 10 Penal
(Oficina. No. 100), pot medio de un bono
hiporecario utifuando d mor neto dc
la propiedad que tenga en posesi&:n
para garantizac l.a compa.ceceocia del acusado
ante d tribunal

• En un c.aso civil 0 de f'UIlilia,.la iUnza podci
set" depositad2 en efectivo en b Secrew:ia de
10 CMJ en 12. Ouena No. 200.

P. ~Que debo hacer para que me dcvueh'an d
dinero de 1a filUlZa?
R. Si 12, fUnza foe dcpositad:.l en lUI caso peruJ 0

de vehiculos de motor. la Sccretaria de 10 Penal
It: podci devolve! la nama si el C:1S0 ha llegado a
wu cesoluci6n, ~ d acusado v:l a particip;u: tn un
pcagrarna. de demo o!i el juC2 ordefL:lli~ b. 6anza..
Sin emb:ugo, cl dinero depositldo con un fiador no
es reembolsable por la Secreta.rla de 10 Penal La
Secrctwa de 10 Civil s6Io puede devolVe! Una fjan2a
si ast 10 ha determinado W1 )ue'i: o. Magistr::ldo. Pa:ra
que d secrct:a.rio/a le pueda devolve! d dinero de
Ja 6anza tendci que mootra.! d recibo original de la
misma.. En ctSO de que ru rcabo original se hap
extraviado, tendci que compleur una Dedaraci6n
Jurada de Lost Bond Receipt (lkcibo Extnviado de
la Fianza), cuyo formulario podci encontne en las
Secretui2s de 10 CiviJ y Penal, pcevia presentaciOn
de una idenci6c:aci6n v:ilida con fotognfia.

P. c:Como pu~do obtener una copia d~ IlJ
8e:nt~c:ia de divorcio?
R. u.peticiooe.~ =P'~~
en 1a So:xctuia. de 10 Civil, Oficioa N n 3XJ, 0 soIicituW

par corrno &vie hsso~par t".SCIito a: Civil CJck.
Superi<xComt,Oneu..tS<=<,MXldl=wo,0'06457
e iucluy.o d nUmem dehde=n<h, Ioonomb<eodew 00.
parte&, cl aii:o en que 9: ::uiicO 1a den:r.mch y b fueha de bl
~T"rn,;mde!>ecimdutt un<hequede 25d6h=,
,;d=Ul>4 copia~ (IS-dOhres po< '"" ropil>in
=riJi=),~, CIerl<, Supcrio< Coort juoro ron un

sabre ron 8U remite ycon d sella

p. eA<JOnde puedo:l.CUdUpan obtencruna onJcnde
alejamiento Yas{ ptevt:nir ]a vi01eocia dwnCatica?
R. A 4 Seaebri> de 10 Gv;), Ottcin> 200_ EI Centro
de $ervicios delTrilnma1, sitw.do en cl V!5UbuI(l, puede
brindarle asistencia par:t llemr los fornm.l:a.rios de w
6rdenes temporales de alej:un.imtn

P. c:Puroo habb.r con un jUe2 sobre m.i eatlo?
R. EJ COdigo de Etio. le prohilie' a los jueces lubl.a.c
sabre los casos con ~uellas persolU! que quienn
entablar IlIl20 demanch 0 que estm implicadas m. un
caso civil 0 pe:cW. Los jueces solo escuchacan sus
coroentacios dur.wte La cdebraci6n de una audienc:i:a..

P. eEl Tribunal dispone de un fedatario?
R. Si Pregu.ntt~ eJ CentJ:o de Servi003 del Triburul
situado en d vestibuln E1 personaJ de la Secret:u:ia
esci:wto1'iudo para bacer que u.<;ted preste junmento
cua.ndo se~ de documeotos juridicos 0 s.olicitudes
de ooneacibp de la.s costas pcocesales.

P. tDonde puedo encontru un alguaciJ e51atal
pat1l que entregue miB docum.ent08?
R En b Sec:retu:ia de 10 Civil, Ofici.ru No. 200, puede
obtenet una list::I. de los.alguacilea ert:a.t:ales.

Se dispone de tarjeta
de- Directorio Talafo"ico

JDP·ES·210S2 New 4·07



WELCOME TO SUPERIOR COURT, ONE COURT STREET

Ibis brochure includes helpful tips to &cilit:l.te your
court visit. If you have any suggesciow.. please leave
them in the suggestion br.w:s located ~t the Oet:k's
Office or Law I...ibruy, both on the second floor.

GUIDE

www.jud.ct,gov

CLERK'S OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY·FRIDAY
9,00 A.M.• 5,00 P.M.

COURTSER~CECENTER

MONDAY·FRIDAY
8,30 A.M.• 3~0 P.M.

MIDDLETOWN
SUPERIOR COURT

JDP.ES-210 Rev. 5 - 06

From Portland-East Hampton.: T1.ke Rome 66
West over the Arrigoni Bridge to M:a.in Srreet.
Middletown. Continue to the sixth rnffic light.
Tum left 00(0 Court Street. Public packing garage
is on the right. The first twO houtS are free. Court
house is OIl the right just beyond the padcing~.

DIIlliCTIONS TO SUPERIOR COURT
1 COURT STIlliET, MIDDLETOWN

From New Haven and Points Southwest:
Take 1-91Norrlt to Exit 22 (Route 9 -l\1iddletown).
Continue on Route 9 to Exit 14 (DeKoven Drive).
T lUTl right onto DeKoven Drive. T.ake the second
left onto Court Street. The courthouse is on the
corneL. Public puking p.rage is the second drive
wayan the left. The fust two hours ue free.

From Hartford and Points Nonh: Take 1-91
South to Exit 22 (Route 9 -Mddletown). Take Exit
14 (DeKoven Drive). Tuen right onto DeKoven
Drive. Take the second left onto Court StIeet. The
courthouse is on the comer. Public parking garage
is the second drivewa.y on the lett. The first two
hours are free

From Durham: Take Route 17 NOJ'th to t....wn
Street, Middletovm. Go north on MoUn Street to
the third tr:oIfic tight. Tum right ooto Court Street.
Public parlUng garage is on the right. The fust t';\IQ

hours are free. Couet~house is on the :right just

beyond the parkUlg garage.

From Saybrook and Poinu SoutheaJit:
Take Route 9 North to Exit 15 (Route 66 West).
Take the fust left onto DeKoven Drive. Take the
next right onto Court Street. The couethouse is
on the comer. Public parking g2Ul~ is the second
driveway on the left. 'The fust twO hours a.re free.

From Middlefield: Take Route 66 SSt to Main
Street, MiddJetoWfl. Tum eight onto Main Street.
Take the first left auto Court Street. Public pack
ing garage is on the right. The firSt two hoW'S are
free. Courthou.se is on the right JUSt beyond the
par-king garage.

.318.,319

lOO

lJ3 , .

Ground Floor.
fuiI Commission G08

First Floor:
Child Prottcion
Court S<:rvice C=teJ:c_,
Cci:m..im..l Clerk
HDu.rio.g Speciilist
rn~De:!1r.

Public"
$t,;Ite'5Auoo:lCY
Victim Advoc:ate

Second Floor;
Civil Qak
Housinga~k

uwLbnry
Public Defcndt':l:
M=lW
Smill~ Oalr.
S=d.&r

ThUd floor:
CoumoolZU

Public" •
...-Mmilyu;;~ .

,~

Fourth Floor. .:, "--c.

Adulr Pwb-atiOllltl~,,~~.. __
COUrtloom ,fll':-:
Fttnily Service. '~'Jli,'

Ht:Uing Room ,~15
Public· ..~,.•0(1.....

BUILDING DIRECTORY
There are restrooms and drinking fountains

meed on Roors 1 through 6. Pay telephones and
public conf~cc:roor:ns are located. on most

flClOrS of dIe courthouse. Ihily schedules are
aV2.ihh1e at: the Public Info.rrTUtion Desk and Court
Service C~tet In the lobby and at each Oe:rk's Office.

COURTCAS~
heardher~1

• Child Protection

• Child Support

• Civil

• Criminal
• Family
• Housing
• Motor Vehicle

• Small Oairns
• Traffic Ticket

This is a
SMOKE FREE FACIUTY

Courthouse Hours; 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m..,
Monday through Friday, except on ~egal

holidays, with entry into the lobby allowed

at 8:30 a.m. The courthouse is wheelchair Ji
accessible. Storm and weather canccll~

:.loons are broadcast on WMRD-AM 1150,

MIS-AM 1420,0< WTIC-AM 1080.

I,



FREQUENTLYASKED QUESTIONS DIRECTqRY SUPERIOR COURT, ONE COURT STREET
(unless otherwise noted)

CHJLD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
484 Main Street, 3rd Floor 344-2957

Q. Wherl; di> I find " 11'fal.C m~nhal llJ llCt"e my

papeu?
A. Oho.in a lilt <:Ii stw!. manh..u from the Civil C1edt'~

Office, Room :200.

347·7424

344-7453

263-5700
263-5720

343-656<l

343-6480

343-&l3ll

343-6550

34U4n

794-29"

34J..63OO

;WU425

;WU490
343-9905

~25

704-3100
1.800-&42--J.5()8

DEPARThfENTOFSOClALSERVICES
i 17 Main Street EneusioD, Middlc:tO\V11
Ge:ucr.l1lufoanation
Toll Free

PROBA1E COURT
94 COUll Sttett,Midd.l.etO\Vl}

SOClALSECURITY ADMINlSTRAnON 347..8562
425 Main Street, MiddIc:to'wn

OTHER IMPORTANT
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Glll..D SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
SES - 484 M2.Ul Stt=r 344-2957
Applic:otiotl. 704-~1U

Paymt"11t InfomuriDo 1·88&-2.>3-7223
Ol.ild Support C:ill Center 1-800-228-5437

DEPARTMENTOF MOTOR VEHla..ES
(dosed on MonlUYs)
Gerto:r:al Infoooation
Lic= Swpensloo

STATEWIDE LEGAL SERVICES

TOWN CLERK (Gry of MiddletQ'Wl1)

245 DeKo'V~Drive, MiddletoWTl

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
90 COUll Street,Middletown

LAWLIBRARY

PUBLIC DEFENDER

REGIONALFAMILYTIUALOOCKE'T

JUDIClAL MARSHAL

SMALL CLA1MS aE.RK

LUNa-I/COFFEE SHOP

STAlC'S ATTORNEY-GA/Put B

STATE'S ATTORNEY-JDjP:.ut A

'IDD (HEARING IMPAIRED)
2.Dd Door L'}COU' devato!

JUVENlLE COURT
230 Main Street EX(eoBioo

VICTIM ADvOCATE

343-6400
Fax 343--6423

J43.#I5

34>-6515

34U499

343-6460

343-0400
566-&55<>

J.U.6570

1-800..842-8175

JURY CLERK

BAILCOMMISSlON

CASEFWW (Civil <lI1d Family)
(Crimin")

CHilD PROTECTION

CLERK'S OFFICE
(CiviJ, Family, Housing)

CLERK'S OFFICE
(Criminal and Motor Vehicle)

COURT REPORTER

COURT SERVICE CENTER

FAMILY SERVICES

HOUSING SPECIALIST
Hanford Office

JUDGES' SECRETARY

JUROR INFORMATION
(No Toll Charge)

All tel9phone numbers are In area code t860)

ADULTPROBKTION (In~) J43.-6466
ADULT PROBATION (Supa-vision)
484 M-ain Streel

Q. b Ihere a rtOury public ill. the bu.ildiag?
A. Y~. Inquire It the COUlt Service Center in the lobby.
Also, the smff at the Clerk's OfScI' CIUI bke your oath on
:i fee "-"l.iver application or other coun documCflL

Q, How ca.o 1 get a copy of '" certified tourt
U"--08Cripl?

A. Requuti are to be nude in writing wd eith/:'t scnllO the
Coutt Rq>otters' Office at 1 Court Sueet. Middlcmwn. cr
0&457, ~ wed to 860--343-6355. All requesu mllSl include
the date of the proc:ceding, the /U!llt. of the judge, you<
n:ame, acidreu wd relephO>le number. Upon receipT of sUd

n:quot. you will be conncted.

Q. When: do I go for a rl;lrtTlI.i.ning onJer 10 prevenl
f.imi1y vjole.nce?
A. The Civil Oed's Office, Room :ZOO. The Coun Scrvice
Calm: Joc.o.ted ;n the lobby = ;US"l you with complcting
fonns for: tempotMJ resr-ra.i.oiot;; orden

Q. How do-I get my bOll.d monC'Yback?
A. [f a c.a.sh :lp~,e bond ;~ posted for:l crimi..rlal or motor
vdUde aumr, the Criminal Clak.·~ Office on retw"n yoU!"
money upon final disposition of the QSe; upon the dcfertlhnt
en~8 a diveniof);l[J program; or lIpOfl the Coun ordering
the c:l5h bond rel<';;3.Sed. HOWl:VI'.t, mon"i' p:Ud to a b::U1 bonds
person,;, nOI refundable thfOugh the (Ink's Office. The Civil
Cktk's Office CUI only reruto :l.Il appcan.nce hood if ordered to
do so by Ibe Judge or Magistr2t1:. The elm will need the ong"
ioal =:cipt for Ihe money you posted in onler to return the
bond money 10 you. If your origimJ receipl ~ lost, you rnUH
r.n OUI:l.n Affidavic of U>~t Bond Reccipt (fom> i1 "V".l.iIable at
the Civil:>nd Crimitul Cler\c'~ Offices) and you mlUt prestnt a
vilid photo TD

Q. How do I get .. copy of my di'l'Q<"~ decree?
A. Re<juens can he m.w.e in person ~t the Civil ClerJ.'$ Office,
Room 200, or through the nuiL $end writteo requ.c-sh to:
Civil Clt:tk, Superior Court, Ooe COUrt Street, Middletown,
IT 06457. Include me docht nwnber of your =, the n:l.mes
of both the p;utics, the year the ClIl;e 'W:l.S fued and the chle of

judgment PI<:::lS<;: iudude a cbeck for $25 for a certificd cop),
(US for a rcguw- copy), -nude payable 10 ~aetk, Superior
Coun," ::lOd :l. s~pcd, self-;u:ldrt"!l~cd envelope.

Q. I w:m.1 to bail lOooeone oul <:If jail. What do I do?
A, After the court ,etll the amounl of me bO>ld, you have

thcs(: options:
• You may post :l. c:l.Sh bond; wbicll m= you mlUt pay the

= amount of the bond in c::asb 10 me CrirrUc:>J ClerJ.'s
Office (Room 100).

• You may bue ~ b:UI bondspeoon who will cluq;e YOU:l

fcc b::ued on the tot:a.l arno...\! of the bond requited.
• You may. in :oo::oohnce with ConoectiCUt Pnetice Book

Section 38-9. p<.m:l. tei.I C5t:lte bond. in the Crimin.aI C1uk'~

Office (Room 100), using me cquirr in propctty you Q'IIm co
g.a=net the "'f'P=nce of the defClllhnt. in coon.

• Tn:l. civil or ?mi!y ",,-,e, you m:l.y posl& Q3h bond with
the Civil Clerk's Office in Room 200.

Q. I want to lalk to a judge about my case_ Who is
:ll'V.ail"ble?
A. The Code of Ethics prohibits:l. judge from spe:a.king to you
abour:l.tiy pending crimimil or ci"';l u.sI' or:lofty hwsuit you
wish to bring. Jud£c~ will listen to yOut COfOmetlt:l on a Cl.Se
only at a scheduleJ hc=ing.

if !Iou bye bet1l ammd, iI,!ld on your co:m d:ue you do Dot
luve an attorney, AND tbe public defender hu not be=
appointed to represent you., pl= spell. to the Stare's Attorney.
in Room 114.

Q. I want to sun :0 lawsuit. Whue do I go?
A. The Civil Oeili Of6Q, Room 200, on the ~econd floo' G.J1

provide you w:ith any lnihbk court forms and infoIlIlahO':l
about the fees to file bwswti in rn.i!; court. The staIf cannot
help you wrire yow: hu.-suit. The Uw libory, Room 208, has
fOlTll books IDd cop;~ of the CO\l'f1 ruks In addinon, the
Coun Service Center l~cd in the lobby em >.5sist you ....ith
completing fom" for tell1po.cary Cesl~g ordea, fi.u<lncial
.. fficb....;ts,. pro se d.jvo=, cusrody and ,upport modifiCl.Uom,
MId sumnu.ry process/eviction actioos :lod can pro"i\"k ooury
>eMces :>nd court Cl.1endu wd docket ioform:ltioll.

Q. How do l reopen ~ old traffic tick.::t?
A. You must j»y" $60 fe,,; ro reopen :l do~<;d court cr>e:it the
Crimina.! Ckrk', Office, Room 100. The clerk \I{']J give yOU ..

court -hte lIld instrucnOn$ on bow to get your driV~""5 licea.'",
reSIOted.. If your driv~s lic=..se "":lS susp<:tlded by me Depan"
rn~nt of Momr Vehicle!, you a.!so <n:ly have [0 p"~y $125 to
DMV to teHore your License.

Q. I ~~ • Iawya. W!k~ can I get oDe?
It... If you I.I.'ete =lrd;mcl =ot :Word lID ~mey, yOll 1ID.j'

~pply fur I public dd'aJd"" mRoom 204. If you do not qw.lify,
c.n the uwyeer Rcfr:u:4l SetvU:e of the lUtUmd County BOll
As,ocutiOll ~ 860-525-6052, or check ttl" Yellow~~ If yuu
have Jow mcome il.Dcl Mve I f:unily 0>: housing legal problan,
you mIl' qu.>1ify for hdp from SbotrNidc Lcg1l Scn-iccs. C:ill
860·.344-0380 (Englrih and St=-isb), MOll.d.ay·Wmne~dlY.9
•.m.-3 p.m.; Tuesday, Thuoda.y, FOOl}' 9 un.·4 p.m.

Q. WhC1'"f: is the public copieri'
A. Pho~ Glf1 re rmde fOr$O.IOm!hew u"'->=y,Room 2Q&.

Q. How c~ 1 sa child support?
A. The Stolte = help you get .. child ~upport OroCI or enforce ;Ul

e~"ring orde.:. Con~ tilt DcputmCllt of Soci:U SCrvKO c10lcst
to where you live. The M1drlletoWn DSS office nuy be te:lched III
70.._3100. You may a.!so consult an &rtorney or pursue child
suppon Otl yoW" own. The UW .ubCl!y, ROQrn 208, Ius mfomu
tiort wd roan forms tIu.r mlIy belp you in some situ:l.ooru.

Q. How may [ pay tiDes and f=s?
A. Poly fines and fees ..c the Cletk~ Office on or ~fore the due
d;.te by C:l5h, money order or pecorul check, p:>pble to "Clerk,
Supn>or Coun:' Ot hy MasterCard or V,u. Persoll:.l.! chec'lts
m\lSt be: ptc-pcintc:d with your cu~t n:mre:>nd ;u:ldre<(,. Valid
P;C(\U"t IV is required. Checu canoot CAcrtd Jaoo.



Priority List for Translation of sections of the
Judicial Branch web site into Spanish

1) Jury Duty - completed

2) Traffic - completed

3) Landlord/Tenant - completed

4) Child Support enforcement - in progress

5) Court service centers

6) Directions

7) Victim Services

8) Small Claims

9) Common legal terms

10) Foreclosure mediation program



Publicaciones en espanol - Spanish Publications Page 1 of3

P ~vhrvWt (, b

Folletos acerca de Libertad condicional

Folletos acerca de cuestiones de la vivienda

BJblications in
fn,gliM

EQrn1ularjos en
espanol

Manual para Personas en Regimen de Probatoria
(Probationer Handbook, Key to Your Success)

Gula del arrendadores en materia procedlmientos sumarios
(desalojo) _
(A Landlord's Guide to Summary Process (Eviction))

Guia del arrendatario en materia de procemientos sumarios
(desalojo)
(A Tenant's Guide to Summary Process (Eviction))

Derechos y responsabilidades de los arrendadores y los
arrendatarios en Connecticut
(Rights and Responsibilities of Landlords and Tenants in
Connecticut)

Folletos acerca de la atenci6n a las victimas

JDP-VS-7S Atenci6n a .los familiares,de las vrctimas de homicidio
(Services For Families of Homicf,je Victims)

JDpeVS-10S Compensacl6n para las vrctimas deldel.lto
(Compensation For Crime Victims)

JDP-VS-11 S Programas denotificaci6n aJa victima
(Notification Programs to theVictim)

'JDP-VS-14S_ Defensores de los servicios de atenci6na las victimas
(Victim Advocate's Brochure - Victim Services)

JDP-VS-15S Derechos de las vlctimas del delito en connecticut ~
(Rights of Crime Victims in Connecticut)

JD-HM-31S

http://wwwjud_ct_gov/pub-spanish_htim 12/212008



Publicaciones en espanol - Spanish Publications Page 2 of3

Folletos acerca de la familia

JDP-ES-2.11 S Los Ninm;Necesitan... EI ApoyoAfectivo y Financiero de Ambos
Padres
fA Child Needs Emotional and Financial Support of Both Parents)
(Sa recQmienda imprimlr en pape! de 8.5x14 pull:ladas..Prlntingon 8.5x14inch paper

recommended;)

JDP,FM-151 S Programas educativos para los padres
(Parenting Education Programs)
(Se recomiendailTlpr;imir en papel de 8.Sx14 'puJgadas. Printing on 8.5)(14 inch paper
recommended;) ,

Gulas de tribunales
,IDP-ES·210S1 Gura del Tribunal de Primera Instanda de Midqletown

(Middletown Court Guide)
(Se' recomiendaimpnmir en papel d~ 8'.5x14pulgadas. Printing on 8.5x14 inch paper
recommended:)

JDF!"ES-210S2 Oui" del Tribunai de Primera Instancia de Middletown, Directorio
Telef6nice
(Middletown Court Guide, Phone Directory)

Libro para colorear

,IDP'ES~189S Libro para colorear
(Coloring Book)

Operaciones de los Tribunales de Primera Instancia

Jdp-ES-212S Servicios de Interprelaci6n.. y Traducci6n
(Interpreter and Translator Services)
(Serecpmiimda lmprimlr en papel de 8.5x14 pulgadas, Printing on 8.5x141nch paper
recommended.)

Publicaciones para jurados

JDP-JA-25S EI deber de'prestar~~ c(jmolyrado en Connecticut: LO,que todo
rniembro del jurado debe saber '.
(Jury Duty in Conneotlcut ~ What Every Juror Should Know)

Initio de Ie paqin~

~torf"illY§.1 Case Look-Up I~ IDirectories IEducationa! Resources I E-Servkei IlliQ.I1Q! IEAQ:s.1l!lr2!:
Information I MediI;! I Opinions I~E!i~ ISel~ I .t!9m.2

Common legal Words IC9~W I~ I Websllit Policies and Disclaimers

Copyright ttl 2008, State of Connecticut Judicial Branch

http://www.jud.ct.gov/pub-spanish.htm 12/2/2008



Other State's Websites -language translation

1. The majority of states have some translation which mainly includes fonns and publications. Other
areas translated are Self-Help sections and Frequently Asked Questions.

a. 20 states - could not find any translation
b. 5 states - offer links to free on-the-fly translation sites: Google Translation and Yahoo Babel

Fish. Each of these states includes a disclaimer that they have no control over the content and
do not guarantee the accuracy of translated text. It is provided simply to facilitate access to
infonnation. (Maine, Kentucky, Illinois, Rhode Island, Vennont)

2.\ Indiana - Workplace Spanish Training for Judicial System
a. Partnered with community college to develop a Spanish curriculum for court employees - 24

hours of classroom instruction
b. Textbook has basic infonnation needed by court employees to effectively communicate

infonnation to Spanish-speaking individuals.
c. CD-rom included to assist in maintaining skills learned in class
d. Topics: greetings, introductions, dates and times, numbers, phone reception phrases, elicting

personal info, providing directions, explaining courtoorn procedures, referencing court
documents

e. Free for court personnel who deal with public. For others (attorneys, community
organizations, etc.) there is a fee

3. Maryland - Posters
a. English and Spanish - online order fonn so schools, government agencies, community

organizations, etc. can order specific posters and choose from 3 sizes

4. Ohio, Wisconsin - "I Speak" card (language ill card)
a. Tool to identify the language of individuals who do not speak English

5. Minnesota
a. Courthouse sign translated into most frequently used languages that states: "You may have the

right to a court-appointed interpreter in a court case. Please ask someone at the court
information desk. "

b. Directional signs in courthouse - translated
c. Spanish hotline
d. Bilingual staff roster
e. Class given by Dept. of Human Services - "Dispelling the Myths: Deaf and Hard of Hearing

Trends" - for staff that deals with public

6. Nebraska, Indiana, Utah, New Jersey - Online Glossary of Legal Terms and Courthouse Signs



I State Translation
r Alabama No

Alaska No
Arizona No

I Arkansas No
California Legal Help, Small Claims, Seniors, Family, Protection from Abuse, Traffic, Landlord!Tenant, Victim

Assistance, Forms. Additionallanl!Ual!es have info available in PDF.
Delaware FamilvCourt FAGs, Arraigllillents
Florida No
Geor,,;a Soanish video for Divorcinl! Parents
Hawaii Video for Jurors
Idaho No
Illinois Link at bottom ofpage to translate to Dutch, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Russian,

Soanish
Indiana Video "The Initial Hearing", Indiana Criminal Code Excerpts, Glossary of Legal Terms, Self-Service

Le"al Center, Forms
Iowa No
Kansas Forms, Publications, Domestic Violence Protection, Interactive video "Pareot Allv Pro="
Kentuch Gool!le Translation of site (with disclaimer)
Louisiana No
Maine Goo9le Translation of site (with disclaimer)
Marvland Publications, Communitv Posters, Familv Law section, Forms
Massachusetts Mediation info, Forms, Publications
Michil!an Publications
Minnesota Forms, Publications, Videos- Defendant's Ri!!hts, Conciliation Court Hearing
Mississinni No
Missouri Forms
Montana No
Nebraska Forms, Publications, Glossarv of Lel!8l Terms and Courthouse Signs
Nevada No
NH No
NJ Forms, Publications fEsoafiollink on home Ol! I!oes to Soanish FormS)
NM No
NY Language links on bottom ofpage go to a page that explains what is available in that language. (Russian,

Chinese, Snanish, French, Korean)'
NC Forms, Welcome from Chief Justice
ND No
Ohio Lanl!Ua"e Identification Guide
OK No
Oregon Espafiollink from home page goes to pg wflinks to items in Spanish, Forms, Foreign Language Legal

Assistance, Publications
Pennsvlvania No
Rhode Island Translation link to Babel Fish, Forms, Publications
SC No
SO No
Tenn Forms, Publications
Texas No
Utah Forms, Publications, Le<>al Term Glossarv, Divorce section
Vermont Link to Babel Fish Translation
Vir"inia I-CAN Interactive Forms in Soanish
Washinlrton Forms, Publications
West Vir9inia No
Wisconsin Forms, I-SDeak Card(for Janrua"e!D)
Wvoming No



Connecticut website translation:

1. Publications
2. Forms
3. LandlordfTenant FAQs
4. Traffic Violation FAQs
5. Jury Duty FAQs
6. Support Enforcement FAQs
7. Jury Duty - Answer Sununons

Scheduled to be translated and posted online:

1. Directions to Courts
2. Court Service Centers
3. Public Information Desks
4. Victim Services FAQs
5. Small Claims FAQs



Judicial Web Statistics - static side - monthly

Judicial Website Top Pages and Downloads
(Static side- excludes case look-ups and e-servlces) - Statistics

March 2008

Page 1 of 1

6J \l-k~.Q,Jt ?

"=Available in Spanish also

Top 20 Pages Top Downloaded Publications Top Downloaded Forms

1. .!:!.Q1lliU).<!.9fl 1. Practice Book 1. Civil Summons CV001
2. Case Look-up 2. FM180 - Divorce Guide Supplement 2. Small Claims Writ & Notice of
3. Job PoslIOgs 3. Judicial Directory Suit CV040
4. Slmeriar Court 4. HM31" - Rights & Responsibilities 3. Financial Affidavit FM006
5. Connecticut Courts of Landlords and Tenants" 4. Divorce Complaint FM159
6. Housing Case Look-up 5. FM179 - Divorce Guide 5. Appearance Form CL012
7. Jury Duty FAQs" 6. Child Support Guidelines 6. Affidavit Concerning Children
8. Court Information 7. Jury Handbook FM164
9. Advance Release Opinions 8. CV045 - Small Claims Process 7. Fax Filing Cover CL073

10. t aW Libraries 9. HM014 - Landlord Guide to 8. Motion for Modification FM174
11. pirectories Eviction" 9. App for Relief from Abuse
12. Child Support FAQs 10. Bar Exam Application Form 1E FM137
13. Attorneys 11. Infractions Booklet 10. Pretrial Memo ES047
14. Small Claims FAQs 12. HM015 - Tenant's Guide to 11. Withdrawal Form CV041
15. Juvenile Matters Map Eviction' 12. Motion for Continuance CV021
16. Suoreme Court Home 13. EEO Policy 13. Case Management Agreement
17. probate Court 14. Code of Evidence FM163
18. Opportunjties 15. Marshals List 14. CustodyNisitatlon App FM 161
19. Legal Terms 16. Appellate Court Assignments 15. Petition for Emancipation
20. LandlordfTenanl FAQs' 17. Appellate Court Docket JM090

18. Supreme Court Docket 16. Notice of Automatic Court
19. Kids Coloring Book Orders FM158
20. Supreme Court Assignments 17. Summons Family Action
21. Probate Guide to Decedent's Estate FM003
22. CR137P - Guide to Criminal Court 18. Order to Withold Income from
23. Bar Exam Law School Slats Child Support FM001
24. ES201 - Connecticut's Courts 19. Wage Execution CV003
25. Probate Court and You
26. Judicial Biennial
27. Grievance Public Hearing Schedule
28. Bar Exam MBE Slats
29. Inclement Weather Policy
30. Probate - Conservators Booklet
31. Bar Exam Form 5
32. Caruso/Bridgeport Slip Opinion
33. CR284/284CR130
34. Law Library Bibliography
35. Appellate Court Hand book

http://vvv.jud.ct.gov/stats_monthly0308.htm 1/812009



ADULT SERVICES
BAIL AND PROBAnON FORMS

ffih.:tVI'~A\; 9'A
fYI~ ~~/

POLICY
POLICY NAME FORM # FORM NAME !

#

4.1 Bail Intake & Assessment
Attach 0 Authorization to Release Infonnation
CSSD Attach F Notice of Next Scheduled Court Date

CSSD Attach I Victim Letter
CSSD Attach J Authorization for Release aflnfo
CSSD Attach P Random Urinalysis Referral Form

4.2 Post-Conviction IAR CSSD Attach Q Administrative Supervision Unit Letter (2 pages)
CSSD Attach R Administrative Monitoring - Victim No Contact Letter
CSSD AtlJlch S Administrative Monitoring - Parent/Guardian Letter
CSSD AtlJlch T Certificate of Discharge

, 4.3 Community Partnerships N/A N/A

4.4 Case File NJA N/A
.-

4.5 CMIS Case Notes NlA N/A

Attach B (JD-CR-44) Pre~Trial Alcohol Education System - App, Order, Disposition
Attach C (JD-CR-118) Pre·Trial Drug Education Program App, Order, Disposition
Attach D (JD-CR-81) Suspnsn of Prosecution/Order of Comm Svc App, Order, Rept

4.6 Diversionary Program Procedures
AtlJlch E (JD-CR-I 0) Notice of App for Accelerated Pretrial Rehabilitation
Attach F (JD-CR-126) Pre-Trial School Violence Prevention Pgm, App, Order, Disp.
Attach G (JD-CR-9 I) Examination for Alcohol or Drug Dependence-Motion & Order

I

Attach H (JD-AP-48) Affidavit of Indigency Criminal
Attach J (JD-CR-79) Notice of Placement in Pre·Trial Alcohol Education System

4.7 Jail Re-Interview Prcx:ess NJA NJA

4.8 Pre-Trial Supervision NJA NJA

4.9 Intrastate Transfers NJA N/A

! 4.10 Interstate Compact Attach A (JD-AP-18)
I

Out of State Travel Agreement

4.11 Supervision Services CSSDG Community Services Completion Report

CSSD Attach C Victim Letter
4.12 Restitution Attach F (JD-AP-62) Notice ofRestitution Payment Procedure

CSSD Attach G Split-Sentence Victim Letter

1 4.13 Urinalysis NJA N/A
I

~
CSSD Attach A Fee Collection Rules

Electronic Monitoring CSSD Attach C Fee Collection Guideline
CSSDAtlJlch D Electronic Monitoring Agreement

4.15 Supervised File 17 NJA N/A

4.16
I

Supervision of DrugJAlcohol Depn Cases N/A NJA

4.17 Modifications and Tenninations lNlA N/A

Nieves\Adul! Svcs - Bail & Probation Forms



POLICY
POLICY NAME FORM # FORM NAME I

#
Attach B Summary ofObligati0o to Register as Sex Offender

4.18 Sex Offender Supervision Attach D (JD-CRI31) Sex Offender Conditi.Jns
CSSD Attach E Computer Access Agreement (2 pages)

t4.19 Community Notification CSSD Attach A Warning Notice

4.20 Sex Offender Registration CSSD Attach C Sex Offender Registry Registration Fann

CSSD Attach D Receipt for Seized Prop & Advisement of Rights Seized Prop

4.21 Search and Seizure CSSD Attach E "fVoluntary Agreement to Search Controlling 3 Party
CSSSD Attach F Vol Agnnnt to Search Probationer or Person under Prob Supv

4.22 Response to Non-Compliance N/A N/A

4.23 Warrant Service & Arrest Procedures Attach A Uniform Arrest Report

4.24 Persona! Safety Equipment N/A N/A

4.25 Use of Force N/A N/A

4.26 Confidentiality / Release of Infamalian CSSD Authorization for Release of Information
I

4.27 Split.Sentence Notification CSSD Attach E Split Sentence Supervision Notification
i

4.28 Probationer Notification N/A N/A

4.29 Victim Access & Safety N/A NlA

4.30 Metal Detector Screening N/A N/A

4.31 Pre-Sentence Investigation N/A N/A

4.32 Alternative to Incarceration N/A N/A

4.34 Adult Supervision - Staff Supv Conf. ... N/A N/A

4.35 DNA Sample Collection
CSSD Attach A DNA Notification Letter

, CSSD Attach B DNA Warning Notification Letter (2 pages)

4.36 Record Retention N/A N/A

14.38 Eqpt - Procurement & Maintenance N/A N/A

14.39 Selection, Retention and Promotion N/A N/A

4.40 Quality Control & Information Retrieval N/A N/A

4.41 Probation Transition Program N/A N/A

4.42 Technical Violation Unit N/A N/A

4.43 Staff Training N/A N/A

4.44 CMIS Firearms Notes Action Link N/A N/A

4.45 Parole to Probation N/A N/A i

r4.46
CSSD Attach B Fireanns Comp liance Statement I

Weapons Conditions I
CSSD Attach C Firearms Acknowledgement Form

4.48 Intensive Pre-Trial Supervision
CSSD Attach A Jail Reinterview/Bail Commission Interview Form

\I
CSSD Attach C Acceptance Letter

4.49 Mental Health Probation N/A N/A
-

Nicvcs\Adult Svcs - Bail & Probation Fonns



ATTACHMENT B

MULTI LINGUAL MATERIAL
SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT



To:

From:

Re:

Date:

Judicial Limited English Proficiency Committee

Multi Lingual Materials Sub Committee

Report on Activities

January 9, 2009

The sub committee has met two times since November 2008. Sub committee members
include: D. Horowitz (Legal); R. Dunion (Judge Support Services); A. Donath
(Interpreter and Translator Services); K. Franchi (Court Services Centers); H. Scalzo
(Clerks Office); D. Tvaronaitis (Support Enforcement); R. Goldwasser, Chair (Court
Support Services Division).

Consensus was reached that our efforts would be directed at the following goals:

1. How to identify needed forms and other materials that require translation
2. How to determine which languages were most needed
3. Development of an action plan to gather the necessary information and

implement the activities (i.e. translation requests) needed to ensure that
approriate forms are available.

I. Background & Research

The sub committee looked at efforts in this area that have been undertaken by other
states nationally. Information was gathered from other states and the federal
government on providing translation and LEP services in the courts. It was found that
states are at various levels of adequately addressing the LEP population regarding form
translation and that Connecticut is doing well compared to other states. SEE
ATTACHED SURVEY RESULTS

Next, the sub committee reviewed information provide by the Interpreter and Translator
Services unit. This included a comprehensive report on the most frequently requested
languages by judicial district which varies by district based on demographics and ethnic
groups. All districts listed Spanish as the first most requested, followed by Portuguese
and Polish. The next most requested were Vietnamese and Haitian/French, although
these were only in certain districts. The figures were for 2006, 2007 and as of
November 2008 and showed very little change in requested frequency over those years
Other languages were also requested but only in very small numbers. The procedure
currently used for internal forms translation involves a formal request and the work is
done mainly by a Lead Interpreter from the Interpreter and Translator Services unit. A
formal request is also required for interpreting services. Interpreter and Translator
Services also provided a statistical report for 2007 documenting Spanish Only
Interpreting and Translating Events by Services.



The Spanish language events for the year totalled 104,023. (An event is defined as
each time an interpreter is used. There may be mu/titp/e events in a case on a given
day.) This information also shows frequency of events by Judicial unit. Units with the
most frequent requests are: (1) Criminal (2) Motor Vehicle (3) Delinquency (4) Civil (5)
Support Enforcement and (6) Housing. (Housing, which while not currently high
frequency, has showed a significant increase in 2007 over past years as a result of
more foreclosures and foreclosure mediations which are expected to rise in number.)
Resources from Interpreter and Translator Services Unit are allocated according to
documented need. SEE ATTACHED CHART

Stats on Requested Services for All Languages for 2007 were reviewed. A total of
44,615 requests were made. Of 24 languages, Spanish, Portugese, Polish and
Franch/Haitian were the top four; Spanish represented 87% of all language requests
(Portugese was 4%, Polish was 3% and French/Haitian was 1%). SEE ATTACHED
CHART.

Forms and Other Judicial Publications Translated Into Languages other than Spanish
was also provided by the Interpreter and Translator Services Unit. This provided the
sub committee with a base line of additonal translated forms. SEE ATTACHED
CHART.

Finally, the Court Service Center (CSC) unit provided the sub committee with
information on Commonly Stocked Forms and Publications of the Court Service Center
Program. This information detailed (1) available Judicial forms and other materials
distributed by business category and court site, (2) the most frequently requested forms
and materials and (3) items already in Spanish translation. (Does not include forms
distributed directly in court.) Agencies outside the Branch (Department of Social
Services, Legal Aid, etc.) have also placed forms and materials (brochures, etc.) at the
Court Service Centers for client convenience. SEE ATTACHED CHART.

Additional information has been requested from the CSC on (1) materials frequently
requested but not currently available in Spanish (or any other language) and (2) the
most frequently handed out that are already in Spanish, especially from outside
sources. It is anticipated that most-used forms will be somewhat similar from court to
court with differences between the larger cities and small towns. This information will
help to identify and cross reference jUdicial forms and also non jUdicial forms available
at the Centers.

The internal survey process used by CSSD to identify policies and forms was reviewed.
Information was gathered by each internal business unit (probation, family, etc.) and
translation needs were prioritized by frequency of use and identification of most
requested language(s) at CSSD offices. Spanish was the major one identified at all
offices, followed by Polish, Portuguese and Haitian/French (at specific offices only).

2



1/. Recommendations to the LEP Committee

The following activities are submitted by the Multi Lingual Forms Sub Committee for
consideration at this time. The sub committee is recommending a two phase approach
to accomplish its charge.

A. Phase I beginning in January 2009 would focus on the following activities

1. Identification of implementation of a translation action plan for court business areas
having the greatest freguency of interpreter/translation events: (1) Criminal, (2) Motor
Vehicle, (3) Delinquency, (4) Civil, (5) Support Enforcement and (6) Housing

2. Identification of forms and materials that require translation services either through
an electronic survey of each Judicial operating unit or exploration of the possiblity of
working with Court Operations on identitving most frequently filed forms. Base line
information on this from some units is available from information already collected.
Representatives from each Judicial unit have been identified as initial contact persons
for this phase of the work.

If a survey is used it will be designed to identify specific judicial forms from operating
units, other written material (i.e. traffic tickets, etc.) that need translation and language
IJsage needs.

The use of bar codes and, possibly, the use of docket legend codes, may allow Court
Operations to generate reports on the numbers and types of Judicial forms that are filed
(as opposed to just downloaded or printed or distributed). Additional information on the
most frequently filed forms can be gathered from the Clerk's office. Depending on the
information available from already existing data, a survey of each business unit may not
need to be completed.

3. It is recommended that: (a) Spanish be considered the priority lanquage for forms
translation, with possibly Portugese and Polish as the second and third; (b) availability
of resources and cost benefits to perform other translation needs should be determined;
and (c) no more than five languages in total be considered for forms and materials
translation.

Spanish appears to be the most requested language. Currently the Interpreter's Office
is not equipped to provide all other languages and must contract out work, which is very
expensive. ( Research from other states indicates that multiple languages are not
usual/y provided for and the Federal mandates do not specify the number of languages
that must be provided.)

3



4. Other material to be considered for translation would be court calendar uniform
instructions into Spanish and translation of courtroom assigments that are posted in
courthouses on calendar and other days.

B. Phase II would review the civil business area beginning in June 2009

1. Interpreter and Translator Services is currently updating its statistical application
adding data on civil court requests. It is expected that this updated program will go into
production mode in June 2009 for statistical data on civil court to be gathered from then
on.

2. Also in Phase II, it is proposed that there be a review of downloaded forms and
official publications from the Judicial internet to determine which may need translation
services.

3. Other issues that may be identified as a result of any Phase I activities.

III. Additional Recommendations

1. The sub committee supports the concept of "Plain Language" as a cost-effective
measure in form translation.

2. The sub committee recognizes the need for additional resources in the Interpreter's
Office. Current staffing levels could be of concern in meeting the mandates of the
Branch's LEP effort.

4



Language Translation from Other State Court Websites

Stale· Translation Links to sbile court websites I

Alabama No I
Alaska No

I

Arizona No

Arkansas No

ICalifornia Legal Help, Small Claims, Seniors, Family, Protection from Abuse, Traffic, Landlord/Tenant, Victim
Assistance, Forms. Additionallanrruages have info available in PDF.

\Delaware Family Court FAQs, Arraignments

Florida No
IGeorgia Spanish video for Divorcing Parents

Hawaii Video for Jurors
I

Idaho No

Illinois Link at bottom of page to translate to Dutch, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, !

Spanish I
I Indiana Video "The Initial Hearing", Indiana Criminal Code Excerpts, Glossary of Legal Terms, Self-Service !

Legal Center, Forms I

Iowa No

Kansas Forms, Publications, Domestic Violence Protection, Interactive video "Parent Ally Program" I

Kentucky Google Translation of site (with disclaimer)

Louisiana No
I

Maine Google Translation of site (with disclaimer). Dropdown menu at top of subpages, translate to ..

\1aryland Publications, Community Posters, Family Law section, Forms ,

Massachusetts Mediation info, Forms, Publications

Michigan Publications

Minnesota Forms, Publications, Videos- Defendant's Rights, Conciliation Court Hearing

Mississippi No ,

Missouri Forms

Montana No I

Nebraska Forms, Publications, Glossary of Legal Terms and Courthouse Signs

Nevada No

NH No

I
NJ Forms, Publications (Espanollink on home pg goes to Spanish Forms)

NM No

NY Language links on bottom of page go to a page that explains what is available in that language. (Russian, I

Chinese, Spanish, French,Korean)!
NC Fonns, Welcome from Chief Justice

ND No
!

Ohio Language Identification Guide
IOK No

Oregon Espanollink from horne page goes to pg w/llnks to items in Spanish, Forms, Foreign Language Legal
Assistance, Publications

Pennsylvania No

lUJode Island Translation link to Babel Fish, Forms, Publications I

3C No

I
SD No

Tennessee Forms, Publications



~as-
----

INo
I

I Utah Fonns, Publications, Legal Tenn Glossary, Divorce section I
Vennont Link to Babel Fish Translation

I

Virginia I-CAN Interactive Forms in Spanish I
Washington Fonns, Publications

IWest Virginia No

Wisconsin Fonns, I-Speak Card (for language 10)
I

" Wyoming No I

Summary

I. The majority of states have some translation which mainly includes forms and publications. Other
areas translated are Self-Help sections (How do I. .. ?) and Frequently Asked Questions.

a. 20 states - could not find any translation
b. 5 states - offer links to free on-the-fly translation sites: Google Translation and Yahoo Babel

Fish. Each of these states includes a disclaimer that they have no control over the content and do
not guarantee the accuracy of translated text. It is provided simply to facilitate access to
infonnation. (Maine, Kentucky, Illinois, Rhode Island, Vennont)

2. Indiana - Workplace Spanish Training for Judicial System
a. Partnered with community college to develop a Spanish curriculum for court employees - 24

hours of classroom instruction
b. Textbook has basic infonnation needed by court employees to effectively communicate

in!onnation to Spanish-speaking individuals.
c. CD-rom included to assist in maintaining skills learned in class
d. Topics: greetings, introductions, dates and times, numbers, phone reception phrases, eliciting

personal info, providing directions, explaining courtroom procedures, referencing court
documents

e. Free for court personnel who deal with public. For others (attorneys, community organizations,
etc.) there is a fee.

3. Maryland - Posters
a. English and Spanish - online order fonn so schools, government agencies, community

organizations, etc. can order specific posters and choose from 3 sizes

4. Ohio, Wisconsin - "I Speak" card (language ill card)
a. Tool to identitY the language of individuals who do not speak English

5. Minnesota
a. Courthouse sign translated into most frequently used languages that states: "You may have the

right to a court-appointed interpreter in a court case. Please ask someone at the court
information desk. "

b. Translated directional signs in courthouses
c. Spanish hotline
d. Bilingual staff roster
e. Class given by Dept. of Human Services - "Dispelling the Myths: Deafand Hard of Hearing

Trends" - for staff that deals with public

6. Nebraska, Indiana, Utah, New Jersey - Online Spanish Glossary of Legal Tenns & Courthouse Signs



Connecticut Judicial Branch Website Translation

Already translated and posted online:

1. Page that lists all Spanish pa~
2. Publications
3. Fonns
4. Landlord/Tenant FAQs
5. Traffic Violation FAQs
6. Jury Duty FAQs
7. Support Enforcement FAQs- waiting for final corrections
8. Jury Duty - Answer Summons

Scheduled to be translated and posted online:

1. Directions to Courts
2. Court Service Centers
3. Public Infonnation Desks
4. Victim Services FAQs
5. Small Claims FAQs

],Ensign 11/08



WHAT PROCESS IS USED TO SELECT FORMS/LANGUAGES?

Federal: Look at volume and those forms being accessed by the general public.

California· No formal process. Anecdotal evidence and forms with the greatest volume were
selected. There are plans to start a work group to assess various forms for translation.

Colorado: I work with the forms specialist within the Judicial Department to prioritize the forms that
we need to have translated. I also work with the Managing Interpreters to prioritize the
forms that they are sight translating most often.

Iowa: We have no formal process at this time. Each jUdicial district has been ailowed to
determine: which forms are to be translated, the language which they are translated, and
who does the translation. This process resulted in some poorly translated documents.
We are in the process of developing guidelines on this issue. We will/would like to
require that the State Court Administrator approve any court form that is to be translated
and that the translator must be certified by the ATA and/or some other nationally
recognized institution that certifies or credentials translators.

Kentucky: We are at the beginning of the process. Here is what we have so far: Our Legal
Department researched the relevant Federal laws and issued a memo addressing the
need to translate certain documents into a target language. This requires a four step
analysis.

Maine: A committee was created to look at prioritizing and selecting forms. It was determined
that Protection from Abuse forms were the priority. A total of about 12 forms were
translated.

Missouri: Missouri has translated new forms - only forms that are standardized for use in ail
Missouri state courts and only in the top couple of languages.

New Jersey: Ad hoc basis - any operating unit within the Branch could make a request for a form to be
translated.

New York: The most utilized forms as determined internal printing statistics as well as feedback from
(""hem ""rict) staff/judges. Spanish was the primary focus.

N. Carolina: In December 2003, full-time coordinator for interpreting services was hired. A team of
court managers ana jUdges determined which forms. Focus was on Spanish.

Ohio: An informal survey was done. Domestic violence forms, protection orders, child support,
some smail claims forms. Approximately 26 different forms have been interpreted.

Oregon: No formal process. Looked at volume of forms used in criminal matters.

Washington: This state IS mandated by statute as to the specific forms that are to be transiated into
other languages. ApproXimately 100 different forms have been translated.



Federal:

Cal"ifornia:

Colorado:

Iowa:

Kentucky:

Maine:

Missouri:

New JerseY"

New York:
(southern district)

N. Carolina:

Oregon:

Washington:

WHAT FORMS/LANGUAGES ARE SELECTED?

Could not identify specific number of forms. However, the primary languages being
translated are Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean. Their primary brochure on civil
rights has been translated into 17 different languages.

Approximately 50-70 forms in Spanish, Vietnamese, Korean, Chinese, Tagalog

We have selected many domestic forms, our guilty pleas, requests for public defender,
FED forms, many instructions to fill out forms.

See above.

"Vital" documents. Languages are selected based on the finding after applying the legal
analysis.

Protection from Abuse forms into Spanish, Arabic, French, Vietnamese, Somali, Khmer.

Petitions and JUdgments for: Adult Abuse, Child Protection, Family Access and small
claims; Waiver of Counsel and Waiver of Preiiminary Hearing. Forms include both
English and Spanish or English and Bosnian. Must be completed in English.

Over 200 forms in all areas of the court have been translated - criminal, civil, family, etc.
ONLY one language translated - Spanish.

ApproXimately 50 forms. Spanish was primary language. Some additional languages as
the need arises - no set criteria.

Spanish. Other languages as need arises - difficult to get interpreters. Over 50 court
forms for criminal, civil and domestic violence have been created.

26 forms in Spanish, Somali, Russian, Arabic, Mandarin. These languages were
selected based upon an informal survey.

6-8 forms in criminal matters. Only translated in Spanish.

Forms are determined by statute and includes all areas of the court: criminal, civil, family.
Through demographic survey, Spanish, Russian, Vietnamese, Korean.



WHAT RESOURCES/STAFF ARE USED IN THE PROCESS?

Federal: Two contractors. One vendor serves as verification of the initial translation. Important to
know the name of the specific individual translating the form. At times, some in-house
employees are used.

California: All form interpretation is contracted out to vendors.

Colorado: We have a group of certified translators who are also federally certWled interpreters, who
work on our forms. We pay them standard translation and editing rates.

Iowa: See above.

Kentucky: Legal Department; Court Services Department; Interpreting Department. We are
planning to gel the Public Information Department also involved.

Maine: EXisting staff. Also, Arrest grant paid for contractual interpreters through Catholic
Charities.

Missouri: Use ATA accredited translator for Spanish and an agency on the Sate of Missouri
contract for Bosnian.

New Jersey: Two translators are contracted with to provide all forms translation.

New York: Internal staff of interpreters. No attorney used in the process. For languages other than
(,o"'he," di,'rid) Spanish, contractors were hired. Printing completed internally.

N. Carolina: The interpreter staff are used for translating forms. No attorney involvement. Printing
was completed internally.

Ohio: Ohio has one coordinator and no interpreters on staff. They use contractual interpreters.
There is no certification standards in place in Ohio.

Oregon: Used existing interpreters as well as contractors through a vendor called Northwest
Justice Project.

Washington: Contract out to smail agencies. Nothing done internally.



Federal:

California:

Colorado:

Iowa:

Kentucky:

Maine:

Missouri:

New Jersey:

New York:
(southern dislf,et)

N. Carolina:

Oregon:

Ohio:

Washington:

OBSTACLES?

Accuracy is the primary obstacle.

Making sure the form was translated properly and accurately.

Time. The project is overwhelming in scope, and we are also standardizing our glossary
for forms so that there is consistency. The best thing is to have one final editor to do the
Job of standardization.

Budget - no funds specifically set aside for translating court forms, though we have
proposed such a line item in recent budget requests to the legislature.

Will report later.

Biggest problem was working with the software in which the contractual interpreters used
to communicate to the Branch. Also, lack of dedicated staff to this project.

Forms change, so they have to be redone.

Finding competent translators is a problem.
A standard operating procedure/policy needs to be in place to guide the rules for
translation.
Always use two people to translate forms.

Major obstacle are languages other than Spanish.

Languages other than Spanish

Major problems are when forms are changed or modified. Interpreters office not always
informed. It requires a new interpretation of the entire form.

Since only one staff person, coordination is much too time-consuming. Finding
competent, trustworthy interpreters has been difficult.

The biggest issue is that as forms change in English, it requires revision to the translated
form. Constantly updating.



Federal:

California:

Colorado:

Kentucky:

Maine:

Missouri:

New Jersey:

New York:
(soulh ern dist riet)

COSTS?

Not familiar with costs involved.

Not sure - there is a formula used to pay the vendor.

We have spent about $20,000 over two years, and still have LOTS to go!

Not sure. It would depend on how many forms/documents need to be translated.

We are planning to use our website primarily and offer the translated forms in PDF
format. We hope that using an interactive website will ensure not only more efficient
outreach, but also will enable us to better manage the information and ensure prompt
response to a new need.

Minimal since existing staff was used. The Arrest grant paid for contractuai interpreters
through Catholic Charities.

It varies. Spanish is by 25¢/word (in 2005) and Bosnian is by the hour (see below):
Price per hour for translating services - $62.50
Price per hour for copy editing/proofreading services - $65.00
Price per hour for document formatting services - $65.00
Price per CD-R - $2.00
Price per 3" double sided, double density diskette - no charge
Price per 3" doubie sided, high density diskette - no charge
Maximum emergency fee for rush job - $100.00

Translators are paid approximately $45.00 per hour.

Minimal:

N. Carolina: Minimal:

Oregon: Average cost is about $75 per page.

Ohio: One staff person and all contractual for interpreting services. The Ohio State Bar
Association financially contributed to the project.

Washington: Independent contractors average approximately $500 per form.

In 2007, the Washington Judiciary asked the legislature for $7.791 million for state fiscal
years 2008 and 2009 to provide partial reimbursement for the cost of certified and
registered spoken language court interpreters and qualified interpreters in visual
languages, and to assist courts in developing and implementing Language Assistance
Plans (LAP's). It was estimated that this funding would be sufficient to pay 50% of the
cost of certified, registered and qualified interpreters in the state, as well as enable trial
courts to comply with federal mandates to create LAP's.

The 2007 legislature appropriated $2,000,000 for fiscal years 2008 and 2009 to assist
trial courts in paying for interpreter services and In creating and impiementing LAP's.
$156 million was provided to pay for trial court interpreter services, $340,000 to create
and implement LAP's, and $100,000 for administration.



INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATOR SL .lICES
CONNECTICUT JUDICIAL BRANCH

YEARLY STATISTICAL REPORT, 2007
BASED ON TOTAL OF FILES FOR ALL LANGUAGES

Totals 2007 by Frequency:

"LAtl!<3UA'<3S';j [1!)ill'Al:;·QF·,FIt.:eS- --"-~:-'-CC" .-.'--- ----_.. --.-.,-.-..-- -- _.. __... -

1 Spanish 38889
Portuquese 1957
Polish 1228
French/Haitian Cr 447
Chinese/Mandarin 386
Russian 257
Albanian 254
Korean 216
Vietnamese 214
Laotian 119
Bosnian 105
Ukrainian 105
HindilGuiatari/Pun 64
Italian 64
Turkish 50
Arabic 42
Cambodian 42
Somali . 33
Greek 32
Hunqarian 31
Thai 31
Farsi 23
Cape Verdean 13
Quiche 13

2
3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17
18

19

20

21

22
23
24

LANGUAGE TOTAL OF FILES

Albanian 254
Arabic 42
Bosnian 105
Cambodian 42
Cape Verdean 13
Chinese/Mandarin/Cantonese 386
Farsi 23
French/Haitian Creole 447
Greek 32
HindilGujatari/Punjabi 64
Hunqarian 31
Italian 64
Korean 216
Laotian 119
Polish 1228
Portuquese 1957
Quiche 13
Russian 257
Somali 33
Spanish 38889
Thai 31
Turkish 50
Ukrainian 105
Vietnamese 214

GRAND TOTAL OF FILES 1 44_61_5 1

C-'\Documents and SettingslRDunion\Local Settings\Temporary Internet Fifes\OLK8F\LEP REQUESTS FOR ALL LANGUAGES 20Q7statsreport 11712009, 1 of 1



II\:!" t:.Kt--,"'(t:.1 Ur-< &. I KANoLA I UK ~t:.KVILtt:;:,

CONN~CTIr:1 UDICIAL BRANCH

SPANISH ONLY INTERPRETING AND TRANSLATING EVENTS BY SERVICES 2007

404
3737
1622
1097

550
2724

13266
33602
2135

18

39 61 25 48 35 37 27 18 15----. _. -_. --~ - ._-------~~ ---- ------------- -------------- -----------_._- -------------- --------------- -------------- ._---------~._-= = = m m ~ m ~ ~-- -----_. ---- - --------------- --------------- ------~------- ._----_._------ -------------- --------------- -------------- ._-------------
185 143 129 152 88 94 159 72 126..---_ - ,-------_.---~- -------------- ._------~----- ._------------- -------------- ._------------- -------------- ---------------
139 91 126 73 142 61 107 25 55--.,. -----~ .. - ----------_._.- ._------------ -------------- -~----------.-- -------------- --------------- ----_.------.. ._-------------
~ 19 a 48 n n ~ ~ ~

_.... -. ------~------.- ._------------- ----~--------- -------------_. ----._-------- --------------- -------------- ----------~---.

223 330 194 234 267 143 345 188 131-------_._._-- ,--------.----- -------------- -------------- "-------------- ---------_._-- --------------- -----~-------- ._-------------
______~_q~_5 !~_~~ ~_q9_9 !~_q~ ~~!_~ !!l-~?____ ___!~~! !!l-~~ !~~~

2475 3072 2182 2876 3340 2912 3127 3478 2241-. -... _. _... __ ._----_._------ --------.------ -._-----_._~-- --------.------ ---------.---- ._------------- -----._------- ---------------
165 356 141 147 224 89 191 143 135--- --_. -----------~--- ._------------ -------------- .~--------_._-- ---------_._-- -------------- -------------- --------._----
021152203

p,rt

Dth.

Ch. Protect 22 35 42
--------_.~~-- -~~---~ -------~--_._-

Oellnq. __ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ .~ ~~~

Neglec ~ 1~_~ ._~_~~~ ... ~

Com. cou 106 65 107--------.------ -------._._--- ---------------
Housing __• ~_? ~ ._~ . !~

Sup. En ._~ ~~~ ~ ~~ . • ~_~~

MY 1030 860 1005
------~-----._- ---_._._------ --------------

Criminal 3125 2121 2653--_.-.-.._----- -._._--~------ ---------------
213 130 201

--- ------------ --._------ --_. -- -- -------_._-
011

_IN-COURT TRlALS:- ..

Housing

MY

Part B

p,rt

Juvenil

Otha

2 0 0 5 0 5 0 4 0 0 1 0 17--------- -----._------- ._------------- ... _- ------ ~------------- ---_.~-------- -------------- ._--------_._-- _._----------- --------------- ------~------ . ._-------------
3 5 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 15 2 31

----~-_._~---- -------------- -_._----------- --- -- .. --_._-- -------------- --------.-.__.
----~--------- ------_.------- -------------- • ___ w_w _____ ~__

----------~--- --------------
29 2 17 9 14 16 25 22 2 12 0 9 157___ •• ~ ________ v -------------. • _________ v ____ -- -- .-.--- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------_.------ -----~--------

_____________ .v -------------- --------.-----
24 24 3 14 3 3 8 15 24 0 13 17 148._------------- ----~--------- ._------------- -- -- -- --- -- _w ____________ _____ H _______ ~_

------~------- --------------- -----~.~------ ---------_._._- ----~--------- ._-------------
23 19 9 23 5 5 23 19 20 26 1 6 179

----_.~-------- ---~---------~

, _____ • ___ v ____ .. _. .----_. -- ---~---------- -------------- -------------- --------------- -------------- ._------------- ------.-~----- --------------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0----_..~------ -----._------- ._-~-----~~---- .... -- .. -.... -----------..- -------._._---- ------._------ -_._----------- ~------------- -------------- ---------.--_. _v ____________

OUT OF-COURT'

EVENTS

IntervieW!! 4002 3028 4007
._._~---------- -------~_._--- ._----------~--

Non.Judicial 2 5 24._-------._---- -------------- ._-------------
Translations 42 62 69--------------- -----------~-- ._--.~---------

Othe 0 0 0

3419 3563 2886 3980 4263 3406 3830 3672 3082__ . . . __ . . . .__._v ' . _
19 13 6 15 16 5 3 2 11____ .... _. ._ ___. ~_ _ . . v______ _ .... ._~ . _
85 102 70 113 142 74 134 97 87_. __ ._..• .________ _ v._ _ • ~~________ . ._ ._____________ . ~~ _
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

43138
121

1077
o

MONTHLY



T(JTALS

GRAND TOTAL OF EVENTS 1040231



FORMS AND OTHER JUDICIAL PUBLICATIONS TRANSLATED INTO LANGUAGES OTHER THAN
SPANISH
*~*®...,

NOTICE OF PLACEMENT IN THE PRETRIAL AEP .ID-CR-79 Rev. 1~5 PORTUGUESE

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AR JD-CR-10 Rev. 10~1 PORTUGUESE

CONDITIONS OF PROBATION JD-AP·110 Rev. 512000 PORTUGUESE

SPECIFIC STEPS JD-JM-106 New 9-98 PORTUGUESE

ELECTRONIC MONITORING AGREEMENT FORM (CSSD) PORTUGUESE

PROTECTIVE ORDER JD-CR-58 Rev.10~7 PORTUGUESE

FORM FOR PLACEMENT AND CONDITIONS PORTUGUESE

CONDITIONS OF PROBATION JD-AP-110 Rev. 7105 PORTUGUESE

INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATORS SERViCES BROCHURE JDP-ES-212-PE New PORTUGUESE
4/06

ELECTRONIC MONITORING AGREEMENT FORM N/A PORTUGUESE

MADD LEAFLET PORTUGUESE

WAIVER OF EXTRADITION FORM JD-CR-108 Rev. 10/06 PORTUGUESE

'I BASIC IMMIGRATION QUESTIONNAIRE PORTUGUESE

OFFICE OF VICTIM SERVICES BROCHURE PORTUGUESE

DO IT YOURSELF DIVORCE GUIDE JDp·FM-180 POLISH

JURY ADMINISTRATION BROCHURE POLISH

ADULT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SURVEY ASUS R REVISED POLISH

JURY ADMINiSTRATION PAMPHLET JDP-ES·212 POLISH

INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATORS SERVICES BROCHURE I POLISH
(IN PROCESS)

I
IBASIC IMMIGRATION QUESTIONNAIRE POLISH

CUSTOMIZED WALLET CARDS (SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT)
I

I
POLISH

JURY DUTY IN CONNECTICUTIWHAT EVERY JUROR I JDP-JA-25P POLISH
SHOULD KNOW
INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATORS SERVICES BROCHURE JDP-ES-212 GERMAN
(IN PROCESS)

I INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATORS SERVICES BROCHURE JDP-ES-212 RUSSIAN
I BASIC IMMIGRATION QUESTIONNAIRE ! RUSSIAN

I CONNECTICUT COURTS .JDP-ES-201 CHINESE
(Simplified)



· . SPECIFIC STEPS
I BASIC IMMIGRATION QUESTIONNAIRE

FORM LETTERS

N/A ALBANIAN
ALBANIAN

NOTICE OF OBLIGATION TO SUBMIT TO THE TAKING OF A N/A PORTUGUESE I

BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE

PLACEMENT FORM N/A PORTUGUESE I

I

HOW TO GET YOUR LICENSE REINSTATED POLISH
OFFICE OF ADULT PROBATION NOTICE TO VICTIM POLISH
BAIL COMMISSIONER'S LETIER TO DEFENDANT RUSSIAN

, FAILURE TO APPEAR FORM LETIER VIETNAMESE

2



Commonly Stocked Forms and Publicat of the Court Service Center Program

nsoniaJ Danbury Fairfield Hartford Middlesex New- New' New Haven! NorWich Stamford Tolland Waterbury Bridgeport Hartford -- New -Norwalk Waterbury
Milford JD JD JD JD JD Bntaln JD Haven JO Menden JD JD JO JD JD GA GA Haven GA GA GA

~c li.il" _ . _ - '~.~~ ~. _ - ~~~_.".~ .-..:" . :'"'- ~.-

ADO&lIll1nC& JD-AP.12 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
ShQnC.'.lldlrRac.laJm JOoCl.-6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Fuelmll. Coversh""t JD-CL.7~ X X X X X
CI.lm for Ju JD-CL-53 X X X

~
Wage Execution Application JO-eV-3 X X X X X X X X
Wage Execution Exemption JD-CV-3a X X X X X X X X
Property Execution Application JO-eV-5 X X X X X X X X
Property Execution Exemption JO-eV·5b X X X X X X X X
Motion for Continuance JD-eV~21 X X X X X X X X X X
Bank execution Application JO-eV-24 X X X X X X X X
Bank execution exemption JO-CV·24a X X X X X X X X

X X

a_nk Extcytlon App. ~"IOT. Ulunl p..",onJ JD-CV-24n X X X X X X X

Small Claims Wrl! JO-CV-40 X X X X X X X X X

Small Claims Process JOP-CV-45 X X X X X X X

X
X
X

~?~
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

x

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
x
X

X

X

X
X

X

X X

x X
X X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

x
X

X

x

X

x
X

x
X
X

X
X

X

X

X X X
X X X
X X

x X X

x
x
x

~~~~;~~~?f1~~~'Jti;~~,%,*~~~,
X X X
X X X

x

x
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Withdrawal JO-CV-41 X X X X X X
Subpeona JO-CL-43 X X
MoL For Default/Failure to appear JO-CV-49 X X

Subpoena application JO-CV..o2 X
Pre-trial Memo JD·ES-47 X
CIYII Short Calendar Marking JD-CV-85 I
Withdrawal Small Claims & Housing JO-CV·70

HotIcec1Judgem..nllOrduforwuldypaymenta JO·CV·50 X X

Motlon to Open Judgement JD-CV-51 X X

Youthful Offender Eligibility JD-CR~14

Pretrtat Alcohol Education JD-CR-44
Nolo Contendre JO-CR-60
Sentence Modiflcation JO-CR..o8
Probatlon/Cond. Discha~e JO-CR·59
Suspension ProsfComrnunlty Serv JD-CR-81
Exam tor AlcfDrug Oap. (CAOAC) JO-CR·91
PretrialOru Education JD-CR-118
Pretrial School VIolence JD-CR-126
Farnl! Violence Education Program JO-CR-97
Guide to SpG(:llt S....lon.IOlv. Prognm$ JDP-CR-137
OVS Sexual Assault Crisis Sorvlces ovs

x
X
X

x
X
X

X
X X

x
X
X

x
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

x
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
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Commonly Stocked Forms and Publica\ ; of the Court Service Center Program

~-- --
Fairfield Hartford Stamford Waterbury Bridgeport

-
NOlWalk WaterburyAnsonia! Danbury Middlesex N'w N'w New Havenf Norwich ToUand Hartford N,w

Milford JD JD JD JD JD Britain JD Haven JO Meriden JD JD JD JD JD GA GA Haven GA GA GA
Victims Services Advocatos JDP.VS-14 X
Services for Famllles of Homocide JOP·VS·7 X
Rights of Crime Victims in CT JDP-VS-15 X
Victim Notification Program JOP-VS-11 X X
Comp8MalJon for Cr1me Vletlma (Eng/Spa) JDP-VS-10 X X X X X X
Application for Victims Camp JDP·VS-8 X X X X
Has your life been aff. By a crime? JDP-VS-17 X X X X X X X X

~11)i1Y"",,:, . .'_ ,~~~"fr '. - . - -~ -- . ~~~-. .. , ,;"'~> _.*-~ -~--<, .
Orderto Wlthold fncomll1or Child Support JO·FM-1 X X X X X X X X X X X X
Instruction for Withholding JD-FM-1(1) X X X X X X X X X X X X
Summons, Family Actions JO-FM-J X X X X X X X X X X X X X
FinancIal Affadavlt JD-FM-6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Advisement of nghm JD.fM-71 X X X X X X X X X X X X
Fee Waiver JD-FM·75 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Appeal Support JD-FM-111 X X X X X X X
App. For Relief from Abuse JD·FM·137 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Diversionary Programs JDP·FM-137 X X X X X X X X
AN. For Relief from Abuse JD-fM·138 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Relief from Abuse Process JDP·FM-142 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Support Petition JD-FM-148 X X X X X
Parenting Education Program JD-FM-149 X X , X X X X X X X X X X
P.rentl ng Education Program Brochure JDP-fM·151 X X X X X X X X X X X X
Case Input, Non-IV·n JD·FM-150 X X X X X X X X X X X
Notice of Automatic Orders JD-FM-158 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Divorce ComplalntlCross JD·FM-159 X X X X X X X X X X X I X X
Divorce Answer JD·FM-160 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
CustodyNisitation application JD·FM-161 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Order to Attend Hearing JD·FM·162 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Case Management Agreement JD·FM-163 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
AN. Concerning Children ·JD-FM·164 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Add. Aft Concerning Children JD-fM·164A X X X X X X X X X X X X
Case Management Oates JD-FM·165A X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Motion for NoUce by Publication JD·FM·167 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Order of Notice by Publication JD·FM-168 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Divorce Agreement (Dissolution) JD-FM-172 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Motion for Contampt JD-FM-173 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Motion tor Modification JO-FM-174 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Certlflc.t.e at Notice !public Aulatanca) JD-FM-175 X X X X X X X X X X X
Wotl<>" IQrOrDo", _ore JlJ4~.""'''' (P-on<l4lm.IIto) JO-FM-176 X X X X X X X X X X X X
Dissolution ofMarrtageJudgement JD-fM-177 X X X X
Aft. Concerning Mliita JD·FM-178 X X X X X X X X X X X X
Do It Yourself Divorce Guide JDP-FM-179 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1nt2009 "Highlighted line items indicate usage in alleast 70% of lhe loca(ions Page2of5



X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
XPROBCT

PROBCT
PROBCT

Commonly Stocked Forms and publicat. , of the Court Service Center Program

Ansonial Danbury Fairfield Hartford Middlesex N,w N,w New Havent Norwich Stamford Tolland Waterbury Bridgeport Hartford N,w Norwalk Waterbury
Milford JD JD JD JD JD Britain JD Haven JD Meriden JD JD JO JO JD GA GA Haven GA GA GA

JD-FM-181 X X X X X X X X X X X X
JDP-FM·192 X X X X X
LARce X X X X X X X X X X

X X
X X
X X

Summary Proceas, Answer X X
Notice to Quit JD-HM·7 X X X
Summary ProceN, Non-paym{lnt of Rant JD·HM.-8 X X
Motion for Default JD-HM·9 X X
Landlord's uJde (english/spanish) JDP-HM-14 X X X X X X X X X X
Tenant's guIde (english/spanish) JOP-HM·15 X X X X X X X X X X
Execution JO·HM-2 X X X
Reply to Special Defenses JD-HM-16 X X X
Answer to Complaint JD-HM_18 X X X X X X X X X X X
Summary Proc.... Compl'ln~Lapn 01 TIm. JD-HM·20 X X X X X X X X X X
RlgtJbl & ReaPQn,lblilUn jangllshiapanl,h) JDP-HM·31 X X X X X X X X X X X X
Summons· Summa Process JO·HM-32 X X X X X X X X X X
Tenants Rights (englishlspanlsh) lARGe X X
What ean I do Homel,..? (..n\lll.hlip"mlan) LARGG X
Helping youl"8elfthru EvlctJon Proc~lI lARee
Need Hlillp wlBalilc LivIng Expenllell? lARGe

X X

X

Proe.du.... for P"rUlUl w!Montal Rotord.~on PROBCT
Understanding Trusts PROBCT
Guidelines for Guardianshl Mine". PROBCT

1f712009 "Highlighted lifl8 ilem5 indicale u5age in at [ea5t 70% of the localiofl5 Page 3 of 5



Commonly Stocked Forms and Publicat , of the Court Service Center Program

X
X

X
X
XXx

0>00;'/ o,obo,", F,;m,ld H"'IO" M"dl"" N,w N,w N,w Hmo/ N"wloh S"ml"d Toll", W,t"bo,",B'1d9,port~W'''",o,",
, Milford JD JD JD JD JD Bntain JD Haven JD Meriden JD JD JD JD JD GA GA Haven GA GA GA

I;:M~'~J~S"""~~ic""'e~'""'II~a'""=!:!;e;o - ...., " '" ..~. . .. ~.;',,;; -, - ~~"7.~rr -!~"';<M - ....~- ",",,,,.,,.>".,,1. • .,~., • ,~",..s,\"?~~,_ ~" __ #i. ,,~,

ICourt Service Canters Court Ops X X X X X X X X X
Directory .2007 JDP-ES-190 X X
Inl1lrprel"r .ncl Tran.'"lor Senile... (Eng/Spa) JOP-ES.212 X X X X

W.lcome to Jl.l Admin. en 1I,1'l1~ IInlftl'! JDP·Es·,e4P X X X

From Ce$ktl.1 to CourtnOUI& JOP-ES.193 X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

,
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

x
X

X
X

X
X
X

x

The Programs

Judlclll Cotonng Book lenllll.hlspanish JOP-ES.189 X
ConnlJct)cur. Courts JDP·ES_201 X X

Civil Pro,cuelums Online InatructJons Court Ops X
Courthouse GuidltS Court Ops
Statewide Legal Services SLSCT.org
Community Renewal Team Evictions CRT
Judicial Branch ADA JDP-CL-85
Legal Tenns JDP-CL-86
Consumer Info Catalog GSA Fed Info Center

Lawyertl concerned for Lawyers Iclctorg
Transcript Requests Court Moniton;
Attorne RefelT'al Services Local Bar
Appellate Handbook Judicial
State Register and Manual 5.0.5
211 GuIde
Local BusfTraln Schedule
Local Homeless Shelter Info
local CounaelJng ServlcealR.aldoncolI

1i7f2009

Voler Registration Application
SCG Assistance SCG
Your Family's Money CT Asa for K"man Ser.
Food Samp Brochu", (ong/apan!ah) CT Asafo,H"",a" Soor.

··Highlighted line items indicate usage in alleast 70% of the locaticns
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X
X
X
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X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

CWEALF
CWEALF
CWEAlF
AI-Anon
Court Ops

State Marshals
OSS
OSS
OSS
OSS
oSS
oSS
oSS

Pregnancy/FMLA (eng/spanish)
58xual Assualt
CWEALF Pamphlet
At-Anon Pam hlets
Docket Mgmt Program
CT Legal Research
State Marshal list
Establish Paternity (eng/spanish)
Birth to 3
Child Support Services In CT
Husky Application
Food Stamp Application
VolllnlBry Pltem1tv Ptt>gl1lm (englap.llnl~h)

Safe Haven (engfspani&h)
Passport. Application



Commonly Stocked Forms and Publicat . of the Court Service Center Program

Ansonial Danbury Fairfield Hartford Middlesex Now Now New Haven! 'NQiV,rich StamfOrd -Toiiand- Waterbury Bridgeport Hartford c--j\{ew-----rr\iorWaTk Waterbury
Milford JD JD JD JD JD Britain JD Haven JD Meriden JD JO JD JD JD GA GA Haven GA GA GA

Program Guide CT Au ("rtl"",.n s&r X
Medicare Savings Program Agency on Aging X
Consumer Law for Eldel1i Agency on Aging X X
Caregiver Support Agency on Aging X
Elderly Ride Info Agency on AgIng X
Lifestyle choices Agency on Agln X
Respite care AglIllCY on Agio X
Elderly Housin Agency on Aging X
Financial Affidayit Info. (eng/span) LARCC X X
Cent of Restraining Order LARCC X
Legal Services Programs in CT LARCe X X
Teenagers Guide to Em<tncipation LARCC X
Human Resources Agency - polish HRA X
Modest Means Info New Haven Bar X
CT Sexual Assualt Crisis Services Connsacs.org X
Not Where I Live Connsacs.org X
Working to End Sexual Violence Connsacs.org X
Amer1<;an Red Cron Emergen<;y Services Amer1<;mn Red C,.,u X
People helping People American Red C,.,u X
Victim of Alcohol-related Crash MADD X

1f7f2009 ·"Highlighted line items irldicale usage in at least 70% of the locations Page SofS



ATTACHMENTC

INTERPRETER &
TRANSLATOR SERVICES

UNIT REPORT



State of Connecticut

Judicial Branch

Interpreter and Translator Services

A PRELIMINARY REPORT TO THE

LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY (LEP) COMMITTEE

1/8/2009



INTRODUCTION

In May 2007, Chief Justice Rogers created the Public Service and Trust

Commission, whose mission was to develop a Strategic Plan to improve the services

offered to the citizens of Connecticut. In June 2008, the Commission submitted the

Strategic Plan to the Chief Justice, who adopted the recommendations and directed the

Chief Court Administrator to implement these recommendations.

An implementation plan has been developed that contains thirty-six separate

initiatives. The initiatives address access to the courts, delivery of Judicial Branch

services, and accountability. One area related to access to the courts involves

providing equal access to "Limited English Proficient" (LEP) individuals by providing

interpretation of the spoken language and translation of documents from the source

language to the target language in various court proceedings.

In the Implementation Plan, two subcommittees were identified to address these

LEP issues. The first subcommittee is charged with assessing the current availability

within the Branch of signs, publications, and web pages in languages other than

English. The second subcommittee is charged with addressing issues related to the

interpreters, inclUding an analysis of the demand for specific types of interpreters, an

assessment of the number and location of interpreters, an evaluation of the current

policies and procedures for assigning interpreters, the development and implementation

of a system for tracking and scheduling interpreters statewide, and an analysis of future

hiring needs of interpreters.

The purpose of this document is to provide the second LEP subcommittee with a

preliminary self-assessment of the operations of the Interpreter and Translator Services

Unit, and to provide initial recommendations for improvement.
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SECTION 1: OVERVIEW OF INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATOR SERVICES

A. GENERAL OVERVIEW

A 1. Legal Requirements

Federal and state case law, as well as Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, has stated

that LEP individuals have the right to equal access to the courts. By interpreting spoken

language, and translating written documents, the court interpreter ensures this equal

access for the LEP population in court proceedings.

In Connecticut, there currently is no statute regulating court interpreting. In 1975, the

State of Connecticut Judicial Branch established the Office of Court Interpreters. Since

1975, the Office has undergone numerous management and organizational changes. It

is now called Interpreter and Translator Services (ITS), and is a unit within

Administration of the Superior Court Operations Division. As of October 2008, the

Interpreter and Translator Services Unit had 35 permanently assigned and 22

temporary part-time interpreters on staff. Interpreters are also contracted from private

agencies, when needed, to provide services in approximately 35 languages.

A2. Interpreter Duties

Court interpreters are prOVided for court proceedings and court-related interviews

involving LEP individuals at approximately 89 different locations within the State of

Connecticut. Court-related interviews include, but are not limited to, attorney-client

interviews, pre-sentence investigations, psychological evaluations, legal competency

evaluations, that are conducted by counsel, Court Support Services Division (CSSD)

staff, Superior Court Operations staff, and staff and professionals from other

organizations. Locations at which interpreter services are provided include, but are not

limited to, the GA, JD, Juvenile Matters, Support Matters, Housing, and Community

Court. In addition, ITS provides services to 18 Correctional Facilities, 3 Juvenile

Detention Centers, and 1 hospital.
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A3. Task Force on Minority Fairness

When LEP individuals come before the court, they are presented with many challenges

in following, understanding, and participating in court proceedings. They may have

difficulties in understanding the charges before them, their legal rights and

responsibilities, required paperwork and a host of other areas in legal proceedings.

Over the years, an increasing awareness of language access issues became more

apparent resulting 'In the forming of a "Task Force on Minority Fairness". In 1996, this

Task Force produced a report highlighting various problematic areas including:

• Lack of certification;

• Insufficient number of interpreters;

• Lack of interpreters for the Civil Courts;

• Unavailability of many court publications in Spanish and other languages

(forms, documents, applications for programs, informational pamphlets,

brochures); and,

• Insufficient training for non-interpreter personnel--staff, administrators and

Judges--related to recognizing language access or cultural differences

(which may result in further barriers to LEP individuals).

Each of these areas is discussed in more detail in the sections that follow.

B. INTERPRETER CERTIFICATION

81. Introduction to Certification

In 2001, following the recommendations of the Task Force on Minority Fairness, the

Judicial Branch and the union that represents Judicial interpreters (AFSCME) agreed

that the Branch should join The State Court Interpreter Certification Consortium

(Consortium). The Consortium's Certification Program is administered by the National

Center for State Courts (NCSC). The Consortium provides objective testing materials,

establishes professional quality standards, including a Model Code of Ethics for court

interpreters (See Appendix A, Model Code of Responsibility for Interpreters in the

Judiciary) and ensures uniformity of interpreting services for court interpreters by

requiring interpreters to meet minimal entry-level standards of proficiency. In this
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agreement between AFSCME and the Judicial Branch, currently assigned permanent

interpreters were granted a period of five years (later extended to six years) in which to

take and pass one of four versions of the NCSC oral certification examination for

Spanish interpreters. According to this agreement, those permanent interpreters who

did not pass the exam, after having been administered the four versions, would be

transferred to another position within the Judicial Branch where their language skills,

although not sufficient to meet the standards of courtroom interpreting, could be better

employed.

82. Certification Training for Judicial Interpreters

The Consortium recommends member states offer 16 hours of training prior to

administering the oral certification exam. The Judicial Branch, however, made a

decision to exceed the NCSC requirements by providing a series of in-depth workshops

and training sessions to its permanent staff. Temporary interpreters also were offered a

condensed version of the training. Nationally, the pass rate for the NCSC oral

certification exam among working interpreters is estimated to be 25-30%, and less than

15% of all court interpreter candidates actually pass the oral certification exam. In

Connecticut, however, the pass rate for the oral component of the Spanish certification

exam for working interpreters is 38%, attributable to the training provided to candidates

by ITS.

83. Training for Interpreters from Agencies

When proceedings require interpreters for languages for which Connecticut has no

permanent or temporary interpreters on staff, the interpreters are contracted from

vendor agencies. Interpreter agencies are required, by contract, to screen, qualify, and

train interpreters before sending them to Branch assignments. ITS has provided

training to all vendor agencies as to Judicial Branch interpreting standards. Agency

responsibilities regarding these interpreters include:

• Sending them to an ITS-administered Consortium Written English Exam, including a

section on Ethics',

• Administering an oral screening exam to their interpreters;
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• Providing them with a three-hour "Orientation to Connecticut Judicial Assignments"

program; and

• Providing proof to ITS of criminal background checks for their interpreters.

However, not all agency interpreters sent to Judicial assignments have successfully

completed all the testing. As a result, ITS, on occasion, has received comments that

were unfavorable regarding these agency interpreters. ITS is making every effort to

ensure that only qualified vendor interpreters are used in the court. Due to time

constraints and the lack of available qualified interpreters, this goal is not always met.

C. SHORTAGE OF INTERPRETERS

C1. Introduction

In 1996, the Task Force on Minority Fairness Report stated that ITS had insufficient

staff to meet the increasing needs for their services. Since that time, the LEP

population in Connecticut has increased significantly (See Appendix B: Immigration in

Connecticut: A Growing Opportunity), while the number of Branch interpreters has

remained fairly constant. Currently, there are 35 permanently assigned and 22

temporary interpreters on staff. On an ongoing basis, ITS loses staff due to attrition

(retirements and resignations) as well as to failures in passing examinations.

C2. Increasing Demand for Services to LEP Individuals in Connecticut Courts

Despite the fairly constant number of Branch interpreters, ITS has worked to provide

interpreters to meet the expanding needs of the courts. Interpreters are routinely

required to cover several courtrooms and to travel extensively. In addition, some

interpreters complete written translation assignments during intermittent short periods of

down-time between cases. Due to the shortage of interpreter staff, the time required to

complete translations is so long that many requests are not met in a timely manner.

Given the projected increase in the population of LEP individuals in Connecticut, the

Judicial Branch can no longer fulfill the needs of these individuals in the courts without

improvements to operations and increases in the number of interpreters on staff.
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C3. Recruiting Interpreter Candidates

To understand the difficulties encountered in recruiting gnd retaining qualified

interpreters, it is necessary to understand the role and qualifications of the court

interpreter. Court interpretation and translation require an integrated combination of

specialized knowledge, Skills, and experience. Complete proficiency in both English

and the foreign language is necessary. In a courtroom, court interpreters must have a

full command of technical language, legal "jargon," street slang, and formal language

(both ill English and several dialects of the target language) and have bicultural

awareness. Interpreters must be able to interpret simultaneously (as the words are

spoken) and consecutively (after the words are spoken). They also must be able to

provide sight translations (spoken translation of written documents), and sometimes are

asked to provide written translations. In addition, interpreters must have a solid

foundation in ethics, procedures, and protocol.

It is recommended that the Branch consider hiring more bilingual staff for positions

which directly serve LEP individuals (see Section VII, Recommendation 9).

Figure 1 (next page) displays the results of a six-month process to recruit promising

interpreting candidates to attend an ITS Orientation Program held on July 28th and 29th

of 2007. As set forth in Figure 1, only 9 candidates, from an initial 570 applicants, met a

preliminary eligibility standard to qualify to interpret in Connecticut Superior Courts.
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FIGURE 1

YIELD OF SIX·MONTH PROCESS IN 2007 TO FIND QUALIFIED INTERPRETER CANDIDATES

258

AGENCY CANDIDATES

Agency interpreters registered

to take the written exam from

February 2006 until July 2007.

Application/recruiting process of

agency interpreters is done directly

570 INITIAL
APPLICANTS JUDICIAL CANDIDATES

312 Temporary interpreter candidates:

130 Didn't complete applic. process to attend

February '07 Orientation, but still active.

182 New candidates who contacted our

office from February to July 2007.

143 Did not complete applicat"lon process

for the following reasons:

by the Agencies. I Did not turn paperwork in on lime.
I

I
Discontinued communication.

1_ 169 Completed paperwork on lime.

427 ELIGIBLE TO
TAKEWRITIEN

EXAM

258 Eligible Agency interpreters: 169 Temp. candidates with all paperwork:

68 Agency interpreters failed to attend 67 Failed to commit to exam dale.

exam after having confirmed attendance. 102 Able to attend exam:

190 Agency interpreters attended the written 67 D'id not attend written exam due to:

Exam. Confirmed and did not attend.
, Dropped out.
I

I
Discontinued communicationJ

I

,

35 Attended written exam.,

--
EXAM RESULTSr- 55 Failed the Generic and Ethics lest. 25 Failed the written exam.

17 Passed only Ethics part. failed Generic 10 Passed Generic part of the exam:

36 Passed only Generic part, failed Ethics 1 Dropped out after passing due 10

82 Passed both parts of the lest.

I

poor fluency in Spanish.

"Agency interpreters take Ethics "Temp candidates are administered

exam together with the Generic. Ethics part of the exam at the

I Orientation.

127 CAND I
INTERPS. ABLE

TOATIEND

118 Agency interpreters invited to attend 9 Temporary candidates were invited

Orientation: to attend Orientation Program:
82 passed exam in its entirety.
36 passed Generic part only (failed 1 Failed to attend w/o explanation.

Ethics) but would be able to attend 1 Unable to attend (lack of

Orientation and re-lake Ethics there. transportation from NY).

35 Agency interpreters confirmed their 1 Did not attend as she accepted

Attendance' a permanent interpreter

3 to re-take Ettlics at Orientation.. ____~osition in New~~.
~

FINAL RESULTS
3 Agency interpreters attended Orientation 6 Temporary candidates attended

and passed Ethics (out of 27 who Orientation and passed Ethics. Iattended)
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C4. Interpreter Compensation

The Connecticut Judicial Branch faces growing challenges in attracting qualified

candidates who possess the proficiency required by the certification exam due to the

Branch's current pay rates and hiring practices, as well as to competition from private

and other public-sector employers (e.g., hospitals, schools, airports). These other

employers generally have less stringent requirements than those of court interpreters

and pay higher salaries. In addition, the screening and testing process for qualifying

and certifying interpreters is time-consuming and costly.

Although it is somewhat difficult to make direct comparisons for pay rates between

Connecticut and nearby states, Connecticut's court interpreter salaries are generally

lower than those of surrounding states, and well below those of the Federal court

system. (See AppendiX C: Survey: Compensation - Contract [Temporary] Interpreters

- 2007; Appendix 0: Survey: Compensation - Salaried Interpreters - 2007, The

Consortium for State Court Interpreter Certification, National Center for State Courts;

and Appendix E: Current Fees for Contract Interpreters, U.S District Courts.)

According to current Branch hiring practices, all new ITS interpreters work as temporary

employees for a time period, generally up to 2 years. If they fail to pass Connecticut's

prescribed certification exams by the end of the established period, their services are

discontinued. During this period, they are paid $15.93 per hour. This rate is 27% lower

than the $21.75 hourly rate which permanent, qualified, but non-certified, interpreters

are paid. If a temporary interpreter passes the oral certification exam, but a current

permanent position is not available, the interpreter continues earning $15.93 per hour.

Th·IS rate is 34% lower than the $23.97 hourly rate which permanent certified

interpreters are paid by the Branch. At the same time, other organizations are

competing for interpreter services by paying their interpreters at rates that exceed those

paid by the Branch. This disparity adds to the competitive disadvantage faced by the

Branch.
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D. INTERPRETING SERVICES FOR THE CIVIL COURTS

ITS provides interpreter and translator services in cases where life, liberty, children, or

housing are involved. Therefore, in addition to supplying interpreters for Criminal Court,

ITS supplies interpreters for housing, support enforcement, and family matters,

including restraining orders. Currently, it is usually not possible to provide interpreters

for other civil matters.

When court interpreters are not provided, other individuals, such as family members or

friends, are sometimes allowed to interpret. When such individuals provide interpreting

services, it is possible that information they transmit during the proceeding or interview

becomes omitted or distorted because these individuals generally do not possess the

skills of a trained interpreter.

E. TRANSLATION OF COURT FORMSIDOCUMENTS

Translation is the transference of ideas from a written document in one language,

accurately and completely, into a written document in another language. ITS translates

documents at the request of State's Attorneys, Public Defenders, Support Enforcement,

Probation, Family Services, the Clerk's Office, and other units in the Judicial Branch.

Documents translated have varied in length from one paragraph to 140 pages, and may

need to be translated from English into another language, or from another language into

English. The types of documents translated include legal documents, such as trial

transcripts, motions, orders, and decisions, as well as sworn statements, affidavits,

expert witness reports, psychological and social studies, and letters to or from prison

inmates. In addition, ITS staff translates forms, booklets, manuals, brochures, and any

other Judicial Branch publications, either in hardcopy or online formats, for which a

translation is requested.

Figure 2 displays the increasing number of translation requests each year.
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FIGURE 2

NUMBER OF TRANSLATION REQUESTED AND COMPLETED BY YEAR

ITS also provides transcription/translation of audio and video sources, meaning that

spoken words are transcribed from the original non-English audio/visual source

recording into a written text. This written text is then translated into English for use by

the Courts. Legal translation and transcription/translation are very specialized, detailed,

and time-consuming processes that require highly qualified personnel. The two-step

transcription/translation process is even more time consuming than standard written-to

written legal translation. According to the U.S. District Court, Central District of

California, in "Translation of Tapes, Videotapes, and Compact Disks," for each 1 minute

in the original recording, 30 minutes to 1 hour of transcription and translation time is

required.

Although some certified interpreters also work as translators, not all qualified

interpreters can produce quality translations, because some different skill sets and

experience are needed Translators often must spend time to produce accurate legal

translations, time which typically is not required for standard interpreting assignments.
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Translators frequently must refer to dictionaries, statutes, and civil and penal codes in

order to complete a translation assignment professionally.

While translation requests are initially assigned to certified interpreters, translation

protocol requires that the draft translations these interpreters produce must then be

reviewed, edited and corrected by a certified translator. Editing legal documents is a

detailed and time-consuming task. ITS has three certified interpreters who are also

certified by the American Translators Association (ATA; see Appendix F: Interim

Forensic TranscriptionlTranslation Protocol). These certified translators, who also cover

interpreting assignments daily, face a considerable challenge in ensuring that legal

publications are translated consistently and accurately within required deadlines. One

of these certified translators currently manages translation requests, and edits most

translations, while also supervising interpreting staff in a busy district and covering

interpreting assignments daily.

Currently, no member of ITS staff is dedicated to translation work, and requests must be

received and re-entered into the Translation section of the Interpreter Scheduling

program; and appropriate translation-management software is not available to meet the

increasing demand for timely translations. Dedicating at least one interpreter to

translation management, automating the entry of translation requests into the

Translation section of the Interpreter Scheduling program, and purchasing appropriate

terminology-management translation software may be cost-effective in meeting the

growing demand for translators (See Section VII, Recommendations 1,4, and 8).

F, Training of Court Staff/Judges/Administrators

Many court staff, judges, and administrators are sometimes unaware of the special

needs of LEP individuals, or the procedures necessary to access interpreter services to

overcome language barriers. Court staff may not be fully aware of the potential

consequences of using an unqualified interpreter, which include conflicts of interest,

distortions of the record, and other interpreting-related deficiencies, which may result in

the denial of access to the courts.
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The Judicial Branch provides a one-half day program on diversity for new judges and

magistrates. In 2003, ITS was included as a presenter, focusing on a variety of issues

relevant to LEP individuals. Additionally, in support of the Public Service and Trust

Commission's Strategic Plan for the Judicial Branch, the Branch is currently developing

an informational training program, "What You Need to Know about Limited English

Proficiency," to ensure that Judicial staff know the legal obligation of the courts to

provide LEP individuals with meaningful access to the courts' programs and services,

and to educate employees as to how to access interpreter services. This training will

soon be available to all Judicial Branch staff.
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SECTION II: ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC TYPES OF INTERPRETERS

A. LANGUAGES REQUESTED

Figure 3, which follows, displays the number of interpreting requests by language in

2007, in volume order. It illustrates that in 2007, ITS received approximately 44,615

interpreting requests for interpreting services in the 24 most-requested languages. ITS

provided an interpreter for approximately 98% of these requests for both on-the-record

and off-the-record interpreting services. The requests summarized in Figure 3,

however, do not include requests handled by Telephonic Bilingual Services (TBS) or the

Commission on the Deaf and Hearing-Impaired.
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FIGURE 3

INTERPRETING REQUESTS BY LANGUAGE AND VOLUME FOR 2007

(FOR BOTH ON-THE-RECORD AND OFF-THE-RECORD REQUESTS TO ITS)

Language Total Requests

Spanish 38,889
1

- !
Portuguese 1,957

•

Polish 1,228

French/Haitian/Creole 447

Chinese/Mandarin/Cantonese 386
i

Russian 257
I,

Albanian 254
1

Korean 216 lVietnamese 214

Laotian 119

Bosnian 105

Ukranian 105
- -

Hindi/Gujarati/Punjabi 64

Italian 64

'I Turkish 50

I Arabic 42 l
Cambodian 42

Somali 33
I

Greek 32 I

Hungarian 31 I
Thai 31

-~-- ... -

Farsi 23
- --

I, Cape Verdean 13 -~!

,

Quiche
-- --

13

~_G_R_A__N_D_T_O_T_A__L_O~F_R_E_Q_U_E_S_T_S_I ~~~~~4_4_,6_15_~~~_
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B. AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE

ITS is not the unit responsible for providing sign-language interpreting services, as is

the practice in some other states. Instead, these services are provided by the State

Commission on the Deaf and Hearing Impaired, established by the Connecticut General

Assembly in 1974. This Commission is a part of the Department of Social Services (for

administrative purposes only), and its functions and responsibilities are covered by

Connecticut General Statutes, Sections 46a-27 through 46a-40, in which it is defined as

"a state-wide coordinating agency to advocate, strengthen and implement state policies

affecting deaf and hearing impaired individuals."

The enabling statutory sections describe the interpreting services provided by the

commission in legal, medical, and educational settings, and establish registration and

certification procedures for sign language interpreters.

The State Commission on the Deaf and Hearing Impaired reports that it currently has

seven interpreters qualified to interpret in court proceedings. In FY 2008, these

interpreters responded to approximately 1,150 requests from Connecticut's courts.

C. QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS (INCLUDING TESTING, TRAINING AND
CERTIFICATION)

To provide qualified interpreting services to LEP individuals, ITS extensively tests and

trains interpreter candidates. Figure 1, included previously, shows a representative

yield during an initial testing period in 2007.

Testing of candidates and newly hired interpreters specifically includes:

• A Written English Exam,

• A Written Translation component into Spanish (for Spanish-language candidates);

• An Orai Screening Exam of proficiency into candidates' non-English languages (after

which candidates may be hired as temporary employees);

• A Written Ethics Exam;

• An Oral Readiness Assessment of candidates' readiness to be sworn in; and,

• An Oral Certification Exam.
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The training includes a 2 - 8 week paid mentoring period; a practice that few, if any

other states, have implemented. During the mentoring period, candidates are given

comprehensive manuals and customized attention from certified interpreter mentors (as

their time allows) so that they can acquire the following:

• A basic understanding of legal terminology commonly used in Connecticut courts,

• Simultaneous interpreting skills, and

• Ethical training.

The mentoring period culminates with a rigorous readiness assessment, or series of

assessments, which candidates must pass before they are considered qualified and are

permitted to interpret on the record.

Figures 4 and 5 list the elements in the testing and training of interpreter candidates.

These figures illustrate the length and cost of the process for an ITS interpreter

candidate to become qualified, and eventually certified, to provide interpreting services

in the courts. The figures also include some specific recommendations to reduce the

time and resources required. Among other things, Figures 4 and 5 recommend:

• Discouraging unqualified candidates from applying by

- Collecting appropriate fees from candidates for testing and training ( a

practice that is implemented in other states); and

- Creating a self-assessment sample exam online.

• For candidates who apply:

- Enhancing communication regarding proper registration for exams following

Consortium guidelines; and

- Automating candidates' notification of their exam results.

• More effectively screening candidates by updating oral screening processes;

• Improving the training materials for those who pass screening exams to expedite

their swearing-in as qualified court interpreters (eg., by improving audio and civil

training materials).

• Improving resources to help qualified interpreters become certified by
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- Encouraging the development of skills-building seminars;

- Considering the collection of fees from candidates to make the training self-

funded;

- Fostering the development of interpreting courses at Connecticut colleges;

and

- Fostering the development of professional interpreter and translator

associations in Connecticut.
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FIGURE 4 (two pages)

QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS: TESTING AND CERTIFICATION

~-- ~----;---------,----,---
Recommendations

Add Oral Screening for English
(available to purchase from
external vendors, or ITS staff could
be trained to do in-house.)
Consider substituting External Oral
Screening Service to measure
proficiency in non-English
languages, as alternative to our
limited oral screening~ Note: this
will not test baseline interpreting
capability.

2.

Status/Issues

Most current applicants fail
this exam, and are
insufficiently educated in
aspects of English
necessary for accurate
interpretation in our courts~

Labor intensive to
administer; current test used
for Spanish needs to be
updated; test used for
languages other than
Spanish is not the same type
of test as the Spanish, and
may not measure an
equivalent level of capability.

Pass Rate
(2007-0ct 2008)

39% of All
Tests

44% of
Spanish Tests

70%
(languages
other than
Spanish)

'1 Administered Passing

I
Measures to Std.

~~,.-,.--=--c--c--,-c-c------i-- ~-
Written English All 80%
proficiency Interpreter

c\lndidates,
unless
previously
certified

Test

Written
English Exam

Simultaneous
Oral
Screening
Exams

1 ~ Consider charging candidates for
tests.

2. Create on-line sample test to
discourage unqualified candidates
from applying~

3. Purchase grading machine to
save time and prevent scoring

L errors.
LW=r-Citt~e-n----j Written --- Cp;jl---~-~ -7-0-'1<-,- 25% of - Labor intensive for single Encourage other ITS Staff to get

Translation proficiency interpreter Spanish- ATA-certified rater (person in ATA certification so ITS can more

I
(Spanish only) candidates, applicant tests charge of Translations) to efficiently measure the writing

unless grade, but a good predictor proficiency of candidates In

I

previously of written Spanish abilities; Spanish. and begin measuring the
\, certified few pass. I writing proficiency of candidates in

_+_-"Ia...nguages other than S anish.
c-I ccW:-:r-;iCCtt-e-n--~-j Underst-anding~1AII----+--o8;oOc"l<o-,-~-::7;:;3-::%o-,-ocef c;T"-e-so-ts--t--;W~o-r;-ks-w-e--;II-;"th-o-s-e-w-"-h-o-ofa-i I

Ethics Exam of Interpreter's interpreter are given study materials
role: accurate. I' candidates and required to pass before
complete. they are considered qualified
neutral, no ' for court assignments.

leoal advice LI-:-::----+-==-~==___;c;:---,.--
Spoken All 50% 57% of Tests
proficiency In interpreter (Spanish);
other language; candidates
and baseline who pass
ability to Written
interpret English (and
simultaneously Spanish
between Eng. Translation)
& other exams
language I

(English into
i Other Lang.)
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FIGURE 4 (two pages)

QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS: TESTING AND CERTIFICATION

\

---

55 Rate Recommendations
-Oct. 20081

Statusllssues

- - f- - -

15, or These assessments are Improve Audio Materials
during labor intensive to administer, 1. Create practice tapes at slower
ov. 2008) but are a good safeguard to speeds.

make sure unqualified 2. Put blank segments between parts
interpreters are not sworn in. of audio.
These assessments are 3. Add or Improve
administered in a somewhat civil/family/housing/juvenile
subjective manner. components of the Audio Materials

and Mini-Glossaries that are used
in these readiness assessments.

I
Few candidates pass, 1. Encourage development of college
especially in languages courses & professional
other than Spanish; associations in CT.

2 Offer Orientation and Skills-
Ability to test candidates Building seminars in CT. These
hindered by $200 charge to seminars could be self-funded if
rate each exam, and lack of candidates are charged to attend.
mechanism to bill candidates 3. If pay is not increased, help fund
for this exam. attendance at accredited training

courses outside CT for promising
candidates, through educational

_~~

time or tuition reimbursement.

Pa
2007

3 of
7% (
n.-N

Test Measures
Administered Passing

L to Std. (

I Readiness All Flexible 1
Assessments Interpreters but 8

toward the approx. Ja
end of their

I
80%

2 to 8-week
mentoring
period, to
ensure that
they are

lready to
cover all
routine

_~-

proceedin~
-

Oral
Certification
Exams

-~--
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FIGURE 5 (two pages)

QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS: TRAINING

- -- ----

I -- -----

! EducationallTraining Resource For Status! Issues Recommendations
I

I

Information on Judicial Internet Interpreter Candidates Many unqualified persons apply 1. Could better incorporate self-
re: and are disappointed, and assessment to discourage unqualified
Employment for Interpreting at considerable ITS resources are candidates.
CT Judicial Branch used in tracking. 2. Could further streamline application
(Glossaries and Introductory prac. per Court Operation Computer
Documents) Systems Support.
1-Day In-House Orientation in Newly hired Interpreters-in- Works well. Emphasize Readiness Assessment and
Hartford Training Oral Certification Exams that Will follow.

~----- ----

Mentoring Program and Newly hired Interpreters-in- Works well, but is labor-intensive 1. Could substitute 16 hour training, &
Mentoring Manuals (2), Created Training, during 2-8 Week (avg.) for mentors, many candidates court observation programs, (for
Sept. 2008 Mentoring Period don't succeed or stay, and some intensive mentoring), which some

mentors say they don't have other states employ, although these
enough time outside of court to do do not prepare interpreters to cover all
mentoring, or the freedom to types of proceedings.
change assignments to show 2. Could better "train the trainers" and
mentee full breadth of hearings incorporate more of their suggestions
during brief period. Training is to improve the materials.
highly personalized by mentor and 3. Complete Mini-Glossaries.
location, and quality of mentoring
varies.

---
Readiness Assessments for jlnterpreters in Training Besides testing, readiness Readiness assessments could be
being Sworn In assessment includes training to fill systematized further. Other staff could be

in gaps typically not well covered trained to give these assessments, if
during mentoring (e.g., intra to desired.
juvenile and other non-criminal
matters).

- ---
Annual June Meetings Staff Interpreters Excellent for continuing education Continue these seminars and explore

and morale. instituting a continuing-education

- -
component for certified interpreters.
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FIGURE 5 (two pages)

QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS: TRAINING

hEducationallTraining Resource
----

For Status/Issues Recommendations

Assorted Occasional In-House Primarily for Staff Interpreters These workshops are always
Skills-Building Workshops seeking to pass Oral Certification beneficiai to attendees and

Exams several in-house master
interpreters have much to share.

Judicial Intranet pages: Current Judicial Interpreters Judicial Intranet web pages, Update Judicial Intranet Interpreter web
Interpreter Overview; listing of "State of Connecticut Judicial pages with relevant educational training
Adm inistrative staff; listing of Branch, Superior Court resources.
staff Court Interpreters; listing Operations, Interpreter and
of Temporary Court Translator Services"
Interpreters; Recruitment (http :/lzeus/ColAdminUniUCourtlnt
Brochure; Yearly Seminars; erpreters/l ndex. htm).
listing of languages; glossaries
and documents for Court
Interpreters; requests for
Interpreter and Translator
Services; Policies and
Procedures; Newsletter;
Working with Court Interpreters
(Bench Card, 2006).

- ----

Judicial Internet pages I Potential interpreter candidates Pages currently offer some Expand candidate training resources on
resources to prepare candidates Judicial Internet.
to pass ITS qualifying and
certifvino exams.
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D. CURRENT USE AND RECOMMENDED EXPANSION OF THE TELEPHONIC

BILINGUAL SERVICES (TBS) PROGRAM

The Telephonic Bilingual Services Program allows for spontaneous interpreting services

by telephone to Judicial staff seeking to communicate with LEP individuals off-the

record. Judicial staff who are in need of off-the-record telephonic interpreting for

Spanish may call Judicial TBS staff (currently one person), who then provides the

interpreting personally, when available. When TBS staff is unavailable for a Spanish

language call, or when the request is for interpreting in a language other than Spanish,

requestors may call a service-provider agency, currently Language Line Services, Inc.

This agency provides an interpreter by telephone within several minutes, enabling

communication between the Judicial requestor and the LEP individual, 24 hours per

day, 365 days per year, in more than 150 languages. On average, the agency provides

interpreting services for approximately 313 calls per month, at a cost of 1 dollar per

minute. Each call averages approximately 30 minutes.

Figure 6, which follows, summarizes the calls in 2007 through September 2008 which

were personally interpreted by Judicial TBS Staff, and those interpreted through calls

to Language Line Services, Inc.
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FIGURE 6

INTERPRETING REQUESTS BY LANGUAGE AND VOLUME FOR 2007

Total Calls Total Calls
to Judicial TBS Staff to Language Line, Inc. Grand I

Language Jan.2007-Se t. 2008 Jan. 2007-Se t.2008 Total Calls ,

S anish 1,634 6,280

Portu uese 97

Polish 42

Mandarin 29

Vietnamese 29

Russian 16

French 15

Albanian 14

Amharic 11

Haitian Creole 9

Korean 9

Bosnian 8

I Laotian 6

6Arabic

I Urdu 2

2Bengali
l

Hun arian 2

Greek 1

Total 1,634 6,578 8,212
'* .,,~

;'~":{£~
"
.,

'.'. .~. ',..

78 313 391

After beginning in the New Britain Judicial District as a pilot program, TBS has recently

expanded their services to the statewide offices of the Court Support Services Division,

Support Enforcement Services, Centralized Infraction Bureau, Jury Administration, and

the Office of Victim Services. Expansion to other courts has proven problematic

because some locations do not have appropriate telephone capabilities. For example,

in some locations, the telephone communications infrastructure does not permit staff to

place calls to 1-800 or out-of-state numbers, which are required to access remote

interpreting through Language Line Services.
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The Branch may provide improved and more cost-effective access to qualified off-the

record interpreting services outside of the courtroom by re-organizing, renaming, and

expanding TBS (see Recommendation 2). TBS could efficiently provide both

telephonic and some in-person interpreting (e.g., jail interviews, CSSD studies and

interviews, Court Operations interviews, etc.) if the following is implemented:

• Suitable permanent qualified (but non-certified) Spanish-language interpreters

are reassigned to TBS; and

• Telephonic capabilities are modified, and telephone equipment (in some cases,

equipment which has already been acquired), is activated.

Implementing this recommendation will allow certified ITS staff to provide more timely

interpreting services in the courtroom, while qualified staff provide more services

outside of the courtroom. Deploying the qualified staff in this way will also reduce the

current cost of Language Line services for Spanish-language calls.

E. IN-COURT TELEPHONE AND VIDEO INTERPRETING

The ITS Unit has acquired equipment and has conducted initial tests to facilitate the use

of telephone interpreting in courtroom proceedings in a few locations. As ITS continues

to serve growing volumes of requests for services, and an increasing number of

languages with limited numbers of qualified interpreters, telephone services can be

expected to improve operational efficiency as well as reduce costs. It is anticipated that

these services will be used only in proceedings of short duration. Branch staff will rely

on telephone services similar to the TBS Program currently used, but with conference

call telephone capability to permit everyone in the courtroom to hear. Also, it is

contemplated that the Branch's own staff interpreters could provide these services from

remote locations when necessary. Emerging technology using videoconferencing

equipment and services also may be considered for remote cOLirtroom interpreting.

However, issues such as administering oaths to private agency interpreters via

telephone need to be considered and addressed before this service can be

implemented.
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SECTION III: ACCESSING INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATOR SERVICES

(EXCLUDING TELEPHONIC BILINGUAL SERVICES)

A. CURRENT PROCEDURES

Currently, Judicial staff accesses interpreter services through ITS in two ways:

• By using the Spanish, Portuguese, and Polish interpreters who are assigned daily in

specified high-volume court locations (see Figure 10, Section IV: Current Number

and Location of Interpreters).

• By submitting the standard "Interpreter Services Request Form" to the ITS Unit by

email or FAX (Figure 8). (The second page of the form allows LEP individuals to

assist Branch staff to identify the language services needed by asking the individual

to mark a given box if the individual speaks a given language.)

ITS staff then enters this information into the Interpreters "Scheduler" System.

Figure 7 (that follows) iliustrates the current process for access to, and provision of,

interpreter services by specific request to ITS. Section II, D (Current Use and

Recommended Expansion of Telephonic Bilingual Services (TBS) Program) has

outlined the current process for access to, and provision of, interpreter services through

TBS.
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FIGURE 7
ACCESSING AND PROVIDING INTERPRETER SERVICES

BY SPECIFIC REQUEST TO ITS

lEP person requires interpreter)
services for Courl related matter ...

1
Request for Interpreter

initiated by Court staff and
sent (FAX, email) to ITS

'tan ITS provide service
with CT Judicial

Interpreter?

YES

ITS scheduler nolirles
Interpreter 01 request

i_

/CT Judicial h11erpreter arrives and')
.., prOVides services !

NO
iTS scheduler requests
services from Agency!

Agencies

t

Can Agency supply"
services during specified

time?

YES

NO

••.( Agency Interpreter arrives and
\ provides services
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When ITS receives requests with adequate notice, it can effectively arrange for the

requested interpreter services to be provided by Judicial Branch or Agency staff.

Challenges in providing interpreters arise when ITS staff receives an urgent request for

same-day services (e.g., for an arraignment or trials). A same-day request may arise

• From a location where an on-site interpreter is not sched uled for that day, or

• For a language in which ITS staff cannot provide. In this case, ITS must initiate a

request to a vendor agency, which is both time-consuming and costly, and cannot

always be satisfied that day.

In some cases, ITS is able to arrange services for later the same morning, or for the

afternoon session. When a same-day request cannot be satisfied, the court is obliged to

continue the case to a future date. Section VIII, Recommendation 1, outlines how early

detection of the need for interpreting services by first-line staff will minimize this

occurrence. It is also recommended that the Information Technology Division, and the

Court Operations Computer Systems Support Unit, develop computer programs that

would allow interpreter-request information to be downloaded from the various judicial

case-management systems into the ITS Scheduling System, from the moment the need

for an interpreter for a specific case is recognized and recorded. Once accomplished, it

is envisioned that these early-detection and automation processes will:

• Help schedulers more effectively assign the limited number of interpreters to cover

the maximum number of cases in a timely manner;

• Significantly decrease time currently spent entering interpreter requests; and

• Cut down on data-entry errors that occasionally result in delays before an

interpreting request is satisfied.
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FIGURE 8

Interpreter Services Request Form

INTERPRETER SERViCES
REQUEST FORM
JLl-CL-;'3 lil":""~-ve

PI'!:!","se E-mail or faA to'

Da,te InterpreiaNeoeded:

Location Where In!erpreter N~ded'

Stag>:> of Proceeding: D Plea

o Pre-Trialo Y.O.

Judge:

lanyuag.els} to be ltrl("rpreted:

Ces.e Name:

Interpreter and Translator Services
90 Washington Street

Hartford, Connecticut 06108
Phon>?: (BBG) 70B~5040

Fax: (88[]) 705-5083

E-mai·j 8ddr~5s: lnterpr.ei€:T.l"e-quesl@j'ud.cl.go',

Time inte:Tp;reter Needed:

o Intel'\ll'2Wo Court Hearingo GourtTrial

Duration of PmoeediJig:

Courtmom t-tumher.

o Jury Trialo Seniencing:o Ofr\.er

~D~DC~k~e~t~N~u~m~b~e~, 1D=-=at~e~~R~e~q~u~e~5~t~M~a~d~e~, _

Requested From:

Phone Number of RequE-stor (Include area rode)'

The Jl.Jdjcia/ Branch compiles ~\'Irh the Amen"cans wfth Di3ab,\vljes Ad (ADA;. "}'Ou
need a reasonabJe i}CcC>.llnJoo'afion in accordance w,:th fhe ADA. contact Interpn:ter

and Trandator St'fl1C'es at telephone number (860) 706-5040 fax number (8GO)
706-5088 or at the ilddrE~3 noted abDve.
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LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION GUIDE

I
--- ~-

Marque esta casilla si lee 0 habla espano!. 0 Spanish

Assinale este quadrado se voce Ie ou fala portugues. 0 Portuguese

Prosimy 0 zaznaczenie tego kwadratu, jezeli posluguje si« Pan/Pani j«zykiem polskim. 0 Polish
---- - -

Make kazye sa a si ou Ii oswa ou pale kreyol ayisyen. 0 Haitian Creole
--

+.\a -*f~,i'lt3k~ r:p _:Z~'jJj:. -rt' ~K '. '.dE. mf'R. Jtt:fffi. 0 ChineseJri '~. -y ,., ... , E c
(try to determine whether Mandarin

or Cantonese)
-- --- --~ --~~

I
rlo~'lc"ThT(, -:fraT Klk'l;(panIK. eelH IlLI 'l,ITae'l'e IUl! ros0plHe no-pyccKH. 0 Russian

~ --- -- - - - - -
I

Veri shenje boksit po shkruan dhe lexon Shqip. 0 Albanian

0 Korean

l- -t '''1 .-, ~~ 71 L-} Df..-6J~ ~~ 0"1 0 u:i 01 ?t'ol! if. "'1 Bl~ I,] .2.,6 _ --:-r,- --":- T\_, = ;::!,'e. ,;.).. -~ '--

Xm danh Mu \'ao {) nay J bii::r doc va ncn Gll<ic Viet NgU. 0 Vietnameseneu quy Vj

,"",," ,
I~~ ~- "-I ,:':'; "" t,_.;:

( "liT '" ( I f ':"E'~("" U T··~'t'r"· 18'1'; 1'1'p ;.-.,p" I' ',crY)~r~ 0 Laotian" 'I' -I' C' I .1 \';.i :L· _ ~;.jl_l "J :i ilu I;,:; .;~c -dJ ,_, ! ,.1 P_' ,_' -.J!;v;.- e:, -") _ ".""r

~-- -

OznaCite ovaj kvadrati6 ako citate iii govorite bosanski. 0 Bosnian
I
- lji;u,.tiThTC [~I'C' r;:;liTHHKy. HKU~O BHYlITW:::TC a60 rOf:i-OpHTC yKpal"HCbKOfO MO.BOK).
I 0 Ukrainian
I ---
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A request for translation services is accomplished by completing the "Translation

Services Request Form." This form (Figure 9) is e-mailed or faxed to the ITS Lead

Interpreter for Translations. The Lead Interpreter then enters this request into the

Translation Tracking component within the ITS Scheduling system, and arranges for the

requested translation to be prepared and edited by certified Judicial Branch interpreters

(or Agency staff, when certified Judicial interpreter for that language is not available).

The existing Translation-Request form is being revised by Legal Services. It is

recommended that computer programs be developed to allow translation requests to be

downloaded into the Translation Tracking component within the ITS Scheduling system.
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FIGURE 9

Translation Services Request Form (updated version in

process)

TrllDslation Senices Request Fonn

INTERl'RITERAND TRANSLATOR SERVICES

GA4 WATERBURY
400 GRAi"l> STREET

WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT 06702

TEL: 20~.236.8082 FAX: 20~.2J6.S090

Request Dat.e: _

Rf'qnested by: (pls_ include name., title & department) _

____________Tel: Fax, _

Address:

Return to: Ctf differeDt from above) _

SOUl'ce LlUgtlilge T3J'get Langnage _

.Matf'ri:lIs enclo,~t'd - plea.'iof" circle: \ideo tape or audio tape or dGcmnents

Numb-e." of taped minutes 01' page, __

Date ncedf'd by: Case name and Dumbe-r _

Comments:

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

Date Reef-hoed: Rfoque.st Tr:J.dting No: _

Gino to: Datl:: _

Addnss: T.I: _

________________ Fu, _

Deadlint: Datf' l'N:tived from tntD.sbtor:

Date .'lent:

Limiled English Proficiency (LEP)

____________ Vi."}:
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B. INFORMING STAFF AND PUBLIC OF CURRENT PROCEDURES TO ACCESS

SERVICES

The following methods are available to inform Judicial Branch Staff of the current

procedures for requesting interpreting and translating services, and how to effectively

use the services.

1. Intranet Website:

• "Requests for Interpreting and Translating Services" page (contains forms

and Instructions for requesting services);

• Form JD-CL-93 (Interpreter Services Request Form) in the "Judicial

Branch Forms" page;

• The electronic ITS Unit Brochure ("Interpreter and Translator Services") in

Engiish, Spanish, and Portuguese; and

• "Principles of the Proper Utilization of Interpreters in the Courtroom"

(handout prepared by ITS Unit).

2. The hardcopy ITS Unit Brochure ("Interpreter and Translator Services") in

English, Spanish, and Portuguese is available at Clerk's Offices, Court Service

Centers, and Public Information Desks.

3. Education and training for Judicial staff, such as

• Presentation on LEP issues and interpreting at the 2008 "Diversity Day" held

by the Judicial Branch.

• A presentation within "Diversity Advantage" training for new Judges and

Magistrates on "Effective Communication with Limited-English Speakers."

• A training program for all Judicial staff, currently being scheduled for 2009,

entitled "What You Need to Know about Limited-English Proficiency."

Currently there are no methods available to inform members of the public of the

current procedures to request interpreting and translating services. It is an ITS goal

to publicize these procedures.
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SECTION IV: CURRENT NUMBER AND LOCATION OF INTERPRETERS

Figure 10 (next page) outlines the current number of Judicial interpreters assigned to

the various court locations, based upon automatic standing requests. Figure 10

illustrates the following:

1. Total staffing levels have been reduced in recent years

• In 2006, a total of 72 permanent and temporary interpreters in all

languages were employed;

• In 2007, a total of 69 permanent and temporary interpreters in all

languages were employed;

• In 2008, a total of 55 permanent and temporary interpreters in all

languages are employed.

The reductions are attributable to two major causes:

• Separation of employees unable to pass qualifying exams (without the

corresponding employment of qualified interpreters willing to accept our

compensation level), and

• Standard retirements and other forms of attrition.

2. Events in other parts of the world have caused changing demographic trends in

Connecticut, resulting in requests for interpreters for languages previously

unfamiliar to the courts in Connecticut, such as Cape Verdean, Quiche, and

Burmese.
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FIGURE 10 (three pages) CURRENT NUMBER AND LOCATION OF INTERPRETERS

JD Schedule of basic In- Additional Assignmentsllocations Permanent staff available permanently assigned per
Most requested Languages

Special
Court Assignments by request Districts Comments

...... _--_. --_. ..... _------ .. _----------- --- . - - - - -- ----- "---- - - - - - -- -----_.- ------ .. _---- - -- --- - - ------ ------ -- ----_. _._- --- _. - ---- -- - -- -- -- ---- ---- -----.. -
-

2006 2007 2008 as of 11/12108 2006 2007 2008 as of 11112108
----

GAS (Mon all day) Milford JD Spanish Spanish Spanish Covered by temp
Ansonial GA22 (TuesfThurs all day) Supp (lues) 0 0 0 Polish Polish Polish Spanish interps

Milord Housing (Weds AM in Derby) Portuguese Chinese Chinese

1 Darin8 Place Milford (Probl Albanian Portunuese Portuouese

GA3/DBJD (Every Day) 319 Main St (Prob) 2 Spanish 2 Spanish 2 Spanish Spanish Spanish Spanish A Portuguese temp
interp was

Danbury Housing (Mon) Garner C.I 1 Portuguese Portuguese Portuguese Portuguese assigned to GA3
daily in 2006 and

DBJC (Mon) ISupp (WedS) Cambodian Vietnamese Cambodian 2007

Vietnamese Russian Hindi/Gu'a/Punabi

GA2 (Every Day) Supp
(Thurs,Fri) Juvenile Detention Center Spanish Spanish Spanish

Fairfield BPJD(Every Day) Bridgeport C.1. 5 Spanish 4 Spanish 3 Spanish Portuguese Portuguese Portuguese
Housing (Mon.Wed,Frij 1 Lafayette Circle (Prob) Polish Polish Haitian/French

BPJC (Every Day) 299 Washington Ave (prob) Haitian/French Haitian/French Polish
Supp at lafayette Cir

(Man-Wed) Juvenile Detention Cr

Enfield C,1.

Hartford GA12 Hartford CI Spanish Spanish Spanish

GA13 MacDougai-Walker CI. Polish Portuguese Polish

GA14/HFJD Willard-Cybulski C.1. , 5 Spanish 6 Spanish Vietnamese Polish Vietnamese
1 1

FamilylSupp Robinson CI Spanish Spanish/POr1uguese Spanish/Portuguese Russian Vietnamese Portuguese
Community Court{Every

Day) 309 Wawarme Ave. Htfd (Prob)

Housing(Tues,l Appellate Court (Hartford

HFJC Hartford Hospital

QVS !Wethmsfield\

L,tchfleld GA18 (Mon Tues & Thurs) LTJOIHousing/Supp 0 0 0 Spanish Spanish Spanish Waterbury

Torrington JC Albanian Albanian Portuguese/Albanian permanent Spanish
interpreter

Portuguese Russian Chinese covers Litchfield

HindifGu"/Punj PortuQuese Polish

955 S Ma':n St (Special Serv.) Spanish Spanish Spanish

MDJC Whiting Forensic Inst Polish Polish Portuguese
Mlddlese GAg/Child Protection, (Every Day) Supp 1 Spanish 1 Spanish 1 Spanish Portuguese Portuguese Vietnamese

Housina (Mon1 CT Vallev Hosaital Vietnamese Vietnamese Chinese/Polish
GA 15/NBJD/NBJC (Every

Day) 10 Whiting Street. NB Spanish Spanish Spanish
1 Polish-Lang

Ne\v temp Interpreter is
Britain Supp (Tues) (Mental Services, divers prag) 5 Spanish 3 Spanish 3 Spanish Polisr, Polish Polish assigned to

Housing (Thc;f$) 225 N Main Bristol (AdUlt Prob) Bosnian Russian Albanian NB daily
GA 17 (Weds am, Fri ali

day) Russian laotian Arabic
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FIGURE 10 (three pages) CURRENT NUMBER AND LOCATION OF INTERPRETERS

JD Schedule of basic In· Additional Assignments/locations Permanent staff available permanently assigned per
Most requested Languages

Special
Court Assignments by request Districts Comments

-- . _------ --- .. _------------_ . ---- . __ . ------_.-- -- - . --- _... ~ ---. ----- ----_ .. _------------ - ... -... _-------- -------.. - --_. --- -. - ---- - - - ---- --- .. _.- -------------- .- - _... ------.. - --
2006 2007 2008 as of 11 1121GB 2006 2007 2008 as of 11{12/08

New 1 Spanish-lang
Haven GA7 (Every Day) New Haven Housing (Fri) interpreter

GA23 (Every Day) New Haven Juv, Oeten\ion etr Spanish Spanish Spanish assigned to

Housing (Tues.ThufS) New Haven C.I 6 Spanish 6 Spanish 5 Spanish Polish Vietnamese Korean translation-only

New work after not

Haven NHJC (Every Day) Cheshire CI. 1 for transl only Portuguese Polish Polish attaining

NHJDISupp (Every Day) Manson Youth InSt Korean Korean Vietnamese certification

Meriden Supp (Weds) Webster C.I
Meriden Housing (Fr,) 867 State St NH (Prob)

165 Miller St Meriden

(Juvenile Prob Interviews)

GA1Q (Every Day) NLJD Spanish Spanish Spanish

GA21 (Every Day) Ycrk C.! Chinese Chinese Chinese
New

london WFJC (Mon-Thurs) Gates C.I. 1 Spanish 1 Soanish 2 Spanish Haitian/French Haitian/French HaitianlFrench

Norwich Supp (Thursl Corrigan-Radgowski C.I. Turkish portuguese Vietnamese
Cape Verdean (first

Norwich Office of Evalls. time reaueste~t) Cape Verdean
GAll STJC! SNJD (Every Interpreter

Day) Spanish Spanish Spanish assigned to
Stamford translation-only

! GA20 (Every Day) 717 West Avenue. Norwalk (Prob) 2 Spanish 3 Spanish 3 Spanish Polish Polish Haitian/French work after
not anaining

Norwalk NWJC (Thurs) NWJC other days per request 1 trans I only 1 trans only Haitian/French pOlluguese Polish certification

Korean Haitian/French Ukrainian

Rockville JO Spanish Spanish Spanish

Rockville JC Laotian Haitian/French Laotian

Tolland GA19 (Man) Osborne C.1. 0 0 0 Hindi/Punj/Guj Chinese Chinese

Northern C.l. Polish Lao/Ukrainian Portuguese

Beroin C.!

GA41 WTJD (Every Day) Span~sh Spanish Spanish
Waterbur

y Housing (Wed) 4 Spanish 5 Spanish 4 Spanish Portuguese Portuguese Portuguese
SUPP. 300 Grand

(Mon. Tues,Thurs.Fri) Albanian Albanian Albanian
Comm Court at 400 Grand HaiVFmlBurmese

(Mon&Fri) Korean Haitian/French (first time requested)

WTJC (Everv Da ) ,
Brooklyn C.I Spanish Spanish Spanish

Wmdtla GA 11rwOJD (Every Day)
m IHouSlng 109 Valley St WillimantiC & 1 Spanish 2 Spanish 2 Spanish Chinese Portuguese Portuguese

Quiche (first time
WLJC (Mon-Thurs) 1320 Main St, Willimantic (Prob) Russ/Portuguese requested) Quiche

Windham Supp in Putnam
(Thuc;) SUDD 108 Valley St Willimantic Laotian Vietnamese LaotJan
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FIGURE 10 (three pages) CURRENT NUMBER AND LOCATION OF INTERPRETERS

JD Schedule of basic In
Court Assignments

Additional Assignments/locations
by request

Permanent staff available permanently assigned per
Districts

Most requested Languages
Special

Comments

2007
.\ .

_ 2008 as of 11/12108

Temp staff available, traveling statewide

l8Nao
Spanjs~

15 Non-Spanish 7 Non-Spanish

13 Spanish20 Spanish
22

SpanishL.:;c:....c"'-.-.l.- -' ..__
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SECTION V: EVALUAnON OF CURRENT POLICIES FOR ASSIGNING

INTERPRETERS

ITS attempts to provide interpreting and translation services whenever requested, for

cases where life, liberty, children, or housing are involved. ITS must weigh competing

demands. ITS recognizes its responsibility to provide services to LEP individuals;

however, at times, it must prioritize assignments based upon available resources.

There is currently no regular and systematic evaluation within ITS to review the actual

allocation of resources.

It is recommended that a more specific and detailed mechanism for prioritizing

interpreting requests be developed, and that an analysis of the effectiveness of this

mechanism be regularly performed.
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SECTION VI: HIRING NEEDS

The following table (Figure 11) lists recommendations for the hiring of additional Branch

interpreters to better satisfy current demands for access to the courts by LEP

individuals. In making the recommendations, the following elements were considered:

• Current staffing and request levels, and the

• Current procedures for accessing interpreter services.

The recommendations do not reflect any expansion of services (e.g., to additional Civil

matters) or changes in current procedures (e.g., the possible restructuring and

expansion of TBS). If expansion of services to other areas is desired, or changes to

current procedures are instituted, further study will be required to determine hiring

needs.
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FIGURE 11 (three pages) HIRING NEEDS

DISTRICT
Current Perm.

Most Req. Langs. Comments Hiring NeedsStaff

as of 11/12/08 as of 11/12/2008

1 perm Spanish

Spanish covering AM
Covered by
temp Spanish

Ansonia/Milford 0 Polish interps and GA7 Support

Chinese on Wed, and

Portuguese GA4 on Fridays

A Portuguese-
language temp

2 Spanish Spanish interp 1 perm Spanish

was assigned to
Danbury 1 Portuguese Portuguese GA3 on the for JC and Support

daily basis in
Cambodian 2006 and 2007 covering NWJC on

Hindi/Gujarati/Punjabi Thursdays and

GA4 Fridavs

Spanish

Portuguese

Fairfield 3 Spanish Haitian/French 2 permanent

Polish Spanish

1 perm Spanish

Hartford Spanish covering GA19

Polish on Mondays, GA13

6 Spanish Vietnamese on Tuesdays,
1

Spanish/Portuguese Portuguese MDJC on Wed and

Thursdays.

Hartford Support

on Fridays

1 permanent

Waterbury
Litchfield 0 Spanish permanent Spanish

Spanish-
Portuguese/Albanian Language also covering

interpreter
Chinese covers GA17 on

Polish LT Wednesdays

and Fridavs
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FIGURE 11 (three pages) HIRING NEEDS

DISTRICT
Current Perm.

Most Req. Langs. Comments Hiring Needs
Staff

as 0111112/08 as 01 11112/2008

'.
Spanish

Portuguese (combined with

Middlesex 1 Spanish Vietnamese Hartford position)

Chinese/Polish

Spanish 1 Polish-lang

lemporary
New Britain 3 Spanish Polish interpreter 1 Polish perm

is assigned to
Albanian NB on

Arabic the daily basis

1 Spanish-lang

interpreter
Spanish assigned

5 Spanish Korean to translation 1 perm Spanish

New Haven 1 for transl only Polish work only after

Vietnamese not attaining

certification

Spanish

Chinese

New London 2 Spanish Haitian/French

Vietnamese

Cane Verdean

1 Spanish-lang

interpreter
Spanish assigned

Stamford/Norwalk 3 Spanish Haitian/French to translation

1 trans only Polish work only after

Ukrainian not attaining

certification
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FIGURE 11 (three pages) HIRING NEEDS

DISTRICT
Current Perm.

Most Req. Langs. Comments Hiring NeedsStaff

as of 11/12/08 as of 11/12/2008

Spanish

Laotian

Tolland 0 Chinese

Portuguese

Spanish

Waterbury 4 Spanish Portuguese 1 pennanent to

Albanian allow Lead to work

I

Haitian-
French/Burmese on translation

work

Burmese 1st time

Spanish

Windham 2 Spanish Portuguese

Quiche

Laotian

TOTAL HIRING 8 permanent
NEEDS: Spanish

1 permanent Polish

+ part-time temporary
interpreters in lesser
most-requested
languages
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SECTION VII: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

The following recommendations for improving access to the courts for LEP individuals

are presented in two groups, specified by the type of actions required to implement

them.

• Operational Actions

• Human Resources Actions

OPERATIONAL ACTIONS

1. Standardize and streamline the processes to request interpreter and translator

services by:

• Enlisting the assistance of first-line Branch staff to consistently record in case

management systems (e.g., CRlMVS, Edison, etc.), at the earliest possible stage

in a case involving LEP individuals, the following information:

- The need for interpreting services in a case,

- The language needed,

- The type of proceeding and/or approximate duration of the interview

requested.

• Enlisting the assistance of the Information Technology Division, and the Court

Operations Computer Systems Support Unit, to develop computer programs that

would

- Include an "Interpreter" and "Language" indicators in the case-management

systems where they currently do not exist (Juvenile systems already possess

an "Interpreter" indicator);

- Automatically generate an interpreter-service request from early detection of

the need by first-line staff;

- Transfer pertinent data into the ITS Scheduler system, for every scheduled

court appearance or interview throughout the duration of a case, until final

disposition; and
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~ Print an "Interpreter" and "Language" indicators on all dockets.

- For translation requests, automatically generate a translation request when a

requestor fills out a Translation Request Form, and transfer pertinent data

from such requests into the Translation Tracking component within the ITS

Scheduling system.

Once this system is in place, ITS can better predict and resolve competing

scheduling demands for interpreting services, thereby assigning interpreters more

effectively.

• It is recommended that a more specific and detailed mechanism for prioritizing

interpreting requests be developed, and that an analysis of the effectiveness of

this mechanism be regularly performed.

2. Provide improved and more cost-effective access to qualified telephonic and in

person interpreting services outside of the courtroom by expanding the scope and

availability of Telephonic Bilingual Services (TBS) to Judicial Staff statewide. This

improved access can be accomplished by:

• Considering expanding the scope of Telephonic Bilingual Services, and renaming

it, to allow this unit to provide telephonic and in-person interpreting outside of the

courtroom (e.g., jail interviews, CSSD studies and interviews, Court Operations

interviews, etc.);

• Re-assigning suitable permanent qualified (but non-certified) Spanish-language

interpreters to TBS; and

• Modifying, acquiring, and activating necessary telephonic infrastructure and

equipment.

This recommendation, in part, will allow certified ITS staff to provide more timely

interpreting services in the courtroom ("on the record" interpreting), and qualified

staff to provide more services for needs outside of the courtroom. It is anticipated

that deploying the qualified staff in this way will reduce the current cost of Language

Line services for Spanish-language calls.
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3. Permit the more effective use of scarce certified Spanish-language interpreters by

considering the permissibility of using audio recordings of the advisements of

constitutional rights in Spanish. These recordings could eliminate recurring

conflicting requests for an interpreter to read the rights in Spanish in multiple

courtrooms at the same time.

4. Consider acquisition of appropriate terminology-management translation software

(e.g., the Trados program) to ensure consistent state-wide translation of important

legal terminology on court forms for LEP individuals.

5. Consider implementing some of the procedural recommendations in Figures 4 and 5

(Quality Considerations for Testing, Certification, and Training). Implementing these

recommendations would shorten the process to qualify and certify new interpreter

candidates.

6. Strengthen interpreter services by:

• Establishing Branch policies specifying the role and scope of duties and ethical

requirements for interpreters in Connecticut Superior Courts, and

• Creating a mechanism to allow candidates to pay for some testing and training.

Although creating this mechanism may require legislation, it would be more cost

effective, attract more committed interpreter candidates, and allow ITS to focus

their testing and training resources on a more promising pool of candidates.
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HUMAN RESOURCES ACTIONS

7. Have the Branch consider recommending

• An increase in the hourly pay rate for qualified temporary court interpreters,

currently paid $15.93/hour. See Appendix C, Survey: Compensation - Contract

[Temporary] Interpreters - 2007, Consortium for State Court Interpreter

Certification for comparative current market conditions); and

• Establish higher rates for:

a. Services in hard-to-find languages, so that the Judicial Branch can

compete with other employers (especially the court systems in adjoining

states); and

b. Certified temporary interpreters.

8. Consider updating and/or creating job classifications for certified permanent

interpreters as follows:

• Update the "Interpreter II" job description for certified permanent interpreters to

emphasize the professional (rather than clerical) services interpreters provide to

the courts.

• Establish a "Master Interpreter" job classification for those staff who pass the

state certification with higher scores, or who hold multiple certifications (e.g.,

federal, ATA, interpreting certification in more than one language).

• Establish an "Administrative Translator" position for a person responsible for

managing translation assignments.

Creating this career path for certified interpreters would allow the Branch to retain

and inspire increased contributions from superior-quality interpreters, who currently

are paid the same as those who do not possess the same qualifications. It would

enable ITS to better satisfy the growing demand for legal translations, and ensure

more timely delivery of translations required for court-related proceedings.

9. The Branch should consider hiring more bilingual staff for positions which directly

serve LEP individuals.
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10. When funds become available, increase interpreter staff as outlined in Figure 11.

Thereafter, periodically, re-assess and review ITS staffing levels so that it can better

meet the increasing demands for their services.
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Appendix A: Model Code of Responsibility for Interpreters in the Judiciary

Appendix B: Immigration in Connecticut: A Growing Opportunity

Appendix C: Survey: Compensation - Contract [Temporary] Interpreters - 2007,
Consortium for State Court Interpreter Certification

Appendix D: Survey: Compensation - Salaried Interpreters - 2007, Consortium for
State Court Interpreter Certification

Appendix E: Current Fees for Contract Interpreters, U.S. District Courts

Appendix F: Interim Forensic Transcription/Translation Protocol

ffiPIES OF APPENDICES ARE AVAILABLE UPCXil REDUEST TO .nID:;E SUPPORT SERVICES.
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ATTACHMENT D

UNIVERSAL SIGNS



Universal Signs - No specific language needed

for Courtroom 2



ATTACHMENTE

PUBLICATIONS & FORMS
TRANSLATED INTO OTHER

LANGUAGES



JUDICIAL PUBLICATIONS & FORMS TRANSLATED
INTO OTHER LANGUAGES

Title Form Number Language

A Child Needs Emotional and Financial Support of JDP-ES-211 Spanish
Both Parents

Adult Probation Handbook, Key to Your Success JD-AP-1365 Spanish

Compensation for Crime Victims JDP-VS-10 Spanish

Eligibility Requirements for Victim Compensation JD-VS-60815S Spanish

Instructions to Complete Dissolution Agreement JD-JM-106A Spanish
Form

Interpreter and Translator Services JDP-ES-212 Spanish

Kid's Coloring Book' JDP-ES-189 Spanish

Landlord's Guide to Summary Process (Eviction) .IDP-HM-14 Spanish

Middletown Court Guide JDP-ES-210 Spanish
.IDP-ES-21 051
JDP-ES-21052

Notice for Restitution JD-AP-62 Spanish

Notification Programs to the Victim JDP-VS-11 Spanish

Parenting Education Programs JDP-FM-151 Spanish

Rights and Responsibilities of Landlords and JDP-HM-31 Spanish
Tenants in Connecticut

Rights of Crime Victims in Connecticut JDP-VS-15 Spanish

Services For Families of Homicide Victims JDP-VS-0075 Spanish

Tenant's Guide to Summary Process (Eviction) JDP-HM-15 Spanish

Travel Permit JD-AP-18 Spanish

Victim Advocate's Brochure - Victim Services JDP-VS-14 Spanish

Victim Rights I Crisis Services Hotline JD-VS-0025 Spanish

Basic Immigration Questionnaire Portuguese

Conditions of Probation JD-AP-110 Portuguese

Electronic Monitoring Agreement Form Portuguese



Title Form Number Language

Electronic Monitoring Agreement Form (CSSD) Portuguese

Form for Placement and Conditions Portuguese

Interpreter and Translators Services Brochure JDP-ES-212-PE Portuguese

MADD Leaflet Portuguese

Notice of Application for AR JD-CR-10 Portuguese

Notice of Obligation to Submit to the Taking of a Portuguese
Biological Sample (Form Letter)

Notice of Placement in the Pretrial AEP JD-CR-79 Portuguese

Office of Victim Services Brochure Portuguese

Placement Form (Form Letter) Portuguese

Protective Order JD-CR-58 Portuguese

Specific Steps JD-JM-106 Portuguese

Waiver of Extradition Form JD-CR-108 Portuguese

Adult Substance Abuse Survey ASUS R Revised Polish

Basic Immigration Questionnaire Polish

Customized Wallet Cards (Support Enforcement) Polish

Do It Yourself Divorce Guide JDP-FM-180 Polish

How to Get Your License Reinstated (Form Letter) Polish

Interpreter and Translators Services Brochure (in Polish
process)

Jury Administration Brochure Polish

Jury Administration Pamphlet Polish

Jury Duty in ConnecticutlWhat Every Juror Should Polish
Know

Office of Adult Probation Notice to Victim (Form Polish
Letter)

Interpreter and Translators Services Brochure (in JDP-ES-212 German
process)

Bail Commissioner's Letter to Defendant (Form Russian
Letter)



Title Form Number Language

Basic Immigration Questionnaire Russian

Interpreter and Translators Services Brochure JDP-ES-212 Russian

Connecticut Courts JDP-ES-201 Chinese
(Simplified)

Specific Steps Albanian

Basic Immigration Questionnaire Albanian

Failure to Appear Form Letter Vietnamese



ATTACHMENT F

OTHERSTATES&FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT SURVEY



WHAT PROCESS IS USED TO SELECT FORMS/LANGUAGES?

Federal: Look at volume and those forms being accessed by the general public.

California: No formal process. Anecdotal evidence and forms with the greatest volume were
selected. There are plans to start a work group to assess various forms for translation.

Colorado: I work with the forms specialist within the Judicial Department to prioritize the forms that
we need to have translated. I also work with the Managing Interpreters to prioritize the
forms that they are sight translating most often.

Iowa: We have no formal process at this time. Each judicial district has been allowed to
determine: which forms are to be translated, the language which they are translated, and
who does the translation. This process resulted in some poorly translated documents.
We are in the process of developing guidelines on this issue. We will/would like to
require that the State Court Administrator approve any court form that is to be translated
and that the translator must be certified by the ATA and/or some other nationally
recognized institution that certifies or credentials translators.

Kentucky: We are at the beginning of the process. Here is what we have so far: Our Legal
Department researched the relevant Federal laws and issued a memo addressing the
need to translate certain documents into a target language. This requires a four step
analysis.

Maine: A committee was created to look at prioritizing and selecting forms. It was determined
that Protection from Abuse forms were the priority. A total of about 12 forms were
translated.

Missouri: Missouri has translated new forms - only forms that are standardized for use in all
Missouri state courts and only in the top couple of languages.

New Jersey: Ad hoc basis - any operating unit within the Branch could make a request for a form to be
translated.

New York: The most utilized forms as determined internal printing statistics as well as feedback from
(,o",hemd;,toetj staff/judges. Spanish was the primary focus.

N. Carolina: In December 2003, full-time coordinator for interpreting services was hired. A team of
court managers and judges determined which forms. Focus was on Spanish.

Ohio: An informal survey was done. Domestic violence forms, protection orders, child support,
some small claims forms. Approximately 26 different forms have been interpreted.

Oregon: No formal process. Looked at volume of forms used in criminal matters.

Washington: This state is mandated by statute as to the specific forms that are to be translated into
other languages. Approximately 100 different forms have been translated.



WHAT FORMS/LANGUAGES ARE SELECTED?

Federal: Could not identify specific number of forms. However, the primary languages being
translated are Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean. Their primary brochure on civil
rights has been translated into 17 different languages.

California: Approximately 50-70 forms in Spanish, Vietnamese, Korean, Chinese, Tagalog.

Colorado: We have selected many domestic forms, our gUilty pleas, requests for public defender,
FED forms, many instructions to fill out forms.

Iowa: See above.

Kentucky: "Vital" documents. Languages are selected based on the finding after applying the legal
analysis.

Maine: Protection from Abuse forms into Spanish, Arabic, French, Vietnamese, Somali, Khmer.

Missouri: Petitions and Judgments for: Adult Abuse, Child Protection, Family Access and small
claims; Waiver of Counsel and Waiver of Preliminary Hearing. Forms include both
English and Spanish or English and Bosnian. Must be completed in English.

New Jersey: Over 200 forms in all areas of the court have been translated - criminai, civil, family, etc.
ONLY one language translated - Spanish.

New York: Approximately 50 forms. Spanish waS primary language. Some additional languages as
(southern district) the need arises· no set criteria.

N. Carolina: Spanish. Other languages as need arises - difficult to get interpreters. Over 50 court
forms for criminal, civil and domestic violence have been created.

Ohio: 26 forms in Spanish, Somali, Russian, Arabic, Mandarin. These languages were
selected based upon an informal survey.

Oregon: 6-8 forms in criminal matters. Only translated in Spanish.

Washington: Forms are determined by statute and includes all areas of the court: criminal, civii, famiiy.
Through demographic survey, Spanish, Russian, Vietnamese, Korean.



WHAT RESOURCES/STAFF ARE USED IN THE PROCESS?

Federal: Two contractors. One vendor serves as verification of the initial translation. Important to
know the name of the specific individual translating the form. At times, some In-house
employees are used.

California: All form interpretation is contracted out to vendors.

Colorado: We have a group of certified translators who are also federally certified interpreters, who
work on our forms. We pay them standard translation and editing rates.

Iowa: See above.

Kentucky: Legal Department; Court Services Department; Interpreting Department. We are
planning to get the Public Information Department also involved.

Maine: Existing staff. Also, Arrest grant paid for contractual interpreters through Catholic
Charities.

Missouri: Use ATA accredited translator for Spanish and an agency on the Sate of Missouri
contract for Bosnian.

New Jersey: Two translators are contracted with to provide all forms translation.

New York: Internai staff of interpreters. No attorney used in the process. For languages other than
(,oo,hem ''''rict) Spanish, contractors were hired. Printing completed internally.

N. Carolina: The interpreter staff are used for translating forms. No attorney involvement. Printing
was completed internally.

QhiQ: Ohio has one coordinator and no interpreters on staff. They use contractual interpreters.
There is no certification standards in place in Ohio.

Oregon: Used existing interpreters as well as contractors through a vendor called Northwest
Justice Project.

Washington: Contract out to small agencies. Nothing done internally.



Federal:

California:

Colorado:

Iowa:

Kentucky:

Maine:

Missouri:

New Jersey:

New York:
(southern district)

OBSTACLES?

Accuracy is the primary obstacle.

Making sure the form was translated properly and accurately.

Time. The project is overwhelming in scope, and we are also standardizing our glossary
for forms so that there is consistency. The best thing is to have one final editor to do the
job of standardization.

Budget - no funds specifically set aside for translating court forms, though we have
proposed such a line item in recent budget requests to the legislature.

Will report later.

Biggest problem was working with the software in which the contractual interpreters used
to communicate to the Branch. Also, lack of dedicated staff to this project.

Forms change, so they have to be redone.

Finding competent translators is a problem.
A standard operating procedure/policy needs to be in place to gUide the rules for
translation.
Always use two people to translate forms.

Major obstacle are languages other than Spanish.

N. Carolina: Languages other than Spanish.

Oregon: Major problems are when forms are changed or modified. Interpreters office not always
informed. It requires a new interpretation of the entire form.

Ohio: Since only one staff person, coordination is much too time-consuming. Finding
competent, trustworthy interpreters has been difficuit.

Washington: The biggest issue is that as forms change in English, it requires revision to the translated
form. Constantly updating.



COSTS?

Federal: Not familiar with costs involved.

California: Not sure - there is a formula used to pay the vendor.

Colorado: We have spent about $20,000 over two years, and stili have LOTS to go!

Iowa: Not sure. It would depend on how many forms/documents need to be translated.

Kentucky: We are planning to use our website primarily and offer the translated forms in PDF
format. We hope that using an interactive website wili ensure not only more efficient
outreach, but also wili enable us to better manage the information and ensure prompt
response to a new need.

Maine: Minimal since existing staff was used. The Arrest grant paid for contractual interpreters
through Catholic Charities.

Missouri: It varies. Spanish is by 25¢/word (in 2005) and Bosnian is by the hour (see below):
Price per hour for translating services - $62.50
Price per hour for copy editing/proofreading services - $65.00
Price per hour for document formatting services - $65.00
Price per CD-R - $2.00
Price per 3" double sided, double density diskette - no charge
Price per 3" double sided, high density diskette - no charge
Maximum emergency fee for rush job - $100.00

New Jersey: Translators are paid approximately $45.00 per hour.

New York: Minimal.
(southern district)

N. Carolina: Minimal.

Oregon: Average cost is about $75 per page.

Ohio: One staff person and ali contractual for interpreting services. The Ohio State Bar
Association financially contributed to the project.

Washington: Independent contractors average approXimately $500 per form.

In 2007, the Washington Judiciary asked the legislature for $7.791 million for state fiscal
years 2008 and 2009 to provide partial reimbursement for the cost of certified and
registered spoken language court interpreters and qualified interpreters in visual
languages, and to assist courts in developing and implementing Language Assistance
Plans (LAP's). It was estimated that this funding would be sufficient to pay 50% of the
cost of certified, registered and qualified interpreters in the state, as well as enable trial
courts to comply with federal mandates to create LAP's.

The 2007 legislature appropriated $2,000,000 for fiscal years 2008 and 2009 to assist
trial courts in paying for interpreter services and in creating and impiementing LAP's.
$1.56 miliion was provided to pay for trial court interpreter services, $340,000 to create
and implement LAP's, and $100,000 for administration.



Language Translation from Other State Court Websites

State Translation Links to state court websites

Alabama No
"

Alaska No

Arizona No

Arkansas No
"

California Legal Help, Small Claims, Seniors, Family, Protection from Abuse, Traffic, Landlord/Tenant, Victim
!Assistance, Forms. Additional languages have info available in PDF.

Delaware Family Court FAQs, Arraignments

Florida No

Georgia Spanish video for Divorcing Parents

Hawaii Video for Jurors

Idaho No

Illinois Link at bottom of page to translate to Dutch, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Russian,
Spanish

Indiana Video "The Initial Hearing", Indiana Criminal Code Excerpts, Glossary of Legal Terms, Self-Service
Legal Center, Forms

Iowa No
,

Kansas Forms, Publications, Domestic Violence Protection, Interactive video "Parent Ally Program"

Kentucky Google Translation of site (with disclaimer)

i Louisiana No

Maine Google Translation of site (with disclaimer). Dropdown menu at top of subpages, translate to ....
,

Maryland Publications, Community Posters, Family Law section, Forms i
Massachusetts Mediation info, Forms, Publications !
Michigan Publications I

Minnesota Forms, Publications, Videos- Defendant's Rights, Conciliation Court Hearing

Mississippi No

Missouri Forms !
I Montana No

Nebraska Forms, Publications, Glossary of Legal Terms and Courthouse Signs !

i Nevada No

NH No

NJ Forms, Publications (Espailollink on home pg goes to Spanish Forms) !

NM No
I

NY Language links on bottom of page go to a page that explains what is available in that language. (Russian, !

Chinese, Spanish, French, Korean)'
NC Forms, Welcome from Chief Justice

ND No

Ohio Language Identification Guide

OK No

Oregon Espanollink from home page goes to pg w/links to items in Spanish, Forms, Foreign Language Legal
Assistance, Publications i

Pennsylvania No

Rhode Island Translation link to Babel Fish, Forms, Publications I

SC No
,

SD No I

Tennessee Forms, Publications
I



ITexas No
rUtah Forms, Publications, Legal Term Glossary, Divorce section

, Vermont Link to Babel Fish Translation

I Virginia I-CAN Interactive Forms in Spanish

rWashington Forms, Publications
West Virginia No

i Wisconsin Forms, I-Speak Card (for language lD)

rWyoming No

Summary

I. The majority of states have some translation which mainly includes forms and publications. Other
areas translated are Self-Help sections (How do I...?) and Frequently Asked Questions.

a. 20 states - could not find any translation
b. 5 states - offer links to free on-the-fly translation sites: Google Translation and Yahoo Babel

Fish. Each of these states includes a disclaimer that they have no control over the content and do
not guarantee the accuracy of translated text. It is provided simply to facilitate access to
information. (Maine, Kentucky, Illinois, Rhode Island, Vermont)

2. Indiana - Workplace Spanish Training for Judicial System
a. Partnered with community college to devclop a Spanish curriculum for court employees - 24

hours of classroom instruction
b. Textbook has basic information needed by court employees to effectively communicate

information to Spanish-speaking individuals.
c. CD-rom included to assist in maintaining skills learned in class
d. Topics: greetings, introductions, dates and times, numbers, phone reception phrases, eliciting

personal info, providing directions, explaining courtroom procedures, referencing court
documents

e. Free for court personnel who deal with public. For others (attorneys, community organizations,
etc.) there is a fee.

3. Maryland - Posters
a. English and Spanish - online order form so schools, government agencies, community

organizations, etc. can order specific posters and choose from 3 sizes

4. Ohio, Wisconsin -"I Speak" card (language ill card)
a. Tool to identify the language of individuals who do not speak English

5. Minnesota
a. Courthouse sign translated into most frequently used languages that states: "You may have the

right to a court-appointed interpreter in a court case. Please ask someone at the court
information desk. "

b. Translated directional signs in courthouses
c. Spanish hotline
d. Bilingual staff roster
e. Class given by Dept. of Human Services - "Dispelling the Myths: Deafand Hard of Hearing

Trends" - for staff that deals with public

6. Nebraska, Indiana, Utah, New Jersey - Online Spanish Glossary of Legal Terms & Courthouse Signs



Connecticut Judicial Branch Website Translation

Already translated and posted online:

1. Page that lists all Spanish pages
2. Publications
3. Fonns
4. Landlord/Tenant FAQs
5. Traffic Violation FAQs
6. Jury Duty FAQs
7. Support Enforcement FAQs - waiting for final corrections
8. Jury Duty - Answer Summons

Scheduled to be translated and posted online:

I. Directions to Courts
2. Court Service Centers
3. Public Infonnation Desks
4. Victim Services FAQs
5. Small Claims FAQs

],Ensign t lI08



ATTACHMENTG

LANGUAGE STATISTICS



INTERPRETER AND T'" &.NSLATOR SERVICES
CONNECTICUl ,DICIAL BRANCH

YEARLY STATISTICAL REPORT, 2008
BASED ON TOTAL OF FILES FOR ALL LANGUAGES

LANGUAGE ... TOTALOF'FII.;ES ..

Spanish 38275
Portuguese 1521
Polish 982
Chinese Mandarin/Chinese Cantonese 484
French/Haitian Creole 460
Viernamese 274
Albanian 246
Korean 237
Russian 201
Laotian 138
Ukrainian 129
Arabic 120
Italian 113
Lang. of India (Benqali/HindilGuiatari/PuniabifTelugu/Urdu) 106
Bosnian 85
Turkish 73
Hungarian 38
Cambodian 36
Greek 29
Japanese 27
Romanian 26
Hebrew 17
Thai 11
Quiche 10
Farsi 9
Burmese 8
Cape Verdean 6
Somali 6

C.·\Documenls and SeffingGRANIlloTmAbs(l)F,!l'iIkB&mel FileSIOLK8F\1ina/2008statsrepoi 43.;.;.,6..;6_7 ..I1 5/1412009. 1 of 2



ATTACHMENT H

PUBLICATIONS
TRANSLATED INTO

LANGUAGESOTHERTHAN
SPANISH



FORMS AND OTHER JUDICIAL PUBLICATIONS TRANSLATEQ
INTO LANGUAGES OTHER THAN SPANISH

CONDITIONS OF PROBATION JD-AP-110 Rev. 7/05

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE

PORTUGUESE '

PORTUGUESE

POLISH

POLISH

I

POLISH

POLISH

POLISH

POLISH

POLISH

POLISH

GERMAN

RUSSIAN
RUSSIAN

CHINESE
(Simplified)

Form Number

JD-CR-10 Rev. 10-01

JD-CR-58 Rev. 10-07

JD-AP-110 Rev. 5/2000

JD-CR-79 Rev. 1-05

.1D-.IM-106 New 9-98

JD-CR-108 Rev. 10/06

JDP-ES-212

I

! JDP-FM-180

Title

SPECIFIC STEPS

WAIVER OF EXTRADITION FORM

BASIC IMMIGRATION QUESTIONNAIRE

MADD LEAFLET

CONDITIONS OF PROBATION

INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATORS SERVICES BROCHURE JDP-ES-212-PE New
4/06

ELECTRONIC MONITORING AGREEMENT FORM NIA

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AR

ELECTRONIC MONITORING AGREEMENT FORM (CSSD)

PROTECTIVE ORDER

FORM FOR PLACEMENT AND CONDITIONS

INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATORS SERVICES BROCHURE JDP-ES-212
BASIC IMMIGRATION QUESTIONNAIRE

I NOTICE OF PLACEMENT IN THE PRETRIAL AEP

[ CONNECTICUT COURTS JDP-ES-201

I OFFICE OF VICTIM SERVICES BROCHURE

INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATORS SERVICES BROCHURE JDP-ES-212
I (IN PROCESS)



SPECIFIC STEPS
BASIC IMMIGRATION QUESTIONNAIRE

FORM LETTERS

NIA ALBANIAN
ALBANIAN

NOTICE OF OBLIGATION TO SUBMIT TO THE TAKING OF A I N/A I PORTUGUESE I
BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE

I

I PORTUGUESE IPLACEMENT FORM N/A

HOW TO GET YOUR LICENSE REINSTATED POLISH
OFFICE OF ADULT PROBATION NOTICE TO VICTIM POLISH
BAIL COMMISSIONER'S LETTER TO DEFENDANT RUSSIAN
FAILURE TO APPEAR FORM LETTER VIETNAMESE

2



ATTACHMENT I

COURT SERVICE CENTER
PHONE SURVEY RESULTS



Court Service Center - Information Desk Location: ... . . .•.··"·i'. .,jij/.i ..... .....•
Fonns/Pubs that are frequently requested by
limited english proficient people and should be

Most-requested Fonns/Publications in Most-requested Fonns/Publications in translated to other languages (up to 20) please
English (Top 20 in order of most- Spanish (Judicial or otherwise) (in order of indicate language. SPANISH, POLISH &
requested) most requested, up to 20) PORTUGUESE FOR ALL
Motion for Modification JD-FM-174 Do It Yourself Divorce Guide Motion for Modification JD-FM-174
Ap-plication for waiver of fees JD-FM-75

-- ...-

Parenting Ed Brochure Application for waiver of fees JD-FM-75
Aooearance JD-CL-12 Landlord's Guide to Summarv Process Appearance JD-CL-12 PORTUGUESE
Accelerated Rehabilitation JD-CR-9 Tenant's Guide to Summarv Process Accelerated Rehabilitation JD-CR-9----
Notice of Accelerated Rehab JD-CR-10 Rights/Resoonsibilities of LandlordslTenants Notice of Accelerated Rehab JD-CR-1 0 ----- ---

EI Divorcio en Connecticut (cuelf publication) Divorce Forms (supplement) JDP-FM-180cflivorce FormsJsupplement) JDP-FM-180
Pre-trial Alcohol Education JD-CR-44 IGuia Para L1evar a Cabo su prop, JDFM 179ps Pre-trial Alcohol Education JD-CR-44
- ---- --- -- --- - --
Financial Affidavit JD-FM-6 Pas. A Sea. En una Dem. De Des. Jdphm-15s Financial Affidavit JD-FM-6
Motion for Contempt,.JD·FM~.173_ Der. Y Resp. de los Arren. Ina JDP-HM-31s Motion for Contem!Jl. JD-FM-173

--

Custody Application JD-FM-161 CT Jud Branch Coloring Book JDP-ES-189 Custody Application JD-FM-161
Do it yourself Divorce Guide JDP-FM-179 IDerechos de Inquilino(housing code)(legal aid) Do it yourself Divorce Guide JDP-FM-179
£;,ffidavil of Indigency JD-AP-48 Derechos de if1CJ.uilino(securitv deoosit)(lea aid Affidavit of Indigency JD-AP-48
Small Claims Writ JD-CV-40 Acosto Sexual en el Trabaio (cuelf oublication) Small Claims Writ JD-CV-40
Relief from Abuse JD-FM-137 Guia de Arrendadores.. (landlords) idphm14s Relief from Abuse JD-FM-137--- -- --- ._---

!211infoline (soanish) (united wav)Aff. Relief from Abuse JD-FM-138 Aff. Relief from Abuse JD-FM-138
---- --

Pre-trial Drug Education JD-CR-118 Servicios de interoreter services ido-es-212s Pre-trial Drua Education JD-CR-118
Affidavit ConcernLng Chiidren,.JQ-FM-164 ProY1ecto de leyes para los ancianos-Ieqal aid Affidavit Concerning Children JD-FM-164
Order to Attend Hearing JD-FM-162 estas desperada (safe haven pamphlet) Order to Attend Hearing JD-FM-162
Case Management Aareement JD-FM- EI embarazo . _(familv med leave)- cueIf Dub. Case Manaaement Agreement JD-FM-
Foreclosure Mediation Request JD-CV-93 Le corte reclamaciones ..-small claims-lea aid Foreclosure Mediation Reauest JD-CV-93

Court Service Center Program's Forms and Publications Survey 61112009
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The Committee on Judicial Information Policy was originally formed as the

Identity Theft Committee by the Public Access Task Force in the fall of 2006. Its charge

at that time was to address two of the recommendations from that task force. The first

recommendation was to ensure that Judicial Branch forms did not request information,

including social security numbers, financial account numbers, or other information which

would be likely to lead to identity theft, unless the information is necessary for the

adjudicatory process. The second recommendation was to analyze and make

recommendations on remote access to electronic court records.

As part of the implementation of the strategic plan, the charge of this Committee

was expanded to encompass a broader range of access, privacy and confidentiality

concerns in addition to the issues associated with the protection of personal identifying

information. In addition to its initial charge, the Committee is also charged with

increasing public access to court processes and information while ensuring that the

information of those who become involved in the court process is protected from misuse.

This charge was derived from the strategic plan outcome goal on Access. That goal

states:

The Judicial Branch will provide equal access to all of its facilities,
processes and information through the identification and elimination of
barriers.

The relevant strategy intended to move the Branch toward the realization of the

outcome goal mandates that the Branch "increase public access to court processes and

information while protecting personal privacy and other legitimate confidentiality

concerns." The steps toward accomplishing the strategy listed in the plan include

reviewing current disclosability rules to improve consistency of access and expanding

Internet access to court documents.

Providing public access to court processes and information is an essential step

toward gaining and retaining the trust and confidence of the public. Equally important is

providing assurances to those who interact with the Branch that their personal



information will be collected only when necessary and will be handled always with

discretion and respect. The Committee on judicial Information Policy has been working

to ensure that greater public access is accomplished and legitimate privacy interests are

protected.

The Committee on Judicial Information Policy is a twenty-seven member

committee, chaired by the Honorable Joseph H. Pellegrino. It includes judges, the

criminal, family and civil bar, representatives from the information technology division,

court staff, support enforcement staff, a law school professor and representatives from

the field of bank security. The members of the Committee are: Hon. Marshall K. Berger,

Jr., Ms. Elizabeth Bickley, Hon. John F. Blawie, Hon. David Borden, Mr. Timothy

Callahan, Atty. Janice Calvi, Hon. Patrick L. Carroll III, Atty. Jorene Couture, Atty.

Joseph D. D'Alesio, Mr. P.J. Deak, Atty. Melissa Farley, Hon. F. Herbert Gruendel, Ms.

Krista Hess, Atty. Nancy Kierstead, Prof. Elizabeth Marsh, Hon. Aaron Ment, Atty. Louis

A. Pace, Jr., Ms. Dalia Panke, Hon. Barbara Quinn, Atty. Norman A. Roberts II, Mr.

Nicholas F. Sabetta, Atty. Kevin M. Shay, Ms. Rhonda Stearley Hebert, Atty. Robert

Stillman, Mr. Donald Turnbull, Atty. Frederic S. Ury, and Atty. Elizabeth C. Yen.

The Committee and its subcommittees met a total of nine times between

November 8, 2006 and June 2009.

Initially, the Committee formed two subcommittees: a Criminal Subcommittee,

chaired by the Honorable John F. Blawie, to review Judicial Branch forms and rules that

require the inclusion of personal identifying information in the criminal area, and a Family

Subcommittee, chaired by the Honorable F. Herbert Gruendel, to conduct the same

review of forms and rules in the family area. With the expanded charge, the Committee

will also form additional subcommittees to address the following areas: (1) drafting a

comprehensive access policy for court records, (2) reviewing Branch policies on

disclosability and disposal of personal identifying or otherwise confidential information

and examining existing and potential structures to permit or restrict access to that

information, and (3) developing training for judges, staff, other agencies and the public

on access to court records. With the continued expansion of electronic filing, each of

these areas will need to be addressed over the next year.



Executive Su

The summary of the recommendations of the Committee to date are listed below.

Detailed information about some of the Committee's recommendations may be found in

the report of the Criminal Subcommittee attached to this report. The Subcommittee

report is labeled as Exhibit A.

Recommendations

1. Forms have been revised based upon the review conducted. This process
should continue to eliminate unnecessary personal identifying information and to
permit the redaction before submission of personal identifying information,
including redacted social security numbers, dates or birth or account number.
(Specific information about the recommendations of the Committee may be found
in the report.)

2. A rule specifically directing filers not to submit personal identifying information in
documents filed with the court was drafted and submitted to the Rules Committee
as new Practice Book Section 4-7. It will be voted on by the judges at the Annual
Meeting in June. (Exhibit B) 1

3. Revisions to Practice Book Section 4-2 (b) to include a statement that the
signature on a pleading means that the signer has complied Witll the provisions
of Practice Book Section 4-7. (Exhibit C)

4. Revisions to the existing rules on sealing documents (P.B. Sec. 11-20A and P.B.
Sec. 25-59A) to permit a streamlined process for removing or sealing personal
identifying information that appears in court documents were drafted and
submitted to the Rules Committee. These revisions will be voted on by the
judges at the Annual Meeting in June. (Exhibit D)

. 5. The review of information that is currently displayed on the website and the
procedures for ensuring that accurate information is posted on the web site
should be referred to the Court Operations Quality Assurance Unit.

6. The examination of what could be added to the website to enhance access to
court processes and information (i.e, providing streaming videos of court
proceedings and posting decisions online), explore other ways that the Internet
can be used to increase electronic access, including interactive options (creation
of an online avatar to connect public with resources based on question/answer)
and other web-based services should be referred to the Committee on Self
represented Parties and to the Web Board.

I These rules were approved by the Judges at the anuual meeting on June 22, 2009 and will take effect
January 1, 2010.



7. A rule should be drafted to provide for the submission in a sensitive data form of
personal identifying or other confidential information that is required for
adjudicative purposes. The form would not be available to the public or posted
on the Internet.

8. A comprehensive policy on access to court records should be developed by the
Committee on Judicial Information Policy. That policy may be modeled on the
access policy drafted by the National Center for State Courts.

9. Educational materials Sllould be developed for the public in conjunction with the
Committee on Self-represented Parties regarding the public nature of materials
that are filed with the courts.



Discussion

The Committee initially met in November of 2006 to address the issue of identity

theft in connection with the increased access to court records. Although no incidents

had occurred in this state as a result of the increased information from court records that

had been provided on the website, other states, including Florida and Ohio, had

experienced some problems. With the planned expansion of availability of electronic

information, including public access to electronic documents filed in court cases, the

Branch decided to address the possible problems before providing expanded access.

The Committee approached the task of addressing the issue of identity theft first by

identifying the types of information that could lead to identity theft and the places where

that information could be found in Branch files. The Committee looked to the criminal

statute on identity theft (C.G.S. Sec. 53a-129a) to determine information that could lead

to identity theft. This information is referred to as personal identifying information.

Through consultations with judges, Branch staff and attorneys, the Committee then

sought to determine why the Branch collected or received the information and whether

the information was necessary for adjudicative purposes. This determination required a

review of Branch forms, rules and procedures.

Two subcommittees were formed to review the forms, rules and procedures: one

to review information collected in criminal matters and the second, to review information

collected in family matters. The subcommittees were formed to look at the two specific

areas because much of the personal identifying information that the Branch requests is

requested in these kinds of matters. After a review and report from the two

SUbcommittees, the Committee recognized that much of the information requested was

required not only by Connecticut for Connecticut's use in a specific court case, but in

many cases, was an essential data element for use by the federal government, certain

nationwide databases, and other states. For example, the Branch is a member of the

Criminal Justice Information ("CJIS"). CJIS is charged with overseeing an information

system that enables criminal justice agencies, among others, to share criminal history

record information, and to access electronically maintained offender and case data. The

entry of a birth date in that database is required.



Similarly, in family cases involving child support, some forms are prescribed by

the federal government, either by regulation or computer/database requirements. For

example, the Income Withholding Order JD-FM-1 requires certain information (social

security and employment information) and the only variation permitted would be adding

to the requested information. It is not possible to delete information requested in the

form. Further, funding of state programs is dependent upon compliance with the

regulations. The State of Connecticut would lose child support and welfare money if it

fails to comply with the regulations. Consequently, although the Committee did

recommend the elimination or redaction of some of the information collected in criminal

and family cases, it did not recommend the form-wide elimination of personal identifying

information.

The Committee analyzed and discussed personal information submitted in civil

cases. As a result of that analysis, it determined that much of the personal identifying

information that is submitted in civil cases is not required or necessary for adjudicative

purposes but is submitted by attorneys for a variety of reasons. For example, in a

collections case, an application for a prejudgment remedy may include a copy of a credit

application agreement with social security numbers or account information. The full

agreement may be attached as additional information, but it is not attached because it is

required by statute, rule or procedure.

The identification of the type of information that is personal identifying information

and of where that information is found in court files and why it is collected resulted in the

revision of many Branch forms. It also led the Committee to the next areas for

discussion. First, if personal identifying information that is not required by statute, rule or

procedure is being submitted, how can the Branch prevent the submission of that

information? Second, if personal identifying information is necessary to the adjudicative

process, how can the Branch protect that information it collects?

The Committee discussed how best to ensure that personal identifying

information was not included in court filings unless it was required. It decided that the

most effective way of eliminating this information was by a rule. A proposed rule and

proposed revisions and additions to three existing rules were drafted, reviewed by the

Committee and submitted to the Rules Committee. The revised rules are attached to



this report as Exhibit B, Exhibit C and Exhibit D. These rules will be voted on by the

judges at their Annual Meeting later this month.

Training of counsel, parties and self-represented parties is an additional

component of ensuring that personal identifying information is not submitted in court

filings unless required. That aspect of the Committee's work has not been fully

addressed, but it will be further considered by the Committee in the upcoming year.

Having recognized that personal identifying information must be collected in

certain situations, the Committee must now consider ways in which the Branch can

protect that information. The Committee attended a presentation given by Dr. Thomas

M. Clarke, the vice president of Research and Technology at the National Center for

State Courts. Dr. Clarke is a leading expert on privacy and was invited to provide the

Committee with an overview on how privacy and security issues related to access to

court records are being handled nationally. Dr. Clarke's presentation provided the

Committee with several methods to consider, including the drafting of a rule to provide

for a sensitive data information sheet in a court file, incorporating limitations on viewing

and downloading electronically available documents and information, and providing

education and training to counsel, parties and self-represented parties on public access

to court files. In the upcoming year, the Committee will be considering the information

from Dr. Clarke's presentation in further developing mechanisms for protecting

information.

In addition, any information that is posted and displayed on the website should

be reviewed and the development of procedures for ensuring that accurate information is

posted on the web site should be referred to the existing Court Operations Quality

Assurance Unit. Court Operations has developed policies on disclosability and handling

of information in court files, both on paper and electronically in order to ensure that

information is handled appropriately. The Committee will review those policies and

determine whether any changes should be recommended.

Another means of protecting personal identifying information is the use of a

sensitive data form. The Committee will draft and submit a rule to the Rules Committee

to provide for the submission in a sensitive data form of personal identifying or other



confidential information that is required for adjudicative purposes. The form would not

be available to the public or posted on the Internet. Similar forms are in use in other

jurisdictions and have been successful in permitting the court to have access to personal

identifying information that is necessary for adjudicative purposes while protecting that

information from unnecessary publication.



Conclusion

The work of the Committee on Judicial Information Policy is ongoing. This

interim report provides an update on the status of the work of the Committee, but much

more remains to be done. The Committee will continue to meet to develop a

comprehensive policy to provide the greatest access to court records while ensuring that

the legitimate privacy interests of parties and the public are respected.



Exhibit A

Report of Criminal Subcommittee
January 17, 2008

The Criminal Subcommittee, including Judge Pellegrino, Judge Blawie, Larry D'Orsi,
Chris Duryca, Dan Horwitch, Stacey Manware, and Alice Mastrony met on Scptembcr
19,2007 to conduct an further review offonns (both adult probation and criminal) uscd
in the criminal justice system, and the personal identifying infonnation those fonns
contain.

• Background on use of date of birth: As you know, the Judicial Branch is a mcmber
ofthc Criminal Justice lnfonnation System (CnS) (Sce C.G.S. Sec. 54-142q). The
cns is charged with overseeing an infonnation system that enablcs criminal justice
agencies, among others, to share criminal history record infonnation, and to access
electronically maintained offcnder and case data. In 2002, the Governing Board of
CJIS unanimously voted to approve the mandatory input of date of birth (DOB) on all
UAR arrest, Misdemeanor Summons and Complaint, and Complaint Tickets; and all
systcms entering arrest and booking data. The Judicial Branch is bound by that
rcquirement.

Overall, notwithstanding the potential for a person's date of birth to be misused by
identity thieves, it is apparent that the DOB is an essential, irreplaccable idcntifler in
the criminal justice world. It remains thc basic, most reliable method for matching a
particular person to his or her record. Criminal history checks through national
databases, including the National Protcction Order Rcgistry, use a DOB. Searches
conducted in connection with flreal111 purchase/possession also require a DOB. Also,
records without DOB's generally cannot be submitted to state/national criminal history
databases, including the following:

• The national criminal history infonnation ccnter (includes records for fugitives,
persons subject to protection orders, persons on parole, etc.),

• The interstate identification index (for criminal an-ests, civil background checks,
ctc.),

• The national instant fireanns check systcm (to dcterminc whethcr a person is
disqualified from possessing/purchasing flreanns and explosives).

• SpecifIC information on cach fonn the subcommittee reviewed may be found in the
notes from our meeting, along with an addendum to those notes about some additional
fonns and feedback received sinee that meeting. What follows is a brief summary of
the results of the rcview and discussions.

• On four forms, it was detennined that the DOB may not be necessary, provided
sufficient accurate infonnation is obtained for identification purposcs. It is
recommended that the date o[birth be removed:



• Probation/Conditional Dischargc Motion (JD-CR 59)
• Probation Motion (JD-CR 59V)
• Order of Probation (JD-CR 66)
• Application for Rcal Estatc Bond (JD-CR 109)

• On one fonn, it is recommended that the year of birth in lieu of the entire birth date
be used:

• Order of Conditional Discharge (JD-CR-17)

• On thrce forms, it is recommendcd that the social security number be removed:

• Suspension of prosecution/Order of Community Service Application, Order,
Report (JD CR 81)

• Probable Cause Detennination Request (JD CR 94)
• Youthful Offender Ineligibility Investigation, Motion and Order (JD-CR 144)

• One form is not found in a court tile and it is recommended that thc legend "This is
not a public document. Do not place this document in the courtfile" bc printcd on
it:

• CSSD Case Data Record (JD-CR 124)

• On thc following forms, in light of cns, CSSD and Court Operations requirements, it
is recommended that no changes be made:

• Thc Infractions Complaint Ticket (JD-CR 002)
• Competency to Stand Trial Finding and Order of Placement (JD-CR-7)
• Summons and Complaint Prosecuting Authority (JD-CR 8)
• Application for Accelerated Pretrial Rehabilitation (JD-CR 9)
• Youthful Offender Eligibility Application, Motion and Order (JD-CR 14)
• Uniform An-est RCP0I1 (JD-CR 21)
• Mittimus (JD-CR 38)
• Prc-Trial Aleohol Education Application, Ordcr, Disposition (JD-CR 44)
• Protective Order (JD-CR 58)
• Re-Arrest Warrant and Application (JD-CR (7)
• Sentence Modification Application, Motion, and Order (JD-CR (8)
• Application and Writ of Habeas Corpus (JD-CR (9)
• Infonnation (JD-CR 71)
• Competency Finding and Order of Examination (JD-CR 86)
• Mittimus - Immediatc Transfcr to Treatmcnt, Alcohol or Drug Dcpendcncy (JD

CR 88)
• Examination ft)!" Alcohol or Drug Dcpendence - Motion and Order (JD-CR 91)
• Waivcr of Extradition (JD-CR 108)



• Mittimus for Person Awaiting Finalization of Transfer to Regular Docket (JD-
CR Ill)

• Standing Criminal Restraining Order (JD-CR liS)
• Pre-Trial Drug Education Program Application, Order, Disposition (JD-CR 118)
• Zero-Tolerance Drug Supervision Program Application, Motion and Order (JD

CR 121)
• Application for Exemption trom Sex Offender Registration Requirements (JD

CR 122)
• Application to Restrict or Remove Restriction on Dissemination of Sex Offender

Registration InfonTIation (J D-CR 123)
• Pre-trial School Violence Prevention Program Application, Order, Disposition

(JD-CR 126)
• Notice of Court Order for Ignition Interlock Device (JD-CR 135)
• Notice of Obligation to Submit to the Taking ofa Biological Sample for DNA

Analysis (JD-eR 138)

As a result ofthe subcommittee's discussion and review of the f0011S, feedback from
users of these fonTIs, what we already know about the requirements of cns and other
databases, and the criminal justice system as a whole, it may not be necessary to meet
with other agencies and departments at this time.



Exhibit B

Proposed Rule Changes (Sec. 4-7) and Commentary

(NEW) Personal Identifying Information to be Omitted or Redacted from Court

Records in Civil and Family Matters

(a) As used in this section, "personal identifying information" means an individual's

date of birth, mother's maiden name, motor vehicle operator's license number,

Social Security number, other government-issued identification number, health

insurance identification number, or any financial account number, security code

or personal identification number (PIN). For purposes of this section, a person's

name is specifically excluded from this definition of personal identifying

information.

(b) Persons who file documents with the court shall not include personal identifying

information, and if any such personal identifying information is present, shall

redact it from any documents filed with the court, whether filed in electronic or in

paper format, unless otherwise required by law or ordered by the court.

(c) The responsibility for omitting or redacting personal identifying information rests

solely with the person filing the document. The court or the clerk of the court

need not review any filed document for compliance with this rule.

COMMENTARY: The court should avoid requiring the submission of unredacted

documents that contain personal identifying information and should avoid using personal

identifying information in its orders and opinions except when necessary. This rule

applies to all documents filed in a case, including documents offered in evidence at a

hearing or trial.



Exhibit~

Proposed Rule changes Sec. 4-2 (b\

(b) The signing of any pleading, motion, objection or request shall constitute a certificate

that the signer has read such document, that to the best of the signer's knowledge,

information and belief there is good ground to support it, [and] that it is not interposed for

delay, and that the signer has complied with the requirements of Section 4-7 regarding

personal identifying information. Each pleading and every other court-filed document

signed by an attorney or party shall set forth the signer's telephone number and mailing

address.



Exhibit D

Proposed Rule Changes (P.B. Sec. 11-20A and 25-59Al and Commentary

Propose adding new subsection: Practice Book § 11-20A (k):

(k) The reguirements of this section shall not apply to "personal identifying information,"

as defined in Section 4-7, that may be found in documents filed with the court. If a

document containing personal identifying information is filed with the court, a party or a

person identified by the personal identifying information may move to have the personal

identifying information redacted or to have the document sealed if the personal

identifying information cannot be redacted. In response to such a motion or on its own

motion, the court may order the party who filed the document to submit a redacted copy

of the document. order the clerk to redact the personal identifying information, or in

appropriate circumstances, order the clerk to seal the document with the personal

identifying information. If the party submits a redacted copy, the original document

containing the personal identifying information shall be sealed and retained in the court

file unless otherwise agreed by the parties.

COMMENTARY- 2009: Section 11-20A (k) allows the judicial authority or a party

or person who is identified by personal identifying information to have such information

redacted or protected in a less formalistic and cumbersome method than that now

mandated by §11-20A, including, for instance, the reguirements for calendaring and

notice to the public under §§ 11-20A (e) and (j) and for judicial findings under §§ 11-20A

(c) and (d). Although not subject to these reguirements, the court should nonetheless

employ the most narrowly tailored method necessary to protect personal identifying

information from disclosure, and a document should be sealed, pursuant to § 11-20A (k),

only in exceptional circumstances and on the record. It is anticipated that §11-20A (k)

will allow the judicial authority to address immediately personal identifying information

issues, whether in open court or at pretrial conferences, status conferences, conference

calls and the like, and that such action would take place either on or off the record

depending upon the circumstances and the agreement of the parties. As in Sec. 4-7, the

responsibility for redacting personal identifying information rests solely with the person

filing the document.



A person who is not a party to the action would not be required to file a motion to

become an interested party or take other formal action to intervene as an interested

party. in order to move that his or her personal identifyinq information be removed from

the file.

III. Propose adding new subsection: Practice Book § 25-59A (j):

(j) The requirements of this section shall not apply to "personal identifyinq information,"

as defined in Section 4-7, that may be found in documents filed with the court. If a

document containing personal identifying information is filed with the court, a party or a

person identified by the personal identifying information may move to redact the

personal identifying information or to seal the document if the personal identifyinq

information cannot be redacted. In response to such a motion or on its own motion, the

court may order the party who filed the document to submit a redacted copy of the

document. order the clerk to redact the personal identifying information, or in appropriate

circumstances, order the clerk to seal the document with the personal identifying

information. If the party submits a redacted copy, the original document containing the

personal identifying information shall be sealed and retained in the court file unless

otherwise agreed by the parties.

COMMENTARY - 2009: Section 25-59A (j) allows the judicial authority or a

party or person who is identified by personal identifying information to have such

information redacted or protected in a less formalistic and cumbersome method than that

now mandated by § 25-59A, including, for instance, the requirements for calendaring

and notice to the pUblic under §§ 25-59A (e) and 0) and for judicial findings under §§ 25

59A (c) and (d). Although not subject to these requirements, the court should

nonetheless employ the most narrowly tailored method necessary to protect personal

identifying information from disclosure, and a document should be sealed, pursuant to §

25-59A 0), only in exceptional circumstances and on the record. It is anticipated that §

25-59A (j) will allow the judicial authority to address immediately personal identifying

information issues whether in open court or at pretrial conferences, status conferences.

conference calls and the like, and that such action would take place either on or off the

record depending upon the circumstances and the agreement of the parties. As in Sec.



4-7, the responsibility for redacting personal identifying information rests solely with the

person filing the document.

A person who is not a party to the action would not be reguired to file a motion to

become an interested party or take other formal action to intervene as an interested

party, in order to move that his or her personal identifying information be removed from

the file.
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Introduction and Mandate

On June 30, 2008 the Hon. Alexandra DiPentima presented the Strategic Plan of the
Judicial Branch for the State of Connecticut to the Chief Justice. The Chief Justice
subsequently approved the plan and charged Judge Barbara Quinn, Chief Court
Administrator, with implementing the plan. One of the outcome goals of the Strategic
Plan for the judicial Branch is to "provide a diverse and culturally competent
environment that is sensitive to the values and responsive to the needs of all who
interact with it."

The Diversity in the Branch Workplace Committee was established and tasked with
recommending a plan for ensuring that goal. The committee members were appointed
in September of 2008 and met seven times beginning on October 14, 2008. The final
meeting was held on January 20, 2009.

The charges to the committee were as follows:

1. To seek and receive information on the current Branch workforce population and
the current demographics of the State of Connecticut, and to assess and
determine the population served by the courts and develop a workforce profile
reflecting diversity at all levels.

2. To review existing recruitment methods.

3. To research outreach and aggressive recruitment methods on both the local and
national level with a goal of improving the overall recruitment and hiring process.

4. To interface with the diversity committee of the Branch to explore various
outreach mechanisms including job fairs, career employment events and college
fairs.

5. To develop a program to promote and ensure diversity in the hiring and retention
of judicial Branch employees and to propose strategies to facilitate timely
implementation of the initiative.

The elements of the committee recommendations and strategies are designed to
support the mission and vision of the Judicial Branch of the State of Connecticut.

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the State of Connecticut Judicial Branch is to serve the interests of justice and
the public by resolving matters brought before it in a fair, timely, efficient and open manner.

VISION STATEMENT
An independent, accountable and responsive JUdicial Branch will administer justice, ensure
access to the courts and deliver effective, uniform and consistenl services to a diverse public.
In doing so, the Judicial Branch will collaborate with the Executive and Legislative branches of
government and others with an interest in administration of justice.
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Diversity in the Branch Workforce

In order for the Judicial Branch to effectively carry out its mission, it must respond to the
increasing challenges in the recruitment, development and retention of employees.

Issues confronting the Branch in the future include the changing demographics of court
users and the growing size and complexity of our society.

Strategic Planning Goal II

Changing Demographics: The Judicial Branch will provide a diverse and
culturally competent environment that is sensitive to the values and responsive
to the needs of all who interact with it.

Data Sources

The Committee gathered the following data to assist in its approach to developing a
recommended action plan to promote and ensure diversity in the hiring and retention of
Judicial Branch employees.

1. Judicial Branch Workforce Statistics - Retrieved from JASMIN data

a. Permanent Employee Statistics as of September 3, 2008
b. Temporary Employee Statistics as of October 1, 2008

2. CSSD Employee Demographics by Classification/Unit

3. CSSD Population Served Data from CMIS by Services Provided

4. Superior Court Operations Division Employee Demographics

5. American Community Survey Data Sheet for Connecticut 2006

6. Judicial Workforce/Connecticut Workforce Utilization Analysis, December 31,
2006

7. Support Enforcement Population Served Data provided by the Support
Enforcement Unit
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Analysis of Data

The collected data was used to determine whether the current statistical information
supported the stated strategy of the Branch, as presented to this subcommittee. The
strategy under consideration was:

Strategy: 11.1
"Ensure the workforce of the Judicial Branch reflects the ethnic and cultural diversity of
those who interact with the Branch."

A review of the available data was conducted. In general, the data did not raise any
significant concerns regarding overall representation of the population as reflected in
the census data for the State of Connecticut. As the review was narrowed to specific
job classifications and specific client data gathered, representative staff to client by
race/gender was less aligned.

Committee Actions:

The Committee discussed the charge, which is to ensure that the workforce reflects the
"ethnic and cultural diversity" of those who interact with the Branch and whether a
review of race/gender alignment is sufficient to make a determination regarding this
factor. The Committee representatives from the Judicial Branch Advisory Committee on
Diversity raised the concept of "cultural competence" and the need for all employees,
regardless of their own cultural, racial and ethnic background to be culturally competent
to deal with those who interact with the Branch.

Activity: 1/.1.1
Develop outreach strategies for making information about Branch job opportunities
known to minority communities; and coordinating hiring efforts to secure applicants from
cUlturally and ethnically diverse backgrounds.

In response to this Activity, the Committee reviewed the current recruitment and
outreach strategies of the Branch. Based on available data as well as a review of
Branch workforce by race/gender, it was determined that the current recruitment
methods reach minority communities. The Committee was informed that the
recruitment website is able to secure applicant data by race and sex, on a voluntary
basis, that will enable ongoing review to ensure that job information is being received by
minority applicants.

The Committee discussed the issue of "coordinating hiring efforts to secure applicants
from culturally and ethnically diverse backgrounds". In response to this, the Committee
has included a recommendation targeted at accomplishing this goal, along with
outcome measures to validate its success.

The assigned task of the committee was to "recommend an action plan for ensuring that
as the diversity of Connecticut's population continues to grow, the efforts made to
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develop and maintain a diverse and culturally competent workforce that is sensitive to
the values and responsive to the needs of all who interact with the Branch will continue".
The committee approached this task in a manner consistent with the approach that the
Branch Advisory Committee on Diversity has taken. The issue of shifting demographics
within the population of the State of Connecticut and the need for the Branch workforce
to meet the needs of this changing population in terms of sensitivity and understanding
of the values and cultural differences of that population requires not a one on one match
of workforce to population served in terms of race and gender, but instead requires that
as the Branch strives to develop and maintain a workforce that is diverse, that it also
strives to make its workforce culturally competent. The emphasis on cultural
competence allows the Branch to respond to the values and needs of all cultures with
whom it works while maintaining the stability of its already diverse workforce.

The Committee had lengthy discussions on the need for those within the Branch who
are charged with hiring and promotional decisions to be attuned to the issue of not only
the value of maintaining a culturally and racially diverse workforce, but also the issue of
cultural competency for all staff.

In response to the Committee charge to, "recommend an action plan to promote and
ensure diversity in the hiring and retention of Judicial Branch employees" and to
"propose strategies to facilitate timely implementation of the initiative", the Committee
developed and endorsed the folloWing:

Recommendation:

1. Address issues of cultural competency through training for new and
existing employees.

• Conduct a survey of judicial Branch staff to identify the areas employees
think are in need of improvement in relation to cultural competency.

• Develop and implement a cultural competency training curriculum.

• Provide evaluations to each participant upon completion of training.

• Provide pre and post tests to measure level of competency.

Outcome Indicators:

• Training developed/implemented will include areas most commonly
identified by staff surveyed as in need of improvement.

• A minimum of 100 Branch employees will receive cultural competency
training in each fiscal year,
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• Training will be completed by staff from all Divisions proportionate to their
representation in the Branch.

• A majority of post tests of applicants will reflect an increased level of
cultural competency.

• A majority of participants will evaluate the training as relevant and will
indicate that they feel their own level of functioning was impacted
positively by the training.

Implementation Strategy:
Refer this recommendation to the judicial Branch Advisory Committee on Diversity
for incorporation into its current efforts for developing and implementing a Branch
wide cultural competency training curriculum.

Recommendation:

2. Develop a centralized training program for Affirmative Action Coordinators.
Offer refresher training and report any issues that arise.

• Develop mandated training for Affirmative Action Coordinators to ensure
that the interview process is conducted in an appropriate and consistent
manner at all times.

• Offer refresher courses at least twice per year.

• Assess Affirmative Action Coordinators on level of competency through
periodic self assessments and/or post testing.

• Develop and implement a system for Affirmative Action Coordinators to
report any concerns regarding appropriateness of the interview process as
they occur.

• Develop and implement a system to ensure that all such concerns are
investigated and acted on prior to any action being taken on the
recruitment in question.

• Track number of issues reported by Affirmative Action Coordinators.

• Track number of refresher courses attended.

Outcome Indicators:

• All neWly appointed Affirmative Action Coordinators will receive centralized
training prior to commencement of their responsibilities.
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• All existing Affirmative Action Coordinators will receive training at least
biannually.

• All concerns from Affirmative Action Coordinators regarding a recruitment
will be investigated and acted upon prior to any action being taken on that
recruitment.

Implementation Strategy:
A centralized training curriculum for all Affirmative Action Coordinators should be
developed and implemented through the Administrative Services Division Human
Resource Management Unit. In addition this Unit should develop a protocol for
Affirmative Action Coordinators to report any concerns regarding the process utilized
in any recruitmenVinterview/selection to ensure that appropriate action will be taken
to review and address those concerns prior to a selection being made on a
questioned recruitment.

Recommendation:

3. Develop questions to include on the interview form that will measure the
cultural competency of an applicant or the ability for an applicant to
become culturally competent and ensure that all Branch staff involved in
the interviewing process receives training regarding the inclusion of
cultural competency as part of the hiring criteria.

• Revise current interview forms to include questions that address issues of
cultural competency.

• Update the Guidelines to Effective Interviews booklet to include cultural
competency as a criteria for assessment of applicants.

• Develop a training program to be presented to those involved in the
interview process regarding the concept of cultural competency and the
importance it has as part of the required criteria for hire/promotion.

Outcome Indicators:

• Interview evaluation forms will include a mandatory question on cultural
competence.

• Employees serving on interview panels, Affirmative Action Coordinators
and divisional administrative staff will receive training on cultural
competency by the end of the year in which the forms are modified.

Implementation Strategy:
The Administrative Services Division Human Resource Management Unit should
work with the other Branch Division Human Resource representatives to develop
questions appropriate to measure cultural competency of applicants, or to
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measure the ability of applicants to become culturally competent. These
questions should be mandatory questions for all Branch interviews. In addition,
the Judicial Branch Advisory Committee on Diversity should be provided with the
names ofAffirmative Action Coordinators and Divisional administrative staff to
ensure that these employees are scheduled for any cultural competency training
implemented by that Committee within the first year of its implementation.

Recommendation:

4. Evaluate and develop methods to retain employees and provide
opportunities to enhance their career mobility.

• Evaluate the existing Mentoring Program to determine if it meets the
needs of the staff in providing increased access to career opportunities
within the Branch.

• Include a career mobility program as part of the Mentoring Program to be
developed by the Mentoring Committee in conjunction with Administrative
Services Division-Human Resource Management.

Outcome Indicators:

• The completion of the evaluation of the Mentoring Committee.

• Development and implementation of a Career Mentoring Program as
noted.

Implementation Strategy:
The JUdicial Branch Advisory Committee on Diversity, which oversees the
Mentoring Committee, should review the current mentoring program and identify
how the goal of career mobility can be incorporated into the existing program.
The Committee on Diversity should work in conjunction with the Administrative
Services Division Human Resource Management Unit to develop a protocol for
interfacing the mentoring program with that Unit to effectuate a career mobility
program for all staff.

Recommendation:

5. Promote careers with the Judicial Branch at Connecticut high schools,
business schools, technical schools, career academies and colleges
through the development of class materials and a speaker's bureau for
classrooms and assemblies. Assemble a pool of Judicial Branch
employees that would be accessible to the Volunteerllntern Coordinators to
make presentations.

• Assess existing class materials and the extent of the present outreach.
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• Market Speaker's Bureau, Job Shadow and Court Aide Programs to high
school administrators.

• Track numbers of request.

• Maintain ongoing list of judicial branch employees willing to serve as
speakers.

• Update list annually.

• Market the CT Courts Curriculum.

Outcome Indicators:

• Track applicants who apply as a result of increased outreach activities.

• Poll attendees at outreach events regarding the effectiveness of the
activity and their intent to pursue employment with the Branch.

• Update current and expanded list of speakers.

Implementation Strategy:
This recommendation should be coordinated with The External Affairs Advisory
Board for implementation.

Recommendation:

6. Develop a system to collect and determine distribution of Branch
workforce data and data on the population being served.

• Assemble a committee of divisional staff to determine the data needed
and how to collect this data.

• Determine how the data can be effectively utilized to support the goal of
developing and retaining both a diverse and a culturally competent staff.

Outcome Indicators:

• Formation of a committee.

• Report of the committee regarding its findings.

• Track the progress of participants to determine the effectiveness of the
program.
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Implementation Strategy:
Each Division should appoint representatives to review the data that is currently
available regarding the population they serve and whether additional data is
required to develop a useful comparison to which the Division's workforce can be
assessed. The Committee should review available workforce data and data on
employees who have received or are scheduled to receive cultural competency
training. The committee should determine who within the Branch would benefit
from receipt of this data on a regUlar basis in order to ensure that the workforce
within each Division is meeting the goal of the Branch to provide both a diverse
and culturally competent workforce.

The Committee would note that after lengthy discussion regarding the issue of meeting
the needs of the popUlation served in tenns of language, it was determined that this
matter should be referred to the subcommittee on Limited English Proficiency to ensure
that there was a consistent approach to addressing the topic.

The recommendations cited above are submitted by the Committee on Diversity in the
Branch Workforce for consideration. They have been unanimously endorsed by the
Committee. The Committee is grateful for the opportunity to review and address this
important aspect of the Public Service and Trust Commission's Strategic Plan for the
Judicial Branch and is available to respond to any questions or concerns the
Commission may have related 10 the Committee's report.

Respectfully Submitted:

Linda A. Dow, Chair
Human Resource Management Legal Counsel
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INTRODUCTION

In May of2007, Chief Justice Rogers created the Public Service and Trust Commission
and charged it with developing a plan to enhance the public's trust and confidence in the Judicial
Branch by improving the services offered to the thousands ofpeople who interact with the
Branch each day. In June of 2008, the plan was submitted to the Chief Justice, who adopted the
recommendations of the Public Service and Trust Commission and directed the Chief Court
Administrator to develop a plan to implement the recommendations of the Commission.

The Chief Court Administrator developed and prioritized a series of initiatives designed
to implement the recommendations ofthe Commission. The first phase of the implementation
process included seven initiatives that provided for the creation of certain committees, one of
which was the Committee on Alternatives to Court Appearances (the "Committee"). The
Committee was organized in November of 2008. Directed toward the strategic goal of
increasing the efficiency of case management and court practices, the Committee's charge was to
consider opportunities to expand the use of teleconference and videoconference technology for
court appearances. The charge of the Committee is set forth in Appendix A, attached hereto.
The Committee is constituted with representatives of those stakeholders who interact regularly
with our judicial system. In accordance with its mission, the Committee has evaluated the
current use of teleconference and videoconference technology in Connecticut courts and the
potential for the expanded use of such technologies.

In order to accomplish its mission, the Committee sought: (i) to assess the current
teleconference and videoconference resources available to our courts and how they are utilized;
(ii) to determine how the use of this technology can be expanded; (iii) to identify and quantify,
when possible, the anticipated monetary and non-monetary benefits and costs of such expansion;
and (iv) to analyze existing statutes and rules of practice which permit the use of this technology
and how they would need to be revised or supplemented to accommodate the recommendations
contained herein.

The Committee considered these areas through four subcommittees: (i) the Purposes
Subcommittee - to evaluate and propose uses for videoconference and teleconference technology
in the judicial system; (ii) the Technology Subcommittee - to identify technology currently in
place and what new equipment would be required to support the recommendations ofthe
Purposes Subcommittee; (iii) the Cost/Benefit Subcommittee - to assess the monetary and non
monetary benefits and costs of the recommendations of the Purposes Subcommittee; and (iv) the
Statutes and Rules Subcommittee - to review existing statutes and rules of practice and determine
what, if any, amendments or new provisions would be necessary based on the recommendations
of the Purposes Subcommittee. Collectively, the Committee and its four subcommittees have
held approximately 30 meetings in the past six months. The meetings were conducted in a
sequential process, beginning with the establishment of a methodology, then the collection and
assessment of information and, finally, the integration ofthe work of each subcommittee into the
recommendations contained in this report.

The Committee gathered information from many sources. Committee members,
representing many of the stakeholders in the judicial process, solicited viewpoints and data from
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their respective constituencies and inquired how their work would be impacted, favorably or
unfavorably, by the expansion of teleconferencing and videoconferencing in the judicial process.
An inventory of the Branch's current teleconference and videoconference resources was
undertaken and assessments were made regarding the current use of that technology. The
Committee obtained articles regarding the use of videoconference technology from the National
Center for State Courts and other sources, including studies conducted in other states evaluating
their experience with the use ofthis technology. Firsthand experience with videoconference
technology was obtained by many Committee members in a number of ways. Several
subcommittee meetings were conducted by videoconference with subcommittee members at
different locations. Vendors made a two-hour presentation to the Committee demonstrating
some of the technology which is currently available and the ease and effectiveness of its use.
Finally, several members of the Committee traveled to Essex County, New Jersey (Newark),
which makes extensive use of videoconference technology. While there, they observed the
videoconferencing of proceedings and spoke with many of the participants in those proceedings.

The members of the Committee voted unanimously in favor of all ofthe
recommendations in this Report, except two members voted against the recommendation to
establish a pilot program for arraignments in Hartford. The concerns of those who objected are
discussed in the Commentary on Criminal Recommendations.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. The Committee Defined Teleconferencing and Videoconferencing as
Follows:

I. Teleconferencing: the use of a telephonic device that enables all participants,
situated in more than one location, to converse and be heard in real-time over a
secure network.

2. Videoconferencing: The use of a secure audiovisual device which enables all
participants, situated in more than one location, to see and communicate with each
other in real-time.

When used in a court proceeding, provision must be made for: (i) private
communication between an attorney and client who are participating from
different locations; and (ii) the ability ofparticipants to review and exchange
documents in the course of the proceeding.

B. Historical Background

Court proceedings have been conducted using videoconferencing technology for almost
forty years, the first such proceeding being a bail hearing conducted in an Illinois court in 1972.
A few years later, a closed circuit television system was installed in a Philadelphia court which
arraigned defendants from the detention facility where they were held. Since that time, most
states have implemented some form of videoconferencing in their courts. At the federal level,
videoconferencing has been utilized for oral argument in appellate proceedings and for other
purposes in a substantial number of district and bankruptcy courts.

The purpose for which videoconferencing is used and the extent of that usage varies
significantly not only from one state to another but often from county to county within the same
state. I Some jurisdictions have conducted comprehensive evaluations containing detailed
assessments of the feasibility of implementing or expanding the use of videoconference
technology in their courts.2

I By way of example, Essex County (Newark) in New Jersey extensively uses videoconference technology for first
appearances, whereas its neighbor to the north, Passaic County (Paterson), infrequently conducts such appearances
by videoconferencing.

2 See An evaluation of Video Preliminary Arraignment Systems in Pennsylvania (Shastri and Wald, Fall 2004);
Bridging the Distance - Implementing Videoconferencing in Wisconsin (2005); Video Arraignment and Its Potential
For Use in the County Criminal Justice System (Los' Angeles County; November 2004); Assessment of
Videoconferencing in the South Dakota Unified Judicial System (October 2004); Fairbanks Video Arraignment
Assessment (Alaska Judicial Council- May 1999).
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C. Current Use of Teleconferencing and Videoconferencing in Connecticut

There are presently six courts which house videoconference units suited to large
courtroom use. They are located in Hartford, New Haven, Bridgeport, Waterbury, Stamford and
Rockville. The first five are used primarily in Family Support Magistrate proceedings (typically
child support proceedings involving incarcerated obligors) and the remaining unit, located in
Rockville, is used primarily for habeas corpus proceedings. In addition, there are six portable
videoconference units available for use in small courtrooms or hearing rooms. Although
videoconference units are used primarily for support enforcement and habeas corpus
proceedings, they are also being used occasionally in restraining order proceedings pursuant to
Connecticut General Statutes §46b-15c(a), which allows for the taking of testimony from
domestic violence victims situated at a remote location. These units have also been used on a
limited basis in civil matters for the taking oftestimony from a remotely located witness.

All correctional facilities in Connecticut have videoconference capability (and several
have more than one videoconference terminal). In addition to using videoconferencing for
certain habeas corpus proceedings, the Department of Correction (DOC) also uses that
technology for telemedicine purposes, i.e., communication between the inmate at the correctional
facility and medical personnel at UConn Medical Center. From an economic and security
perspective, it is significantly less expensive and more secure to have inmates remain within the
correctional facility and attend to legal matters by teleconference or videoconference.

Teleconferencing capacity now exists on a limited basis in most judicial facilities. The
Branch also has the capacity to implement Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP)
teleconferencing. The VOIP system will allow multi-call teleconferencing capabilities from any
Judicial Branch location.

The current state of the Judicial Branch intranet network is such that much of the ground
work has been laid for the successful implementation ofthe expanded use of videoconferencing
and teleconferencing. The recommended enhancements to the infrastructure build upon a solid
framework already in place. Furthermore, a significant portion of the labor required for the first
phase of implementation can be absorbed by existing staff.

D. Overview of Advantages and Disadvantages of Teleconferencing and
Videoconferencing

The Committee believes that advantages of teleconferencing and videoconferencing
outweigh the disadvantages. The advantages and disadvantages are set forth below.

Teleconferencing and videoconferencing offer substantial monetary benefits to those
involved in the judicial process. In civil, family and juvenile proceedings, litigation costs, in the
form of counsel fees and witness costs/expert fees, can be significantly reduced when
teleconferencing or videoconferencing is used in lieu of requiring counsel to appear in court for
routine conferences or minor matters or having witnesses travel from distant locations to provide
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trial testimony. Additionally, the cost of transporting inmates to court is substantial. A reduction
in the number of inmate transports, in appropriate circumstances, because ofthe availability of
videoconferencing would generate significant savings. Even when teleconferencing and
videoconferencing cost savings do not drop to the bottom line, they nevertheless allow for better
deployment of personnel and, thus, greater systemic efficiencies (e.g., travel time is eliminated
for probation officers when they conduct interviews of inmates by videoconferencing). The use
ofvideoconferencing in lieu of certain types of court appearances for inmates also reduces the
significant security risks inherent in the transportation process and, at the same time, spares the
inmate the stress and discomfort associated with being brought to court and into the courtroom.
Finally, the use of videoconferencing as an alternative to many of the training sessions and
meetings which Branch personnel currently attend would generate quantifiable savings and
increase efficiencies otherwise lost to travel time.

On the other hand, there are monetary and non-monetary costs associated with the use of
teleconferencing and videoconferencing. The monetary costs are the hard costs incurred in
acquiring and upgrading equipment, and implementing the use of and maintaining that
equipment. The Committee believes that these costs can be recovered within a short time frame
(perhaps a year or less). There may be additional administrative costs to the Branch and DOC
facilities associated with scheduling the use of and operation of videoconferencing equipment.
As with any technology, there are always considerations of quality and reliability. The
Committee believes, based upon the state of current technology, that such issues are neither
significant nor insurmountable. The use of videoconferencing also presents perception issues,
both on the part of the public as well as the court. Notwithstanding the opportunities which
videoconferencing presents, the Committee believes that, ifnot used properly or ifused in
inappropriate proceedings, the dignity, respect and even fairness of the justice process could be
undermined. Those who use this technology in a criminal justice setting must be constantly
mindful of viewing the incarcerated defendant as an individual, protecting his or her rights and
preserving and fostering his or her relationship with counsel. Finally, the implementation of this
technology represents a change in the way our courts conduct business. Perhaps the most
significant determinant of the success of this technology will be the willingness of participants in
the process to adapt to it and accept it.

E. Recommended Uses - Civil Matters

I. Teleconferencing - teleconferencing should be allowed, at the discretion of the
court and after reasonable notice, for:

• Status and scheduling conferences;
• Arguments, not including short calendar, where testimony is not required

(including such matters for self-represented inmates); and
• Such other matters upon which the parties may agree

2. Videoconferencing - videoconferencing should be permitted, at the discretion of
the court and after reasonable notice, for:
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• Short calendar arguments not involving the testimony of witnesses;
• Trial testimony of any witness;
• Inmate proceedings;
• Habeas corpus proceedings alleging claims regarding conditions of

confinement; and
• Such other matters upon which the parties may agree.

It is recommended that videoconferencing NOT be used for pretrial conferences.

F. Recommended Uses - Criminal Matters

I. Teleconferencing - teleconferencing should be allowed, at the discretion of the
court and upon reasonable notice, for status and scheduling conferences.

2. Videoconferencing

(a) Videoconferencing should be allowed, at the discretion of the court and with
the consent of all parties, for:

o Extradition proceedings - second stage;
o Competency proceedings (C.G.S. Sec. 54-56d) in which there is no

dispute that the defendant, at such time, is "incompetent but restorable".
Additionally, a member of the evaluation team may testify by
videoconference in support of the recommendations made by the team
(videoconference equipment in the courthouse and at Connecticut Valley
Hospital (CVH) must be compatible); and

o Such other matters as to which both parties may agree.

(b) Videoconferencing should be allowed without the consent ofthe parties for:

o Court Support Services Division (CSSD) interviews of inmates in
connection with Pre-Sentence Investigations (PSI), the Jail Re-interview
Program and Level of Service Inventories (LSI); and

o Sentence Review proceedings.

3. Callbacks (transporting of inmates to court for matters when appearance before
the judge is not necessary). In any courthouse which has videoconference
facilities for private conferences between counsel and an incarcerated defendant,
the following shall apply:

(a) Part A callbacks other than in the Hartford Judicial District - the defendant
shall not be transported to court unless specifically requested by the State or
defendant's counsel;
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(b) Part A callbacks in the Hartford Judicial District - the defendant shall not be
transported to court unless specifically requested by the State or defendant's
counsel and approved by the court in its discretion; and

(c) GA callbacks - defendant will be transported to court unless both the State
and defendant's counsel agree otherwise

4. A pilot program should be established for the videoconferencing of arraignments
between the holding area and a courtroom in G.A. Number 14 (Hartford)3

G. Recommended Uses - Juvenile Matters

1. Videoconferencing or teleconferencing should be allowed in Child Protection
Proceedings, at the discretion of the court and upon reasonable notice, for:

• Status and scheduling conferences;
• The testimony of a person on whose behalf a protective order, restraining

order or standing criminal restraining order has been issued and the subject
matter of the proceeding involves the person against whom such order has
been issued;

• Participation by an out of state parent in a child protection matter under the
Interstate Compact for Placement of Children;

• Participation in a child protection case by a parent incarcerated in this state
whose presence in court poses a security risk, limited to certain proceedings;4

• Use of non-English language interpreter ifnot readily available in
Connecticut;

• The testimony of (i) a foster parent regarding the placement or revocation of
commitment of a foster child living with such foster parent, or (ii) a sibling
regarding visitation with or placement of a child committed to DCF;

• By agreement of parties and their attorneys, participation in discussions by
treatment service providers and evaluators in case status conferences, child
protection mediation and in court proceedings; and

3 The Committee's recommendation was not unanimous on this point. There were two dissenting Yotes for reasons
discussed in the Commentary on Criminal Recommendations.
4 These proceedings would include: (i) Plea heariugs, judicial pre-trials (if self-represented); (ii) order of temporary
custody (OTe) and termination of parental rights (TPR) management conferences (if self-represeuted); (iii) in court
reviews of protective supervision; (iv) permanency plan hearings; (v) case status conferences; (vi) Preliminary aTe
hearings; (vii) consensual neglect pleas and dispositions; (viii) neglect trials; TPR plea hearings; (ix) canvas of
consents to TPR; (x) contested transfer of guardianship proceedings; (xi) motions to revoke commitment; (xii)
emancipation proceedings; and (xiii) motions for reinstatement of a guardian.

In most instances, absent his or her own waiver, an incarcerated parent should be present at the preliminary
custody or initial plea hearing. At the conclusion of such hearing or other hearings, the court can determine whether
the presence of an incarcerated parent is necessary at subsequent proceedings.
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• Conferences with a judge of another state as required pursuant to the Unifonn
Child Custody Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act.

2. Videoconferencing should be allowed in delinquency proceedings, at the
discretion of the court and upon reasonable notice, for initial detention review
hearings where the detention facility is not located in the child's home juvenile
district.

H. Recommended Uses - Family Matters

I. Teleconferencing - teleconferencing should be allowed, at the discretion of the
court and upon reasonable notice, for:

• Status conferences not pertaining to custody and visitation issues;
• Scheduling conferences (including issues regarding trial management orders);
• Conferences with a judge of another state as required pursuant to the Unifonn

Child Custody Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act;
• Pretrial conferences where a party lives at such a remote distance that the

court finds teleconferencing to be appropriate; and
• Arguments that do not require the taking of evidence.

2. Videoconferencing - videoconferencing should be allowed, at the discretion ofthe
court and upon reasonable notice, for:

• Participation by a party incarcerated in an out of state or federal facility;
• Arguments that do not require the taking of evidence;
• The taking of testimony from an out of state witness;
• Hearings on post judgment motions as pennitted by existing law; and
• Interviews by Family Relations and Support Enforcement Officers of out of

state and incarcerated individuals necessary for the completion of a service
ordered by the court.

I. Recommended Uses - Administrative and Other Matters

Teleconferencing and/or videoconferencing should be allowed as appropriate for:

• Administrative meetings;
• Training sessions for Branch personnel (videoconferencing only);
• Use of non-English language interpreters working from a remote location;
• Subject to Judicial approval, communication with juvenile detainees or incarcerated

individuals;
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• Communication between inmates and state operated medical facilities regarding
medical needs of an inmate while in the care and custody of Judicial Marshals;

• Videoconferencing systems used in criminal matters for private conferences between
counsel and incarcerated defendants may be used by counsel to communicate with
inmates in family, civil, and juvenile matters when equipment is available; and

• Probate proceedings at such times as the teleconference and/or videoconference
equipment is available for use.

Absent exigent circumstances and court approval, an inmate should not be transported to
court on a day when no necessary court appearance is scheduled in his or her case.

J. Technology Recommendations

Subject to fiscal constraints and prioritization within the Criminal, Civil, Juvenile, and
Family divisions, the following recommendations are made with regard to the acquisition of
equipment:

I. Each Judicial District (J .D.) and Juvenile courthouse should be equipped with
videoconference capability in at least one courtroom;

2. Each J.D., Geographical Area (G.A.) and Juvenile courthouse should be equipped
with a videoconferencing capability for confidential communication between
attorneys and incarcerated clients;

3. Each J.D. courthouse should be equipped with a portable videoconference unit;

4. The Branch should implement a VOIP teleconferencing system that can
accommodate all Branch locations;

5. CSSD should be equipped with videoconferencing and teleconferencing
capabilities in order to conduct inmate interviews (PSI's, LSI's, jail re-interview,
etc.) and engage in adaptable administrative functions such as training sessions
and meetings that require travel; and

6. Appropriate equipment shall be provided for continuous non-English language
interpretation as needed.
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K. Statutes and Rules Recommendations

Currently, provisions exist in the General Statutes, Practice Book and case law that
pennit the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing. Among the relevant provisions that
govern the various uses of these technologies are: Gen. Stat. Secs. 46b-213a(f) and 46b-15c(a),
Practice Book Sections 23-68, 25-39, 44-10 and 44-IOA and In Re Juvenile Appeal, 187 Conn
431 (1982). The Committee recommends the adoption of new rules and the revision of existing
rules and statutes to provide for the expanded use of these technologies for the purposes
recommended in all practice areas. The use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing should,
in most instances, be at the discretion of the judicial authority and the rules should reference this
discretion. Generally, it is contemplated that rules regarding teleconferencing and
videoconferencing in a particular subject matter should be set forth separately, as described more
specifically in Appendix B. Additionally, the Committee recommends a rule that: (I) defines
teleconferencing; (2) defines videoconferencing; (3) authorizes, in most instances, the use of
videoconferencing, if available where teleconferencing is pennitted; and (4) pennits remote non
English language interpreting services, including continuous, word-for-word interpretation in
appropriate situations.

L. Outcome Indicators

The successful expansion ofteleconferencing and videoconferencing in the judicial
process and branch activities will be measured, in the first instance, by the number of occasions
in which the technology is used. Thus, the relevant inquiries will include the following:

• How many status, scheduling and other case management conferences were
conducted by teleconference or videoconference?

• How many motions were heard on the record by teleconference or videoconference?
• How many witnesses had their testimony taken by videoconference?
• How many matters, such as habeas corpus proceedings and name change

applications, were heard in their entirety by videoconference?
• How many parties, otherwise unable to attend the proceedings, were able to

participate by teleconference or videoconference?
• How many CSSD interviews, for PSI's, LSI's and Jail Re-interview, were conducted

by videoconferencing with inmates?
• How many inmate transports were rendered unnecessary because of the alternative

of teleconferencing or videoconferencing?
• How many training sessions and meetings involving branch personnel were

conducted by videoconference?

The answer to almost all of the above questions, when subjected to analysis with relevant
cost data, can demonstrate quantifiable savings to private litigants and the State (both the Branch
as well as the DOC) and measurable efficiencies in perfonnance based upon an enhanced ability
to deploy personnel resources more effectively.
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M. Additional Recommendations

The Committee makes the following recommendations as part of the expansion of
teleconferencing and videoconferencing in the Branch:

• A Standing Committee on Technology for Videoconferencing and Teleconferencing
should be formed to continue the work of this Committee. The purpose of the
Standing Committee will be to monitor the implementation of these
recommendations, to educate users as to the availability and use of new
technologies, and to measure the outcomes of the changes as they are implemented.

• An individual should be designated whose sole responsibility would be the
management of Branch teleconference and videoconference resources. Existing and
anticipated teleconference and videoconference resources are substantial and the
field will change considerably in the years to come. Consequently, it is appropriate
that one individual be charged with providing direction in this field.

• Further study should be done into the feasibility of using videoconference
technology to create and preserve the court record. Although this has been discussed
in the course of the Committee's work, a full examination of the issue is beyond the
scope of this analysis.
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COMMENTARY

A. The Trend

The growing use of videoconference technology in courts around the country, while
clearly reflecting a strong trend, does not necessarily indicate how Connecticut courts should
address the issue. Some jurisdictions employ videoconference technology for demographic
reasons. In large states with smaller populations, such as Alaska, or other large states with more
substantial populations, such as Texas, the need for videoconference technology in lieu of court
appearances is compelling. Court appearances by incarcerated defendants may require several
hours of travel for the inmate to be brought to the courthouse or, in those jurisdictions in which a
judge travels a circuit, by the court going to the correctional facilities. Such logistical
considerations are not limited to criminal proceedings, as counsel, litigants and witnesses in civil
matters may likewise be subject to extensive travel to attend court appearances in distant venues.
Parallels to these jurisdictions are inapplicable in the case of Connecticut, a smaller state
geographically with a significant population base. Nevertheless, many densely populated areas
have turned to the use of videoconference technology, often as a means of reducing costs and
promoting efficiency and security in the judicial process. For example, the Delaware County
courts in Pennsylvania, servicing a heavily populated area in suburban Philadelphia, conducted
almost 8000 videoconferenced court proceedings in 2008 (compared to approximately 2500 ten
years earlier), and also accommodated approximately 3000 inmate interviews with counsel and
probation department personnel (contrasted with approximately 800 ten years earlier).

Although some jurisdictions use this technology to overcome geographical and
demographic barriers to ready access to the courts, most jurisdictions have turned to it as a
means ofpromoting economy, efficiency and security in the judicial process.

B. Commentary on Advantages of Teleconferencing and Videoconferencing

I. Teleconferencing

Teleconferencing is generally considered to be an efficient and cost-effective case
management tool. Status and scheduling conferences, which most courts routinely expect
counsel to attend, may only require fifteen minutes of a judge's time, however litigants
incur substantial legal fees because of the travel time associated with counsel's
appearance at the courthouse. Even if the attorney's office and the court are in the same
city, a scheduling conference lasting fifteen minutes may result in as much as two hours
or more of portal to portal billing by each attorney. Absent unusual circumstances,
counsel's attendance at such conferences can be avoided by teleconference between a
judge in his or her chambers and counsel in their respective offices.

Currently available teleconference technology, once acquired, would even permit
such conferences to be conducted in the courtroom on the record if the court deemed that
necessary or appropriate. Similarly, arguments on non-dispositive matters which do not
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require the taking of evidence (e.g., arguments regarding continuances and extensions of
time, minor discovery disputes, etc.) can be accommodated by teleconference in the
courtroom. Even if current fiscal constraints prevent the implementation of
teleconference technology in the courtroom at this time, some judges already use the
phones in their chambers to conduct these types of non-record conferences. This type of
teleconferencing has generally met with strong approval from the bar. There are no
apparent disadvantages to the use of teleconferencing for the purposes noted above (the
court would always have discretion to require the appearance of counsel to address
difficult issues), and the most likely impediment would be the reluctance of some to
embrace changes in the way such matters are currently handled.

2. Videoconferencing

The monetary and non-monetary benefits of videoconference technology are
substantial.

(a) Videoconferencing allows for the "virtual presence" in the courtroom of
an individual at a remote location or remote distance from the court. This could
include a part/ or witnesses who are so distantly located that their attendance
could not be procured without the incurring of substantial expense. The financial
benefit ofvideoconferencing testimony is even greater when the remote witness is
an expert whose fees include not only court time but, as well, time spent traveling
and costs (airfare, lodging, etc.) associated with that travel. Although the taking
of testimony from a remote witness may involve the review or identification of
documents offered as exhibits, this poses a logistical concern which courts have
successfully addressed (through the use of document cameras, fax machines at
both video terminals, prior distribution ofcopies of anticipated exhibits to the

. ) 6remote Witness, etc..

(b) A large group, dispersed in many locations, can be connected visually to
permit the dissemination of information. This would allow judicial personnel
from around the State to participate in meetings and training sessions without the
expense and loss of time required for travel to a central location.

5 An example of a proceeding in which a party at a remote location (albeit not necessarily a remote distance) might
appear by videoconference would be a change ofname proceeding initiated by an inmate.

6 The expense of bringing a witness from a remote location is often avoided by the taking of a deposition (which
may also be a video recording). This procedure, however, is inferior to live videoconferenced testimony because (i)
substantial expense is still incurred in the deposition process, (ii) the recording may be broken up by objections
made at the time of the deposition but not ruled on until trial, and (iii) such depositions are taken or recorded prior
to trial and can not always anticipate questioning on matters that have arisen at trial.
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(c) Personnel resources can be used more effectively through the use of
videoconferencing. For example, probation officers travel to correctional
facilities around the state on a regular basis to conduct thousands of interviews
with inmates annually for a variety of purposes. The time and expense associated
with that travel is, collectively, substantial and can be avoided by conducting such
interviews by videoconference between the probation officer and the inmate at
their respective locations. CSSD has recently conducted inmate interviews by
videoconference and the response has been very positive.? Interviewers report
that there is little, if any, difference in the quality of a videoconferenced interview
in lieu of an in-person interview, and the elimination of non-productive travel to
and from the correctional facility allows them more time to attend to other cases
on which they are working.

(d) By far the greatest cost-efficiencies are achieved by the use of
videoconferencing in lieu of transporting inmates from correctional facilities to
court. The use ofvideoconferencing in lieu of court appearances raises a number
of issues and, therefore, it should be used only in appropriate circumstances.
Nevertheless, the monetary and non-monetary costs of transporting inmates to
court, are substantial. Except for those directly involved in the transportation
process, most participants in the judicial process are not sensitive to the monetary
costs and security risks attendant to bringing an inmate to court, primarily because
they are not familiar with the logistics involved in each transport or the magnitude
of the inmate transportation system as a whole.

In most cases, inmates are transported to court in a two-step process.
They are first transported by DOC personnel, often with one or more intervening
stops, to the local correctional facility serving the particular judicial district where
their case is pending. From there, they are transported by judicial marshals to the
courthouse. For example, an inmate being held in the MacDougal-Walker
Correctional Facility in Suffield, with a case pending in Hartford would be
transported by DOC from MacDougal to the Hartford Correctional Center, and
then transported by judicial marshals from there to the Hartford court. DOC and
judicial marshals, collectively, do approximately 250,000 inmate transports per
year, the vast majority of which are for court appearances. The economic costs
associated with such transports include:

o Processing time;
o Transportation costs including vehicle capital expenditures, maintenance

and repairs, and fuel; and
o Labor costs. The transportation of inmates is labor intensive for DOC and

judicial marshals. A minimum of two corrections officers and two judicial

7 One type of interview conducted by probation officers is a PSI following a felony conviction of an inmate. On
occasion, defense counsel want to be present during this interview. In a videoconferenced interview, counsel
would have the option of being present with his or her client at the correctional facility or, alternatively, with the
probation officer who is conducting the interview.
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marshals are required to transport a van or bus with inmates from the
corrections facility through the local corrections center to the courthouse.
Analyses conducted in other jurisdictions place the cost of transporting an
inmate to court in a range of $100 to $500 per inmate. The worst case
scenario, one which occurs thousands of times each year in Connecticut,
are transports which, of necessity, involve the assignment of two
corrections officers or judicial marshals to bring a single inmate to court.
This occurs, for example, in transporting inmates/patients held at Whiting
Forensic (with medical staffpersonnel), inmates with mental health
classifications, and inmates housed at Northern Correctional Facility (a
level 5 security correctional facility). These transports involve even
greater costs because the assigned corrections officers or judicial marshals
are committed to one inmate for the duration of his travel time as well as
his or her time in the courthouse. Because supervision of the inmate
population at correctional facilities is the first priority for DOC and
staffing levels are adapted toward that mission, "two on one" transports
are usually staffed by corrections officers on an overtime basis. The labor
cost of an eight hour transport (travel and court time) in such situations is
approximately $560.

The costs associated with transporting inmates to court extend beyond the transportation
process itself. Once at the courthouse, inmates are held in lockup and, as needed, individually
brought by judicial marshals to the courtroom to which their case is assigned. This requires the
deployment ofjudicial marshals to supervise the lockup and to escort inmates to the courtroom.
At current staffing levels, the opening ofcourtrooms is sometimes delayed due to a shortage of
marshals who are otherwise assigned to transportation, lockup supervision or escort duty.

(e) The use of videoconferencing in lieu of transporting inmates to court
promotes public safety and minimizes security risks. Public safety and security
concerns are heightened any time an inmate is removed from a secure correctional
facility for transport to court or any other location (such as a hospital). All of the
risks entailed by such transport have occurred, at one time or another, in this
State. There have been escapes and/or escape attempts during the transportation
process. Incidents have occurred during transport (between corrections
officers/judicial marshals and inmates and among inmates themselves), resulting
in numerous injuries to corrections officers, judicial marshals and inmates. There
are vehicle accidents and breakdowns during inmate transport (sixteen DOC
accidents and eighteen DOC breakdowns in 2007) which, apart from injury
considerations, give rise to liability and security concerns. Any DOC/judicial
marshal vehicle transporting inmates which is involved in an accident or
breakdown requires the immediate response of substantial numbers oflaw
enforcement personnel for obvious security reasons. The transporting of inmates
from corrections facilities also increases the risk that contraband will find its way
into those facilities Finally, increased numbers of inmates at the courthouse give
rise to a greater likelihood of incidents amongst inmates in the lockup facility,
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between judicial marshals and inmates during escort to the courtroom, and in the
courtroom itself.

(f) Videoconferencing in lieu of transporting inmates to court is often
easier for inmates and, in certain circumstances, may be in their best interest. In
order to successfully handle substantial transportation demands in a way which
ensures the inmate's arrival in time for the opening of court, the process begins
early in the day. Inmates are awakened much earlier than usual, placed in a bus or
van for a trip which may involve substantial travel time and, upon arrival at the
courthouse, placed in a holding area which is more confining and less comfortable
than the facility from which they came. During transport and in the courthouse
holding area, they may be with other inmates who are far more dangerous and
facing far more serious charges. Ifbrought into the courtroom, they appear before
the public in a prison jumpsuit and, for security reasons, are usually handcuffed
and shackled. These types of concerns are particularly acute in the case of
inmates who have mental health issues or are housed at Whiting Forensic
Division during periods of evaluation. Transporting such inmates to court may
well exacerbate the issues for which they are being evaluated or treated. For
many inmates, communicating with their counsel by videoconference while
preserving their daily regimen may be preferable to the demands and
inconvenience attendant to a court appearance.

C. Commentary on Disadvantages of Teleconferencing and Videoconferencing

I. Expense

The first issue to be confronted in the implementation of videoconference technology in
the judicial process is the issue of cost. That issue involves assessments on several levels: (i)
initial capital expenditures to acquire the necessary equipment and create the infrastructure to
support it, (ii) maintenance of the system once it is operational, and (iii) the deployment of
personnel to train and oversee others in the use of the equipment. There may be additional
administrative costs to the Branch and DOC facilities associated with operating and scheduling
the use of videoconference equipment.

The most substantial costs are those incurred in acquiring the equipment and creating the
necessary infrastructure. These costs will vary depending on the purposes for which the
equipment will be used and the level of technology required to achieve those purposes.

The Committee conduded, for qualitative reasons and in the interest of openness in the
courts, that videoconferencing of actual court proceedings should be supported by large screen
videoconference units. They are better adapted to proceedings that involve juries and occur in
large courtrooms because the cameras are more sophisticated and the screens are larger and have
better resolution. These units are significantly more expensive than smaller portable units. On
the other hand, the use of videoconferencing for discussions between an inmate and his or her
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attorney or a probation officer who is conducting a PSI interview does not require the same level
of technology. The cameras require few functions and the screens would be smaller. The
amount of capital investment would also be impacted by the number and type of videoconference
units installed in judicial districts.

8

Although the implementation or expansion of videoconference technology requires an
initial capital investment, other jurisdictions which have acquired this technology have
concluded that the costs will be recouped, directly or indirectly within a short period of time (in
some instances, less than a year). The Committee believes that, if implemented in a logistically
sound manner and utilized properly, videoconference technology will generate cost savings on a
perpetuating basis long after the initial expenditures have been recovered. 9

2. Quality and Reliability

The use of technology, videoconference or otherwise, in actual court proceedings is
subject to concerns regarding the quality and reliability of transmission. Although the possibility
of a technical malfunction is always present, the state of the art has developed so rapidly in
recent years that image quality is excellent and disruptions are minimal. Pre-testing of the
system before daily use usually identifies any technical problem and the resolution of any
problems, as they arise, can generally be accomplished with minor adjustments. The Committee
is not aware of any jurisdiction that has discontinued or reduced its use of videoconference
technology because of quality or reliability concerns.

3. Inherent Limitations in Credibility Assessment

The videoconferencing oftestimony from a witness in lieu of his or her personal presence
at trial raises an issue as to the impact of that technology on the fact finder's ability to make
credibility determinations. The nature of the testimony - eyewitness identification as opposed to
chain of custody evidence - may generate different views on the issue. Factors unique to each
witness and his or her role in the subject matter of the trial may likewise impact the assessment
of how credibility determinations are affected, if at all, by the use of videoconferencing. On the
other hand, such concerns, while genuine, may be less problematic when the alternative is the
absence of any testimony on an issue because the witness is otherwise unavailable.

8 The Committee recommends the encouragement of sharing of videoconference resources both within a given
district and between districts. For example, the videoconference unit in Rockville is used primarily for habeas
corpus proceedings, but has also been used for other matters such as (i) the taking ofexpert testimony in a civil jury
matter and (ii) participation by a remotely located domestic violence witness in a hearing on an application for a
restraining order. If fiscal constraints prevented the acquisition oflarge screen units in each J.D., strategically
placed fixed units could be made available not only within a district, but for use by other proximately located
districts. (e.g., Meriden and Middlesex, Ansonia-Wallingford and New Haven, etc.).

9 It should be noted that not all cost savings will be direct cash savings. However, videoconferencing reduces the
use of manpower for non-productive purposes (e.g., travel) and becomes the functional equivalent of adding
personnel at no cost.
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4. Public perception

Courts must conduct their proceedings openly and in a manner designed to promote
public confidence in the judicial process. Citizens of this state bring the most important issues in
their lives to our courts - issues involving their families, their health and well-being and their
freedom - and they must feel that their issues have been addressed and decided with solemnity,
decorum and dignity. Inadequate videoconference technology or the use of that technology for
inappropriate proceedings may undermine confidence in the judicial process on the part of the
litigants as well as the general public.

5. Constitutional limitations

The use of videoconference technology, particularly in criminal matters, may implicate
constitutional concerns. In the criminal context, such concerns include the defendant's right of
confrontation as well as his or her right to counsel. Confrontation issues can arise, for example,
in the instance of a witness testifying remotely by videoconference in lieu of appearing
personally and testifying in the presence of the judge or jury. Right to counsel issues are
typically presented in terms of a denial of effective assistance of counsel. For example, in those
jurisdictions which conduct arraignments by videoconference, the physical separation of the
defendant (incarcerated but "virtually" present by video) and counsel (present in the courtroom),
with or without any means of communication, may give rise to a claim that the defendant's right
to the assistance of counsel has been abridged or otherwise rendered ineffective. 10 The
Committee does not believe that any of its recommendations, as far as they go, contravene the
constitutional rights of any participant in a proceeding.

6. Marginalization of the defendant

The use ofvideoconferencing in lieu oftransporting inmates for court appearances must
be done with great care to avoid the perception and the reality of marginalizing the defendant. In
jurisdictions which videoconference arraignments or hearings on bail motions, the defendant on
the screen, absent proper equipment, training and precautions, can become almost incidental to
the proceedings. He or she may not be an active participant in the proceeding and, if uninformed
as to what is transpiring, may be disengaged from the process (or perceived as such). This could
negatively impact the defendant's view of the fairness of the proceeding. The court's perception
that the defendant is disinterested or the projection of a negative image caused by inadequate
equipment or insufficient lighting may also affect the court's interaction with the defendant and
its ruling on the issue which is the subject of the proceeding.

7. Education and acceptance

Perhaps the most significant obstacle to the successful implementation or expansion of
videoconference technology is the willingness of participants in the process to adapt to change.
Just as some cling tightly to "hard copy" in an e-mail world, there are those who are accustomed

10 The Committee has not undertaken the task of identifying the constitutional boundaries of videoconference
technology, and leaves such concerns to trial courts to be addressed as each situation presents itself.
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to the notion that everybody should be present in the courthouse (attorneys and litigants for
conferences, a testifying witness, etc.) and will resist the change which videoconferencing (or
even teleconferencing) brings. Videoconference technology will only be successful if
participants in the process commit to its use. The limited teleconference and videoconference
technology currently available in our courts has not been utilized to its fullest advantage. The
implementation or expansion of this technology must be accompanied by a plan which
proactively promotes its use in the judicial process.

D. Commentary on Civil Recommendations

Unlike criminal, family and juvenile matters in which the State always has an interest,
civil cases typically (though not always) involve disputes between private litigants. They bear
the expense of the litigation and that expense, including legal fees, expert witness fees and the
like, can and often does become substantial. The costs may become so substantial as to make
access to our courts either financially impossible or practically unavailable in the sense that the
costs to be incurred are not justified by the subject matter of the proposed litigation. The
Committee's recommendations are primarily intended to minimize litigation costs and maximize
the productive use of the judicial process. Thus, routine court conferences which can be
conducted by teleconference in a matter of minutes will avoid the disproportionate amount of
travel and waiting time (and client expense) attendant to counsel appearing in person. Similarly,
the logistics ofprocuring the attendance of a witness at trial may present a formidable or even
insurmountable financial obstacle. This recommendation would allow the court, either with the
consent of the parties or in the exercise of its discretion, to allow the taking of otherwise
unavailable testimony at trial through videoconferencing. Although the primary beneficiaries of
the Committee's recommendations in civil matters are those private litigants who bear the
expense of accessing the judicial process, it is expected that efficiencies will inure to the benefit
of the State as well. For example, attorneys representing state agencies, like members of the
private bar, will be able to utilize their time more effectively when permitted to engage in the
same activities (routine conferences, minor short calendar disputes, etc.) by teleconference in
lieu of being physically present in court. In a different context, certain civil matters which would
require the transportation of an inmate to the courthouse may be capable of resolution by
teleconference or videoconference between the court and the correctional facility.

It is anticipated that counsel will use teleconferencing and videoconferencing to their
mutual advantage. The Committee recognizes, however, that the relative financial strength of
the parties or differences in the extent to which they are invested in the judicial process may
warrant their physical presence in court for certain purposes. One such purpose would be
judicial pretrials, which the Committee believes will receive a greater degree of preparation and
attention if conducted with the parties or their respective representatives physically present in
court.

The essence ofthe Committee's recommendations in civil matters is the flexibility which
they afford to the court in the exercise of its discretion and to those parties seeking to use this
technology to their mutual advantage in accessing the courts in a cost-effective way.
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E. Commentary on Criminal Recommendations

The Committee encountered the most difficulty in arriving at its recommendations on the
use of videoconferencing in criminal matters. This is not surprising as the extent of
videoconferencing in criminal matters has been the subject of some controversy in most
jurisdictions where it has been implemented. The issues are fairly clear. The most substantial
benefits derived from the use ofvideoconferencing are found in its application to criminal
matters, particularly arraignments and callbacks. I I Proponents of videoconferencing point to the
substantial costs associated with the transporting of inmates to the court (administrative
processing time by personnel at many levels, DOC and judicial marshal transportation costs, and
judicial marshal supervision while in the courthouse) and the greater security risks which such
transports entail. Opponents ofvideoconferencing, on the other hand, raise constitutional issues
associated with videoconferencing (such as the defendant's constitutional right to confront
witnesses) and, as well, express concerns with the impact ofvideoconferencing on the
establishment, maintenance and preservation of a meaningful attorney-client relationship.

The recommendations of the Committee attempt to strike a balance between these
competing considerations. The reduced transportation of inmates for Part A callbacks will
eliminate thousands of transports annually. The use of a courthouse videoconference facility,
however, will allow counsel (in the courthouse) and client (in a corrections facility) to
communicate privately (and visibly to each other) regarding the case generally and, more
specifically, the details of the conference conducted earlier in the day with the court.

Certain types of court proceedings will be conducted, with the consent of both parties, by
videoconferencing. An excellent example are competency proceedings involving inmates who,
based upon written evaluations, are expected to be found "incompetent but restorable". The
videoconferencing of such proceedings will not only result in substantial cost savings but, more
importantly, will spare an already impaired defendant the additional stress and discomfort of
being transported from the treatment facility to the courthouse and back (and the additional time
spent in the courthouse holding area). Another significant recommendation ofthe Committee is
the use of videoconferencing by CSSD personnel to conduct interviews with inmates for a
variety of purposes. Although such interviews do not involve the transportation of inmates, the
use of videoconferencing will eliminate substantial travel by CSSD personnel to corrections
facilities throughout the state. Thousands ofthese interviews are conducted each year and, at an
estimated cost of$IOO per interview (the average personnel costs and vehicle costs associated
solely with travel to and from the corrections facility), the cost of a CSSD videoconference unit
would be fully recovered after the videoconferencing of only 30 to 40 such interviews.

11 Callbacks are those instances, between the first court appearance of a defendant and the date on which he or she
accepts or rejects a plea offer, when a defendant held in custody is brought from the corrections facility to the
courthouse because of a scheduled conference between the court and counsel. The defendant is not present at this
conference and typically is not brought before the court. He or she is available, however, to confer with counsel
after the conference. In one Part A case, a defendant will typically be "called back" (brought to court from a
correctional facility) approximately five or six times between his or her first appearance in court and the appearance
resulting in the acceptance or rejection ofa plea offer; in the most serious cases, a single defendant may be
transported to court on a dozen occasions or more.
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The Committee recommends two pilot programs, both of which would be conducted in
the Hartford Judicial District. The first of these programs is intended to resolve differences
among Committee members regarding judicial oversight of the Part A callback process. In all
judicial districts other than Hartford, the defendant in any Part A case will not be brought to
court for a callback unless either the State or defense requests that he or she be transported. In
the event of such a request, the defendant will be transported irrespective of the court's view as to
the necessity of his or her presence in the courthouse. In the Hartford Judicial District, the same
procedures will apply, however the court may exercise its discretion not to have the defendant
transported if it believes that, under the circumstances, the purposes for which the defendant's
presence has been requested can be just as readily and effectively accommodated through the use
of private videoconference facilities located in the courthouse. The second pilot program which
the Committee recommends is the videoconferencing of arraignments between the holding area
in G.A. 14 (Hartford) and the arraignment court itself. This G.A. location was selected because
(i) it has a sufficiently high volume of arraignments to allow for the assessment of
videoconferencing arraignments in an optimal setting, and (ii) the proximity ofthe holding area
to the courtroom would permit the use of traditional arraignment procedures (defendant present
in court) in any case where warranted. It is expected that the videoconferencing of arraignments
and this pilot program will, at a minimum, allow for the better deployment ofjudicial marshals in
the Hartford courthouse. As a pilot program, however, it is the Committee's intent that the
videoconferencing experience in this court location assist in the possible expansion ofthe
technology elsewhere. The unique physical setting of each arraignment court throughout the
state may present different impediments to the successful use of videoconferencing in an
arraignment context. The Hartford pilot program, if successful, would serve as a platform from
which to begin addressing issues unique to each of the other arraignment courts in the state.

F. Commentary on Juvenile Recommendations

Connecticut juvenile courts have used teleconferencing technology for over 25 years
during on the record proceedings, most commonly where a parent in a child protection
proceeding is incarcerated or residing out of state. Parental consent to the termination ofparental
rights has frequently been canvassed via teleconferencing, and parents incarcerated or residing
out-of-state have been allowed to participate in trials, including consultation with their attorneys,
through the use of teleconferencing. See In Re Juvenile Appeal, 187 Conn. 431 (1982); In Re
Wayne A, 25 Conn. App. 536 (1991). Teleconferencing has also been used to satisfy the
mandate of the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act that judges from
different states communicate with each other when an issue exists as to which court has
jurisdiction to enter custody orders regarding a child. More recently, juvenile courts have used
teleconferencing to obtain interpreter services for uncommon foreign langnages. Recent
legislation also provides for the use ofteleconferencing or videoconferencing to allow persons
protected by domestic violence protective and restraining orders to participate in court
proceedings without having to confront the party who is the subject of the protective order or
restraining order. See Conn. Gen. Stats. Section 46b-15c(a). Teleconferencing has also been
used to allow litigants to participate in non-record matters such as case status, case management
and trial management conferences.
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Currently, all juvenile courts are equipped with teleconferencing equipment, typically a
Polycom speaker device that has the appearance of a flying saucer. The Committee believes that
teleconferencing in juvenile matters should be encouraged, as it promotes, at low expense, the
participation ofparties and other stakeholders in a variety of contexts. There are no specific
Practice Book rules permitting or disallowing the use of teleconferencing in juvenile courts. In
an October 2007 e-mail, the Branch Legal Services Division raised questions about the use of
teleconferencing for scenarios other than case status conferences and similar mediation-type
sessions and communication with judges in sister states on interstate custody matters. It
expressed reservations about the use of teleconferencing where testimony is required because of
the following concerns: the verification of the identity of the individual on the other end of the
phone line, the judge's ability to assess the witness's demeanor without seeing him or her, and
the ability of a witness to be coached out of sight of the judge and litigants. The expanded
availability of videoconferencing would be a preferable mode of communication in such
situations and would eliminate the above stated concerns.

When the Superior Court Rules Committee adopted Practice Book rules 23-68 and 25-39,
it did not specifically provide for the use of videoconferencing in juvenile matters. As a result of
this omission, the Branch Legal Services Division has discouraged the use of videoconferencing
by a juvenile court on at least one occasion when videoconferencing between the court and the
correctional facility was available and would have been preferable to a significant risk
undertaken by transporting the inmate to court. This omission should be corrected, and the use
of teleconferencing and videoconferencing should be specifically permitted by the rules of
practice.

The Chief Administrative Judge for juvenile matters has surveyed sitting juvenile judges
regarding their views on the expanded use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing in juvenile
proceedings. Many of those who responded did not have an opportunity to observe the current
level of technology available for videoconferencing in the courts. Those judges who responded
expressed a preference that juvenile judges be afforded maximum discretion in determining
when the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing is appropriate in juvenile court
proceedings.

Recognizing that the circumstances involving each child are unique and often exigent, the
Committee's recommendations seek to give the judge in juvenile matters maximum flexibility to
address the diverse issues and constantly shifting dynamics that are confronted in these cases.
As in the criminal court context, the Committee believes that an incarcerated parent, absent his
or her own waiver, should generally be present at the preliminary custody or initial plea hearing
in child protection matters. Future court dates are set at these early proceedings. A juvenile
judge, at the time the future date is established, can determine whether or not there is any
necessity to transport an incarcerated party back to court for the next date and order that the
inmate be present by teleconferencing or videoconferencing or, alternatively, that a writ of
habeas corpus be issued to transport the inmate back for that date.

Prior to the creation of this Committee, the juvenile court Improvement Project had been
working on guidelines for a pilot project in several courts encouraging the use of
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teleconferencing and/or videoconferencing for out of state participants. Encouraging the use of
such technology for out of state participants is required by the provisions of the Interstate
Compact on the Placement of Children (JCPC). Although federal law does not require the use of
teleconferencing or videoconferencing, it requires that states "determine the best strategy to use
to expedite the interstate placement of children, including ... authorizing courts to obtain
information and testimony from agencies and parties in other states without requiring interstate
travel by the agencies or parties; and... permitting the participation of parents, children, other
necessary parties and attorneys in cases involving interstate placement without requiring their
interstate travel. .. ". A state is required to assess whether state law... and/or state court rules
permit information sharing by telephone or videoconferencing. See Section 438(a)(l) of the
Social Security Act (U.S.C. 629(a)(l)). The Committee's recommendations regarding
teleconferencing and videoconferencing in juvenile courts take into account Connecticut's
obligation under the ICPC. A portion of federal grant money awarded to the Court Improvement
Project has been approved for the purchase ofvideoconferencing and teleconferencing
equipment for use by juvenile courts in designated districts.

G. Commentary on Family Recommendations

Teleconferencing and videoconferencing has been used relatively extensively in family
courts when such technology has been available. There are no statutory or practice book
constraints on the use of teleconferencing and family matters. Teleconferencing is used,
pursuant to statutory authorization, for matters involving placement of children under the
Interstate Compact for Placement of Children, custody and visitation issues under the Uniform
Child Custody Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act (Conn. Gen. Stats. Sections 46b-115 through
46b-115jj), and issues related to child support under the Uniform Interstate Family Support Act
(Conn. Gen. Stats. Sections 46b-212 through 46b-2I3w(m)). Additionally, teleconferencing or
videoconferencing may be used to allow persons protected by domestic violence protective
orders or restraining orders to participate in a proceeding without being physically present with
the person who is the subject of that protective order or restraining order. Status and scheduling
conferences and pretrial conferences have been conducted by teleconferencing, however there
are no protocols for these practices and the use of teleconferencing for such purposes may vary
from one judge to another.

Videoconferencing technology has been used on a regularly scheduled basis in five
judicial districts (Fairfield, Hartford, New Haven, Stamford and Waterbury) for child support
matters involving incarcerated obligors. The use ofvideoconferencing has been favorably
received by family support magistrates and has reduced the costs and security concerns
associated with the transporting of inmates to the courthouse for these relatively brief hearings.
As indicated above, recent legislation has provided for domestic violence victims under the
protection of a protective order or restraining order to participate in court proceedings without
being physically present with the person who was the subject of these orders. Few requests have
been made by domestic violence victims to appear remotely, however this may be a function of
the recent nature of the legislation. Practice Book section 25-39, making Practice Book section
23-68 applicable to family matters, permits incarcerated individuals to participate in certain court
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proceedings by videoconference. Intended to enhance the safety of the public and court
personnel and reduce the substantial cost of inmate transports (see commentary to Practice Book
section 23-68), this source of authority has seen limited use (other than in proceedings before
family support magistrates). This may also be the result of the recent nature of the adoption of
the rule (effective in 2007) as well as the limited proceedings to which it applies.

The Committee's recommendations regarding teleconferencing and videoconferencing in
family matters are principally intended to address three considerations: minimizing litigation
costs incurred by parties for court conferences and minor on the record arguments (primarily
through the use ofteleconferencing); minimizing inmate transport and the costs and security
concerns associated therewith (through the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing); and
enabling parties or witnesses who might otherwise be unable to be present in court for logistical
reasons to participate by teleconferencing or videoconferencing. The use of teleconferencing
and videoconferencing, under existing statutes and rules and as recommended by the Committee,
should be encouraged. However, given the emotional issues which are part and parcel of most
family cases, the court should have broad discretion in deciding whether teleconferencing or
videoconferencing is appropriate in any given case.

H. Commentary on Technology Recommendations

As set out in the Executive Summary, there is a wealth of technology available for use in
the court setting for teleconferencing and/or videoconferencing.

Teleconferencing

Teleconferencing is a very cost effective alternative to court appearances. The
teleconference technology currently in use in our courthouses allows multiple individuals to be
in various locations and communicate by an audio connection, however it is antiquated and not
cost effective. Currently, if a group of people wish to participate in a teleconference from
multiple locations, they must dial into a phone number provided through the telephone company
that is charged at a per minute, per line rate. If the Judicial Branch upgraded its infrastructure to
include the VOIP system (hardware and software that enables people to use the Judicial network,
as opposed to the traditional telephone system), anyone would be able to conduct a
teleconference from any Judicial Branch location with multiple participants, without a per
minute charge from the telephone company. This system can be used with existing digital
phones or through a teleconferencing phone that has multiple speakers to allow all parties in the
room to hear the conversation clearly. It would be adaptable to courtroom use for telephonic, on
the record proceedings. The cost of the VOIP system will be approximately $30,000 (for
statewide use) and $900 for each teleconferencing phone.
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Videoconferencing

The videoconferencing technology that is referenced in the Executive Summary of this
report can vary greatly in terms of cost (see Appendix C for the full technology report). The
approximate expenditure necessary for the technology recommendations of the Committee are as
follows:

• A large screen courtroom unit can cost from $15,000 up to $25,000, with a
recurring yearly cost of$I,500 (presently Judicial has six such units in
operation);

• A portable videoconferencing cart system can range in price from $3,500 to
$8,000 (depending on the size ofthe room where the videoconferencing will
be taking place, five of the six existing videoconferencing courtrooms are cart
systems);

• A videoconferencing facility for confidential attorney/client communication
can cost between $3,500 and $7,500;

• CSSD interviews could be conducted using similar equipment to that used for
attorney/client communication, with prices ranging from $3,500 to $7,500;
and

• A videoconferencing bridge should be acquired for the Main Data Center at
Judicial Information Services (the approximate cost for a bridge is about
$20,000).

A bridge is a computerized system that would allow multiple contacts from any judicial
videoconferencing system. The ability to make multiple site calls during one videoconferencing
session would require that each videoconferencing system being used for that proceeding be
specially equipped with such a function. The use of a bridge will avoid the need for this
customization of each site.

Each location would also need some upgrades, depending on the current connectivity for
each site. Some courts and buildings will need to be upgraded to high speed connectivity and
have switches installed that would allow network connection to the Local Area Network. The
cost of these switches varies depending on the network usage of each location. Additional less
costly upgrades are outlined in the Technology Subcommittee report attached as Appendix C.

Additionally, existing technology can be plugged into the videoconferencing systems to
reduce costs. For example, a videoconferencing system can be connected to Smartboards, which
are available currently in certain Branch locations, thus eliminating the need to purchase a
television monitor. A more detailed description ofthe exact equipment needed for these types of
systems, as well as a glossary of technological terms is included in Appendix C.

The Committee's technology recommendations are intended to bring videoconferencing
to most of our courthouses on a modest level where existing needs could support its use. More
extensive videoconference technology is available, (as outlined in the Technology Subcommittee
report Appendix C), as we continue to expand the use of videoconferencing in our courts in the
future.
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1. Commentary on Statutes and Rules Recommendations

The Committee began its analysis by conducting a comprehensive review of the statutes
and practice book rules that may be impacted by the expanded use of videoconferencing and/or
teleconferencing. In conducting its analysis, the Committee was mindful that in all cases in
which a court permits testimony to be taken outside the presence of another party, the manner in
which and the means whereby testimony is taken must be consistent with the right to
confrontation guaranteed by the federal and state constitutions. After an analysis of the law and
its impact on the purposes recommended for each subject area, the Committee formulated
recommendations for necessary statutory and rules revisions. The recommendations are intended
to give the Rules Committee as much flexibility as possible when it drafts the rules necessary to
implement the recommendations. The Committee recommends that the rules be drafted broadly
enough to avoid annual revisions. The Committee discussed that this could, perhaps, be
accomplished with broad, omnibus provisions.

J. Commentary on Outcome Indicator Recommendations

Evaluations undertaken by other jurisdictions that make effective use ofteleconferencing
and videoconferencing indicate that they have generated cost savings and increased efficiencies
through the use of this technology. In a Pennsylvania study, it was estimated that they would
recover the cost of equipping a site with videoconference capability within five months. In a
similar analysis, Wisconsin estimated that costs could be recovered in approximately six months.
Ifused effectively, there is no reason why similar benefits cannot be achieved in Connecticut.

In some respects, it may not be possible to quantify some of the benefits ofthis
technology. For example, the use ofvideoconferencing as an alternative to transporting inmates
to court minimizes security concerns otherwise attendant to the transportation process and while
the inmate is in the courthouse. Although one can assume that a reduction in the number of
inmate transports would result in a corresponding percentage decrease in the number of security
incidents reported by DOC and judicial marshals each year, it would not be possible to identify
which incidents did not occur as a result of the decision not to transport a particular inmate.
Apart from such situations, there are other areas where cost savings and efficiencies from
videoconferencing would exist but are more difficult to quantify. For example, a DOC/judicial
marshal van (capacity of 12) will require the same manpower and hard costs (fuel, maintenance,
etc.) whether it has six inmates or 12 inmates. However, if six inmates are being transported to
court and another six inmates are not because of the availability and use of videoconferencing,
there are cost savings and efficiencies associated with those who were not transported
(e.g., administrative processing for each inmate at every level (clerks, judicial marshals and
DOC), judicial marshal supervision and escort of inmates within the courthouse, etc.).12

12 Such cost savings could presumably be determined, if necessary, by professional efficiency experts. For purposes
of this report, however, the Committee believes that such economies are logically demonstrable without quantifying
them.
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Nevertheless, there are a number of situations which, with the making of reasonable
assumptions, permit the quantifying of cost savings and efficiencies as outcome indicators:

I. Teleconferencing of status and scheduling conferences and arguments on
certain non-evidentiary motions: assuming (i) that there is private counsel for
each litigant billing at a conservative rate of $200 per hour, and (ii) the billing of
two hours portal to portal for a 15 minute status conference, the cost savings to
the litigants of teleconferencing that one conference will be $700 ($350 each).
Depending on counsel's hourly rate and the travel and waiting time in court, the
cost savings could be correspondingly greater.

2. CSSD interviews of inmates: CSSD reviewed its operations and determined
that it conducts approximately 5400 interviews with inmates in correctional
facilities each year as part ofthe PSI and LSI process Gail re-interviews were not
included in the review, and they would increase projected savings and efficiencies
noted herein). After eliminating trips to correctional facilities to account for
situations where the probation officer conducted more than one interview, CSSD
concluded that probation officers make approximately 3900 trips to and from
correctional facilities annually. Assuming portal to portal travel time (including
processing time at the correctional facility) oftwo hours per trip, CSSD estimates
that probation officers spend approximately 8000 hours per year just in travel time
to and from correctional facilities. At an assumed hourly rate of $35 for a
probation officer, the cost of this travel (inclusive of vehicle costs) exceeds
$300,000 annually. All ofthat cost is unnecessary ifthese interviews are
conducted by videoconferencing. The cost of one videoconference unit sufficient
to accommodate these interviews would be fully recovered after 30 to 40 such
interviews. All interviews conducted thereafter would constitute a return on
investment.

3. High cost inmate transports: As indicated earlier, it is difficult to break out the
monetary cost of transporting one inmate when he or she is transported as part of
a larger group. A substantial number of inmates, however, are transported to
court individually. Such transports include, but are not limited to, the following:
inmates from Northern Correctional (approximately 1200 per year); Gamer
Correctional inmates with mental health classifications (approximately 200 per
year); and York Correctional (approximately 1200 per year). At approximately
$560 per trip with one inmate Gust the cost ofthe transportation staff), the cost of
these individual transports is approximately $1,500,000 per year. This does not
include almost 5000 juvenile delinquent transports annually to court from
detention centers. Approximately 125 inmates held at Whiting Forensic for
competency evaluations are transported by judicial marshals to and from court
each year for anticipated uncontested findings that they are "incompetent but
restorable". The cost of these transports, including accompanying medical staff,
approaches $100,000 per year. Because all of the foregoing inmate transports are
done on an individual basis and the transportation staffing costs are attributable to
that individual only, the outcome indicator is the number of such transports that
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are rendered unnecessary because of the availability of videoconferencing. The
cost savings of the use of videoconferencing in such instances is determined by
multiplying $560 (conservative estimate ofthe transportation staffing cost) by the
number of instances when videoconferencing was used as an alternative to
bringing the inmate to court.

4. Training sessions and administrative meetings and conferences: As indicated
earlier, one of the benefits ofvideoconferencing is that it allows many individuals
located in different locations to be brought together visually and audibly. This
would allow for the videoconferencing of training sessions and meetings. These
types of training sessions and meetings occur on a regular basis within the Branch
and, as presently conducted, require Branch personnel to travel from all comers of
the state to a central location. The cost of conducting such sessions/meetings
includes reimbursement of travel costs and, more significantly, the loss of
otherwise productive time ofthe attending individuals (judges, CSSD personnel,
clerks, etc.) to the unproductive time of traveling to the central location. It may
also include the rental of a facility and audiovisual equipment, the provision of
refreshments for attendees, etc.

In order to assess the cost savings of a training session that could be
achieved by videoconferencing, CSSD surveyed two groups ofprobation officers
who attended a training seminar. There were 125 attendees, and approximately
half attended the morning session and half attended the afternoon session. Based
on responses received from approximately three quarters of the attendees, CSSD
determined that videoconferencing of this training session would have generated
cost savings of approximately $3300 (almost $500 in facility costs, $740 in
reimbursed mileage and $2100 in personnel time, at $35 per hour, just for their
travel to and from the central location). Although refreshments were provided,
that cost was not included for purposes ofthis assessment. The development of
an outcome indicator for the videoconferencing of a particular administrative
matter requires nothing more than the distribution of a survey to attendees as was
done in the CSSD exercise noted above. The Committee recognizes that not
every training session or administrative meeting is suitable for videoconferencing,
however many are adaptable to this technology. The Committee also recognizes
that the $3300 in costs savings which could have been achieved by
videoconferencing this training session is not substantial in and of itself, however
such training sessions and meetings occur at all levels on a regular basis
throughout the year. With sufficient use of videoconferencing for such purposes,
the cost savings would be significant.

The foregoing are not intended to exhaustively list all of the outcome indicators
associated with every use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing. They simply demonstrate
that, based on the purpose for which the technology is used, the cost savings are readily
calculable in most instances.
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CONCLUSION

The Committee recommends that the Branch expand the use of teleconference and
videoconference technology in our courts. The technology has developed to a point that
remotely located participants in a videoconferenced matter are virtually present together. Like
other states, the Branch is looking for ways to make courts more accessible, affordable and
efficient. Teleconferencing and videoconferencing offer that opportunity.

However, enthusiasm for the implementation of teleconference and videoconference
technology is not enough. In an effort to explain why some courts had been unable to use the
technology successfully, the National Center for State Courts conducted a study in the 1990s.
That study concluded that the lack of success was attributable, at least in part, to the resistance of
some jurisdictions to change the way they had historically done business and their belief that the
technology would not result in any meaningful costs savings. An evaluation conducted in 2004
on the use of videoconferencing in Los Angeles courts noted that:

"It is important... to recognize that videoconferencing technology will require law
enforcement, judges, attorneys and court administrators to transform policies and
procedures, as well as how they conduct business overall. Clearly, this is a
difficult mindset to change."(Emphasis in original).

This concern was readily apparent to many on the Committee as it conducted its assessment of
the use of this technology in our courts. Simply stated, ifparticipants in the process do not
accept and adapt to the technology, it will not succeed.

For this reason, the Committee believes that implementation ofthis technology,
particularly videoconferencing, should be gradual in order that participants become acclimated to
its use. Significant efforts need to be made to educate participants, particularly judges,
concerning the ease with which this technology can be used and the many benefits which it
offers. Those efforts should occur in many forms and on many levels but, importantly, should
include actual live demonstrations of this technology in operation. Ifwe develop and encourage
appropriate uses of this technology and can succeed in changing resistant mindsets, there is every
reason to believe that the benefits achievable through the useof teleconferencing and
videoconferencing can be fully realized in our courts.
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APPENDIXA

(Committee Charge)

ALTERNATIVES TO COURT APPEARANCES

Goal III

Strategy:

Activity:

Delivery of Services: The Judicial Branch will
provide effective, uniform and consistent delivery of
services by enhancing the management of court
practices.

IlIA Increase efficiency of case management and court practices.

IlI.4.3 Expanding the use of telephonic and video technology for court
appearances.

This Committee will also need to revIew and make recommendations for upgrading and

enhancing the current technological infrastructure of the Branch. The 47 courthouses and 35

other administrative and service-based judicial facilities throughout the state are all connected to

the main data center that is maintained by the Information Technology Division in East Hartford.

The fast-paced changes in technology today require that the underlying network infrastructure be

kept up to date and ready to handle the burden placed on it by solutions such as video

conferencing. High speed data lines must be in place in each Branch location to ensure that no

court or office will be left without the means to provide the best possible service to the public.

In order to ensure consistent quality in the video and audio components of video and telephonic

technology, special care must be taken to make certain that state of the art equipment is utilized,

adequate acoustic systems are present, courtroom recording equipment (i.e., FTR) is in place and

that proper training on the systems is provided. The Committee should also examine whether the

video or telephonic technology can be used to produce the court record and how that record

should be captured, stored and made available for playback. The Committee should also

consider the burden that could be placed on digital storage space, archiving and what technology

would be needed to send the recordings to Branch staff, external agencies or the public via the

internet. The procurement of a server and storage technology with adequate capacity is vital for
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the success of expansion. These are just a few of the items the Committee must take into

consideration for the accomplishment of this strategy.

ALTERNATIVES TO COURT APPEARANCES

In developing a plan for expanding the use of video and telephonic technology the committee

must also consider issues of security and confidentiality with regard to the use of this technology

in sensitive matters such as juvenile proceedings. The committee should consider less expensive

video or telephonic systems for matters that do not require heightened network security. The

network is currently equipped to provide security for transmitting such hearings. However

physical security at the video or telephonic locations should also be taken into consideration.

The Judicial Branch continues to expand its delivery of services both in the courts and through

the use of technology. This Committee will need to evaluate current staffing levels and whether

additional staff is necessary to support the expansion of video and telephonic technology.

Staffing levels may need to be increased or reallocated for such things as the initial installation,

training, scheduling, case management, coverage in the courtroom and ongoing technical

support.

The Committee should be comprised of the following members:

The Chief Administrative Judge from each Division (Criminal, Family, Civil and Juvenile)

A representative from the Probate Courts

A representative from the Court Operations Unit

A representative from the Judge Support Services Unit

A representative from the Legal Services Unit

Representatives from Court Clerks' offices (of varied caseloads and demographics)

A representative from the Support Enforcement Services Unit

A representative from the Office of Victim Services

A representative from the Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services

A representative from the Court Support Services Division

A representative from the Information Technology Division

A representative from the Department of Correction

A representative from the Chief State's Attomey's Office
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ALTERNATIVES TO COURT APPEARANCES

A representative from the Chief Public Defender's Office

A Private Sector Attorney

A representative from the Commission on the Blind and Hearing Impaired

A representative from the Connecticut Bar Association

A representative from Administrative Services Division Facilities Unit

Non-attorney members

The committee will develop outcome indicators to measure the success of the activities within

this project. The committee will also develop outcome indicators that show the combined

contribution of the individual activities included in this project toward attaining the specific

strategy addressed and its accompanying performance measures as defined by the strategic plan.

The committee will submit its recommendations to the Chief Court Administrator by January 2,
2009.
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APPENDIXB

(Statutes and Rules Recommendations)

Recommendations for Rules Committee

After considering the Purposes Subcommittee's recommendations, the Statutes and Rules
Subcommittee recommends that rules be adopted or revised in the following areas:

Scope of Rules and General Provisions

I. Currently, a number of provisions exist in the General Statutes, Practice Book and
in case law that permit the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing. See, e.g., Gen. Stat.
Section 46b-213a(f); Practice Book Sections 23-68,44-10 and 44-IOA and In Re Juvenile
Appeal, 187 Conn. 431 (1982). These rules proposals are intended to expand and not limit those
provisions. It is also generally intended that rules regarding teleconferencing and
videoconferencing on a particular subject matter be set out separately; one for teleconferencing
and another for videoconferencing; in that subject area.

2. A rule that defines teleconferencing in general terms including the concept that
the technology must enable all of the participants to be heard over a secure network and to
provide each other with copies of documents in advance of any proceeding. In Re Juvenile
Appeal, 187 Conn. 431 (1982). The Connecticut Supreme Court applied the balancing test in
Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 335 (1976) and concluded that in a termination of parental
rights case, the respondent father's right to due process was not denied when the trial court in
Connecticut listened to his testimony by use .of a telephone in his California prison.

3. A rule that defines videoconferencing in general terms that includes the
description of such a device that appears in Section 23 -68: "such audiovisual device must
operate so that such person and his or her attorney, if any, and the judicial authority can see and
communicate with each other simultaneously. In addition, a procedure by which such person
and his or her attorney can confer in private must be provided." Such rule shall also include
provisions for providing copies of all documents which may be offered at the proceeding to all
counsel and self-represented individuals in advance of the proceeding.

4. A rule that authorizes, in most instances, the use ofvideoconferencing, if
available, where teleconferencing is permitted.

5. A rule that permits remote translation services, including continuous, word-for-
word translation in appropriate situations, provided adequate technology and funding is
available. (See State v. Munoz, 233 Conn. 106 (1995).)
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Civil Matters

Teleconferencing

1. A rule that permits the use of teleconferencing, at the discretion of the Judicial
Authority and after reasonable notice, for status and scheduling conferences and for arguments,
not including short calendar, where testimony is not required, including such matters that involve
an incarcerated individual who is self-represented.

Videoconferencing

1. A rule that expands Practice Book Section 23-68 to permit the use of
videoconferencing at the discretion of the Judicial Authority and after reasonable notice, for:
short calendar arguments that do not involve the testimony of witnesses; trial testimony of any
witness; and proceedings that involve an incarcerated individual who is self-represented.

2. A Practice Book Rule, §23-40, exists that allows videoconferencing, in the
discretion ofthe Judicial Authority, for habeas corpus matters that involve conditions of
confinement.

Juvenile Matters - Child Protection Proceedings Only

Teleconferencing and Videoconferencing

1. A rule that permits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing by an out-
of-state party in which the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children is applicable;

2. A rule that permits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing in
accordance with General Stat. Sec. 46b-I5. The Judicial Authority may, upon motion of the
attorney for any party, order testimony through videoconferencing or teleconferencing of a party
or a child who is a subject of the proceeding where a protective, restraining or standing criminal
restraining order has been issued on their behalf.

3. A rule that permits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing by a parent
who resides out of state or who is incarcerated in an out-of-state federal correctional facility or
another state's correctional facility.

4. A rule that permits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing for attorney
conferences with incarcerated clients, with first priority given to out-of-state incarcerated parents
or other parties.

5. A rule that permits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing, at the
discretion of the Judicial Authority, by a parent incarcerated within the state of Connecticut who
poses a security risk for the types of child protection proceedings listed in number five below.
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6. A rule that permits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing, at the
discretion of the Judicial Authority, for the following types of child protection proceedings when
a parent is incarcerated in Connecticut:

- Plea hearings
- Judicial Pre Trials
- Order of Temporary Custody (OTC) and Termination of Parental

Rights (TPR) Management Conferences
- In Court Reviews of Protective Supervision
- Permanency Plan Hearings
- Case Status Conferences
- Preliminary Order of Temporary Custody Hearings
- Neglect Plea and Disposition by Agreement
- Neglect Trials
- TPR Plea Hearings
- Canvass of Consents to TPR

Contested Transfer of Guardianship Hearings
- Motions to Revoke Commitment
- Emancipation Petitions
- Motions to Reinstate Guardian

In most instances, absent his or her own waiver, an incarcerated parent should be present
at the preliminary custody or initial plea hearing.

7. A rule that permits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing for foster
parents, and children and siblings of children committed to the Commissioner of the Department
of Children and Families in accordance with Section 35a-5, excluding when any of these
individuals is called as a witness, at certain prescribed proceedings. A subsection of this rule
may permit the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing, at the discretion of the Judicial
Authority, if any of these individuals is called to testify as a witness.

8. A rule that permits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing by
agreement of the parties and their attorneys, to participate in discussions by treatment service
providers for children or parents in case status conferences or child protection mediation. A
subsection of this rule may permit the use ofteleconferencing and videoconferencing, at the
discretion of the Judicial Authority, if such service provider is called to testify as a witness.

9. A rule that permits the use ofteleconferencing and videoconferencing by
agreement of the parties and their attorneys to participate in discussions with evaluators who
have conducted court ordered evaluations in case status conferences or child protection
mediation. A subsection of this rule may permit the use of teleconferencing and
videoconferencing, at the discretion of the Judicial Authority, if such evaluator is called to testify
as a witness.
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Videoconferencing Only

I. A rule that pennits the use of videoconferencing in delinquency proceedings, at
the discretion of the court and upon reasonable notice, for initial detention review hearings where
the detention facility is not located in the child's home juvenile district.

2. A rule that pennits the use of videoconferencing by a parent incarcerated in an
out-of-state federal correctional facility or another state's correctional facility for contested
hearings including, but not limited to, temporary custody hearings, neglect or uncared for
proceedings or tennination of parental rights trials.

Family Matters

Teleconferencing and Videoconferencing

1. A rule that pennits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing, at the
discretion ofthe Judicial Authority in Unifonn Interstate Family Support Act (UIFSA) matters.
Pursuant to the provisions ofGeneral Statutes Section 46b-213a(f), a Family Support Magistrate
in UIFSA matters under General Statutes Section 46b-212 to 46b-213w, "shall pennit a party or
witness residing in another state to be deposed or to testify under penalty of perjury by
telephone, audiovisual means, or other electronic means ...."

2. A rule that pennits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing, at the
discretion of the Judicial Authority, in Interstate Custody and Visitation Matters.

3. The expansion of Practice Book Section 23-68 to pennit the use of
teleconferencing and videoconferencing to allow the participation at court hearings of
individuals who have been sentenced and who are incarcerated in-state when those individuals
pose a security risk or under other specified conditions, and to allow an individual incarcerated
out of state to participate in a family case.

4. A rule that pennits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing, in the
discretion of the Judicial Authority, to allow the participation of out-of-state witnesses.

5. A rule that pennits the use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing, in the
discretion of the Judicial Authority, for the hearing of post-trial motions as specified in Practice
Book section 23-68(b), including motions to modify alimony, support or custody.

6. A rule that pennits the use ofteleconferencing and videoconferencing, in the
discretion of the Judicial Authority, for status conferences not pertaining to parenting issues;
discovery disputes where counsel agree and that do not require the taking of evidence;
scheduling and trial management orders and compliance issues; pretrials where a party lives at
such a distance that the Judicial Authority detennines that teleconferencing and
videoconferencing is appropriate.
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Videoconferencing Only

1. The expansion of Practice Book Section 23-68 to pennit the use of
videoconferencing to allow the participation in contested hearings of a parent who is incarcerated
out of state.

2. A rule that pennits the use ofvideoconferencing, in the discretion ofthe Judicial
Authority, for status conferences not pertaining to parenting issues; discovery disputes where
counsel agree and that do not require the taking of evidence; scheduling and trial management
orders and compliance issues; pretrials where a party lives at such a distance that the Judicial
Authority detennines that teleconferencing is appropriate; and to allow the participation of self
represented inmates in hearings and trial matters.

Criminal Matters

General Recommendations

It is recommended that the Branch install private video conference capability in each
J.D., G.A. and Juvenile courthouse and that rules be adopted that require:

• Such booths and equipment to be in a secure, neutral location within a courthouse so as to
allow for confidential communication;

• The acoustics of such booths and equipment shall be standardized (unless headphones are
available);

• Such booths and equipment shall be available to all counsel;
• Protocols to be established that coordinate access to such booths and equipment and

advanced schedule with Department of Correction in order to have inmates available as
necessary

Teleconferencing

A rule that pennits the use ofteleconferencing, at the discretion of the Judicial Authority and
after reasonable notice for status conferences and scheduling conferences.

Videocon{erencing

1. A rule that provides that proceedings under General Statutes Section 54-56(k)
may be conducted by videoconferencing if:

• The evaluation under General Statutes Section 54-56d(j) concludes that the
defendant is not competent but is restorable; and

• Counsel agree to such videoconferencing
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2. A rule or rules that pennit the use of videoconferencing, with consent of all
parties, in the following situations:

• For incarcerated defendants for the 2nd continuance on extradition cases (by
consent of all parties)

• For incarcerated defendants for motions that do not require testimony (by
consent of all parties)

• For incarcerated defendants for the Part B screening date for Part A (by
consent of all parties)

3. A rule that pennits the use ofvideoconferencing by the Court Support Services
Division for pre-sentence interviews, jail re-interviews, and level of service inventory interviews.

4. A rule that provides that in Part A case callbacks the following will apply:

• Part A callbacks other than in the Hartford Judicial District - the defendant
shall not be transported to court unless specifically requested by the State or
defendant's counsel;

• Part A callbacks in the Hartford Judicial District - the defendant shall not be
transported to court unless specifically requested by the State or defendant's
counsel and approved by the court in its discretion; and

• GA callbacks - defendant will be transported to court unless both the State
and defendant's counsel agree otherwise

5. A rule that pennits the use ofvideoconferencing for Sentence Review
Division hearings. (An amendment to the general statutes is required before this rule can be
adopted.)

6. A statute and/or rule that would allow for a pilot program for the
videoconferencing of arraignments between the holding area and a courtroom in
G.A. Number 14 (Hartford).
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APPENDIXC

Technology Recommendations

OVERVIEW

The Technology Subcommittee was charged with identifying technologies and equipment that
would allow the Judicial Branch (the "Branch") to implement recommendations for alternatives
to court appearances in an effective and efficient manner. In order to fulfill that goal the
subcommittee considered several factors including the capabilities of the existing infrastructure
(technological as well as physical), available technologies (equipment and software) and cost
effective implementation. A glossary of terms appears at the end of this report and words
defined are bolded throughout the report.

The recommendations of the subcommittee are based on two basic concepts:

1. To enhance the Branch's statewide technology infrastructure to ensure that all Branch
locations are capable of handling the highest level of accessibility and to have the ability
to accommodate present and future videoconferencing requirements.

2. To develop a "menu" of available videoconferencing equipment required by the
recommendations of the Purposes Subcommittee and which provide flexibility for
implementation.

The subcommittee determined that the best way to promote alternatives to court appearances was
to ensure that the infrastructure of any Branch location could handle any type of videoconference
anywhere in the building. Equipment would be identified that would be appropriate for a "space"
not a function, thus any purpose could be accommodated simply by supplying the equipment
appropriate for that space. A major benefit of the recommendation would be the additional use
of the installed equipment for training, administrative functions, meetings, etc.

The subcommittee determined that much of the ground work has already been laid for the
successful implementation ofthe technology in this recommendation. The enhancements to the
infrastructure in this recommendation build upon a solid framework already in place.
Furthermore, a significant portion of the labor required for the first phase of implementation of
the recommendations can be absorbed by existing staff. Additional staff resources would
become necessary at some point during the expansion of these technologies; however, the
benefits and savings that this initiative will realize will be well documented and should provide
adequate justification for more resources.
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RECOMMENDAnONS

1. Infrastructure

Infrastructure describes all of the technology, both hardware and software, that provides
the foundation for all network and system connectivity as well as data security and integrity. It is
critical that sufficient infrastructure components are in place in order to meet any present or
future requirements for Alternatives to Court Appearances. In order to meet that goal, the
following infrastructure elements must be implemented:

A. Equipment

• Cisco switch upgrades (or additions) in each location branch-wide;
• All sites where videoconferencing will be conducted should be upgraded to

high speed connectivity (Wide Area Network);
• Implement Bridging appliance in main Data Center to enable multi

participant conferences;
• Installation of data/voice drops and electrical outlets as needed in courtrooms

and offices where videoconferencing will be conducted;
• Additional wiring or equipment as needed based on specific location

requirements;
• Leverage existing technology infrastructure by implementing a Voice-Over-IP

teleconferencing system that can accommodate all Branch locations;
• Repurpose existing space within facilities to accommodate video conferences;
• Wireless access points and switches to be phased in as needed; and
• Recording of videoconference proceedings can be done with relative ease

from a technological perspective but may be cost prohibitive with regard to
storage of recorded sessions.

B. Resources

• Staff:
o No additional staff will be required

• Contract services
o Cabling vendor - amendment to existing blanket purchase order
o Phone system vendor - conversion ofphone lines from digital to

analog (only needed if Voice over IP solution is not used)
*note - conversion from digital to analog for these individual
phone lines is necessary due to the technical requirements of the
audio teleconferencing solutions currently in place.

• Building modifications
o Contracted services
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o In-house
• Cost (exact costs to be determined)

o Network Switching
o Wide Area Network (WAN)

• Routers
• Recurring monthly services (AT&T)

o Videoconjerencing Bridge(s)

C. Implementation Steps (in priority order)

I. Install Bridging technology
2. Wide Area Network upgrades

a. Highest volume courthouses should be considered first
b. Network congestion should be considered next

3. Switching
a. Sites currently configured with high speed WAN should take first

priority
b. Other sites to be upgraded in conjunction with WAN upgrades

4. Wiring
5. Building modifications

2. Equipment

The Committee recommends a phased in approach to equipment acquisition.
Consideration should be given to cost-effectiveness, proper technological fit and greatest
operational impact.

A. Committee's Recommendations

The Committee recommended the acquisition of three types of equipment
(in addition to a bridge for the main data center): (i) a large screen unit for use in
a large courtroom, (ii) a portable cart unit for use in a hearing room or conference
room, and (iii) smaller units for use in (a) private consultations between counsel
and incarcerated clients and (b) interviews between CSSD and incarcerated
clients. The approximate cost of each item of equipment is set forth in the
Commentary on Technology Recommendations. These costs do not include any
infrastructure costs, which will vary from courthouse to courthouse (some
courthouses will need minimal upgrading; a few will require significant
upgrading).
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B. Additional Equipment Options

In addition to the equipment currently recommended by the Committee,
the following types of equipment are available for consideration in the future:

• Chambers/private offices/laptop screen with USB connected camera 
$300 cost (no annual recurring cost);

• Hearing room/large conference room - 42" HD screen (approximate) 
$16,000 cost ($1,000 annual recurring cost); and

• Lockup/holding area - 19" screen (approximate) - $3,500 cost ($300
annual recurring cost).

More specific equipment information is set forth below (all costs listed are per
room/instance):

Courtrooms
Minimum of 50" HD monitor (screen size to be determined by size of
courtroom)
Videoconferencing system with camera
Additional cameras (Judge, counsel, witness)
Integrated with courtroom sound system (where available)
Integrate with the For The Record system (FTR) (where applicable)

Total Estimated Capital Cost - $25,000
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - $1500

Hearing rooms
Minimum of 42" HD monitor (screen size to be determined by size of
courtroom)
Videoconferencing system
Camera - included with videoconferencing system
Integrate with FTR (where applicable)

Total Estimated Capital Cost - $16,000
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - $1000

Chambers
One-on-one conferences

Computer/Laptop mounted camera (new laptop standard will
include built in camera)

Total Estimated Capital Cost - $300
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - None

Note - alternate solutions for chambers can be accommodated as needed
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Conference room (large)*
Minimum of 42" HD monitor (screen size to be determined by size of
courtroom)
Videoconferencing system
Camera - included with the videoconferencing system

Total Estimated Capital Cost - $16,000
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - $1200

Conference room (small)* - number and type of systems installed should be
determined by the needs of the court

I) Cart-mounted, mid-range mobile videoconferencing unit
2) Portable desktop unit

Total Estimated Capital Cost - $3500
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - $300

Private office - number and type of systems installed should be
determined by the needs of the functional unit

I) Computer/Laptop mounted camera
2) Portable desktop videoconferencing unit

Total Estimated Capital Cost - Option 1) $300 Option
2) $3500
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - Option 1) none Option
2) $300

Training rooms*
Cart-mounted, mobile videoconferencing unit (size of screen determined

by size and use of training room)
Total Estimated Capital Cost - $8000
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - $800

Videoconferencing booths
Courthouse

I) Dedicated booths -
Total Estimated Capital Cost - $7500
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - $700

2) Multi-use space - Portable desktop unit
Total Estimated Capital Cost - $3500
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - $300

Lock up/Holding (includes Juvenile Detention and Branch holding
facilities)

Videoconferencing system with handset
Total Estimated Capital Cost - TBD (this model may be
end oCHCe)
Estimated Annual/Recurring Cost - TBD
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* Smartboard equipped conference and training rooms can be leveraged by
utilizing videoconferencing software and camera.
** All videoconferencing devices are capable of end to end encryption and
can be configured to enable encryption as needed at the time the call is
established.

C. Resources

• Staff
o No additional staff will be required to define equipment standards or

for procurement
o Training - IT staff will provide all training for field staff
o As the use of videoconferencing expands, I additional staff position

would be required for management, monitoring, maintenance and
ongoing customer support for all videoconferencing systems.

• Contracted Services
o Videoconferencing vendor - consultation services may be required

• Cost
o Actual capital equipment costs
o Maintenance costs (annual)
o Possible contracted services
o Equipment lifecycle planning - TBD
o Enterprise Management software - based on number of systems

3. Implementation Plan

The Subcommittee recommends a phased in implementation plan. The intent is to
maximize accessibility to the courts in an efficient and cost effective manner. The
following key elements are critical to a successful plan.

• Establish pilot programs utilizing existing infrastructure and equipment for
recommended purposes.

• Ensure that each Branch location meets the established infrastructure
standards necessary to support all recommended purposes.

• Expand on the existing use of equipment for current applications - (family
support matters, PSI/LSI, training, meetings, etc.)

• Extend successful outcomes of pilot programs and other uses to all Branch
locations as deemed appropriate. (additional IT staff will be needed)
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Glossary of Technology Terminology

Encryption
The translation of data into a cipher text code making it unreadable to anyone other than

the intended recipient.

IP (Internet Protocol) Address
The unique identifier for a device on a WAN or LAN. It is represented by a series of

numbers separated by a period such as 111.222.333.444.

Local Area Network (LAN)
A subset of network connected devices that are contained within a building or complex

Router
A device that forwards units of information from one network to another.

Switch
A device that connects all computers, printers, and other network devices to the LAN.

Videoconjerencing Bridge
A video bridge is a computerized switching system that allows for multipoint video
conferencing.

Voice Over IP (VOIP)_
A category of hardware and software that enables people to use the network as the

transmission medium for telephone calls by sending voice data in packets using IP rather than by
traditional circuit transmissions of the standard telephone system

Wide Area Network (WAN)
A long-distance communications network that covers a wide geographic area such as a
state or country. Our WAN uses services from AT&T
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COMPLEX LITIGATION COMMITTEE

REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

Administrative Subcommittee:

Chair, Attorney Richard A. Silver
Honorable Alfred J. Jennings, Jr.
Honorable Linda K. Lager

Attorney Jonathan Orleans
Attorney John Rose

Procedures Subcommittee:

Chair, Attorney Richard Weinstein
Honorable Robert E. Beach, Jr.

Honorable Marshall K. Berger, Jr.
Attorney Catherine Smith Nietzel

Standards Subcommittee:

Chair, Attorney William Prout
Attorney Joseph Burns

Honorable Arthur A. Hiller
Honorable Joseph M. Shortall

Proposals and Changes to Administrative Practices

Recommended by the Administrative Subcommittee

CLD Coordination:

• A Presiding Judge should be appointed in order to provide better

coordination of resources between the CLDs and the regular dockets and

among the CLD judges, particularly regarding the transfer of cases

between CLD areas if the assigned judge is not available for trial or

hearing.

Evaluations - Superior Court / CLD:

• The evaluation form for all Superior Court Judges should contain a
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check-box inquiring of counsel whether that judge should be considered

for assignment to the CLD.

• It is recommended that the evaluation form should not contain a case

caption or docket number and should be distributed with an internal and

external envelope. The wording of the form should give the Bar

assurance that the information is not attributable to a specific lawyer.

• A practice should be established which provides the Bar with input on

the selection of CLD Judges; it was suggested that a representative group

of the Bar meet with the Chief Court Administrator to give candid

appraisals of potential for service on the CLD.

Criteria for CLD:

• Criteria used to determine whether a case should be referred to the CLD

should be elucidated more clearly.

Length of Assignment:

• A judge's assignment to the CLD may be extended beyond three years to

permit the judge to manage cases through trial in accordance with the

principles of an individual calendar method of case management.

However. an interim review should be conducted after two years to

evaluate each CLD judge's performance.
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Additional CLD Locations:

• Additional CLD locations would provide synergy and ncxibility to assist

in the reassignment of a CI,D trial that could not proceed as scheduled.

• The creation of additional CLDs in New Haven, Bridgeport and the

eastern part of the State is recommended if possible, given the

constraints of the available Judicial Branch courthouses in those

locations. The Committee supports an expedited schedule for addressing

the completion of new facilitics in these locations, particularly New

Haven and Bridgcport.

• Identify those Judicial Districts that may have available courtrooms and

space for support staff for locating additional CLDs.

Speeding Jury Selection:

• The juror adm in istrative processes should be reviewed in ordcr to

identifY areas that are contributing to the lack of a sufficient number of

jurors for a full day of jury selection, and to provide solutions.

Stamford appears to be a particular problem.

Potential Use of Trial Referees:

• Examinc the potential lix utilization of Judge Trial Referees In cases

where no CLD judge is available.

• If Judge Trial Referees were to be utilized, due to the statutory
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requirement that they cannot preside over civil jury trials without the

written consent of all parties, a mechanism would have to be developed

to providc for parties' agrecment.

Proposals and Changes to Procedures

Recommended by the Procedures Subcommittee

Referral Process:

• Thc application process should be streamlined. The application for case

referral should be filed early in the case and the form should be redraftcd

in order to provide a hox which clearly identities whether all parties

consent to the rcfcrral.

• Any objection to the referral of a case to the CLD must be tiled after a

specified time period following the filing of the application, rather than

after the dccision is rendcred on the application. The prescnt application

form which allows an objection to come in after the decision of the judge

shall be amended to retlect this change.

• An altcrnative to the referral of cases to the CLD based upon the length

of trial would be the transfer of the case to anothcr judicial district by the

Chief Court Administrator.
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Request for Adjudication:

• In order to prevent delay, the Request for Adjudication form should be

modified to address the difllculties in reaching opposing counsel and

obtaining the necessary information to complete the form.

• Procedures should be developed for the processing of this form based

upon the ditIerentiation of the types of motions in order to provide for

prompt adjudication of discovery motions.

• To expedite the processing of these motions, different methods such as

telephonic scheduling conferences should be explored.

Identifying the Filer of a Motion:

• System changes should be considered in order to provide the capability

of readily idcntifying the filer of a motion/objection on the Case Detail

page of the Branch's website.

• Procedural requirements for fIlings should be adopted, such as the

inclusion of the party number on all CLD filings to facilitate the process.

Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) Access:

• Eftorts should be made to provide for the availability of Wi-Ei access in

the courthouses.

Displav of CLD Events on the Judicial Branch Website:

• The scheduling of CLD events should be entered into the Edison system
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so that this information may be available for viewing on the Branch's

website.

Proposals and Changes to the Standards for Determining Eligibility

Recommended by the Standards Subcommittee

Information Sheet:

• Language contained in the document entitled Facts About the

Connecticut Judicial Branch Complex Litigation Docket (Information

Sheet) should be rewritten to more clearly reflect that cases are

considered for placement on the CLD on the basis of their individual

merit, in the exercise of sound discretion, on a non-formulaic basis.

• In the section of the Information Sheet entitled "How Does a Case Get

Referred to the Complex Litigation Docket?", the following language

should be inserted immediately following the reference to the Judicial

Branch website:

"The Chief Administrative Judge of the Civil Division

has discretion to schedule a hearing to consider whether

referral to the Complex Litigation Docket is appropriate."

• In the section of the Inlormation Sheet entitled "What Factors Willl3c

Considered in Determining Eligibility?", the language should be as

follows:

• The number of parties

• The number of counsel
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• The amount ofthe claim and the nature of the reliefrequested

• The anticipated length of trial

• The complexity of the issues presented for resolution

• The extent and complexity of pretrial proceedings,
including discovery matters, motion practice, and
special proceedings

• The overall need for the special oversight and
management that the Complex Litigation Docket may provide

• Whether alternative case management approaches arc
available in the judicial district where the case has been brought

• In the section of the Information Sheet entitled "What Types of Cases

Will Be Considered as Complex Litigation?", the following introductory

sentence should be inserted:

"While each case proposed for the Complex Litigation

Docket will be evaluated on its individual merits, the

following types of cases often have been found to be

appropriate for assignment to the Complex Litigation Docket."
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Report of the Criminal Practice Commission
June 1,2009

The Criminal Practice Commission was reconstituted as a result of focus groups
conducted by the Public Service and Trust Commission. The Criminal Practice
Commission consists ofjudges and other key players in the criminal justice community
brought together to take steps to enhance the efficiency, professionalism and civility in
the criminal courts.

The commission is chaired by Judge Patrick L. Carroll III, Deputy Chief Court
Administrator and is comprised of the following members: Supreme Court Justice Joette
Katz, Judge Patrick Clifford, Chief Administrative Judge for Criminal Matters, Judge
Joan Alexander, Judge Richard Damiani, Judge David Gold, Judge James Ginocchio,
Judge Gary White, Chief State's Attorney Kevin Kane, Attorney Joseph D'Alesio, State's
Attorney Patricia Froehlich, Attorney Edward Gavin, State's Attorney Gail Hardy,
Attorney Raymond Hassett, Assistant Public Defender, Attorney M. Elizabeth Reid,
Attorney Eugene Riccio, Assistant State's Attorney Charles Stango, Chief Public
Defender Attorney Susan Storey, Public Defender Attorney Thomas Ullman, Attorney
Daniel Horwitch, Mr. William Carbone, Mr. Lawrencc D'Orsi.

Thc charge of the Criminal Practice Commission as rcflectcd in its mission statement is
the improvement of the criminal justice system. The first meeting of the commission was
held on July 16, 2008 during which several areas requiring the attention of the
commission were identified, including: Habeas Corpus refoon, unifonnity in the courts,
practice book changes, issues surrounding the notification ofImmigration and Customs
Enforcement, allocation of courthouse space including areas for confidential
communications between lawyers and their clients, the possibility night and/or weekend
sessions of the court, enhancing professionalism and civility, the rate at which jury trials
are hcld in the geographical area courts, cooperation between the bench and the bar,
consideration of the pros and cons of a pennanent sentencing commission, to name a few.

In addition to the topics idcntified by the commission, the focus groups of the Public
Service and Trust Commission yielded additional topics for consideration by the
Commission, including: the advisability of separating court-based victim advocates from
the prosecutor's offices, designation of a Chief a statewide judge for domestic violence
matters, decreasing the frequency of court appearances, expanding the use of plain
language in court fonns, review of the plea canvass process, defining the role of court
servicc center in criminal courts, establishing special dockets for self represented
defendants, expanded use of vidco conferencing, rotation ofjudges sitting on Sentcnce
Review, expanded use of domestic violence dockcts throughout the state,
online/electronic adjudications that allow for payment of fines in appropriate cases.



Six Committees of the Criminal Practice Commission have been created to address some
of the above-noted issues: the Habeas Corpus Refonn Committee, the
Professionalism/Civility Committee, the Committee to Consider Proposed Revisions to
the Rules of Professional Conduct, the Immigration Customs Enforcement Committee
and finally, the Practice Book Discovery Rules Committee which has already completed
its work and forwarded proposed Practice Book changes to the Rules Committee.

The Habeas Corpus Refonn Committee has met several times to identify key and discuss
key issues in the habeas process with an eye toward making recommendations to
streamline and make the habeas process more efficient and fair to all participants in the
process. Its next meeting will be held in the near future.

The Professionalism/Civility Committee has met and established a dialogue with the
Connecticut Criminal Defense Lawyers Association (CCDLA) for consideration of its
process of submitting comments, frequently anonymously, to both the Judicial Selection
Commission and the Judiciary Committee in connection with the process ofjudicial
reappointments.

The Committee to Consider Proposed Revisions to the Rules of Professional Conduct
Committee has its first meeting scheduled in July and the Immigration Committee will
similarly meet in the near future.

The Criminal Practice Commission has already met a total of four times and will likely
meet quarterly as it attempts to discharge its mission of improving the criminal justice
system.
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PUBLIC SERVICE AND TRUST COMMISSION

JURY CO:\IMITrEE

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

'Ole purpose of this report is to detail the work ofthe Jury Committee of the Publie
Service and Trust Commission and to set forth certain recommendations to be considered for
implementation by the Ofnee of the Chief Court Administrator and the Chief Justice, The report
is organized as follows: Section I discusses the Committee's charge and process; Section IT
provides certain background information about jury service in Connecticut; Section 1Il scts rorth
the recommendations of the subcommittees of the Jury Committee and the recommendations of
the chairs; Section IV sets forth areas for further study, reeommendations for training and
recommendations for post-report projects: Section V contains relevant appendices,

(. THE COMMITTEE'S CHARGE AND PROCESS

The Jury Committee of the Public Service and Trust Commission was established
pursuant to recommendations outlined in the "Strategic Plan for the Judieial Branch".
Specifieally. Goal III of the Plan addresses "Delivery of Services" and provides that 'The
Judicial Branch will provide efTective, unifoml and consistent delivery of services by enhancing
the management of court practiccs," In relationship to Connecticut's jury system, Strategy 1IL2
of the Implementation Pian goal is to "Improve juror's partieipation and experienee in jury
service," The Implementation Plan then set forth two reeommended activities,l

The Jury Committee had 32 individuals appointed to serve on it and was chaired by the
!Ion, Linda K, Lager, Administrative Judge for the Judieial District of New Haven, and co
chaired by the !Ion, Frank !vL D'Addabbo, JL. Administrativc Judge lor the Judicial Distriet of
New Britain. The Jury Committee met lor the lirst time as a whole on December 4, 2008, The
Jury Committee defined its Mission Statement as follows:

"To determine whether the Judieial Branch uses best praetiees for summoning.
notification. management and utilization ofjurors and to recommend new
approaches and initiatjves.'~

Thc eommittee was organized into !()lll' subcommittees designed to [(JCUS on the various

1 Public Service and Trust Commission" '(lrnpkrnt:ntat[on of the Stralcgi<.: Plan": 1998 at p_ 43:
Activity III.2, I calls for "Using jury surveys 10 determine juror com fort and sai isf~lction": and,
Activity 01.2.2 calls f()[ "Developing user-friendly technology to educate jurors 011 their role. to provide them \..'lth
clear information on jury service, and to <.\utomJte the process involved in jurors managing and scheduling their
service:'



stages ofjuror service which represent "the life cycle of a juror." Each subcommittee was asked
to identify current relcvant practices in Connecticut, measure those practices in relation to the
American Bar Association's PRINCIPLES FOR JURtES & JURY TRIALS (August 2005)" and other
indicia of best practices, diseuss the perceived advantages and disadvantages of Ihe practice
under consideration. lind make recommendations consistent with best praclices.

The four subcommittees and their areas of responsibility were:

L Before Court Appearance: Chair, Attorney Karen A. Berris; Co-chair, Attorney
William Sadek, Members: Hon. Robert J. Devlin, Jr., Hon. Julia DiCocco Dewey, Hon, Aaron
Ment, Attorney Jay Sandak. Judge Lager served as a liaison to this subcommittee
This subcommittee met five times and focused on areas that included

Qualification
Juror Publications

• Juror Questionnaire
Scheduling Issues
Summoning and Notification

IL Arrival: Chair, Attorney Ralph Monaco; Co-Chair, Hon. Dan Shaban, Members:
Attorney Kyle Harrell, Attorney Jessica Torres, Attorney LavVTence Tytla and Mr. David Ward.
Judge D'Addabbo served as liaison to this subcommittee. This subcommittee met thrce times and
looked at some of the following areas:

Facilities and Logistics
Orientation Issues
Videos
Pre-screening

Ill. Voir Dire: Chair, Hon. Carl 1. Schuman; Co-Chair, lion. Barbara N. Bellis, Members:
Attorney Timothy Patrick Brady, Attorney Michael Corsello, IIon. Maureen M. Keegan,
Attorney Daniel E. Ryan, Ill, Attorney Richard Silver. Judge Lager served as liaison to this
subcommittee. This subcommittee met three times and examined voir dire practices in the
context of the following areas:

Comparing practices in civil and criminal jury selection
Facilities and Accommodations
Management
Utilization
Selected vs. Not Selected

IV. Selected Jurors: Chair, Dean Brad Saxton. Quinnipiac University School of Law; Co
Chair, Hon. Nicola E. Rubinow, Members: Attorney Karen A. Goodrow, Attorney Ernest Mattei,
Attorney Cesar Noble, lion. Michael R. Sheldon. Attorney )\'lichael Walsh. Judge D' Addabbo

? The ABA's Principles for Juri-:s & Jury Trials \Vas 3 result of many months ofinvcsligarion by a task force
appointed under the auspiCes of the ·'Amaican Jury Pro.iccl.·' The Preamble to the ABA Principles states, in part. at
VII, that the principles "define (lur fundamental aspirations fiJr the management of the jury S)istCIR Each Principle is
designed to express the best of currenr-day jury practices in light of existing legal and practical constraints."



served as liaison to this subcommittee, This subcommittee mct scven times and its areas of focus
included:

Trial Orientation including inlclfInation on trial schedule and procedures for trial days
• Expectations, Transparency, Security

Innovative Trial Practices
Accommodati0 ns

• Post Verdict Issues

The subcommittees reviewed their areas of focus and wcnt through a process of
identifying specific recommendations, A meeting ofthe committee as a whole was held on
March 26, 2009 and the chairs of each subcommittee reported on their work in progress, Further
work continucd during the month of April and on May 14,2009, the committee met as a whole
again for the purposc of allowing members to comment on the recommendations of
subcommittees on which they had not served, The tinal recommendations of the subcommittees
were submitted to the co-chairs on June 4,2009 and wilJ be presented in part lit of this report.
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II ..JURY SERVICE IN CONNECTICUT

Thc right to a trial by jury is guaranteed in Connecticut by Article L. §§ 8 and 19 of the
Connecticut Constitution as well as by the Sixth Amendment to tile United States Constitution3

The Connecticut "constitutional guarantee of trial by an impartial jury incorporates two eommon
law rights derived from English law: (1) the right to trial by a jury that is properly selected from 11

venire panel composed of a representative cross section oHhe community, which right is secured
by 'challenges to the array'; and (2) the right to a trial by jury composed of individuals capablc of
deciding the case solely on the basis of the evidence and in aceordance with the law, which right
is sccurcd by 'challenges to the polls,' i.e., in modem temlinology, ehallenges for cause." State v.
Grit1in, 251 Conn. 671,694 (1999). Prospective jurors in both eivil and criminal cases have un
independcnt interest in participating in the trial process and the parties have third party standing
to assert the right of prospective jurors not to be improperly excluded from participating in a trial
on the basis ofa discriminatory ehallcnge. Edmondson v. Leesville Concrete Co, 500 U.S. 614
(1991); State v. Patterson, 230 Conn. 385, 393-94 (1994). These rights must be protected by
manner in which jurors are summoned to serve in Connecticut, the manner in which they are
selected to serve and by the way the trial is conducted.

The statutes provide for the appointment of a Jury Administrator who is "responsible l{)r
qualirying, summoning, selecting, managing and utilizing jurors in the Superior Court:' General
Statutes § 51 -2 19a. Attorney Karen A. Berris is the Jury Administrator for the State of
Connecticut. She has hcld this position since October, 1999 and she supervises of staff of 29
people. Qualifications for an individual to serve as a juror are set l{mh in General Statutes § 51
217. "It has long been accepted that the Constitution does not forbid the States to prescribe
relevant qualifieations for their jurors. The States remain free to confine the selection to citizens,
to persons meeting specified qualifications of age and educational attainment, and to those
possessing good intelligence, sound judgment, and fair character." Carter v. JlIlY Commission,
396 U.S, 320, 332 (1970),

The Connecticut Judicial Branch summons jurors to 19 COlllt locations throughout the
state. To meet the needs of these diverse court locations, state law requires the Jury
Administrator eacb year to assemble a Master List of potential jurors from four different sources,

3Connecticut ConstilUtJon, Art. l~ § 8: "~In an criminal prosecutions. the accused shall have a right. , , in all
prosecutions by indictment or Information, to <l speedy, public trial by an impartial jury,"
Conneclicut Constitution, ArL I, § 19: "The right oflTial by jury shall remain inviolate, the number of such jurors,
which shall not be less than six. to be established by law; but no person shall, for a capital offense, be tried by a jury
orless than t\....elve without his consent. In all civil and criminal actions tried by a jury, the parties shall have the right
to challenge jurors peremptorily. the Humber of such c~allcnges to be established by law. The right to question each
juror individually by cClunsel shall be inviolate." (Sequestered individual voir dire is provid(,'d for by statute in civil
cases:, General Statutes § 51 ~240(a), and criminal cases, General Statutes § 54-821~ as are the number of pennittcd
peremptory challenges_ General Statutes §§ 54*82b(c) 54-82g, 54-82h (criminal cases) and General Statutcs~§ 51
241,51<243 (civil cases).)
United Smtcs Constitution, Amendment VI: '-In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right 10 a
speedy and pub! ic trial, by an impm1ial jury of the State JJld district \..'herein the crime shall have been committed.



namely, licensed motor vehicle operators obtained from the Department of Motor Vehicles;
unemployment recipients obtained from the Department of Labor; state income tax tilers
obtained from the Department of Revenue Services; and, registered voters obtained from the
Central Voter Registry of the Secretary of the State. The four lists are combined and duplicate
records are removed to create a single master file from which potential jurors are randomly
selected. The jury year runs from September 1" to August 31" each year.

Jury Administration issues summonses to potential jurors and qualifies individuals for
jury service pursuant to General Statutes § 52-2 I7(a). To process and manage potential jurors,
Jury Administration maintains a toll free information line and a web site,
http://www.jud.e!.uov/jurv.andpermitsresponsesviaU.S.Mail. e-mail and on line. The Jury
Administration office also schedules and postpones potential jurors.

Each juror who is scheduled for service receives a remindcr notice and handbook with
detailed instructions 'IS to where to report and a standby number to call the night before serving.
Attendance status may also be checked on the web site, which also contains much other useful
information for prospective jurors to view. Jurors who are caneelcd by the court prior to serving
arc excused for the rcmainder of the court year. Jurors who serve at lease one day may be
excused for up to three years ariel' the date that they serve. Connecticut uses a "one day, one
trial" system which means that anyone who is not selected for a trial when they are appear on thc
day specified in tbe summons, or on a rescheduled appearance date, is deemed to have served.

In the 2008 court year, also known as the jury year, which ran from September 2007
through August 2008, 610,120 individuals were summoned for jury service statewide. There
were 98,831 individuals who served. The majority of those individuals completed thcir service
in one day.' In that same court year, statewide there were 402 civil eases, 9 complex litigation
eases and 208 criminal eases in which jury selection commenced. 5

Individuals report to a jury assembly room in the courthouse to which they have been
summoned, where they are processed by ajury clerk, view one or more videos about jury service
and are welcomed by a judge. Remarks made during juror orientation must be "recorded in a
manner approved by the Office of the Chief Court Administrator," and the parties or their
counsel, in any civil or criminal ease have "right to examine any written materials, audio-visual
materials, recordings or transcription of oral remarks made or given to the juror pool during
orientation whieh describe the responsibilities ofjurors, describe the procedures in the courts and
discuss the laws of this state, The court may permit counsel to be present during the orientation
of the juror pool" General Statutes § 51-243a. Individual panels of prospective jurors are then
created for the cases in whieh jury selection is taking place and the prospective jurors undergo
voir dire. While a Judge must preside over voir dire in criminal cases, Siale v. PallaS()/l,230

,; Oflhc 98,831 individuals \vho served, 93~'o served one day, 2~o served two days. I(l/o served th~ec days, I%1 served
four d<:tys, J -:i~ served five days, less than 1~.1l served six days. less than 10/u served seven days, and J (~/o served morc
than seven days, Data on summoning and utilization statistics can be found in Appendix A.

See Appendix B.



Conn. 385.397-400 (1995), the manner in which voir dire in civil cases is conducted varies
considerably throughout the statc. By law, the judge and counsel receive copies of thc statutorily
required "confidential juwr qucstionnt1ire" for use during voir dire. General Statutes § 51-232
(c). The nature of the questions that may be asked during voir dire is proscribed largely by
case law. Voir dire has two purposes - to allow the court to determine if potential juwrs arc
qualified to serve and to allow the parties to determine whether to exercise peremptory
challenges. 5'late l'. Hodge, 248 Conn. 207, 216-17 , cert. denied, 528 U.S. 969 (1999); Slale v.
Robinson, 237 Conn. 238, 248 (1996); Rozbicki v. Huybrcchl.\. 218 Conn. 386, 395 (1991).

Once jurors are selected, they will servc for the duration of the trial, unless they are
alternatejurors6 Service is counted even if the case settles before a verdict is rendered. The
assigncd trial judge is responsible for manner in which the selected jurors are oriented and
instructed as part of his or her duties to conduct thc trial in a fair and orderly manner. Following
the conclusion of the triaL the selected jurors are discharged from their service.

I) Alternate jurors may be substituted for regUlar jurors at 3n)' time before deliberation in both civil and criminal
cases, General Statutes §§ 51-243(d) (civil cases); 54-82h(c) (criminal cases), Hmvcver, civil jurors must be
dismissed from service once the case is submined for deliberation. General StJtuks ~ 51-2<13(c), \vhile criminal
jurors may be retained in service and seated as substitute during deliberatlons, provided "that deliberations shall
begin anew." General Statutts § 54~82h(c).
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III. ImCOMMENDATIONS

This section of the report contains the following inf~)nnation: an executive summary of
the recommendations of the subcommittees prepared by the chairs. the full recommendations of
the subcommittees and recommendations of the chairs. Given the time constraints under which
this report was prepared, the subcommittee recommendations were not put to a vote ofthc full
committee. However, as noted previously, all members of the committee were given an
opportunity to comment on the recommendations of subcommittees other than their own. In
addition, minority viewpoints of subcommittee members arc indicated in the full
recommendations of the subcommittees.

More than one subcommittee identiticd the following topics as significant: pre-screening
of jurors, methods of providing information to jmors and orienting jurors, and juror
confidentiality and privacy. As a result. there arc overlapping recommendations for these
significant topics. The executive summary also cross-references to related recommendations of
other subcommittees.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Before Court Appearance (I3CA) Subcommittee

I. Permanent Master File
Maintain the current practice of annually creating the Master File. Study ways to improve

the quality of the data received from the source list provider agencies. Study whether technology
could overcome the disadvantages of a Permanent Master File,

11.. Improve Juror Utilization
Implement techniques statewide based to reduce daily number of requested jurors to

achieve a utilization rate of 60% based on practices of court locations with high utilization rates,
cancellation rates and scheduled trials and monitor the impact of reducing daily numbers.

III. Improve Information re Employment Issues
Expand and update information about rights of employed and unemployed jurors. Hold

locus groups of fonner jurors to determine what information would be helphll. See also BCA
Recommendation V.

IV. Jury Service
Substitute the term '"jury service" I~)r "jury duty" and ensure all IDrms of communication

(summons, notices, publications, website, videos and oral) confDrm to thc changed terminology.
Also see BCA Recommendation V.

V. Maintain and Update Forms, Publications, Website, Video and Orientation Materials
Create a formal mechanisnl (a cOtnmittee, dedicated staff or a combination) to develop

procedures and to revic\v; maintain. update and recommend revisions, according to an
established schedule, of forms, publications, website, video and orientation remarks and



materials in order to provide accurate and timely inlol111ation regarding jury service, to ensurc
accurate translations into languages other than English, to ensure uniform and proper use of
terminology throughout the cycle ofjury service and to respond to jurors' questions, Hold Ic)cus
groups of former jurors to determine what information would be helpful. See also BCA
Recommendation 1!I, Selected Jurors Recommendation 1.

VI. Refinement of Summoning Procedures
Study the legality of changing the summons calculation formula bascd on population

within a zip code and the stability of population within a zip code, If studies prove favorable,
pursue legislative changes to implement such a change in order to enhance the representativeness
of the array,

VII. Addressing Specific Juror Concerns About Service
Crcate a uniform proccss lor jurors with spccifie concerns about their ability to serve,

such as economic hmdship or past experiences, by which those concerns can be confidentially
communicated to jury administration statTbetore appeming and to ajudge on the day of
appearance, See also BCA Recommendation V, Arrival Recommendation I, 11.

VlI1. Excusing Jurors Who Have Served on Exceptionally Long Trials
Continue to permit judges to exercise their discretion to excuse jurors from futurc service

for a period greater than three years if the circumstances warrant and the juror wishes to be
excused,

Arrival Subcommittee

I. Juror Orientation
Create and provide a uniform outline of points to be covered in the orientation remarks

made by judges to jurors who have arrived for jury service, See also BCA Recommendation V,
VII.

II. Pre-Screening
Implement a pre-screening process to be used upon arrival or during the orientation

process that identifies prospective jurors with bona fide reasons to be excused from service
before they are selected for a voir dire paneL See also BCA Recommendation VII, Voir Dire
Recommcndation 1and II.

III. Facilities and Logistics
Ensure comfortable seatmg arrangements and quiet areas for waiting jurors, Explore

providing wi-t1 or internet access, with instructions as to propcr use during jury service,
Consider these needs in planning construction of courthouses in the fllture, See also Voir Dire
Rccomrnendatiol1 VI. Selected Jurors Recommendation XVI.

IV, Orientation Video
Create a n(;\\1 updated video, approximately 20 minutes long, that includes relevant points

culled 1;'om the existing videos, Mandate that the video be shown in all locations, See also BCA



Recommendation V.

Voir Dire Subcommittee

I. Judicial Supervision of All Voir Dire
Require that ajudge, either the assigned trialjudge or ajudge trial referee, preside over

voir dire in civil cases in the same manner that judges presently preside over voir dire in criminal
cases.

II. Pre-screening
Require that all jurors be pre-screened by ajudge prior to individual questioning by

counsel in order to excuse jurors who have hardships, conflicts or special dit1ieulties hearing the
case of the type on trial or who otherwise satisfy the requirements for an exeusal for cause. Sec
also BCA Recommendation VII, Arrival Recommendation II, Voir Dire Recommendation I. m,
V.VI.

III. Voluntary Use of Panel Voir Dire
Allow and filciJitate the use of panel voir dire on a purely voluntary basis in any case in

which all the parties request it and pertinent statutory and constitutional rights are properly
waived.

IV. Retention and Destruction of the "Confidential Juror Questionnaire"
Adopt a specine formal and uniform policy. as recommended by the subcommittee in

IV.3. regarding the retention and destroction of the statutorily required "confidentialjuror
questionnaire." Require judges to inlbnn prospective jurors about the usc and privacy of the
questionnaires and the retention and destruction policy. See also Voir Dire Recommendation
V1.4, Selected Jurors Recommendation XV.

V. Reusing Excused Jurors
Adopt a unifbnn policy that requires jurors who arc excused, following either pre

screening or voir dire questioning, to return to the jury assembly room to be available lbr
inelusion on a panel for another case, taking into account, among other things. the time of day
and the basis lbr the excusal. See also Voir Dire Recommendations I, II, IlL. Re-use of jurors
for another voir dire panel should enhance overall juror utilization. See BCA Recommendation
H.

VI. Improving Juror's Coml()rt
Provide an adequate and suimbie environment f(lr jurors awaiting questioning. See also

Arrival Recommendation HI. Minimize waiting time by implementing methods to expedite the
process such as photocopying the contidential juror questionnaire Ibr counsel. using pre
screening tcchniqucs~ and allowing venire members to report at specified times for questioning.
See also Voir Dire Recommendation H. m. Selected Jurors Recommendation XII.

VII. Alternate Jurors
Study methods for selection and better lise of alternate jurors that are more consistent



with ABA Principlcs for Jurics and Jury Trials, Principle 11,0.2 and 0,3, Conform the practices
used in civil mrd criminal cases and seek appropriate legislative changes to do so, Sec also
Selected Jurors Recommendation Xfll.

Selected Jurors SubcolIJmittee

L Post-Sclection Orientation
The trial judge shonld provide specific orientation materials to selected jurors that address

important aspects of trial service ineludingjuror conduct requircments and other key information,
See also Selected Jurors Recommendation XlI, XVI.

[I. Juror Note Taking
Permit jurors to take notes during the evidentiary stages of a trial with the trial judge

providing appropriate instructions about the procedures to be used,

III, Clear Jury Instructions
Instruct jurors in plain and understandable language regarding the applicable law and the

conduct ofjury deliberations and make the formulation of such clear language instructions a
priority for the civil and criminal jury instruction committees,

lV, Copies oflnstruetions
Provide jurors with a copy of the jury instructions for use while the jury is being

instructed, or alternatively usc technology to display the instructions, and also provide each juror
with a written copy of the instruetions to use during deliberations,

V, Exhibit Index
Provide an appropriately redacted index of full exhibits for use during deliberations,

VI. Responding to Juror Questions and Requests for "Readback" of Testimony
Continue to follow the current practiee, as set forth in relevant practice book sections,

with sensitivity to concerns of fairness, completeness and accuracy of responses,

VIl, Innovative Trial Practices - Recommended
With agreement oreounsel and the court, use juror exhibit binders/notebooks and/or

expanded preliminary instructions in appropriate cases,

YIlI. Innovative Trial Practices - Not Recommended
Do not pennit the use of the tollowing innovative trial practices - discussion of evidence

during the trial of civil cases, sequential expert testimony; specilic suggestions regarding the
selection of a fore person and the conduct of deliberations,

IX, Juror Questions lor Witnesses
Permitjufors in civil cases to submit questions to witnesses with agreement of counsel

and the court, in a prescribed manner and as currently permitted by Connecticut law. Although
Connecticut law also permits the practice in criminal cases, the subcommittee recommends



against that practice<

X< Counseling for Jurors in Stressful Cases
Provide free appropriate counseling to jurors who report mental health challenges as a

result of their jury service<

XL Jurors' Certificates of Appreciation
Prepare a standard letter of appreeiation to be sent to jurors at the conclusion of the case<

xn. Efficient Use of Jurors' Time and Communications regarding Scheduling
Manage trials in a manner that avoids wasting jurors' time and keep jurors apprised of the

trial schedule, any necessary changes to the schedule and the reasons for necessary delays.
See also Selected Jurors Recommendation I, Voir Dire Recommendation VL

XIII. Alternate Jurors
Conform the practices used in civil and criminal cases. See Voir Dire Recommendation

VIII.

XIV. Juror Privacy; Post-Verdict Instructions
Require judges to instruct jnrors about post-service contacts from others and to explain

their rights regarding speaking about their service. Consider establishing a secure juror service
phone line for post-discharge complaints and issues. See also Selected Jurors Recommendation
X, Voir Dire Recommendation IV.

XV. Juror Privacy; Juror Questionnaire and Personal Information
Conduet a study to determine ifjuror privacy may be protected in ways consistent with

the ABA's Principles. See also Voir Dire Recommendation IV for a more specific proposal
regarding the confidential juror questionnaires.

XVI. Usc ofSmm1phones (E-Mail, Voice Mail)
Prohibit use of smartphoncs and similar electronic devices in the courtroom and during

trial for specific purposes (conducting research, gathering information, communicating with
others about the case), Study whether the prohibition should be extended to recesses and lunch
breaks. Provide explicit guidance about the use of such devices and the reasons for any
restrictions the court may impose. See Selected Jurors Recommendation I, Arrival
Recommendation Ill.
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Jury - Before COllrt Appearance Subcommittee (BCAS)

Recommendation I: Permanent Master Filc

I. Curreut Practice
Creation of the Jury Master File pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stal. § 51-222a. The Jury
Administrator is responsible for creating the Master File or list from which potential
jurors are randomly selected.

2. Discussion
Each year, the Jury Administrator obtains source lists fc)rm the state Departments

of Rcvenue Services, Labor and Motor Vehieles along with the central votcr registry
from the Secretary of the State. These four lists are combined, records are matched and
duplicates are removed to crcatc a single file from which jurors are chosen at random to
meet the needs of the courts. The current statute (C.G.S. 51-222a (d)) requires that the
previous year's file be discarded and an entirely new file be created using the new source
lists. Annually re-creating the Master File results in the loss of data gathered by Jury
Administration throughout the year when potential jurors contact the officc to rcport
changes in their infonnation such as new addresses or corrcctions to a name. Whilc
initial discussion of this issue revealed some aspects of this practicc to bc inconvenient to
both Jury Administration and the public, upon further review the benents currently
outwcigh the disadvantages.

Best Practice Finding
The current Jury Master File process is in li,le with ABA Principle 10. A. 1.,

namely that: "the names of potential jurors should be drawn trom a jury source list
compiled from two or more regularly maintained source lists of persons residing in the
jurisdiction. Thesc sourcc lists should be updated at least annually."

The BCAS has discussed the possibility of modifying current practice to maintain
a pennanent liIe of potential jurors to be matched against the four source lists obtaincd
each year from the different state agencies.

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of a Permanent Master File

• Maintenance of data gathered from jurors throughout the year with no loss of
information

• In some cases, may provide more current intcmnation than source list
• Belter public relations - no need to tell jurors that they must contact Jist owncr

(state agency)



• Disqualification status may change, requiring annual updating by Jury
Administration and potential for wrongful disenfranchisement

• Increase in duplieate summonses where records can not match
• No means of improving the quality of the source list -- Currently potential jurors

contact DMV, Labor, Registrars and DRS to correct their records,
• Costly and time consuming programming requiremcnt
• Jurors would not necessarily notify Jury Administration of a change in address or

name as they now do with DMV, Revenue Services and the Registrars of Voters,

5, Recommendation

Maintain the current practice for the annual creation of the Master File, but study
ways to further improve the quality of the data received from the source list providcr
ageucies, [n addition, all jury staff should be periodieally re-traincd in providing clear,
concise explanations to potential jurors regarding anomalies in their records as well as an
effectivc mcans of resolving these issues,

Study whether the use of technology could overcome the disadvantages of a
permanent Master File so that the Branch may be able to maintain the data gathered Irom
jurors throughout the court year,



Jury - Before Court Appearance Subcommittee (BCAS)

Recommendation II: Improve Juror Utilization

1. Current Practice

Each year the Jury Administrator asks court clerks to provide an estimate of the
number ofjurors they would require caeh day during the coming court year. According
to Connecticut General Statutes § 5I-219b, this estimate should be based on factors such
as types of cases that will comc to trial, number of judges assigned to jury trials and thc
experience of the court location in regard to the number ofjurors who actually serve in
relation to the number of jurors who arc summoned for service.

2. Discussion

Jury Administration issued 610,120 summonses for the 2008 court year, which
resulted in 3I6,978 individuals being scheduled to serve. Of those scbeduled to serve,
only 98,831 served at least one day. Of the total that were scheduled to serve, 177,461, or
56 percent of the jurors were canceled. The National Center for State Courts
rcconm1ends ajuror utilization rate of at least 40 percent. Connecticut's statewide
utilization rate was 31 percent of all jurors scheduled to appear. Those who were not
canceled or excused by the court were no-show jurors.

Many court locations canceled well in excess of the statewide average. Two
locations eanceled more than 90 percent of their scheduled jurors.

When more jurors than necessary are summoned, the state incurs unnecessary
expense in postage; printing and stafl rcsourees used to process each juror. Of even
greater concern is the inconvenience to potential jurors who must make personal
arrangements with employers, daycare providers or clients. The result of excess
cancellations is wasted resources and understandable frustration felt by those who have
made an effort to comply only to be told at the last moment that they were not needed.

Best Practice Finding
The current practice is not in line with ABA Principle 2 D, namely that: "Courts

should respect jurors' time hy calling in the minimum number deemed necessary and by
minimizing their waiting time"; ABA Principle 2 D I, namely that: "Courts should
coordinate jury management and calendar management to make effectivc usc oriurors,"
and ABA Principle 2 D 2 that: "Courts should determine the minimally sufllcient number
ofjurors needed to accommodate trial activity."

With so many locations canceling more than half of the jurors scheduled to
appear, it is clcar that an excessive number oj' individuals arc being called.



4. Advantages aQd DisadvantaQes of Calling Fewer Jurors

• Cost savings ofSI. 73 per schcduled juror and $1.31 per disqualified/excused
juror. (The diffcrenee results fi'om an additional notice that is issued to scheduled
jurors)

• 1ncreases the likelihood that scheduled jurors will actually serve
• Less inconvenience to the public
• lvIore eflkient processing time resulting from fewer jurors to chcck in,

indoctrinate. etc.
• Improved utilization
• Greater public trust and confidence in the process

• Occasional shortages on days when fewer people appear
• Requires more coordination between casellow, the jury offiee and the courtroom
• Possible reduced flexibility in granting postponements to jurors
• Requires a change in perception of "recycled jurors"
• Because it is difficult to know in advance when there is a nccd to cancel jurors, a

reduction will not always prevent cancellations.

5. Recommendations

I. Continue to monitor the impact of rcduccd summoning in locations that
have decreased their daily need.

II. Study utilization practices in courts with high utilization rates (greater than
40 percent)

111. Set the Branch's juror utilization goal at 60 percent as a minimum
acceptable level. This is higher than the NCSC minimum
recommendation.

IV. Request that allioeations reduce their daily need (requested jurors) It" a
trial period. Base reductions on cancellation rates and other factors such
as scheduled trials.

V. Encourage courts to considcr smaller venire panels and perform a study of
the most enteient sized panels I'm di fferent case types.

VI. Conduct training fur jury staff and clerks otlices on how to interpret
utilization statistics for a more accurate assessment of the number of jurors
needed.

See attached stalistieal report.



Comparison of summonses mailed and jurors who served at one court
location during two 32 day periods in early 2008 and 2009
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Discussion: Jury Administration compared utilization statistics for a single court location
that reduced summoning by two thirds during a 32 day period in 2009. Despite issuing
fewer summonses, more jurors actually served and fewer were canceled when compal'ed to
the same time period in 2008.



Juror utilization comparison for a single court location
for two 32 day periods in early 2008 and 2009
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Jury - Beforc Court Appearance Subcommittee (BCAS)

Recommendation Ill: Improve employment information provided to jurors

L Current Practice
The publication JD1'-JA-27 was developed by Jury Administration in conjunction

with the Dcpm1ment of Labor to provide basic infbnnation about employment issues
arising from jury service. Beginning at the end of2007, this publication has been
continuously mailed to all prospective jurors with the summons. Additionally, the FAQs
section of the Judicial Branch website includes infonnation for employees.

Courts have reported that jurors arrive at court not knowing whether they will be
paid for jury service beyond the Eve days required by statute. Additionally, the recent
economic downturn has resulted in an increase in questions regarding the impact that jury
service will have on unemployment compensation.

3. Best Practice Finding
Providing infon11ation about employment and payment issues tinds support in

ABA Principle 2 F 1-3, which deals with reimbursemcnt for expenses and obligations of
employers. Informing jurors of Connecticut's laws and regulations is an integral pal1 of
ensuring that these standards are being met.

4. Advantages of Providing Additional Employment-Related Information
• Increases chances that jurors will come to court prepared with inJDrmation about

their employment circumstances
• Reduces the likelihood that employers will harass their employees about their jury

service
• Increases the likelihood that jurors will be willing to serve
• Saves time questioning jurors

5. Recommendations

I. Hold a focus group of former jurors to obtain feedback on current publications
and determine what additional information would be helpful.

11 I r~d;Jh;' thi.;' curr\..'l1l puhlication [0 Inure pnnllint.'ntly le;Hurl' the
rccommL'lldali(l!l that po!l'lllial jurors disCI1S:-; their upcuming jU!"lI[' sl..']"\iu.'
\\'it11 tlll'if clnploycrs.

III. Update current publication IDr consistency in web address.
IV. Update current publication to include a more prominent recommendation that

jurors discuss their jury service with their employers prior to arriving at court
and to inelude information about third shin as provided in I'll 08-103.

V. Expand the employment inlr.lrJllation to include clarification of the rights of
unemployed jurors, inclUding whether jurors will continue to reccive
unemployment benefits and how they will be impacted by the jury fcc.



,JlJHY - BEFORE COURT APPEARANCE SUUCOMMITTEE (UCAS)

Recommendation IV: "Jury Sen-icc"

1. Current Practice

All publications currently describe the experience of serving on a jury as '~jury

duty." In addition. the FAQ section of the Judicial Branch website bears the
heading, "Frequently Asked Questions about Jury Duty"

2. Discussion

Regrettably, some people view service as a juror as something to avoid. Using
tbe terminology jury "duty" may reinforce this negative connotation.

3. Best Practice Finding

The ABA Principles for Juries and Jury Trials generally uses the tenn jury
"service" as does New York. [Need to cheek on terminology used by other states.]

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Changinl! Terminologv

Pros
Substituting the term "Jury Serviee" for "Jury Duty" emphasizes the

positive aspects ofjury service. It tends to reinforce the aspect of public service and
communicate the notion that jurors make an important contribution to their
eommunities.

Cons
Many publications and tbc website currently use the "jury duty"

terminology and would havc to be changed.

5. Rccommendations

I. Rcvise publications and the website to substitute the tenn "jury service" for
"jury duty."

II. Encourage court personnel to use "jury service" terminology.



Jury - Before Court Appearance Subcommittee (BCAS)

Recommendation V. Maintain and Update Information on Jury Service appearing on the
Jury Website, Including the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) Section; in Jury
Publications, on all Jury Forms and in the Video Utilized During Juror Orientation.

I. Current Practice
The Judicial Branch website (which includes juror information and Frequently

Asked Questions sections) is maintained by a Web Board with input trom the various
operating divisions whose infomlation is posted on the site. Jnry Administration
information is updated when a new publication is published, a new feature such as
enhanced e-mail capability is added or a statute changes. Occasionally, changes are
recommended trom the lield when parking instructions or directions to courthouses
change.

Publications and forms undergo periodic forms review which is triggered by a low
stoek notice -- when stored publications drop below a specilied number, requiring a
reprint. The Branch's Legal Services Division submits the publication to the Jury
Administrator for comment or revision prior to ordering the reprint. Any proposed
changes arc reviewed and approved prior to reprinting.

At this time there is no fom)al mechanism in place to review the juror orientation
videos.

2. Discussion
At this time, there is no fixed schedule for reviewing the Jury Web page to ensure

that information continues to be accurate and is updated in a timely manner.
Additionally, the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) section was developed more than
10 year ago and may need updating. While members of the public and judicial
employees periodically make suggestions tor improvement, a more efficient system
would ensure the maintenance of accurate and helpful information tor jurors.

While publieations undergo periodic review, there is no coordinated enor! to
compare language on all publications to ensure consistency of style and other data sueh
as phone numbers and website addresses.

Finally, there is currently no established means of obtaining lcedback Irom "Jrmer
jurors and members of the public regarding any jury publications or other media.

_,. Best Practice Finding
Maintaining helpful and accurate publications, lorms, website inlormation and

videos is addressed in ABA Principle Number 6~ namely. ~'Courts should educate jurors
regarding the essential aspects of ajury trial.'·

4. Advantages of R.cgularlv Updatinl.! and ~v1aintaining Publications, Forms"Jhc Jury
Website and VideQ



Increases chances that jurors will come to court prepared with accurate
information
Reduces anxiety about serving
Increases the likelihood that jurors will be willing to scrve
Saves time questioning jurors
May reduce telephonc calls to the court and Jury Administration offices
Fosters a more polished and professional public image
Improves responsiveness to specine necds for information
Maintains accuracy of information provided to the public

Recommendations
Hold a focus group offormcr jurors to obtain feedback on the current wcbsitc
and determine what additional infonnation would be helpfuL
Dedicate jury staff to routinely review the jury website and Frequently Asked
Questions Sections, jury publications, video and fonm to determine whether
ehanges and updates should be rccommended,

IlL Make proposed changes to jury summons form and reminder noticc, See
Appendix C,

IV, Develop procedures to recommend the changes and ensure that revisions arc
undertaken according to an established schedule,

V Take steps to ensure that the Spimish language translation for the FAQs and
other sections are updated whenever the main page is updated,

VL Study whether a need exists to translate sections of the website and juror
publications into languages other than Spanish,

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5,
L

It
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Recommendation VI: Refinement of Summoning Procedures

1. CutTent Practice

Calculation of the number of jurors to be summoned for juror service Irom each town is
based on a formula required by Conn. Gen. Stat. § 51-220. The statute requires that the
most recent published census be the source Irom which population data for each town are
derived. Jurors are selected in numbers proportionate to each town's population
compared to the population of the Judicial District as a whole. For example:

The Superior Court for the Judicial District ofOz will need 60 jurors to meet its need for
the coming court year. The total population of the Judicial District of Oz is 1,000.
Anytown is a city located within the Judicial District of Oz. Anytown's population
according to the last published US Census is 200. Therefore, Anytown's populalion is 20
percent of the population ofthe Judicial District of Oz. A tolal of 12 individnals (or 20
percent of 60 jurors) will be randomly selected from Anytown.

2. Discussion

The current practice utilized for summoning jurors was developed to ensure to the
greatest extent possible that the jury array is representative of a fair cross section of the
community. In towns or cities with multiple zip codes, it may be possible to enhance
representativenesss by summoning in proportion to the population residing within a
particular zip code.

3. Best Practice Finding

ABA Principle lOA. 2. reads "The source list and assembled jury pool should be
representative and inclusive ofthe eligible population in the jurisdiction. The source list
and the assembled jury pool are representative of the population to the extent the
percentages of cognizable group mcmbers Oil the source list are reasonably proportionate
to fhe corresponding percentages in the population."

In jurisdictions where courts have found that cognizable groups were under-rcpresented,
increasing the numbers of summonses mailed to certain geographic areas has been
implemented as a remedy.

While the Connecticut Supreme Court in S/(Jle v. Gihbs, 254 Conn. 578, 586-600 (2000).
upheld the suftieiency of summoning procedures utilized by the Judicial Branch, thc
\vork of the Jury Committee affords the Branch with an opportunity to be proactive and
ensurc that the best and fairest possible practices arc utilized when calculating the
number of individuals to be selected for juror service.



4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Changina the Summons Calculation Formula

• Enhances the perception that the Judicial Branch is doing everything possible to
ensure a 1~lir cross seetion of the comlllunity.

• This method may provide more accurate ligures on which summons calculations
may be based while preserving the requirement that jurors be selected at random.

• Zip code population counts may vary more widely between eaeh U.S. Census than
town or city population counts.

• Will require a statutory change
• A programming change will be required
• New zip codes are periodically added to tOW11S and cities.

5. Recommendation

The Judieial Branch should seek a legal opinion as to whether summoning based
on the population within a zip code would in any way jeopardize the requirement that
jurors be selected at random and that the jury pool re!1ects a fair cross section of the
community. Additionally, thc stability of the population within a zip code over a ten year
pcriod as compared to the stability of the population ofa town or city should also be
evaluated. If these studies prove favorable, then the Branch should pursue legislation that
would permit populations within each zip code to be used to detennine the number of
individuals to be summoned for each Judicial District.



Jury- Before Court Appearance Subcommittee (BCAS)

Recommendation VJI:Addressing Juror Concerns About Serving Before They Appear in
Court

1. Current Practice

Some potential jurors havc spccifie concerns about serving such as cconomic
hardship, having been a crime victim, chi1dcare, and transportation to name a few. When
these concerns are reported to Jury Administration staff and/or jury staff in the courts,
they are addressed on a case-by case basis. All jurors appropriate for disqualitication
pursuant to C'.G.S. § 51-217 (a) arc disqualitied prior to appcaring at court. All who have
demonstrated an extreme hardship pursuant to C'.G.S. § 51-217 (b) are excused by the
Jury Administrator or her designee prior to appearing at court. Potential jurors who may
not be disqualitied or excused are advised by the Jury Administrator to appear at court
and explain their circumstances on their appearance date.

2. Discussion

If potential jurors bring specitic concerns to the attention of a Jury Administration statT
membcr answering the toll free information linc, thcn the matter may be addressed
according to thc applicable statute.

For example, an individual reporting that he or she has been the victim ora
violent crime would be advised that there is an opportunity to bring this matter to the
attention of a judge on the appearance date. lfthe juror reports that he or she would
experience anxiety or other debilitating symptoms as a result of even rcporting to court, a
Jury Administration staff member would advise the individual to seek a medical excuse
pursuant to C'.G.S. § 51-217 (a) (8). lf~ as often is the ease, ajuror is mcrely sceking
information as to whether someone is disqualitied because he or she is a crime victim,
that individual would be advised that crime victims are not specifically disqualified by
statute. The individual would be advised that he or she would be asked about their
experiencc during the voir dire process, if it is relevant to the particular case. As
explained above, the individuals are instructed that they may report their conccrns to a
j udgc on the day they report to court.

It has happened that jurors have written information about their status as crime
victims on the conJldential qucstionnaires in the beJicfthatlhis will prevent thcm li'om
having to undergo voir dire. 8ecause the questionnairc is intendcd for usc during voir
dire, it is not used as a means of screcning individuals out of a voir dire on a particular
case. Additionally, jurors may not be aware that court staff andjudges will bc able to
address their concerns on the day they report for service ..

In addressing juror concerns, the courts must strike a balance between the
concen1S of the jurors and the interest of maintaining a representative pool of individuals



qualified to serve. ]t is important to distinguish between thosc who arc truly unable to
serve and those who are able to serve, but may have reservations about doing so.

3. Best Practice Finding

ABA Principle 2 B. states in part: "Eligibility for jury service should not be
denied or limited on the basis of race. national origin, gender, age, religious belief;
income, occupation, disability, sexual orientation, or any othcr factor that discriminatcs
against a cognizable group in the jurisdiction.. "

ABA Principle 10 C states: "Exemptions, excuses and deferrals should be
sparingly used,"

ABA Principle 7 A. statcs: "Courts should informjUfors tbat they may provide
answers to sensitive questions privately to the court, and the parties,"

In keeping with the principles, any effort to adopt a procedure whereby jurors
may, before arriving at court, bring their concerns about serving to the attention of court
stall must also take care not to systematically exclude classcs ofpcrsons from serving.
The Branch should also take care not to encourage othcf\vise qualified jurors li'om
seeking to be excused.

Therefore. any information provided in advance to jurors regarding grounds for
excusal from service must take into account that only those who are truly unable to serve
under any circumstances and in any case should be excused and that generally, a judge is
in the best position to evaluate an individual's suitability for service if that individual is
not disquali tied by statute.

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Addressing Juror Concerns About Serving
Be!()re They Appear in COUli

• May facilitate pre-screening as recommended by the Arrival and Voir Dire
Subcommittees

• May ease juror apprehension
• Improves overall quality of information provided to jurors
• [nlorms j Ufors of the appropriate way to express their concerns about service

• t'vlay encourage potential jurors to seek to be excused
• May eause jurors to become frustrated if they arc not excused
• May create confusion regarding grounds for excusal



5. Recommendation

• The Judicial Branch should add language to its publication: "Your Guide
to Jury Duty - An obligation and an honor" (lDP-JA-5) that describes the
process that will take place when they arrive in court and directs potential
jurors (0 bring their concerns to the attention of a judge when they arrive.

It is recommended that the following language be inserted in the handbook:

"Q: I have concerns that pressing issues in my life or a past experience I have had
will afrect my ability to serve. What should I do')

A: If you have concerns about your ability to serve you may call our toll free number
1-800-842-8 I75 and speak to a member of our jury starf before your court appearance.
When you arrive in court, you will have an opportunity to speak privately with a judge
following orientation remarks to communicate your concerns about serving.

Many people have coneerns about whether they are able to serve. They may have
pressing issues sueh as childeare responsibilities and economic concerns or they may
believe a past experience like having been the victim of a crime may make them unable
to serve. If you are having these coneerns, you are not alone. However, many potential
jurors lind that they are able to serve after they bring their concerns to the attention of our
stalT. Our jury system depends on the participation of people like you. ,.

• All jury staff should be trained to assess these concerns on a case by case
basis and to refer sueh matters to the ajudge, if delivering orientation
remarks.

• Judges who greet jurors or give orientation remarks should be trained, and
provided with a script, to implement this process.

• Changes to the language in the brochure, as well as training for jury stafr
should be consistent with the recommendations of the Arrival
Subcommittee's concerning pre-sereening procedures, or with any
proeedures recommended by the Chair and Co-Chair of the Jury
Committee.

• Finally, any information expressed to jury Administration and any court
stafT must be kept confidential and potential jurors must be advised that it
will be kept confidentiaL Care should be taken to ensure that any
information provided by a potential juror does not become a matter of
court record, unless ajudgc detenl1ines it is necessary to go on the record
regarding the juror's reasons for seeking an exculption from service.
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Recommendation \ill!: Excusing Jurors who have Served on Exceptionally Long Trials

l. Currerlt Practice

Section 51-217a pennits jurors who bave served at least one day in a state courl 10

be excused for a period of three court years following the date of their service.

Jurors who have served atier October 1,2009 will not be summoned for the three
court years following their service unless they notify the Jury Administration in writing
of their desire to remain eligible for service.

2. Discussion

It has been recommended that individuals who serve on exceptionally long cases
(there monlhs or longer) be excused for longer than the period allowed by statute. This
option would affect a very small percentage of all jurors who serve. For example, in
Court Year 2007 jurors serving more than five days numbered 1,68 l, or two percent of
the 110,024 jurors who served at all.

3. Best Praetiee Finding

A.B.A. Principle 10 C. 2. b. stales that jurors should be excused from serving
when ''Their service would be an undue hardship or they have served on a jury during the
two years preceding their summons.""

4. Advantages and Disadvantages

• Acknowledges the extraordinary sacrifice made by citizens who SNve in lengthy
trials

• May promote greater willingness to serve on a longer tria!
• Distinguishes between individuals who have served as little as one day and those

who have served longer

• Connecticut's previous service exemption period of three years is already more
generous than the AB;\ standard

• i\:lore diffJcult to administer and program than a uniform standard

• Requires additional record keeping
• Not all jurors view their service as a negative experience.



5. Recommendation

Current statute and the Practice Book allow judges the discretion of cntering an
ordcr that would excuse jurors from serving for a period greater than three years, in
situations where they believe it is warranted and in which the juror wishes to be so
excused. It is recommended that judges continued to be allowcd to exercise their own
discretion in this matter and that new judges be instructcd that they havc this option.
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Sun-Committee ou: Arrival- Recommendation I . .Iuror Orientation

A. .Juror Orientation

1. Identify the practice or practice-related issue: .Juror Orientation

2. Current Practice in Connecticut

There exists in Connecticut a lengthy orientation statement that is available to judges.
There is a lack ofunifonnity in the use of this statement, and a lack of uniformity regarding

thc infonnalion communicated to the venire panel. Most judges utilize their own pwctice in
conducting juror orientation.

3. Alternative "Best Practice"

Our subcommittee discussed the variations in jury orientation that we have
experienced around the State ofConnccticut. We discussed the possibility of preparing
an outline of import:mt points that judges should make dming orientation. We discussed
the goal of reducing juror anxiety, attempting to get people excitcd or at least interested in

serving. and providing prospective jurors with answers to frequently asked questions.
(e.g. length of service, compensation, prior expcrience or knowledge not necessary).

We also discussed the merits ofunifonnity in the juror orientation. The subcommittee
also discussed the importance of the judge'S tone in conducting thc oricntation.

4. Advantagcs and Disadvantages of the Alternative

The advantage of providing judges with an outline as opposed to a formal script is
creating greater uniformity in all judicial districts, yet respecting the judge's independence.
Outlining key points will ensure that jurors consistently receive the same information.
Lawyers will benetit by knowing the information that is communicated to jurors, thereby
reducing the time spent in voir dire. For example if the panel is aware of the time
commitment,lawyers will not havc to repeatedly discuss this topic with each venire person.
'\n outline permits judges to conduct the orientation according to the judge's personal style.

5, "Best Practicc~' RccoIl1mcndation

The sub-committee rccommends providing to judges an outline of important points and
encouraging Judges to adhere to the olltline. \Vc believe orientation should be llsed to streamline
voir dire by answering frequently asked questions. This in turn will assist in reducing juror anxiety.
In addition, \ve recommend that judges lise orientation to generate interest to participate in the



American jury system. We believe that uniformity around the State of Connecticut is critical to
cnsure that all jurors receive the same information and provides lawyers confidence that jurors will
receive certain basic information during orientation. Lawycrs should not have to address mundanc
issues such as juror compensation during voir dire. The subcommittee feels that it is important to
excuse venire people early in the process who clearly cannot servc.



Suh-Committee on: Arrival- Recommendation II. Pre-Scrcening

B. Pre-Screening

1. Idcntify the practice or practice-related issue: Pre-Screening

2. Current Practice in Connecticut

Few, if any, judicial districts conduct a written pre-screening when jurors arrive to serve.
Limited excusals for hardship may be made before venire panels are composed.

3. Alternative "Best Practice"

Thc sub-committee focused on the prohlem of prospective jurors with bona lide excuses
sitting around a courthouse all day and not being excused until latc in the day, thus instilling a
ncgative impression of our judicial system. One way to avoid this problem is to solicit bona fide
reasons that may justify an carll' excusal, such as medical reasons, pre-paid vacations during the trial,
self-employment, and caring for an immediate family member. This solicitation may be achieved by
the usc of a pre-screening document or process. After the introduction of the case by the lawyers
and/or judge, jurors could complete a pre-screening form. Outside the presence of the venire panel,
but on the record in criminal cases. the judge would discuss the pre-screening forms that were
submitted from any person requesting exctlsal for one of the commonly accepted reasons.

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Alternative

The advantage of pre-screening is early excusal of people who have a bona fide excuse. A
fUJ1her advantage is the proccss may identify people who do not have bona fide excuses, but are
trying desperately to be excused.

The disadvantage of pre-screening is that it will require an on the record discussion in
criminal matters due to constitutional requirements. An on the record discussion may be required in
civil cases as well. Another disadvantage is the cost of providing !<:lnl1S and materials to the paneL
and the cost of maintaining confidentiality in the storege or disposal of the !<:lfms. Thc other
disadvantage is that some individuals l11ay be "encouraged'" to make an excuse when presented with
the form.

5. "Best Practice" Recommendation

The sub-committee recommends using a pre~screcnjng process in civil and criminal cases.
We fccl that people with bona lidc rcasons for exeusal should bc excused as early in the day as



possible. Common bona fide excuses are medical reasons. pre-paid vacations during the trial, selt:
employment, and caring for an immediate tamily member. The sub-committee recommends the pre
screening process be conducted on the record in criminal cases. In civil cases the process docs nOL
need to be on the record (and may be conducted by the lawyers and ifnccessary by ajudgc, similar
to when challenges are made for cause), but it may be advisable Lo conduct it on the record.

CHAIRS' COMMENT: The Chairs note that General Statutes §§ 51-240 and 54-82[ and
Practice Book §§ 16-6 and 42-12, state that "the right of examination shall not be abridged by
requiring questions to be put Lo any juror in writing and submitted in advance oftile commencement
of the action," but juror pre-screening is permitted under Stale v. /;'lusl, 237 Conn. 454 (1996). See
Voir Dire Subcommittee Recommendation 11. The Chairs believe all pre-screening should be done
onLhe record in civil as well as criminal cases. See Voir Dire Subcommittee Recommendation I.
The Chairs note a distinction between pre-screening and addressing specifie juror concerns. See
BeAS Recommendation VII.



Sub-Committcc on: Arrival- Rccommcndation III. Facilitics and Logistics

C. Fllcilitics and Logistics

], Identify the practice or practice- related issue: intcrnet acccss and new facilities,

2. Current practice in Connecticut:

Some courthouses have wi-fi or other internet acccss. some do nol.

Most courthouses havc auditorium stylc seating arrangemcnts in the
jury assembly rooms.

3. Alternative "Best Practice"

Provide prospective jurors with wi-tj or other internet access while they are
waiting in the courthouse during the voir dire process.

Construction of all new courthouses should include state of the art
facilities foriurors, including more comfortable seating.

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Alternative

Many people who come for jury service want to utilize their "down time" by
staying connected to their personal busincss amlirs. Venire people should have aCCess to
the internet so that they can check their email, access their work computer, or attend to
personal matters in their life. The subcommittee bclieves that a preliminary page should
appear on the wi-fi network notifying jurors that they may not use the wi-ti access for
illegal or improper purposes, such as researching the cases that they may hear.
The disadvantage is jurors may use the intemet for improper purposes such as researching
the cases that they may hear.

When individuals appear for jury service, most of their time will be spent seated.
Seating in the jury rooms should be made as comf0l1abie as possible to accommodate the
long wait times that will sometimes oCCur during this process. The disadvantage would
be the additional cost to the overall construction and maintenance of the areus.

5. "Best Practice'" Recommendation

-rhe sub-committee recommends providing wi-fi or other internet access to jurors.
provided that they arc instructed regarding the proper usc during their jury service. As a



pfilctical matter, many people currently have wireless access to the internet through devices
such as a Blackberry or I-Phone, which access is not regulated by the judicial branch.
Moreover, people may have wi-Ii access if the courthouse is near a public wi-Illocation. An
additional benetlt of affording jurors with internet access is reinforcing the charge given to
jurors that thcy may not investigate or research cases that arc before them.

This sub-committee also recommends that future cOllStnrction of all new courthouses
include more comfortable seating arrangements in the jury rooms. Regular seating with
couches or sofa chairs should be added. A room or walled off section should be included lor
individuals who would like to simply read, relax or do some work without the interruption of
noise from the television and other conversations. This would also accommodate people
having to use laptops, etc while waiting.



Sub- Committee on: Arrival- Rccommcndation IV, Orientation Video

D. Oricntation Vidco

I. Identify the practice or practice-related issue: orientation video

2. Current Practice in Connecticut

The current practice is to makc available two videos to each judicial district. One video is
entitled "We the People- The Pursuit ofJustice"', which is available on the Judicial Branch website,
and the other is entitled "Judicial Branch- Voir Dire", which is not available on the website. Most
judicial districts use both videos, but a few use only one. The districts that use only one video assert
"not ennugh time" as their reason for not showing both. Both videos are about 15 minutes each.
According to both videos they have a copyright of "2004", but they appear older.

3. Alternative "Best Practice"

The subcommittee reviewed both videos and discussed them in detail. Interestingly. some of
the lawyers on the subcommittee had not seen the videos in the past. We discussed making these
videos more easily available to lawyers and the public.

The subcommittce feels that both videos are very good, We discussed whethcr the videos
should be combined. and whether the overall length should be shortened. Combining the videos will
create uniformity among the districts. The current total length of the videos is a concern.

Additionally, if a new video is created some consideration may need to be given to the "best
practice" of having judges on the video. as opposed to a neutral person or professional actor.
Sometimes a judge may have subsequent problems or be the subject of some controversy or may
have passed away since the production of the video. making viewing of the video uneomfortable or
problematic,

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Alternative

As stated above. the subcommittee believes that viewing both videos is important Ic)r
prospective jurors, The "We the People- Pursuit of Justice" video is an excellent basic civics type
lesson. It is also contains excellent patriotic themes and music that should make jurors feel good
about their jury service. The "Voir Dire" video is more of a nuts and bolts of the voir dire process,
and should be effeetive in reducing juror <mxiety regarding the process,

Combining the two videos has the advantage of effectively mandating them in all judicial
districts. Shorting the videos will reduce the chance of people beeoming distracted and losing
atlention.

The disadvantage of combining and shortening the videos is possibly eliminating imp0I1ant
information. HlHvevcr, with proper study and guidance. this risk will be minimized.



5. "Best Practiec" Recommendation

The subcommittee recommends combining and shonening the two videos. We bclievc that
the best practice is to require one video in all judicial districts. Prior to revising these videos,
however, both videos should be made available on the judicial website, and the revised vidco should
be uploaded to the website when it is produced. As for the revised video, the subcommittee
recommends a single video ofapproximately 20 minutes in length. This length of time balances the
time pressure on jury clerks and an appropriate average attention spanlDr the average juror. The
subcommittee recommends that additional research be eonducted on attention spans and that the
people in charge of the revision take this research into consideration.

In addition, tbe subcommittee recommends that lawyers become familiar with the video so as
to reducc the amount of time spent during voir dire.
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Recommcndation I : Judicial Supervision of all Voir Dire

I. This rccommendation discusses Voir Dire Management (from the point in time when
venire persons have reported to a courtroom for a specific case), and recommends judicial
supervision of voir dire in civil cases, consistent with the practice in criminal.

2. In criminal cases, judges statewide remain on the bench throughout the entire voir dire
process. ,. 1 In civil eases, with the exception ofchallenges for cause which require judicial
intervention, the current practice in Connecticut with respect to the judge's role in the voir
dire process varies widely. Depending OIJ the jurisdiction, the custom and practice ranges
from voir dire conducted exclusively by the attorneys without any introduction or orientation
by a judge to a more proactive judicial involvement with the judge remaining on the bench
for some period of time and pre-screening by the judge through the usc of oral or written
questions. In some jurisdictions, the same judge will handle the case, from voir dire through
verdiet; in other jurisdictions, any number of judges, in addition to the trial judge, muy be
involved in the introduction of the case, if any, and challenges for cause. Additionally,
voir dire mayor may not be recorded, court staffsuch as clerks and court reporters/monitors
mayor may not be present, and, informal agreements of altorncys to excuse potential jurors
mayor may not be allowed. These varied praetices affect the venirc persons, attorneys,
parries, litigants, court stan~ and judges.

The ABA Principles for Juries and Jury Trials recommend the following:

• The court should provide further orientation and infonnation when jurors repolt to a
particular courtroom for voir dire.

• Voir dire should bc on the record.

• Judges should ensure that juror privacy is reasonably protected, explain how the juror
information that has been provided will be retained/utilized, inform jurors that they
may provide answers to sensitive questions privately to the eourt and parties, and take
a proacti\"C role to ensure that the questions arc consistent with the purpose of voir
dire.

I Sec S'tU!l! v, Pouerson, 230 Conn. 385 (1994) (requirement that trialjuug" rt;main on bench during voir dire
process cannot be waived in a criminal case)

:: Typically, in criminal Cases the trial judge will be the judge present during the voir dire.



The voir dire procedures followed in criminal cases statewide, measured against the practices
of other states and the ABA principles, qualily as a "best practice." However, based on the lack of
uniformity across the state, non-compliance with the ABA principles, and comparisons to the rest of
the eountry,) the voir dire procedures in civil cases do not qualify as "best practices" and
improvements are recommended.

3. Ample research is available with respect to judicial oversight of voir dirc; no further
research is recommended at this time. The following "best practices" are reeommcnded with
respect to civil cases:

• The trial judge should provide a brieforientationlintroduetion to the vcnire persons
upon their reporting to the courtroom, addressing, inter alia, juror privacy issues and
the rationale ofsensitive questions. This will serve to enhauce juror con tidence. with
the added benefit of increased juror candor (Alternative: if the trial judge is
unavailable, anotherjudge may step in.)

• All voir dire should be on the record, with the judge, clerk, and reporter/monitor
present. There is no substitution for meaningful judicial oversight. This recognizes
the court's responsibility to prevent any abuse of the voir dire proeess and reinforces
to the potential juror that the questions posed are all proper questions. (Alternative:
if a judge has other pressing obligations, a judge may consider remaining on the
bench initially, in order to establish parameters,' and may wish to excuse the
reporter/monitor. At a minimum, however, a clerk should be present to oversee the
voir dire procedure).

• Informal agreements of counsel to excuse potential jurors may be allowed, at the
discretion of the trial judge, but only to the extent it wi 1I not prevent qualitied jurors
from having an opportunity to serve, and will not delay jury selection. This
recognizes that while under Connecticut law, jurors may be excused based on the
exercise of a peremptory strike, or on a successful challenge for cause, efficiency and
judicial economy will be served by identifying jurors who are not qualificd to serve
on a particular case, and by returning them to the jury pool at an earlier stage, where
they can be available to serve on another panel. In addition to promoting uniformity
across the state, this will serve to protect the important interest ofa prospecti ve juror

3 Without respect to length of time, Connecticut r;mks 50 th
• with;) median length of voir dire in civil trials at 16 hours;

California ranks 491h
, at 4,0 hours_ Gregory E. Mize, P,mla Hannaford~Agor. and Nicole L. Waters, The Stale-of-the

States Survey 0 f Jury hnprovcl1lcnt Efforts: A Compendium ,Report (2007). Connecticut also ranks 501h
, as the ~tate with

the must attorncy-domin'-ltcd voir dire ..ht

; :\ party has a right to .::..;aminc a venire person as to his qualifications to sit as ajllror in the action, his intcrc~t, if
any, in the subject matter of the action. and as to his relations \vith the panics. Conn. Gen. Siat. § 5 I~240(a).
Additionally, case law recognizes the right of a party to inquire as to a potential juror's predispositions.



to participate in the democratic process and to be selected to serve where quali tied.

4. The advantages of these proposed "best practices" arc that the voir dire process will be
el11eient, will not unreasonably invade the privacy of the potential juror, will reinlixee the
importance of the proceedings via the judge's presence, will protect the interest of the
potential juror in participating in the democratic process, and will enhance juror conlldcnce,
and candor. The disadvantage is that the judge and statT present in the court room during the
voir dire will not be able to tend to matters that they otherwise would have been handling

5. The "best practices" recommendation is that the trial judge in civil matters conduct voir dire
as it is presently being conducted in criminal matters.

Additionally, this subcommittee is recommending that judge trial referees be authorized to
preside over jury selection in civil cases.5 This will be consistent with the practice in
criminal jury cases. It will have the additional benefit of having more judges available to
actively supervise the voir dire process, based (lfi this subcommittee's other
recommendations. This would require statutory and rule changes.

CHAIRS' NOTE: The data relied on in this Recommendation IS appended, with the
pennission of the National Center for State Courts. See Appendix D.

In criminal cases, other th.to Class A, Class 8, or capitol fclony cases, judge trial referees may preside over jury
selection, "unless good cause is ShO\Vl1." Conn. Gen. StaL § 52-434 (a)( J); Conn. Practice Book § 44-19.
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Recommendation II : Pre-screening of all Jurors

1. This recommendation discusses the practice of prescreening of jurors by ajodge. prior to
individual questioning by counsel, for the purpose of excusing jurors who have hardships,
conflicts, or special di fticulties in hearing a case of the type on trial. or who are unable to be t~tir

and impartiaL

2. The cunent practice in Connecticut varies widely. In some cascs. no prescreening takes
place. This approach occurs particularly in civil cases for which there is no judicial supervision
of voir dire in the first place. Other judges, during the group introduction of the case, have jurors
raise hands to indicate elaimed hardships or conflicts and then conduct brief interviews of these
jurors to detennine whether the claim merits exeusaL Still other judges submit a \\Titten
questionnaire concerning ability to serve to jurors after they have learned about thc case in a
group session and then meet with counscl, either on or ot1' the record, to attempt to agree on
which jurors to excuse. Some judges use a combination of written qucstionnaircs and group
questioning.

To the extcnt that no prescreening o I'jurors takes place, this practice does not quality as
the best practice. The authority for prescreening ofjurors in Connecticut is clear. In Siale v.
Faust, 237 Conn. 454,462 (1996). our Supreme Court stated: "A trial court may pose questions
to entire venire panels prior to individual voir dire ... and may dismiss for cause any panel
member whose answers to the eourt's questions reveal bias." See also Gcneral Statutes § 51
217a (b) ("The court shall have authority to excuse a juror from juror service, upon a finding of
extreme hardship."); Practiee Book § 42-11 ("Preliminary Proceedings in Jury Selection"; "The
judicial authority may exeuse any prospective juror for cause.") In general, the trial court is
vested with wide discretion in conducting the examination orjmors. Childs v. Blesso. 158 Conn.
389,394 (1969).

In the vast majority of states, judges participate in questioning potential jurors. See N.
Vidmar & V. Harris, American Juries: The Verdict, p. 89 (2007). The ABA Prineiples for Juries
and Jury Trials (ABA Principles) similarly provide: "Qucstioning ofjurors should be conducted
initially by the cOllrt, and should be sufficient, at a minimum. to determine the jurors' legal
qualification to serve in the case." ABA Principles. Principle 11.B.I.

Prescreening of jurors by the court has signi ficant advantages over a system that allows
lawyers to question every juror in the panel. The main and obvious advantage is to increase the
efficiency of the jury selection process. The theory is that, if some jurors will almost certainly

I



end up being excused, we ought to identify and excuse them as soon as possible. Prcscrcening,
as the word suggests, takes place before the lengthier individual voir dire process begins.
Prescreening should take place by the court, rather than by lawyers. because the court is neutral
and will presumably be unlikely to excuse or retain jurors for partisan reasons. A eourt focused
on identifying jurors who are not able to serve is in a much better position to accomplish that task
than lawyers who seck to preserve their peremptories or force their opponent to use them.

The prompt dismissal of jurors who have conflicts, hardships, or bias in a particular cme
allows those jurors to become readily available for another case, or to relUrtl home or to work
with minimal interruption in their lives and duties. The immediate result is to leave the la\\yers
with a subset of the original panel comprised ofpeop1e who are ready, willing, and able to serve.
The end result is that jury selection finishes sooner, which is better for the eourt, the lawyers,
their clients. and the public.

3. As suggested above, there arc various ways to prescreen jurors tor eligibility in a
partieular case. Many judges will feel most eomfortable asking the panel of jurors in the
introduetory group session basic questions about whether they might have a hardship or
familiarity with any of the trial participants or the ease. These judges will ordinarily follow up
with brief interviews of those jurors who provided affirmative responses. In some cases,
especially depending on the availability offully eligible jurors, counsel may agree to exeuse all
jurors who indicated a hardsbip or conflict without the neeessity of condueting interviews.

The praetice of using a written questionnaire is not widely understood. but ean be very
effeetive. One method being used is to have jurors identify possible hardships, contlicts, special
dilliculties with the subject matter, or biases on a short questionnaire. The lawyers and the court
then review the questi01U1aires and attempt to reach agreement on who to excuse. The review
can take plaee in eourt or, if counsel agree, in chambers fl1110wed by thc court's summary of the
process on the record.

Experience with the written questionnaire has been very encouraging. Most jurors have
provided responsive answers in \\Titing. (For those jurors who appear not to have understood the
questionnaire, the court retains the option of interviewing them in court.) Thc answers are
sometimes very candid, especially with regard to possible bias, and reveal thoughts that the juror
might not want to express verbally in open court. The process of eliminating ineligible jurors
based on the questionnaire is not lengthy and can sometimes take less time than if the court had
to eonduet individual interviews. It is essentially color blind. And the result has been that
counsel are left with a solid and diverse cadre ofjurors who arc fully eligible to serve and
generally agreeable to doing so.

4 There is no need. however. to preseribe a uniform approach. as long as the chosen method
ofprcscrecning accomplishes the basic objective of sorting out. to the maximum extent possible,
jurors who have actual hardships, conflicts. or bias before individual voir dire begins. See also
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Siale v. Faust, supra, 237 Conn. 462-65 (During introductory group session, follow up questions
by the court of the jurors that required elaboration beyund an al1irmative ur negative respunse
should have been reserved for subsequent individual questioning.) Regardless of the speciGc
method chosen, prescrecning, as mentioned, has the advantage of improving the efficiency of the
voir dire process. There arc no significant disadvantages. Judges may have to become more
involved injury selection at the outset, but such involvement will essentially serve as an
investment in a procedure that shortens the entire voir dire process for the coul1 and all other
participants.

5. The subcommittce therefore recommends that we adopt prescrcening of jurors as a best
practice for the jury selection process. In order to insure that all judges will employ a
prescreening method, and to give counsel and their clients fair notice that the court will do so, an
amendment to the civil and criminal Practice Bouk rules to cudi!y the practice of prescrcening is
probably necessary.

Some attorneys have ubjeeted to the use of a \\Titten questionnaire in criminal cases under
Practice Book § 42-12, which provides in pertinent part: "The right of such [voir dire]
examination shall not be abridged by requiring questions to be put to any juror in writing and
submitted in advance uf the commencement of trial." The response is that this provision seems
intended to prevent the court from requiring counsel to submit I.vritten questiuns to the court for
its review prior to individual voir dire, but not tu prevent the court un its own from using a
written questionnaire as a prcscrcening device. The Rules Committee has passed an amendment
to clarify the rule's meaning in that way. Although not necessary, it may also be helpful to enact
similar amendments to clarify Practice Bouk § 16-6 and General Statutes § 51-240 (e), pertaining
to civil cases, and § 54-821', pe11aining to criminal cases, which contain language similar to that
in Practice Book § 42-12.

3
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Recommendatioll III: Allowing and Encouraging the Voluntary Usc of P:lIIel Voir Dire in
all Jury Trials

1. This recommendation discusses the voluntary use of panel or box voir dire in all civil and
criminal jury trials and recommcnds that the judiei"l branch continue to encoumgc this pmctice.

2. The current practice in Connecticut is for individually sequestered voir dire unless the
parties and the court agree to conduct a panel or box voir dire. The current practice is set by
statute and rule. General Statutes § 51-240 provides: "In any civil action tried before a jury.
either party shall have the right to examine, personally or by his counsel, each juror outside the
presence of other prospective jurors as to his qualifications to sit as a juror in the action, or as to
his interest, if any, in the subject mattcr of the action, as the judge detem1ines." Practice Book §
16-6 provides similarly. General Statutes § 54-82fand Practice Book § 42-12 contain the same
provision for criminal cases. In practice, individually sequestered voir dire means that counsel
will interview jurors one by one outside the presence or other jurors. These interviews range
from several minutes each to over an hour.

The language requiring selection of a juror "outside the presence of other jurors" lirst
came into our law in 1977, with the passage of Public Act No. 77-255. Prior to that, there was
no specific provision in our law for individually sequestered jury selection and the court had
discretion to employ the box voir dire method. See Child, v. Blesso, 158 Conn. 389, 393-94
(1969). In 1972, Connecticut enacted an amendment to article first, § 19 of the state constitution
that permitted mandatory six person juries in place oftwclve person juries in certain
circumstances while at the same time guaranteeing that parties would have the right to challenge
jurors peremptorily and "[t]he right to question each juror individually by counsel .... " Conn.
Const., art. I, § 19. See Rozbicki v. Huybrechls, 218 Conn. 386, 391-92 (1991). The state
representative who introduced the amendment stated that the provision regarding voir dire
"preserves the valuable rights or litigants to have their perspective [sic] jurors individually
questioned by their counsel and apart from other veniremen." (Internal quotation marks omitted.)
Rozbicki v. l1uybrecllls, supra, 392 n.1 (quoting 14 H.R. Prnc., PI. 5,1971 Sess.. p. 2367,
remarks of Representative Robert G. Oliver). However, our Supreme Court commented that
"[t]here is no indication that the passage of the relevant part of the 1972 amendment to article
first, [§] 19, was intended to accomplish anything more than to assure that the 'right to question
each juror individually by counsel' would be 'inviolate'" and lhat "the constitution guarantee is
satisfied by the discretionary use of a 'box voir dire.''' Siale 1'. BII/'IIS. 173 Conn. 3 I 7, 321-22
(1977).

The legislative history of the 1977 Public Act. which added the phrase "outside the
presence of other jurors," is sparse. The bill passed by consent in both the state house and the



senate. The only specific comment in favor of the bill Calne before the judiciary committee from
the president of a lawyers' association who remarked that. with the box voir dire method, there is
a risk that one juror would make statements that could prejudice the entire panel, and also that
the usc of individually sequestered would s<we time. Conn. Joint Standing Committee Hearings,
Judiciary, 1977 Sess.. Pt. 2, p. 586.

In approximately 2004, the judicial branch developed a set of procedures for the
voluntary use of panel voir dire in civil cases. Since that time, some judicial districts have used
the voluntary panel jury selection method on a regular basis. There is no comparable initiative
for crin1inal cases.

Under the civil procedures, both counselor parties waive their right to individually
sequestered voir dire on the record. An introductory group session then takes place that
resembles the standard introductory session in a criminal case. After appropriate introductions to
a panel of jurors, the court conducts a prescreening procedure in which the court identines jurors
with possible hardships, conflicts, or circumstances that may make it especially difficult for them
to serve as fair and objective jurors in that particular case. Typically, the judge will question
jurors individually who indicate a possible concern.

After dismissal of jurors with hardships, contlicts, or other special difficulties, the
rcmaining members of the panel return to the jury box for questioning by counsel. Counsel can
alternate asking questions in an agreed-upon f'lshion. Counsel might, for example, ask for a
showing of hands on a particular question or, alternatively, ask the question of selected jurors. 1f
a panelist indicates, or the court or counsel believe, that answers to a particular question or line
of questions would be more forthcoming if the juror answered outside of the presence of thc
other jurors, the court can eUectuate that procedure.

After the completion of questioning, counsel take a recess to allow them to review the
jurors' responses and evaluate which jurors they would likc to accept and which they would
prefer to excuse. Counsel then meet with the judge, either in chambers or in court, and alternate
either selecting or excusing jurors until exhaustion or the panel or peremptories, or until cOllnsel
have completed jury selection.

Voluntary box voir dire in criminal cases would be essentially no difterent. Perhaps the
only difference is that the court must be especially scrupulous in insuring, by means ofa
thorough canva,s of the defendant personally, that the dcfendant's waiver of his right to
individually sequestered voir dire is voluntary, knowing, and intelligent. See Srare v. Gore. 238
Conn. 770 (2003).'

'As stated above, the Connecticut Supreme COllrt has held that the state constitution docs
not guarantee individually sequestered voir dire and that a box voir dire in which counsel have
the right to questiou jurors individually satisfies the state constitution. Sec Stare 1'. Burns. 173



3. The system of individually sequestered voir dire undoubtedly has benefits. Counsel have
the opportunity to spend a considerable amount of time questioning each juror. thereby learning
much about that juror's background and outlook. Some contend that jurors are more n'ank about
prejudices, bias, or other nonconforming views when questioned individually outside the
presence of other jurors. Counsel can usc this infhrmation in carefully exercising peremptory
challenges and challenges for cause.

The relevant portion of the ABA Principle~ for Juries and Jury Trials provides as follows:
"Following initial questioning by the court, caeh party should have the opportunity, under the
supervision of the court and subject to reasonable time limits, to question jurors directly, both
individually and as a panel." ABA Principles, Principal 11.13.2. The commentary notes studies
showing that focused examination of the venire members by the court and counsel in a more
private setting than an open courtroom can yield invaluable information regarding disqualifying
conditions. Accordingly, the ABA Principles "[encourage] questioning of prospective jurors
both as a panel and individually." ABA Principles, p. 75.

But Connecticut's system of mandated individually sequestered voir dire of prospective
jurors does not conform to the actual practice nationally. To our knowledge, no other state in the
nation or federal jurisdiction requires individually sequestered voir dire. See Siale v. Robinson,
237 Conn. 238,247 n.9 (1996). Ironically, our experience with the time it takes to conduct
individual voir dire has been the exact opposite or that predicted before the Judiciary Committee
in 1977. Indeed, Connecticut ranks last in the nation in the time it takes to sclect ajury. More
tellingly, Connecticut is not even close to the next slowest state. According to a survey
conducted by the Nntional Center for State Courts in 2007, Connecticut takes ten hours on
average to pick a jury for serious criminal trials and sixteen hours for civil trials. The next
slowest states take live and fi)ur hours, respectively. See "Delayed Decision: Jury Selection
Process Slower than Other States; Stamford Advoeate (May 7, 2007)2 For similar reasons,
Connecticut is apparently the only state in the country in which counsel must select or excuse a
juror in isolation from the other jnrors yet to be interviewed, about whom counsel knows very
little.

Conn. 317, 320-22 (1977); accord Siale v. Thergood, 33 Conn. Supp. 599,601-02 (App. Sess.
1976). Thus, waiver of the right to individually sequestered voir dire does not involve the waiver
of a constitutional right. Rather, it involves the waiver of the statutory right under General
Statutes § 54-821' to question jurors "outside the presence of other prospective jurors" Accord
Practice Book § 42-12. Nonetheless, because of the importance of this right, the court's canvasS
of the defendant should be thorough.

2Another large national survey reported thatlhe average time for jury selection for felony
eases was 3.8 hours in state court and 3.6 hours in federal court: for civil cases, 3.1 hours in slate
touti and 2.3 hours in federal court. See N. Vidmar & V. Hans. Americ,Ul Juries: The Verdict. p.
89 (2007).
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The protracted time it takes to select ajury in Connecticut has important and undesirable
consequences. Many prospective jurors must stay at the courthouse most of the day or all day
awaiting their individual interview, thus taking them away from their family responsibilities or
their job, in the latter case reducing work productivity. Jmy selection that typically lasts several
days for one ease also imposes significant additional attorney's fees on privately represented
parties. Attorneys mnst spend time in court that could be spent preparing for the case or tending
to other business. And each day that jury selection takes place, at least in criminal cases. requires
the stafJing of a courtroom with ajudge, prosecutor, public defender when needed, clerk,
monitor, and marshals, with all the attendant costs to the public. We also doubt that public
confidence in our judicial system is enhanced whenjury selection alone can take over a week, or
when, as is often the case,jury selection takes longer than the evidentiary portion of the trial. See
State v. Anlhony, 172 Conn. 172. 175 (1976).

The practice of individual voir dire questioning by counsel can also take an emotional toll
on the jurors. Many jurors feel nervous or intimidated sitting in a courtroom witness chair being
asked questions by counsel with ajudge presiding. Some jurors have reported feeling as if they
were ones on trial. This feeling is exacerbated by the fact that the questions from counsel arc
often complicated, repetitious, unnecessary, or unduly personal. See "Expectations of Privacy')
Jurors' Views of Voir Dire Questions," 85 Judicature, No. I, p. 10 (July-Aug. 2001). It is usually
possible to determine whether ajuror will be attentive, objective, and fair during the first few
minutes of questioning. The remaining time spent by counsel is often aimed subtly, <md
improperly, at attempting to educate the jurors about counsel's case. See Siale v. Anthony, supra.
172 Conn. 175. Further, jurors' time - not to mention judicial time - is otten wasted as eounsel
engage in gamesmanship by attempting to convert a basis for a peremptory into a basis for a
challenge tor cause. See Stale v. Her\\'ood, supra, 33 Conn. Supp. 602 (the practice of
individually sequestered voir dire "has been freqnenlly abused by protracting unduly the process
of jury selection." )

Finally, counsel conducting individual interviews with jurors do nol gel the benefit of
seeing how jurors interact with each other, which is ultimately what the jurors will have to do
when they deliberate on a case. Counsel instead receive a picture of the juror in isolation on the
witness stand, whieh is not necessarily reflective of the personality of the juror in ajury room,
Further. counsel must selecl or excuse jurors in isolation, without the advantage of knowing who
Comes next. In contrast. in a box voir dire fonnat, counsel willleam what issues seem to trouble
the panel. They will also see how jurors respond and interact when confronted with controversial
opinions. Counsel cannot obtain these benefits from individually sequestered yoir dire. As
Judge Robert Satter has stated in his book "Doing Justice," "Nobody has ever shown that our
state juries are any fairer than the federal court juries." R. Satter, Doing Justice; A Trial Judge at
Work, p. 83 (American Lawyer Books 1990).

One of the leading criticisms of box voir dire is that jurors will not express any feelings
of bias or prejudice in front of other jurors. It is nol clear, however. that jurors will be more
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candid if they are put in a witness chair and questioned individually while everyone in the
courtroom watches. [n any event, the court can identify many jurors who harbor strong feelings
that are incompatible with the objectivity nccded for a particular case by employing effective
prescreening methods, such as a written questionnaire. (Sec this committee's separate
memorandum on that subject). Further, the court should permit any juror who lecls embarrasscd
by a particular question to answer in the absence of other jurors. See Childs v. lJIesslJ, 158 Conn.
389,393-94 (1969).

Another criticism of box voir dire is that the panel may bccome taintcd by a juror who
blurts out a prejudicial remark. Thcre is undeniably some risk that this event may occur and, if it
does, the court may have to excuse the entire panel. This concern, however, does not appear to
have become so prominent as to prevent every other jurisdiction in the country to mandate box
voir dire. Further, the court can minimize the risk ofa prejodicial remark by instructing the panel
to answer counsel's qllestions with a yes or no answer when callcd upon or to ask lbr a side bar if
any question requires a controversial response.

4. For these reasons, we conclude that box voir dire, as described herein, is the best practice
based on national standards3 We nonetheless recognize that individually sequestered voir dire
has been the practice in Connecticut since at least 1977, when Public Act 77-255 guaranteed that
voir dire occur "outside the presence of other prospective jurors." 1977 Publie Acts, No. 77-255,
Aceordingly, we recommend that panel or box voir dire take place on a purely voluntary basis at
this time.

There is no reason, however, not to extend the voluntary use of box voir dire tram civil to
criminal cases and to encourage its use in all slIch cascs. The same advantages, discussed above,
of hox voir dire apply equally to both types of cases. Indeed, box voir dire is the predominant
method ofjury selection in criminal cases across the nation. As long as the cOllJ1'S canvass of the
defendant's waiver of his right to individually sequestered voir dire is thorough, there is no
barrier to the voluntary use of box voir dire in criminal cases.

'Some members of our subcommittee disagree with this statement and believe that
individually sequestered voir dire is the best practice.
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Recommendation IV: Ensuring the Proper Confidentiality, Use, and Retention of Jury
Questionnaires

1. This recommendation discusses the protection of the infi.mnation given by prospective jurors
during the voir dire process. It recommends primarily that the Judicial Branch adopt a policy
for the retention and destruction of the statutorily mandated "Confidential Juror
QuestiOimaire" and that trial judges inform venire panels ofthe practices concerning privacy
of their information.

2. Prior to coming to court for jury service, venire persons receive a form in the mail entitled
"Confidential Juror Questionnaire." General Statutcs § 51-232. The form instmcts the venire
person to bring the completed form to court on their day of service. General Statutcs §51
232(c) requires that the questionnaire ineludc questions "eliciting thcjuror's name, age, race
and cthnicity, occupation, education and infonnationusually raiscd in voir dire examination."
Thc fonn also sceks infonnation regarding place of cmployment, spouse's plaee of
employment, prior jury service and any relations to the cOUl1 systcm. The statute provides
that "[cJopics of the completed questionnaire shall be provided to the judge and counsel for
usc during voir dire or in preparation therefore." "Counsel shall be required to return such
copies to the clerk of the court upon completion of voir dire." The statute also specil1cally
requires that "except for disclosure made during voir dire or unless the court orders
otherwise, information inserted by jurors shall be held in confidence by the court, the parties,
eounsel and their authorized agents".

Statewide eompliance with the statutory requirement that the juror information be held in
conlidence exists but there is no statewide policy within the Judicial Branch for a common
method. There is broad discrepancy among the judicial districts as to length of time the
infornlation is kept. Only one district inli.mns thc potential jurors that the questionnaires arc
striclly confidential. See Appendix E.
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The ABA Principles for Juries and Jury Trials, Principle I I.A.2 recommcnd the following:
"Jurors should be advised of the purpose of any questionnaire, how it will be used
and who will have access to the information."

This principle seeks to encourage honesty among jurors in completing questionnaires and to
enhance the value of these questionnaires by having the couri advise jurors of their purpose
and use.

An inquiry was posted through the National Association of State Courts as to the practices in
other states for the retention and destruction ofconfidential juror information. Although the
response was limited, it did reveal that othcr courts do have a formal retention/destruction
policy. Sec Appendix E.

On its face, our statute is in compliance with the "best practice" espoused by the ABA, as the
form states th~lt "the information which you provide will be used by the judge, lawyers and
litigants during the selection ofa jury and will be held confidential unless the judge orders it
discloscd". There is, however, a lack of statewide policy within the Judicial Branch as to the
retention and destruction of the questionnaires under §51-232, and no policy as to
questionnaires created by coull5el and/or the court. Accordingly, we cannot guarantee
compliance with our statutory mandate that the information will be "held in confidence." Our
statute also does not provide compliance with the best practices of the ABA that the court
infonn potential jurors about the questionnaire and its uses. Finally, on a related note, there
is discrepancy among jurisdictions as to compliance with the mandatory language of §51
232(c) regarding provision to counsel and the court of the information from the jury
questionnaires.

3. The following "best practices" are recommended with respect to in1{)fJlling jurors as to the
use of the confidential information:

• The State ofConnecticut Judicial Branch should adopt a Jormal and unif{)ml
policy regarding the retention and destruction of the juror confidential
questiomk~ires; namely, that all confidential juror questionnaires will be
collected daily and put into a file marked with a "destroy by" dale. Said date
shall be twenty days after the verdict or, ifapplicable, the sentence unless an
appeal has been filed, in which case the questionnaires shall be retained until
there is a finaljudgmenl in the case. Destruction will be by depositing the
envelope in a locked shredding bin. This policy should apply to all
questionnaires, \\/hether created pursuant to the statute or by the parties and/or
court.
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• The trial judge, in his/her introduction to the prospective jurors upon their
reporting to the courtroom, should address, inter alia, the state's policy
regarding the use, privacy, retention, and c1cstruction of any questionnaires.
This will serve to enhance juror confidence, with thc addcd benefit of
increased juror eandor. This proposal is dependent on the adoption of
another proposed "best practiees" change; n3mely, judicial oversight in civil
jury selection.

The following is recommcncled with respeet to the uniform compliance with the provision of
§51-232(c) regarding provision of juror information to counsel and the court:

• The Judiciall3ranch will ensure compliance, by means ofa mcmorandum to
all chicfclerks and their staff, with thc provision of§5l-232(c) that copies of
the questionnaire shall be provided to the judge and counsel for their use
during voir dire or in preparation tor voir dire.

4. The advantages of these proposed "best practices" arc that the Branch will now have a
uniform, statewide process for the retention and c1estruction of these lorms, the potential
juror will have a sense of comfort knowing the parameters of the usc of the inf<Jn11ation
provided, there will be greater protection of the interest of the potential juror in participating
in the democratic process, and there will be enhanced juror confidcnce ~nd candor. The
disadvantage is that the judge and staffpresent in the court room c1uring the voir dire will not
be able to tend to matters that they otherwise would have been handling.

5. The "best praetices" recommendation is that the Judiciall3raneh adopt the proposed policy,
described in § 3 above, regarding the retention and destruction of all contidcntial juror
questionnaires, which policy will then be communicated to venire persons during the jUly
selection process and to the legal community through a standing order by the Chief Court
Administrator's office. In addition, the Judicial Branch should, as also stated in § 3, ensure
compliance with the statutory requirement to make intoml~tion from the questionnaire
available to counsel and the court.
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Recommendation V : Reusing Excused ,Jurors

I. This recommendation discusses the practice of having an excused juror
returned to the jury assembly room Gury pool) upon being excused from service
on a particular ease. This practice is compared with the alternative of sending an
excused juror home,

Consideration of this issue is motivated by the fact that a juror excused li-orn
sitting on a certain type of case may very well be appropriate for service on
another type of matter. A juror may, for personal reasons be inappropriate or
unable to sit in judgment on a DWI or Sexual Assault ease, yet be well suited for a
personal injury matter. Likewise, due to personal or business concerns a potential
juror may be unable to serve on a six week triaL I lowever, the same juror may be
available and could be an appropriate choice for a trial lasting for a shortcr period
of time,

If a juror is scnt home during the process of screening a venire panel, the juror is
lost for the day. This not only deprives a potential juror of the opportunity to
serve but deplctes the size of the jury pooL This causes delay and inefficiency.
Delay and inefficiency occurs when during the course ofjury selection, a panel is
exhausted. Often, a request is made for an additional panel but it is learned that
there is an insuHicient number of potential jurors left in the assembly room to
justify indoctrinating a new paneL Jury selection obviously docs not continuc and
is pustponed for the following day, This usually results in the case being
adjourned for the day. The delay and ineffieiency this causes is manifest and
problematic.

2, Currently, the prevailing, although nnt exclusive, practice in Connecticut is to
excuse for the day (send home) a potemialjuror who has been excused from
service during the process of screening venire panels. As stated above, this
depletes the number of jurors available for service and results in ineHicieney,
Although the ABA Standards Relating to Juror Use and Managemcnt do not
specifically address thc issue of re-using jurors, subdivision A encourages the
efficient use ofjury resources, The prevailing practice does not appear to
efljciently usc juror resources and there!(lfe, docs not qualify as a "best practice,"



3. The only practical manner to improve the currcnt practice requires pre
screening to be conducted by a trial Judge in all eases (civil and criminal). The
decision as to whether to instruct an excused juror to return to the pool or go
home should be left to the discretion of the trial Judge. The decision should be
made after voir dirc with the participation of counsel has taken place, unless the
Judge decides to return the venire pcrson after pre-screening. Often, trial Judges
are not present during the civil voir dire. An elTective policy requires uniformity
in criminal and civil mailers. Assuming an appropriate pre-screening practice is
put in place, the re-use ofjurors would be a practice consistent with the goal of
delivering elIeetive, eftkient services ofpotcntialjurors and the public.

3a. The Judicial Branch should remain flexible in implementing the practice
ofrcusingjurors. Ifthcrc arc no unduc administrative burdcns, a Judicial District
courthouse might stagger the start of jury selection for different cases so that, fl.lr
example, jurors prescreened at 10;00 a.m. but unavailable for that case might be
sent to a jury selection starting at II ;00 a.m. and be willing and able to serve in
that case.

4. One disadvantage could occur if the re-use policy is applied blanketly,
regardless of the geographic location of the trial versus the courthouse where the
jury asscmbly room is located, although this problem is limited to only a fcw
judicial districts. If, for example, a juror is excused in Norwalk and instructed to
rcturn to thc jury pool located in Stamford, a substantial amount of travel time
would be required. This would cause inconvenience to thc potential juror and thc
time neccssary to travel would negate any efficiency that might bc gained. Where
such geographic obstacles exist, this practice should not be uscd.

The advantage is that having a morc pre-screened fully "stockcd" jury pool would
expedite jnry selection, making for shorter trials and give individuals an
opportunity to serve on a jury, which would not othcrwise be afforded them.

5. The best pr1lCtice would be to institute a policy wherein a trial Judgc shall. aftcr
excusing a potential juror during thc initial screcning process, instruct such juror
to rcturn to the jury assembly room whcn in the judgmcnt of the Court, the
availability of such juror for another prospective panel would rcsult in a morc
efficicnt and expeditious jury selection process. The Court should take into
account all appropriate considerations, including geographic locations, the time of
day and the reasons for excusal. To implement this policy no legislation or
Practice Book changes arc necessary. Connecticut Gencral Statutes §51-238a
governs the Length of Term of Service as a Juror and limits it to one day subject
(Q certain exceptions. Implementing the policy as af()fCSaid will not run afoul of
the Statute.
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Recommendation VI: Improving Juror Com!i:)rt while Waiting to be Questioned

I. This recommendation discusses whether changes can be implemented to
improve the comfort of jurors while waiting to be questioned.

2. Juror comfort whi Ie waiting to be questioned would appear to vary in the
different jurisdictions depending on the physical facilities and amenities available in
different courthouses, ranging from jury panels being sequestered in small, crowded,
sterile rooms with little or no amenities, to more comfortable quarters in the newer
eourthouse facilities.

The ABA Prineiples for Juries and Jury Trials (Principle 2.C. 2.D. and 2.E)
recommend that the time required of persons called for jury service be the shortcst period
consistent with the needs of justice, that courts respect jurors by minimizing their waiting
time, and that courts should provide an adequate and suitable environment for jurors.

3. Consistent with the ABA Principles, it would appear that juror com!i:ll1 is
dependent upon both the speed with which the jurors are "processed" and the ability of
jurors to engage in meaningful activity while waiting.

4. It is recommended that the judicial branch make processing of jurors and
reduction of waiting time a priority in all cases. It is recommended that in order to speed
voir dire, each counsel receive copies of the "Conf1dential Juror Questionnaire" for each
venire person.!n many, ifnot all,jurisdictions only one copy of the "Conf1dcntial Juror
Questionnairc" is available to be shared among counsel despite the language of COS 5 1
232(c) that copies shall be provided to counscl. Conscquently, there is a significant dclay
in commencing questioning while all counsel circulate the onc copy of the ConJidential
Juror Questionnaire prior to initiation of questioning. Even in two party cases, this results
in significant delay, which is obviously multiplied in multi- party cases. (Sec
Recommendation IV)

Additionally, use of pre-screening questionnaires for assignment of venire persons
to individual cases is recommended to improve the speed of processing. Every case
should utilize a questionnaire that contains all infol111ation necessary to identify conllicts
\vith counsel. parties, witnesses, etc, as \vell as those case specific issues \vhich would
necessarily be asked of every juror, i.e. "have your or anyone close to you suffercd the
(same injury as the plaintitl)", in a medical malpractice case, "have your or anyone close
to you every been dissatisfied with the care of a healtheare provider." (See
Recommendation U)



A.s to the venire persons' ability to engage in meaningful activity while waiting, it
is recommended that jurors be allowed to bring books. cards, and personal electronic
devices which call be used noiselessly, such as DYD players, i-pods and laptop computers
equipped with earphones, and that they be notified when summoned that they arc
encouraged to do so.

It is recommended that other th,m those times when venire persons are required to
be addressed in a group, such as the introductory orientation and introduction of speciJic
cases, that venire persons be allowed to move about the court house facility. to the degree
permitted by security and eonJidentiality considerations, and possibly leave the building.

It is recommended that the branch explore the feasibility of providing each juror
with a buzzer which would allow the juror to be notified that his/her presence is required
within 5- 10 minutes, treeing the jurors to move about the facility. Although there is
great variation among the facilities as to the amenities available, were the jurors lree to
move throughout the facility, they could wait in coffee shops, larger group waiting areas,
quiet areas, areas for internet access for laptop computers, reading rooms, etc.

Although the speed of voir dire questioning and the number of venire persons
required for questioning can vary greatly. when it becomes apparent that the size of a
particular panel is such that the entire panel cannot be questioned in the morning, portions
of the panel should be excused and allowed to report back in the afternoon.

It is also recommended that an exit survey be conducted of all venire persons for
suggestions for improving in the process.
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Recommendation VU: Making Bcttcr Use of Alternate Jurors

I. This recommendation discusses potential issues related to better use of
alternate jurors. We recommend that further consideration be given to the issues set forth
below, after consideration by interested parties, the public, bar and judiciary. Some
members of the subeommittee disagreed with the proposals set forth in paragraphs 3 and
5.

2. Currently alternate jurors are selected after the regular jury has been
selected and the jurors are aware of their status as alternates. The alternate jurors are
dismissed just prior to submission of the case to the jury and, in civil cascs, serve no other
function.

3. Rather than informing alternate jurors that they arc alternates and therefore
may not deliberate, consideration should be given to not informing the altemates of their
alternate status until immediately prior to the submission of the case to the jury. I This
proposal would require amendments to CGS 51- 243 regarding civil cases, CGS 54-82h
rcgarding criminal cases, and CGS J- 25 regarding the alternate's oath. Jurors could be
given both the regular juror oath and the alternate juror oath at the start of the case.

4. It is anticipated that the jurors would be more diligent and invested in the
process if they were unaware that they were the alternates in the case. Although we have
seen no data to support it, under the current practice it is assnmed that the alternates are
less invested in the process because of their status as such. This proposal is at least
consistent with the ABA Principles for Juries and Jury Trials, Principle II .G.2, which
recommends that the status of jurors as regular jurors or alternates should be determined
through random selection at the time for jury deliberation.

5. It is also recommended that consideration be given to allowing the
alternates to participate in deliberations in civil cases upon the unanimous agreement of
all counseL2 It is suggested that alternates not be allowed to participate in deliberations
unless they arc allowed to vote, since non-voting alternates would not have the same
investment in the proceedings as those voting. This proposal is in keeping with ABA
Principle II .G.3.

~------_.._----

ISorne men1b~rs of the SubC0l11mittee disagree \vith this proposal.

'Some members of the subcommittee disagree with this proposal.



In the event alternates are allowed to participate and votc, counse! would have to
unanimously agree on whether the verdict requires a unanimous vOle or otherwise, 'I'he
ABA Principles for Juries and Jury Trials, Principle 4, recommends that in both civil and
criminal cases jury decisions be unanimous wherever feasible, Although the ABA
Principles approve ofless than unanimous verdicts upon stipulation by the parties, the
Principles reconunend that to be valid, the stipulation must be clear as to the number of
concurring jurors required for a verdict and, in criminal cases, requires the personal
waiver by the defendant of the right to a unanimous decision after being advised by the
Court of the right to a unanimous decision,

6, It is also recommended that the court allow alternates to replace regular
jurors during deliberations in civil cases, as allowed in criminal cases, COS 54- 82h(c)
provides that in criminal cases if an alternate becomcs a regular juror alter
commenccment of deliberations, the jury "shall be instructed by the court that
deliberations by the jury shall begin anew," An amendment to the eivil statute governing
alternates, COS 51- 243, to add a similar provision would be required if alternates are
allowed to replace regular jurors during deliberations in civil eases,

CHAIRS' NOTE: The Selected Jurors Subcommittee made comments but did not
make a specitic recommendation on this issuc, That subcommittee agrced that whatever
procedure is adopted for the use of alternate jurors, the same procedure should apply in
both criminal and civil cases, See Selected Jurors Recommendation XlfL
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SlJBCO~lMITrEE ON SELECTED JlJRORS

REco~nIENIlATIDNI: POST-SELECTIDN ORIENTATION

The Subcommittee discussed at some length the guidance that is given to jurors - alkr
they have been selected to serve in a particular case - about important requirements of their
service. The Subcommittee concludes that Connecticut courts could make some helpful
improvements in the approaches for giving selected jurors this guidance.

Practice Recommended in PRINCIPLE 6:

PRtNCIPLE 6 provides that "[c]ourts should cducate jurors regarding thc essential aspccts
of a jury trial." In pertinent part, PRINCIPLE 6.C. provides as follows:

Throughout the course of the trial, the court should provide instructions to the jury in
plain and understandable language.

I. The court should give preliminary instructions directly following empanelment of
the jury that explain the jury's role, the trial procedures including note-taking ...
the nature of evidence and its evaluation. [Remaining tcxt omitted.]

2. The court should advise jurors that once they have bcen selccted to serve as jurors
or altematcs in a trial. they are under an obligation to relrain II'om talking about
the case ... until the trial is over and the jury has rcached a verdieL [Remaining
text omitted.]

PRINCIPLES, at 29.

Current Connecticut Practice:

The current Connecticut jury handbook, titled "Your Guide to Jury Duty," provides at
least some of the guidance suggested by PRINCIPLE 6.C.1 and PRiNCIPLE 6.C.2, albeit in the midst
of a much broader orientation to jury service in general. Most Connecticut judges also give
empanelledjurors oral instructions covering some of these topics; the comprehensiveness of this
guidance, however, appears to vary considerably from court to court.

Percgived Advantages of Approach Ij'OlTI PRINCIPLES:

• Jurors will likely pay more allention to instructions specifically concerning their
responsibilities as selected jurors if they receive those instructions after they know
that they have been selected to serve in a trial.

• Jurors may better comply \vith imp0l1ant instructions about their service as
selected jurors if thcy have those instructions readily available to them. in a
succinct "vritten formal. throughout their service in a trial.



Perceived Disadvantages of Approach from PRINCIPLES:

• CourlS will incur some additional expense if required to produce new pamphlets
or other written instructional materials spccilically targeted toward selected
jurors' service,

Subcommittee Recommcndation:

The judiciary should prepare succinct educational materials for distribution to
selected jurors immediately or soon after they have been selected to serve in a trial. While
additional matters may warrant inelusion, the Subcommittee recommends that these
educational materials should cover at least the following aspects of selected jurors' service.
The Subcommittee also eonelndes that jurors should be given explicit guidance about the
extent - if any - to which they will be permitted to usc smartphones or other devices to
access and process e-mail and voicemail messages during recesses.

Conduct Requirements:

• Jurors should not discuss the evidence, the facts, the witnesses or the issues in
the case until the judge instructs them that they can begin their deliberations.

o Jurors should not discuss the case with others until their jury service is
finished.

• .Jurors should not invcstigate the law or facts relating to their trilll (in person,
internet, etc.).

• Jurors should not review media accounts of the case on which they are
serving.

o Jurors should understand that thc attorneys in the trial are not permitted to
talk with jurors informally on recesses, etc., and that attorneys arc not being
rude when they refrain from doing so.

o Jurors should inform the court by passing a writtcn note (on a foldcd-up
piece of paper) to court staff (i.e., the elerk, or a marshal, if a marshal is
present) if they experience health issues or other emergencies or problems,
and the court staff will deliver the note directly to the judge, unopened.

• Jurors should not usc smartphones or other handhelds at any time dnring
their service for research/investigation of the case (including information
about the lawyers, parties or other witnesses) or for communicating with
others about the case.

• Having been selected to serve, jurors are expected to conduct themselves as
officers of the court and can expect to be treated as snch by the judge and
othcr participants in the proceedings.

Additiollallnformatiou:

• Phone numbers for alerting court to attendance or other problems.
• Information about parking, meals, etc.



• Procedures for note taking and any special procedures that will be used in
the case (e.g., use of "trial notehooks"fexhibit binders, if applicable).

Subcommittee Comments on Implementation:

TIle Subcommittee on Selected Jurors Subcommittee on Sclected Jurors concludes that it
will be very helpful if specific orientation materials - indcpendent of or easily scparable from
broader, more-generalized orientation materials - address rccurring, critically-important
particular aspects ofsclectedjurors' scrvice during trial. While this might bc accomplished by a
brief, stand-alone brochure, it may be possible to include this guidance in a broader jury
handbook as a removable insert. Tbc ovcrall goal should bc to havc a succinct, clear, written
statement of conduct requiremcnts tmd other kcy information that seJected jurors can have
rcadily at hand and to which they can easily refer for guidance during trial.

Thc Subcommittce also notes its view that the trial judge should be the source of
authority of these and all other matters concemingjurors' conduct during trial. Accordingly, if
instructions of this type are published in \\Tittcn fonn for sclected jurors to remind them of their
legal obligations during jury service. the trial judge should distribute these materials and explain
their signifieancc, The Subcommittee believes this precaution appropriate to ensure that jurors
will understand these instructions to be part of their charge as given by the trial judge, rather than
by some independent, unkJ1()\\TI and unseen authority.

The subcommittee examincd the prudence of providing orientation instructions on the so
called "CSI EtTeet" as part of its eharge and concluded that it would not be appropriate for the
trial judge to provide instructions to selected jurors in [Ul attempt to debnnk or minimize this
perceived effect. The subcommittee suggested that identifying jurors with unrealistic
expectations about forensic evidcnce might be more appropriately handled at voir dire by
counsel.



St'BCOMMITTEE ON SELECn:n JURORS

I~ECOMMEN[}ATlONII: JUROR Non: TAKING

Practice Recommended in PRINCIPL~l1:

PRINCIPLE 13 provides that "the court and parties should vigorously promote jaror
understanding of the facts and the law." With respect to note taking, Principle 13.A provides in
perlinent part:

Jurors should be allowed to take notes during the trial.

(1) Jurors should be instructed at the beginning of the trial that they are
permitted, bnt not required, to lake notes in aid oftheir memory of the
cvidenee and should receive appropriate cautionary instructions on note
taking and note use. Jurors should also be instructed that after they have
reached their verdict, all juror notes will be collected and destroyed.

(2) Jurors should ordinarily be permitted to use their notes throughout the trial
and during deliberations.

(3) The court should ensure that jurors have implements for taking notes.
(4) The court should collect all juror notcs at the end of each trial day until the

jury retires to deliberate.
(5) After the jnrors have returned their verdict, all juror notes should be

collected and destroyed.

PRINCIPLES, at 91.

Current Connecticut Practice:

Many Connecticut judges currently permit jurors to take notes, but not all do so.
Moreover, among those judges who do permit jurors to take notes, the procedures followed for
juror note taking vary, sometimes signif1eantly. Case law specifically authorizes Connecticut
trial judges, in their discretion, to allow note taking by jurors in both civil and criminal cases.
See. e.g., Esaw v. Freedman, 217 Conn. 553,586 A.2d 1164(1991) (civil cases); State v. Mejia,
233 Conn. 215, 228-29 (1995) (criminal cases). Practice Book provisions conf1rm the
permissibility of note taking in both eivil and criminal cases. See Practice Book § I6-7 (for civil
jury trials) Practice Book § 42-9 (for criminal jury trials). The Judicial Branch website includes
helpful form instructions for use by judges when note taking is permitted. See State of
Connecticut Judicial Branch Website "Civil Jury Instructions." Pari I ("Preliminary and Trial
Instructions"), Section I ("Before the Start of Evidence"), § I. I -4; and State of Connecticut
Judicial Branch Website "Criminal Jury Instructions," Pari 2 ("Before Evidence'·), § 1.2-1 I.
Data on note taking by jurors permitted in other jurisdictions is attached in Appendix F.



Perceived Advantages of Approach tram PRINCIPLES:

• Jurors who take notes may be better able to remain engaged and attentive during trial.
• Jurors who take notes may be better able to keep track of and later recall information

reeei ved at triaL
• Jurors who have taken notes may feel more conJident and comfonablc during

deliberations if they can use their notes to refresh their recolleetions.
• Many jurors apparently want to take notes at trial, and they may feel frustrated if they

are not permitted to do so; conversely, they may be more satisfied with their jury
service ifpennitted to take the notes they believe would be helpful.

Perceived Disadvantages of Approach tram PRINCIPLES:

• Jurors who are taking notes may be distractcd irom paying full attcntion to witncss
testimony or the judge's instructions.

• Jurors who did not take notes may feel inclined in deliberations to defer
inappropriately to jurors who took better (or at least more comprehensive) notes
during trial.

The Subcommittee concludes that the perceived advantages of pem1itting jurors to take
notes significantly outweigh the perceived disadvantages, and that Connecticut courts should
follow most ofPRtNCIPLE 13.A.·s recommendations on juror note taking. A minority of the
Subcommittee members feel that the balancing of advantages and disadvantages iuvors allowing
jurors to take notes at all phases of trial- including opening statements, closing arguments and
instructions - and to retain and review their notes during recesses. A signi tkant majority of
Subcommittee members, however, fcel that (I) jurors should not be penl1itted to take notes while
the court is instructing them or during counsels' opening statements or closing argumcnts; and
(2) jurors should not be permitted to retain and review their notes during recesses. Accordingly,
the Subcommittee makes the following recommendation:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

Connecticut judges should allow jurors to take notes at trial, with appropriate
instructions about the procedures to be used for note taking. Jurors should not be
permitted, however, to take notes while the court is instructing them or during counscls'
opening statements or closing arguments. (A minority of the Subeommittee members
believe that note taking should be permitted during opening statements and closing
arguments.) Jurors sbould not be permitted to retain and review their notes during
recesses. In other respects, Connecticut courts should follow the procedures recommended
in I'RI''iCIl'U: I3.A.

Subcornmittce CommcJ1!s on Implementation:

The Subcommittee suggests that alternates' notes should be kept separate when the jurors
who will deliberate retire to do so, so that the deliberating jurors will not roter to the altcrnme
jurors' notes.



SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECTED JUROltS

RECOMMENDATION III: Clear .Iury Instructions ("Plain LangU:lge")

Practice Recommcnded in PRINCIPLE 14:

PRINCIPLE 14 provides that "[tJhe court should instruct the jury in plain and
understandable language regarding the applicable law and the conduct of deliberations."
PRINCIPLE l4.A. further emphasizes that "[alii instructions to the jury should be in plain and
understandable language." PRINCIPLES, at 107.

Current Connecticut Practice:

The jury instructions used in Connecticut vary considerably - many communicate
eHeclive1y in plan and understandable language, but somc do not. Therc are standing
committees in place to make tecommcndations for civil and ctlminal jury instructions.
Instructions drafted by these committees are made available to the public on the Judicial
Branch's website. These instructions, however. are not endorsed as "approved" instructions.

Perceived Advantagcs of Approach from PRINCtPLES:

• Jutors may be bettcr encouraged to consider the jury instructions carefully - and may
apply them more effectively and accurately - if the jury instructions are written in
language that is accessible to lay persons.

Perceived Disadvantages of Approach from PRINCIPLES;

• The process of preparing plain language instlUctions is difficult and can be very Iillle
consulllmg.

• Use of plain language in instructions often will require a "translation" of and a
departure from the exact language used in court opinions or statutes, with some risk
that the plain language reformulation will subsequently be found to be incorrect.

The Subcommittee concludes that the perceived advantages of using instructional
language that will be accessible to jurors signiticantly outweigh the perceived disadvantages, and
that Connccticut appellate and trial courts should make every effort to use plain and
understandable language whcn issuing decisions and instructing jurors on the law. Accordingly,
the Subcommittee makes the following recommendation:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

Connecticut judges should instruct the jury in plain and understandabte langnage
regarding the applicahle law and the conduct of deliberations.

Supcommittee Comments on ImpleJlJ~Dtati()n:

"he task ofprcparing plain language jury instructions is a difticult and time consuming
one. The Subcommittee notes that Connecticut's standing committees on civil .'md criminal jl.try



instructions have already made significant progress toward plain language instructions in recent
years. The Suhcommittee believes that the Connecticut judiciary should urge the standing
committees to make plain language formulation a top priority as the standing committees
continue to examine and refine existing pattern instructions and prepare future ones. In this
regard, the standing committees might find it helpful to seek assistance from extra-judicial
resources including legal academics, linguists, and a!torneys with expertise in the subject areas
that particular instructions will address.



SUBCO'IMITTEE ON SELECTED JliRORS

RECOMMENI)ATlON IV: COPIES OF INSTRUCTIONS

pJilcticc Recommended in PRINCIPLE 14:

Wilh respect to copics of instructions, PRINCIPLE 14.B. provides:

Jurors should be instructed with respect 10 the applicable law before
or after the parties' final argument. Each juror should be provided
with (l writtelt copy ofiltstructiolts for use while the jury is being
instructed allll during deliberations. (Emphasis added.)

PRtNCIPLES, at 107.

Current Connecticut Practice:

Many -- perhaps most -- Connecticut judges currently give the jury a written copy of the
jury instructions for their use during deliberations, but few give each juror a copy ofthc
instructions.

Some judges currently use procedures that permit the jurors to read along as the judge
delivers the jury charge. Of the judges who take this step, some give the jurors hard copies of
the instructions at this stage; other judges instead use an overhead projector to display the
instructions while the judges read the instructions aloud to the jurors. Judges who give the jurors
hard copies of the instructions for their use during the jury charge retrieve those hard copies
before the jurors' deliberations begin, if the judges have found errors in the instructions while
reading thcm to the jury. (The jurors then receive corrected copies of the instructions for their
use during deliberations.)

Perceived Advantages of Approach from PRINCIPLES:

• Jurors may be better able to follow the judge's instructions if they are ablc to read
along as the judge delivers the instructions orally.

• Jurors who are able to read along while the judge delivers the jury charge observe
(contemporaneously) the headings and subheadings that the judge used to organize
the instructions, likely permitting the jurors subscquently to locatc pertinent
instructions more efficiently during their deliberations.

• Jurors may make more effective use of the instructions during deliberations if each
juror has his or her own copy oCthe instructions to which to refer.

• Courts may get fewer requests for rcinstruction when the complete inslructions are
provided in writing, and such requests may be better focused than they tend to be
when the instructions have been provided orally, without written copies.

• Provision of multiple copies helps "democratize" the ddiberatioll process. by
preventing one or two especially strong-willed jurors from monopolizing the



conversation by seizing control of the only printed copy ofthe instructions sent in IDr
the jurors' use.

Perceived Disadvantages of Approach from PRINCIPLES:

• The courts will incur some additional expense if required to make copies of
instructions for each juror.

• The process of preparing multiple copies of the final jury eharge will require
additional time that may cause some delay in the proceedings.

• Jurors read at different rates, and some jurors may either read ahead of or fall behind
the trial judge if they are reading their own copy oftbe instructions while the trial
judge is charging them.

• Judges occasionally detect minor errors in the instructions as they read the charge to
the jury; if the jurors have already been given their own individual copies of the
instructions, the result will be to complicate the process of correcting the charge as
initially written 10 ensure that the jurors use a corrected version of the instructions
during deliberations.

The Subcommittee concludes that the perceived advantages of giving each juror his or
her own eopy of the instructions signitkuntly outweigh the perceived disadvantages, and that
Connecticut courts should follow PRINCIPLE 14.B.'s recommendation on copies of instructions
for jurors. Accordingly; the Subcommittee makes the following recommendation:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

Connecticut judges should provide eaeh juror with a eopy of the instructions for use
while the jury is being instructed and during delibcrations. (A minority of the
Subcommittee mcmbers believe that jurors should not be given their own eo pies of the
instructions to read along with the judge during the jury charge, but should instead receive
their eopies at the time they commenee deliberating.)

Subcommittee Comments on Implementation:

The Practicc Book currently pcrmits one copy oftbe jury instructions to be sent into thc
jury room. See Practice Book § 16-15 (eivil cases) and § 42-23 (criminal cases). If the
Subcommittee's recommendation on this practice is implemented, the Practice Book rule sbould
be revised to authorize the court 011 its own motion to give each juror a copy of the instructions
for the juror's use during deliberations.

The Subcommittee notes that one possible variation in implementation may bc helpful in
addressing some of the perceived disadvantages of giving the jurors copies of the instructions to
rcad along with the judge. As noted above, some trial judges usc an overhead projector whilc
they charge the jury, rather than giving each juror a written copy of the instructions to read
during thc chargc. Two benefits result: (I) jurors cannot read ahead of or fall behind him as thc
judge delivcrs the charge; and (2) the judge does not have to retrievc from the jurors their copies
of the charge as initially \vritten if the judge detects minor errors \vhilc reading the charge,
(Instead, the judge can make corrections and then have copies of the correeted tinal instructions



made and given to the jurors for use during deliberations.) Where courtrooms have the
technology to permit this approach, the approach should be used as a likely "best practice."



SUllCO~lMITTEE O~ SELECTE[) .JuRORS

RECOMME~[)ATlON V: Exhibit Index for Use During Deliberations

Practice Recommended in PRiNCIPLE IS:

PRINCIPLE 15.13. provides:

Exhibits admitted into evidence should ordinarily be provided to the jury for
use during deliberations. Jurors should be provided an exhibit indcx to
facilitate their review and consideration of doeumcntary evidence.

PRINCIPLES, at 113.

Current Connccticut Practice:

Some Connecticut judges currently give the jury an exhibit index for their use during
deliberations, but many do not.

Perceived Advautages of Approach from PRINCIPl.ES:

• An exhibit index should assist jurors in recalling and locating exhibits to which they
may wish to refer during their deliberations.

Perceived Disadvantages of Approach from PRINCIPLES:

• The process of preparing the exhibit index will require additional time that may cause
some delay in the proceedings.

The Subcommittee concludes that the perceived advantages of giving the jury an exhibit
index for their use during deliberations significantly outweigh the perceived disadvantages, and
that Connecticut coorts should follow PRINCIPLE 15.B.'s recommendation in this regard. The
Subcommittee cautions, however, that the court should (with the active assistance of counsel)
eliminate lrom the index to be provided to jurors all references to exhibits that have not been
admitted as full exhibits (e.g., court exhibits and exhibits marked for identification but not
admitted as full exhibits). and all descriptions of full exhibits that might in some way be
prejudicial. Accordingly. the Subcommittee makes the following recommendation:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

Connecticut judges should provide the jury with an appropriately redacted index of
full exhihits for the jurors' usc duriug deliberations,

Sllhcommiuee COll1D1cnts onJmplcmentation:

If the Subcommittee's recommendation on this practice is implemented, the
Practice Book mle should be revised to authorize the court on its own motion to
provide the jury with an appropriately redacted index of full exhibits for the jurors'
use during deliberations. See Practice Book § 16-I5 (civil cases) and § 42-23



(criminal cases), which do not currently include an exhibit list among the items that
may be given to the jury for lise during deliberations.



SUBCO'nJITTEE ON SELECTED JURORS

RECOMMENtHTlON VI:

Responding to Juror Questions and
Requests for "Readbaeks" of Testimony During Deliberations

Practice Recommended in PRlt'CIPLE 15:

PRINCIPLE 15.D. provides:

When jurors submit a question during deliberations, the court, in consultation
with the parties, should supply a prompt, complete and responsive answer or
should explain to the jurors wby it cannot do so.

PRINCIPLES. at I 13.

Current Connecticut Practice:

The Connecticut Practice Book provides lor and Connecticut judges allow a readback of
trial testimony when the jurors request one during deliberations. Connectieutjudges vary in the
approaches they use when deliberating jurors submit a question about interpretation of the
court's instructions. Some judges simply reread to the jurors the initial instructions and advise
the jurors that they wil! have to do the best they can to follow them; other judges, after
consulting with counse!, give the jurors additional instructions in an attempt to respond to the
issue about which they appear confused or uncertain.

Perceived Advantages of Approach from PRINCIPLES:

• Jurors will likely deliberate more effectively and more confidently - and they may
reaeh objectively more accurate vcrdicts - if the couli provides the information or
guidance the jurors havc requested when they are uncertain about their recall of
testimony or have a question about the judge's instructions.

• Jurors who receive this typc of assistance from the court will likely feel more satisJied
with their service than will jurors who have requested this type of assistance and been
rebuffed by the courl.

Perceived Disadvantages of Approach from PRINCIPLES:

• The process of preparing helpful, appropriate responses to jurors' questions about
instruclions will require addilionaltime, delaying completion of the proceedings.

• The process by which the court works with counsel to lonnulate additional
instructions to adJress jurors' questions about the initial instructions is a challenging
proccss, and the supplcmenlal instructions Ihat the court fashions may expose the trial
court to greater risk of reversal on appeal.

The Subcommittee concludes that thc perceived advantagcs of responding helpfully to
jurors' questions during deliberations significantly out\'veigh the perceived disadvantages, and



that Connecticut courts should follow PRINCIPLE 15.D's recommendation in this regard.
Accordingly. Ihe Subcommittee makes the following recommendations:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

\Vitb respect to read backs, tbe Subcommittce rccommends tbat Connecticut courts
should continue to follow current practice as prescribed by Practice Book § 16-27 and § 42
26. Tbe Subcommittee further rceommends:

• Judges should be sensitive to concerns of fairness and completeness and sbould
construe requests for read backs broadly to ensure tbat the readbacks will
includc all testimony fairly responsive to the jurors' request.

• When tbe court is uneertain about which portions of the recorded testimony will
be fairly responsive to the jurors' request - or when the jurors' reqnest arguably
will require the reading of very significant portions of testimony - the court
should make inquiries to the jurors about their request, after consultation with
counsel, to determine if the jurors' relldback request Clln be refined and better
focused.

With respect to jurors' request for additional instructions or c1arifielltion of the
instruetions thllt have been given, the eourt should cousult with counsel and then supply II

prompt, complete and responsive answer or explain to the jurors why it cannot do so. In
responding to reinstruetion requests, judges should continue to follow the guidance in
Practice Book § 16-28 (for civil cases) § 42-27 (for criminlll cases).

With respect to requests for readblleks and requests for reinstruction, the
Subcommittce further recommends:

• Aftcr receiving 'I request from the jury for a relldbaek or additional instruction,
the court should instruct thc jury to continue with its delibentions, as best it
can, wbile the court works with counsel to fashion an appropriate response.



SUBCO~IMlTTEE ON SELECn:D .JURORS

RECOM~IENDATI()NVII: INNOVATIVE TRIAL PROCEDURES

I)rocedurcs that should he used only in particular trials in which they
might he helpful, by agreement of counsel and the court

The Subcommittee examined a number of other procedures recommended in the
PRINCIPLES or elsewhere and concluded that that they might be advantageous in a limited
number oftr.ials. The Subcommittee concluded that certain of these procedures,
summarized brieny below, should be used only in particular trials in which they might be
helpful, hv agreement of counsel and the court. The Subcommittee also concludes that
the judiciary should provide judgcs with appropriate guidance and training on the "best
practices" lor implementation of these procedures. for those trials in which the
procedures will be used.

I. Juror Exhibit Binders/Notebooks

PRINCIPLE l3.B. states in pertincnt part that "[j]urors should, in appropriate cases,
be supplied with identical trial notebooks which may inelude such items as the court's
preliminary instructions, selected exhibits which have been rulcd admissible, stipulations
of the parties and other relevant materials not subject to gcnuine dispute." While many
trials will not be of suffieient length or eomplexity to warrant use of such trial notebooks,
the Subcommittee agrees with PRINCIPLE 13.B.'s recommendation that they be used in
appropriate cases in which the trial notebooks will assist jurors in organizing and keeping
track of materials they have received, including notes they have taken.

2. Expanded Preliminary Instruction

PRINCIPLE 13.B. states in pertinent part that "[t]he court should give preliminary
instructions directly following empanelment of the jury that explain ... the nature of
evidence and its evaluation, tlte issues to he addressed, aud the basic relevant legal
principles, including the elements ojthe charges (m" claims ami defillitions oj
unJamiliar legal terms" (Emphasis supplicd.)

The Subcommittee concludes that substantive instructions of Ihis type might be
helpful in giving jurors a better sense of the context in which they will have to evaluate
the evidence that will be prcsentcd at trial. Thc Subcommittee docs. however. have two
signi ficant concerns about the procedure:

• Jurors who are so instructed ma:y prematurely adopt a frame of reference within
which Ihey will place undue emphasis 011 selectcd parts of the evidentiary
presentation,

• The process of determining which substantive instructions can be given
appropriately and safely at the bcginning of trial may become unduly burdensome
and time-consuming.



These potential disadvalllages of expanded preliminary instructions lead the
Subcommittee to the following recommendation:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

Expanded preliminary instructions should be given only to the extent that
they are deemed helpful in particular cases, and only when agreed upon by counsel
and the court.



SllBCOM,\lITTEE ON SELECTED .JllRORS

RECOMMENDATION VII I: INNOVATIVE TRIAL PROCEDliRES

!'roccdurcs that should /lol generally be used by Connceticut courts

The Subeommiltee examined several procedures that arc being suggested or uscd
elsewhere and concluded that they should not generally be used by Connecticut courts, as
the perceived disadvantages of them appear to the Subcommittce to outweigh the
perceived advantages.

1. Discussing Evidcnce During Trial

PRINCIPLE 13.17. states that "[j]urors in civil cases may be instructed that they will
bc pcrmittcd to discuss the cvidence among themselves in the jury room during recesses
from trial whcn all are present, as long as they reserve judgment about the outcome of the
case until deliberations commence."

The Subcommittee acknowledges that jurors may feel some frustration that they
are not permitted during recesses to discuss the evidence that has been presented up to
that point in the trial. The Subcommittee also believes that thcre may be some benefits to
allowing jurors during recesses to engage in discussion to clarify matters Oil which
pmiicular jurors may have misheard recent testimony or experienced other types of
confusion. The Subcommittee concludes, however, that permitting jurors to engage in
such discussions involves very significant risk that jurors will start to move prematurely
toward judgment about thc outcome of the case - before thcy havc heard all the evidcnce
that will be presented - even if the court admonishes them strongly not to do so. In
addition, this procedure was held unconstitutional in State v. Washington, 182 Conn. 419
(1980). The Subcommittee concludes that this disadvantage of the procedure
significantly outweighs its potential benetits, and thus makes the following
recommendation:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

Connecticut courts should continue to follow their current practice of
instructing jurors that thcy may not discuss the cvidence in thc case until the judge
has delivcred the final jury charge and instructed the jurors that they may begin
deliberations.

2. Sequcntial Expert Witness Testimony

PRINCIPLE J3.G. states in pertinent part that ",p]arties and courts should be open
to a variety of trial techniques to enhance juror comprehension of the issues including.
alteration of the sequencing of expert witness testimony."



The Subcommittee acknowledges that jurors may better understand issues that
will be addressed in expert testimony if the experts for both sides present their testimony
at the same stage of trial, rather than separated by days or weeks of evidence on other
issues and the intervening testimony of some or many other witnesses. The
Subcommittee concludes, however, that the procedure involves significant disadvantages.
Chief among these is the likelihood that the interjection of defense expert's testimony in
the course of plaintiffs case in chief will unfairly prejudice plaintiffs ability to present
that case in chief coherently and elTcctively. Defendants may also find the procedure
disadvantageous, as they will be precluded from presenting defense expert testimony that
is infonned by and responsive to all of the evidence presented in plaintil],s case in chief.
For these reasons, the Subcommittee makes the following recommendation:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

Connecticut courts should not generally usc sequential presentation of expert
witnesses. If-in extraordinary cases - a court feels that the procedure might be
especially advantageous, the procedure should be used only if all counsel for all
parties in the case consent.

3. Guidance on Selecting Foreperson and .Jury Deliberation Guide

Principle 14.C. states that "[i]nstruetions for reporting the results of deliberations
should be given l'ollowing linal argument in all cascs. At Ilrattime, the court shouhl also
provide the jury with appropriate suggestions regarding the process ofselecting II

presiding juror IIlltlthe conduct ofits deliberatio1ls." (Emphasis added.)

The Subcommittee acknowledges that many jurors have expressed the view, after
completing their service, that they would have benefited 11'001 more guidance about how
they should deliberate. The Subcommittee concludes, however, that the process by
which juries decide how to deliberate is itself a eritical step by which jurors develop
rapport with each other and general strategies t'or group conversation. The Subcommittee
believes that jurors will likely feel constrained to t'ollow the suggestions in a '"jury
deliberation guide," if given one by the court.,

Suheommittee Recommendation:

Connecticut judges should continue to provide general guidance in their
instructions regarding jury deliberations and should instruct jurors about the role
and rcsponsibilities of the forepeJ"Son, but should not otherwise offer suggestions to
jlll'ors about how they should go about deciding who will serve as foreperson ..



Slillco~nllTTEE ON SELECTEll ,JlJRORS

RECOMMENllATION IX: .Juror Qucstions for Witncsscs

PRINCIPLE 13.C. states:

In civil cascs,jurors should, ordinarily, be pennittcd to submit \\Titlcn
questions for witnesses. In deciding whether to permit jurors to submit
written questions in criminal cases, the court should take into
consideration the historic reasons why comts in a number of
jurisdictions have discouraged juror questions and the experience in
those jurisdictions that have allowed it.

I. Jmors should be instructcd at the beginning of the trial conceming
their ability to submit written questions for witnesses.

2. Upon receipt of a written question, the court should make it part of
the court record and disclose it to the parties outside the hearing of
the jury. The parties should be given the opportunity, outside the
hearing of the jury, to interpose objections and suggest modifications
to the question.

3. After ruling that a question is appropriate, the court may pose the
question to the witness, or permit a party to do so, at that time or
later; in so deciding, the court should consider whether the parties
prefer to ask, or to have the court ask, the question. The court should
modify thc qucstion to eliminate any objectionable materiaL

4. After the question is answered, the parties should be given an
opportunity to ask follow-up questions.

PRINCIPLES at 91-92.

Current Connecticut Practice:

The Practice Book pennits jurors to submit questions to be asked of witnesses in the
discretion of the presidingjudge in both civil, Practice Book § 16-7, and criminal cases, Practice
Book § 42-9. Some Connecticut judges currently pennit jurors to submit questions for witnesses
in civil cases, with the paI1ies' consent. The Subcommittee is not aware of any Connecticut judge
who has pcnnittedjurors to ask questions of witnesses in criminal cascs. Data about the practice
of pem1ittingjurors to ask qucstions ill olher jurisdictions is attached in Appendix F.



Perceived Advanta~es of Approach from PRINCIPLES:

The Subcommittee concludes that - at least in civil trials -- some significant benefits may
be realized from use of this procedure. I Possible or likely benefits include:

• Jurors who are allowed to submit questions may avoid potentially unnecessary confusion
about portions of witnesses' testimony.

• Jurors apparently want to be permitted to submit occasional questions for witnesses, and
they may feel more confident and comfortable if they have been allowed to submit
questions to get information they believe necessary for well-informed deliberation and
decision-making.

• Jurors who are allowed to snbmit questions may remain more attentive and engaged than
they will be if restricted to a passive role during triaL

• Jurors' questions, if permitted, may alert the court and counsc! to issues about which
jurors need additional information or guidance to deliberate effectively.

Perceived Disadvantages of Approach from PRtNCIPLES:

The Subcommittee concludes that the potential disadvantages of the procedure arc also
signitlcant. Potential disadvantages include:

• Jurors who are allowed to submit questions may draw unfair and inappropriate inferences
if questions they submit arc not posed to witnesses. (Inevitably, some juror questions
will not be posed to witnesses because the questions arc legally inappropriate.)

• Jurors who are allowed to submit questions tor witnesses may be inclined to tnll into the
role of partisans or advocates, rather than the role of neutral tnet-findcrs.

• Parties and their counsel may lose - or at least perceive a loss of - their control of the
orderly presentation of evidence and issues at trial, if jurors are permitted to submit
questions that the parties and/or their counsel would prefer not be asked,

The Subcommittee concludes that the perceived disadvantages of this procedure are
sufficiently important that the procedure should not be used in Connecticut courts, absent
consent orthe parties and their counseL Accordingly, the Subcommittee makes the ti)llowing
recommendation:

I The Sllbcomll1jttc~conclude,s as a number ofjurisdictiollS have that the procedure s.hould nul be used in
criminal trials, In reaching this cone lusion. the Subcommittee \vas signdkantly in flucnccu by two concerns: (, J ) use
of juror questions in criminal trials seems to inappropriately undercut the constitutional assignment to the
govcrnn~lli of the burden of presenting evidence that establishes gui It beyond a reasonable doubt; and (2) jurors til
criminal trials may he especially likely to submit legally inapproprime questions (e.g., pcnuining 10 prior convictions
or accusations of criminal conduct by the accused) and to dravv improper inferences when the questions are not
posed by the court.



Subcommittee Recommendation:

Jurors sbould be permitted to submit questions for witnesses ouly wben usc of the
procedure has been agreed UpOIl by counsel alld the court. The subcommittee docs not
believe this procedure should be used in eriminal trials, although it is permitted by the
rules. \Vhell jururs in civil trials arc permitted to submit questions for witnesses, the court
should usc the proeedllrcs suggested in PRtNCIPLE D.C.



SUllCOMMITTEE ON St:U:Cn:D .JURORS

RECOMMENDATION X: Counseling for ,Jurors in Stressful Cases

Subcommittee members discussed at some length the significant challenges faced by
jurors who have served in especially stressful cases, These challenges may include anxiety,
depression, and other potential symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder. Accordingly, the
Subcommittee makes the following recommendation:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

The judiciary should take steps to ensure that appropriate counseling and othcr
mental health resources are available - free of cbarge - to jurors who report mental health
ch'lllenges on account of their jury service,

Subcommittee Comments on Implementation

The Subcommittee suggests that ~ consistent with the general treatment of jurors as
offkers of the court during the period of their service - the judiciary's Employee Assistanee
Program ("EAP") might be an appropriate vehicle for provision of these resources, although the
program currently is not used for this purpose. Use oflhe EAP, if feasible, might allow the
judiciary to respond helpfully to the range of mental/emotional symptoms for which jurors might
conceivably seek help.

If the EAP program will not be a feasible avenue for the provision of counseling and
other mental health resources to distressed jurors, the judiciary may wish to explore the
possibility of contracting with private mental health professionals for provision of these lypes of
services to distressed jurors, with appropriate referral protocols and restrictions,



SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECTED Jl'lWRS

RECO~DIENDATIONXI:

Jurors' Certificates of Appreciation (Doc. No. JDI'-.IA-28, New 1(17)

The Subcommittee believes that the Juror Certificates of Appreciation currently used by
the courts are not an ideal method for acknowledging jurors and thanking them for their scrvicc.
Accordingly, the Subcommittee makes the following recommendation:

Subcommittee Recommendation:

The judiciary should prepare a standard letter of appreciation that will routinely be
sent to jurors at their homes, after they have complcted their servicc. The Subcommittee
recommends that these letters be personalized; they should be addressed individually to the
jurors by name.

Subcommittee Comments on Implementation:

While the letters ofappreeiation might perhaps be signed by the trial judge fi'omthe case
in which the jurors served, problems could arise if the trial judge is subsequently required to act
on a motion for a new trial based upon claims of juror misconduct. (In such an instance, the
receipt by the jurors of an intervening letter of thanks trom the trial judge may present at least the
appearance of a conniet or impropriety complicating the judge's consideration of the new trial
motion.) For that reason. the better course may be to have the letter of thanks signed hy the
Administrative Judge or the Chief Justice. so thm the trial judge will not be involved in private.
post-trial communications with the jurors.

Tbe Subcommittee also notes that a dilTerent approach tbanthe one suggested here might
be necessary ifcopies of the thank-you letters 10 jurors will be deemed to be public documents
and thus tiled in the public clerk's me. If that will be the case, the use ofjurors' names and
addresses in the thank-you lelters would disserve the important goal of projecling jurors' privacy,
and the new approach suggested here would likely not be a "best practice" because of those
pnvacy conccnlS.



SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECTED .JUIlORS

RECO:\HlENDATlON XII:

Using .Jurors' Time Efficiently and Communicating Clearly With .Jurors About Scheduling

PRINCIPLE 12 provides that "[c]ourts should limit the length of trials insofar as jllstice
allows and jurors should be fully informed of the trial schedule established," PRINCIPLES l2,A·
C, further provide as follows:

A The court, after conferring with the parties, should impose and enforce
reasonable time limits on the trial or portions thereof
13, Trial judges should use modern trial management techniques that
eliminate unnecessary trial delay and disruption, Once begun. jury trial
proceedings with jurors present should take precedenee over all other court
proceedings except those given priority by a specitic law and those of an
emergency nature.
C. Jurors should be informed of the trial schedule and of any necessary
changes to the trial schedule at the earliest practicable time.

Thc Subcommittee is not persuadcd that it will be generally fcasible or fair for judges to
impose time limits for trials or even portions thereof even ifjudges confer with counsel before
doing so. The Subcommittee agrees strongly, however, with PRINCIPLE 12's suggestion that
judges should try to the greatest extenl possible to manage tnills (including sidebars and periods
when jurors will be excused) to avoid wasting jurors' lime, The Subeommittee also concurs with
PRtNCIPLE 12's suggestion that judges should do the best that they can to keep jurors apprised of
the trial schedule, any neeessary changes to the schedule and " when appropriate - the reasons
for necessary delays, The Subcommittee notes that jurors may be more understanding of and
patient with recesses and other delays if the court provides them with appropriate explanations of
the reasons the delays arc necessary.

The Subcommittee also recommends that courts explore the possibility of modifying the
courthouse daily schedule to allow for the most efficient use of jurors' time. Some Connecticut
judges, for example, have experimented successfully with shortening the daily trial schedule to
start in mid-morning Of conclude in mid-aftemoon; this schedule allows jurors to come late or be
excused earl y. and it permits the court to use periods when the jurors are absent from Ihe
courthouse to address with counsel some issues thaI might have required excusing the jury for
periods of inactivity in the jury \vailing rool11.

For these reasons, the Subcommittee makes thc following recommendation:

Subcommittee Reeommendalion:

.Judges should try to the greatest extent possible to manage trials (iucluding sidebars
and periods when jurors will be excused) to avoid wasting jurors' time.•Judges should also
do the best that they can to keep jurors apprised of the trial schedule, any neccssary



changes to the schedule, and - when appropriate - the reasous for necessary delays.
Connecticut courts should also explore the possibility of modifying the courthouse daily
schedule to allow for most efficient use of jurors' time.



SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECTEO JURORS

RECOMMENOATION XIII; Treatment of Alternate Jurors at Trial

The Subcommittee understands that the Subcommittee on Voir Dire Practices is
examining the procedures for selection of alternate jurors and their treatment at trial, including
those procedures recommended in PRtNCIPLE 8. The Subcommittee on Selected Jurors also
discussed these issues and eoneludes that changes in current practices may be desirable. Because
recommendations will be forthcoming from the Subcommittee on Voir Dire Practices, the
Subcommittee on Selected Jurors limits its comments here to the following two observations.

First, the Subcommittee believes that Connecticut should consider discontinuing the
practice currently followed in criminal trials for use of alternate jurors when deliberating jurors
must be excused. Specifically - pursuant to Conn, Gen. Stat. § 54-82h - an alternate juror in
these circumstances can be brought back to join in jury deliberations, but the jury is required to
start delibcrations over and to disregard all discussion that took place bef{)re the alternate
returned. (This practice is not used in civil trials.) '[be Subcommittee bclieves that this
procedure may not constitute a "best practice," as the kind of deliberation that results from it will
likely be materially different than the kind ofde1iberation that occurs when ajury has not becn
required to "start again" with a new member who did not pnrticipate in the group's initial
deliberations. The Subcommittee coneJudes that the practice warrants further study, with a view
to a possible change.

Second, Connecticut's practices regarding treatment of alternate jurors I{)r purposes of
deliberations should be revised so that the same approach is used in criminal and civil trials, The
Subcommittee belicves that consistency in this practice would be bcncficial, and there do not
appear to be compelling reasons (if any) for using a differcnt approach in criminal trials than is
used in civil trials. The Subcommittee notes that Icgislative action will be necessary for
effectuation of the Subcommittee's recommendation herc for a change in the practice used with
alternates in criminal trials, as the current practice has been codified. See Conn. Gen. St. §§ 54
82h (criminal eascs) and 51-243 (civil eases).

CHAIRS' NOTE: This topic is covered in grcater detail in Voir Dire Recommendation VII,



SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECTED .JURORS

RECOMMENDATION XIV:

Protecting .Juror Privacy -- Parting Instructions for Jurors

Practice Recommended in PRINCIPLE 18:

PRINCIPLE 18 provides that "[c]ourts should give jurors legally pennissible post-verdict
lldvice and information." PRINCIPLES 18.C.-E. provide additional suggestions in this regard. as
follows:

C. At the conclusion of the trial, thc coult should instruct Ihc jurors that they
have the right either to discuss or to refuse to discuss the case with anyone.
including counselor members of the press.
D. Unless prohibited by law, the court should ordinarily permit the parties to
contact jurors alter their terms ofjury serviee have expired, subject, in the
court's discretion, to reasonable restrictions.
E. Courts should infonn jurors that they may ask for the assistance of the
court in the event that individuals persist in questioning jurors, over their
objection. about their jury service.

PRINCIPLES, at 127.

Current Connecticut Practice

Judges use various methods to advise jurors that the law docs not require them to speak to
anyone about their service, and that the jurors may choose whether or not to do so.
Representatives of parties and the media can directly contact jurors to discuss their jury service.

Perceived Advantages of Approach From Principles

• Jurors will likely feel more eomfoltable and relaxed knowing that they have a choice
as to whether to speak about their service post-verdiet.

• The court's involvement with juror access may reassure jurors, especially in light of
concerns they may have about their own safety after serving in criminal cases and
some types of civil cases.

Perceived DisacIvanlagcs From Principles

• The J,rct that post-vcrdict access to jurors will - at least to some extent -- be under the
control of the court may make accessibility more limited than it would be with an
unJ1ltered approach.



Suhcommittee Recommcndation

The Suhcommittee helieves that the approach suggested hy the PRINCIPLES

constitutes the "best practice" in this llrea and that Connceticut courts should follow the
procedu«'s suggested in I'RINCII'U: 18.

Consistent with this general recommendation, the Suheommittee specifically
recommends:

Judges should provide jurors with at least the following instructions and
information after tbey have completed their service:

Instructions:

• Jurors have the right either to discuss or to refuse to discuss the
case with anyone, including connsel, the parties and mcmbers of
the press.

• Jurors may ask for the assistance of the court in the evcnt that
individuals persist in questioning them, over their ohjection, ahout
their jury service.

Additional Information:

• Contact information for jurors to use if they require assistance from the
court in addressing pcrsistent unwelcome questioning ahout their jury
service.

Subcommittee Comments on 1tJ:l.Plementation

The Judicial Branch might consider establishing a secure statewide juror "hotline" Or
juror service line that jurors could call 10 report problems related to unwelcome post-service
contacts from others. Such a hotline would allow jurors to call to report problems without
having to resort to the clerk's office in the courthouse in which the jurors served, and availability
of the hotlinc might facilitate speedy, private follow-up on post-discharge juror complaints.



SUBCOMMITTEE: O"i SELECTED JLRORS

RECO~DtE"iIlATIO"iXV:

Protecting .Juror Privacy -- Prospective Juror Questionnaire and Personal Information

Practice Recommended in PRINCIPLE 7:

PHINCIPLE 7.A .8 stales:

Followingjury selection and triuL the court should keep all jurors' home and
business addresses and telephone numbers conlidential and under seal unless
good cause is shown to the court which would require diselosure. Original
records, documents and transcripts relating to juror summoning and jury
selection may be destroyed when the time lor appeal has passed, or the appeal is
complete, whichever is longer, provided that, in criminal proceedings, the court
maintains for use by the parties and the public exact replicas (using any reliable
process that ensures their integrity and preservation) of those items and devices
for viewing them.

~'urrent Connecticut Practice

Prospective jurors receive a questionnaire prior to their report date. The completed
questionnaire is present with the prospective juror on the report date. Thc questionnaire is
presented to the attorneys (parties) during the jury selection proccss. At the conclusion of voir
dire, the questionnaire is collected by the c1crk and copies are shredded. The confidentiality of
the questionnaire isprotected by law. Connecticut General Statutes § 51-232. The jury clerk
produces a listing of jurors and their towns of residence. This list is generally collected by the
clerk upon completion of the voir dire process.

Jurors regularly express concerns about their personal inl(lflnation being discloscd to the
public, lawyers, criminal defendants and the mcdia. Under current practices. the listing of jurors'
names and towns of residence can be made available to the public. This practice has caused
jurors constcrnation and concern, particularly in criminal cases.

Generally consistent with requirements under the state and federal constitutions
Connecticut courtrooms arc open to the public and names ofjurors and personal inlormation
about them are prescnted in court during the voir dire process. While the questionnaire contains
personal int()rmation. current law already protects against broad public disclosure of the
questionnaire.

Perceived /\dvantagcs of Approach From PRfNCIPLES

• Jurors \\'ill very much appreciate the improved protection or privacy and
eonlidemiality that the PHI~CIPLES approach affords.



Perceived Disadvantages of Approach From PRINCIPLES

• Access to contact by media, parties ,md other individuals will be restricted.
• Destruction of voir dire transcripts may not be permissible under applicable

constitutional principles.

Subcommittee Recommendation

The ABA's recommended practices appear to be generally consistent with Connecticut's
practice, except that voir dire is open (pursuant to constitutional requirements) and the names
and towns ofresidcnce ofjurors can be disclosed under current Connecticut law.

The Subcommittee recommends that this issue be studied further. to ascertain if
Connecticut courts might bettcr protcctjurors' privacy by using, in all respects consistent with
constitutional requirements, the practices recommended in Principle 7.A.8. The Subcommittee
also suggests that the courts lJJay want to consider particularized specification of the type of
"good cause" that lJJust be shown before disclosure will be permitted - something more than a
simple balancing test pitting the public's right to know against the jurors' rights to
confidentiality.



SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECn:O .JI'RORS

RF:CO~IMENOATION XVI: .Juror Usc ofSlllHrtphones (E-mail, Voice-mail)

The Subcommittec believes that the issue of jurors' usc of smartphones or other similar
devices during their service warrants further examination by the courts. All members of the
Subcommittee agree that jurors should be prohibited Irom using such devices at any timc during
their service (including during the jury selection process) to conduct research about issucs in or
media accounts of their case; to gather information about the parties, counscl or witnesses; or to
communicate with others about the proceedings. Members of the Subcommittee dillered
vigorously. however, in their views of the desirability of allowing jurors to use smartpholles or
other devices during recesses or lunch breaks to catch up with their personal and work voiccmail
and/or e-mail. Thc Subcommittee's conversations suggested both advantages and disadvantages
of prohibiting jurors from using smartphones during recesses to catch up on personal and
business matters.

Perceived Advantages of Prohibiting Jurors Irom Using Smartphones During Recesses

• Jurors who are prohibited entirely from using smartphones during their service,
including during recesses, may be better ablc to resist the temptation to use their
smartphones to conduct research about issues in or media accounts of their case;
to gather information about the parties, counsel or witnesses; or to communicate
with others about the proceedings. (This advantage will be secured with greater
certainty ifjurors are required to leave their smartphones with the clerk during
recesses.)

• If pennitted to use their smartphones during recesses, jurors may become
distracted by the personal or business matters discussed in the voicemails or e
mails they retrieve, with the result that they may become less capable of
committing their full attention to the court proceedings wben the proceedings
resume after the period of recess.

• The conversations in which jurors engage during periods of recess are an
important component of the process by which jurors build relationships and
establish rapport. and these conversations will take place differently (and perhaps
not at all) ifsome or many jurors are preoccupied during recesses by uSlng their
smartphones to check on outside personal or work matters.

Perceived Disadv,1ntagcs of Prohibiting Jurors from Usin" Smartphoncs During Rc~~s£s.

• Jurors will likely be angered and frustrated if they arc prevented from using
recesses to \\iork through at least some of their voicemail and e-mail messages
that will accumulatc during the trial day and with which thc jurors will otherwise
havc [0 contend in the evening hours, after they arc excused fi:Jr the day.



• Ifjurors are not required to leave their smartphones with the clerk during recesses,
some -- perhaps many -- of them will likely use their smartphones to cheek on
personal or business matters during recesses, even if thev have been explicitlv
instructed not to do so, Two unfortunate consequences appear likely:

o Somc erosion of the authority of the trial judge may result as jurors
observe fellow jurors violating the judge's instructions without apparent
penalty. (It seems unlikely that jurors would report fellow jurors to the
court for the olTense of ehecking their personal e-mails or voieemails on
their smartphoncs during recesses.)

o Jurors who conclude that the prohibition against their smartphonc usc
during recesses is not justified by compelling reasons of policy - and who
then use their smartphones in violation of the instructions - may resent
that they were required to violate the judge's instructions in order to
engage in conduct that they believe should have been pennissible.

Subcommittee Recommendation

Jurors should be prohibited from using smartphones or other such devices at (Illy

time during their service (including during the jury selection process) to conduct research
about issues in or media accounts of their case; to gather information about the parties,
counscl or witnesses; or to communicate with others about the proceedings, The jndiciary
should conduct additional investigation to evaluate the desirability of allowing jurors to usc
smartphones or other devices during recesses or lunch breaks to catch up with their
personal and work voieemail and/or e-mail. Finally, as noted in Recommendation I, the
Subcommittee concludes that - whatever the approach will be that the courts will follow in
the future in this regard - jurors should be given explicit guidance about when ami how
they may usc their handheld devices and the reasons for the restrictions that the court
imposes On that usc,

Subcommittee Comments on Implementation

In weighing future approaches in this regard, the judiciary may tind a helpful resource in
the Center for Jury Studies at the National Center lor Statc Courts. Paula Hannalord, Director of
the Center tor Jury Studies, has been collecting instructions prepared by jurisdictions around the
country relating to thc usc that jurors may make of smart phones and similar devices during their
Jury serVlec.



PUBLIC SERVICE A['I;l) TRUST COMMISSION

JURY COMMITTEE

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIO['I;S

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CHAms



CHAIRS' RECOMMENDATIONS

1, The chairs have attached reeommencbtions for post-report projects, areas of study or survey,
and areas for training based on the recommendations of the subcommittee in part IV of this
report.

2. The chairs recommend the creation of a small standing committee, consisting of the Jury
Administrator. three judges and a chief clerk, for following purposes: to assist in implementing
adopted recommendations, to supervise any future studies, surveys or focus groups, to assist in
establishing educational programs, to review general instructions drafted by the stMding civil
and eriminaljury instruction committees, to review revisions of juror publications, orientation
remarks, web site information and juror video, to coordinate with other committees regarding
media issues, and to recommend the creation of task lorees where appropriate to address on
going jury service issues, The chairs propose that this standing committee be constituted as an
intemal Judicial Branch committee without public membership, but that any task lorce that may
be creatcd may include members of the public,

3, The chairs recommend a review of the job description and compensation for those individuals
who serve as jury clerks so that the description and compensation arc commensurate with the size
of the location in which the clerk serves and the caseload,



PUBLIC SERVICE ANI) TRUST COMMISSION

JURY COMMITTEE

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

IV. POST-REPORT PROJECTS, RECOMMENDAnONS FOR FURTHER STUDY AND
SlJRVEYS/FOCUS GROlJPS AND HECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRAINING



POST-REPORT PROJECTS

Creating. maintaining and updating forms. publications. website. video and orientation
materials and eonfomling them for consistency
Creating a uniform process to address jurors specific concerns about their ability to serve
Training programs for judges and staff on adopted recommendations
Creating a new jury orientation video
Adopting recommended appropriate practices for pre-screening jurors in eivil and
criminal cases
Exploring methods by which post-verdict counseling can be provided for jurors who
served in stressful cases without cost to them
Establishing a secure statewide juror service line fix post-discharge complaints/issues



RH:OMMENDATIONS FOR: FURTHER STUDY AND FOCUS GROU!'S OR
SURVEYS

Study ways to improve quality of source list data received
Study whether technology can overcome disadvantages of permanent master lile

• Study juror utilization practices in different locations statewide
Study cftlcieney of the size of venire panels
Study whether a need exists to translate sections of the website andjuror publications into
languages olher than Spanish

• Conduct focus groups with fonner jurors on what infonllation would be helpful both in
advance of service and during service

• Study legality of changing summons calculation fOn11Ula (this would be a major study and
requires a legal opinion tirst before the demographic data is examined)

• Study constitutional ways in which to protect juror privacy following jury selection and
trial

• Exit survey ofjurors regarding improvements to the voir dire experience
Study restrictions as to jurors' use of personal electronic devices during jury service



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRAINING

• Train jury staff and clerks' officeson how to interpret utilization statistics till' more
accurate assessment of number ofjmors needed
Train jury statl to assess jurors' speei fie concerns about serving
Trainjudges to assess jurors' specific concerns about serving
Train judges and staff regarding appropriate pre-screening practices

• Train judges, attorneys on how to conduct panel jury selection
Train judges, attorneys, staff on preservation ofjuror privacy and confidentiality



PUHLIC SERVICE AND TRUST COMMISSION

JURY COMMITTEE

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATlONS

V. APPENDICES



Appendix A

Summoning and litilization Statistics

Total Jurors Summoned:

2007 Court Year

609,121

)008 Court Year

610,120

Disqua1ilicd (CG.S. § 52-217 (a)): 284,288 286,004

Excused by Court:

Canceled by Court:

Jurors who served:

No Shows:'

6,720

160,282

109,904

35,329

5,7 12

177,461

98,831

35,272

Juror utilization is the percentage of jurors seheduled to appear who actually serve at least
one day. TIle National Center for State Courts recommends a minimum juror utilization rate of
40 percent.

Statewide Juror Utilization Rate:

Statewide Juror Cancellation Rate:

CY 2007

350/0

CY 2008

31%

• Not all no-show jurors attain delinquent status. Some are disquali lied or canceled prior to the
.expiration of 13 months from the original summons date.



Appendix B

Jury Trials by Case Type·· J.D. Locations 9/1/2007 to 8/31/2008

Jury Trials - G.!\. Locations 9/12007 to 8J3l!2008



Jury Trials by Case Type
J. D. Locations

9/1/2007 to 8/31/08

Criminal Civil

Ansonia-Milford 3 28

Danbury 2 22

Fairfield 28 84

Hartford 20 53

Litchfield 1 8

Middlesex 0 13

Meriden 0 8

New Britain 10 25

New London-Norwich 8 22

New Haven 18 44

Stamford 8 50

Tolland 1 6

Waterbury 23 35

Windham 0 4

State 122 402

5



Jury Trials
G. A. Locations

9/1/2007 to 8/31/08

Derby

Milford

Danbury

Bridgeport

Manchester

Enfield

Hartford

New Britain

Bristol

New London

Norwich

Bantam

Middletown

Meriden

New Haven

Stamford

Norwalk

Rockville

Waterbury

Danielson

State

Criminal
Jury Trials

2

o
5

9

11

o
9

4

2

6

2

1

o
2

11

8

6

1

6

1

86

6



Appendix C

Mock Up of Revised Summons For Petit Juror

Mock Up of Revised Juror Reminder Notice



September 5, 2008

, "..

xYZ·20119-002-2011909999999
Shari DeLuca
80 Washington Street
Hartford. CT 06106

CONFIRMATION FORM
Complefe and return to .lUI)

;\dnlinislr.llrOi1 immediately.

A 01 WILL APPEAR ON MY APPEARANCE DATE OF

111111111111111111111111111111STATE OF CONNECTICUT
SUMMONS FOR PETIT .HJROH

Juror 10: XYZ-2009-002-200909999999

YOU MUST APPEAR Ecm JURY DUTY IN CONNECTICUT SUPERIOR COUR r
FAILURE TO REPORT EOR JURY DUTY IS A VIOLATION OF STATE LAW.
PLEASE REPORT TO

YOli will be required 10 serve for at least one day, rfyoll arc selectcd for a trial. you must
serve until the end of the triaL

The Judicial B·rnnch complies with the Americans With Disahilities Act (ADA). If you
need a reasonable accommodation in a\.:cordance with the ADA. Contact Jury
Administratioll.

t9t:!IIIn"

\i\i

7'2 J ..f

I do not speak or understand English. ;"'1} language is:

I am 111,)t a U.S, citizen, I am a citizen of:

E 0 lam Iiot a residellt of the Stat(, ofConnCCliclll. (Enter nc\\, address above,)

F' 0 I am incapahleofsctving: due to a physical or mental dlsabilit;.'. (lod;lim lhis

disqualification y(lU must submit illclta from :1]icens..-d plnslci;m stalin).' the phY~ln;lIl" ppJl1Jon
th:lI sllch disanillty prcvents \Oil from n:mkrll1g .1liHlr ~t'f\IVt' 1\)1 a flcrilld {It \'/1l: year

orPdlll<lllCfHly. whil.:hev<:f i" arpl1rnhkl

B 01 WISH TO POSTPONE TO A I)r\TE WITHIN IU,'vIONTIIS:
I i,'fH!JIU u= ,>"j(ildl,i I

nlE FOIJn\\T\G ·\ftE D1SQI'.\I.lfIC\TlO\S AI,LOWLD BY ST\!lTL U1ECl\ A\Y BOX

Wiliell :\Pl'IJFS <\:'\0 S!'PI'I.YTI1E REOCIREH l,\FOI{'.I,\'j'IO;\ on nOCt:;\1E!\T;\T10,\.

C D f claim previous service within tilt: past three y'(";us, or 1 am ctHTently sc!ll'dukJ

to servc. (Pleasecncfose a copy of;.'ot!r Juror Certificate iftlvailablc-,\

D 0 lam 70 yearS'<~f age- or older and choose not to ~t'rh':
Date o(Birth· .'HT ....

G 0

H 0

I 0

,I 0

I was convicted of a felony within the past 7 years. or I am a defendant in a
rending fclonyeasc. or I am in til;;: cw;\ody urihe Commissioner ofCorrl'(t;on~

r\ judge of'the Superior Court hilS found that [ exhibit a quality which will impair

my ability' to serve. (To c1anl1 this dbqu:liificlti"n, ith:ludc: ;\ c:"p~' \11' rhe Imp;lH11ll.'nt dO(lIJlli..·ll!
iSSllCd by ;l JlIdgc )

K 0 1 am lmd~r 18 years of agl? Date of Birth'

L D I am a member oCtile GCl1tra! Assembly and Ihe General !\s)l'mbly is in sessi(lJl

1\-1 0 1 am tbe Governor, Lt. Governor. Secretary of StJle, Treasurer. Comptroller,

Attorney Gcnewl, Judge of Superior, Appellate. Supreme, Probate or' Federal

F'<
.... yo~~~J'~~!>,~p~ M~gl~l!at~ w --- .~"-,~"~_._,, ----~-T.'·.·'·,--,-.'7.·"',·''''1'.·1'''·..-'-

, .'"" ("'l!""'"IUI~rp~"~I1~ ",Ill"~ 'IM~"'~"!J ,;, f,,'

,,:::.:~~I_'='f\lHnmf.jlir"l,iJrif';"K'lT ,\lflH:T:'ll(l"HIJ' ~__~ '" J
lomCEUSEONl,Y I

8:30 a.m.

I\J'f'EARANCE OATt~

September 5, 2008
couu

Hartford Superior Court
toJ Lafayctt(' Stret't
Ihtrlford, CT 06106

Approximately onc \vC'ck prior til your appearance date, ~iOU wil1rc'ceivea hatidbook and
a reminder notice in the mail with directions to the cOln1. The handbookwill contain
general inltJrmarion ,lbout juror service, YOli can obt<:lin appearaflce aild cancellation
information on-line.

For nlore information, }\iU may comBet Jury Adm inistratioll toll-free <1l l-800-842-8175.
Monday through Friday from R:OO 3.rn. to 8:00 p,m. TDD/TT\' uscrs may transmit
inquirers by calling (R60) 263-2771 Or 1*SOO~ 708~6794.

Sa,'~Tim~!

Answer yonr summons bye-mail.
Get information aboul jury duty on·Jine.

.lust log on to ww\'".iud.ct.gov/jurv
It's fasl and easy!

You may postpone your s('rvice to a dale \vllhin len months of the appearance date li$tcd
above, To po~irone your service. caU tbe Jury Administrator <11 I~800-8'U~817S or log
on to ~~~~~~jtJi-,L~gQ~~j_\l.CY.

FiII out and retum the ConfinnaliNl Form 10 Jury Admlnistrationassoon as possible Or
answer your sumlllons by (>mail. If'you claim one of the disqualifications onlht:
Confirmation Form, please c!l('ck the appropri:Hc box and providedocumcntation, if
applicable.



09/05/2008

Appear On:

For more Information regarding the
Judicial Branch. visil our Web site
at www.jud.ctgov

REMINDER NOTICE

State of Connecticut JUdicial Branch
Jury Administration
P.O. Box 260448
Hartford, CT 06126-0448

-

111111111111111111111111111111

~~
'~'~~i':l~~'~'. '-', .. _..

"", - .....~
4'1\~'1~"-:-

You must report for jury service on 09105108, Please arrive before 8:30 A.M, at Hartford Superior Court, 101
Lafayette Street, Hartford and proceed to the 4'h floor Jury Room.

You must call 1·800·842·8175 if you are unable to appear as sgheduled.

On Thursday, 09/04/08 after 5:30 P.M., you must calithepourtatl860) 566c5298. At that time, you will learn
whether you have been excused from jury duty. If yo!!~re notll)(fll~ed, rllPort as scheduled.
You may obtain appearance/cancellation informatign at <tpYi,time atqyriWeb site,wwwjud2cLgov/iury
'You have not contacted us. Please call1-80Or842.•817p\CtcPflfirmyour appe<trclnce date:

COURT
Hartford Superior Court
101 Lafayette Street
Hartford. CT 06106

Inclement Weather Radio Station
WTIC-AM 1080

(860) 548-2784 ' Prerecorded Message
- Jury Clerk's Office During Business
Hours

PARKING IS KY,",I..,"'DL_C ON SITE. COURTHOUSE DOORS OPEN AT 8:30 AM
Please dress appropriately.

Visit our Web site at: www.jud.cl.qov

Please complete and bring with you to court Juror 10: XVZ·2009·064·2009999999

The information which you provide will be used by the jUdge. lawyers. and litigants during the selection of a Jury and will be kept
confidential unless the judge orders thaI it be disclosed. "_._ .._..__~

AGE ARE YOU A U S. "

Shari Deluca CITIZEN? YESD NoD
EDUCAftON--· 1 23 d"1]-- 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 + ARE YOU A RESIDENT OF CONNECi'TCUT? -i

l
·

{Circle HighB~i Level Completed) GRADE HIGH COLLEGE 0
eX' APprop-r~a·'~ Bo,) Er;INGl~"'· DMARRIED 'OOlVORCED OR SEPARATED 'II WhAT ISY~UR~R..•.,ESEN.T.c.}_~.i.gpgION?NO __"'J,j

DpARTY TO A CIVIL UNION DWIDOW OR WIDOWER . _

PRESENT EMPLOYEH ~_" __._"..__.. __. rrmMm EMPLOyER '. •••. • •• lrORMEROCCUPATION IF RrTl:o_ .. -.._~--,_._---J
IF MARR1ED, OR A PARry TO A CIVil UNiON, STATE THE FULL NAME, OCCl/PATION AND EMPLOYE;R OF SPOUSE '

1--- .-------.
i STATE L,\$T OCCUPATION ?NJ EMPlOYE~ IF SPOUSE RETIRED OR DECEf,SEO;,:>'

I IF you HAVE EVER BE~~ CONVICTED OF A CRIME OR HAVE "PENDING CHARCE STATE ~HE orrE'"'' DATE AN~,~~·;~C~;-"El ow, ,"rCUDING MOTOR VEHICL~·
U,ARGES OTHER THAN PA,RKING TiCKETS - ,,/

,

hAVE YOU E'v'ER BEEN PNHY TO A CI\liL ",CHON OF ,\NY KI,'jD?

I IF YOU ANSWER YES, Sf A TE DE fAilS BHIEFL Y

YES D NoD Pur$u~m! to Sec 51·232IcJ of the
ConnecticLI G8neral St8tules
mform(jtiofl concerninG race anc



REMINDER NOTICE

State of Connecticut JUdicial Branch
Jury Administration
P.O. Box 260448
Hartford, CT 06126·0448

For more information regarding the
judicial Branch. visit our Web site
at WVI'W,jud,cl.gov

Appear On:

0910512008

You must report for jury service on 09/05/08. Please arrive before 8:30 AM. at Hartford Superior Court, 101
Lafayette Street, Hartford and proceed to the 4lh floor Jury Room.

You must call 1·800·842·8175 if you are unable to appear as scheduled.

On Thursday, 09104108 after 5:30 P,M" you must call the court at (860) 566~5298. At that time, you will learn
whether you have been excused from jury duty. If YO:"L~re notEG~9,u~ed, fe:p;prt as scheduled.
You may obtain appearance/cancellation information at qhXJi,Te atpyr,yveb slt~(www.iud2_ct.govliury

·You have not contacted us. Please call1~800~842-817$,toc:onfirmyour appear~nce date:'

COURT
Hartford Superior Court
101 Lafayette Sireel
Hartford. CT 06106

Inclement Weather Radio Station
WTIC-AM 1080

(860) 548-2"!84 • Prerecorded Message
. Jury Clerk's Office During Business
Hours

PARKING IS fWi'lL,l"",cON SITE COURTHOUSE DOORS OPEN AT 830 AM,
Please dress appropriately.

Visit our Web site at: www.jud.CLgov

PLEASE DETACH Jr
~_.----- ---;:::::::===:.--::::-=~=--:::-==.::-.::::::==;---~~- _.__ ..I JD.J:\-7-% ('CiS 5J-232
I

Please complete and bring with you to court Juror 10: XYZ·2009-064·2009999999

The information which
unless the

provide will be used by the judge, lawyers, and litigants during the seleclion of a jury and will be kept
orders that il be disclosed,

Shari Deluca
pRE YOU f\ U.S
CITIZEN?

YEsD NoD

~Circ!e HigheslLevel Compiete(ii GRAOE COLLEGE

DOlvORCED OR SEPM,,"ED

DWloov/

HIGH

OSlNGLE DW\RRIED

DpARTY TO A CiVil UNION

E\lPlOrEH

Appr0pflille Box)

W YOU HAVf EVER 8EEN CONVICTEO Of A
CHt,RGES OTnER THAN PAf{Klr"G TICKETS

(A: RELATfD 10 AN ATTOR"EY r,T LA,,, 0 )3: E\fER HELD PuBLIC OFFICIO 0
:C) EvER BEE" CON',ECTED ','ViTd ANY POLICE DEPT.. COU!'(T 01, On-llR U,\V E'''OR :E'.IE'iT i\(,Er,cyD

;D) E\i(·" BEEN CONf';[CTl'D '(,'iTH HIE BUSINESS Of ihVf;Jl:CATiNG CI,\IU, 0
iF VOU CHfCKE D ANY OF THE ABOVE. 5T,;1E OtTAll';'

Ht,V;:; YOU [VlR BEEN PARTY TC' A CIVil ACl ION OF j'NY KIM)">

IF YOL! AI<:,W[R YES. ,;TATE Of::T,\llS f\WEfl Y

yES PUrS\Jilnj to Sec Sl-2J2!C) (JI the
Conn,,"ctiq,r GenuAI St.'llu!0S
"llorrniltion ·;'0ncen"ng race ,·lW;

is cct1l1;red solely:w edolcr
""".".,,,,,,,.. ,,,,,,,,,,, in jUry selr:cliQI\
Til'" furnishing cf thiS 'nforma1.on ;S
not .'1 in being qUiliiLrXJ
!sf jury Tll:S in!onnil\,z;l,
need not be furnished 'I yOU lind
cbject'olv,h.(l \0 cc so

HA\'E YOU [VU~ SERVED ON A JURY OR GRAND JUR'( ST'" TE Of'. FEDERAL?

IFYH;sri\I(PLi\(;[

'~JDICj\TE \VrIETHfR THE JURY YOU 3EHV[ll ON dENiO CiVIL 0 OR 50THD

TO MISLEAD A PUBLIC SERVANT IN THE PERFORMANCE OF AN OFFICAL FUNCTION IS PUNISHABLE BY A FINE ANDIOR
IMPRISONMENT,

DATE



Appendix D

National Center for State Courts State Rankings of Judge & Attorney Survey Results (20C)7)

J. Length of Voir Dire for Civil Trials

2. Length of Voir Dire for Felony Trials

3. Who Questioned Jurors During Voir Dire



Median iength of voir dire in hours for civil trials

South Carolina
Delaware

Virginia

Arkansas
Maine
Maryland
Massachusel!s
New Hampshire

Vermont

West Virginia
Rhode Island

DC
Kentucky
Oregon
Tennessee
Michigan
Alabama
Arizona

Colorado
Georgia

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Monla~a

Nebraska

Nevada
New Jersey

New Mexk::o
Ohio

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Soulh O;;Jkola
Texas
Utah
Wisconsin
Wyoming
North Oakoia
Fiorida
Idaho
Haw.aii
Illinois

Louisiana
New York
NorJ1 CarOlina

\Nashington
Alaska
California
Connecticut

nla ~ ~h( AppliCilNe

tiamp11tS [Z(j; Medl~nLongth (Hr}
42 0.5
24 0.8

" 08
21 10
43 10

113 1.0
e; 10
17 10
13 10
56 1,0

17 1.3
37 1.5

107 1.5
210 1 5

S1 1.5
402 L7
29 2.0
58 2.0
60 2.0

202 20
130 20
60 20
41 20

180 20

" 20
222 2.0

32 2.0
53 2.0
86 2.0

1 :5 2.0
33 2.0

174 2.0
63 2.0

544 20
96 2,0

313 20
150 20
93 2.0
19 20
62 2.3
88 ;:5
30 25
40 30

619 30
54 30

216 30
57 30
n 30

102 3.8

"4 40
137 160

National Cen1er for Slate COur!'; ;'OG7
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iMedlan length of \loir dire in hours for felony trials

South Carolina
Alabama
Delaware

Maine
New Hampshire
Virginia
West Virginia
Arkansas
Kentucky

Maryland
Massachusells
Michigan
Mississippi

New""1exico
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Flonda
Georgia
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Montana
Nebraska
North Carolina

NDrth Dakota
Ohio
Oregon
Rllode Island
South Dakota

Tennesse-e
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Washington

Wyoming
Colorado
Idaho
OKlahoma
Arizona
Hawaii
Illinois
Minnesot<l
Missouri
Nevada
DC

Alaska
California

LOUisianCl
New Jersey
New York
Connecticut

n..A - Not Applicable

SampIQ,S:lze ~odlan longthJtlr)
32 0.5
27 1.0
12 1.0
15 10
23 10

118 10
28 1.3
22 1.5
74 1,5

t76 1.5
'0 1.5

166 1.5
50 1-5
51 1 5

149 1 5
7 15

166 20
105 20
112 2.0

58 20
55 20
21 20
43 20

133 20
49 20
71 2.0

117 2.0
21 2.0
75 20
73 20

148 20
165 2.0
29 2.0
71 20
25 20
57 25
14 25
70 25
90 30
24 3.0

145 3.0
110 30
97 3,0
43 30
6O 3.5
67 4.0

167 40

93 4.0

" 4,5
He 5.0
28 10,0

, Natlonai Cen:cr lor State Courls, 2:)07
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~~;(f;·':~:!&)I'"I"
/~lni;lj~lfif!J~

Centel rOf Jury Studies

Mean $(':ore Irem mO~11udge,·ccmlr1atedvoir dire (sc:onng a 1) te most attome,··(Jcminaled VQ;r dire
'scoring 11- 5) for all fUry trials

Sti:i{e SampleSl~o Avorag€i>Scor&
Souih CaroJina 83 1,05

Maine 65 U9
Delaware 41 1.20

Massachusetts 197 1,28

New Jersey 1GB 1,35

Maryland 347 175
Utah 406 1,92

New Hampshire 45 2,00

DC 107 2.08
Arizona 161 2,27

California 446 2,57

Nevada \40 2.79

Illinois 731 284
West Virginia 90 2.96
Michigan 799 306
Virginia 226 308
Pennsylltania 7':!3 309
Colorado 17£ 311
Oklahoma 173 3.12
Wisconsin 179 3.24

Idaho 58 328
Mississippi 126 3.37
Ha.<Jaii S9 3.40
Minnesota '" 350
Ohio 255 351
New Mex'ico 97 3,55
New York 450 355
Kentucky 311 356
louisiana 159- 3.61
Florida 405 3.62
Nebraska 150 3.64
RhOde island 62 366
Arkansas " 368
Washington 165 ~t71

Alabama 57 3.73
Indiana 274 373
Tennessee 181 3.85
Kansas 11\ 391
Oregon 393 393
North Oakcla 154 3.94
Georgia 382 3,96
Montana 66 398
North Carol:!1<l 24:) 3fl8
Wyoming " 398
Alask.a 225 4,03
Texas 574 4,09
South OHkola 213 413
Iowa 168 416
Mis~oun 348 4,19
Vermont 57 430
Connecticut 170 454

'1ill; ,. Not Applicab:e ~-lational Center for Courts 200'7
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Appendix E

Survey Data on RetentionlDestruction of Confidential Juror Questionnaires

- In Connecticut

- In Other Jurisdictions



CONFIDENTIAL JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE (CJQ):
RESPONSES FROM JURY CLERKS

Additional abbreviations used in this table: LSB = Locked Shredding Bin
SAA = Same As Above
TAC = Temporary Assistant Clerk

Description of procedures in use Written policy in place?

AAN Jury Clerk: 11) Obtains all copies Not known
and originals;

12) Disposes CJO in LSB;

13) Informs all jurors that CJO are
strictly confidential

A05D Shred CJQ after voir dire Not known

BHB 1) Crim: Pre-trial: For dismissed Not known
jurors, CJQs placed in LSB; for
returning jurors, CJO placed in
vault; During trial, kept by
courtroom clerk and locked in crim.
clerk's vault; after trial, kept in
vault with exhibits. Destroyed after
appeal period.

121 Civil: Pre·trial, kept in locked
cabinet in Jury Room; during trial,
placed in exhibit envelope and
given to courtroom clerk and @
end of day, locked in vault; after
trial, kept in civil clerk's vault with
exhibits. Destroyed after appeal
period.

B17B LSB Not known

DBD LSB Not known

FBT Daily, placed in recycle bin and Not known
shredded by maintenance workers.

HHD Crim.: Pre-trial: Originals given to
clerk: Three copies are made - one
given to each of two attys and on to
judge. When voir dire completed.
copies sometimes returned to clerk
and shredded; sometimes judge and
attorney(s) will retain copy. For
selected jurors, originals givcn10
Jury Clerk and CJQ are placed in
office until end of trial; then they arc
stored and destroyed pursuant to
retention schedule. Non-selected
persons: Jury Clerk will return

Yes



Hl2M

original to summoned person or, if
person does not retum to Jury Room,
will destroy CJQ by tearing it up.

Civil.: TAC accepts CJQ trom jury
office when TAC collects voir dire
panel; TAC responsible for CJQ 
will allow attys possession dllfing
voir dire. at conclusion of voir dire,
atty retums CJQ to TAC; TAC
returns CJQ to jury offiee.

Complex Lit.: SAA except in one
unit, TAC makes copy of CJQ for
attomeys; at conclusion of voir dire,
TAC collects copies and deposits
them shredding bin.

Not selected: CJQ shredded @ end
of day;

Seleeted: CJQ placed into envelope
marked "Scaled to the Public" and
placed in the file until end of trial
when jurors are dismissed. Then,
CJQ shredded by courtroom elerks.

Yes

Hl3W Clerk collects CJQ: makes sufficient Yes
number of copies for proper
distribution.

Selectcd: Original CJQ arc retaincd
by the clerk separate from the court
nJe; original is retained until
conclusion of the case (including any I

I
appeal period).

Copies of CJO that had been
distributed at beginning of voir dire
process are collectcd by the clerk at
end of daily voir dire and shredded.
made: original CJQ retailed by clerk

_..., .._._......

KNL Daily, LSB Yes

LLI conclusion of voir dire. shredded No



MMX Copy of CJQ provided to attys for No
usc during voir dire;

\Vhcn CJQ are returned to jury
otfice, they are shredded;

Original CJQ is held for a while thcn
also shredded.

NNH stroycd by shredding Not known

NNI Copy supplied to counsel then Yes
returned to clerk of court upon
completion of voir dire.

Non-Selected: At end of day,
shredded; Selected: CJQ held for
time needed to cover the case.

SST ill', Jury Clerk destroys CJQ and end No
of day.

S20N er voir dire, all CJQ shredded via No
LSB

TTD J8:l.electcd: CJQ shredded; Selected: Not known
i\t conclusion of trial, CJQ and notcs
are shredded

UWY Civil: Not known
Selectcd: Original CJQ of selected
jurors placed in sealed envclope until
case is disposed;

Not selected: shred CJQ at end of
each day,

Complex Lit.:
Selected: S1\1\
Not selected: tear-up CJQ at tend of
each day,

Crim,: Keep all original CJQ in
confidential area until appeal period
and all other criminal proceedings
(c.g. haheas) have expired.

red all copies

WWM 0_eLc:~ted; Originals are maintained in No
rile locked injury pool office. Copics
of CJQ shredded,



Non-Selected: Originals and copies
are shredded



Responses to Juror Questionnaire

Questionnaire prior to Is questionnaire How long retained? i

voir dire? confidential?
Yes I j 3 years

n I Yes No, can be viewed by 3 years after

~
public on request conclusion of jury

1~~-~-
service

IVaries county-to- i Unknown 2 years
I county I
I

I
Yes

I

Yes No, shredd-ed at- end of 1

day, -
- 3 years 1Yes Yes

--~.~.~~~.

Yes Yes Approx_ 6 years

I -,..•.,,~..._.~ ,

No Yes 4 years--

MA

--- ------:::-----~
Hamilton County, IN

,--- I
rPoik County,-O-;~-gon

, Lane County, Orego

'__"O_~~~~~:;::~i~~~1n
r~ ",ON; i c,""", MO

AZ _-+'__ ___Y:...--es,,-- Appears yes At present, indefinitely I

~~~~:~~~II~,o:t~j__ -----:::-:-:-:----1= :-:-,-::-':"':'--- +--::A_ft_er trial:omPIeted~
I New York I Yes _ Unknown Returned to jurors or
1___ shredded



Appendix F

National Center for State Courts State Rankings of Judge & Attorney Survey Results (2007)

I. Jurors Pcnllitted to Take Notes

2. Jurors Provided with Note Taking Materials

3. Juror Questions to Witnesses



Percent of respondents who reported that jurors were permitted to take notes

Slat. SarnploSize %ofRe$pondenJ~

Wyoming 47 957
Arkansas 45 956
A!iZ:OI1;i 161 95,0

Indiana 274 949
Colorado 176 926
Oregol) 393 921
Minnesota 345 919
California 446 915
Alabama 57 912
Idaho 68 91.2
Maryland 347 905
Ulah 406 90'
Hawaii 69 884

Iowa 168 88,1

New Mexico 97 876
Imnois 781 873
Washington 165 873
Alaska 225 871

DC 107 869

Montana 66 86.4

Wisconsin 179 86.0
Nevada 140 835
Georgia 3£2 819
South Dakota 213 808
Tennessee WI 77,3

North Dakota 164 76,6

Kentucky 211 763
Massachuselts 197 670
North Carolina 245 64,9

Virginia 226 59.7
Vemlonl 57 59.6
Mississippi 126 571
Florida 406 551
Ohio 255 53,7

Texas 574 530
Michigan 799 521
OklahOma 173 503
Connecticut 170 47,6

Delaware 41 46.3
Pennsy1vaniLl 7413 46,1

\'Vest Vlfginid gO 444

Missouri 3t;P 402
New.;ersey 168 399
South Carolina 83 386
KanSBS 1'~ 350
LOllisial1a 159 346
New york 450 32,7

Nebraska 150 24,7

Maine 65 231
New HampShire 4S 20,0

Rhode Island 62 19.4

nia '" NatIOnal Center for State 2007
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arcent 01 respondents whO reported that }tlforS were provided wtn ,wrting utensils and nbtep",p€' tor
taking notes

%'WRe~P9~d&hts
Wyoming 41 95.7
Indiana 274 95.3
Arizona 161 94,4

Minnesota 345 93.9
Oregon 393 939
California 4'. 93.7
Maryland 34l 93.7
Arkansas 45 933
Nevada 140 92,1

Colorado 176 91.5
Washington 165 903
Hawaii 69 89.9
Iowa 168 893
Alaska 225 88.9
DC 107 888
illinois 781 88.6
Idaho 68 88.2
Montana 66 848
Utah 40. 82.3
New Mexico 97 81,4

Georgia 382 80A
South Dakota 213 77.9
North Dakota 154 72J
Tennessee i31 72.4
Massachusetts 197 665
Kentucky 211 64.9
Vennon! 57 56.1
Ohio 255 53.7
Florida 405 52,6
Pennsylvania 748 459
Alabama 57 456
Connecticut 170 45.3
Michigan 799 43,3
West Virginja 90 42,2
Delaware 41 41.S
North Carolina 245 40.0
Oklahoma 173 399
Virginia 226 398
Mississippi 126 37.3
New Jersey 168 36.9
Missouri 348 36,5
Kansas 111 360
Louisiana 159 34.0
Texas 574 328
New York 450 264
\Nisconsin 17S 257
Nebras1<:a '" 24 7

South Carolina 83 229
Maine " 215
Rhode island 62 21,0
New Hamosllire 45 17,8

n/a '" Not Arpli,A"lllle N;;l\iOrl;;l1 Center lor State CQurts Z007
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Percenl of respondents whO fepoi\ed that iurors were permitted 10 submit questions in wriling to
witnesses

State
Arizona
Indiana
Colorado

New Mexico

New Jefsey
\/Vyomlng

Washington

OregOf1
Wisconsin

Vermont

Kenlucky

Ulah
Idaho
Hawaii
California

DC
Tennessee
Nevada

Massachusetts

Florida

Alaska
Ohio
A1kansas
South OakotCl

MiChigan
Virginia
Maryland
New Hampshire
Nebraskd

Montana
New York

Rhode Island

Connecticut
Alabama
North Dakota

Oklahoma
Kansas
Minnesota
West Virginia
Georgia
Texas
r,laine

Iowa
Missouri

liIir'ois
Pennsylvania
Louismna

De!aware

Mississippi
NorU1 Cnrolina

South Caroilna

Sample SilO % of Rnspondents
151 91,3
274 86.1
176 62.5

97 58.8
le8 351
47 3".0

165 339

'93 26.0
179 274

57 263
211 24.6
406 24.4

68 23.5
69 232

446 22.9
107 22,4
131 21.5
140 18.6
197 1B.3
4:):' 14,6

225 14.2

255 14.1

45 133
21J 122
799 12.1

226 115
347 92

45 8.9
150 67
56 6,1

450 ".9
62 48

170 0
57 3,5

154 32
173 29
111 2.7
345 2.6
90 22

382 2.1
574 17
55 1 5

168 12
348 11
781 1.0
74e DB
159 06
4; 00

126 0.0
:245 00

" 00

Nalionaf Cenler for State Courts 2007
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Appendix G

Proposed Change to Practice Book § 42-12
(Referenced in Voir Dire Reconlmendation Il)



PROPosr'D CHA"JGf'S TO PRACTICE BOOK § 42-12

Sec. 42-12. ----V01r Dire Examination
Each party shall have the right to examine, personally or
by counsel, each juror outside the presence of other
prospective jurors as to qualifications to sit as a juror in the
action, or as to interest, ifany, in the subject malter oflhe
action, or as to relations wilh the parties thereto. If the
judicial authority before whom such examination is held is of
the opinion fro111 such exalnination that any juror \vould be
unable 10 render a fair and impartial verdict, such Juror shall be
excused by the judicial authority from any tlu1hcr service upon
the panel, or in such action, as the judicIal authority
de(ennines. The judicial authority sh~1I not almdgs: the right of
such examination [shall nol be abridged] by requiring Qounsel
or thedefenclant_1Q..Jlli.I.qu~"l1011S[to be put] to any juror in
writing and [submitted] submit them in advance of the
commencemcnt oflhe trial.
COMMENTARY: The reason for the above change
arises from the fact that recently defense counsel havc taken
the position that the provision bars the court from submitting a
written questionnaire to tbe jurors as part of its prescreening
function. The court's prescreening authority, ho\\'el'er, is well
settled. Sec, e.g., Siaic v. Fallsl, 237 Conn. 454, 462-63
(I (96); General Statutes sec. 51-21 7a (b); Practice Book Sec_
42-11. Usc of a written questionnaire by the court saves time
for the court, counsel, and jurors, preserves peremptory
challenges for counsel, provides additional infolllJation about
jurors and, in general, makes jury selection much easier. The
new language effectuates more clearly the intent of the
InO\'ision, which \vas to prevent the court from requiring
connse!to use written questionnaires, rather than prevent the
cOt/rot from using its own questionnaire.



Appendix H

This report contains a recommendation to create a new jury video for Connecticut. The
following video may be of interest.

Oregon's Juror Experience Video

The Oregon Judicial Department released a juror video titled, "Justice for All." It features
ChiefJustice Paul J. De Muniz giving a brief explanation of the history ofjury trials in
this country and the importance of each individual juror. The majority of the video
depicts jury service from the prospective of actual jurors. Jurors are shown entering the
courthouse, being called in the juror waiting room and moving through the entire
process. While viewers watch the film clips, actual juror commentary is audible during
which jurors describe their positive and apprehensive feelings toward the process. There
are also clips of interviews with actual jurors. This video could be used for either juror
orientation or community outreach. It is one of the best, if not the best, juror videos
available. The video is available for downloading in two formats with high and low
speed versions for each. The link is:
http://www.ojd.state.or.us/jurorinfo/jurorVideo.htm.



PUBLIC SERVICE AND TRUST COMMISSION

PROBLEM SOLVING IN FAMILY MATTERS

2009 INTERIM REPORT



______________________--.:I.:.:n.::tr-=o-=d-=u:.:c:.:ti:.:o:.:n~ I
The Problem Solving in Family Matters Committee was tonned as a result of the

need "to provide effective, unitorm and consistent delivery of services by enhancing the

management of court practices," as statcd in the Judicial Branch's Strategic Plan, Goal III

- Delivery of Services. The purpose of the committee is to help coordinate community

services for families, particularly obligors, who have matters in the Family Support

Magistrate Court. Specitlcally, the committee was charged with exploring the feasibility

of creating a problem solving justice model to assist these families by linking the obligors

to community services that will help them achieve the needed stability to meet their

supp0l1 obligations.

The members of the committee are Judge Lynda Munro, Chair, Chief

Administrative Judge, Family Division; Chief Family SUPP0l1 Magistrate Sandra SosnotT

Baird from New Haven Superior Court; Family Support Magistrate Linda Wihbey from

Fairfield J.D. Family Support Magistrate Court; Family Support Magistrate John Colella

from Hartford J.D. Family Support Magistrate Court; Mr. Richard Burt, Public

Assistance Consultant, Department of Social Services; Mr. Andrew Clark, Administrator

from the Institute tor the Study of Crime & Justicc at Central Connecticut State

University; Mr. Brian Coco, Chief Probation Officer 11- CSSD; Mr. Patrick J. Dcak,

Program Manager, Technology Support; Mr. John Dillon, Program Supervisor tor the

Connecticut Department of Social Services Bureau of Child SupP0l1 Enforcemcnt; Mr.

Joseph DiTunno, Program Manager - CSSD; Ms. Barbara Geller, Director of Department

of Mental Health and Addiction Scrvices (DMI-lAS) Statewide Services; Mr. Stephen

Grant, Director of Family Services-CSSD; Mr. Joseph Greelish, Program Managcr,

2



Suppoli Enforcement Services; Mr. Greg Halzaek, Deputy Director of Adult Probation

and Bail Serviees-CSSD; Ms. Michelle Hayward, Counselor Supervisor for the

Department of Correction, Atty. Chari sse Hutton, Director of Support Enforcemcnt

Services; Mr. David laccarino, Deputy Director for Family, Support & Juvenile Mattcrs,

Court Operations Unit; Ms. Debra Kulak, Regional Manager-CSSD, Atty. David

Mulligan, PA Consultant for the Department of Social Services; Ms. Dalia Panke, Deputy

Director of Support Enforcement Services; Dr. Brett Rayford, Adolescent and

Transitional Services for the Department of Children and Families (DCF); Mr. Edgar C.

Young, Public Assistance Consultant, Department of Social Services (DSS), Bureau of

Child Support Enforcement; Ms. Bernice Zampano, Operations Coordinator, Department

of Labor. The large eommittee met on January 12,2009, February 23'"'\ 2009, Mareh 23,

2009, and is scheduled to meet on May IS1h
, 2009.

At the first committee mccting, held on January lih
, 2009, the committee decided

that thc most helpful methodology would address the charge at two levels. Conscquently,

two work groups were formed. Their work would help to incorporate transferable pieces

of a model for problem solving court, similar to Community Court and Drug Court. The

two workgroups were:

• The Identification, Assessmcnt, and Recommendations work group; and

• The Overlap work group

The Idcntification. Asscssmcnt. and Rccommcndations work group was charged

with identifying and assessing the challenges of inmates who will be re-entcring society,

in terms of meeting their responsibilities as parents; identifying the resources currently

available in DOC, or with partners, to addresses the challenges, and making

3



recommendations regarding the resources yet to be provided, or that need to be further

supported, and the proper dehvery systems (entities and programs) to provide those

needed resources. The workgroup's members are: Chief Family Support Magistrate

Baird, as ex ot1lcio; Family Support Magistrate Wihbey (Co-chair); Ms. Panke (Co

chair); Mr. Coeo; Ms. Geller; Mr. Greelish, as ex officio; Mr. Halczak; Ms. Hayward;

Ms. Kulak; Dr. Rayford; Mr. Young; Ms. Zampano. The workgroup mct on February

18th
, 2009, March 16th

, 2009 and April 27th
, 2009.

The Overlap work group was charged with examining where the population at

issue is likely to have overlapping experiences with the courts. That is, appearing in

more than one venue, whether it is Magistrate Court, with probation, in criminal

(particularly DV and Drug) court and Family Court; and identifying methods ofreaching

the population effectively with services in a manner that is streamlined and likely to

result in their success in supporting their children. The workgroup's members arc: Chief

Family Support Magistrate Baird, as ex officio; Mr. Iaccarino (Chair); Family Support

Magistrate Colella; Mr. Deak; Mr. Dillon; Mr. DiTunno; Mr. Grant; Mr. Greclish; Ms.

Panke, ex of1icio. The workgroup met on February 4th
, 2009, March 11 th, 2009, and

April 15th
, 2009.

Thc Funnel work group, a third work group added, was charged with reviewing

the infonnation received by the Identification, Assessment, and Recommendations work

group and the Overlap work group in order to make comprehensive recommendations to

the Problem Solving in Family Matters Committee. The members are: Chief Family

Support Magistrate Baird (Chair); Mr. Patrick Deak; Mr. Joseph DclCiampo; Mr. John

Dillon; Ms. Geller; Mr. Greelish; Ms. Hayward; Mr. Iaecarino; Ms. Kulak; Mr. Mulligan;

4



Ms. Panke and Ms. Zampano. The workgroup met on June 81h
, 2009 and will meet again

on June 25 1h
, 2009.

It is anticipated that recommendations will be forthcoming from the

Funnel Workgroup for the consideration of the Problem Solving Committee. It is

anticipated that the Problem Solving Committee as a pati of its final report will forward

concrete recommendations to the Judicial Branch tor the integration of problem solving

principles into the work of the Family SuppOli Magistrate Court, consistent with financial

resources available, in hopes of significantly enhancing the likelihood that obligors will

be able to meet their obligations as members of families that seek services in that court.

As a result of2009 legislation, the judicial authority presiding over Family Support

Magistrate Court possesses the authority to make orders for the utilization of resources

identified as available for obligors and their families. It is anticipated that the Judicial

Branch will report to the legislature on the progress of this eHort as required by this

enabling legislation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I. IDENTIFICATION, ASSESSMENT, AND RECOMMENDATIONS WORK

GROUP

The group identified fivc main challcnges/barriers that inmates face when re-

entering society: cmployment, housing, education, individual, and parenting; cxisting

resources in the Department of COlTection; and additional resources and proper delivery

methods. The group has paid particular attention to understanding the cascading effect of

the different serviccs available through community organizations as inmates are

transitioning into the community, and making recommendations to improve on those

servIces.

The group continues to assess and scek a better understanding of the different

areas such as education nceds, and individual nceds (i.c. psychiatric needs and mental

health services). In addition, the group members continue to identify proper delivery

systcms such as the Court Service Ccnters, and thc Volunteer/lntcl11 program.

Prcliminary recommendations arc attachcd to this document. (see AI/achmcnt 1)



II OVERLAP WORK GROUP

This group's work includes identifying wherc the target population has

overlapping experiences with the court, and with different agencies and/or units. The

group has strategized methods of reaching that population and tapping into available

resources. The main recommended strategy is the use oftcchnology which will facilitate

the exchange of infonnation.

The group identified the different computer systems that contain infonnation

about this population and separated them into the following categories: judicial, non

judicial, and non-judicial with limited access. They also discussed challenges such as

legal limitations or confidentiality requirements.

In order to continue its work, the group has found that it must follow two paths: to

study the infol111ation to be provided to the elerks in order to coordinate scheduling and;

to study the information to be provided to SuppOli Enforcement Support and non-judicial

entities in order to coordinate services.

The work group has not made fOl11ml recommendations to the large committee.

The members will continue the in-depth asseSSl11ent of each relevant computer system

and will make fonnal recommendations to the larger committee on what arc the most

suitable strategies.

A detailed description of the Overlap work group's evaluation and assessment is

attached along with preliminary recommendations. (see ArtilchlJ/cnl 2j

III FUNNEL WORK GROUP

This Work Group was fonned to assimilate the infonnation and recommendations
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of the other two workgroups and to present comprehensive recommendations based on

the infonnation gathered. This workgroup, facilitated by Chief Family Support

Magistrate Baird has had one meeting in which it reviewed the work ofthe other two

groups. It is expected to meet once more prior to the meeting of the Problem Solving

in Family Matters Committee meeting, whereupon the final recommendations wiil be

presented and considered by thc Committee for ratification.



ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1

Pj{(JBLn\1 SOL\'It\(j I'J 1.\l\llLY i\:L\TTER~;

2009 INTFH1~,1REf'ORT

Jdclltificatiu!1. A~:,;~ssmcnl. and Recommendations Work Group
Summary ';;/09

1. Inmates rcenkring medillg responsibilities as parents:

A. Identified Programs aV;lilable at DOC facilities:

1h.: Workgroup has idcnlilled :\faskr list of programs available <lnd
facility listing provitkd by DOC to innwl.:s.

"Programs l\fanliaL The Director ofOJ'I'el1d.:r Programs and Victim
SCfvices shall develop a Programs J\..1allllal which shall Olltline program
services, program lkscriplions. lesson plans, and program goals and
objcdiws tor the Department. ell]c IlUUlLla] shall be reviewed on an anllual
basis by the Dircdor of Programs and Treatment (Division) and updakd
,lS r.::ql1ir.:::d ,.

lh: Programs tvlanllal is clltl"<:::ntly und<::rgoing an update by' DOC.

Work Group recommendations'

• Recommend that in every Offcnd.:'r Accountnbility' Plan there be
proviSion for Father hood progr~\lll participation or parenting educatioll
for il1111aks with IV-D child support cases:

• R~qllire DOC intnk.:' and AssC'ssm~nt indlld~ s.:Jf fermi of CXiSlCllCC
or possibility of child support obligation;

• RC'comm<::nd thnt th..: DOC Fathcrhood programs (<::xclllding the
program managed by Family In Crisis) b~ d';';lllC'd certified b.'1' the
Depmiment of Social Services for purposes associated \\-ith the
Ancars Adjustment Program;

• R.:'colllmelld edllcntion of 6 cel1ifi.::d sites regarding <1cecptnneC' of
program participation at J:"lo:ility:
R~col11mC'nd that DOC cstnblish a particip,lllt priority SChClll(, to
il1creas.:' access to certain programming for inmnks with I.'hild support
orders and/or I\-'-D child support cases

• R(,l.'ollllll('nd that SES pro<1.:1ively match datn with DOC to alIO\\' SFS
initiatioll of o:oll1111unicatioll reg,lrdillg modification while
ino:arcer,ltell:

• Re(:oIl11l1('tHl that paymel1t coupons indllde dockd inJ'0l111ation or
other (:,lse ldentit\ing inforl11:1tiOIl:

• Rccot111l1('Tld thai ('aLh p('rson rC'kascd from a ElLility \\ ith I.'0l1til111('d
DOC monitoring idenllly' if Lhild support order and pro(:('ss to modit\,:

• D..:\'dop means for DOC (\nd SES o:apias o:ross check ,md pro,-'('ss for
addressing capias while incarcerated:
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• Public capias ill.follllation: \h:bsik or lodging location: like Ihe
Judicial Branch web sik:

• De\"clop link with Probation to check if outstanding capias ;md pm\"ide
infOlllwtion on ho\v to r.:sol\".::

• Develop education in[(mnational session with prohation to address
capias tum illS;

• Develop writtenllwterials i handouts on capias turn in vvith contad
infomwtion: for dak's ,,!lice and marshal information;

• Develop policy on pmcedure if obligor on pmbation:
• Con"lI!t with SES if they \vish to be point of capias tum ins and polic-y

for instructing on procedure.
• Rccommcnd edllCiltion and communication to DOC and other paI1ncrs

conceming regulations 11)1' adjustmcnt and liqnidalion.

2. Housing:

'111e Workgroup has idcntilied the various programs for housing assistance
availahle in the Slate. It is noted that many assistance progrmns arc made ilvailnble on a
regional or district level. Restrictions on assistance ar~ impos~d ol1lhos~ \'.'ith Idony
backgrounds. Additionally, if~ligibl~ for assistance. the housing options ar~ simply not
available or tha~ ~xists a signitlcanl wait tim~.

• RecoIllmcndation: Enkr into COIl1I1lllllications bdwecn f)SS for
RAP certificaks and olher state s~clion 8 funding.

• Rccommcndation: tItilizc an inkm based syslem of idenlif):"ing
and collating local hOllsing options ;llld make available to 10~al

rcsources, such as COlIrl service cenl('rs or SES.

3. P('rsonallssu~s/ BmTiers:

llealth and Addiction:

'Ille Work Group has idelllifi~d that wh~n someone is incarc~rakd their bcndits
are taken away and tlM'e is no id~ntifier in place to alert DSS to re-activate the b~ll('llt.

DOC has becn mc01ing wilh lkallh S~r\'iccs and Sm:ial S"'r\'ices conc",ming a
Ilh:thodology to hdp rl.1lks who I~ave the syskm 10 obtain health ""ar~ bendits. A
proposal hilS come forward to make somi: changes to the OBIS syskm to add infonnation
10 DOC tahles_

A DSS cli~nt ID and a SAGA I(knlili~r are looking to he added 10 the DOC
sys!o.:lll. 111is will enable inmate benefiL'> to 11", re-instated a (by aner they ar~ released.
Chang..: Control disclIss..:d and arc in favor of this change.

'lhe \\'ork Group id~Ilti1i~d D:\UIAS as a r~SOllrce lor persons \\'ill1 m..:ntal health
and addil'tion issues. D1\I HAS and DOC han: ~.,isling rdatiollship.

2
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Rccommcnd to e-"plorc and dcvdop comonmicatioll for rdcrrals to
D..\lHAS for mcntal health and addiction through SES intake, Court
services ccnkrs. or other:

• Rceumll1end and d<:::wlop means to rCSllme bendits (SSI feder"l) or stal0
(SACrA) upon rck:ase through DOC and Social Security and DSS;

• Reconullend dire...:! referrals 10 DI\IHAS for mental hcalth and addiction
through SES intake. COUli scrvil.:es centers;

• Recommend to identify services available fi.)!" "Food Stamp" eligible
person :md disseminnk to SES intake and Court Services Ccnlcrs.

4. Emp!ovment:

• Clari(v len}]s of probation that may prohibit compu1cr access or online
job application process;

• Rccollllllcnd to link DOL and DOC;

• Recommcnd Unifonn Referral 1"onn and possibk Link between DOL and
Comi.

. \dditional Ar('OlS to b(' lIddn'ss('d

a Establishmcnl of Orckrs
b. .\,Ieasuremcllt of Outcollles
c. Recommendations to Work Group II (Overlap)
d Pat1icipants' rCl.:oIllmendntiolls for additional n:sources and ddivcry of

serviccs
c. Lcgal issu.::s:

1. Ifin custody or control of DOe arc they still considered "in th0
custod:v of DOC" for purposes of "shall lise actual eamings" (see 46h
2I5e)

2. 1fodili...:alions on thcn .::xisting orders. not "re-instatemcnt lipan
release" what do.::s r.::lcase mcan?

1 From DSS: Ddinitiotl" Administration of the IV-D Program (in the
context of the question is more opcn data slwring whi...:h can pro\'id0
llscful infolmation for a problem solving cout1 h.:: considcrd aiding
the "administration ofth..: IV-D Program"

4. R.:comtllend Rcyi.::w and evaluation of Arrearage Adjustment
Regulations (in the conkxt of hroadcning the mtmber of cel1ified

programs and incrcase overall ac...:css to thc program.

Gcncral: Dcydop Cnifonn follow-up for compliance and performance.
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Overlap Work G,'oup

The Overlap \Vark Group was created to examine the challenges that the population in
Family Support Magistrate CourL faces and the tools that are available to assist them
This \-'lauId be accomplished by gathering information regarding this population's
interaction \'lith the variou!> courts and strategize how to utilize the available re"ources.

The Work Group is made Lip of the follO\ving individuals

David Iaccarino - Facilitator
John E. Collcla -- Family Support i'vlagistrate
Patrick 1. Oeak - COUl1 Operations
Joseph Del Ciampa - Legal Services Unit
Joseph DiTunno - Court Support Services Division
Joseph Grcc1ish -- Support Enforcement Services

In an ex officio capacity, Chief Family Support Magistrate S<lndra SosnoffBaird has
attended \Vork Group meetings, as has Dalia Panke from Support Enforcement Services
and John Dillon from Bureau of Child Support Enforcement. Johanna Greenfield from
Court Operations staffs the Work Group

Formal recommendations have not yet been made by Ihis Work Ciroup to the Problem
Solving in Family !\htters COlllmittee, but its \vork has ineluded the following thus f'if"

• The courts with which the target population may interact were identified and include
o Fainily Court
o Family Support Magistrate Court
o Criminal Court
o Civil Court
o I-Iollsing Court
o Probate Court
o Juvenile Court
::) Small Claims

• The different agencies and units with v,hich the larget population may interact were
identified and include:

o Department of Correction
o Parole
o Department of Children and Families
o Probation

Rehabilit<llion Facilities
Family Relations

~) Workers Compensation
:) Departlllcnt of Social Serviccs

Department of ~'Icntal I [ealth and Addiction Services

I - 6/) 212009
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::l Department of f\'lotor \'ehicles

In strategizing methods for tapping into the resources available, the \Vork Group has
identified technology as a primary method for the exchange of information among the
various courts and agencies with which the target population may have contact
Recognizing that information may not necest.arily be readily obtained from some of
these computer systems due to legal limitations or confidentiality requirements, the
Work Group has identil1ed the follo\'iing sysTems as relevant

o Judicial Branch
Case I'v1anagemcl1t Information Systems (C~:IIS)

Protection Order Registry (PaR)
Forecourt
Small Claims
Civil/Family (CVfFA)
Paperless Re-Arrcst Warrant Network (PRAWN)
Criminal/Motor Vehicle'(CIThlV)
Child Protection (CP)

o Non-Judicial
Chief Child Protection Attorney (CCPA)
Connecticut On~LineEnforcementCo'mmunications
Teleprocessing (COLI,EeT)
National Crime Information Center (NCIC)
Department of l\'10torVehicies (DMV)
Department of Labor (DOL)
Department of Correction (DOC)
Department of :'-..1ental Health and Addiction Services (DMHi\ S.1
Eligibility Maintenance System (E\'fS)

o Non-Judicial With Limited i .... ccessibility
Connecticut Child Support Enforcement System (CCSES)
Offender 13ased Tracking System (OinS)
Federal Case Registry (ITR)

To better detail these systems, Joseph Greclish created preliminary diagrams and tables,
which have been expanded upon hy other members ufthe Work Group. These table:;
include such factors as who IHIS access, '"vhat data elements afe available and useful to the
judicial authority for cross-referencing, and whether there is any memorandum of
agreement or understanding for either full or limited access b:\-' Judicial for any of these
computer systems.

Though it was discussed that identification or services was a necessary step in the work
of the larger Committee, it was ultimately decided that it was a more appropriate task for
the Work Group on Identification, Assessment and Recommendation (Work Group I)

.2 - 6/12/2009
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There are 11O\V twu tracks that seem most relevant directing the group's work at this
juncture. The first is information for the clerk in the coordination of scheduling. The
other is information for SES and perhaps other agencies for the coordination of services

The Work Group \vill continue 10 assess the information and data elements available in
each relevant computer system and when it concludes this review, will make the
follmving recommendations to the greater Committee

Remove Barriers to Accessing Information that is Helpful for Decision
Making in the Problem Solving Court Process

I) Review Memoranda of Agreements, statutes, etc.; to assess the type, and the
degree, of access each agency has to other agencies' i!1tOrmation.

2) Identify obstacles each agency has to access information ofother agencies.

3) Pursue additional \1emoranda of Agreements that will provide agencies with
access to other agencies' information

4) Explore the possibility of an agency permitting access to its information based
on a disclosure tonn that haS been signed by an individual who agrees to
follow the problem solving path\vay

5) Review existing law and ethical standards and develop a procedure or
mechanism consistent therewith to make intorrnalioll available to the Judicial
Authority for decision making \vhere appropriate

Increase Access to Court Through the Improved Coordination and
Awareness of Case Scheduiing

6) Continue 10 collect and analyze data of parties crossjng~over to determine in
which courts, and in what frequency, the overlapping of experience is likely to
occur.

7) Develop a mechanism to improve the scheduling of cases by having a greater
awareness of the parties' cases scheduled in other courts to minimize
inconvenience to the parties and avoid competing or conflicting orders

8) Provide scheduling information on the public internet site related to printed
and write-on Family Support ~-1agislrale matters to increase awareness,
attendance, and compliance

3 - 6/12/2009
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Utilize Existing Resources with Little or No Additional Cost, While
Minimizing Disruption to Present Dockets and Services

9) Idcntify and utilize local court options for evaluation services LhaL are relevant
and available

]0) Create a pilot program to formally refer parties from the Family Support
Magistrate docket to existing resources Perhaps an ilivitation from the
Community Court in Har1ford to utilizc services might be helpful

Continue to Review and Evaluate Relevant Information Systems

II) Continue to survey additional judicial authorities to determine the data
clements that might be helpful in decision making:

12) Extend the Committee's work by the formation ofa work group to further
research, implcment, and assess on~gojng problem solving methods
Representatives from the principal agencies \vitbih the Committee would be
valuable to this etTort

4 - 61 1212009
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Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Final Report
June 2009

GOAL:

Introduction

Delivery of Services: The Judicial Branch will provide effective,
uniform and consistent delivery of services by enhancing the
management of court practices.

In June 2008, the Judicial Branch adopted a Strategic Plan which identified five broad outcome
goals and called for the development of an implementation plan which contained thirty-six
separate initiatives. These initiatives primarily addressed the areas of access to the courts,
delivery of Branch services, and accountability. Acknowledging the overwhelming nature of
undertaking such a large number of initiatives all at once, the initiatives were prioritized and the
Committee on Self-represented Parties was one of seven new committees created under the Chief
Court Administrator's initial implementation plan.

The goal of the Committee on Self-represented Parties is to improve the clarity of court
procedures and information so that individuals without legal representation may more effectively
participate in the court process. To this end, the Committee considered increasing the number of
available plain language fonTIs and instructions; creating educational tools to assist self
represented parties in navigating the court system; and increasing support services for self
represented parties through the Court Service Centers.

The Committee on Self--represented Parties explored ways to enhance the guidance and assistance
provided to all self-represented parties. The Committee recognized that not all self-represented
parties are indigent and, in fact, many \vho have the means to retain counsel choose instead to
represent themselves. Similarly, the work of this Committee recognized the broad impact the
economic dov,mtum has had on the courts and, most profoundly, on comi patrons. Patrons who
would have historically retained the services of counsel can no longer afford to do so and are
turning instead to the courts for much needed guidance and assistance. Thc work of this
Committee sought to assist all self-represented parties eCjually, regardless of their soeio-economie
background.

The Committee on Self-represented P31iies is a 27 member committee chaired by the lJonorable
Elizabeth A Ilozzuto and the Honorable Raymond R. Narko. The Committee's membership is
varied and is comprised of members from the Superior Court bench, representatives from the
legal aid community, Judicial Branch stafT, as \vell as representation from local bar associations,
Small Claims and Family Support Magistrates.

The members of the Committee on Self-represented Parties are as follows:

Han. Elizabeth Ilozzuto (chair), lion. Raymood Norka (chair), Ms. Priscilla Arroyo, Ms. Desiree
Biggs, Attorney Janice Chiaretto, Hon. Henry Cohn, Attomey Anthony DiPentima, Attorney
Jeffrey Dmvd, Attorney Steven Eppler-Epstein, Attomey Timothy Fisher, Hon. Stephen Frazzini,
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Ms. Krista Hess, Attorney Daniel IIonvilch, Mr. David Iaccarino, Attomey Nonnan Janes, Han.
Clarance Jones, Attomey Patricia Kaplan, Dean Hugh Macgill, lIon. John Nazzaro, Han.
Christopher Oliveira (FSM), Han. Barry Pinkus, Attorney Susan Reeve, Attollley rvlark Shca,
Han. Jonathan Silbert, Han. Mary Sommer, lIon. Sandra Sosnof1cBaird (Chief FSM), and the
Hon. Cynthia Swienton.

The Committee and its subcommittees met t\venty-onc times from December 2008 to May 2009.
In addition, the chairs of each of the five subcommittees met t\vice via teleconference on January
21,2009 and February 18,2009, respectively.

Just as the initial implementation phase of the Strategic Plan \vas too voluminous and complex to
undertake all at once, the Committee on Self-represented Parties also recognized the broad scope
of its charge, and, as a result, created five separate subcommittees, cach charged with exploring a
different facet of the Committee's overall charge.

Thc five subcommittees are:

• Forms (Hon. Elizabeth Bozzuto, Chair), Attorney Daniel Horwitch, Hon. John Nazzaro,
Attorncy Mark Shea

• Training (Han. Jonathan Silbert, Chair), Han. Cynthia Swienton, Ms. Krista Hess,
Attorney Susan Reeve, Hon, Clarance Jones, Han. Mary Sommer

• Support Services (Dean Hugh Maegill, Chair), Ms. Priscilla Arroyo, lIon. Barry Pinkus,
Hon. Christopher Oliveira (FSM), Attorney Norman Janes, Attorncy Anthony
DiPcntima, Ms. Krista Hess

• Technology (Han. Raymond Norko, Chair), Ms. Desiree Biggs, Mr. David laccarino,
Attorney Patricia Kaplan, Ms. Janice Chiaretto, Han. Steven Frazzini, Attorney Jeffrey
Dowd

• Legal Services (Hon. Henry Cohn, Chair), Han. Sandra Sosno[tcBaird (Chief [SM),
Attol11ey Janice Chiaretto, Attomey Steven Eppler-Epstein, Attomey Timothy Fisher

Executive Summary
The bullets below reflect a summary of the Committee on Self-represented Patiies' final
recommendations. Detailed infonnation about each of the Committee's recommcndations may be
found in the individual Subcommittee reports attached to this report. The Subcommittee reports
are labeled as Appendices A through E. Additionally, several materials were developed in
support of the Subcommittee's recommendations. Where applicable, these resource materials are
referenced throughout this report as Appendices F through L.

Subcommittee on Forms (Appendix A)

• Bundle, or organize, forms by subject matter in all clerk's office and COllrt service center
locations, as well as on the Judicial Branch \vebsite.

• Rename the Quick Link on the Judicial Branch homepage from "Court Forms" to
"Forms" to provide greater access to f011115 and allow self-represented paliies to locntc
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f01111S on-line with greater ease. This recommendation was referred to the Judicial
Branch Web Board for consideration at the March 6, 2009 meeting, and was
subsequently D.pprovcd. The change to thc website Quick Links h,lS been made. See
Appendix F

• Convert the most commonly used Judicial Brzmch forms D.nd publications to plain
language, and expand access to these publications to include non-judicial facilities.

• Create a plain language hand-out regarding the short calendar marking procedures and
provide a copy to all self-represented parties \vhen they obtain their writ, summons and
complaint. A brochure regarding short calendar procedures is in the process of being
developed by E-Serv'ices for distribution to Clerk's Offices and Court Service Centers.

• Apply plain language and readability principles to the Connecticut Practice Book so it is
clearer and more easily understood by self-represented parties. The Subcommittee on
Forms recognizes the enormous undertaking this may be, and therefore, rccommends that
this be a long-tenn goal for the Judicial Branch to pursue.

Subcommittee on Training (Appendix B)

• Create a letter to all self-represented parties. The purpose of this letter is to provide self
represented parties with contact infonnation for local legal aid and lawyer referral
services, and to make self-represented parties aware of the court's available resources and
serVlces. Two versions of the letter were drafted; one intended for distribution through
Clerk's Offices, law libraries and court service center locations, and the other to be
automatically computer generated to all appearing parties and counsel of record each time
an appearance is filed in a case. See Appendix G & ] I

• Create a video-taped family support magistrate advisement of rights in English and
Spanish. The advisement would run in a continuous loop in a designated area in the
courthouse. Meriden JD is under consideration as the pilot site. See Appendix I

• Create a small number of brief (five minutes or so) "how-to" videos, accompanied by
easy to follow checklists that will guide self-represented parties through some of the
basic procedures involved in civil and family litigation.

• Continue to provide quality and ongoing training for judges and staff in delivering the
highest quality of scrvice to the public, especially in the area of dealing with self
represented parties. To that end, the Subcommittee will refer this recommendation to the
cOlllmittee(s) to be created under the Training goal in the Strategic Plan.

Subcommittee on Support Services (Appendix C)

• Create a pilot program for Advice Days in a judicial district family court location to be
detennined where volunteer attorneys \vill provide legal adv'ice to self-represented parties
in coul1.

• Cre<.lte a pilot docket dedic<.lted to self-represented p<.lrties to be implemented only under
optimal staffing conditions. The administration of the dedicated dockets \vould be done
in concert with Court Service Centcr and Family Relations staff.
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• Recommending that the Branch not pursue the implementation of dedicated clerks at the
trial and appellate levels; but instead, establish a Court Service Center and/or a Public
Information Desk in every court location that lacks aile 1l00V.

• Create a pilot courthouse greeter program to be implemented in one courthouse, where
congestion and intake delays arc particularly burdensome. The greeter (or greeters) may
be veteran clerk's office staff, e.g., the chief clerk or his or her designee, or some other
court employee who is very familiar with the courthouse and the court's business. This
pilot program should be evaluated for its effectiveness in reducing delay, congestion and
confusion not later than the end of one year's operation.

• Create an effective marketing plan to better promote existing mediation programs so that
self-represented parties are aware of available mediation options at the earliest possible
stage.

• Create, where applicable, plain language publications about new and existing mediation
programs to be displayed in all Judicial District clerk's office, Court Service Center and
law library locations, as well as in non-judicial facilities such as local libraries, senior
centers and community centers.

• Create a link called "Mediation Programs" to be added to the Judicial Branch Home Page
under Quick Links thereby providing self-represented parties with the ability to access
information about mediation programs from their home computers or from any COUl1
Ser\i'ice Center or la\v library computer.

• Expand the mediation services administercd by the Community Mediation, Inc., fonnally
known as Fair Haven Community Mediation Center, Hartford Area Mediation and the
Dispute Settlement Center to include an increased number of Geographical Area court
locations, where feasible.

Subcommittee on Technology (Appendix OJ

• Permit the Legal Services network to access the Judicial Branch website, and in tUl11, the
Judicial Branch shall be pennittcd to link to the legal services' \vebsite. This
collaborative effort will assist self-represented parties in gaining access to educational
tools, as well as infol1ning parties of available services and how to best access those
services.

• f"onn an ongoing Technology workgroup to continue the \vork of the legal services' web
project. This project will not be completed within the life of the Committee and the
success of the web project is an important step in helping to ease the plight of the self~

represented individual. The work of the Technology workgroup shall continue until the
completion and implementation of the Legal Services \veb project.

• Establish a Court Service Center and/or a Public Infonnation Desk in every court that
lacks one now. Every court, including all Judicial District and Geographical Area
courthouses, and all Juvenile Court facilities new and existing, shall be equipped with a
Center <md/or Desk as space and resources allow. In all court locations where space is at
a premium, form and/or pamphlet walls are recommended to assist self-represented
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parties. This recommendation is made with the support of the Chief Administrative
Judge for Juvenile Matters, Christine E. Keller. See Appendix.1

• Make \virelcss access readily avaibblc in courthouses and upgrade infrastructure and
equipment for all Court Service Center and Public Infonnation Desk locations.

• Create a handout for judges outlining the role of the Court Service Centers and Public
Infonnation Desks by explaining the types of services the Centers and Desks can and
cannot provide. This publication has been submitted to and approved by the Judicial
Branch Legal Services and Extemal Affairs Divisions. See Appendix K & L

• Create a poster for distribution and display in all Clerk's Office, Court Service Center,
Public Infonnation Desk and la\v library locations outlining the role of the Couli Service
Centers and Public Infonnation Desks by explaining the types of services the Centers and
Desks can and cannot provide. Both the handout and the poster will be created utilizing
the web pages located at http:/'/\V\vw.jud.CLUCn:/csc/scrvices.hl-m and
hnp://www.jud.cLgov/pid/services.htm.This publication has been submitted to and
approved by the Judicial Branch Legal Services and Exlemal Affairs Divisions. The
posters have been refen-ed to the Judicial Branch Comi Interpreter's Office for Spanish
translation. See Appendix K & L

Subcommittee on Legal Services (Appendix E)

• Develop a very limited unbundling pilot project (in the area of family law, and in one
court) with a strong evaluation component to explore both what unbundling could do for
self-represented parties, courts, and lawyers, and what unintended consequences may
result and need to be addressed. An ongoing unbundling work group will be fonned to
plan the family pilot project and push [or any neccss3l)' rule changes. An in-depth
discussion of the composition of the unbundling work group can be found in the final
Subcommittee on Legal Services report.

• Develop a second unbundling pilot projcct in the area of foreclosure law. An unbundling
work group will be fanned to plan a pilot project and push fix any necessal)' rule
changes. The pilot project will assist self-represented parties, on a limited basis, with
filing an appearance in the foreclosure and negotiating the debt. An in-depth discussion
of the composition of the unbundling work group can be found in the final Subcommittee
on Legal Services report.

• The Committee is concerned about the huge reduction in funding for Connecticut's legal
aid network that took effect January 1, 2009. The Committee recommends that the
Branch do everything it can to support funding for legal aid.

General Recommendation
The Committee on Self-represented Parties believes that the Judicial Branch should establish
an ongoing collaborative relationship with Probate Court Zldministration to discuss ways both
entities can continue to improve resources and services available to self--represented parties.

The Committee recommends the fOllnatioll of a Probate Court work group with
representatives from the Judici,11 Branch and Probate Court administration. The \\lork group
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will be charged with creating long tenll plans and improvcments to new and cxisting Judicial
Branch and Probate Court services.

Discussion

Subcommittee on Forms
The Subcommittee on FonllS met four times to develop recommendations specific to its charge.
The Subcommittee reviewed the Judicial Branch's website for content specific to plain language
and readability and identified areas for improvement such as access to fOnlls and publications,
plain language and the grouping of forms on-line.

In developing its recommendations, the Subcommittee revie\ved websites from the States of
Indiana and New Jersey to deten11ine areas where Connecticut's \vebsite could be improved. The
Subcommittee recognized that many self-represented parties may have diHiculty navigating the
website and may not be able to locate a particular fon11 or publication because the links may not
be readily accessible. The Subcommittee utilized the survey results from the survey conducted
by the LEI' (Limited English Proficiency) Committee of all Court Service Center staff to
deten11ine which fon11s and publications were most frequently requested by self-represented
parties. For example, if a self-represented party requested the small claims writ, they would also
be given the small claims process publication, providing the individual with a more
comprehensive set of resource materials.

The Subcommittee identified the grouping of fonns as an important priority for self-represented
parties, and maintains that a key enhancement to "the accessibility and navigation of the website
for self-represented parties is the grouping of f01l11s and publications. For example, if a self
represented party is trying to locate the forms necessary to commence a custody application, all of
the required f01111s and publications would be grouped together electronically on the website and
in hardcopy at all Court Service Center locations. The Subcommittee realizes that the grouping
of fon11s may not provide for all types of cases and all scenarios, and believes that the availability
of Court Service Center and Public Information Desk staff \vill servc to assist self-represented
parties who have questions or require more in depth assistance.

The Subcommittee engaged in an ongoing dialogue \vith the Judicial Branch's \Veb Board on
several proposed recommendations that concemed the Judicial Branch's \vebsite. The \Veb
Board approved the Subcommittee's request to rename the link under Quick Links [rom "Court
Forms" to '"Fonns.'· The rationale was that web users instinctively search for f~1l11iliar l~\vord

keywords when browsing sites for infol1nation. Renaming the link reflects the work of the
subcommittee and the goal of making f0ll11s easier to locate and more accessible on the Judicial
Branch website. See Appendix F

Subcommittee on Training
The Subcommittee on Training met two times to develop recommendations specific to its charge.
In order to best determine \vhich areas were in need of training materials such as videos and
written publications, the Subcommittee conducted a survey of Judges, Family Support
Magistrates, Small Claims Magistrates, Court Service Center and Public Information Desk staff,
Foreclosure l\'lediators, Housing Specialists and Chief Clerks. The survey asked each group to
identify and rank problematic areas for self-represented parties. Additionally, the respondents
were asked to suggest up to three things the Judicial Branch could do to enhance the ability of
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self-represented parties to represent themselves efficiently and effectively in civil, family and
family suppOlimagistrate cases. See Appendix IVI

During the Subcommittee discussions and based upon the survey responses, a determination W3S
made that infonnation delivered by a "live" person versus in writing, would have a greater impact
on the person receiving it. The Subcommittee also discussed the need to produce videos in
English and Spanish due to the growing number of Spanish-speaking parties 3nd the shortage of
interpreters. Videos from Indiana and Washington State were viewed as models for the types of
videos produced by other states, and consideration was given to the potential cost of creating and
producing such videos. The Subcommittee contacted Judicial Branch Program Manager, Mike
Emons, who indicated that the videos were able to be produced at little or no additional cost to
the Branch.

Drawing upon the results of the survey once again, the Subcommittee on Training identified the
area of Pamily Support Magistrate law as an area where there is a large concentration of self
reprcscnted parties that could benefit from addition31 tools and assistance. Court patrons who
come to Family Support Magistrate court often do so multiple times and find themselves
spending the better part of their day in court waiting for their matter to be heard. In an effort to
try and minimize the amount of time spent in court and away from work or child care obligations,
the Subcommittee made it a priority to create Spanish and English versions of the Family Support
Magistrate video advisement of rights. The advisement \vould provide for a more efficient usc of
time since the Magistrate would not need to continuously repeat the advisement and, similarly,
litigants would not need to listen to the advisement each time they came to court.

On behalf of the Committee on Self-represented Parties, Judge Norko and Judge Bozzuto wish to
extend their most sincere thanks and appreciation to Judge AIHonio Robaina and Family Support
Magistrate Katherine Hutchinson for their willingness to contribute their time and energy to the
Committee on Self-represented Parties in the recording of the Spanish and English video
advisements.

Subcommittee on Support Services
The Subcommittee on Support Services met seven times to develop recommendations specific to
its charge. The Subcommittee focused on identifying the areas where services for self
represented parties were lacking, and Connulated realistic recommendations for improvement in
the services currently provided to self-represented pat1ies. Specifically, the Subcommittee
engaged in lengthy discussions about the lack of support services cUlTently available for the self
represcnted, and the impact the lack of services has had on self-represented parties, cOUli business
and court staff. The Subcommittee agreed that the Court Service Centers and Public Infonnation
Desks provide an invaluable service to all court patrons, inclUding the self-represented, attol11eys,
and members of the public.

Additionally, the Subcommittee discussed the impact the looming legal aid crisis and the
economic downtum have had as contributing tZlctors in the rising numbers of self-represented
parties in our coul1s. In developing the recommendation for an advice days pilot program, the
subcommittee stressed the importance of proper training for the attorneys with respect to \vhat
\vas expected and also, the need for clear provisions regarding the scope of the legal advice. In
addition, the Subcommittee felt it WJS equally important that attollleys \\/ho voluntecred their time
were assigned to provide assistance in areas of law in which they were competent.
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In developing its recommendation for advice days, the Subcommittee dedicated a tremendous
amount of time discussing and debating the merits of the Branch providing malpractice and
liability insurance versus a provision of immunity for volunteer attorneys. Ultimately, the
Subcommittee concluded that the provision of;:l malpractice and liability insurance policy by the
Branch would serve to protect both the volunteer attorney and the party receiving the advice.
This recommendation to provide coverage should be implemented by the Branch for both thc
voluntccr attorney and the self-represented party.

The Subcommittee believes the advice day program will havc a broad and lasting impact not only
on self-represented parties, but on eoult staff and judgcs, as well. In providing the limited
assistance of an attorney to a self-reprcsented person who would othenvise be unable to benefit
from the assistance of counsel, the Subcommittee believes the positive effects will be felt in all
areas of the court, from the clerk's office to thc cOUltroom.

The Subcommittee inquired about the feasibility of a dcdicated clerk for self-represented parties
at the Appellate level. The Subcommittee was advised by Subcommittee member Attorney Susan
Reeve that the Supreme and Appellate Courts have a case manager system in place which assigns
a clerk to each appeal and pre-appeal motion as it is filed. A letter notifying counsel and the sclf
represented party of the clerk/case manager1s name and telephone number is sent when the appeal
is given an Appellate docket number. In keeping with the Judicial Branch's trend towards
uniformity and plain language, the Appellate system has begun using "self-represented
litigant/party" in lieu of IIpro sell in all cOlTespondence. The subcommittee agreed that the
comprehensive nature of the appellate case manager system negates the need for a dedicated self
represented clerk.

The Subcommittee also engaged in discussions regarding creating a dedicated clerk at the trial
court level. The challenges and obstacles of creating such a clerk were discussed and factors such
as the overwhelming volume of cases assigned to onc clerk, and the potential problems with
providing legal advice to self-represented parties were just a few of the issues that wcre raised.
Thc Subcommittee agreed that the volume of cases would be overwhelming for a dedicated clerk
and potentially unmanageable at the trial court level. The Subcommittee further agreed that the
focus should be on the Court Servi<.:c Centers to offer such assistance in lieu of a dedicated clerk.

Subcommittee on Technology
The Subcommittee on Technology met two times to develop recommcndations specifi<.: to its
charge. The Subcommittee had extensive discussions about the Connecticut Legal Aid
Community \Vebsite Development Project. The website is going to be designed for people with
basic to low literacy skills. It will include a lot of visual material, including videos, to provide
self-represented parties with legal inf01111ation and other resources. This project benefits all self
represented parties, including those who are indigent and who may not have access to a home
computer, and those \\iho have low to basic computer skills. lndividuals may utilize the public
access computers available in all Court Service Center and law library locations \vhere they can
also benefit from the personal assistance provided by Court Service Center and law library staff.
Connecticut Legal Services would like to build this website in cooperation with the Connecticut
Judicial Branch. The Subcommittee agreed that the \veb pn~ject should be a collaborative effort
bet\veen the two entities.

In seeking to provide effective and efficient assistance to self-represented parties, the
Subcolllmittee on Technology focused on clarifying the role of the Court Service Centers and
Public Infonnation Desks. To this end, the Subcolllmittee recommended that the webpages
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located at http://wVo/\v,I ud.ct,gov,/csyl~crvice~..Jltm and http://\V\V\v.j ud.et.gov/t2i9/ser\'.~es. htn.l
be made into a handout for distribution to judges, and additionally, be made into larger posters for
distribution and display in all Clerk's Office, law librmy, Court Service Center and Public
Information Desk locations. The Subcommittee believes these statements will serve to clearly
define the role of the Court Service Centers. All of the Subcommittee's recommendations focus
on enhancing the services and resources provided to the self-represented and shall serve to
improve the court experience for all court patrons.

Subcommittee on Legal Services
The Subcommittee on Legal Services met three times to fonnulate recommendations specific to
its charge. The Subcommittee researched what othcr states were cUlTently doing regarding
unbundling and which states may have the most advanced models. A proposal for a pilot
unbundling program in Connecticut courts in the area of family law was drafted utilizing the
Massachusetts program as a guide. The Subcommittee gave consideration to any structural
changes such as amendments to statutes, rules or court practices that may be required to
implement an unbundling project. Thc Subcommittee agreed that other potential pitfalls or
sentiments of reluctance to unbundling of legal services should be researched so that the
Subcommittee's proposal will include ways to minimize those concerns.

The Subcommittee received a proposal from Legal Services Subcommittee member Attorney
Steven Eppler-Epstein to expand the proposed unbundling project to include foreclosure law.
The area of foreclosure law was identified as an area where a large number of self-represented
defendant homeowners might benefit from limitcd scope represcntation. Historically, these
homeowners have been unable to retain the services of counsel, mainly due to the out-or-pocket
expense of hiring an attorney. These homeowners were not only faced with the very real prospect
of losing their homes, but also the harsh reality of having to aet as their own attomey in defending
a foreclosure action.

The Subcommittee remains extremely concemed about the huge reduction in funding and
maintains its recommendation that the Branch do evelything it can to support funding for legal
aid. While recommendations are made and legislative proposals arc considered, the
Subcommittee remains in contact with members of the Chief Court Administrator's Office and
Legislature to share infonnation and discuss recent updates.

Conclusion
The Committee on Self-represented Parties was charged with improving the clarity of court
procedures and infonnation so that individuals without legal representation may more effectively
participate in the court process. At the conclusion of this project, there were a few lasting
impressions worth noting in this report:

In developing all of its recommendations, the Committee gave strong consideration to the
potential costs associated with any of its proposed initiatives. These initiatives draw their depth
and strength from the Judicial Branch's most valuable resources - existing Branch stafT These
staff include, but are not limited to, Judges, M<lgistrates, Clerks, Court Servicc Center and law
library stafT. Utilizing these existing resources has provided the Committee on Self-represented
Pnrties with the ability to consider a full range of options in developing its recommendations.
\Vithout the benefit of Judicial Branch stall these recommendations would have otherwise been
impossible and cost-prohibitive, but are instead, fcnsible and cost-effective.
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Also, the Committee on Self-represented Parties acknowledges the work of other committees in
the Implementation Plan, such as the Committee on Expectations of the Public, which has
developed ccrtain tools, such as brochures and videos, to assist self-represented parties. These
tools \vitI \vork in tandem with some of the recommcndations proposed by the Committee on
Self-represented Parties. \Ve believe the \vork of these two Committees will complement one
another and shall serve to fonn the foundation for a comprehensive set of resources and tools for
self-represented parties.

Finally, the Committee on Self-represented Parties has paid careful attention to the financial crisis
which has befallen our legal aid community. The partnership between the Branch and the legal
aid community is important and unique and the preservation and success of this partnership relies
in p31i upon the sustained efTorts of both entities. The Committee on Self-represented Parties
believes the continuation of this unique relationship is paramount to continued success in this
changing legal culture.
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Public Service and Trust Commission

Minority Report of the
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Honorable Cynthia K. Swienton

I applaud the Judicial Branch and the Committee on Self-represented Parties for dealing

with and addressing ways to improve the clarity of court procedures and information for self-

represented parties (SRLs). I agree with many of the recommendations of the committee,

however, I disagree with some of those recommendations so strongly that I am compelled to

submit this minority report. Thank you for the opportunity to do so. The comments that follow

are limited to those recommendations with which I disagree.

Before I address the individual subcommittee recommendations, I have an overarehing

concern having to do with insufficient consideration of the role of the bar in these

recommendations, whose cooperation the recommendations require. While I am mindti.iI of the

ever increasing numbers of SRLs, having presided over family matters for the last flve years in

two of the largest judicial districts in the state, and mindful of economic and other factors which

have caused a dramatic increase, the recommendations \vhich have the effect of being la\vyer

unfriendly will only drive lawyers out of the system which could result in flu·ther compounding

the problem. It is unfair to the practicing bar and to their clients. The appearance of impartiality

is a sustaining cornerstone of our judicial system, so when we adopt policies which even

unintcntioml1ly have the effect of favoring one party over another, or classes of parties, i.e.,

favoring SRLs over parties with counsel, we weaken confidence in the courts.
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Subcommittee on Forms:

I agree that the fonns should be simplified and bundled, and in fact, some court service

centers do so already. My concem is that temlS of art, which have been defined by decades of

case law, could be lost, and care should be taken to ensure that the legal concepts survive this

simplification. This is even more of a problem for the COIUlecticut Practice Book, which has

been developed by countless hours of efTort by members of the Rules Committee and judges of

the Superior Court. They arc not designed to make the process inaccessible, but to make the

practice clear to the people who have the legal training necessary to understand the concepts.

Subcommittee ou Training:

My concern, which I continue to voice, is being very mindful of crossing the line

between giving fonl1s or information and the dissemination of legal advice. (See my comments

below regarding "advice" days.) The Branch should be aware of an appearance of assisting

SRLs, when the opposing side may have begged and borrowed to come up with funds to hire an

attorney, not to mention possible Judicial Code Canon violations. There also may be a

perception ofunfuirness when the SRL is "helped" and the other party is not. There should be

more training of judges in techniques to deal with SRLs, and at the same time, the training

videos to the SRLs should emphasize the need to have proper courtroom decorum and respect for

all persons in the courtroom, something which is not only required, but demanded of members of

the bar.
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Subcommittee on Support Services:

Mediation: The sub-committec did not mention the extensive and often successful

mediation programs that currently exist through the Office of Family Relations.

Advice Days: I would support a system where there are infonnation days and not

"'advice days," and voluntcer lawyers would be available to inform SRLs about various aspects

of the process, possibly engaging the various local bar associations. It is unethical for the courts

to give advice to litigants, and any system where people think thcy are comiug to the courthouse

and getting court-sanctioned advice is cxactly that. This is typically true if the Branch is going to

be providing malpractice insurance to the participating lawyers - which is part of the

recommendation of this subcommittee. There is a myriad of other problems with this. Lawyers

typically give "advice" to clients. Does this mean that everybody who comes to these sessions is

a client') What about conflicts? How do you insure that the same lawyer is giving "advice" to

both parties to the litigation? What happens when the SRL is unsuccessful in court? Parties tend

to hear what they want to hear. Can they sue the Branch when a judge hearing a case disagrees

with the "advice" given by the lawyer? Lastly, if we adopt lawyer unfriendly policies, how can

we expect to call on their assistance in these matters?

Courthouse greeter: We already have in virtually every courthouse either a court

infonnation center or a court service center. The marshal can direct parties to these facilities.

Until we have adequate staffing throughout the Branch to perform core functions required to

adjudicate cases, this is simply something wc cannot afford.

Dedicated Docket: This recommendation is conditioned upon adequate staff rcsources,

which at this moment we do not have and cannot afford. Although therc is no completely
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dedicated docket for SRLs, we presently provide some of the support recommended, for

example, law students who assist with restraining orders, family relations who assist \vith

mediation, court staff who have developed check lists to assist SRLs in uncontested dissolution

matters. A special SRL docket would also create a two tier system - the have and the have nots.

This would be an extremely burdensome assiglUllent and would cause even fewer judges

to be willing to take a family assignment, which already is not thought of as highly desirable, and

some judges flatly refuse those assignments because they admittedly lack the patience required.

This should only be implemented if all superior court judges are required to regularly rotate

through this docket.

Subcommittee on Legal Services:

Although only in a few districts does legal aid appear in family matters, there is no

question that legal aid is very important, and the reduction in funding is a very serious problem.

But I question whether it is appropriate for the Branch to engage in any lobbying efforts on their

behalf. Obviously, individual judges can, through the Bar Foundation, lend their support to more

funding, but judges arc not permitted to solicit money, and I question whether the Branch can be

lobbying the legislature or any other group regarding any entity. Again, the Branch cannot

appear to be favoring one side or a group of lawyers over another.

Omissions:

The majority report does not deal with the contributions to be made by adequately trained

marshals. Because SRLs are allen disruptive and fail to observe proper courtroom decorum, the

judge spends significant time and energy just keeping order. While obviously the judge is

responsible to maintain order in the court, by admonishing a party repeatedly, a perception of
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prejudice may develop. Therefore, I suggest that the marshals be traiued to deal with people who

are overly volatile or emotional.

The report also does not adequately address the contributions and services eUlTently made

by the Office of Family Relations, a division of Court Support Services Division. Any cffol1 to

provide some of the suggested services whieh would diminish family relations would be

counterproductive. In handling and processing family cases, they are the most important cog in

thc wheel.

Conclusion:

The goals of the committee are important and worthy. I would hope that my comments

would be considered in any implementation of enhanced support of self-represented litigants.

Respectfully submitted,

Cynthia K. Swienton
Judge, Superior Court
Member, Committee on Self-represented Parties
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Appendix A

Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Subcommittee on Forms

Recommendations

Areas for consideration

This Subcommittee shall explore all the options for making fonlls and literature accessible to all
those who may need them.

Recommendation #1: Bundling Forms

The Subcommittee recommends the bundling of forms in all clerk's office and court service
centcr locations, as well as on the Judicial Branch website.

• Thc Subcommittec will consider the survey rcsults tl·om thc Subcommittee on Training
and the LEP (Limited English Proficiency) survey results in determining which
areas/case types to bundle. However, in the interim, the Subcommittec has made
recommendations t"r the bundling of family forms. (Sce attached)

• Thc Subcommittee will also consider bundling publications related to the most frequently
requested forms. For example, if a self-represented party requested the small claims writ,
they would also be given the small claims process publication.

• Forms will be bundled by case type and for multiple scenarios within each case type.

• The Subcommittee recognizes that while it is probably not feasible to envision every
scenario in a case, it is best to be over-inclusive.

• Forms will be bundled on the Judicial Branch website just as they are in clerk's office
and court service centers.

Recommendation #2: Forms link on Judicial Branch website

The Subcommittee recommends the link to forms be clearer and more prominently displayed on
the Judicial Branch website in order to provide greater access to lorms and allow self-represented
parties to locate forms on-line with greater easc.

• The Subcommittee recommends that the Quick Link on the Judicial Branch be renamed
fr0111 ;;"Court Forl11s~' to "Forms" to assist self-represented parties in finding the necessary

forms on linc. This recommendation was refcITcd to the Web Board for consideration at
the March 6, 2009 meeting, and was subsequently approved. The change to the website
Quick Links has been made.
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Appendix A

Areas for consideration:

This Subcommittee shall study the feasibility of increasing the number and availability of forms
in plain language, so new and existing forms can be easily understood by all.

Rccommcndation #3: Plain Language Forms and Publications

The Subcommittee recommends that the most commonly used Judicial Branch forms and
publications be converted to plain language, and that access to these publications be expanded to
include non-judicial facilities

• In determining which forms to translate into plain language, the Subcommittee will
utilize the survey results from the Subcommittee on Training and the survey results from
the LEP (Limited English Proficiency) Committee to identify problem areas for self
represented parties as well as the most commonly requested fomls.

• The Subcommittee also recommends that lengthy Judicial Branch publications and
"how-to" guides be condensed into tri-fold, bulletcd pamphlets using plain language.

• These publications will be made available at non-judicial locations such as libraries,
senior centers and community centers.

• The Subcommittee believes the short calendar marking process can be very confiIsing to
self~represented parties. The Subcommittee recommends a plain language hand-out
regarding the short calendar marking procedures be provided to all self~represented

parties when they obtain their writ, summons and complaint.

Rccommcndation #4: Plain Language - Practice Book

The Subcommittee on Forms acknowledges that the Connecticut Practice Book, in its current
format, is difficult for self-represented parties to understand. The Subcommittee recommends
that as a long-term goal, plain language and readability principles be applied to the practice book
so it is clearer and more easily understood by self-represented parties.
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Proposed bundling packages for familv cases

1. FILING A DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE ACTION

(a) Summons, Family Actions JD-FM-3

(b) Divorce Complaint JD-FM-I59

(c) Notice of Automatic Orders JD-FM-I58

(d) Motion For Orders Before Judgmcnt JD-FM-176

(e) Application For Waiver of Fees/Appointmcnt of Counsel JD-FM-75

2. DEFENDING A DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE ACTION

(a) Appearance Fonn JD-CL-12

(b) Dissolution Answer JD-FM-160

(c) Divorcc Cross Complaint JD-FM-159

(d) Motion For Orders Beforc Judgmcnt JD-FM-176

3. FILING A DISSOLUTION OF CIVIL UNION

(a) Summons, Family Actions JD-FM-3

(b) Dissolution Of Civil Union Complaint JD-FM-159A

(c) Notice of Automatic Orders JD-FM-158

(d) Motion For Orders Bcfore Judgment JD-FM-176

(e) Application For Waiver of Fees/Appointment of Counsel JD-FM-75

4. DEFENDING A DISSOLUTION OF CIVIL UNION ACTION

(a) Appearance Fonn JD-CL-12

(b) Dissolution Answer JD-FM-160
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(e) Dissolution of Civil Union Cross Complaint JD-FM-159A

(d) Motion For Orders Bel,)re Judgment JD-FM-176

5. FILING A CUSTODY APPLICATION

(a) Order To Attend Hearing And Notice To Respondent .JD-FM-162

(b) Custody Application JD-FM-161

(c) Notice of Automatic Orders JD-FM-158

(d) Affidavit Concerning Children .JD-FM-164

(e) Financial Affidavit JD-FM-6

(f) Application For Waiver of Fees/Appointment of CollnseI JD-FM-75

6. DEFENDING A CUSTODY ACTION

(a) Appearance Fonn JD-CL-12

(b) Financial Affidavit JD-FM-6

7. FILING A VISITATION APPLICATION

(a) Order To Attend Hearing And Notice To Respondent JD-FM-162

(b) Visitation Application JD-FM-161

(e) Notice of Automatic Orders .JD-FM-158

(d) Affidavit Concerning Children JD-FM-164

(e) Application For Waiver of FeeslAppointment of CollnseI JD-FM-75

8. DEFENDING A VISITATION ACTION

(a) Appearance Fonn JD-CL-12
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9. FILING A MOTION FOR MODIFICATION (POST JUDGMENT)

(a) Appearance Form JD-CL-12

(b) Motion For Modification JD-FM-174

(c) AtIidavit Conceming Children JD-FM- I64

(d) Financial Affidavit JD-FM-6

(e) Application For Waiver of Fees/Appointment of Counsel JD-FM-75

10. DEFENDING A MOTION FOR MODIFICATION (POST JUDGMENT)

(a) Appearance Fonn JD-CL-12

(b) Financial Affidavit JD-FM-6

11. FILING A MOTION FOR CONTEMPT (POST JUDGMENT)

(a) Appearance Form JD-CL-l2

(b) Motion For Contempt JD-FM- I73

12. DEFENDING A MOTION FOR CONTEMPT (POST JUDGMENT)

(a) Appearance Form JD-CL-12

(b) Financial Affidavit JD-FM-6
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Appendix B

Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Subcommittee on Training

Recommendations

Areas for consideration

The Subcommittee shall determine which areas would most benefit from educational workshops.
The sub-committee shall examine the need to create training, instructional and "how-to" manuals
for self-represented parties to assist them in navigating the court system.

Recommendation #1: Lettcr to Self-represented Parties

• The Subcommittee recommcnds the creation of a letter to all self-represented parties. The
purposes of this letter is to encourage self-represented parties to seek counsel where
practicable, to give them contact information for local legal aid and lawyer referral
services, to luake thein aware of the couff s available resources and services while also
educating them about the rolc of the court and some of the restrictions on the court's role.
Two versions of the letter were drafted, one intended for distribution through Clerks'
Offices, law libraries, etc, and the other to be automatically system-gencrated to all
appearing parties and counsel of record each time an appearance was filed in a casco This
mechanism for distribution would cnsure that all appearing parties in a case would
receive the letter at thc earliest possible point in the case (when they become an
appearing party).

• After consultation with the e-filiug program manager, the Subcommittee learned that the
Branch's existing mainframe system could not generate and mail this letter to all parties
upon receipt of an appearance. That system, however, is gradually being phased out and
will be replaced by the new civil/family e-filing system in late 2010/2011. This new
system will be technologically equipped to generate such an automated letter.

• In the interim, the Subcommittee discussed having the letter distributed by alternative
means. 1. The letter may be made available at all clerk's offices and court service center
locations. 2. The letter may be attached to or distributed with each writ, summons and
complaint and each appearance. Distribution of the letter as part of the writ, summons
and complaint, however, would require prior approval from the Chief Court
Administrator. 3. Copies of the letter could be made available in law libraries, public
libraries and other suitable locations.

For the present, the letter to self~represented parties should be made available at all
clerks' offices, law libraries and court service center locations. Additionally, the
Committee should request that the Chief Court Administrator consider a method of
distribution with all writ, summons and complaints and/or distributed with all
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appearance forms. The Committee should also consider making copies available at
local public libraries.

In the nlture, when system generated notices can be accommodated, the subcommittee
recommends the letter be sent each time an appearance is filed in a case, just as the status
of appearance JDNO curreutly is. This mechanism for distribution would ensure that all
appearing parties in a case would receive the letter at the earliest possible point in the
case.

Recommendation #2: Family Support Magistrate Video Advisement

The Training subcommittee recommends the creation of a video-taped family support
magistrate advisement in English and Spanish. Videos for the following calendars will
be recorded:

1. Paternity and Support

2. Contempt

3. Modification of Child Support (includes modification, wage withholding, and
contempt)

4. Gencric advisement for all matters

5. Custody and visitation

• As a result of the survey distributed by the Subcommittee ou Training, and after
consultation with the Chief Family Support Magistrate, we propose the creation of a
videotaped family support magistrate Advisement of Rights. This video would nm in
a continuous loop on a designated television in the courthouse.

• The Advisement should be accompanied by a written bulleted summary of the
Advisement being proposed by the Committee on Expectations of the Public,
Subcommittee on Support Enforcement Services and Family. The Subcommittee on
Support Enforcement Services and Family will use the same advisement text for the
written summary as utilized in the video, whereby creating a uniform set of written
and video tools for sclf~represcnted parties.

• The Subcommittee agreed the video Advisement would make for a more efficient use
of everyone's time. I. The magistrate would not need to repeat the Advisement each
timc he/she took the bench, or when a party misscd the opening of court, ane! could
therefore begin and complete the docket more promptly; and 2. Litigants would not
need to listen to the Advisement each time they came to court, \\'hcreby minimizing
their time in court and by extension, the amount of time missed fi·om work or child
care obI igations.
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On behalf of the Committee on Sclf~represented Parties, Judge Norko and Judge Bozzuto wish to
extend their most sincere thanks and appreciation to Judge Antonio Robaina and Family Support
f\1agistrate Katherine Hutchinson for their willingness to contribute their time and energy to the
Committee on Self-represented Parties in the recording of the Spanish and English video
advisements.

Recommendation #3: Creation of written and video materials

The Subcommittee on Training recommends that the Branch explore the preparation of a small
number of brief (five minutes or so) pilot "how-to" videos, accompanied by easy to follow
checklists that will guide sel f-reprcsented parties through some of the basic procedures involved
in civil and family litigation. These might include snch topics as "Writing a Divorce
Complaint"; "Writing a Civil Complaint"; "Service of Process"; "Filing the 'Answer'''; and
"Courtroom Behavior."

• The Subcommittee's survey showed that most respondents felt that written material
would be somewhat more effective than videos, although judges tended to have the
opposite view.

• The Subcommittee also considered, in accordance with its charge, the possibility of
holding workshops for pro se parties, or assigning a judge trial referee to provide
basic assistance in drafting complaints, but these notions were all rather quickly
rejected as either not cost effective, not likely to be effective at all, or likely to create
cthical issues and other problems.

• The Subcommittee felt strongly that visual aids would be at least as effective as
written ones, but that the coordinated use of both with respect to discrete topics would
be most effective. Members also expressed concern that the limited reading ability of
some selt~represented litigants would limit the effectiveness of written materials
alone.

• Both video and written materials would need to be reviewed to assure that they avoid
legal jargon, except to the extent necessary to identify the names of procedures and
pleadings, etc., and that they should be presented in "Plain English."

• The Subcommittee has explored the cost of the preparation of such materials. Other
than the person-hours of existing Branch personnel, plus the cost of paper and ink,
there should be little or no cost to the Branch.
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Areas for consideration
The Subcommittee shall detcI111ine the extent to which stafT in addition to court service center
staff~ arc trained on the psychology of dealing with f,-ustratcd and often irate sclt~reprcsentcd

parties.

Recommendation #4: Training for all Branch Staff on Dealing with
Self-represented Parties

The Subcommittee on Training recognizes that self-represented parties may encounter a uniquc
set of hurdles and problems when thcy come to court. Their fmstrations in dealing with these
obstacles, in turn, create difficulties for staff and judges that call for a degree of patience and
understanding that may go beyond what is normally required in cases where the parties are
represented by counsel.

The Subcommittee on Training recommends that the Branch continue to provide quality and
ongoing training for judges and staff in delivering the highest quality of service to the public,
especially in the area of dealing with self-represented parties. For example, Superior Court
Operations ofTers a variety of training programs through the Standing Committee on Public
Service (SCOPS), Public Service Excellence (PSE), and the Judicial Marshals participate in
Positive Interaction/Positive Performance (PIPP). The Subcommittee on Training believes that
any training in dealing with self-represented parties should be a consistent message across
divisions of the Branch. The training should be comprehensive, ongoing, and open to all
personnel including judges. To that end, the Subcommittee will refer this recommendation to the
committee(s) to be created under the Training goal in the Strategic Plan. According to the
Strategic Plan, a committee will be formed to makc recommendations to address: the
enhancement and expansion of judge training; the expansion of staff training; and the
consolidation and coordination of the Branch's training resources. The Branch should make all
reasonable attempts to execute this goal.
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Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Subcommittee on Support Services

Rccom Illcndations

Areas for consideration

This Subcommittee will consider the feasibility of implementing "advice days" for self
rcpresented parties utilizing the services of volunteer attorneys.

Recommendation #1: Advice Days

The Subcommittee recommends the creation of a pilot program for "Advice Days" in a judicial
district family court location to be determined where volunteer a!tomeys will provide legal
advice to self-represented parties in court.

• The Subcommittee considered Proposed Bill No. 724, LCO No. 2060 "An Act
Concerning Immunity for Certain Volunteers" and made preliminary recommendations to
amend the proposed bill to include language more specitlc to providing immunity for
volunteer attomeys who participate in the program of advice days for the Judicial Branch.
The Subcommittee leamed that this proposed bill never made it out of the Judiciary
Committee, so other altemative approaches to this issue were considered by the
Subcommittee.

• The Subcommittee also explored the issues of immunity for volunteer attorneys and
discussed amending sec. 4-165(b) of the statutes, adding subparagraph G or an
amendment subparagraph E to include attorneys volunteering advice.

• If it is economically feasible, a malpractice and liability insurance policy would be
purchased by the Judicial Branch and coverage extended to the volunteer advice day
attorneys. Unlike the offer of immunity, malpractice insurance would provide protection
to both the attorney providing advice and the self-represented party who receivcs it.

• The Subcommittee recommends that the pilot program for advice days be launched in a
judicial district family court location to be detenl1ined.

• The Subcommittee further recommends that the advice days pilot be held on a family
short calendar or case management day and further be designed to work in concert with
the pilot program for dedicated dockets. That is, the volunteer attorneys will be
available on the same designntcd date, time and place as the dedicated docket for sclf
represented parties, whereby increasing the avtlilability of resources and services while
minimizing the burden on court staff.
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Areas for consideration

This Subcommittee shall evaluate new and inventive ways to mcct the necds of self~represented

parties by assessing the feasibility of creating dcdicated dockets specifically for the self
represcnted.

Recommendation #2: Dedicated Dockets

The Subcommittee recommends the creation of dedicated dockets f')I" self- represented parties
provided that said dockets are adequately supported with staff resources.

• The Subcommittee obtained information from John Greacen at the National Center fl)r
State Courts who explained that family self~represented dockets only succeed under
optimal staffing conditions which were described as follows:

I. Staff review files in advance of the calendar, noting the status of the case and
missing or incomplete documents.

2. Staff goes into the courtroom at the calendar start time, call out the cases for
which they are responsible and discuss the cases with the party or parties who
appear.

3. Staff determines the extent of agreement between the parties and assesses the
likelihood that full agreement on all issues can be achieved with minimal staff
effort. If the answer is yes, staff then work with the parties to reach a full
agreement, reduce the agreclnent to writing for presentation to the court, and
assist the parties in completing other paperwork.

4. The objective is to complete the divorce or other matter at the first appearance. II'
this is not possible, the parties are returned to the courtroom.

5. As most of the cases are handled by staff, the judge has time to help the parties
move the case forward and to explain in detail what has to happen next.

• In addition, the Suhcommittee leamed that dedicated dockets may also he effectively
supported by law students, volunteer attorneys or mediators rather than court staff.

• The absence of adequatc staffing for these dockets would render such an endeavor
ineffective and would result in a significant waste of time and court resources.

• The Subcommittee recommends the creation of a pilot dedicated docket implementcd
only under optimal staffing conditions as explained by John Greacen li·om the National
Center for State Courts. The administration of the Dedicated Dockets would be done in
concert with the Court Service Centers and Family Relations staff

• The Subcommittee recommends the pilot program be implemented in a family court
location, to be determined, on a short calendar or case management day. The dedicated
docket should coincide with the location and schedule of the advice days pilot program.
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• The Subcommittee recommends that the time of these dockets be staggered so as to avoid
unnecessary over-crowding and minimize competition for court resources and services.

• The Subcommittee recommends the published short calendar or case managemcnt docket
be sub-divided to create a dedicated self-represented docket through an announcement
made by the clerk at the commencement of the calendar. This announcement will notify
direct named self-represented cases/files to report to another previously designated
courtroom for adjudication.

Areas for consideration

This Subcommittee shall evaluate new and inventive ways to meet the needs of self-represented
parties by examining the need for designated self~representedclerks to assist self~represented
parties at trial and appellate levels.

Recommcndation #3:
level

Dedicated Self-representcd Clerks at the Trial and Appellate

The Subcommittee has detennined there is not suHicient demand at the appellate level to warrant
dedicated clerks for self~represented parties, and there is simply too much demand at the trial
level to designate one self~representedclerk. This need is currently being mct by the Court
Service Centers and Public Information Desks which arc extremely effective and valuable.

• The Subcommittee discussed the need for creating a dedicated clerk at the trial and
appellate courts. Self-represented Parties Committee member, Attorney Susan Reeve
from the Appellate Clerk's Office was contacted regarding whether there was a need for
such a clerk at the Appellate level. After consultation with Chief Appellate Clerk,
Michele Angers, Attorney Reeve reported that there wasn't a need for a dedicated clerk
for self~represented parties at the Appellate level. Attorney Reeve explained that the
Appellate Court has a case manager system which assigns a clerk to every appeal and
every pre-appeal motion that is filed, so the self-represented party has a contact name and
telephone number for a clerk at the Appcllate Court. The subcommittee agreed that the
comprehensive nature of the Appellate Court's case manager system negated the need for
a dedicated self-represented clerk at the Appcllate level.

• The subcommittee also engaged in a discussion regarding creating a dedicated clerk at
the trial court level. The challenges and obstacles of creating such a clerk were discussed
and factors stich as the overwhelming volume of cases assigned to onc clerk, and the
potential issues of providing legal advice to self-represented parties were just a few of the
issues that \vere raised. The subcommittee agreed that the volume of cases would be
overwhelming for a dedicated clerk and potentially unmanageable at the trial court level.
The subcommittee further agreed that the focus should be on the Court Service Centers to
offer such assistance in liell of a dedicated clerk.
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Areas of consideration

This Subcommittee shall evaluate new and inventive ways to meet the needs of self-represented
parties by assessing the feasibility of implementing a courthouse greeters program to welcome
and direct all courthouse patrons as they enter the facility.

Recommendation #4: Courthouse Greeters

• The Subcommittee recommends that a pilot courthouse greeter program be implemented
in one courthouse, where congestion and intake delays are paliicularly burdensome. The
greeter (or greeters) may be, veteran elerk's office staff; e.g., the chief elerk or his or her
designee, or some other court employee who is very familiar with the courthouse and the
court's business. The Subcommittee recommends that the greeter be stationed at the
metal detector during the busiest days and hours of the court day (e.g. momings 8:30am
IO:OOam and aftemoons from 1:30-2:00pm, depending on the business of the court).

• This pilot program should be evaluated for its effectiveness in reducing delay, congestion
and confusion not later than the end of one year's operation. The Subcommittee
recommends a pilot courthouse greeter program to gauge if such a program will serve to
lessen the burden of long lines at the elerk's office, reduce congestion at the metal
detectors (fewer people asking marshals where to go, etc .. ), minimize confusion and
anxiety for self-represented parties, and assist self-represented parties in navigating the
courthouse without getting lost. The greeter will instantly serve as a friendly, welcoming
face to greet the patron and direct them to the appropriate office or person.

Areas for consideration

This Subcommittee shall evaluate new and inventive ways to meet the needs of self-represented
parties by examining a variety of methods to make mediation services more readily available to
self-represented parties.

Recommendation #5: Mediation

The Subcommittee discussed the recommendation regarding mediation and proposes that the
Judicial Branch more effectively market and promote existing mediation programs, so that self
represented parties are aware of available mediation options at the earliest possible stage. The
Subcommittee further recommends, where applicable, the creation of plain language publications
to be displayed in all Judicial District clerk's office and court service center locations, as well as
in non-judicial facilities such as local libraries, senior centers and community centers.

Additionally, the Subcommittee recommends that a link called "Mediation Programs" be added
to the Judicial Branch Home Page under Quick Links, whereby providing self-represented
parties with the ability to access information about mediation programs from their home
computers or from any court service center or 1m\' library computer.
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Thc Subcommittee discussed the mcdiation modcls administered by the Fair Haven Community
Mediation Center, Hartford Area Mediation and the Dispute Settlcment Center. These facilities
provide mediation services in a limited number of Geographical Area courthouses and the
Subcommittee recommendcd that these mediation services be expanded to include other
Geographical Area court locations, if feasible.

Specifically, the Subcommittee recommends that the Mediation Programs link contain
information on the following mediation programs:

• Court-Annexcd Mediation

• Foreclosure Mediation

• Other mediation programs, as suggested
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Public Service and Trnst Commission
Committee on Self-reprcscnted Parties

Subcommittee on Tcchnology

Recommcndations

Arcas for consideration

This Subcommittee shall explore different ways of cooperating with the legal services network in
the development of an interactive website.

Recommendation # I: Legal Services wcb project

The legal services network iu Connecticut is establishing a web-based system for making legal
infonnation available to their client communities. The system will include a user-friendly
website through which legal services organizations can provide infonnation to individuals who
cannot be taken on as elients because of limited fundiug and other resources. The system will
allow users to find information about their problems, link to the Judicial Branch website and
locate other services such as hotlines, pro bono networks, and lawyer referral services.

• The Subcommittee envisions a reciprocal partnership between the Branch and the legal
services network in order to effectively serve the growing client population.

• The Technology Subcommittee recommends that the legal services network be permitted
to access the Judicial Branch website, and in tum, the Judicial Branch shall be permitted
to link to the legal services wcbsite.

• This collaborative effort will assist self-represented parties in gaming access to
educational tools, as well as infol111ing parties of available services and how to best
access those services.

RecommcndMion #2: Formation of Technology Committcc

Form an ongoing Technology Committee to continue the \vork of the legal services web project.
This project will not be completed within the life of the Committee and the web project's success
is needed to help ease the plight of the self~represented individual. The work of the Technology
Committee shall continue until the completion and implementation of the Legal Services web
project.

This collaborative web project comes at a critical time for legal services, as they [ace massive
budget cutback and layoffs. The effect of fcv./er legal services attol11cys during an economic
downturn is easy to understand.
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Appendix D

• Recommendation that all existing courthouses be equipped with a Court Service Center
and/or a Public Infoffilation Desk.

• All ncw courthouses should be equipped with a Court Service Center and/or a Public
lnfoffilation Desk.

• Every court, including all Judicial District and Geographical Area courthouses, and all
Juvenile Court facilities new and existing, shall be equipped with a Center and/or Desk as
space and resources allow. In all court locations where space is at a prcmium, form
and/or pamphlet walls are recommended to assist self-represented
parties. This recommendation is made with the support of the Chief Administrative Judge
for Juvenile Matters, Christine E. Keller.

• The subcommittee recommends the availability of wireless access for courthouses and
upgraded infrastructure and equipment for Court Service Center and Public Inftmnation
Desks.

Recommendation #4: Clarifying the role of the Court Service Centers

In clarifying the role of the Court Service Centcrs, the Subcommittee on Technology
recommends the creation of a handout for judges outlining the role of the Court Service Centers
and Public Infoffilation Desks and explaining the types of services the Centers and Desks can
and cannot provide. The Subcommittee recommends that the web pages located at
http://www.jud.ct.gov/csc/services.htm and http://www.jud.cUwv/picl!scrviccs.htnl be made into
a handout for distribution to judges, and additionally, be made into larger posters for distribution
and display in all Clerk's Office, law library, Court Service Center and Public Information Desk
locations. The Subcommittee believes these statements will serve to clearly define thc role of
the Court Service Centers,
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Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee ou Self-representcd Partics

Subcommittcc on Lcgal Serviccs

Rccommcndations

Areas for consideration

This Subcommittee shall assess the impact of unbundling legal services on various bar groups,
including, but not limited to legal aid, the busincss process of the courts, and self-represented
parties.

Rccommcndation # I: Unbundling

The Subcommittee believes that unbundled legal services could benefit low-to-moderate income
clients who at present do not have access to attorncy representation. Unbundling could help the
courts, becausc lawycrs would more often appcar at crucial junctures in cases. We also believe
that unbundled services could provide an improved revenue stream for lawyers, because rather
than proceeding wholly pro sc, clients would pay for what they can afford, and the ongoing
relationship with a lawycr would create new limited-scope representation work based solcly on
actual payment.

Wc believe there are two aspects of unbundled services:

• Encouraging clients to go to lawyers for support in representing themselves at every step
of a legal proceeding;

• Encouraging/allowing lawyers to represent clients at specific proceedings without being
obligatcd to the subsequent case.

• The Subcommittee believes Connecticut should follow the lead of other states that havc
developed successful unbundled services initiatives and start a very limited pilot project
with a strong evaluation component to explore both what unbundling could do for clients,
courts, and Imvyers, and what unintended consequences may result and need to be
addressed.

• The Subcommittee would like to establish a working group to plan the pilot project and
push for any necessary rule changes for unbundling of services in family law. The
membership of the working group should include representatives from the following
groups:

1. Judicial Branch: Family court Judges; Court Operations staff; a representative
from the COl1l1 Service Centers; and others to be determined.
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2. Attorneys: appointed by the Connecticut Bar Association, including both
leadership, a representative of the family law section, legal aid, a representative
lrom the Attorney Genera!"s Oftlce and law oftlces of varying sizes and types.

3. Consumer representatives: (for example the Connecticut Women's Education and
Legal Fund; possibly a union-based legal assistance program).

4. Other groups to be determined.

• The Subcommittee would like to establish a working group to plan a pilot project and
push for any necessary mle changes for unbundling of services in foreclosure law. The
pilot project will assist self-represented parties, on a limited basis, with filing an
appearance in the foreclosure and negotiating the debt. The membership of the working
group should include representatives from the following groups:

1. Judicial Branch: Superior Court Judges specifically in Housing and Civil Matters;
Court Operations staff within Housing Matters and the Foreclosure Mediation
Program; a representative from the Court Service Centers; and others to be
deternlined. The subcommittee recommends that the Foreclosure Mediation
Program be responsible for managing the project, including coordinating all ofthe
entities and groups that will be involved to ensure the success of the project.

2. Attorneys: appointed by the Connecticut Bar Association, including both
leadership and Chairman or members of the Pro Bono Committee, legal aid
attorneys, a representative from the Attorney Genera!"s Office, and attorneys from
law offices of varying sizes with extensive knowledge in foreclosure law.

3. Consumer representatives: HUD Certified Counseling Centers and community
based foreclosure assistance progfaITIS

4. Other groups to be determined.
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Areas for consideration

This Subcommittee shall explore ways to enhance the relationship between the Judicial Branch
and the legal aid community through the [ormation of a work group to consider the full range of
options available in developing a plan to supplement and stabilize funding sources for legal aid.

Rccommcndation #2: Funding the Legal Aid Network

The Subcommittee is extremely concerned about the huge reduction in funding for Connecticut's
legal aid network that took effect January 1,2009. We urge the full Committee to recommend
that the Branch do everything it can to support fi.mding for legal aid.

Without adequate levels of legal aid funding:

a. There will be increased barriers to justice. Fundamentally. the mission of the Branch
is to deliver efficient and just decisions for the people of Connecticut. Legal aid
lawyers are an essential component of the legal structure; if funding is not available,
people will have less access to court and less information about their rights.

b. More people will appear in court unrepresented, making it harder for judges to deliver
just results. Legal aid lawyers marshal facts and research/present legal issues so that
judges and other court staff are adequately informed in their decision-making. If
legal aid fi.mding is significantly reduced, there will be more cases in which relevant
facts or law are not presented to the court.

c. People appearing in court unrepresented will be more likely to be t10undering without
the benefit of advice or guidance. Legal aid lawyers, striving to maximize their
impact, already counsel large numbers of self-represented parties. If legal aid cannot
be maintained, more people will be appearing in court unprepared to represent
themselves and more likely to take up the time of court personnel.

d. Court staff (already in short supply) will be increasingly burdened by uninformed
litigants. Clerks and staff at Court Service Centers regularly refer people to legal aid
for advice and information. If these referrals are not available, clerks and Court
Service Center staff will be stretched even thinner, and people who need information
will not receive it.

e. The current library of selt~represented legal information will not be maintained.
Many selt~represented parties (and even lawyers) rcly on the large libnuy of self~help

materials created and maintained by legal aid lawyers, and distributed in print and
available on-line. Often people inform themselves of legal procedures using these
materials before coming to court; others upon coming to court are referred to these
materials by the Court Service Centers. They have become an efficient means of
educating litigants.
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f. There will be a widening ripple of pressure on the entire system resulting from the
reduced numbers of people whose situations are being improved by legal aid. For
example: Fcvv'cr people getting access to government supports and subsidies will
increase the number of summary process cases that cannot be resolved. Fewer people
being helped escape domestic violence will increase the number of intractable family
law matters. And (perhaps most dramatically in recent news): Not having legal aid
lawyers to identi fy and pursue tenant protections in federal foreclosure law would
result in many more evictions being tiled, because legal aid lawyers are successfully
devcloping claims and stmctures that will protect tenants in good standing from
eviction after foreclosure.

• The Subcommittee recommends that the Judicial Branch do everything it can to fully
support funding for legal aid.
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NOTICE TO SELF-REPRESENTED PARTIES
IN THE NEW HA VEN JUDICIAL DISTRICT

You have filed what is called a "pro se" (PRO-SAY) appearance. You have decided to act
on your own behalf instead of having a lawyer represent you. It is important that you know your
rights and responsibilities in representing yourself.

The Superior Court Clerk's Office is responsible for handling all the paperwork liIed in your
ease and acts as the communication between you and the officials that will make decisions in
your case. We are not permitted to give legal advice to yon or anyone clse.

\Vc

We
can

We
can

We

We
We

We
can

Explain and answer questions about hmv
.,- ..•. __ .. 1.-

Provide you with the number of the local
Imvycr referral service, legal services
program, and other services \vhere you
can .get le,~a[ information.
Give you general information abollt court
rules, procedures, and practices.
Provide court schedules and information

Provide you information from your case

Provide you with court forms and

Usu31ly ans\'\!cr questions about court
deadlines and how to compute them.

\Ve

We
Cllnnot

\Ve
cannot
We

We
\Ve

We
cannot

rell you \vhether or not you should hring

Recommend a lawyer for you,

Tell you what to say in court or tell you what
\vords to usc in your court papers.

Give you an opinion about what will happen
:c .. ~ .. 1 •• '~ ••• " •• _ ~~ ~~ •••••

Talk to the judge for you.

Let you talk to the judge outside of court.

Change an order signed hy ajudge.

Other Sources of Information:

Court Service Center: located on the first Iloor of the courthouse. There is a staff person to
provide assistance and answer questions about filling out court fonns, as well as many
pamphlets and other written material to help explain some of the procedures. There is also a
computer with internet access and a copying machine.

Law library: located on the seventh floor and open to the public from 9:00 a.m. to 5 p.m. A law
librarian may be able to help you to find books and other resources for you, hut is not permitted
to give you any legal advice.

Legal aid and lawyer referral services: If it is at all possible, you should try to have a lawyer
to represent you. You may contact the New Haven Legal Assistance Association at 203-946
4811 to see if you qualify for free legal services. If you need help in finding a paid attorney, you
may contact the New Haven County Bar Lawyer Referral Service at 203-562-5750.

Superior Court Clerk's Office
New Haven Judicial District
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NOTICE TO SELF-REPRESENTED PARTIES:
WELCOME TO THE NEW HAVEN SUPERIOR COURT CLERK'S OFFICEl

You have tiled what is called a "pro se" (PRO-SA Y) appearancc. This means that
you have decided to represent yourself in this case instead of having a lawyer represent
you. This notice is to tell you about your rights and responsibilities as a self-represented
party.

The Superior Court Clerk's Office. Our office processes all paperwork that comes into
this courthouse about your case. Our staff monitors everything that is filed in court to
make sure it follows the court's rules, and we will follow your case from the beginning to
the end.

Our office also makes sure that papers that you file get to the ./udge, Family Support
Magistrate or odler judicial official who will make the decisions in your case. We will
also try to help yon understand court procedures, but it is important to rcmember that the
Clerk's Office staff is not permitted to give legal advice to you or anyone elsc.

Vou should know that the court system can be very confusing and that it is a good idea to
get a lawyer if you can. If you cannot afford a lawyer, yOllmay contact the New Havcn
Lcgal Assistance Association at 203-946-4811 to see if you qualify for free legal
services. If you need help in finding a paid attorney, you may contact the New Haven
County Bar Lawyer Refcrral Service at 203-562-5750. The Lawyer Referral Service
can give you the names of attorneys in your area \vl1o may be willing to handle your case
and sometimes talk with you for no fee or a reduced fee.

What You Should Expect If You Reprcsent Yourself. While you havc the right to
reprcsent yourself in court, you should not expect any special treatment, help, or
attention from thc court. Vou must still follow the Rules of the Court, even if you do not
know them. This is a list of some things the court staff can and cannot do for you. Please
read it carefully before asking the court stafffor help.

We
can
\Ve
can

\Ve
can

\Vt'
can
\Ve
C,lO

\Ve
can

Explain and ans\ver questions about how
the court \vorks.
Pwvide you \vith the number of the local
lawyer referral service. legal services
program. and other services vvhere you
can get legal information.
Give you general information about court
rules, procedures. and practices.
Provide court schedules and information
on hovv to get a case scheduled.
Provide you information from your case
file.
Provide }'ou with court forms Jnd
instructions that are Jvaibble and give
you guidance on how to fill out these
forms
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\Ve
C,lUnot
We
canllot

We
cannot
\Ve
cannot
\Ve
cannot
We
cannot

Tell you vvhether or not you should bring
your case to court.

Recommend 3 lawyer for you.

Tell you what to say in court or tell you \vhJt
words to usc in your court papers.
Give y·ou an opinion about \\'hat will happen
if you bring your ease to court.
Talk to the judge for you.

LeI you talk to the .judge outside of court.



I
We
can

Usually allS\Ver questions about court
deadlines and how to compute them.

We
cannot

Appendix H

Change an order signed by ajudge.

Other Sources of Information: There is a Law Library on the Seventh Floor of this
Courthouse. It is open to the public from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM every day that the
courthouse is open. i\ Law Librarian may be able to help you to find books and other
resources relevant to your case. Remember, however, that like our Clerks, the Law
Librarians are not pennitted to give you any legal advice; they may only help you find
law books or other materials that might help you with your case.

There is also a Court Servicc Centcr on thc First Floor of this Courthouse: The center is
well stocked with pamphlets and other written material that may help to explain some of
the common procedures in our courthouse. The Center also has a computer with internet
access and a copying machine that you may usc for limited periods oftime to help you
with your case. The Center's staff members are also very knowledgeable about court
procedures and can provide assistance and answer questions about filling out court forms.
Remember, like the Clerk's Office and the Law Librarians, Court Service Center staff are
not permitted to give you any legal advice about your case.

We know that representing yourself in court can be difficult. We in the Clerk's Oftlee
are committed to doing whatever we are allowed to do in order to make your experience
as productive as possible.

Superior Court Clcrk's Office
Ncw Havcn Judicial District
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ADVISEMENTS OF RIGHTS (Start Here for All Cases)

The following are samples of advisements to be read when court is first
convened. They set forth the rights of parties to the various types of cases
that are heard in the FSMD. If you are hearing a limited docket, you may
want to tailor these to the specific proceeding. There will be other
advisements that must be given individually, such as a waiver to the right of
counsel, as each case progresses and they are noted in the foregoing
discussions.

SCRIPT ONE - PATERNITY AND SUPPORT PETITIONS

OPENING ADVISEMENT

Before we start court today, I am required to tell each of you of your rights
in the Family Support Magistrate Division of Superior Court. If you have
any questions about any pmi of what I say, please let me know when your
case is called. Generally speaking, all persons who have cases in this session
are entitled to hire a lawyer to represent them. If you need a continuance, in
other words, if you want to have your case heard on another day so that you
can have your attomey with you, let the assistant attorney general know so
that we can deal with that right away. If you are under the age of 18, or if
you need an interpreter, please tell the interviewer and the court.

Paternity
If you are here on a paternity petition and you have been named a father in a
paternity petition, you have three impOliant rights:

I. You are entitled to an attorney, which includes the right to a comi
appointed attorney if you cannot afford to hire your own attorney. You may
submit an application for a couli-appointed attorney to be paid for by the
State of Connecticut. If the court finds that you can't afford to pay for an
attorney or that you are indigent the court will appoint an attorney for you.

2. You also have the right to genetic testing. The genetic test, also referred to
as a DNA test, is a simple test that will determine to a high degree of
probability whether or not you are the father of the child. Genetic testing is
in the best interests of all concerned, so that there is never a question as to
paternity. If the test is negative, it can be used as evidence in the case to help
prove that you are not the father. On the other hand, if the test is positive,
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those results can be used to help prove that you are in fact the father of the
child. If you want to have genetic tests done, you have to ask for and pay for
the tests. If your income falls within a certain range in the child support
guidelines and qualifies you as a "low-income obligor", the cost of genetic
testing will be paid by the state. If you want genetic testing and do not meet
the qualification of being a "low-income obligor", you will have to pay the
cost of the tests.

3. You also have the right to ask for a full trial by a magistrate. The state will
have to prove that you are the father of the child in question .... At a trial,
you have the right to have the mother of the child be in court and to hear her
testimony, call witnesses and present other evidence that you are not the
father.

Before deciding paternity, the court will ask you on the record if you want
any or all of these rights. Do not give up, or waive any rights unless you
understand what I am saying. If the court finds that you are the father of the
child in question, there are many rights and obligations that are created, not
the least of which is to pay for some of child's support.

(For paternity, continue to the support advisement below)

Child Support and Arrears (Paternity and Support Petitions)
If you have been summoned to this court because of a suppOli petition, and
you have been found to have an obligation to suppOli the child in that
petition, please listen to this part about your rights.

Child Support
The child support obligation is an amount you will be ordered to pay every
week, until the child is age 18, unless the child continues to be a full time
high school student. If the child continues to be a full time high school
student at age 18, you will have to pay child support until the child graduates
from the twelfth grade or turns 19, whichever happens first. You may also
have to pay suppoli for higher education such as college. Child support is
based on the paliies' net incomes as calculated under the Connecticut Child
Support and An'earage Guidelines. The paliies' net income does not include
state assistance. If you do not agree with the amount set out in the
guidelines, you may ask to have the amount ordered be either higher or
lower. The guidelines allow limited circumstances in which the court can
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change the guideline amount. I will listen to your reasons and, if I find
cause, I may order an amount different from the amount in the guidelines.

Arrears - Arrears is money you owe because YOU did not pay it in the
past.
A child support arrears to the state or the other party may also be
requested. That arrears can go back three years from the date the petition
was filed or the date of birth of the child, whichever period of time is less.
The arrears are based upon your ability to pay during past periods of time
calculated under the Connecticut Child SuppOli and Arrearage Guidelines.
You will be ordered to pay a weekly amount on those arrears.

OTHER ORDERS

Medical

You may also be ordered to pay for medical, dental and orthodontic
insurance and/or to contribute to out of pocket medical expenses. The court
recognizes that most of the children involved in this court proceeding
receive HUSKY insurance. These court orders for medical insurance do not
affect your child's participation in HUSKY.

Child Care
If the other parent is working, you may also be ordered to pay the other
parent for childcare for the child so that the other parent can work.

Income Withholding
The law requires that I order an immediate income withholding unless I find
cause, or a reason not to. You have the right to offer any evidence as to why
an immediate withholding order should not be ordered. Income

withholding means money is taken directly from your paycheck as a payroll
deduction, subject to certain federal and state exemptions which you have
the right to claim. The federal and state law requires that you be left with a
minimum amount of money. State law applies in most cases. Under our state
law, you must be left with at least 85% of the first $145 of your disposable
earnings. If the entire amount of the child suppOli orders you must pay is not
taken from your wages, you must pay the difference between the amount
owed and the amount which is taken Ii·om your pay.
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When an income withholding is ordered, it usually takes 3-6 weeks to get
the withholding in place with your employer. You should make each support
payment under the order yourself until you see that the full weekly payments
are being taken from your paycheck. [t is your responsibility to check your
pay stub every single week to be sure the full weekly payment is being
taken, and if it is not, you must make up the difference evelY week by
sending it directly to support enforcement. You must also let support
enforcement know if you change jobs because the wage withholding will
NOT automatically follow you from one job to the next. You must make
your support payments even if you are between jobs.

Modification
All parties to a support order have a right to ask for a change to, or a
modification of the order if there has been a substantial change in the
circumstances of either party or upon a showing that the order for child
support is substantially different than the child support guidelines. The
motion to change, or modify the child support order must be filed with the
court and properly delivered, or served (by a person authorized to do so), on
the other parties. After delivery, or service, of the motion on the other
paliies, the original motion must be returned to the couli clerk's office
before the court date. [f all of the procedures are not followed, your motion
may not be heard by the court. You are reminded that unless and until your
motion is heard and granted, you can not to change the amount of your
weekly payments.

SCRIPT TWO-CONTEMPT MATTERS

OPENING ADVISEMENT

Before we stmi cOUli today, [ am required to tell each of you of your rights
in the Family Support Magistrate Division of Superior COUli. If you have
any questions about any part of what [ say, please let me know when your
case is called. Generally speaking, all persons who have cases in this session
are entitled to hire a lawyer to represent them. [fyou need a continuance, in
other words, if you want to have your case heard on another day to have
your attorney with you, let the assistant attorney general know so that so we
can deal with that right away. [fyou are under the age of 18, or if you need
an interpreter, please tell the interviewer and the couli.

COlltempts
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For those people who have been cited for contempt of court, for not obeying
a court order to pay child support, there is the possibility that you are going
to jail. If there is an immediate threat of going to jail, you are entitled to the
services of an attorney. If you have not had a chance to hire your own
attorney or to get your attomey here today, please let the court know when
your case is called. If you cannot afford an attorney, you can ask that the
court appoint an attorney to represent you. If the court finds that you cannot
pay, that you are indigent for that purpose, an attorney will be appointed by
the court to represent you. That attorney will be paid for by the state of
Connecticut. You can also give up, or waive your right to an attorney and
you can represent yourself.

Some cases will be postponed to other dates in the future. It is extremely
important that you come to court for all of your court dates.

The most serious result of your not being here is that a capias will be
ordered. A capias is a civil arrest warrant for the state marshal to pick you up
and bring you to court. When a capias is ordered, a cash bond amount is set
by the court. That means if you are picked up at a time when court is not in
session, you will be held in the Community Correctional Center, perhaps
overnight or over the weekend, until cOUl1 is in session unless you can post
the amount of the cash bond.

Also, if you were given papers to be here today or previously ordered to be
here today, you must stay here until your case is heard and disposed of and
you are told by the court that you can leave. If you do not do so, a civil
an·est warrant, also known as a capias, can be ordered for your arrest.

If you have posted an appearance bond and do not return to court on a coul1
date in the future you will lose the bond money and it will be credited
toward your child support arrears obligation. If you retum to court as
ordered, you may ask the court to give the bond money back to the person
who posted the bone!.

Income Withholding
The law requires that I order an immediate income withholding unless I lInd
cause, or a rcason not to. You have the right to offer any evidence as to why
an immcdiate withholding order should not be ordered. Income withholding
means money is taken directly from your paycheck as a payroll deduction,
subject to cel1ain federal and state exemptions which you have the right to
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claim. The federal and state law requires that you be left with a minimum
amount of money. State law applies in most cases. Under our state law, you
must be left with at least 85% of the first $145 of your disposable earnings.
If the entire amount of the child support orders you must pay is not taken
from your wages, you must pay the difference between the amount owed and
the amount which is taken from your pay.

When an income withholding is ordered, it usually takes 3-6 weeks to get
the withholding in place with your employer. You should make each support
payment under the order yourself until you see that the full weekly payments
are being taken from your paycheck. It is your responsibility to check your
pay stub every single week to be sure the full weekly payment is being
taken, and if it is not, you must make up the difference every week by
sending it directly to suppOli enforcement. You must also let support
enforcement know if you change jobs because the wage withholding will
NOT automatically follow you from one job to the next. You must make
your support payments even if you are between jobs.

SCRIPT THREE - MODIFICAnON OF CHILD SUPPORT
(INCLUDES MODI FICAnON, WAGE WITHHOLDING AND
CONTEMPT ADVISEMENT)

Modification
All parties to a support order have a right to ask for a change to, or a
modification of the order if there has been a substantial change in the
circumstances of either party or upon a showing that the order for child
support is substantially different than the child support guidelines. The
motion to change, or modify the child suppOli order must be filed with the
court and properly delivered, or served (by a person authorized to do so), on
the other parties. After delivery, or service, of the motion on the other
paJiies, the original motion must be retumed to the court clerk's office
before the court date. If all of the procedures are not followed, your motion
may not be heard by the court. You are reminded that unless and until your
motion is heard and granted, you can not change the amount of your weekly
payments.

In deciding your request to change or modify your suppOli order, the COUlt

wi II look at the child support guideline amount and your requests for a
higher or lower amount than is in the child support guidelines. The child
suppOli guideline amount is based upon the parties' net incomes as
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calculated under the Connecticut Child Support and Arrearage Guidelines.
The parties' net income does not include state assistance. You may ask that
the amount be either higher or lower. The guidelines provide for limited
circumstances in which the court can change the guideline amount. I will
listen to your reasons, and if I find cause, Imay order an amount different
from the amount in the guidelines.

If the amount of child support ordered is changed, any amount ordered on
the child support arrears, that is, unpaid child support that is owed, may also
be changed along with the percentage orders for unreimbursed medical
expenses and work-related childcare costs, all of which are according to the
child support guidelines.

Income Withholding
The law requires that I order an immediate income withholding unless I find
cause, or a reason not to. You have the right to offer any evidence as to why
an immediate withholding order should not be ordered. That means money
is taken directly from your paycheck as a payroll deduction, subject to
certain federal and state exemptions which you have the right to claim. The
federal and state law requires that you be left with a minimum amount of
money. State law applies in most cases. Under our state law, you must be
left with at least 85% of the first $145 of your disposable earnings. If the
entire amount of the child support orders must pay is not taken from your
wages, you must pay the difference between the amount owed and the
amount which is - taken from your pay.

When child suppo11 is increased, it usuallyJakes 3-6 weeks to get the
withholding in place with your employer. You should make each supp0l1
payment under the order yourself until you see that the full weekly payments
are being taken from your paycheck. It is your responsibility to check your
pay stub every single week to be sure the full weekly payment is being 
taken, and if it is not, you must make up the difference every week by
sending it directly to suppol1 enforcement. You must also let support
enforcement know if you change jobs because the wage withholding will
NOT automatically follow you from one job to the next. You must make
your support payments even if you are between jobs.
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Contempt
For those people who have been cited for contempt of court, for not obeying
a court order to pay child suppOli, there is the possibility that you are going
to jail. If there is an immediate threat of going to jail, you are entitled to the
services of an attorney. If you have not had a chance to hire your own
attorney or to get your attorney here today, please let the court know when
your case is called. If you cannot afford an attorney, you can ask that the
court appoint an attorney to represent you. If the court finds that you cannot
pay, that you are indigent for that purpose, an attorney will be appointed by
the comi to represent you. That attorney will be paid for by the state of
Connecticut. You can also give up, or waive your right to an attorney and
you can represent yourself.

Some cases will be postponed to other dates in the future. It is extremely
important that you come to court for all of your court dates.

The most serious result of yOUf not being here is that a capias will be
ordered. A capias is a civil arrest warrant for the state marshal to pick you up
and bring you to comi. When a capias is ordered, a 'cash bond amount is set 
by the court. That means if you are picked up at a time when court is not in
session, you will be held in the Community Correctional Center, perhaps
overnight or over the weekend, until court is in session unless you can post
the amount ofthe cash bond.

Also, if you were given papers to be here today or previously ordered to be
here today, you must stay here until your case is heard and disposed of and
you are told by the court that you can leave. If you do not do so, a civil
arrest warrant, also known as a capias, can be ordered for your arrest.

If you have posted an appearance bond and do not to return to court on a
court date in the future you will lose the bond money and it will be credited
toward your child suppoli arrears obligation. If you return to comi as
ordered, you may ask the court to give the bond money back to the person
who posted the bond.

SCRIPT FOUR - SHORT ADVISEMENT (ALL MATTERS)

Before we start couri this morning, I would like to tell each of you of your
rights in the Family Support Magistrate Division of the Superior Comi. All
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persons who have matters pending in this court have the right to be
represented by an attorney.

If you are here because you are cited for contempt for not obeying your
court order, there may be a possibility of incarceration. Anytime there is a
possibility of incarceration, that is, of you going to jail, you have the right to
an attorney.

In that case, you may request more time, or a continuance, to hire your own
attorney, or if you cannot afford your own attorney, please let the court
know and the court will hold a hearing to decide whether or not you can
afford an attorney or qualify as indigent.

If the court finds that you cannot afford an attorney and are indigent and if
you ask, the court will appoint an attorney to represent you.

You may also give up, or waive, your right to an attorney and you can
represent yourself.

If you do not to return to court as ordered, the court will order a capias for
your arrest, which means a state marshal may pick you up and bring you to
court in custody and you will not be allowed to leave custody until you post
a cash bond. If you post that bond, your case will be postponed and moved
to another court date. If you come to court on that next court date, you may
ask to have the bond money be given back to the person who posted it, if
you do not come back to court, you will lose the bond money and it will be
given to the state to pay what you owe your support order.

It is important that you appear in court on all ordered dates.

Any person with a child support arrearage, that is, who owes support money
that they did not pay in the past, or a delinquency, that is, is late on their
payments, may be subject to several enforcement actions including a
possible tax intercept. If you are late, your driver's license may be suspended
or revoked, any professional or recreational licenses you may have may be
suspended or revoked, and you may have liens put on your property.

All pmiies to a support order have the right to ask for a modification, or a
change of the amount, of the order. In order to obtain a modification, a
motion to modify must be filed with the eouli. You may do this on your own
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or hire an attorney to help you. If you do it yourselt~ you must follow very
carefully the procedures required for the filing of a motion to modify. If
you do not follow all of the procedures, your by the cOLili.

If you have been ordered to come to court because ofa paternity petition,
you have three important rights: first, you have the right to have an attorney
including the right to a court-appointed attorney if you cannot afford one or
are indigent; second, you have the right to ask for genetic testing, if you
cannot afford to pay for the test, you have the right to ask to have the State
pay for the cost of the test. You can give up or waive your right to have the
genetic test ordered, but you should also know that if you waive your right to
DNA testing, that the Court will carefully question you to make sure that
you're giving up your right is voluntary.

Third, in paternity matters you also have the right to a full trial on the issue
of paternity. ¥ou have the right to call witnesses and question the witnesses
called by the State.

Once the issue of paternity is decided either as a result of a trial~ or through
an admission or acknowledgment of paternity (if you have been ordered to
come here because of a suppOli petition) you should know that you will be
charged with the support of the child in question until that child is 18, unless
the child continues to be a full time high school student at age 18, in which
case, support will continue until age 19 or the child flllishes twelfth grade,
whichever happens first. Support orders and arrears, or past due suppOli in
this court are set under the Child Support and Arrearage Guidelines which
have been set up by the State of Connecticut. Copies of the Guidelines are
available in the clerk's office free of charge.

Along with support orders issued by the court, by law, are orders for income
withholding. Income withholding means that money is taken directly from
your paycheck as a payroll deduction, subject to certain federal and state
exemptions.

KYH comment: I know this is the short 1')[Jn, but I suggest the language from above
regarding income withholding be lIsed as the statute is quite specific abollt \vhat needs to
be included. Even the language li'om above is a bit"skimpy" if you look at the actual
requirements of General Statutes 952-362 (a) (8) (b).
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Other Advisements, Scripts

SCRIPT FIVE (optional) - CUSTODY AND VISITATION MATTERS

Finally, please note that this magistrate court deals generally with child
support only and does not have authority to decide visitation and custody
matters. However, this court can order or modify visitation or custody if
there is a written agreement of the parties, both pm1ies are present, and the
court finds the agreement to be in the best interests of the child.

Also, this court can order either or both parents to attend the Parenting
Education Program, if the cOUl1 finds that it would be in the best interests of
the child. Please note that this has been required for several years in all
divorce cases.

(In Hartford only: Through a pilot program here in Hartford only, [ can
refer parties to the Family Relations Division for purposes of mediating, that
is, for helping the parties decide on their own, visitation or custody issues in
the best interests of the child. A Family Relations Officer usually is available
on the 3rd f100r of this building on Monday and Friday mornings and
Wednesday afternoons. Their phone number is 706-5170.)

WAIVER OF RIGHT TO AN ATTORNEY (possible questions)

• How old are you?
• How far did you go in school?
• Do you understand that if you had an attorney, the attorney would be able
to provide you with legal advice and defend you against this contempt
charge?
• Do you understand that you are not going to have that legal advice and
assistance?
• Do you understand that if you are found in contempt, you are subject to
incarceration, or going to jail?
• Are you giving up your right to counsel tt·eely and voluntarily?
• The Court finds the respondent has the intelligence and capacity to
appreciate the consequences of representing himself/herself, is aware of the
nature of the proceedings and the consequences of waiving the right to
counsel.
• The waiver is accepted.
See sections 25-63 and 25-64 of the Connecticut Practice Book
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SELF REPRESENTED PARTY ADVISEMENT

Good Morning (Mr./Ms. INSERT NAME). I see that you have decided to
represent yourself in these proceedings. You understand that you had,
throughout these proceedings, the right to be represented by an attorney of
your choice, and by deciding to represent yourself, you are taking on the
duties and responsibility of an attorney.

In representing yourself, you will be held to know the rules of procedure and
the law. You will have to deal with objections to the admissibility of
evidence and be prepared to argue points of law. I am not allowed, under the
Code of Judicial Conduct, to help you. You have taken on a serious
responsibility.

You have taken on the job of persuading me through the presentation of
relevant evidence. You must present your case through witnesses and items
that you place in evidence. The questions that you ask do not count. 
Repeating a question is usually not persuasive and won't help you. Most
people will hear the evidence the first time.

OATHS
General Statutes § 1-25. Forms of oaths. The forms of oaths shall be as
follows, to wit:

FOR WITNESSES.
You solemnly swear or solemnly and sincerely affinn, as the case may be,
that the evidence you shall give concerning this case shall be the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth; so help you God or upon penalty of
perjury.

FOR AN INTERPRETER IN COURT.
You solemnly swear or solemnly and sincerely affinn, as the case may be,
that you will interpret accurately the oath to be administered to the witness
and all questions that the witness may be asked under direction of the court
in a language the witness can understand and speak; that you will interpret
accurately the answers of the witness to the court (or to the court and jury) in
English; and that you will make all interpretations to the best of your skill
and judgment; so help you God or upon penalty of perjury.
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Public Information Desk locations:

GA 1 - Swmford
123 Hoyt Street
Stamford, Ct 06905

GA 2 - Bridgeport
172 Golden Hill Street
Bridgeport, CT 06604

1061 Main Street
Bridgeport, CT 06604

GA 4 - Waterbury
400 Grand Street
Waterbury, 06702

300 Grand Street
Waterbury, CT 06702

GA <) - Middletowll
1 Court Street
Middletown, CT 06457

GA 14 - Hartford
101 Lafayette Street
Hmiford, CT 06106

GA 15 ~. New Britain
20 Franklin Square
New Britain, CT 06051

GA 19-Rockville
20 Park Street
Rockville, CT 06066

GA 20 - Norwalk
17 Belden A vellue
Norwalk, CT 06850

GA23 - New Haven
121 Elm Street
New I-laven, CT 06510

As of lO,'2S,'OS
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GA locations without PIDs

CiA 3 - Danbury
146 White Street
Danbory, CT 06810

GAS - Derby
106 Elizabeth Street
Derby, CT 06418

GA 7 - Meriden
54 West Main Street
Meriden, CT 06451

G;\ 10 - New London
112 Broad Street
Ne\v London, CT 06320

GA 11 - Danielson
120 School Street
Danielson, CT 06239

GA 12 - Manchester
410 Center Street
Manchester, CT 06040

GA 13 - Enfield
III Phoenix Avenue
Enfield, CT 06082

GA 17 - Bristol
131 N. Main Street
Bristol, CT 06010

GA 18 - Bantam
80 Doyle Road
Bantam, CT 06750

GA21 - Norwich
1 Courthouse Square
0:orwich, C1' 06360

GA 22 - Milford
14 \Vest River Street
Milford, CT 06460
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Judicial District locations with Court Service Centers

Appendix J

Bridgeport SES Building
One Lafayette Circle
Bridgeport CT 06604
(203) 576-3602

Danbury J.D.
146 White Street
Danbury, CT 06810
(203) 207-8766

Fairfield J.D.
1061 Main Street
Bridgeport, CT 06604
(203) 579-7210

Hartford J.D.
90 Washington Street
Hartford, CT 06106
(860) 706-5064

Meriden J.D.
54 West Main Street
Meriden, CT 06451
(203) 238-6499

Middlesex J.D.
I Court Street
Middletown, CT 06457
(860) 343-6499

Waterbury J.D.
300 Grand Street
Waterbury, CT 06702
(203) 591-3308

Milford J.D.
14 West River Street
Milford, CT 06460
(203) 283-8260

New Britain J.D.
20 Franklin Square
New Britain, CT 06051

(860) 515-5153

New Haven J.D.
235 Church Street
New Haven, CT 06510
(203) 503-6819

Norwich J.D.
I Courthouse Square
Norwich, CT 06360
(860) 823-0857

Stamford J.D.
123 Hoyt Street
Stamford, CT 06905
(203) 965-5297

Tolland J.D.
69 Brooklyn Street
Rockville, CT 06066
(860) 896-4945

Jndicial District locations without Court Service Center locations

Litchfield .JD
15 West Street
Litchfield, CT 06759
(860)-567-0885

Windham JD
155 Church Street
Putnam, CT 06260
(860) 928-7749
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Appendix K

COURT
SERVICE
CENTU{S

"Making a difference
in Connecticut
communities"

•

For additional information, please visit or contact one of
the Court Service Center locations, or one of the
Connecticut Judicial Branch Law Libraries.

We can explain and answer questions about how
the court works.

We cannot tell you whether or not you should bring your
case to court.

f---+----------+---~1_----~-----

give you contact information for local legal We cannot
services and programs, and other services
where you can get legal information.

We can tell you what words to use in your court
papers. (However, we can check your
papers for completeness. For example, we
can check for signatures, notarization,
correct Judicial District, correct case
number, and presence of attachments.)

We can ~~~:~~~~:~:ral inform:;io;:bout c:~~-IWe cannot tel~Yo::~:~~:~:~-;~court'~""'-"""
rules, procedures, and practices. --l

We can give you court schedules and information IWe cannot give you an opinion about what will happe;!
on how to get a case heard by the court if you bring your case to court

;::~ give you information about your case fil±cannot talk to the judge for you .
..--......--...---.---...---.... I --- -..------...--......--...--- '._-...

We can give you work space, where available, to We cannot let you talk to the judge outside of court.
prepare your forms and documents.

We can usually answer questions about court
deadlines and how to compute them.

We cannot change an order signed by a judge.

For additional information, please visit or contact one of the Court Service Center locations, or one of
the Connecticut Judicial Branch Law Libraries.

Court Service Centers
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Appendix L

Public Public Information Desks
Informtlliun

I)esk:)

We can explain and answer questions about how
the court works.

We cannot tell you whether or not you should bring your i
case to court. i

-----i'---------+----------------------

We cannot tell you what words to use in your court
papers. (However, we can check your
papers for completeness. For example, we
can check for signatures, notarization,
correct Judicial District, correct case
number, and presence of attachments.) i

We can~~:e-y-o-u-~e~e-r-a-Ii~fo;~~-ti-o~-:-o-u-tc-o-u~'--+w-e-c-a-n-n-o-t+te-I-I-YO-U-W-h-a-t-t:-s-a-y-in--co-u-rt-.--·-------1
rules, procedures, and practices.

We can give you with contact information for local
legal services and programs, and other
services where you can get legal
information.

We can give you court schedules and information
on how to get a case heard by the court.

I

We cannot give you an opinion ab:ut w~~t-will h~~pe;l
if you bring your case to court. :

-------------------j------t------------------.------.-- ·----1
We can give you information about your case file_ We cannot talk to the judge for you.

f--------+-------------------1-----+---------------~

We cannotWe can give you work space, where available, to
prepare your forms and documents_

let you talk to the judge outside ofc:J

We can usually answer questions about court change an order signed by a judge_ I

deadlines and how to compute them_ I'
--------'-------------------------'-------------'-- ---- -------- ----

For additional information, please visit or contact one of the Public Information Desks, or one of the :

Connecticut Judicial Branch Law_L_ib_r_a_ri_e_s_,_____________ ____________J
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Appendix M-1

Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Sub-committee on Training

Superior Court Judges, Senior Judges and Judge Trial Referees

Q ~ Please rank in order of most to least, which areas you believe are most
problematic for self-represented parties and would most benefit from written or video
instructional materials?

l~ Most II ~ Least Written
Family:

Civil:

(FA) Modifications
(FSM) Modifications
TROs
Uncontested Dissolutions
Custody issues
Emergency Exparte Orders
(FA)Contempts
(FSM)Contempts
Paternity
Child Support
Marshal's Service
Other: _

Foreclosures
Contract Collections

(i.e.credit card debt collections)
Personal Injury
Other:. _

Q~ Please suggest up to three (3) things the Judicial Branch could do to enhance the
ability of self-represented parties to represent themsclves efficiently and effectively
in cidl cases.

1.. _
2 .. _
,
J .. _

Q = Please suggest up to three (3) things the Judicial Branch could do to enhance the
ability of sell~reprcsentedparties to represent themselves efficiently and effectively
infaJ1li~v cases.

1._--------------------
2. _
3. _
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Appendix M-2

Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Sub-committee on Training

Court Service Center and Public Iuformation Desks

Q = Please rank in order of most to least, which areas are most problematic for selt~

represented parties and would most benefit from written or video instructional
materials?

1= Most 8= Least Written
Family:

Civil:

(FA) Modifications
(FSM) Modifications
TROs
Uncontested Dissolutions
Custody issues
Emergency Exparte Orders
(FA)Contempts
(FSM)Contempts
Paternity
Child Support
Marshal's Service
Other: _

Foreclosures
Contract Collections

(i.e.credit card debt collections)
Personal Injury
Other: _

Q = Please suggest up to three (3) things the Judicial Branch could do to enhance the
ability of self-represented parties to represent themselves efficiently and effectively
in civil cases.

1. _
2. _
3. _

Q = Please suggest up to three (3) things the Judicial Branch could do to enhance the
ability of self-represented parties to represent themselves efficiently and effectively
infamily cases.

1. _
2. _
3. _
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Appendix M-3

Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Sub-committee on Training

Foreclosure Mediation Program mediators and Housing Specialists

Q~ In your day to day work, which areas do you believe are most problematic for self~

represented parties and would benefit most from written or video instructional materials')_

Q ~ What types of educational vehicles do you think would be most helplb! to sclf-
represented parties (i.e. written, video, one-on-one, etc) _

Q ~ Please suggest up to three (3) things the Judicial Branch could do to enhance the
ability of self-represented parties to represent themselves efficiently and effectively m
civil cases.

1.. _
2 .. _
3. _
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Appendix M-4

Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Sub-committee on Training

Familv Support Magistrates

Q ~ Please rank in order of most to least, which areas you believe are most
problematic for self-represented parties and would most benefit li'om written or video
instructional materials?

1~ Most 8~ Least Written
Family:

(FA) Modillcatious
(FSM) Modifications
TROs
Uncontested Dissolutions
Custody issues
Emergency Exparte Orders
(FA)Contempts
(FSM)Contempts
Paternity
Child Support
Marshal's Service
Other: _

Q ~ Please suggest up to three (3) things thc Judicial Branch could do to cnhance the
ability of self-represented parties to represent themselves eftlciently and effectively
infami(v support magistrate cases.

1. _
2. _
3. _
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Appendix M-5

Public Service and Trust Commission
Committee on Self-represented Parties

Sub-committee on Training

Small Claims Magistrates

Q = In your day to day work, which areas do you believe are most problematic for self~

represented parties and would benefit most from written or video instructionalmaterials?_

Q = What types of educational vehicles do you think would be most helpful to sclf-
represented parties (i.e. written, video, one-an-one, etc) _

Q = Please suggest up to tlu·ee (3) things the Judicial Branch could do to enhance the
ability of self-represented parties to represent themselvcs efficiently and effectively in
small claims cases.

1._------------------
2. _
3. _
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Appendix N

The following bullets are recommended strategies and activitics received from the
various focus groups, public hearings and surveys conducted during the information
gathering phase of the Strategic Plan. These bullets wcre assigned to the Committee
on Self-Represented Parties. Thc notes arc a repOlt of thc items addressed by the
committee.

• Instructions/"how-to" manuals to navigate court system - Not Addressed - the
Committee on Self-represented Parties did not address this bullet. Issues concerning
providing clear and consistent infonnation on what to expect or do in court are being
addressed by the Committee on Expectations of the Public.

• Accessible literature - Addressed - Subcommittee on Forms - recommending Judicial
Branch publications be converted to plain language and access to these publications be
expanded to include non-judicial facilities. Also, recommending short calendar marking
procedure handout for self-represented parties.

• Have clear practice book provisions -Addressed - Subcommittee on Forms
recommends that as a long-tcnn goal, plain language and readability principles be applied
to the practice book so it is clearer and more easily understood by self-represented
parties.

• Interactive website - Addressed - Subcommittee on Technology - recommends
the formation of a Technology committee to continue its work until the
completion and implementation of the legal services web project

• l\tlore education of litigants (divorce experience \Yorkshop and parenting education
courses) in which judges participate ~- Addressed - Subcommittee on Trainiug
recommending creatiou of short educational "how-to" videos utilizing judges to
provide infoffilation to self-represented parties on basic civil and family
procedures. The vidcos will be accompanied by easy to follow written checklists.

• Guidelines and forms in lay terms - Addressed - Subcommittee on Forms
recommending most commonly used Judicial Branch fonns and publications be
converted to plain language. Also recommending the creation of a plain language
hand out explaining the short calendar marking procedures for self-represented
parties.

• Develop programs to assist Pro ses - Addressed - Subcommittee on Support
Services - recommending pilot Advice Days program; recommending pilot
Dedicated Docket program; recommending the creation of a Family Support
i\1agistrate video advisement in English and Spanish.

• Requires more training on the psychology of dealing with angry (frustrated)
untrained pro ses - Addressed - Subcommittee on Training-
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Appendix N

• Set up Hadvice days" in courts, using volunteer attorneys - Addressed
Subcommittee on Support Services - recommending pilot program for advice
days in a judicial district t,nnily court location to be determined where volunteer
attomeys will provide legal advice to self-represented parties.

• lucrease number of pro bono attorneys - Addressed - Subcommittee on
Support Services - recommending pilot program of advice days utilizing the
services of volunteer attorneys.

• Define role of court service center - Addressed - Subcommittee on Support
Services and Subcommittee on Technology - The Subcommittee recommends
that the webpage located at http://W\vw.jud.ct.2:ov/csc/scrvices.htm be made into a
handout for distribution to judges, and additionally, be made into larger posters for
distribution and display in all Clerk's Omce, Court Service Center and Public
Information Desk locations.

• Market self-help information better - Addressed - Subcommittee on Forms
and Subcommittee on Training - recommending the Quick Link on the Judicial
Branch homepagc be renamed from "Court FOnTIs" to "Forms"; recommeuding
Judicial Branch publications be displayed in non-judicial facilities; recommending
the creation of a letter to self-represented parties to provide information on the
availability of court resources and services.

• Determine what is the goal -arc we anti pro se or no!'! - Addressed - by all
five (S) subcommittees and full Committee on Self-represented Parties - This
Committee explored ways to enhance the guidance and assistance provided to all self
represented parties. The Committee recognized that not all self-represented parties are
indigent and, in fact, many who have the means to retain counsel choose instead to
represent themselves. The work of this Committee served to assist self-represented
parties from all socio-economic backgrounds.

• Create pro se clerks, at trial and appellate levels -Addressed - Subcommittee
Oil Support Services - recommending that the Branch not pursue the
implementation of dedicated clerks at the trial and appellate levels.

• Unbundled legal services - Addressed - Subcommittee on Legal Serviees
recommends that Connecticut implement two limited unbundling pilot projects
(one in the area of t,unily and one in the area of foreelosure). Thc subcommittee
recommends the establishment of two ongoing work groups to plan the pilot
unbundling projects and push for any necessary environmental Irule changes.

• Separate pro se dockets - Addressed - Subcommittee on Support Services &
Single courtroom for pro ses - Addressed - Subcommittee on Support
Services - recommending the creation of a pilot dedicated docket implemented
only under optimal staffing conditions. The administration of the dedicated
dockcts would work in conccrt with Court Service Center and Family Relations
staff
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• Greeters in the courthonse - Addressed - Subcommittee on Support Services
- CreJle a pilot courthouse greeter program to be implemented in one courthouse, where
congestion and intake delays are particularly burdensome.

• Increase funding for legal aid agencies - Addressed - SubconlInittcc on Legal
Services - recommending the Judicial Branch do everything it can to support
funding for legal aid.

• Increase in number of court service centers and public information desks &
More Court Service Centers - Addressed - Subcommittee on Technology and
Subcommittee on Support Services- Establish a Court Service Center and/or a
Public Infonnation Desk in every court that lacks onc now including all Juvenile Court
facilities new and existing.
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Superior Court Operations Division
State of Connecticut Judicial Branch

REPORT OF THE BENCH/BAR SMALL CLAIMS COMMITTEE

April 1, 2009

I. Introduction

In May of 2008, Chief Court Administrator Barbara Quinn established the
Bench/Bar Small Claims Committee to examine current small claims practices, including
backlogs, and to recommend changes to improve the system and service. Knowing that
diversity of membership would provide valuable insight and recommendations for the
future success of Connecticut Small Claims Courts, the committee members were
chosen specifically to represent all court users.

The Committee was comprised of judges, magistrates, court personnel,
members of the creditors' and consumers' bars, as well as legal service providers, all
having broad experience and knowledge of the small claims process. JUdge Quinn
appointed Superior Court Judge Clarance Jones to be the committee chair. Judge
James Abrams, formally a small claims magistrate, was also appointed as a member of
the Committee. Together they were uniquely positioned to assist in making positive
changes to a struggling court system.

The Committee was charged with reviewing Practice Book Rules, recommending
uniform practices throughout the state, as well as considering legislative proposals, and
examining whether any changes should be made in the small claims process.

Some of the challenges facing the small claims court are the increasing rate of
filings, due to a declining economy and the recent change in the jurisdictional limit from
$3500 to $5000, the decreased availability of personnel, and the dependency on an
outmoded case management system. Equally important is the perception that the small
claims court can no longer be described as the "peopies' court".

The initial concept of small claims was to allow two parties to settle disputes
before an impartial third party without the need for the services of an attorney. This has
not been true for many years, as attorneys represent 80% of plaintiffs while only 4% of
defendants have lawyers. Debt-buying has exploded and every economic indicator
suggests that this trend will continue.

The Committee recognized that simplicity is essential to the continued success of
the small claims procedure. One of its goals was to clarify and improve a process by
which a vast number of disputes have been resolved in a just, expeditious, and
inexpensive manner. Discussions on balancing the needs of the plaintiffs' attorneys with
those of the self-represented litigant came up repeatedly and were a primary concern to
all members. The Committee also sought to protect the integrity of the judicial process
with changes intended to reduce the number of defendants who fail to respond to the
small claims complaint and to assure that judgments, especially defauit judgments, are
entered only when there is an adequate level of proof.
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To address the myriad issues put forward at the first meeting in June of 2008,
three subcommittees were established:

Honorable James Abrams, Subcommittee on Access & Quality of Service, Chairperson
Attorney Maureen P. Finn, Subcommittee on Operational Process, Chairperson
Attorney Joanne Faulkner, Subcommittee on Legal Issues, Chairperson

Primary topics discussed included: notice to litigants of all hearings, service of
process, proffering a prima facie case upon filing a suit, magistrate announcements and
canvassing guidelines, fair scheduling of hearings, post-judgment procedures and
availability of instructional materials. In making their recommendations, the
subcommittees sought to improve, but not to complicate, the small claims process for
resolving disputes, keeping in the spirit of a true people's court.

We believe that the Committee, through collaborative effort, has met its goal to
develop recommendations that will have a positive and substantial impact on the
attorneys and litigants accessing our small claims courts, and that the expectations of
the public for a court process that exemplifies professionalism, fairness, integrity, and
respect can be achieved.

II. Members of the Bench/Bar Small Claims Committee

Honorable Barbara M. Quinn, Chief Court Administrator
Honorable Patrick L. Carroll, III., Deputy Chief Court Administrator
Honorable Clarance J. Jones
Honorable James W. Abrams
Magistrate Elaine Braffman
Attorney Marshall R. Collins
Attorney Joseph D. D'Alesio
Magistrate Sydney W. Elkin
Attorney Natalie K. Erickson
Attorney Joanne S. Faulkner
Attorney Maureen P. Finn
Attorney Kevin R. Hennessy
Attorney Nancy L. Kierstead
Attorney Karen Lahey
Attorney Adam Olshan
Magistrate Joseph J. Patchen
Attorney Robert L. Peat
Attorney Raphael Podolsky
Attorney Sarah Poriss
Attorney William G. Reveley
Magistrate Michael Ross
Attorney Kenneth Rozich
Attorney Richard A Terry
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III. Recommendations from the Subcommittee on Legal Issues

1. Allow any small claims action to be filed in the Centralized
Small Claims Office, and clarify venue for filing claims.

Problem:

The Practice Book has never been amended to incorporate the changes in filing
location that have resulted from the centralization of the small claims system. Housing
Session small claim actions can be filed only with the clerk of the housing session for the
judicial district where venue exists. All other small claims actions may be filed with the
Centralized Small Claims Office. In addition, existing Practice Book venue provisions for
small claims actions are not clear. (Practice Book Revisions are Appendix A.)

Recommendation:
I

Revise Practice book Rule Sec. 24-4 to permit any small claims action to be filed
in the Centralized Small Claims Office.

Revise Sec. 24-4 to identify venue specifically for actions involving consumer
transactions, housing matters, and all other small claims cases.

2. Require plaintiff to state the basis for knowledge of defendant's
current address and to provide at least two methods of address
verification.

Problem:

Some defendants may not receive the mailed Small Claims Writ and Notice of
Claim when the case is initiated. This can result in the erroneous default judgment
against the defendant, negatively impacting the defendant's credit report, and may
cause the defendant's property to be inappropriately seized. This can also result in the
performance of additional tasks by small claims personnel and plaintiffs, leading to
further processing delays. Currently most filings are delivered to the small claims office
for processing and mailing to the defendants.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-9 to require that the plaintiff verify that the
address provided for each defendant is current. The verification shall include
confirmation by at least two methods made during the six months prior to filing the writ,
and the plaintiff, under oath in the writ, shall so state and identify which methods were
employed. The methods shall include verification from at least two of the following:

• Municipal records;
• Department of Motor Vehicles:
• Receipt of correspondence from the defendant with the return address;
• Other verification from the defendant that the address is current;
• Mailing a letter to the defendant by first class mail, at least four weeks prior to the

filing of the small claims action, that has not been returned by the postal service;
• Online database, other than white pages or other unpaid general telephone

directories; or
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• Independent verification from an additional source specifically described by the
defendant.

Default judgment shall not enter in the absence of the required verification or if it
is apparent that the defendant did not reside at the address at the time of service.

3. Include in complaint the date of last payment or other basis to
show that the statute of limitations has not expired.

Problem:

Without presentation of sufficient information within the small claims writ, actions
may be filed and judgments may be ordered erroneously, which would otherwise have
been prevented from going forward, due to the expiration of time as set forth in statute of
limitations.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-9 to require that the plaintiff state in the writ
the date of the defendant's last payment, the charge-off date or other basis to
demonstrate that the statute of limitations has not expired.

4. Repeal requirement that the military affidavit accompany the
writ.

Problem:

It is more difficult for unrepresented plaintiffs to obtain a military affidavit since
they normally do not have a defendant's date of birth or social security number and are
therefore unable to use the Department of Defense Manpower Data Center to determine
military status. An affidavit as to military status is not needed if the defendant answers
the claim. Requiring the affidavit at the time of judgment, later in the process, also
reduces the risk that the affidavit will be stale.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-9 to remove the requirement that a military
affidavit accompany the small claims writ and notice of suit upon filing of the claim.

5. Extend the outer range for the date by which the defendant
must file an answer to the claim to forty-five (45) days after the
notice and writ are returned to the court.

Problem:

Increased case/oad necessitates that answer dates be further in the future than
the thirty-day limit currently permits.
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Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-12 to change from thirty (30) to forty-five (45)
days the maximum parameter for the answer date, and further modify the language so
that the parameters apply "after the writ and notice of suit are returned to the court",
consistent with other changes proposed in Sec. 24-10 in regard to service of the claim.

6. Expand allowable methods for providing notices of hearing and
provide hearing notices to all parties, even when an answer has
not been received from a defendant.

Problem:

Current language in the Practice Book Rules limits the methods of providing
notices of hearing. Other methods for providing notice, such as electronic notice, may
be contemplated in the future.

Currently there is no requirement to send a hearing notice to a defendant who
has failed to submit an answer. There may be just cause why a defendant failed to
submit answer (e.g. did not receive notice of the suit). Failure to send a hearing notice
to a defendant may preclude the defendant from the right to be heard. It should be the
policy of the small claims system to avoid defaults and encourage defendant
participation whenever possible.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-14 to state that the clerk shall "send" (rather
than "give or mail") to each party or representative a notice of the time and place set for
hearing. Further revise Sec. 24-14 and Sec. 24-25 to require that notices of all hearings
be sent to all parties, without regard to whether an answer has been filed.

7. Require defendant to send a copy of the answer to the plaintiff.

Problem:

Answer notices from defendants currently are mailed to the plaintiffs by the small
claims court personnel. The procedure could be more efficient and prevent unnecessary
delay if the defendant were required to mail a copy of the answer to the plaintiff as well
as the small claims court.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-16 to require that the defendant send a copy
of the answer to each plaintiff and to certify on the answer form that he or she has done
so, including the address(es) to which a copy has been mailed. It is the intent of the
Committee that the defendant's failure to comply with this requirement will not prevent
the defendant's answer from being heard but will entitle the plaintiff to a continuance if
the plaintiff is caught by surprise. See also the recommended change to Sec. 24-25.
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8. Clarify that the filing of a timely motion to transfer prevents
default for failure to answer.

Problem:

A default judgment could be entered when a timely motion to transfer is pending.

Recommendation::

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-16 to add new language that prohibits the
entry of a default judgment when a timely motion to transfer is pending.

9. Allowable filings

Problem:

The Practice Book Rules do not specify which types of filings are permitted in
small claims actions. Plaintiffs may be confused about what filings are allowable.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-17 to list the allowable filings in small claims
actions. The recommended list of allowable filings is as follows:

1. Small Claims Writ and Notice of Suit
2. Continuation of Parties
3. Motion to Waive Fees and Costs
4. Motion to Amend
5. Motion to Dismiss
6. Motion to Transfer
7. Motion to Appear Pro Hac Vice
8. Motion for Continuance
9. Motion to Extend Time
10. Motion to Implead
11. Motion to Withdraw Appearance
12. Appearance
13. Answer
14. Counterclaim
15. Reply to Counterclaim
16. Setoff
17. Subpoena
18. Stipulation
19. Decision of Magistrate
20. Motion for Stay
21. Withdrawal
22. Satisfaction
23. Motion to Modify
24. Motion to Open
25. Motion for Order
26. Motion for Articulation
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27. Motion for Satisfaction
28. Post JUdgment Remedies - Interrogatories
29. Petition For Examination of Judgment Debtor/Notice of Hearing
30. Executions - Wage, Financial Institution and Property
31. Property Execution Proceedings, Claim For Determination of

Interests
32. Claim for exemption or modification - Execution
33. Application For Hearing On Exempt Status of Funds
34. Affidavit RE: Exempt Status of Funds
35. Capias

10. Clarify the procedure for requesting documents from the
opposing party.

Problem:

When a party refuses to honor a request from the opposing party for copies of
documents that may be necessary for the presentation of a case, the requesting party
may bring the request to the judicial authority's attention for a decision. The timing and
manner for bringing such a request to the judicial authority's attention is unclear.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-20A to state that the requesting party, rather
than bringing the request to the judicial authority's attention, may file a motion for order.

11. Extend the amount of time permitted to file a motion to transfer
after the granting of a motion to open, and clarify transfer
language in accordance with the centralization of small claims
processing.

Problem:

Five (5) days from the date the notice granting the motion to open was sent may
be an insufficient amount of time for a party to file a motion to transfer to the regular civil
docket. A party could be prevented from transferring a case if notice granting the motion
to open was not received timely.

The Practice Book rule has not been updated since the processing of small
claims matters was centralized. Current language should be revised to reflect the
transfer process envisioned with a centralized small claims office.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-21 to extend from five (5) days to fifteen
days, after the notice granting the motion to open is sent, the time limit for filing a motion
to transfer to the regular docket or regular housing docket. Clarify the transfer process
in light of the centralization of small claims matters.
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12. Allow the defendant to file an answer at a hearing for damages.

Problem:

A defendant may not receive the mailed Small Claims Writ and Notice of Claim
when the case is initiated or may not understand what to do once the form has been
received. When a hearing in damages is scheduled and no attempt is made to notify the
defendant of the scheduled hearing, the result could be an erroneous default judgment
against the defendant, negatively impacting a defendant's credit report, and possibly
causing a defendant's property to be inappropriately seized.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-25 to provide that notice of hearing be sent to
each plaintiff and defendant when a matter is scheduled for a hearing in damages. See
also the Committee's proposed changes to Sec. 24-14. Further revise Sec. 24-25 to
state that if a defendant files an answer at any time before a default judgment has been
entered, including at the time of a scheduled hearing in damages, the default shall be
vacated automatically. If the answer is filed at the time of a hearing in damages, the
judicial authority shall allow the plaintiff a continuance if requested by the plaintiff. This
section does not authorize the filing of a late counterclaim.

13. Send notice of dismissal under the small claims dormancy
program.

Problem:

Small claims cases, which have not gone to judgment within one year from the
date of the institution of the action, are dismissed upon order of the chief court
administrator during the months of January and July each year. No notices of dismissal
are sent. Cases may be dismissed in error, resulting in the performance of additional
and otherwise unnecessary tasks by small claims personnel and parties to the cases.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-27 to require the court to send notice of
dismissal under the small claims dormancy program. The timing of the dormancy
program would be discretionary.

14. Require a written decision to state the reasons for the decision
in matters in which a contested hearing is held.

Problem:

Written decisions in matters in which a contested hearing is held do not
necessarily state the reasons for the decision. This can cause confusion and be
unsettling for the non-prevailing party.
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Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-29 to require magistrates to state reasons for
the written decision after a contested hearing.

15. Require that a stay of execution be in effect during compliance
with an order for payment, and require that, upon satisfaction
of judgment, a written notice of satisfaction be filed with the
clerk within ninety (90) days.

Problem:

A defendant who is in compliance with an order of payments is nevertheless
subject to the filing of a property or bank execution during the period of compliance.
This can be unfair to a defendant who in good faith is complying with the court order.

Written notice of satisfaction of judgment is required to be filed with the clerk, but
there is no stated timeframe within which the notice of satisfaction is to be filed.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-30 to state that, unless otherwise ordered,
the issue of execution and other supplementary process shall be stayed during
compliance with the order for payment. The stay would automatically be lifted by a
default in post-judgment court-ordered payments by the judgment debtor.

Revise Sec. 24-30 to require that written notice of satisfaction be filed with the
clerk within ninety days.

16. Remove the time limit for opening judgments for lack of actual
notice, and clarify language related to contested hearings.

Problem:

A party may not receive actual notice of a judgment rendered, and have no
recourse with the court if the four-month time limit to file a motion to open has expired.

Language in the Practice Book concerning the opening of a judgment rendered
after a hearing on the merits does not specifically state that it applies to a contested
hearing.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-31 to remove the four-month time limit for
filing a motion to open for lack of actual notice to a party. The four-month time limit
remains for opening judgments for other reasons.

Revise Sec. 24-31 to clarify that subsection (b) refers to a contested hearing.
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17. Strengthen provisions requiring the sufficiency of affidavits
filed including any charge-off balance, interest claimed, chain
of title, and date of last payment by defendant, before any
judgment may be rendered.

Problem:

The existing practice for entering judgments, and especially for default
judgments, fails adequately to assure that the plaintiff has presented a prima facie case.
As a result, judgments may be entered without the minimal level of proof to establish the
indebtedness of the defendant. For example, in light of the frequent assignment and
reassignment of commercial paper, the plaintiff may not actually own the debt or have
the right to sue. Similarly, if an affidavit of debt is not sufficiently itemized, it is
impossible for the judicial authority to determine whether the plaintiff is entitled to the
type of damages claimed (e.g., interest) or whether the amount claimed complies with
statutory and contractual requirements.

Recommendation:

Revise Practice Book Rule Sec. 24-24 to require that affidavits must have been
filed by the plaintiff in order for the judicial authority to render any judgment and that an
affidavit of debt be sufficiently itemized. Debts with charge-off balance must state that
balance and must itemize any additional damages claimed.

The affidavit shall also state the manner in which additional interest is calculated
and the authority upon which the claim for interest is based. Interest claimed on a debt
arising out of services provided at a hospital, if awarded, shall not exceed the maximum
rate permitted by subsection (b) of section 37-3a of the Connecticut General Statutes.

If the plaintiff is not the original party with whom the contract or instrument was
made, the plaintiff shall swear to the purchase of debt from the last owner or seller and
attach the most recent bill of sale or (b) attach all bills of sale for subsequent transfers of
the original debt.

The affidavit shall also state the date of the last actual payment by the
defendant, the date of charge-off, or some other basis to demonstrate that the statute of
limitations has not expired.

If the plaintiff has claimed any lawful charges based on a provision of the
contract, the plaintiff shall attach to the affidavit of debt a copy of the portion of the
contract containing the provided terms for such charges and the amount claimed. In
cases that involve a charge-off balance, this requires the plaintiff to itemize such
damages that accrued after charge off.

18. Adopt a Small Claims Judgment Checklist for Magistrates

Problem:

Without uniform standards, the court cannot ensure consistency in practice and
in meeting evidentiary norms before judgment is rendered. A lack of consistency can
breed the perception of unfairness with the public, a perception in contraposition to the
mission of the Judicial Branch.
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Recommendation:

Require the institution of the proposed 'Small Claims Judgment Checklist' for
Magistrates which sets forth a tickler series of questions for Magistrates to review and
verify before judgment is rendered. The use of the Checklist helps ensure that expected
standards for evidence are being met and that the public can be confident that they are
being served with consistency and fairness. (The checklist is attached as Appendix B).

Incorporate plaintiff default cases in which the plaintiff fully provides all
information required by checklist. The working group suggests that judgment would
ordinarily be entered for the amount claimed unless facts and/or circumstances lead the
magistrate to believe that the matters should be set down for hearing or that the claim
dismissed.

19.1f service by the plaintiff is not adopted, then (a) require the
plaintiff to provide the clerk with sufficient copies of the
complaint for each defendant [Sec. 24-9], (b) prohibit the use of
an indifferent person to serve the writ [Sec. 24-10 and 24-11],
and (c) require a marshal making abode service to state an
independent basis for the belief that the address is correct
[Sec. 24-11 and 24-13 (b)].

Problem:

(a) Small claims filers often do not provide the requisite number of copies
needed for the court to make service, necessitating that either the filing be returned to
them for correction or that the court make copies for the filer. Either way results in an
additional expense for the court.

(b) Magistrates have noted abuses in the use of indifferent persons for service.
(c) When service by mail is returned as undeliverable, marshals often make

abode service at the same address with no verification of the address.

Recommendation:

(a) Incorporate the form instruction requiring the filer to supply the appropriate
number of copies into Sec. 24-9.

(b) Prohibit the use of indifferent persons for service of the writ.
(c) Require a marshal to state an independent basis for the belief that the

address is correct when making abode service at an address from which
mail service was returned as undeliverable.

20. Inform self-represented plaintiffs how to prepare a military
affidavit.

Problem:

Non-attorney filers are unfamiliar with the requirements of the Service members
Civil Relief Act, resulting in unnecessary delay.
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Recommendation:

Provide greater instruction to self-represented parties litigants to increase
understanding and compliance with the requirements of the Act.

21. Adopt a uniform stipulation to judgment form.

Problem:

There is no uniformity in the context of information presented in a stipulation for
judgment. Key data for processing the stipulation or for the benefit of the defendant may
be missing.

Recommendation:

Develop and implement a uniform stipulation form in carbon triplicate, with
detailed information including the docket number, due date, amount agreed upon,
contact telephone numbers, et al. (See Appendix C.)

22. Revise notice of judgment form

Problem:

The format of the judgment form and the information provided needs to be
clearer. Repetition should be eliminated. (See Appendix D.)

Recommendation:

Revise the judgment form to clarify the format and the information provided and
eliminate repetition of information.

23. Increase use of $100 sanction authorized under Practice Book
Sec. 24-33 to discourage plaintiffs, and especially large filers,
from failure to comply with small claims rules designed to
protect defendants from improper judgments

Problem:

The majority of small claims matters are filed by attorneys who represent corporate
debt collectors. The majority of defendants in those matters are self-represented
litigants. When such an imbalance between the parties exists, there is a special need
to insure that the integrity of the system is preserved and the rights of all parties are
protected.

Recommendation:

Magistrate training should include instruction in regard to standards for use of the
sanctioning power set forth in Practice Book Section 24-33, specifically in regard to the
discretionary award of costs not to exceed $100.00.
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IV. Recommendations from the Subcommittee on Operational
Process

1. Send copy of defendant's answer to plaintiff upon receipt.

Problem:

Small Claims office procedure has been to send a copy of the defendant's
answer to the plaintiff along with the notice of hearing once the hearing has been
scheduled. Earlier receipt of defendant's answer could lead to stipulation or other
agreement without the need to schedule a hearing.

Recommendation:

The recommendation has been accepted and the change in procedure has been
implemented.

2. E-Filing for Small Claims.

Problem:

The small claims court faces an increasing rate of claims filed and the economic
environment limits the State's ability to provide adequate resources to process the
claims in a timely manner. E-filing for small claims, currently in effect for civil, provides a
solution to meet this challenge.

Document retention procedures by plaintiffs will be impacted by the
implementation of e-filing for small claims.

Recommendation:

The Judicial Branch should give top priority for implementation of an automated
bulk e-filing system designed in a judicial format that makes data entry by judicial
personnel for processing small claims cases unnecessary.

Begin with voluntary use of the bulk e-filing system. After twelve (12) months,
require plaintiffs and attorneys who file more than 50 cases per year to use bulk e-filing.

Require plaintiffs to begin retaining affidavits until judgment is satisfied, the action
is withdrawn, or judgment expires by operation of law.

3. Filings and notice to all non-appearing defendants

Problem:

Some defendants may not receive the initial small claims writ and notice of suit,
and therefore would be unable to respond to the claim or to provide a defense to the
claim. Sending copies of other filings and hearing notices to non-appearing defendants
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helps to ensure that the defendant has an opportunity to respond to the small claims
action.

Recommendation:

Require plaintiffs to send copies of all filings to non-appearing defendants.
Require the small claims court to send hearing notices to non-appearing defendants.
(Refer to recommendation 6. by the Subcommittee on Legal Issues.)

4. Docket Scheduling

Problem:

Large filers may be required to attend hearings in different parts of the state and
at various times of the day. Scheduling conflicts can lead to more continuances, which
can be burdensome to defendants and plaintiffs, as well as small claims office
personnel.

Recommendation:

The small claims office should make every effort to schedule all cases of large
filers in each court on a single docket, to be heard after unrepresented party cases.
Recommended scheduling order is as follows: (1) single-party unrepresented plaintiffs;
(2) single-party large filers; (3) multiple-party unrepresented plaintiffs: (4) multiple-party
large filers.

5. Entry of defaults on trial dates

Problem:

Security lines at the entry to the courthouse may cause a litigant who has arrived
on time at the building to be late for the call of the calendar. Some defendants or
plaintiffs may be unexpectedly delayed for court dates and unable to contact and notify
the court. A case may be called and judgment entered before the party to a case has
arrived.

Recommendation:

Preclude entry of default on a case for a minimum of 20 minutes after the
calendar is called.

6. Hearings on payment

Problem:

Hearings may be scheduled that are unnecessary when the purpose of the
hearing is to set a payment order and no recommendation by either party has been
made for payment other than the standard weekly minimum payment. Unnecessary
hearings waste valuable time for defendants and plaintiffs, as well as small claims court
personnel and resources.
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Recommendation:

Eliminate hearings on amounts for weekly payments orders when the defendant
admits liability and does not propose an alternative to the $35 standard weekly payment
order. Include a procedural notice to this effect on the defendant's answer form.

7. Credit card payments

Problem:

The small claims court faces an increasing rate of claims filed and the economic
environment limits the State's ability to provide adequate resources to process the
claims in a timely manner. Case processing could be significantly streamlined if filers
could pay the entry fees online.

Recommendation:

Allow ALL fees to be paid by credit card and develop pre-paid accounts for large
filers against which entry fees can be credited.

8. Housing cases

Problem:

Housing cases, which make up about 5% of the small claims cases, present a
unique profile and are in many ways different from other small claims cases. They are
more likely to involve self-represented parties and small business litigants; there are a
larger number of consumers who are plaintiffs; the default rate in housing cases is much
lower than in other small claims cases; they require hearings (either trials or hearings in
damages) in all cases; and they benefit from being linked to the housing courts. These
cases are an example of what you would find in a more classic "peoples court". The
slower processing times that followed centralization have had a particularly adverse
impact on the landlords and tenants who are involved in housing cases. Housing cases
may not get the special attention they need when they become 'lost' in the larger shuffle
of all small claims actions filed. Also, some housing court cases are sCheduled and held
in court buildings that are separate from the housing session clerk's office.

Recommendation:

Small claims housing cases should either (a) be returned to the housing courts or
(b) separated from other cases upon filing and fast-track them for processing. If housing
cases cannot be heard in a Housing Session, they should be held at least be held in the
same building as the Housing Session clerk's office.
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9. Enhance the magistrate evaluation and review process

Problem:

Small claims is not a court of record nor are appeals permitted from small claims
judgments. Magistrates should meet appropriate standards in regard to fairness, legal
knowledge and ability, and decorum. The complaint process should be reviewed and
standardized.

Recommendation:

The receipt of three formal complaints, in a twelve-month period against a
magistrate shall trigger a review process in which a reviewing party will observe a
magistrate at a docket of at least ten matters. The review is to be conducted using a
pre-approved checklist. However, nothing prohibits the review process from taking place
in response to any single complaint.

10. Open bulk e-filing to all volume filers,

Problem:

Non-attorney volume filers cannot participate in bulk e-filing.

Recommendation:

Provide a user number or other mechanism so non-attorneys can participate in
bulk e-filing.

11. Create a settled but withdrawn list.

Problem:

There is a need for an improved categorization and management of cases that
are not yet fully disposed but do not need a future court event.

Recommendation:

Create a settled but not withdrawn list so these cases can be kept off the active
dockets but managed to a complete disposition by withdrawal or dismissal.
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V. Recommendations from the Subcommittee on Access and
Quality of Service

1. Magistrate's opening remarks script

Problem:

Unrepresented defendants who are unfamiliar with the small claims court and
practices may not understand the roles of the magistrates and the plaintiff attorneys and
may perceive that they are at a disadvantage.

Recommendation:

Adopt a standard magistrate script for opening court which makes clear that the
plaintiff attorneys are not magistrates and that a settlement is not required. Post the
magistrate script on the internet and provide copies for litigants in court. (The script is
attached as Appendix E.)

2. Magistrate canvas of settlements

Problem:

Unrepresented defendants may be unfamiliar with stipulations. The court does
not require uniform standards of content and format of stipulations. Also. unrepresented
defendants may not be aware of certain rights they have with respect to hospital cases.

Recommendation:

Adopt standards for magistrate canvass of stipulations and mandate and include
reference to hospital cases. (Canvass is attached as Appendix F.)

3. Magistrate checklist

(This matter was referred to the Subcommittee on Legal Issues. Refer to that
subcommittee's recommendation 18.)

4. Explanation of Magistrate decisions

Problem:

Written decisions that do not contain an adequate explanation of the decision can
cause confusion and be unsettling to the non-prevailing party in the case.

Recommendation:

Require reasonable explanations of decisions reached and written by
magistrates. (This matter was referred to the Subcommittee on Legal Issues. Refer to
that subcommittee's recommendation 14.)
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5. Magistrate Complaint Process

Problem:

There is no clear instruction available to litigants as to how to file complaints
against magistrates concerning the handling or conduct of a hearing or other aspects of
the small claims process, and the process for resolving those complaints is not clear.
Litigants with complaints feel that no consideration is given to them.

Recommendation:

Place information on the website in the 'Frequently Asked Questions' section on
how to file a complaint, and make complaint forms available in the clerks office. Require
that the complainant receive notice of the result of the investigation. (this is attached as
Appendix G.)

6. Review of Magistrate Training Binders

Problem:

There is no formal process in place for conducting a periodic review of the
materials and documents contained in the magistrates' training binders. Information
contained within may not be current or complete.

Recommendation:

Replace the magistrate training binders with a more extensive magistrate bench
book, containing procedures, forms, scripts, authority, and case law, including
substantive case law on frequent small claims issues.

Establish a committee specifically to develop a magistrate bench book. Include
members of the public on the committee.

7. Website for Magistrates only

Problem:

Since magistrates perform their services on a part-time basis and are not in the
court buildings on a daily basis, they may not have ready access offsite to resources that
would be helpful in fUlfilling their unique responsibilities.

Recommendation:

Establish a judicial website specifically for magistrates that would include
procedures, forms, and other information for their access only. Review the
recommendation with the Legal Services unit.
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8. Website section for Small Claims information

Problem:

Some members of the public have difficulty locating small claims information on
the judicial branch website and may not find the information that they seek.

Recommendation:

Create easier access to links for small claims information on the judicial branch
website. Add a separate judicial branch website section for small claims forms. Improve
the small claims related information available. including the 'Frequently Asked
Questions' section. Add to website, "Tips when you are sued". (This is attached as
Appendix H.)

9. Online tutorial

Problem:

Unrepresented plaintiffs who are unfamiliar with the small claims process have
questions about completing the necessary paperwork properly. It is often inconvenient
for the unrepresented plaintiff to go to a small claims office for assistance or to call and
reach small claims personnel during normal business hours.

Recommendation:

Create an online tutorial on how to file a small claims case. With internet access,
anyone can download the forms and complete them using the online tutorial, without
leaving home and without a need to contact small claims personnel.

10. Interpreters for Small Claims

Problem:

Some unrepresented litigants may require the services of an interpreter.
Oftentimes family and friends may accompany the litigant to assist them during a
scheduled hearing. Members of the public providing interpreting services may not
understand the responsibilities they have to the court while performing such services.

Recommendation:

Permit the use in small claims court of family members and friends as
interpreters, but require any member of the public who engages in performing
interpreting services for a litigant during a court hearing to be sworn to take the
Interpreter's Oath as set forth in Connecticut General Statutes Sec. 1-25. Include in the
judicial branches website Q&A a question on "What if I don't speak English?"
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11. Revisions to the Small Claims Process booklet

Problem:

Litigants may have difficulty using the Small Claims Process booklet and not
understand the information as presented. There is limited information on housing
matters small claims. The only version available is in English.

Recommendation:

Revise the Small Claims Process booklet. Add more user-friendly sections and
text. Combine sections in the booklet and include more housing matters small claims
information.

Create a Spanish version of the Small claims Process booklet.

12. Mediation by Pro Bono Attorneys

Problem:

Small claims litigants do not have the opportunity to attempt to mediate their
cases as other litigants do in civil cases. Small claims cases that could be mediated
would reduce the increasing demands on valuable court time and space and permit
cases to be processed in a timelier manner.

Recommendation:

Allow the option for small claims cases to be mediated on a pro bono basis
utilizing the services of retired judges, attorneys, a mediation panel or small claims
mediators. Begin with a pilot program.

13. Fee Waiver form

Problem:

Unrepresented plaintiffs may not be familiar with their right to apply for a fee
waiver when initiating a small claims case. In some instances the cost of a filing fee
could discourage an unrepresented plaintiff from pursuing a legitimate claim With the
court.

Recommendation:

Include a fee waiver form in the small claims forms section of the judicial branch
website and strengthen reference in other informational sections on the web and in the
Small Claims Process booklet.
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14. Small Claims Answer form

Problem:

Unrepresented defendants may find the small claims answer form to be
confusing and may be deterred from completing and submitting the form. There are also
questions as to whether it is fully legally accurate.

Recommendation:

Revise the answer form to clarify the information requested. Include the
answer form on the judicial branch website. (See Appendix I.)

15. Financial Institution Executions and Wage Executions

Problem:

Certain unchecked practices. such as issuing a financial institution execution
during compliance with a payment order or while a wage execution is in effect. are unfair
to some defendants and may impede their ability to fulfill the payment responsibilities
which were otherwise being met. A weekly wage execution order may be set higher
than what had determined to be an appropriate weekly payment when case jUdgment
was first entered.

Recommendation:

Prohibit financial institution executions from issuing during compliance with
payments. (This matter was addressed by the Subcommittee on Legal Issues. Refer to
that subcommittee's recommendation 14.)

Prohibit the issuance of one type of execution (e.g. financial institution execution)
at the same time that another execution (e.g. a wage execution) is in effect.

16. Pilot program of separate courtrooms for trials and stipulations

Problem:

Because of the large proportion of small claims cases that are business
collection cases, few of which are contested, small claims court has lost the feel of being
a "people's court." Those litigants who come to court for a trial of a classic small claims
case must wait while a parade of stipulations are processed.

Recommendation:

Develop a pilot in a courthouse with two available courtrooms in which two
magistrates are assigned to the same docket. In one courtroom hear only stipulations
and other non-contested cases. In the other courtroom hear only contested cases
requiring a trial. When the first magistrate is finished, he or she can then take any
remaining contested trials. The purpose of the pilot is to explore whether this separation
of cases would change the atmosphere of the court for those with contested cases.
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17. Disposition forms

Problem:

Unrepresented parties may be confused by the small claims disposition form and
not understand what they are supposed to do.

Recommendation:

Revise the small claims disposition form to include plainer language.

18.Who should bare the burden of service?

The Committee voted to make no recommendation on this issue, but provide supporting
and opposing sides of this issue and that the views be reflected in the final report. (See
Appendix J & K.)
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APPENDIX A

SUPERIOR COURT-PROCEDURE IN CIVIL MATTERS

CHAPTER 24

SMALL CLAIMS

24-1. In General

24-2. Allowable Actions

24-3. Institution of Actions

24-4. Where Claims Shall Be Filed

24-5. Venue

24-6. Definition of "Representative"

24-7. What Constitutes File

24-8. Institution of Small Claims Actions; Beginning of Action

24-9. Preparation of Writ

24-10. Service of Small Claims Writ and Notice of Suit

24-11. Further Service of Claim

24-12. Answer Date

24-13. Alternative Method of Commencing Action

24-14. Notice of Time and Place of Hearing

24-15. Scheduling of Hearings; Continuances

24-16. Answers; Requests for Time to Pay

24-17. [Prohibition of Certain Pleadings] Allowable Filings

24-18. Plaintiff to Inquire as to Answer Filed [Repealed]

24-19. Claim of Setoff or Counterclaim

24-20. Amendment of Claim or Answer, Setoff or Counterclaim;

Motion to Dismiss

24-20A. Request for Documents; Depositions

24-21. Transfer to Regular Docket

24-22. Hearings in Small Claims Actions; Subpoenas



24-23. Procedure

24-24. Judgments in Small Claims; When Presence of the Plaintiff or

Representative is Not Required for Entry of Judgment

24-25. Failure of the Defendant to Answer

24-26. Failure of a Party to Appear before the Court when Required

24-27. Dismissal for Failure to Obtain Judgment

24-28. Finality of Judgments and Decisions

24-29. Decision in Small Claims; Time Limit

24-30. Satisfying Judgment

24-31.0pening Judgment; Costs

24-32. Execution in Small Claims Actions

24-33. Costs in Small Claims

For previous Histories and Commentaries see the editions of the Practice Book
corresponding to the years of the previous amendments.

Sec. 24-1. In General

(a) The general purpose of these rules is to secure the prompt and
inexpensive hearing and determination of small claims by simplified
procedure designed to allow the public maximum access to and use of the
court in connection with such claims. Any comments as to the operation of
the small claims court should be directed to the office of the chief court
administrator.

(b) All proceedings shall be simple and informal. The services of an attorney
at law are permissible but not obligatory. Notice to the representative for a
party shall be equivalent to notice to such party.

(P.B. 1978-1997. Sec. 547.1 (Amended June 26.2000. to take effect Jan. 1,2001.1

Sec. 24-2. Allowable Actions
(Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

These rules shall apply to actions claiming money damages only, including
actions against a non- resident defendant if he or she owns real or personal



property in this state and actions against in- state and out-of-state
corporations. Actions of libel and slander are not permitted under these rules.
In no case shall the damages claimed exceed the jurisdictional monetary limit
fixed by statute, including attorney's fees and other costs of collection, but
exclusive of interest and costs.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 548.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1,2001.)

Sec. 24-3. Institution of Actions

Actions may be instituted at the option of the claimant by the procedure
herein provided for, or by writ and complaint returnable to the regular civil
docket of the superior court.

IP.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 549.)

(REVISED) Sec. 24-4. Where Claims Shall Be Filed

Claims shall be filed in the Centralized Small Claims Office or in the clerk's
office serving the small claims area designated by the chief court
administrator where venue exists, as set forth in General Statutes § § 51
345,51-346 and 51-347, except that claims concerning housing matters, as
defined by General Statutes § 47a-68, which are filed in a judicial district in
which a housing session has been established shall be filed with the clerk of
the housing session for that judicial district or in the Centralized Small Claims
Office. [Unless (1) the defendant resides or is doing business, (2) the plaintiff
resides, or (3) in housing matters, the premises is located within the small
claims area where the claim is to be filed, or within the judicial district if the
claim is to be filed in the housing session, the plaintiff, or representative,
shall include in the statement of the claim the town where the transaction or
injury occurred or other statement as to the basis for venue. (See General
Statutes § 51-27a.)] The plaintiff shall include in the statement of the claim
a statement of facts that provide the basis for venue in accordance with
General Statutes Sec. 51-345(d), Sec. 51-345(g) and such other statutes as
are applicable. (1) In actions involving consumer transactions, venue shall be
in the small claims area for the town where (a) the consumer resides or (b)
the transaction occurred (See General Statutes 51-345(d)). (2) In housing
matters, venue shall be in the small claims area or, if in a housing session, in
the judicial district for the town in which the premises are located (See
General Statutes 51-348). (3) In actions not involving consumer
transactions, venue shall be in the small claims area for the town where (a)
the plaintiff resides, if the plaintiff is a natural person, (b) the defendant



resides or is doing business or (c) the transaction or injury occurred (See
General Statutes Sec. 51-345(g)).

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 550.) (Amended June 29,1998, to take effect Jan. 1, 1999.)

REASONING: Amend the rule to reflect the creation of the Centralized Small
Claims Office and to clarify the applicable venue provisions.

Sec. 24-5, Venue

The venue for small claims shall be in accordance with the General Statutes.

(P.8. 1978-1997, Sec. 551.)

Sec. 24-6. Definition of "Representative"

(a) Except as hereinafter limited, the word "representative" as used in this
chapter shall mean: an attorney at law; one of a number of partners; one of
a number of joint plaintiffs acting for all; an officer, manager or local
manager of a corporation; an employee of an unincorporated business which
is not a partnership; the commissioner of administrative services or his or her
authorized representative while acting in an official capacity; the chief court
administrator or his or her authorized representative while acting in an official
capacity. The word "representative" shall not mean a consumer collection
agency as defined in chapter 669 of the General Statutes or an individual
acting pursuant to a power of attorney.

(b) It is prohibited for one who is not an attorney at law to receive a fee for
the representation of any party.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 552.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

Sec. 24-7. What Constitutes File
(Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

The file shall consist of the small claims writ and notice of suit, documents
relating to the service of the writ, allowable pleadings and motions, and
documents relating to postjudgment proceedings. All continuances granted
pursuant to Section 24- 15 shall be documented.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 553.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1,2001.)



Sec. 24-8. Institution of Small Claims Actions; Beginning of Action

The signature by the plaintiff, or representative, on the small claims writ and
notice of suit, and the filing of the writ with the clerk, together with the
payment of all required fees, shall be deemed the beginning of the action.
Any plaintiff or representative who wishes to obtain a judgment pursuant to
the provisions of Section 24-24 shall also file the affidavits required by that
section.
lP.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 556.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

(REVISED) Sec. 24-9. -Preparation of Writ

The small claims writ and notice of suit shall be on a form prescribed by the
office of the chief court administrator. The plaintiff, or representative, shall
state the nature and amount of the claim on the writ in concise, untechnical
form and shall state the date of defendant's last payment, the charge-off
date or other basis to show that the statute of limitations has not expired.
The [said] writ is to be signed by either the plaintiff, or representative, under
oath L together with an affidavit as to the military status of the defendant].
The oath shall provide that the signer has read the claim, and that to the
best of the signer's knowledge, information and belief there is good ground
to support it. If the claim [involves items of] is more than a convenient length
for entry on the writ in full, the plaintiff, or representative, shall attach [to
the writ a list of such items] additional pages as needed. The plaintiff, or
representative, shall also state on the writ the plaintiff's and the defendant's
places of residence or other addresses. The plaintiff shall not use an address
for service that it knows is not the defendant's current address. Prior to
filing any writ, the plaintiff shall verify that the address provided for each
defendant is current. Such verification shall include confirmation by at least
two of the following methods made during the six months prior to the filing
of the writ. The plaintiff shall state under oath in the writ which methods of
verification were employed within the last six months and that each method
confirmed the accuracy of the address submitted. The methods shall be
drawn from the following list: (1) Municipal record verification (e.g., from a
street list or tax records); (2) Verification from the Department of Motor
Vehicles; (3) Receipt of correspondence from the defendant with that return
address; (4) Other verification from the defendant that the address is
current; (5) The mailing by first class mail, at least four weeks prior to the
filing of the small claims action, of a letter to the defendant at such address,
which letter has not been returned by the United States Postal Service; (6)
Verification of the defendant's address from an online database, other than



white pages or other unpaid general telephone directories; (7) Verification of
the defendant's address by obtaining independent verification from an
additional source specifically described by the plaintiff. No default judgment
shall enter in the absence of such verification or if it is apparent that the
defendant did not reside at the address at the time of service.

(P.B. 1978-1997. Sec. 557.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1.2001.)

REASONING: Language has been added that requires the plaintiff to provide
information regarding the age of the claim and verification of the defendant's
address and that generally strengthen notice provisions. The revision also
removes the requirement that the military affidavit is to be filed with the
writ. An affidavit as to military status is not needed if the defendant
answers the claim. It is also more difficult for pro se plaintiffs to obtain a
military affidavit as they normally do not have a defendant's date of birth or
social security number and so are unable to use the Department of Defense
Manpower Data Center to determine military status. Requiring the affidavit
later in the process also reduces the risk that the affidavit will be stale.

(REVISED) Sec. 24-10. -Service of Small Claims Writ and Notice of Suit
(Amended June 26, 2000. to take effect Jan. 1. 2001.)

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, the clerk shall send
the writ and notice of suit and answer form by first class mail separately to
each defendant who is not an out-of state corporation to one or more of the
addresses supplied by the plaintiff. The clerk shall document the mailing
date, and the nondelivery of the notice if any. On or before the date the clerk
mails the writ and notice of suit to each such defendant, the clerk shall send
notice to each plaintiff or representative of the docket number and answer
date.

(b) For each defendant who is an out-of-state corporation, the plaintiff shall
cause service of the writ and notice of suit and answer form to be made in
accordance with the General Statutes. The officer [or other person] lawfully
empowered to make service shall make return of service to the court. The
clerk shall document the return of service.

REASONING: The revision eliminates service by an indifferent person in
small claims matters.

IP.B. 1978-1997. Sec. 559.) (Amended June 26.2000. to take effect Jan. 1.2001:
amended June 29, 2007. to take effect Jan. 1,2008.)



HISTORY -2008: In 2008, in the last sentence of subsection (a), "send notice to" was
substituted for "give or mail a copy of such writ and notice of suit to," and "of the docket
number and answer date" was added after "plaintiff or representative."
COMMENTARY- 2008: The changes to this section allow the clerk to send notice of the
docket number and answer date by automated systems rather than by the labor intensive
procedures required under the prior version of the rule.

(REVISED) Sec. 24-11. -Further Service of Claim

If the writ and notice of suit are returned to the court undelivered, the clerk
shall issue a further notice setting a new answer date and give that notice to
the plaintiff or representative, to be served by a proper officer [or indifferent
person] upon the defendant in the same manner in which a writ of summons
is served in a civil action, not less than fifteen nor more than thirty days
before the new answer date mentioned in the notice, and make his or her
return of service on the writ at least six days before the answer date. If
service is not effected within 120 days from the original answer date, the
case may be subject to dismissal. This section shall not apply to service
made upon a defendant who is an out-of-state corporation.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 561.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1,2001.)

REASONING: The revision eliminates service by an indifferent person in
small claims matters.

(REVISED) Sec. 24-12. -Answer Date

The answer date shall not be less than fifteen nor more than [thirty] forty
five days after the [date notice is mailed to or service is made on the
defendant pursuant to Section 24-10 or after the date service is made on the
defendant pursuant to Sections 24-11 or 24-13] writ and notice of suit are
returned to the court.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 562.)

REASONING: The proposed revision retains the minimum parameter so the
defendant will have enough time to answer the claim. The maximum
parameter has been increased because the increased case load has
necessitated that answer dates be further in the future than the thirty day
limit permits. The other changes would be consistent with those proposed
for Section 24-10 in regard to service of the claim.



(REVISED) Sec. 24-13. -Alternative Method of Commencing Action

In cases where the plaintiff is represented by an attorney at law, the
attorney may, in lieu of proceeding in accordance with the provisions of
Section 24-3 and Sections 24-8 through 24-11, proceed in accordance with
the following provisions: (1) After obtaining the answer date from the clerk's
office, the attorney shall complete a small claims writ and notice of suit in
accordance with the provisions of Sections 24-9 and 24-10 and shall sign
the writ as a commissioner of the superior court. Before service of the writ
and notice of suit is made on the defendant, the attorney shall give or mail a
copy of the completed writ and notice of suit to the clerk of the court in
which the claim is to be filed accompanied by the appropriate entry fee. (2)
If the defendant is not an out-of-state corporation, the writ and notice of suit
shall be sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, separately to each
defendant or served by a proper officer [or indifferent person] in the manner
in which a writ of summons is served in a civil action, not less than fifteen
nor more than thirty days before the answer date. If service is made by
certified mail, a sworn affidavit stating how service has been made, together
with the return receipt and the original writ and notice of suit shall be filed
with the clerk as set forth below. In cases where service is made in the same
manner in which a writ is served in a civil action, the officer [or indifferent
person] shall make return of service to the court.

(3) If the defendant is an out-of-state corporation, service of the writ and
notice of suit shall be made in accordance with the General Statutes. The
officer or other person lawfully empowered to make service shall make
return of service to the court.

(4) After service has been made, the filings required above shall be made at
least six days before the answer date specified in the notice in the office of
the clerk of the small claims area or housing session wherein the action is to
be heard.

(5) When service, return and filing have been completed as aforesaid, the
service shall be deemed to be the commencement of the action, except that
service made upon an out-of-state corporation shall be effective as of the
day and hour specified in the General Statutes.

(6) No attorney at law, or firm or association of attorneys at law, shall
specify the same answer date for more than twenty small claims cases.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 563.1 (Amended June 29,1998, to take effect Jan. 1, 1999;
amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)



REASONING: The revision eliminates service by an indifferent person in
small claims matters.

(REVISED) Sec. 24-14. -Notice of Time and Place of Hearing

[Except as provided in Section 24-25,] [w] Whenever a hearing is [required]
scheduled, the clerk shall [give or mail] send to each party or representative
a notice of the time and place set for hearing. This shall include the street
address of the court, [the] ~ telephone number [of the clerk's office] for
inquiries, and the room number or other information sufficient to describe the
place where the hearing will be held.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 564.) (Amended June 26,2000, to take effect Jan. 1,2001.)

REASONING: The proposed revisions contemplate other methods of sending
notice that may be used in the future and also accommodates the
centralization of small claims processing in regard to inquiries.

Sec. 24-15. -Scheduling of Hearings; Continuances

(a) A hearing shall be scheduled not less than six and not more than forty
five days after the answer date.

(b) Continuances
(1) In any case where the plaintiff claims prejudice because of an unexpected
defense or counterclaim or where either party shows good cause therefor,
the judicial authority may postpone the hearing of any claim upon such terms
as the judicial authority may order.

(2) A new hearing shall be scheduled within ninety days of the date set for
the hearing which was postponed.

(3) Requests for continuances shall be made in writing to the clerk and shall
state the reasons therefor. The party requesting the continuance shall first
attempt to notify the other party of the request and shall include in the
request when such notice was given and whether the other party agreed to
the request. Requests for a continuance made prior to the scheduled hearing
date shall be decided by the clerk. Requests for a continuance made on the
scheduled date shall be decided by the judicial authority. All requests shall be



acted on as soon as possible. Oral requests for continuance shall be
permitted by the clerk only in extraordinary circumstances.

(4) The clerk shall notify all parties of the decision on any request for
continuance and of the new hearing date.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 565.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.1

(REVISED) Sec. 24-16. Answers; Requests for Time to Pay
(Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

(a) A defendant, unless the judicial authority shall otherwise order, shall be
defaulted and judgment shall enter in accordance with the provisions of
Section 24-24, unless such defendant shall, personally or by representative,
not later than the answer date, notify the clerk in writing of his or her
defense to the claim or file a motion to transfer pursuant to Section 21-21.
The answer should state fully and specifically, but in concise and untechnical
form, such parts of the claim as are contested, and the grounds thereof,
provided that an answer of general denial shall be sufficient for purposes of
this section. Each defendant shall send a copy of the answer to each plaintiff
and shall certify on the answer form that he or she has done so, including
the address(es) to which a copy has been mailed. Upon the filing of an
answer the clerk shall set the matter down for hearing by the judicial
authority [and mail a copy of the answer to the plaintiff or representativel.

(b) A defendant who admits the claim but desires time in which to pay may
state that fact in the answer, with reasons to support this request, on or
before the time set for answering, and may suggest a method of payment
which he or she can afford. The request for a proposed method of payment
shall be considered by the judicial authority in determining whether there
shall be a stay of execution to permit deferred payment or an order of
payment. The judicial authority in its discretion may require that a hearing be
held concerning such request.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 567.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

REASONING: New language prohibits the entry of a default judgment when
a motion to transfer is pending. Additional new language shifts the
obligation of providing plaintiff with a copy of the answer to the defendant.
It is the intention of the drafters that a defendant's failure to send or certify
a copy of the answer to the plaintiff will not prevent the acceptance of the
answer by the clerk and the scheduling of a hearing. This is also standard



procedure in civil matters; see Practice Book Sections 7-6 and 10-12 through
10-14.

(NEW) Sec. 24-17. -Allowable Filings

No [pleadings] filings other than those provided for [in this chapter] below
shall be permitted without permission of the judicial authority.

1. Small Claims Writ and Notice of Suit
2. Continuation of Parties
3. Motion to Waive Fees and Costs
4. Motion to Amend
5. Motion to Dismiss
6. Motion to Transfer
7. Motion to Appear Pro Hac Vice
8. Motion for Continuance
9. Motion to Extend Time
10. Motion to Implead
11 . Motion to Withdraw Appearance
12. Appearance
13. Answer
14. Counterclaim
15. Reply to Counterclaim
16. Setoff
17. Subpoena
18. Stipulation
19. Decision of Magistrate
20. Motion for Stay
21 . Withdrawal
22. Satisfaction
23. Motion to Modify
24. Motion to Open
25. Motion for Order
26. Motion for Articulation
27. Motion for Satisfaction
28. Post Judgment Remedies - Interrogatories
29. Petition For Examination of Judgment Debtor/Notice of Hearing
30. Executions - Wage, Financial Institution and Property
31. Property Execution Proceedings, Claim For Determination of

Interests
32. Claim for exemption or modification - Execution
33. Application For Hearing On Exempt Status of Funds



34. Affidavit RE: Exempt Status of Funds
35. Capias

(P.B. 197B-1997, Sec. 568.) (Amended June 26,2000, to take effect Jan. 1,2001.)

REASONING: This section now reads "No pleadings other than those
provided for in this chapter shall be permitted without permission of the
judicial authority." The revision is an attempt to make it easier for the filer
to determine what filings are permissible in small claims cases.

Sec. 24-18. -Plaintiff to Inquire as to Answer Filed
[Repealed as of Jan. 1, 2001.]

Sec. 24-19. -Claim of Setoff or Counterclaim

The defendant or representative may claim any setoff or counterclaim within
the jurisdiction of the small claims court. Such written setoff or counterclaim
may be filed at any time on or before the answer date or upon the granting
of a motion to open. Upon the making of such claim by the defendant, the
clerk shall give notice to the plaintiff by first class mail, of the setoff or
counterclaim and shall notify the parties of the new answer date. The
defendant's claim shall be answered within the time and in the manner
provided by Section 24-16. The original claim, and the claim of setoff or
counterclaim, shall be deemed one case.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 570.) (Amended June 26,2000, to take effect Jan. 1,2001.)

Sec. 24-20. -Amendment of Claim or Answer, Setoff or Counterclaim;
Motion to Dismiss
(Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.1

The judicial authority may at any time allow any claim or answer, setoff or
counterclaim to be amended. A party may challenge jurisdiction by way of a
motion to dismiss.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 571.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.1



(REVISED) Sec. 24-20A. -Request for Documents; Depositions

A party may request from the opposing party documents, or copies thereof,
that are necessary or desirable for the full presentation of the case. The
party requesting such documents, or copies thereof, shall make the request
directly to the opposing party or the party's representative. When a party
refuses to honor such request, the requesting party may [bring the request to
the judicial authority's attention for a decisionl file a motion for order. No
deposition shall be taken except by order of the judicial authority.

(Adopted June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1. 2001.)

REASONING: The revision clarifies the procedure.

(REVISED) Sec. 24-21. Transfer to Regular Docket

(a) A case duly entered on the small claims docket of a small claims area or
housing session court location shall be transferred to the regular docket of
the superior court or to the regular housing docket, respectively, if the
following conditions are met:

(1) The defendant, or the plaintiff if the defendant has filed a counterclaim,
shall file a motion to transfer the case to the regular docket. This motion
must be filed on or before the answer date with certification of service
pursuant to Sections 10-12 et seq. If a motion to open claiming lack of
actual notice is granted, the motion to transfer with accompanying
documents and fees must be filed within [five] fifteen days after the notice
granting the motion to open was sent.

(2) The motion to transfer must be accompanied by (A) a counterclaim in an
amount greater than the jurisdiction of the small claims court; or (8) an
affidavit stating that a good defense exists to the claim and setting forth
with specificity the nature of the defense, or stating that the case has been
properly claimed for trial by jury.

(3) The moving party shall pay all necessary statutory fees at the time the
motion to transfer is filed, including any jury fees if a claim for trial by jury is
filed.

(b) When a defendant or plaintiff on a counterclaim has satisfied one of the
conditions of subsection (a) (2) herein, the motion to transfer to the regular
docket shall be granted by the judicial authority, without the need for a
hearing.



(c) A case [on the small claims docket of a small claims area court location]
which has been properly transferred shall be transferred to the docket of the
judicial district [within which the small claims area is located] which
corresponds to the venue of the small claims matter, except that a housing
case [filed in the housing session and] properly transferred shall remain in or
be transferred to the housing session and be placed upon the regular housing
docket. A case may be consolidated with a case pending in any other clerk's
office of the superior court.

(P.B. 197B-1997, Sec. 572.) (Amended June 29, 1998, to take effect Jan. 1, 1999;
amended June 26, 2000 to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

REASONING: The revision clarifies the transfer process in light of the
centralization of small claims matters and extends one of the filing time
limits.

Sec. 24-22. Hearings in Small Claims Actions; Subpoenas

Subpoenas, if requested, shall be issued by the clerk without fee, and may
be issued upon the clerk's own motion or by order of the judicial authority.
The party requesting the subpoena shall pay the fees for service and witness
fees. An application for issuance of subpoena shall not be required in small
claims matters.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 574.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

Sec. 24-23. -Procedure

Witnesses shall be sworn; but the judicial authority shall conduct the hearing
in such order and form and with such methods of proof as it deems best
suited to discover the facts and to determine the justice of the case in
accordance with substantive law.

(p.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 575.)



(REVISED) Sec. 24-24. Judgments in Small Claims; When Presence of the
Plaintiff or Representative is Not Required for Entry of Judgment

(a) In any action based on an express or implied promise to pay a definite
sum and claiming only liquidated damages, which may include interest and
reasonable attorney's fees, if the defendant has not filed an answer by the
answer date and the judicial authority has not required that a hearing be held
concerning any request by the defendant for more time to pay, the judicial
authority may render judgment in favor of the plaintiff without requiring the
presence of the plaintiff or representative before the court, provided the
plaintiff has complied with the provisions of this section and Section 24-8.
Nothing contained in this section shall prevent the judicial authority from
requiring the presence of the plaintiff or representative before the court prior
to rendering any such default and judgment if it appears to the judicial
authority that additional information or evidence is required prior to the entry
of judgment.

(b) In order for the judicial authority to render any judgment pursuant to this
section at the time set for entering a [default] judgment whether by default,
stipulation or other method, the following affidavits must [bel have been filed
by the plaintiff:

(1) An affidavit of debt signed by the plaintiff. A small claims writ and notice
of suit signed and sworn to by the plaintiff shall be considered an affidavit of
debt for purposes of this section only if it is sufficiently itemized. For debts
with a charge-off balance, the affidavits shall include the amount of the
original charge-off balance and an itemization of any damages [costs], i.e.,
interest, attorney fees etc., claimed in addition to that balance. Except for
an action under the Security Deposit Act, [Al ~ny plaintiff claiming interest
shall separately state the interest and shall specify the dates from which and
to which interest is computed [and] the rate of interest, the manner in which
it was calculated and the authority upon which the claim for interest is
based. Interest claimed on a debt arising out of services provided at a
hospital, if awarded, shall not exceed the maximum rate permitted by
subsection (b) of section 37-3a of the general statutes.

(A) If the instrument on which the contract is based is a negotiable
instrument or assigned contract, the affidavit shall state that the instrument
or contract is now owned by the plaintiff and a copy of the executed
instrument shall be attached to the affidavit. If the plaintiff is not the original
party with whom the instrument or contract was made, the plaintiff shall
either (1) attach all bills of sale back to the original creditor and swear to its
purchase of the debt from the last owner in its affidavit of debt while also



referencing the attached chain of title in the affidavit of debt or (2) in the
affidavit of debt, recite the names of all prior owner of the debt with dates
of each prior sale, and also include the most recent bill of sale from the
plaintiff's seller and swear to its purchase of the debt from its seller in the
affidavit of debt. If applicable, the allegations shall comply with section 52
118 of the general statutes.

(B) The affidavit shall state the date [and amount] of the last actual payment
made by the defendant, the date of charge-off or some other basis to show
that the statute of limitations has not expired. A book transfer or credit is
not an actual payment.

[(B)] (C) If the plaintiff has claimed any lawful charges based on a provision
of the contract, including reasonable fees for an attorney at law or post
charge-off interest, the plaintiff shall [include in] attach to the affidavit of
debt a copy of a portion of the contract containing the terms of the contract
providing for such charges and the amount claimed.

[(C)] (D) If a claim for a reasonable fee for an attorney at law is made, the
plaintiff shall include in the affidavit the reasons for the specific amount
requested. Any claim for reasonable fees for an attorney at law must be
referred to the judicial authority for approval prior to its inclusion in any
default judgment.

(2) A military affidavit as required by Section 17-21 of the rules of practice.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 577.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1,2001.)

REASONING: The revisions clarify the standards of proof for entry of
judgment.

(REVISED) Sec. 24-25. -Failure of the Defendant to Answer

If the defendant does not file an answer by the answer date and if the case
does not come within the purview of Section 24-24, the clerk shall set a
date for hearing and the judicial authority shall require the presence of the
plaintiff or representative. Notice of the hearing shall be sent to all parties or
their representatives. If a defendant files an answer at any time before a
default judgment has been entered, including at the time of a scheduled
hearing in damages, the default shall be vacated automatically. If the
answer is filed at the time of a hearing in damages, the judicial authority
shall allow the plaintiff a continuance if requested by the plaintiff.



(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 578.)

REASONING: The revision provides that notice is to be sent to both
plaintiffs and defendants when a matter is scheduled for a hearing in
damages. It also provides that a default for failure to file an answer shall be
set aside when an answer is filed prior to the entry of judgment and that the
plaintiff is entitled to a continuance for a filing at the time of hearing.

Sec. 24-26. -Failure of a Party to Appear before the Court when Required

(a) If the plaintiff or representative fails to appear before the court on the
hearing date, the judicial authority may dismiss the claim for want of
prosecution, render a finding on the merits for the defendant or make such
other disposition as may be proper.

(b) If the defendant fails to appear before the court at any time set for
hearing, the judicial authority may render judgment in favor of the plaintiff
based on such proofs as it deems necessary to establish the amount due
under the claim, or make such other disposition as may be proper, provided
that the plaintiff has appeared at the hearing.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 579.)

(REVISED) Sec. 24-27. -Dismissal for Failure to Obtain Judgment

During the months of January and July of each year, small claims cases
which, within one year from the date of the institution of the action, have
not gone to judgment [shalll may be dismissed upon the order of the chief
court administrator. [No notices of dismissal will be sent by the court.]

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 580.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

REASONING: The revision requires the court to send notices of dismissal
under the small claims dormancy program. The timing of the dormancy
program will be discretionary.

Sec. 24-28. -Finality of Judgments and Decisions



Except as provided in Section 24-31, the judgments and decisions rendered
in the small claims session are final and conclusive. (See General Statutes §

51-197a.)

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 581.)

(REVISED) Sec. 24-29. -Decision in Small Claims; Time limit
(Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

(a) A written decision stating the reasons for the decision shall be required in
matters in which a contested hearing is held, in which a counterclaim is filed
or in which a judgment is entered in an amount other than the amount
claimed. Nothing in this section precludes the judicial authority from filing a
written decision in any matter when such judicial authority deems it
appropriate.

(b) Judgments shall be rendered no later than forty-five days from the
completion of the proceedings unless such time limit is waived in writing by
the parties or their representative. The judgment of the judicial authority shall
be recorded by the clerk and notice of the judgment and written decision
shall be mailed to each party or representative, if any, in a sealed envelope.

lP.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 582.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001.)

REASONING: The proposed revision requires magistrates to state reasons in
a written decision after a contested hearing.

(REVISED) Sec. 24-30. -Stay of Execution; Satisfying Judgment

~ The judicial authority may order that the judgment shall be paid to the
prevailing party at a certain date or by specified installments!, and may stay]"
Unless otherwise ordered, the issue of execution and other supplementary
process shall be stayed during compliance with such order. Such stay may
be modified and vacated at any time for good cause. The stay is
automatically lifted by a default in post-judgment court ordered payments by
the judgment debtor.

J.Ql When the judgment is satisfied in a small claims action, the party
recovering the judgment shall file a written notice thereof within 90 days
with the clerk who shall record the judgment as satisfied, identifying the
name of the party and the date. An execution returned fully satisfied shall be
deemed a satisfaction of judgment and the notice required in this section



shall not be filed. The judicial authority may, upon motion, make a
determination that the judgment has been satisfied.

REASONING: The proposed revision to subsection (a) sets forth a general
rule that execution on small claims judgments is stayed while there is
compliance with the order of payment. It is automatically lifted upon default
by the debtor. The revision to subsection (b) adds a time within which a
satisfaction is to be filed with the court.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 583.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1, 2001;
amended June 25, 2001, to take
effect Jan. 1, 2002; amended June 30, 2003, to take effect Jan. 1, 2004.)

(REVISED) Sec. 24-31. -Opening Judgment; Costs

(a) The judicial authority may, upon motion, and after such notice by mail, or
otherwise as it may order, open any judgment rendered under this procedure
L within four months from the date thereof,] for lack of actual notice to a
party, or, within four months from the date thereof, for any other cause that
the judicial authority may deem sufficient, and may stay and supersede
execution; except that the judicial authority may, for the reasons indicated
above, open any judgment rendered by default at any time within four
months succeeding the date upon which an execution was levied. The
judicial authority may also order the repayment of any sum collected under
such judgment, and may render judgment and issue execution therefor.
Costs in an amount fixed by the judicial authority and not exceeding $100
may be awarded, in the discretion of the judicial authority, for or against
either party to a motion to open the judgment, and judgment may be
rendered and execution may be issued therefor; and any action by the
judicial authority may be conditioned upon the payment of such costs or the
performance of any proper condition.

(b) When a judgment has been rendered after a contested hearing on the
merits, a motion to open shall be scheduled for hearing only upon order of
the judicial authority.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 584.) (Amended June 26, 2000, to take effect Jan. 1.2001.)

REASONING: The revision removes the time limit for opening judgments for
lack of actual notice to a party. The four month time limit remains for



opening judgments for other reasons. The revision clarifies that subsection
(b) refers to a contested hearing.

Sec. 24-32. Execution in Small Claims Actions

(a) Pursuant to the General Statutes, the judgment creditor or the
representative of the judgment creditor may file with the court a written
application on forms prescribed by the office of the chief court administrator
for an execution to collect an unsatisfied money judgment.

(b) Service of an initial set of interrogatories, on forms prescribed by the
office of the chief court administrator relevant to obtaining satisfaction of a
small claims money judgment shall be made by sending the interrogatories by
certified mail, return receipt requested, to the person from whom discovery
is sought.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 585.) (Amended June 26,2000, to take effect Jan. 1,2001;
amended June 24, 2002, to take effect Jan. 1, 2003.)

Sec. 24-33, Costs in Small Claims

The actual legal disbursements of the prevailing party for entry fee, witness'
fees, execution fees, fees for copies, [fees of an indifferent person] and
officers' fees shall be allowed as costs. No costs shall be allowed either
party except by special order of the judicial authority. The judicial authority
shall have power in its discretion to award costs, in a sum fixed by the
judicial authority, not exceeding $100 (exclusive of such cash
disbursements, or in addition thereto) against any party, whether the
prevailing party or not, who has set up a frivolous or vexatious claim,
defense or counterclaim, or has made an unfair, insufficient or misleading
answer, or has negligently failed to be ready for trial, or has otherwise
sought to hamper a party or the judicial authority in securing a speedy
determination of the claim upon its merits, and it may render judgment and
issue execution therefor, or set off such costs against damages or costs, as
justice may require. In no case shall costs exceed the amount of the
judgment.

(P.B. 1978-1997, Sec. 590.) (Amended June 26,2000, to take effect Jan. 1,2001.)



REASONING: Fees for service by an indifferent person are removed to be
consistent with other revisions proposing elimination of service by an
indifferent person in small claims matters.



Appendix B

SMALL CLAIMS JUDGMENT CHECKLIST
FOR MAGISTRATES

This small claims checklist is to establish uniform minimum evidentiary norms, improve fairness, and enhance the public perception of the small claims

court. (C.G.S. § 51-15) Magistrate does not have to award judgment if violates law or if the stipulation is against the interests of justice PB 24-24, 24-26

Is there reason to believe that the plaintiff, and particularly a plaintiff that is a frequent user of the small claims court, is repeatedly falling to comply with

small claims rules and procedures designed to protect defendants from improper judgments or is coming to court unprepared? If so, you should

seriously consider dismissing the action and imposing sanctions under Practice Book ~24·33, which allows you to impose costs of up to $100 on the

offending party payable to the defendant who appears or to the judicial system in the event of nonappearance.

The goal is to get the party to discontinue the practice in all of its cases. Conduct which might justify sanctions in appropriate cases includes the

bringing of suits beyond the statute of limitations, the failure to verify addresses as required by the Practice Book or the use of addresses at which the

defendant is known not to reside, the failure to report to the court that a mailing was returned by the Postal Service as undeliverable, the filing of

improper attorney's fee or interest claims, the failure to file proper military affidavits, the failure to provide required information on an affidavit of debt or

the inclusion of claims known not to be awardable, and other similar matters that interfere with the fair administration of justice by the court. PB *24-26,

PB *24-33

Was proper service made?

• The basis for knowledge of defendant's current address; address discrepancies. At least two
methods of verification must be documented. Proposed PB § 24-9

The methods shall be drawn from the following list: (1) Municipal record verification (e.g., from a street list or tax
records); (2) Verification from the Department of Motor Vehicles; (3) Receipt of correspondence from the defendant with
that return address; (4) Other verification from the defendant that the address is current; (5) Themailingbyfirstclassmail.at
least four weeks prior to the filing of the small claims action, of a letter to the defendant at such address, which letter ha<; not
been returned by the United States Postal Service; (6) Verification of the defendant's address from an online database, other
than white pages or other unpaid general telephone directories; or (7) Verification of the defendant's address by obtaining
independent verification from an additional source specifically described by the plaintiff.

• Is there reason to believe that the defendant did not reside at the address at which the process
was served (e.g., in a housing case, that the defendant had vacated the premises before the
action was brought)? Proposed PB § 24-9

• Is there a proper military affidavit PB § 24-24(b)(2)

Do papers include all material facts and documents? PB § 24-24

• Does the complaint set forth a valid cause of action showing the nature of any cause of action
such as utility, credit card, personal loan, and list original creditor? PB § 24-9

• If a check or other negotiable instrument was copy attached? PB § 24-24

o Does it show the date of last payment or date of the last charge-off? Proposed PB § 24
9, Cf. 17-25(b)



o Does to have the balance at original chargeoff and an itemization of post chargeoff
additions? Proposed PB § 24-9, PB § 24-24, Cf. 17-25(b)

o Is the date of chargeoff listed? (note, this will be at least 6 months from date of last
payment) Proposed PB § 24-9, PB § 24-24, Cf. 17-25(b)

• The basis for statute of limitations (federal prohibition to bring time-barred suit) Proposed PB §
24-9

Is the affidavit of debt in the proper form?

• An admissible affidavit showing unbroken assignment of the particular account (standing) CGS
§52-118

• A non-generic affidavit of debt by original creditor or if original creditor not available the affiant
must identify self, basis of knowledge, original account number, original creditor, amount of
debt, original charge off balance or if balance not charged off, how it was calculated. If affiant
not an employee of the plaintiff, state the relationship with the plaintiff and the address of the
affiant. PB § 24-24, Cf. 17-25

• Itemization of amounts requested after chargeoff PB § 24-24

• In consumer cases and only where there is a signed contract, attorney's fees are limited to
15%, CGS 42-150aa

Is the proper amount of interest claimed, if any?

• Interest if claimed before beginning of action PB § 24-24

The interest award is discretionary. There is a ten percent limit with some exceptions CGS §37-3a
There is an eight percent limit if there is no agreement for interest. CGS § 37-1
Loans are limited to 12% CGS § 37-4
There is a 12% limit for use or forbearance* of money or credit" CGS § 36a-573

*Forbearance is "a refraining from the enforcement of something (as a debt, right, or obligation) that is
due"
**described as all-encompassing language in Rhodes v. Hartford, 201 Conn. 89, 99 (1986).

NB. There are exceptions for federal bank exemption and other statutory rates

• Was there an agreement signed by defendant, or citation to statute, that supports any claimed
recovery of interest in excess of 10%, fees, stating period covered and rate claimed. PB § 24
24

Items to consider when entering judgment

• Is there reason to believe that the defendant's financial circumstances renders the "nominal
order" excessive in the circumstances? If so, what weekly order should enter?

• If the defendant's financial circumstances are such that a stay of a particular type of wage or
property execution should issue, what stay do you order?

2



• If a claim for medical bills, no judgment should enter for a medical service provider if on
Medicaid 42 U.S.C. § 1396a(a)(25)(C).
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MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
BY STIPULATION
JD-HM-13 Rev. 1-09

Appendix C

STATE OF CONNECTICUT ~
SUPERIOR COURT ~~!I},

www.jud.ct.gov ~

Judicialo District at
Name of Case

Motion

Housingo Session at
Geographicalo Area Number

Docket Number

based on the following conditions (The blank space

The parties move for judgment in accordance with the following stipulation

Stipulation

By agreement of the parties, judgment-lf ....' "'r-...."'''''''..· "'l will enter in favor of the pJainti'ff uitt::1 a SIB) of eHBB bB.Q:.

J;J iJ/£ IIf>1Ddu; tF
1bro' 'gb /: 'Pti'

below is to be filled in by the parties):

Signed (PlaintifflPlaintiff's Attorney) Date Signed

Signed (Defendant/Defendant's Attorney) Date Signed

FOR COURT USE ONLY

File Date

Order

0 The above motion for judgment is granted in accordance with the
stipulation above.

By the Court (Judge/Assistanf Clerk) Date

Dlstnbution: Ongrnal- Court FIle Copy 1 - Plaintiff Copy 2 - Defendant MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
BY STIPULATION



Appendix 0

State of Connecticut - Superior Court
Centralized Small Claims

80 Washington Street
Hartford, CT 06106-

(866) 383-5927 Local Hartford Area (860) 756-7800
l

(860) 756-7805 www.jud.ct.gov

WILLIAM MARTOVICH
29 GILYARD ST
SEYMOUR, CT 06483-3037

63502 December 9, 2008

I N-otice of Judgment or Disposition I
-----

RE: Docket #: SCC-63502

Defendant
CAVALRY SPV 1, LLC AS ASSIGNEE OF SPRINT VS. MARTOVICH
WILLIAM MARTOVICH

On 08/16/2007 Judgment for the Plaintiff after Default without Hearing in Damages

THE COURT FOUND JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF THE PLAINTIFF(S). This means that the
Defendant(s) lost the case and must pay the Damages and Costs as follows:

The defendant(s) owes $812.17 Damages and $35.00 Costs for a total of I $847.17 I
Payments of $35.00 Weekly starting on 9L15/2007 have been ordered by the court.
This means that, starting On the above date, the defendant(s) must pay the above amount Weekly.

DO NOT SEND ANY PAYMENTS TO THE COURT.
IF PAYMENTS ARE NOT MADE AS ORDERED YOUR WAGES, 8 I J F ?BasERT'( MAY BE

ATTACHED. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL OR VISIT THE SMALL CLAIMS CLERK AT THE ADDRESS
ABOVE.

Judgment was entered fDr the Plaintiff against you. It is important that you read this notice carefully.

~e~ .
1) You are~ to pay the amount shown above to the Plaintiff or the Plaintiff's attorney (address below) in the manner indicated, If you fail to do
so by the date or dates shown the Plaintiff is entitled to seek an EXECUTION against _ on this judgment.

'!oull. w"c.es
2) An EXECUTION is an order to pay the debt owed the plaintiff as well as the marshal's fees. If an order for payments was entered against you, your
failure to make these payments may result in a WAGE EXECUTiON. A wage execution requires your employer to deduC't.:lN liSA sf IRS iIt I [ oJ
....your paycheck until the debt and the marshal's fees are paid. '-it' TO A6~/d ~t=

3) As long as you pay the judgment in accordance with the court's order no wage execution will be granted by the court. If there is a serious reason
why you cannot pay the judgment in the manner ordered by the court, you can request a change in the terms of payment. You should contact the
clerk if this becomes necessary.

4) Please be advised that postjudgment interest continues to accrue until the debt is satisfied in full:

Payments to be made to:
ANNE MARGARET THOMAS. THOMAS LAW OFFICEs PLLC 7 sKYLINE DR 1ST FLOOR HAWTHORNE, NY 10532- .0-



Appendix E

Small Claims Magistrate Script -Opening Remarks

Welcome to the Small Claims Court for the District. I am Magistrate
~:---,-.....,...--:-_. I will be hearing small claims cases today. Please listen carefully to the
following information.

In Small Claims court you have a number of choices as to what happens to your case. One
choice is that you can have a trial in front of me and I will decide the case. Another choice
is that you and the other side can try to work out an agreement. If you try to come to an
agreement but are not able to, then I will hear and decide your case.

In any trial in front of me, you will be able to explain your side of the case to me. The
person on the other side of the lawsuit has the same right. You do not have to be a lawyer
to argue your case in front of me. After both parties have presented their arguments, I will
review the case and any documents which either side has presented and I will make a
decision. The decision will not be announced today. In a few days you will receive written
notice in the mail informing you of the decision.

You can also resolve your case by working out an agreement with the other side. If you
and the other side want to try to work out an agreement, you should get together outside
the courtroom and try to settle your case. You do not have to agree to anything --you have
a right to a trial before me. But if you can work out an agreement, it saves time for
everyone. However, if you make an agreement and I accept it, then the agreement is final
and enforceable and cannot be appealed. Please keep in mind that if you are working out
an agreement and the other side is represented by an attorney, that attorney's obligation is
to act in the best interests of the other side. The attorney is not acting for me or for any
other court officer.

Don't make an agreement unless you agree that you owe the money. If you agree that you
owe some of the money but not all of it, you have a right to have me decide how much you
owe. If you agree on the amount, make sure that you also agree on when you will make
the payments and how much they will be. If the other side wants you to make payments
that are more than you can afford, you can return to the courtroom and I will make the
decision as to what the payment amount and the payment timetable will be.

If you make an agreement with the other side, do not leave the courthouse. It is important
that I review your agreement while you are still here. Please return to the courtroom and
wait for your case to be called. Please tell the Clerk that you have an agreement for the
Magistrate to review. When your case is called, I will ask questions to satisfy myself that
you understand the agreement and that it is fair and reasonable. I will then enter the
agreement as the decision of the court.
All Small Claims Court decisions are final. This means that once an agreement or order is
entered, this is the end of the case. There is no appeal from a decision in Small Claims
Court.

In a moment the Clerk will call the names of today's cases. Please Answer "Present"
when you hear your name. If you do not hear your name read, please tell the Clerk.



Appendix F

MAGISTRATE CANVASSING SCRIPT AND STANDARDS

To the magistrate:

It is to everyone's advantage to resolve small claims cases by the mutual agreement of
the parties, but it is also important to be sure that the agreement is voluntary and that one
party has not been unduly pressured into the agreement. This is especially important if one
side is represented by an attorney and the other side is a self-represented party. It is not
unusual for self-represented parties being sued on debt to feel pressured into consenting to
judgments that they do not agree with or to payment plans on which they are likely to
default. One responsibility of the magistrate in entering judgments by agreement is to satisfy
himself or herself that the parties have truly agreed, that the agreement is voluntary, and that
the stipulation is reasonable. For that reason, it is expected that the magistrate will conduct
a canvass of the parties before entering a negotiated agreement as a judgment of the court,
with a special focus on assuring that any self represented party understands the key
provisions of the agreement and their consequences and is in fact voluntarily choosing to
enter into the agreement. A defendant should not be in a worse position for having agreed
to a judgment than if the judgment had been entered by default.

Introduction

You should introduce the canvass with a statement to the defendant such as this:

"You are agreeing to have judgment enter against you and to a periodic payment
schedule. Before entering judgment, I want to ask a few questions to confirm that you
understand the nature of the agreement. "

Canvass

You should conduct a canvass that covers the following areas:

(1) Does the defendant agree that he owes money to the plaintiff? If the original debt
was with a different entity than the plaintiff, you should satisfy yourself that the plaintiff is in
fact the party to which the defendant is liable.

(2) Does the defendant agree that the amount in the agreement is the correct amount?
You should review both the "charge-off principal balance" and any collateral subsequent

charges that are being assessed.

(3) In regard to fees and charges assessed after charge-off, does the defendant dispute
any of the collateral items that are incorporated into the agreement (interest, late fees,
attorney's fees, etc.)? Be alert to items that cannot legally be claimed (e.g., attorney's fees
when there is no written contract for them or where they exceed 15% of the amount of



judgment -- which is not allowed in regard to a consumer contract) or that seem excessive or
unreasonable.

(4) Does this case involve the collection of a hospital bill? If so, you should make sure
that there has been compliance with e.G.s. 19a-673d. That statute requires hospitals
(including attorneys for hospitals) to put a hold on collection activity (which will prevent them
from requesting judgment) if the hospital "becomes aware" or "receives information" that the
debtor is eligible for hospital bed funds, free or reduced-price hospital services, or any other
program that would eliminate or reduce liability, and it requires that the file be referred to the
hospital for a determination of eligibility. The fact that the defendant has an unpaid hospital
bill is sufficient basis for you to inquire as to whether or not the hospital should be
conducting such an eligibility review, especially if it has not previously done so. If an
eligibility review is required, judgment should not be entered.

(5) Does the defendant agree to the payment schedule? Make sure that the defendant
can realistically afford to make the payments. In some circumstances, you may want to
insist that the payment schedule be changed.

(6) You should warn the defendant that, if an order is entered and he fails to make the
payments, the plaintiff may be able to attach his wages, his bank account, or other property.

(7) You should make sure that the defendant understands to whom the payments are to
be sent. They will ordinarily be sent to either the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney. They are
not to be sent to the court.

(8) You should inform the parties that exempt income is not subject to attachment,
including Social Security payments in a bank account and the first $320 per week of wages
($330 after January 1, 2010). If you have reason to believe that all of the defendant's
income is exempt, you should remind the plaintiff's attorney that it is improper to attempt to
attach exempt funds.

(9) Your should consider entering an order staying the issuance of a bank account or
other property execution as long as the defendant complies with the payment schedule.
Existing statutory law prevents the issuance of a wage execution if the defendant is in
compliance with a payment order but other executions are stayed only if the magistrate so
orders. Practice Book 24-30 authorizes such stays.

(10) You should remind the defendant as to the importance of maintaining a correct
address with the court and plaintiff's counsel.
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Appendix G

Small Claims -(1 O/25/0~a)

1. What is Small Claims Court?

A part of Superior Court where you can sue for amounts of up to $5000.
There is one +Ae-<>Rfy--exception to the $5000 limit In some circumstances a is-a-renter is aiiowed

to sue for double the amount of suit brought for the return of a security deposit that was not returned. Such
a renter may bring the suit in small claims courl, tf1-thi5-situation O~ILY,the plaintiffmay-5He-fer-dol;l;ie-lh€
affiount of the seourily eeposit. plus aocruee interest, even if the doubled amount brings the claim over the
$5000 jurisdictional limit

You do not need a lawyeraR--allemey_
Magistrates (specially appointed lawyers) hear the cases.
Simple rules of evidence apply, instead of complex rules.
No right to appeal the outcome.
Addresses and Telephone Numbers of Connecticut Small Claims Areas -(PDF)

2. What issues belong in Small Claims Court?

unpaid billsdat>ts;
breaches of a wrilten or verbal contract;
consumer complaints against businesses:
back rent and damage to the premises;
return of security deposit;
inluries and bffikOf1or--Elamafledproperty damage from automobile accidents and other forms of

negligence;
doctor/hospital bills for treatment of personal injuries; and,
all other claims for issues vatued at less than $5000.

3. What issues do not belong in Small Claims Court?

libel or slander;
damage to your reputation;
name calling; or,
all claims for isstlBS--Valued-at-more than $5000 unless you agree to waive the part of the claim that

exceeds $5000.

4. How long do I have to start a small claims lawsuit? (£Galled the statute of
limitations)

Six years -if your claim is based on a wrilten contract
Three years -if your claim is based on a verbal agreement
Most statutes of limitations can be found in Chapter 926 of the Connecticut General Statutes

5. How do I start a small claims case?

Use the court form "Small Claims Writ and Notice of Suit," JD-CV-40. The form, sometimes
referred to as a "small claims complaint" has space for you to provide the name and address of each



defendant, the reason YOU are bringing the lawsuit, and the amount of money you are seeking. You may also
attach documents to the complaint.

If there are more than two plaintiffs or if you are suing more than two defendants you must also
complete and attach Form JD-CV-67. "Continuation of Parties."

File with the clerk. by mail or in person. the original Writ and Notice with all the attachments (including
any documents and including the instructions to the defendant) AND ALSO an additional copy of everything
you filed for each defendant you are suing.

The forms are available on-line and in any court location that handles small claims cases. Find your
town and the court location that handles small claims. court address and telephone number. (PDF)

Type or legibly print (with black or blue ink) your information on the forms.

5a. What do "plaintiff" and "defendant" refer to?

• The person bringing the action is called the "plaintiff;" the person being sued is called the
'defendant." If a ludgment is entered for the plaintiff. the party who recovers the judgment is the
called the "judgment creditor" and the one who is ordered to pay the judgment is called the
"judgment debtor."

6. How do I research the defendant to determine if the defendant is a corporation,
limited liability company (LLC) or a-partnership?

Call the Secretary of the State at 860-509-6002 to find out if it is a corporation or an LLC and to get
the address. You can get this information on the internet at
www.concordsots.ct.gov/CONCORD/online?sn-lnguiryServlet&eid=99.

If it is not a corporation or LLC, contact the town clerk's office where the company is located to get the
name of the business owner.

7. Must I use the defendant's complete name?

Yes, use the exact, complete name of the person or business.
Do not abbreviate any part of the name.
If you leave oul any part of the name, you may not be able to collect your money if you win the case.

8. What if the defendant is an individual who resides out of the state of
Connecticut?

You may file against an individual who resides the{)ut-of-state residoot·only if he or she owns real or
personal property in the state of Connecticut.

You must include in your complaint a A·statement iflei£-alif1#that the out-of-state individual owns
property in Connectlcutmust be ineluded in the claim.

~. What if the defendant is an out-of-state corporation?

First you must find out if the corporation has an agent for service by contacting the Secretary of the
State at 860-509-6002.

Once you file the case with the court, the paperwork will be sent back to you for service by a marshal
or other proper officer. Give the information to the marshal regarding the agent for service.

109. Can an out-of-state individual or business file a claim in Connecticut?
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• Yes, however, the individual or business may be required to attend court hearings if the defendant
contests any of the proceedings or if the court determines that the business or individual's presence
is necessary. Gn66-y€>U-fil€~se-wiill-lfle.-eeurt,.#1~-k-will-be·Beffi-baBk-\e-y€>U-fer-BeF¥iGe·

9y-Bi'f"f3€'F--offioer. Give-tfle-.ifllBFmatiDR Ie Ihepmper olfic-eH-ega-r4ffi§-th~fer-S6fvieec-

10a. Who notifies the defendant of the small claims case?

The clerk's office mails a copy of the small claims complaint to each defendant by regular first-class
mail. You must provide the clerk with a good current address.

There is an exception if you are suing an out-of-state corporation. In that case, you must arrange for a
marshal or other proper officer to serve the defendant (see Question #9 above).

10b. What ifthemail comes back?

If the notice is returned by the U.S. Postal Service, the clerk's office will notify you and return the
complaint to you. You will have to arrange for it to be served by a marshal Or other proper officer.

10c. Can I just mail the complaint to the defendant myself or hand him a copy if I
see him?

No. All service must be through the clerk's office or in certain circumstances, by a marshal or
other proper officer.

11. How much does it cost to start a small claims case?

The filing fee +i'1BfB-is a-$35.00 filing fee.
IfYGU·arer-equired-toflaV€·a"iMBPOfoffiGer·S6fveany·paperwor-k,·{flepr-eper·officer-wi1!-,cflargeyGUa .

fee pursuant to the GORnectiout General Statutes.
You must pay the court clerk with cash or a check or money order made out to "Clerk of the

Superior Court:' If you pay in person, you may also pay by MasterCard or Visa.
If you hand-deliver the claim to the court,and you plan to pay with a personal check, bring a photo

I.D.,-<lr your photo driver's license.
If you win your case, the filing fee will be added to the judgment against the defendant.
If you are reguired to have a proper officer serve any paperwork, the proper officer will charge you a

fee pursuant to the Connecticut General Statutes.

11a. Can the filing fee be waived?

The court can waive the filing fee if you cannot afford to pay the fee. There is a presumption in favor
of waiving the fee if you receive public assistance (such as state welfare, SSI. or food stamps) or if your
household income is below 125% of the Federal Poverty Level.

In order to apply for a waiver of fees, you must file Form JD·FM·75, "Application for Waiver of
Fe'!.!;." The fQ.mJ. can be downloaded ?t http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/fm075,pjjL

12. Where do I go to file a small claims case?

Any small claims case may be filed at the Centralized Small Claims Office at 80 Washington Street,
Hartford, CT 06106, New filings may be mailed or delivered by hand, If you wish to file at a local court, click
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on the link below.
For landlord-tenant matters -at the Centralized Small Claims Office or in the court location where the

property is located. Click on link below.
For other matters, click on link below.
Find out which small claims facility serves your town
Addresses and Telephone Numbers of Connecticut Small Claims Areas (PDF)

13. How do I defend against a small claims case?

File an Answer on or before the Answer Date that appears on the Notice of Suit.
If you disagree with the claim or the amount of money, check the box that says you disagree and

explain briefly in writing why you believe you do not owe the money.
You may also file a motion to transfer to the regular docket. See Practice Book Section 24-21.

13a. Why would I want to transfer a case to the regular docket?

The transfer of a case to the "regular docket" takes the case out of small claims court. By fiiing the
case in small claims court, the plaintiff has consented to the case being heard there. The defendant however
has a right to remove the case from small claims court. To transfer a case, however. a substantial filing fee
must be paid.

SmaIi claims court is simpler. less formal, less expensive, easier to participate in without a lawyer.
and usually faster than the regular docket. Only a small percentage of cases are transferred out of small
claims court.

Small claims court is an informal court in which some procedural rights do not exist. To get
those rights, the case would have to be transferred to the regular docket. The most important differences are:

a Small claims decisions are final and binding. There is no right to appeal a small claims
decision.

o There is no right to jury trial in small claims cases.
o Small claims procedures are less formal than those on the regular docket.
a Small claims lunsd,ct,on IS limited to $5.000 If the defendant wants to raise a counterclaim for

more than $5,000. the case has to be transferred to the regular docket.
A motion to transfer a case to the regular docket must be filed no later than the Answer Date. After

that. the defendant is considered to have waived the right to transfer.

13b. When will a trial be held?

• The Answer Date is not the date of the trial or hearing. It is the date by which your answer
must be filed so that a default is not be entered against you.

After your answer has been filed, the clerk's office will notify you in writing of the date of the
•

13c. What should I bring to the trial?

Bring any documents that support your claim, such as receipts. letters, contracts or ieases. Make
enough copies so that you will have an original, "coPY for the court. and a copy for each other party.

Bring any witnesses who you would iike to have testify.
If you need a witness who will not come voluntarily, you should ask the clerk to issue a subpoena.

You will have to arrange for a marshal or other proper officer to serve the subpoena on the witness. Be sure to
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give the clerk enough time to issue the subpoena. because subpoenas must be served on the witness at least
18 hours before the hearing.

14. Can '.'\then should I file a counterclaim if the plaintiff owes me money?

A "counterclaim" is a claim by the defendant against the plaintiff alleging that the plaintiff owes money
to the defendant. The Magistrate hearing the case will hear both the plaintiffs claim and the defendant's
counterclaim at the same hearing.

The counterclaim must be filed on or before the Answer Date~J.U;an also bi!. filed if or upon the
§fflflliflg-Bl-a motion to open judgment is granted.

If you think the plaintiff owes you money. say so in the Answer and label your reasons
"Counterclaim."

15. May I request a jury trial?

There are no jUry trials in small claims.
To obtain You may. however. request a jury trial~efliy4-youmust file a motion to transfer the case to

the regular docket. See #13!!.above.

16. Can I appeal the judgment?

A judgment in small claims cannot be appealed.
To appeal a small claims judgment, you must file a motion to transfer the case to the regulargocket.

Because of the deadline for filing a motion to transfer. you would have to file the motion long before you know
whether you have won or lost the case. See #13a above.

1Z6. Are small claims matters heard by jUdges?

No. Small claims matters are heard and decided by Magistrates~who are lawyers appointed by the
Chief Court Administrator to hear small claims cases. See C.G.S. § 51-1931.

In some cases. if the parties agree, small claims matters may be heard by a Commissioner who has
been approved by the Chief Court Administrator to hear such matters. See C.G.S.§ 52-549a.

1,!!1. How do f collect money on a jUdgment?

When a small claims judgment is entered. the Magistrate will usually enter a weekly order of
payments. The defendant will be told to make payments to you or to your lawyer or other representative.

The court does not collect the money for you",lf the defendantdoes noway the order, btif-you can
ask f-eq~-the clerk !Q.issue an ~execution," which is a court paper that authorizes a proper officer to
seize money or property from the defendant.

An execution can be used to attach the non-exempt portion of the defendant's wages or bank account
or to seize certain other non-exempt property. To obtain an execution, you must cGomplete an application for
wage, property or financial institution execution and file !!.with the clerk of the court where the judgment was
entered.

The following fillable forms are available on this website: Wage -JD-CV-3; Financial Institution JD
CV-24; Property -JD-CV-5. An exesutiBA-aYll1eFi2es-a'f'fBper--e#ic-eF-le-alla6J+lhe~-wa!J8S,flffiBf~her

nonexempt personal property or the debtor's bani, account. (This does not include real eslale.)
There is a $35.00 fee for each application for wage, property or financial institution execution.
A judgment may be enforced up to 10 years from the date of judgment.

18a. What property is exempt from execution on a jUdgment?
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The law provides that certain basic property of a judgment debtor cannot be taken by a judgment
creditor. See C.G.S.§ 52-352b, 52-361a, and 52-367b.

The most com man exemptions are:
a Weekly wages equal to 40 times the minimum wage.
a Government benefits, such as Social Security. SSI, and state welfare.
a Pension payments.
a The first 53,500 of equity value in a car.
a The first $75,000 of equity value in the defendant's home.

18, Can I appeal the judgmentA-j",ljjmeflt..if;·Sflla1l-ooims-eanFlGl-OO-appea!e<lA19. Could a
small claims judgment against me (the judgment debtor) affect my credit rating or
appear on my credit report?

Small claims judgments are public Information and could appear on your credit report, affecting your
credit rating. The laws governing Consumer Credit Reports are contained in C.G.S, § 36a695 et seq. If you
need documentation to dispute an item on your credit report, you may get copies from the court file in your
case for a fee of $1.00 per page at the Small Claims office where your case was decided.

If you have a specific complaint about a Consumer Credit Reporting Agency you may make such a
complaint to the Connecticut Banking Department. Consumer Credit Division, 260 Constitution Plaza,
Hartford, CT 06103-1800. See C.G.S. § 36a-695.

20. When maya judgment lien be placed on real property (real estate)?

Pursuant to C.G.S. 52-380a, a jUdgment lien may be placed on the land records in the town clerk's
office in the town where the real property is located when a money judgment is unpaid.

A judgment lien certificate must be signed by the judgment creditor or the judgment creditor's
attorney.

From the time of the recording of the judgment lien certificate, the money judgment shall be a lien on
the judgment debtor's interest In the real property described.

The judgment lien shall expire twenty years after the jUdgment was rendered unless the party
claiming the lien commences an action to foreclose It within that period of time and follows the remaining
requirements of the statute. For more complete Information, see C.G.S. § 52-380a.

21. Must I advise the court when the judgment owed to me is paid in full?

• Yes. This is called a satisfaction of judgment and is a written notice that must be flied with the
court when full payment has been made. See Practice Book section 24-30.

22. Where can I get more information?

Review the booklet, "The Small Claims Process" -JD-CV-45, available in every Court Services
Center and in some clerks' offices that handles small claims cases. From time to time information in this
booklet may change, such as fees, court locations and phone numbers. Please check this website In those
specific areas to be sure that you have the most current information or contact the local small claims office.

Ask the small claims court clerk for information. The clerk CAN give you Information. The clerk
CANNOT give you legal advice.

Consult an attorney. Check the Yellow Pages or call your local Lawyer Referral Service (run by the
local Bar Association). If you are a low income individual, Th<>-Statewide legal Services of Connec1icut,
Inc. may be able to provide assistance.lli;.,Theifetoll:free number is 1-800-4533320.

23. How can I find out information on a small claims case?

Case information from Small Claims Courts is available, at hltp:/Iwww.lud2.ct.gov/Small Claims/. Small
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Claims case information may be searched by: docket number, party name, court calendar, attorney case list,
attorney caiendar, and attorney searffi.

24. What information can I look -up on a small claims matter?

On this website, you can find for each small claims case the name and docket number of the case and a list
of each event that has occurred in the case, such as the filing date, the date of hearing, and the date that
judgment is entered. 'fh,,..:lata·available·<:Iisplaysinformation·,fromSmall·Glaims·<::ases·inciuding-aU·a<J!ions·;·
ex"ept libel and slander, where the money damages "Iaimed are not in Olceess of $5,000, or, in the ease of
seourity deposit ciaims only, a doubled amount not in Ol<eess of $10,000. This case information is updated at
the close of business each day and ,therefore should f.t.includes-all information entered as of the previous
workday. It is poss',ble that some documents f,led \-i,th the oIeri< may not yet have been entered into the Lool,
~,**4fle-Look-up-at-!fle..ef1<:l-of4fle-day4eday·or-lomoffew-.foftfle·_·lJj}~

Back to Top

25. How do I file a complaint against a small claims magistrate?

Please submit your complaint in writing with some specificity to:
Director of Court Operations
Attention: Small Claims Complaint
225 Spring Street, 2nd floor
Wethersfield, CT 06109
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Appendix H

Tips on What to do if You are Contacted by a Collection Attorney

As of November 2007 the American public had a total of $2.5 trillion in outstanding debt
- almost one-third of the national debt level.

While most of this debt will be repaid in a timely manner, as the economy slows and
economic pressure on many American families increases, so will delinquencies. Those
whose payments are delinquent will usually be contacted first by their creditor, then often
by a collection agency if the matter is not resolved.

For delinquencies that remain unpaid, creditors often hire collection law firms to contact
consumers to resolve the debts. Collection attorneys are held to high standards and must
comply with laws governing debt collection practices.

The National Association of Retail Collection Attorneys (NARCA) offers consumers the
following tips when working with debt collection law firm:

When you receive a letter or phone call, respond.
The matter can't be resolved if you don't respond. The attorney wants to work with you
help them by initiating an open dialogue. This is your opportunity to present your
viewpoint.

Keep good records.
Your records are vital to issues of your identity and payment history when discussing a
delinquent bill. Keep fIles of your bank records, history of places lived and worked, and
copies of correspondence concerning your debts.

If the amount of the debt is incorrect, you will need to be able to show that you have
made payments that were not credited or some other reason why the amount claimed is
not what you really owe. Having good records and communicating with the collection
attorney are very important to resolve this issue.

Be honest about what you can afford.
Even if you are unable to pay the full amount at once collection attorneys will work with
you to come up with an achievable payment plan. Be sure to agree only to a plan that you
can stick with, to avoid further collection efforts.

"Many times collection attorneys will set up debt repayment plans for consumers. A
successful plan can help consumers get out of debt," said Bob Markoff, president of
NARCA.

Speak up if the debt is not yours.
This is where good records come in handy. You have the right to request further
information if you are contacted about a debt that you do not recognize. If the debt truly
is not yours and you are the victim of identity theft, be prepared to explain your situation
to the collection attorney. The attorney may want to see a police report if you have filed
one. If you have any information as to whose debt it is, share that information with the
attorney.



If you have a lawyer, have them contact the collection attorney.
Once this step is taken, the collection attorney can only communicate with your attorney,
not directly with you. Be sure to give the collection attorney the name, address and phone
number of your attorney so they can be in contact.

Don't ignore a summons from a court.
A summons from a court means that you have only a certain time to respond to the suit.
The paperwork with the summons may contain a court date or instructions on what to do
if you dispute the claim. [fyou think you don't owe the debt, pay close attention to these
papers. [fyou do owe the debt contact the law firm that filed the case right away - they
want to work with you on a payment plan.

Be involved - the outcome is in your hands.
[fyou do not appear in court and do not contact the attorney about repayment, a
judgment may be entered against you. Efforts will be made to collect the judgment
amount from you, which, depending on your circumstances and what state you live in,
can lead to severe consequences including wage garnishment, bank account attachment
and liens on your property. It is important to try and resolve your debt before these
actions are taken.

Communication is critical to resolving debt collection issues. "An attorney collecting debt
is going to work with you to find a solution so the amount owed is paid. It is important to
follow these tips and respond to collection efforts. Also, you need to educate yourself
about credit so you can successfully manage your finances in the future," said Markoff.
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Appendix I

State of Connecticut - Superior Court
Centralized Small Claims

80 Washington Street
Hartford, CT 06106

Toll Free in Connecticut (866) 383-5927
Fax: (860) 756-7800

10000

Local Hartford Area (860) 756-7800
www.jud.ct.gov

Docket No: SCA123456789
Hearing Location:

Jane Doe vs. John Doe Answer

D

D

D

To ANSWER THIS CLAIM, COMPLETE THIS FORM AND RETURN IT BY MAlL, FAX OR HAND DELIVERY ON OR BEFORE:

September 17, 2008

PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED WITH THE ATTACHED CLAlM.

IN RESPONSE TO THE ENCLOSED CLAIM FOR THIS AMOUNT, plus court costs, if any II II
this is my answer: (check all boxes that apply) .

Il;;;;;;;;;;;;.............

I disagree with the claim because: (State below why you disagree, be brief but specific. At trial
you will be able to expiain your defense and submit documentation.)

__The debt is paid __I do not owe any money to this company.
__The debt is not mine __ This debt was included in a filing of bankruptcy.

Other

I admit lowe part of the debt. (State why you do not owe the entire amount.) You will be
assigned a hearing with a magistrate to determine what you owe.

I admit lowe the claim but need more time to pay (You may suggest a timetable for and amount
of deferred payments). DO NOT SEND PAYMENT(S) TO THE COURT. MAKE ALL PAYMENTS
DIRECTLY TO THE FOLLOWING:

D Counterclaim: The plaintiff owes money to me in the amount of $ for the following reasons:

Signed Print Name and Tille of Person Signing Date Signed

Address (No., Street, Town, Zip Code) Telephone No. Juris No.
( )

1. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO COME TO COURT ON THE ABOVE ANSWER DATE EXCEPT TO SUBMIT A WRITTEN ANSWER IF YOU
HAVE NOT DONE SO BY THAT DATE. It is not the date of trial. If you have filed an answer contesting the claim the clerk will
schedule a date for the trial and will send you a written notice of the date and time to come to court.

2. If you do not answer by the answer date, judgment could enter against you. If the plaintiff(s) win the case and you do not pay the
judgment, the plaintiff(s) may try to collect the money owed by getting permission from the court to have the money taken from your
wages, financial accounts or property.



Appendix J

TO: Nancy Kiersted, Director of Court Operations
FROM: Karen Lahey, Esq, Adam Olshan, Esq. and Richard Terry, Esq.
RE: Small Claims service ofprocess
Date: March 13,2009

We have been asked to summarize the opposition to amending the various Connecticut
Practice Book sections, as well as the Connecticut Geueral Statutes, so that the plaintiff
becomes responsible to effectuate service of the small claims writ upon the defendant.

We understand that the Judicial Department wants this to happen as it believes that such a
reduction of work for court staff will allow the state to eliminate many small claims clerk
positions. On the contrary, this modification would result in more net staffing as it would
cripple the likelihood of effective automated bulk e-filing. Perhaps more notably, this
modification would be incredibly unfair to the consumer defendant.

The State should instead do everything that it can to begin automated bulk e-filing of
small claims suits as soon as possible as that would truly result in vast resource gains for
the State.

We have summarized our many objections to the change below:

1- The goal of the committee initially was to recommend changes to fix a small claims
process that was horribly broken and delivering unfair results for all parties. After
twenty-four months, the Small Claims Centralized clerk's office ("SCC") still had not
effectively solved the challenges of consolidation. To make a wholesale change like
placing service on the plaintiff, just as the SCC is pulling out of the dark - will add more
years of inefficiency that will lead to more unfair results for all parties (plaintiffs and
defendants) .

2- If SCC truly wants to be more efficient and involve less staff while delivering top
service to the community, it should make automated bulk e-filing a reality for the volume
filers as soon as possible - rather than save time by outsourcing service to plaintiffs.
Since the State has already done all of the necessary programming, the SCC would
benefit far more by doing what it takes to reach automated bulk e-filing this year .
Automated bulk efiling would save staff from keying in nearly 95,000 suits annually and
it would lead to even greater staff savings when it is introduced post-judgment.
However with service of process moved to the plaintiff, this becomes meaningless and
these vast efficiencies will be lost

3- The new procedure would be extremely confusing to consumers and it will directly
cause additional huge volumes of phones calls daily to SCC by these defendants.

Currently, SCC receives a prepared writ, with an affidavit of debt and exhibits from the
plaintiff which it inputs into its database. The clerk's office then mails the writ out with
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an answer date and answer fonn by fIrst class mail to the defendant(s). The writ is mailed
in an envelope that bears the Centralized Small Claims offIce with the seal of the State of
Connecticut. The defendant can respond immediately to the complaint that it has
received.

If PB 24-10 is amended to have plaintiff mail the complaint, this procedure would be
radically changed and would cause extreme confusion to the parties that are being sued.
In addition, it will place collection attorneys (the largest volume fIlers in the state system)
in jeopardy of violating the federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. Under the revised
rule, plaintiff would mail a writ with exhibits to the defendant by delivery confInnation
or certifIed mail/return receipt. According to Judicial Operations, the writ will not contain
an answer date or answer fonn. The envelope will bear the address of the plaintiff only
and cannot show any indication on the outside of the envelope that a notice of suit is
enclosed. In the event of a plaintiff law fInn sending this envelope, the likelihood of the
defendant ignoring the mail or tossing it in the garbage is extremely high.
This service could also imply to the least sophisticated consumer a false impression that
the plaintiff is affiliated with or sanctioned by the court or government.

If the defendant does open the envelope, the only thing in there will be a complaint and
exhibits. SCC would not enable plaintiffs' to assign an answer date or enclose an answer
fonn in the envelope. The defendant, most likely, will not receive an answer date or
answer fonn from SCC for several weeks after they have received the complaint because
of processing delays.

This will undoubtedly lead to confusion among parties being sued as to what to do next.
This will lead to dozens of telephone calls directly to pro se plaintiffs, attorneys' offIces
representing the plaintiff or to the SCC offIce itself. For plaintiffs that are represented by
counsel, this new procedure would place that attorney in the unethical position ofhaving
to render legal advice concerning how to handle the writ that they have just received. For
collection attorneys that are required to comply with the FDCPA, this rule change will
place those attorneys in jeopardy of violating the Act and expose them to being sued
because the mailing, in and of itself, is deceptive, misleading and confusing. And, any
time that SCC believes it will save in mailing out the complaint to the defendants will be
absorbed by the telephone calls that it will be receiving from angry, confused and upset
defendants.

Given the likelihood that mail received directly from a plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney will
be ignored by the defendant, this will lead to a greater number of default judgments
entering against defendants.

4 - The new procedure would give unethical plaintiffs a systemic opportunity to abuse
defendant consumers. To avoid the expenditure of court costs, these plaintiffs may have
the small claims writ mailed to the defendant and then pummel the defendant with phone
calls and additional letters in order to leverage a payment-in-full or settlement. The suit
could then be fIled sixty days later (or the outer limit of the rule - sixty days was
suggested by SCC) only if the plaintiff decides to proceed to incur that cost.
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While we believe this practice would be unfair and unethical, the new procedure would
be ripe for such abuse of Connecticut's consumer defendants.

There are more efficient ways to save staff resources for the SCc. There are more fair
ways to save staff resource for the SCc. To so amend both the General Statutes and the
Practice Book will result in another extended period of procedural disarray for the SCC
and for Connecticut's small claims litigants while also greatly reducing the levels of
participation in the process by defendants. The committee, in its efforts to encourage
consumer participation in the small claims process, included: plaintiff confirmation of the
defendant's address using the 2 of7 formula, extending the answer dates for defendants,
notice to non-appearing defendants of hearing in damages, the ability to file answers in
court during a hearing in damages and an unlimited ability to reopen judgments for lack
of actual notice. We believe that the creditor bar and the majority of magistrates at the
meeting agreed with these points. We also believe that some of the consumer bar is
nervous that this specific amendment would "chill" consumer defendant participation in
the process. Had this gone to a substantive vote on March 3'd, we believe that the
recommendation would have been to leave service with the SCC for the above reasons.

We would be pleased to further discuss this matter at any time. Thank you for the
opportunity to express our thoughts as to how this statutory and practice book
modification would be counterproductive for the State and for both plaintiffs and
defendants.
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Appendix K

Service of Process in Small Claims Matters

The Judicial Branch has proposed amending the rules of practice to require
the plaintiff to make service of the claim for the following reasons:

1. Service by the plaintiff is the norm in other civil and family matters,
many of which are filed by self represented litigants. Service by the
court creates the appearance that the court is an arm of the plaintiff.
Defendants do not receive a comparable benefit from the court.

2. The cost of service by first class mail is now borne by the court. In
addition, the labor associated with organizing documents for service is
extensive; the original paperwork and copies submitted by the filer
must be separated correctly and envelopes prepared and stuffed,
weighed and posted. With annual filings of over 90,000 cases, staff
must devote many hours to this process each week.

3. Five law firms account for 64% of the cases filed by businesses
which, in turn, file 85% of small claims matters. The disproportionate
benefit to such a small group of filers undermines the neutrality of the
court.

4. Service by a marshal is currently required for suits against out-of-state
corporate defendants and for any mail service returned as
undeliverable by the post office. Approximately 10% of all claims
served on defendants are returned as undeliverable, necessitating that
the court then mail the original writ to the plaintiff, instructing them to
hire a marshal to perform service. The court must keep a copy of the
writ in case of loss and keep the file for four months awaiting a return
of service. The majority of these cases end up being dismissed
because defendants cannot be located. If proof of service is required
prior to filing, volume will be reduced and tasks associated with
marshal service will be eliminated.

5. The proposal gives filers three methods to perform service: by first
class mail with delivery confirmation, certified mail, return receipt
requested, or by a proper officer in the manner in which a writ of
summons is served in a civil action. The first two are relatively low
cost options and costs are recoverable if the filer prevails.



6. Approximately 75% of small claims matters are disposed by default as
defendants do not answer the claim. Under the proposed changes,
defendants would receive two notifications of the suit; the first from
the service by the filer and a second automated notification from the
court advising the parties of the docket number and answer date. This
may serve to increase the response rate by defendants.

7. The Centralized Small Claims office has been beset by staff shortages
coupled with increased volume since it opened in May 2006. The
current budget shortfalls in the state will likely further limit resources.
The office has been successful in streamlining many tasks and
creating new efficiencies but must advocate all possible means to
reduce tasks so that cases may be processed in a timely manner.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background and Purpose

One of the initiatives in the Implementation Plan from the work of Chief Justice Rogers'

Public Service and Trust Commission was a charge to the Branch's Information

Technology Division (ITO) to develop a three-year technology plan that addresses

infrastructure requirements. The purpose of such a plan is to ensure that the technical

infrastructure is in place to support on-going Branch operations as well as any new

initiatives anticipated over the next three to five years. This charge necessitated

identifying areas in the present technical infrastructure requiring replacement or upgrade

and determining what new infrastructure needed to be acquired. It also meant prioritizing

the work--deciding what infrastructure upgrades or acquisitions had to be completed, or

at least started over the next three years, and what could be deferred. Finally, it meant

deciding the appropriate sequence for bringing in these changes to ensure as much as

possible that the staffing and funding needed would be available and that any disruption

to Branch business would be minimized. Therefore, the resulting three-year plan, starting

in July 2009, provides a road map for:

• upgrading existing technical infrastructure;
• acquiring new technical infrastructure necessary to support on-going Branch

operations; and
• laying the foundation for future strategic efforts.

Process

Over the course of two months, beginning in December 2008, workshops and meetings

were held with key ITO staff to identify the existing and new infrastructure that needed to

be included in the Plan. Staff participating represented these areas of our division:

applications, Internet services and database support, projects and planning, network and

system services, desktop services, standards and architecture, training, administration and

the Commission on Official Legal Publications (COLP). Initially, more than 90

infrastructure items for upgrade or acquisition were identified in a brainstorming session.

The technical and business categories addressed by these items included Applications,

Software, Hardware, Network, Business Continuity, Directory Services, Contracted

Services and Process Improvement.
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These infrastructure items were then assessed as to their importance. Was the upgrade or

acquisition of the item: critical to Branch operations over the next three years, desirable

in order to provide significant enhancement to our technical capabilities, nice to have or

not essential at this time? Thirty existing infrastructure items and eleven new

infrastructure items were assessed as critical, while the balance of the items were

assessed as desirable, nice to have or not essential now. These latter items were moved to

a list of deferred items-available for re-evaluation at a later time if necessary. I

Because we knew that implementing 41 infrastructure projects during a three-year period

was not possible, work on describing, defining and prioritizing these critical

infrastructure items continued. Our first workshop in December included the creation of

a list of technical and business drivers for prioritizing infrastructure items.2 The drivers

describing the "why" an infrastructure item was needed were applied to the 41 critical

items in order to further assess the importance of each item. Added weight was given to

infrastructure items that met one or more ofthe key "why" prioritization drivers such as

capacity urgency, technology obsolescence, legislatively mandated, business continuity

or business urgency. Additionally, each of the items was evaluated to ensure it was

essential for doing our job to preserve and protect Branch assets (data, applications,

servers, PCs, etc.) and to provide a secure and responsive computing environment.

Finally, each item was also evaluated to determine if it more correctly belonged on the

current initiatives list (that is already funded and in progress).] Ultimately, we reduced

the list to 20 items (13 existing infrastructure items and seven new infrastructure items)

for inclusion in the Technology Plan. Each item fell into one of eight categories:

Applications, Software, Hardware, Network, Business Continuity, Directory Services,

Contracted Services or Process Improvement.

The final step in putting the Plan together involved determining an implementation

schedule for these items that would not significantly overburden staff or financial

resources and took into account any prerequisites to implementation and the most critical

I See Appendix A for the list of deferred existing infrastructure items and Appendix B for the list of
deferred new infrastructure items.
2 See Appendix C for the list of prioritization drivers.
3 See Appendix D for the list of current initiatives.
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areas of need. The resulting Plan reflects a schedule for at least initiating all 20 items

during the three-year period but because of the constraints of time and resources

anticipates the completion of 13 of the items during the plan period with the remaining

seven continuing on beyond the summer of2012.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PLAN ITEMS

The following pages provide descriptions of the 13 existing infrastructure items for

upgrade and the seven new infrastructure items for acquisition through this Technology

Plan. Each description explains what the item is and why it is needed.
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Existing Infrastructure Items

Judicial Branch Data Center - Upgrades to Network Infrastructure

The Judicial Branch Data Center is where all of the Branch's application logic, electronic

data storage and data transfer take place. It also serves as the connection hub for every

Judicial Branch location in the state. To put it simply-everything "rides" the network.

The Data Center network currently supports hundreds of applications, servers, databases

and storage devices. All ofthe services and hardware are connected by a complex system

of enterprise level routers and switches. The capacity this network supports has grown

rapidly over the past few years. To meet the needs of this growth, lTD has consistently

been required to add capacity to the switches and routers but has not been able to address

the older technology in them. Proper network planning and management requires that the

existing infrastructure of the network not be neglected. Interconnection speed between

routers and switches needs to increase as the amount of data passing through them

increases. While our Data Center equipment has been expanded to meet these needs,

most of the routers and switches still contain original parts that must be upgraded. These

critical improvements will provide the following:

• Faster access for users accessing applications;

• Better response times for applications making database queries;

• Less network congestion while doing server backups and rebuilds;

• More reliability with updated hardware;

• Improved functionality through the ability to run the latest software;

• Support for the latest security features mandated by the Federal Government
for COLLECT and for enhanced security required for our own Internet
connection;

• More effective and efficient management of the Data Center network.

Virtualization/Server

Virtualization allows a single physical hardware platform to host multiple individual

operating system environments. In a virtual environment, servers are no longer

represented by discrete physical processor boxes, in effect, one box, one server. Rather,
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many virtual servers can operate independently on a single physical processor box. In a

virtualization model it is one box, many servers.

There are two important advantages to this approach:

• Virtualization allows multiple applications on multiple servers to share a

single physical processor box making the most efficient use of its resources.

System administrators are able to allocate just the right amount of resources to

applications so they are not wasted.

• Virtual servers, and their applications, can be moved between physical

processor boxes without impacting availability regardless ofthe location of

the boxes relative to each other. The movement of virtual servers is done

through software commands and therefore can be done remotely by an

administrator from any place that has a network or Internet connection.

Virtual servers running on one physical processor box in the main Data Center

can be instantaneously moved to another one or to a processor box in the

Alternate Processing Center (APC) and continue running. This capability is

key to testing and executing Data Center disaster recovery plans regularly. It

will also allow for routine shifting of applications between physical processor

boxes so they can be taken down for maintenance during normal business

hours.

Currently, every individual non-Alpha platform application in the Judicial Data Center

runs on its own dedicated Windows or Linux server. As a result of our strong growth in

new applications this decade, the number of physical servers in the Data Center exploded

from about 20 servers in year 2000 to over 170 today. If that rate were to continue, we

would run out of space for new servers in our Data Center by 2012. Our current Data

Center resides at the Department ofInformation Technology (DOlT) in East Hartford. A

few years ago, DOlT staff gave us a cost estimate of about $8 million to expand our Data

Center. This cost included a space fee, construction, extensive upgrades to the

uninterruptible power system, environmental system and fire suppression system.

Virtualization will allow more efficient use of our servers thus allowing us to consolidate
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servers, conserve space and power, and delay expanding the physical Data Center for

several more years.

Last, but not least, server virtualization will allow much faster deployment of servers

since it will no longer necessarily involve acquiring and installing new hardware and

network connections.

Upgrade/Replace All Field Switches

The Judicial Branch network reaches over 80 locations statewide. These locations

include Criminal, Civil, and Juvenile Courthouses as well as administrative buildings and

probation offices. Every computer, laptop, and printer requires a data network

connection. In addition, services such as card access systems, phone and voice mail

systems and lock-up camera systems have come to rely on our data network. The Branch

has many locations that are in urgent need of upgrades to support these connections.

Many sites have local area network (LAN) switches that are unsupported by the

manufacturer and represent a liability if they were to fail. Furthermore, these older

switches are less secure in that they cannot be configured to restrict access to only

authorized Judicial Branch equipment. Unauthorized PCs often create major problems

such as introducing computer viruses into the Judicial network if they are allowed to

connect. The new switches can recognize unauthorized PCs and prevent them from

connecting. The new switches are smaller and more efficient, process data faster and

provide the added security necessary to protect the integrity ofthe Judicial Branch

network and its data. The advanced remote management capabilities of the new switches

allow our network staff to respond to problems and change requests much quicker while

reducing the time and expense required to travel to remote sites. LAN switches are a

crucial part of the infrastructure and need to meet our standard. To summarize, some key

benefits that upgraded switches provide:

• Faster data throughput;

• Significantly more reliable hardware;

• Security features to protect against unauthorized access;

• Ability to segregate and manage data traffic;
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• Easier remote management;

• Ability to integrate with centralized logging and troubleshooting systems.

Enterprise Storage Area Network (SAN)

An enterprise SAN is a large-scale electronic storage system optimized for speed and

primarily used for containing data stored in databases where fast transaction response

times are needed. A NAS (network-attached storage) is a similar system except that it is

optimized for capacity over speed and used to store electronic documents and files of all

different types including audio, video and photograph files.

In recent years, the requirement for storage of electronic information has grown

dramatically, driven by the need to store more information and new types of information

including audio proceedings of courtroom hearings and electronic images ofdocuments.

To meet the requirements for these types of files and for mandatory e-filing, a NAS has

already been purchased for the main Data Center and a second redundant NAS will soon

be purchased for the APC. The APC NAS will maintain an exact replica of data stored

on the Data Center NAS so that data is still available in case of a Data Center disaster.

However, as important as the NAS storage systems are, they cannot address our ever

increasing database storage needs. Recognizing that our present database storage system

is inadequate to meet present and future needs, lTD staff has issued an RFP for the

purchase of two Enterprise SANs to replace existing storage arrays. The funding for one

SAN has been identified and that SAN will be housed in our main Data Center in East

Hartford. However, the source of funding for the second smaller SAN needed for the

APC in Waterbury to contain a real time copy of mission-critical data, has not yet been

identified. In summary, the purchase and installation of redundant data storage systems

is critical for these reasons:

• It will be impossible to provide business continuity for mission-critical

applications if the electronic information kept on storage systems at the main

Data Center is not also kept on like storage systems at the APC.

• During non-emergency business operations, having two sets of storage

systems will enable the balancing of workloads and the continuous testing of
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the storage infrastructure to ensure it will operate correctly in the event of an

emergency.

At this time, the installation of the SAN pair at the APC is scheduled for FY 2010-2011.

IdentIty Lifecycle Manager (Software Upgrade)

One of the major responsibilities ofthe lTD Platfonn Unit is the assignment and

management of the user IDs and passwords that enable access to Branch applications and

data for Branch employees and, when approved, such access for employees from

agencies outside of the Branch. A software program called Identity Lifecycle Manager is

used by the Platform Unit to help automate and efficiently manage the thousands of IDs

and passwords and their relationships to the many Branch applications. Our current

identity management product maintains consistency of user data throughout our directory

structures, including synchronizing passwords between environments so that a different

user ID and password is not required for each application accessed. We are currently

using an older version of the Identity Lifecycle Manager program and need to update to

the current version. This newer version has additional enhancements including a fully

automated Access Request process and a Password Reset portal for user self-service or

supervisor password resets.

Migration to "For the Record" (FTR) Version 5.2

During the past eight years that the Judicial Branch has been using digital courtroom

recording technology, we have installed only one major upgrade and one minor upgrade

to the FTR software. The currently installed version, which has served the Branch well

for many years, is no longer sold by FTR, and official FTR support will end at some

point in the future. Therefore, the Judicial Branch is now purchasing FTR 5.2 licenses

for new installations ofFTR and approximately one to two percent of owned licenses are

for the new version of this software. Though the Branch can continue to use the older

FTR 2.2 software until FTR ends support of the older product, there are additional

compelling reasons to pursue the migration to version 5.2. For example, FTR 5.2 has

video recording capability which is not available with FTR 2.2. Additionally, for the

sake of consistency and for ease of training and support, it is best to have just one version
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of an enterprise software product in use, not the mixed environment that we have now

and will continue to have until this migration can occur. The other good news about this

migration is that FTR 5.2 does not require any upgrade of the PCs currently running the

older version.

Beyond the benefits already described, migration to FTR 5.2 offers other significant

improvements to digital courtroom recording which include:

• A single, consolidated interface including log notes, record and playback
functions;

• Tabbed log notes for more efficient playback ofprior testimony;

• Spell Check capability;

• Built-in CD/DVD creation capability, eliminating separate third party CD
software (Roxio);

• Ability to archive audio and notes together (rather than just audio);

• 50S Compliance for visually impaired issues;

• Capability of inserting additional information in existing notes;

• More recording indicators;

• Increased archiving choices;

• Compatibility with all new FTR products, including the Record Manager and
the software mixer, which is useful for providing a separate channel for
Interpreters or for the Supreme Court, where it may be helpful to isolate each
Justice on a separate, independent channel;

• A "Seal File" function (with the Record Manager add-on product) which
allows the ability to seal entire cases or portions of cases.

Wide Area Network (WAN)

Each day, a substantial amount of data passes from the Judicial Branch Data Center to

our SO-plus locations. Access to and from applications such as Edison, CMIS, Civil E

filing, POR, e-mail, CRMVS and the Civil/Family system takes place over Wide Area

Network circuits that are leased from AT&T and monitored and maintained by lTD

network engineers. Branch employees depend heavily on the network, so reliability and

near 100 percent up-time are imperative. Yet, it's not only the reliability and availability

but also the speed of these connections that has become critical. Changes in the way the
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Judicial Branch does business have driven the need for faster connections. Centralization

of stored data, large file transfers, attachments to e-mail and applications that provide

large amounts of information such as the Condor scanning application and Edison require

fast connections to the servers in the Data Center. A slow network can bring the function

of the court or an administrative office to a grinding halt. Employees throughout the

Branch are doing more of their business electronically and at a faster pace than ever

before. Our Wide Area Network connections must all be able to keep pace with the work

our employees must do. Over the past 10 years we have tried to stay ahead of the ever

growing needs of our staff and, consequently, many of our locations have been

configured with high speed data circuits. However, many sites remain on the slower

circuits and older technology. This infrastructure improvement item is directed toward

ensuring that all of our network connections and technology are upgraded to meet current

and anticipated needs for the next several years.

Alternate Processing Center (APe) Phase II Servers and Software

In addition to a SAN, NAS and a Virtual Tape Library for storing duplicate and backup

copies of electronic information, the APC must have servers and software to support the

processing of that information. Funding has been identified for the relocation of existing

servers from the temporary APC in East Hartford to the pelmanent APC in Waterbury.

These relocated servers support several mission-critical applications including CRMVS,

cm, Payroll, Juror Selection, Child Protection and Victim Notification. However,

additional funding is required for the purchase and installation of servers for the

remaining mission critical applications including: paR, PRAWN, Civil/Family E-filing,

CMIS including Juvenile, e-mail and Juror Processing. These purchases are critical

because without additional servers and software, there will be no backup for these

mission-critical applications and these applications would not be available during a loss

of service at the main Data Center.

At this time, the installation of the servers at the APC for the remaining mission-critical

applications is scheduled for FY2010-2011.
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Windows Server Software Upgrade

Our current server operating system is Windows Server 2003. Last year, Microsoft

released Windows Server 2008. Windows Server 2008 contains features we require in

order to support a fine-grained password policy that is necessary to ensure the security of

Branch data stored on Windows servers. But that is not the sole reason to move to the

newer operating system. Windows Server 2003 is scheduled to transition from Microsoft

mainstream support to extended support in 2010, at which time no new "non-custom"

updates will be provided except for those pertaining to security. Another drawback to

staying with an older software version of an operating system is that Microsoft, like all

vendors, will be focusing its prime resources on its latest software products while

gradually reducing support of older versions. Over time, quality support will become

more expensive as well as difficult and time-consuming to obtain for older versions,

which will result in a delay in the resolution of problems.

At some point, Microsoft will completely end support for Windows Server 2003. That is

likely to occur around 2015, but we must be transitioned to Windows Server 2008 long

before that-for the security of our data and to ensure the best support possible for our

operating systems. We anticipate that, because of the underlying impact of the server

operating system on the applications that run on it, it will take at least two years,

minimally, to test and make adjustments to all applications affected by this change. It is

important, therefore, to at least initiate this transition during the next three years.

Alpha Rewrite on Integrity SASNMS

The Alpha/OpenVMS platform is a nine year-old enterprise-class system hosting Judicial

Legacy applications including CRMVS, all ofthe JASMIN administrative applications,

the Barmaster and ClB. The Alpha platform was discontinued by Hewlett-Packard (HP)

in 2008. HP's minimum commitment to supporting Alpha platforms runs through 2013.

Although historically HP has supported discontinued platforms for more than the five

year minimum period, it nonetheless strongly encourages its customer base to migrate to

the Integrity technology. As Alpha customers migrate to other platforms over time,

quality support from HP will be increasingly more difficult to obtain as resources are
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shifted to more profitable systems. The effects on its remaining Alpha customers will be

lengthier problem resolution times and lack of support for integrated systems.

There are other important reasons for migrating as well. New versions of OpenVMS, our

current Alpha platform operating system, will be required to keep pace with the

integration programs used to interface and feed data to external systems such as CJIS

OBTS, POR and PRAWN. Now that production ofAlpha platforms has ceased, third

party software companies will gradually stop producing versions oftheir applications to

be compatible with the Alpha platform. This will have an adverse effect on our ability to

continue supporting interfaces to external systems. Lastly, the Integrity platform would

require about 67 percent less footprint than the current Alpha platform conserving

valuable computer room space in the main Data Center and the Alternate Processing

Center.

It is important to note that the scope of the Alpha Rewrite will be greatly reduced if a

decision is made to rewrite or replace the CRMVS and/or CIB systems with a Windows

based application. Were that decision to be made prior to the Alpha Rewrite, then

CRMVS and CIB would be removed from the list of applications requiring extensive

testing for transition from the Alpha to Integrity platform. Under that scenario, CRMVS

and CIB would remain on the Alpha platform until completion of their rewrite or

replacement.

On-Going Server Replacement

As server hardware ages, it becomes unreliable, unsupported and more costly to maintain.

Old hardware often will not run updated versions of applications because of insufficient

resources. The typical server lifespan is five to seven years after which it should be

replaced with a newer model to prevent the problems described earlier. One approach to

easing the expense and effort involved in server replacement is virtualization. This plan

includes a project to expand the use of virtual servers. However, not every server can be

virtualized. Database servers and servers containing unique hardware components cannot

be consolidated onto virtualized platforms. Such servers must be refreshed through a
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five-to-seven-year replacement cycle and this infrastructure item is intended to begin to

address that need.

"For the Record" (FTRl Statewide Deployment

General Statutes ofConnecticut Section 51-61 requires the official Court Reporter and

designees to attend court and make accurate records ofall proceedings in court. Further,

the official Court Reporter and designees are required to furnish transcripts of

proceedings when requested. In recent years, the Judicial Branch has relied increasingly

on audio recording, rather than stenography, to make records of court proceedings.

The Judicial Branch conducts Superior Court business in 226 courtrooms and 44 hearing

rooms in courthouses throughout Connecticut. In order to record court proceedings, all

270 of these rooms must have audio recording equipment. In the past eight years, the

Branch has installed digital audio recording in approximately 41 percent or liZ out ofthe

270 courtrooms statewide. The software used to provide this digital audio recording is

called "FTR". FTR is installed in 100 percent of juvenile courtrooms, in the Supreme

Court, and in at least one courtroom in all 13 Judicial Districts. This means that 158

courtrooms and hearing rooms still rely on older analog tape recording.

The Branch is approaching the time when the analog systems will be incapable of

meeting the court's needs. A dwindling number of manufacturers make the preferred

"instant start" tape cassettes. Tapes from recent providers have presented an

unacceptable number of technical problems, ranging from stretching, breaking, tangling,

failure to start, and poor sound quality. Further, the provider of the Branch's analog

recording machines, Sony, has stopped production of this line of equipment. Although at

least one other company continues to produce courtroom tape recording and playback

equipment, it is not possible to predict how much longer that equipment will be available.

Digital audio recording provides:

• Overall better sound quality;

• Easier access to courtroom recordings from any location;

• Central archiving;
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• More efficient use oflimited storage space;

• Improved service for the Judges;

• Quicker transcript production;

• Improved security and disaster recovery for transcript data.

Because of these features, Superior Court Operations has been converting courtrooms

from analog tape recording to digital audio recording as a long-range project. However,

the recent difficulties with the analog systems require this conversion process to be

accelerated in the immediate future.

FTR also has been tied into the Video Conferencing project and now audio recordings of

video proceedings are being captured by FTR at video conferencing locations such as 90

Washington Street in Hartford and 123 Hoyt Street in Stamford. The most recent version

of FTR also introduces the capability to record video, if desired. Finally, an FTR web

application is being developed which will facilitate the sharing of data between FTR and

other applications, such as E-Filing or E-Services in the future.

Replacement of the Criminal Motor VehicIe System (CRMVS)

The CRMVS was developed by Judicial Branch programmers in the 1980s to support

criminal and motor vehicle case tracking, scheduling and reporting in all GA and JD

courts in Connecticut. Since its inception, the CRMVS functionality has expanded

greatly to include daily updates to other Branch applications (like CMIS, POR and

PRAWN) and many criminal justice agencies such as DMV, DOC and State and Local

Police. This application is also the primary contributor of data to the Criminal Justice

Information System's Offender-based Tracking System (CJIS-OBTS). Additionally,

changes in court procedures and annual legislative mandates require constant update to

this application. Because it was developed using what is now decades-old technology, it

is becoming increasingly difficult and time-consuming to make changes to CRMVS and

to ensure that staffis available with the skills necessary to maintain such outdated

technology. Replacing the CRMVS with an application developed using state-of-the-art

technology would provide the following advantages:
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• Improved ability to make changes and enhancements to the application in a
timely manner;

• Improved ability to share ITD staff from other areas as workload demands;

• More seamless integration with other web-based applications (i.e. OBTS,
CIDRIS, SAVIN, SOR) using Federal and State standard protocols (XML,
GJXDM, NIEM) and web services;

• Improved ability to share data in a real-time fashion, rather than through a
nightly batch feed;

• Larger pool of developers to select from when hiring staff or consultants, thus
allowing us to select the best person for the job;

• Increased availability of training for state-of-the-art technology;

• Ability to reduce the size of the legacy platform which would yield a sizeable
savings in annual support and maintenance costs.

Replacement ofthe Centralized Infractions Bureau (CIB) System

The CIB system was developed by Judicial Branch programmers in the 1980s to support

the receipt, tracking, payment and reporting of criminal and motor vehicle infractions and

violations issued throughout the state of Connecticut. Its functionality has also been

expanded to include transfer of case data to GA courts and updates to other agencies

including DMV and the State and Local Police. Additionally, changes in procedures and

annual legislative mandates require constant update to this application. Because it was

developed using what is now decades-old technology, it is becoming increasingly

difficult and time-consuming to make changes to CIB and to ensure that staff is available

with the skills necessary to maintain such outdated technology. Replacing the CIB with

an application developed using state-of-the-art technology would provide the following

advantages:

• Improved ability to make changes and enhancements to the application in a
timely manner;

• Improved ability to share lTD staff from other areas as workload demands;

• More seamless integration with other web-based applications (i.e. OBTS,
CRIM, E-Citations, CIDRIS) using Federal and State standard protocols
(XML, GJXDM, NIEM) and web services;

• Improved ability to share data in a real-time fashion, rather than through a
nightly batch feed;
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• Larger pool of developers to select from when hiring staff or consultants, thus
allowing us to select the best person for the job;

• Increased availability of training for state-of-the-art technology;

• Ability to reduce the size of the legacy platform which would yield a sizeable
savings in annual support and maintenance costs.

Note: Consideration may also be given to replacing CRMVS and cm with a single in

house developed or "custom-off-the shelf" package. Clearly a single application would

facilitate not only interfaces between CRMVS and cm but also the cross-training and

usage of staff at lTD and the Superior Court Operations Division. However, these

advantages would have to be weighed against the increased complexity and effort that

might result from combining the requirements.
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New Infrastructure Items

Contract Vendor for Security Auditing Services

The lTD Network and Security Services Unit provide in-depth network security

management to the best of its ability. However, it is an industry best practice to audit the

security environment on a regular basis using an outside entity. Companies that provide

this service are unbiased, thorough and expert at perfonning the auditing process. The

infonnation gathered provides a security team with critical data that enables them to

ensure that their network, their servers and their data are properly protected. Attacks on

the Judicial network happen each day and so a regular assessment of its environment is a

critical part of our security plan. Some of the services that security auditing companies

provide are:

• Reviewing and developing security policies;

• Detennining enterprise security needs and developing security plans;

• Assessing technical weaknesses by testing current network security;

• Analyzing routers, switches, firewalls, and other security controls to look for
security shortcomings in operating systems, legacy equipment, databases, and
network security services;

• Auditing systems to detennine how well they comply with government
regulations or industry standards.

An RFP will be developed and issued not only to find a security auditing vendor but also

to implement an annual process for third party analysis and recommendations regarding

the security of our infrastructure.

Video Conferencing in all Locations

Video conferencing technology was first used in the Branch over 10 years ago but never

really caught on beyond a single courtroom. In 2007, Bridgeport became the pilot site for

a new and exciting initiative to use video conferencing for modification of support

hearings. The Family Support Magistrate in Bridgeport began using the technology in

May of that year and since then the Branch has expanded its use to five courtrooms. The

success of the project and the technology behind it has received much attention lately.
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The cost savings to the state in Correction Department and Judicial Marshal overtime has

been substantial. The reduced strain on staff to move prisoners from various prisons into

court has been a huge part of the success ofthe program. Perhaps most important is the

positive impact on public safety. While this benefit cannot be measured in dollars, it is

clear that bringing incarcerated persons out of the prison to appear in court presents a risk

to the public that is eliminated with video conferencing. The number of case types that

have hearings using video conferencing technology will continue to grow. Recently,

Probation Officers have successfully used video conferencing to conduct pre-release

interviews and Juvenile Courts will also begin using this technology soon, as well. To

meet these increasing needs, it is necessary to implement a video conferencing solution in

each region of the state. A plan to install video conferencing equipment in each Judicial

District Courthouse and each Juvenile Courthouse should be put in place. This regional

approach will put the technology within reach of all of our courts and its users. The

Branch will eventually see a return on its investment through improved efficiency,

reduced travel and a reduction in personnel expenses.

Securing the Judicial Network and Protecting Judicial Information

To ensure the security of Branch data and information, access to the Judicial Branch

network is currently managed in a manpower-intense fashion. Software tools scan the

network every six hours and display devices connected to the network, but only provide

minimal information about the devices. Additional manual scanning of the devices must

be performed to determine whether or not the devices are approved to be connected to the

Judicial Branch network. These methods are extremely time consuming and manpower

intensive. Replacing the old LAN switches with new ones that enable technicians to

control network ports remotely is a step in the right direction. However, an unauthorized

PC containing a virus can infect a network in seconds. Even remote intervention takes

too long to stop a damaging virus from being introduced. A technology has been

identified which will work in conjunction with the new LAN switches to automate the

network access process and provide additional granular control as to the identity of the

devices. Technology known as Network Access Control (NAC) is available that provides
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end-to-end network registration and enforcement allowing network administrators to

authenticate, authorize, evaluate, and remediate end-user machines prior to allowing them

onto the network. This advanced network security technology will:

• Recognize users, their devices, and their roles in the network. This first step
occurs at the point of authentication, before malicious code can cause damage.

• Evaluate whether machines are compliant with security policies. Security
policies can vary by user type, device type, or operating system.

• Enforce security policies by blocking, isolating, and repairing noncompliant
machines. The machines are redirected into a quarantine area, where
remediation occurs at the discretion of the administrator.

• Apply posture assessment and remediation services to all devices, regardless
of:

o Device type--NAC technology can enforce security policies on all
networked devices, including Windows, Mac, or Linux machines;
laptops; desktops; personal digital assistants (PDAs); and corporate
assets, such as printers and IP phones.

o Device ownership--NAC technology can apply security policies to
systems owned by the corporation, employees, contractors, and guests.

o Device access method-NAC technology can apply network
admission control to devices connecting through the LAN, WLAN,
WAN,orVPN.

A final benefit ofNAC technology is its ability to enforce policies for all operating

scenarios without requiring separate products or additional modules.

Portal- Self Service (Internal/External)

A portal is a gateway web page. It displays links or shortcuts to features, functions and

information arranged in a logical way and expected to be of primary interest and

usefulness to the visitor. A self-service portal for internal and external users will enable

the automation and streamlining of common user support functions that currently must be

done by technical support staff through a series of manual processes. For example, the

portal will contain a built-in automated password reset function which will allow self

service password resets by end-users. Password resets generate the greatest number of

calls to the lTD HelpDesk by far during regular business hours. Further, as the trend

toward applications use outside of normal business hours continues, this self-service
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capability takes on increasing importance. Using the portal, self-service capability will

be available during the overnight and weekend hours when the HelpDesk is not staffed.,
The portal will also be designed to automate the access request process to Branch

applications. Our current paper-based access request forms are prone to being misplaced

and lost in transit resulting in delays in getting requests fulfilled. Receiving access

requests electronically through a portal will allow electronic routing and tracking of

requests-making it virtually impossible to lose them. The improved legibility of

electronic forms versus handwritten ones should also reduce errors. Additionally, it is

our plan to establish workflow and user authentication through the Portal's interface with

the Identity Lifecycle Management software. This will reduce the amount of validation

needed when setting up user IDs. Currently, that manual process often requires multiple

phone caiis between the ITD security administrator, end-users, requestors and data

owners. Finally, the portal can provide a centralized view of access rights and user

identities which will be ideal for responding to internal audit requests.

Statewide Wireless Implementation

The use of wireless technology has only recently been tried in the Judicial Branch. A

pilot program to install wireless network access points (APs) serving the lockup areas in

the Hartford, New Britain and Waterbury courthouses is complete. These network APs

provide CSSD Bail Officers with the ability to enter bail interview data directly into

CMIS while conducting interviews in the cells. So far, the program has been successful.

The next areas where wireless connectivity may become a requirement are in the

courtroom and other areas where court staff can use wireless laptops to access Judicial

applications and where attorneys might require access to the Internet or connectivity back

to their law offices. Wireless connectivity is made available in a building by installing

APs throughout the areas needing coverage. The range ofthe AP and physical structure

of the building are factors that have to be considered when implementing a wireless

solution that ensures signal quality throughout the coverage area. These factors are also

key in determining the cost of each implementation. The Judicial Branch is at a point

where, to meet our own needs and in order to keep pace with the needs of attorneys and
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the advancing technology, a statewide wireless deployment for all courts is necessary.

Attorneys, self-represented parties and the general public have come to expect wireless

connections to be available and in our effort to make the courts more open and to serve

the public, the time is right to invest in this useful technology.

Automated Regression Testing Tools

The Judicial Branch applications are currently a mixture of older mainframe systems and

recently developed technology. Several of the Branch's older systems are in the process

of being rewritten to new technology. Currently three mission-critical systems

applications are subjects of rewrite projects in progress: Appellate Case Management

System, Civil E-Filing, and CMIS. All three are long-term projects that have taken an

iterative approach to software development. Each iteration requires a test cycle that will

need to be re-executed manually for every subsequent iteration. For example, the Civil

E-Filing project developed, tested and released Version 1.0 in 2004; the team had a set of

120 tests with predetermined results that it manually executed to confirm that the

application was ready for release. For every subsequent release, the test team must re

execute 100 percent ofthose 120 tests in order to ensure that changes made for a current

release do not impact work done for previous releases. This is called regression testing.

The Civil E-Filing test set for 3.0 release included 9,624 tests. With each new Civil E

Filing release, the allotment for the test phase continues to grow exponentially to

accommodate the manual regression test execution. Automated Regression Testing

would provide the following advantages:

• Reduction in the resources needed to perform the regression phase oftesting
for each release;

• Improved quality of releases;

• Decreased test time resulting in improved turnaround on changes.

Tutorial Development Software

Classroom presentations are currently the learning format in the Branch for most

technology and soft skill-related training sessions. Costs associated with classroom

training include curriculum development, upkeep of the training facility, travel
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reimbursement for participants, missed work time because oftravel time to and from the

training facility and the time at the training sessions. Tutorial software will allow

training staff to develop e-learning curriculum on any subject and publish it on the web

so that employees can be trained at their desks. With e-learning, students won't have to

physically attend classes, seminars or training programs, thereby eliminating costs

associated with out-of-the-office training.

E-learning delivers the same core point to everyone and, through assessments and

questions, can check for the student's understanding and ability to apply the points on the

job. The more consistent the learning experience, the lower the risk of producing errors

on the job. E-learning is available on demand and the program allows the learner to

control the pace. Students can stop the tutorial and go back to listen to it. Sections can

be revisited whenever learners need to refresh their knowledge.

E-learning is also designed to be far shorter and more concise than classroom training so

the likelihood of fatigue and drop-off in attention span and retention levels is reduced.

E-learning also allows for more participants than traditionallearrung methods since the

number of participants is not limited by classroom size. E-learning modules can be easily

revised and updated. This is more cost effective and faster than retraining staff and

reprinting books and manuals.
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SCHEDULING OF TECHNOLOGY PLAN ITEMS

Factors Considered

A number of factors were considered in the scheduling of infrastructure upgrades and

acquisitions in the Technology Plan.4 One factor considered was the criticality of the

acquisition or upgrade. If an infrastructure item was near end-of-life or its upgrade or

acquisition a prerequisite to moving forward on other initiatives in the Plan, then the

infrastructure item was placed at or near the top of the Plan.

Any requirement for additional permanent staff was another factor considered in the

placing of items in the Plan. Two-thirds ofthe items in the Plan will be implemented

using existing permanent staff. Of the remaining one-third, all but one of those items is

scheduled to begin at least a year into the Plan and further out if possible with the hope

that hiring constraints will ease up over the Plan's three-year time frame. That one item,

the expansion of video conferencing, was placed at the start of the Plan even though an

additional permanent staffmember is ultimately required to complete this effort. This

scheduling recognizes the importance of video conferencing and acknowledges that its

rollout can continue for some time with current staff.

Another factor affecting the sequencing of items in the Plan was the availability of

current staff to support the various initiatives. Many lTD staff members will have

multiple assignments resulting from the implementation of the Technology Plan in

addition to their on-going responsibilities for day-to-day operations and other current

initiatives. Scheduling of Plan items had to be staggered to account for all of these

responsibilities.

A final factor that was given some consideration was the cost of the upgrades or

acquisitions. As the spreadsheet reflects, the cost to fully implement this Technology

Plan is well over $17 million. Many of the items will roll out over several years and can

be done incrementally-that is funding is not required "upfront". Therefore, funding was

not a significant factor in their scheduling. But two of the items which involve

4 See Appendix D for the Technology Plan Implementation Sequence spreadsheet
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replacement ofthe CRMVS and the cm systems, will require just over 40 percent ofthe

estimated funding for the Plan, a large portion of which will be needed to initiate those

efforts. For that reason, it was felt that the cost of those items necessitated moving them

toward the end of the plan period.

A summary table, detailed spreadsheet and related notes concerning the Plan's

implementation sequence can be found on pages 42, 43 and 44 respectively.
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Resulting Schedule

July 2009

The backbone of all technology infrastructure is the network, so the Plan schedule begins

in July 2009 with two items that address the integrity and the security of the network:

Data Center router and switch upgrades and a network security audit. All Branch data

runs through the network that commences at our Data Center. The upgrade of Data

Center routers and switches is critical for two reasons: the age ofthat existing equipment

and the increasing need for faster access, better response times and reduced network

congestion. Though these upgrades can be implemented over the course ofthe Plan's

three years, they need to begin immediately as the implementation of other items in the

Plan will further stress these key infrastructure components. The network security audit

will detennine whether or not our increasingly complex network environment and the

growing exposure of our data to the outside world are compromising the security of

Branch infonnation. If that is the case, then the audit will identitY areas to be improved

so that we can take the steps necessary to address them.

There are other infrastructure improvements, upgrades or acquisitions that are scheduled

to be initiated at the beginning of the Plan. One improvement is the virtualization of

servers that is critically needed to reduce the number of physical servers in our Data

Center, to increase efficiency in the use of existing systems, to aid in testing and

executing Data Center disaster recovery plans and to provide more flexibility for moving

applications around for maintenance during nonnal business hours. Currently, all non

emergency server maintenance must be perfonned during non-business hours, resulting

in many lTD staff members working nights and weekends regularly. Virtualization will

reduce this need significantly while providing all of the other benefits enumerated above.

The upgrade/refresh of all field switches is a critical network infrastructure item that will

be addressed over the life ofthe Technology Plan starting in July 2009. Some upgrade or

refresh of LAN switches has occurred over the last several years as funding was

available, but we are now at the point where many sites have switches that are

unsupported by the manufacturer. Additionally, the potential for serious security
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problems grows with older switches because they cannot be configured to restrict access

to only authorized Branch equipment. Newer switches also mean faster flow of data

through the network and more reliable hardware-key features of a network destined to

support statewide video conferencing, for example, over the next several years. Though

the cost to upgrade all aging switches is high, it will be spread out over the life of the

Plan. Upgrades can be targeted for locations with older switches as they are taking on

new technology initiatives like video conferencing and wireless access.

The final infrastructure item to be addressed beginning in July 2009, is the expansion of

video conferencing. The benefits of implementing this technology include significant

savings in the cost ofprisoner transport and stafftime as well as enhanced public safety.

It seems that almost daily, another beneficial use is found for this technology.

Implementing video conferencing statewide may well extend beyond the three years of

this Plan, but rolling it out to new locations can begin right away. For sites requiring no

network upgrades, only the funding for the video conferencing technology will be

required. For locations where network improvements to switches and/or circuits is

required, additional funding beyond the cost of the video conferencing equipment will be

necessary. Ultimately, there will come a point in time during the rollout of this

technology when an additional, dedicated, permanent staff member will be needed in the

Network Services unit to complete the statewide implementation of video conferencing

and provide on-going operational support. But that requirement does not need to delay

the start-up of this statewide initiative.

April 2010

Another important initiative will start in April of2010 when the work to install, test and

implement the enterprise SAN for the APC in Waterbury begins. Once operational, the

SAN will provide not only business continuity for mission-critical applications in the

event of a disaster but also, during non-emergency business operations, will enable the

balancing of workloads and continuous testing ofthe storage infrastructure.
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July 201 0

Four more infrastructure acquisitions or upgrades are scheduled to begin in July of201 O.

The first one is a new infrastructure acquisition to help secure the Branch network and

protect our information. Currently there is a great deal of manual labor involved in

monitoring devices that access the network to ensure all are on the network legitimately.

Implementation of a Network Access Control appliance will provide an automated end

to-end network registration and enforcement solution that will enable our network

administrators to authenticate, authorize, evaluate and remediate users and their devices

before they are allowed on the network. Another upgrade scheduled to initiate in July

2010, is the acquisition and installation of the latest version of the Identity Lifecycle

Management program. This program enables the Platform Unit to automatically and

efficiently manage the thousands of IDs and passwords that are used to access the many

Branch applications. The latest version of this software provides further enhancements to

its capability including the ability to implement a fully automated Access Request

process and a Password Reset portal for user self-service or supervisor password resets.

With the availability of many Branch applications extending beyond an eight-hour

window to almost 24 hours per day for some, self-service for password resets will help to

ensure that users can continue to be productive outside the normal window for HelpDesk

support when passwords are the issue.

An upgrade to the FTR software for digital audio recording, which is presently deployed

in 112 courtrooms, is scheduled to initiate in July 2010, also. This upgrade to FTR

version 5.2 provides many enhancements over the currently deployed version 2.2. It's

also important to convert existing FTR courtrooms to the new version before the

deployment of digital audio recording continues in the remaining 158 courtrooms in the

Branch. The last infrastructure upgrade to initiate in July 2010 involves our wide area

network circuits which are leased from AT&T and provide the paths through which data

passes to and from all Branch locations and our Data Center servers. The need for

increased bandwidth has occurred because of centralization of stored data, large file

transfers, atlaclunents to e-mail and the deployment of applications that provide large
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amounts of data such as the Condor scanning application and Edison. While several

locations have been configured with high speed data circuits already, many others still

remain on slower circuits and older technology. The upgrade of these slower circuits will

occur over the last two years of this Plan and they will be sequenced to coincide with a

location's need for increased bandwidth such as when video conferencing is being

installed there.

January 2011

In January 2011, an infrastructure acquisition involving the further build-out of the APC

will commence. This acquisition involves acquiring, installing, testing and implementing

the remaining servers needed to support these mission-critical applications: POR,

PRAWN, Civil Family E-filing, CMIS including Juvenile, e-mail and Juror Processing.

A second infrastructure upgrade will also begin in January 2011. This involves an

upgrade from our present server operating system, Windows Server 2003, to the latest

server operating system, Windows Server 2008. While this upgrade is essential to avoid

having our servers running an unsupported operating system, it will take considerable

time to make this transition. All applications currently running on Windows Server 2003

will need to be tested on Windows Server 2008 and possibly adjusted to continue

working properly. Also, in January 2011, following the completion of the upgrade to the

Identity Lifecycle Manager, the project to create and implement the self-service portal

can begin. Upon its completion six months later, the portal will provide near round-the

clock self-service for password resets and submission of access request forms.

July 2011

Several infrastructure initiatives are scheduled to begin in July 2011. One of these

infrastructure upgrades is a replacement of the ALPHA hardware platform with the next

generation Integrity platform. The ALPHA platform currently hosts legacy applications

including the CRMVS, all of the JASMIN administrative applications, the Barmaster and

the CIB. This platform was discontinued by Hewlett-Packard in 2008 but HP will

continue to support existing installations of it through at least 2013. Accommodating this

upgrade means either migration to HP's Integrity technology which replaces the ALPHA
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technology or migration to an entirely different technology from another vendor such as

Microsoft. The former is a significant effort, but HP is likely to provide tools to facilitate

that transition. However, the latter entails a complete rewrite of an application moving to

a new platform. Either approach, or a combination ofboth, will require several years to

complete. For that reason, this upgrade must begin during the three-year period that this

Plan covers and could extend well beyond the Plan's timeframe. It is also clear that

decisions will need to be made as to how to proceed before this infrastructure item can be

addressed-such as whether or not to replace or rewrite the CRMVS and CIS on a

Windows platform. Such decisions will affect how long it will take to complete this

upgrade.

Another infrastructure upgrade to be initiated in July of2011 is the continuation of the

server replacement initiative. Aging servers must be replaced, preferably within their

typical lifespan of five to seven years. (Production servers, in particular, should be

replaced every five years.) In part, we are addressing this need through virtualization of

servers, but that approach cannot work for all types of servers so this Plan item is directed

toward replacing older database and specialized servers that cannot be virtualized. A

third infrastructure item to be addressed beginning in July 2011 is the implementation of

wireless technology. A pilot program using wireless connections in a courthouse lock-up

is operational in three JD locations. Other places in a courthouse where the flexibility

and convenience of a wireless connection may be desirable include courtrooms, public

areas and other courthouse meeting areas. While there is considerable expense and effort

involved in the rollout and on-going support of wireless access points in courthouses

across the state, this initiative can be implemented when a need is identified and funds are

available. As with video conferencing, there will come a point in time when the number

of wireless installations will require the assignment of an additional permanent staff

person to support existing and future installations of wireless access points.

The fourth infrastructure upgrade to be started in July 2011, is the further deployment of

FTR digital recording in 158 courtrooms across the state. This effort is scheduled to

begin as the upgrade of existing digital recording installations to the latest version ofFTR

is concluded. The state wide rollout of digital recording represents another initiative
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where an additional permanent staff member will be required to provide on-going

support. The final infrastructure acquisition to be addressed beginning in July 2011, is

the purchase and implementation of an automated testing tool. The sheer volume of

testing that must occur for the developing and constantly evolving applications such as

CMIS, E-filing and the Appellate Case Management System quickly overwhelms the

staff assigned to these tasks. Purchasing and implementing an automated testing tool

requires a significant investment in dollars and new staff resources. However, the

benefits to be gained over the next several years in terms of improved testing capability,

more accurate applications and significantly reduced staff time for testing more than

merit the investment.

January 2012

The last items on the schedule initiate in January 2012, in the final six months of the

Plan. The first ofthese is the implementation of Tutorial Development software. Like

the Automated Testing Tool, Tutorial Development software has the potential to bring

both process improvement and substantial dollar savings into the Branch. This item is

also initiated near the end of the Plan because an additional permanent staff person will

be required to support this tool. Tutorial Development software will enable Branch staff

to author curriculum on any subject and publish it on the web so that employees can be

trained at their desks. The savings to be realized also include courseware cost and travel

time and expense costs which ultimately will help offset the cost ofthe investment in this

software and the expense of an additional staff person.

Last, but not least in the Plan, is the replacement of the CRMVS and the cm systems

with a single new application or the replacement of the CRMVS only. Clearly the former

is the more ambitious and more costly undertaking, but the interrelationships between the

two applications, the commonalities between them and the desirability of having one

application to support rather than two are strong reasons for replacing them with a single

application. Additionally, ifthe decision were to be to replace CRMVS only, then

significant effort would still be required to ensure that the new CRMVS and old cm
continued to interface correctly as needed. Eventually, cm would have to be replaced.
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Whatever is decided, either approach is very costly in tenns of dollars (for the purchase

of hardware and software) and the need for increased staffing-both pennanent and

temporary. Also, either of these items would be barely initiated by the end ofthe three

year Plan period. Each are multiple-year efforts that will extend well beyond June 2012.
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CONCLUSION

This three-year Technology Plan is ambitious, not only for the effort involved in seeing it

to completion but also for its cost. Nevertheless, it's vitally important. The Plan

addresses necessary infrastructure upgrades and acquisitions aimed at ensuring that the

proper foundation is in place to support the Branch's on-going and new technology needs

for the next several years. While new technology is expensive, so is older technology as

it becomes less reliable, less flexible in meeting new requirements and more difficult to

maintain. Our technology infrastructure supports much of the core business of the

Branch; we cannot allow it to become so outdated that it inhibits rather than helps us

fulfill our mission.

It's important to note that the benefits of implementing this Plan go well beyond updating

an aging infrastructure and making it more secure. The Plan also supports the

implementation oftechnology that helps to make the Branch workforce more efficient:

for example, video conferencing around the state, statewide wireless access and

automated testing capability for some of the Branch's most complex applications will

improve how we perform important business processes. Some of these initiatives also

provide benefits to those outside the Branch as well-video conferencing is very

important to DOC and also addresses a public safety concern while wireless connectivity

will be essential for courtroom attorneys as we move toward a paperless world.

Consequently, even though this Plan represents a significant investment of dollars and

effort, its value extends well beyond the needs of the Branch.

Is it possible that Branch priorities will change relative to technology over the life of this

Plan? It's not only possible, but likely. Still, such changing priorities will not negate the

value ofthis Plan. Whatever directions the Branch chooses to move in, a solid, reliable,

secure, updated infrastructure will always be required. Completing the upgrades and

acquisitions in this Plan will position the Branch to address its evolving technology needs

for several years and to continue to fulfill its mission to serve the interests of justice and

the public by resolving matters brought before it in a fair, timely, efficient and open

manner.
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LIST OF DEFERRED EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE ITEMS

I. APPLICATIONS
a. Revenue Accounting System
b. Alcohol Education/Bail
c. CSSD Alchemy
d. Barrnaster
e. JASMIN
f. Replace Cash Registers

II. COLLABORATION
a. Sharepoint - Management/Recovery

III. CONTRACTED SERVICES
a. Translation Services

IV. TRAINING
a. Team Foundation Server

V. BUSINESS CONTINUITY
a. Secure wiring closets with electronic card access

VI. FACILITY
a. Facility Expansion-lTD

VII. HARDWARE
a. Infonnation Lifecycle Management Tools
b. Archiving e-mail and Retrieval
c. Expand Content Addressable Storage for Data Mining
d. Exchange Software Upgrade (including Supreme/Appellate Court)
e. Monitoring Tools/Infrastructure

VIII. PUBLICATIONS
a. Web and Print Fonnats XML
b. Document Management
c. Increased Digital Print Capabilities
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IX. NETWORK
a. Development/Staging Network
b. Network Equipment Refresh

X. DESKTOP/TECHNOLOGY REFRESH
a. Refresh Monitors with Flat Panel Technology
b. pes and Laptops Refresh
c. Desktop Operating System Software
d. Software Licenses/Microsoft Office Suite
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LIST OF DEFERRED NEW INFRASTRUCTURE ITEMS

I. DIRECTORY SERVICES
a. Charge Back Software (Infrastructure)
b. Private Key Infrastructure and Digital Signatures (Branch-wide Support)
c. Enterprise Single Sign-on (ESSO)

II. SOFTWARE NEW
a. Enterprise Management Platform for PDAs and Mobile Smart Phones
b. Security Tools

III. NEW APPLICATIONS
a. Electronic Pen and Paper Technology
b. Phase-out printed notices and replace with electronic notification
c. Specialty Courts and Dockets
d. Tracking and Scheduling Interpreters
e. ADR Scheduling
f. Electronic display of Court Dockets
g. Admin Data Warehouse

IV. DESKTOP - NEW INITIATIVES
a. Customization of Desktop Images
b. Tablet Computing Alternatives
c. Remote Printer Management Software
d. Migrate to Virtual Desktop

V. NETWORK AND SECURITY SERVICES - NEW INITIATIVES
a. Mass Notification Service
b. FTR wlVideo
c. Integration of Voice and Data
d. Elmo-like device

VI. PROCESS INPROVEMENT
a. 24x7 IT Shop
b. Biannual Assessment of Existing Applications (Quality Measurement/End of

Life Recognition)
c. Equipment Review-Annually
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VII. FUNDING
a. Deposit Commission on Official Legal Publications (COLP) Revenues to DP

Revolving Fund
b. Allocate a portion of court fees to DP Revolving Fund
c. Consistent Revenue Stream for IT Projects
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LIST OF PRIORITIZATION DRIVERS

WHY:

Al - Capacity Urgency
A2 - Technology Obsolescence
A3 - Legislatively Mandated
A4 - Business Continuity

BI - Business Urgency
B2 - The Number of Initiatives the Item Meets

CI - Sequencing of Infrastructure
C2 - Easy-to-Do (Quick Win)

HOW: (What's needed to implement the Item)

Staffing
Practice Book Rule or Statute Change Required
Coordination with other Divisions
Training
Funding
Sponsorship
Cost
Change Management (ITO Only)
Vendor Support
Risk
Estimated Effort

Note: The urgency to include an item with, for example, multiple A level 'Why'
drivers, may be mitigated under further examination by the constraints of
the 'How' requirements for that item.
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LIST OF CURRENT INITIATIVES

I. APPLICATIONS
a. Supreme/Appellate Court Case Management Rewrite
b. CMIS Rewrite
c. E-filing Expansion (mandatory initiatives, replacement of old CV/FA)
d. Replace Restitution
e. E-brief Upload
f. SAVIN
g. CRIM
h. CIDRIS
I. Judicial VPN

II. COLLABORATION
a. Intranet Search Capability

III. CONTRACTED SERVICES
a. Teleconferencing

IV. TRAINING
a. Learning Management Systems

V. BUSINESS CONTINUITY
a. Backup Virtual Tape Library
b. APC-Phase I (Mission Critical Applications)

VI. FACILITY
a. Computer Room with Redundancy-APC for Supreme/Appellate

VII. HARDWARE
a. SAN RFP and Acquisition-Main Data Center
b. Supreme/Appellate Redundant Servers-75 Elm Street
c. Supreme/Appellate Servers-231 Capitol Avenue

VIII. NETWORK
a. Internet Project
b. FTR Expansion to Supreme/Appellate Court

IX. DESKTOP / TECHNOLOGY REFRESH
a. Dot Matrix Printers-Remove and replace with laser printers

X. SOFTWARE NEW
a. Storage Deduplication Software [included in virtual tape library purchase]
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Definition of Acronyms

ACRONYM DEFINITION

ADR Alternate Dispute Resolution
AP Access Point

APC Alternate Processina Center
CIS Centralized Infractions Bureau

CIDRIS Connecticut Imoaired Driver Records Information SYstem
CJIS-OSTS Criminal Justice Information Svstem-Offender-Based Trackino System

CMIS Case Manaaement Information SYstem
COLP Commission on Official Leaal Publications
CRIM Criminal Imaae Manaaement

CRMVS Criminal Motor Vehicle SYstem
DMV Deoartment of Motor Vehicles
DOC Denartment of Correction
DOlT Department of Information Technoloav

ESSO Enterorise SinoIe Sian-on
FTR For the Record

GJXDM Global Justice XML Data Model
ILM Identitv Lifecvcle Manaaer

IP Internet Protocol
lTD Information Technoloav Division

JASMIN Judicial Administrative Services Manaaement Information Network
LAN Local Area Network
NAC Network Access Control
NAS Network Attached Storaae

NIEM National Information Exchanae Model
OSTS Offender-Based Trackina SYstem

PC Personal Comouter
PDA Personal Diaital Assistant
POR Protective, Restrainina, No Contact Order Reaistrv

PRAWN Paoerless Rearrest Warrants Networlk
RFP Reauest for Prooosal
SAN Storaoe Area Network

SAVIN Statewide Automated Victim Information and Notification System
SOR Sex Offender Reaistrv
VPN Virtual Private Network
VTL Virtual Taoe Librarv

WAN Wide Area Network
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network

XML Extensible Markuo Lanauaae
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SUMMARY OF
TECHNOLOGY PLAN IMPLEMENTATION SEQUENCE

Seq . .. Start ..... ... pr(lject DeScripti(ln End

1 Jul2009 Network - Data Center Jun 2012
2 Jul2009 Contracted Services - Contract Vendor for Security Audit Oct 2009
3 Jul2009 Hardware - Virtuallzation / Server Jun 2011
4 Jul2009 Network - Upqrade/Refresh All Field Switches Jun 2012
5 Jul2009 Hardware - Video Conferencinq in all locations Jun 2012*

6 Apr2010 Business Continuity - SAN(s) & NAS for APC Dec 2010
7 Jul2010 Software - Network Security & Information Protection Jun 2012

8 Jul2010 Software - Identity Lifecvcie Manaqer Dec 2010

9 Jul2010 Network - MiQration to FTR Version 5.2 Jun 2011
10 JuI2010** Network - Wide Area Network (WAN) Jun 2012
11 Jan 2011 Business Continuity - APC Phase II (servers & software) Jun 2012
12 Jan 2011 Hardware - Windows Server Software Uoqrade Jun 2012*

13 Jan 2011 Directory Services - Portal Self-Service (internal/external) Jun 2011
14 Jul2011 Hardware - Alpha Rewrite on InteQrity SAS / VMS Jun 2012

15 Jul2011 Hardware - On-Goinq Server Reolacement Mar 2012

16 Jul2011 Hardware - Statewide Wireless Implementation Jun 2012*
17 Jul2011 Hardware - FTR - Statewide Deplovment Jun 2012*

18 Jul2011 Process ImDrovement - Automated Reqression Test Tool Jun 2012*

19 Jan 2012 Process ImDrovement - Tutorial Development Software Jun 2012*

20 Jan 2012 Applications - Replace CRMVS & CIB Jun 2012*

Notes:
*Project activity continues beyond end date of implementation plan.

**May change depending on committee decision on video conferencJng and
start of internet service.
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TECHNOLOGY PLAN IMPLEMENTATION SEQUENCE

Seq

Exislin Network· Data Center $864,964 $34,740 $0 0 Ju12009 Jun 2012

Contracted Services - Contract Vendor for
2 New Securit Audn $0 $220,230 $0 0 Jul2009 Oct 2009

3 Existin Hardware - Virtualization {Server $91,559 $108,427 $0 0 Jul2009 Jun 2011

4 Existin Network - Upgrade/Refresh AU Field Switches $414,477 $0 $0 0 Jul2009 Jun 2012

5 New Hardware - Video Canferenein in all localions $1,487,273 $54,914 $85,987 1 Jul2009 Jun 2012'

6 Existin Business Continuit - SAN(s) &NAS for APe $203,100 $19,500 $0 0 Apr 2010 Dec 2010

Software - Network Security & Information
7 New Protection $418,821 $9,285 $0 0 Jul2010 Jun 2012

8 Existin $14,109 $199,648 $0 0'" Jul2010 Dec 2010

9 Exislin $0 $124,790 $0 0 Jul2010 Jun 2011
Jul

10 Existin Network - \\Ide Prea Network (WAN) $93,690 $0 $0 0 2010" Jun 2012

Business Continuity· APe Phase II (servers
11 Exislin &software $231,605 $150,034 $0 0 Jan 2011 Jun 2012

Hardware - Windows Server Software
12 3 Existin Up rade $0 $389,161 $0 0 Jan 2011 Jun 2012'

Directory Services - Portal Self-Service
13 4 New (internal/external) $8,756 $14,085 $0 0 Jan 2011 !Un 2011

Hardware - Alpha Rewrne on Integrity SAS {
14 Existin VMS $790,820 $790,773 $0 0 Jul2011 Jun 2012

15 1,2 Existin Hardware - On-Going Server Replacement $112,978 $0 $0 0 Jul2011 Mar 2012
Hardware· Statewide Wireless

16 5 New Implementation $889,702 $174,699 $65,987 Jul2011 Jun 2012'

17 10 Existin Hardware - FTR· Statewide De 10 ment $697,238 $888,332 $69,206 Jul2011 Jun 2012'

Process Jmprovement . Automated
18 New Re ression Test Tool $11,198 $476,627 $167,063 2 Jul2011 Jun 2012'

Process Improvement· Tutorial Development
19 New Software $2,500 $23,424 $79,494 Jan 2012 Jun 2012'

20 Existin $824,376 $5,402,472 $938,968 11 Jan 2012 Jun 2012'

20 $824,376 $4,489,999 $807,648 10 Jan 2012 Jun 2012'

•....*Totals: $7,157,167 $9,081,141 $1,386,705

Notes:
*Project activity continues beyond end date

**May change depending on committee decision on video conferencing, and start of internet service.
***Use existing consultant.
****Total includes the cost of replacing both the CRMVS and CIB applications, and excludes the CRMVS-a/one option (lower cost option)

01 =July - September 02 =October - December 03 =January - March 04 =April - June
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Spreadsheet Notes Concerning Costs

Source of Costs Provided

All costs for hardware and software on the Technology Plan Implementation Sequence
spreadsheet are based on current price lists or best guess estimates, since it was not
feasible to request vendor quotes for every item. Costs will certainly change up or down
over the life of this Plan.

Overlapping Costs in the Plan

In the project to implement Video Conferencing statewide there are some locations that
require upgrades to the wide area network (WAN) connection. The costs to upgrade the
WAN connections to those locations are included in the Video Conferencing project.
Another project in the Plan proposes to upgrade WAN connections at locations expected
to exceed the capacity oftheir existing connections in the next few years for other
reasons. In a few cases, there is overlap between locations upgraded as part of the Video
Conferencing project and as part ofthe WAN upgrade project.

Since the cost of WAN upgrades at certain locations are reflected in both projects, the
completion of one project will result in a reduction in cost of the other project since the
overlapping sites would have already received upgrades.

Annual Recurring Costs

The spreadsheet does not reflect annual recurring costs for new hardware, software,
circuits or personnel. Estimated recurring annual costs for those items are as follows:

Hardware and Software Support $1,500,000 (I year after implementation)

Circuits $350,000 (I year after implementation)

Personal Services $1,321,000 (after 7/1/2012)

Total Estimated Annual Recurring Costs $3,171,000

The Plan also reflects that the existing consultant on staff to support Active Directory will
continue in that capacity for the implementation of Identity Lifecycle Manager. This was
done to delay as long as possible the hiring of a permanent employee for the Plan.
However, the preference would be to have a permanent employee in that position and if
that were possible, the additional cost to the Plan and in the years following would be
$97,163
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Introduction

The Committee on Uniformity of Court Procedures was created as part of the

implementation of the strategic plan and was charged with examining practices and

procedures in civil, housing, family and juvenile courts in Judicial Districts statewide to

facilitate practice in multiple jurisdictions for attorneys and support staff. This charge

was derived from the strategic plan outcome goal on Delivery of Services. That goal

states:

The Judicial Branch will provide effective, uniform and consistent delivery of

services by enhancing the management of court processes.

One of the strategies intended to move the Branch toward the realization of the

outcome goal mandates that the Branch "increase the efficiency of case management

and court practices." Although no single activity in the strategic plan specifically

addresses the need for uniformity of court practices and case management procedures,

the information obtained from focus groups and surveys makes clear that the lack of

uniformity and the lack of accessible information about the variations between and

among districts impedes efficiency, increases confusion and creates frustration for

parties, attorneys, judges, family support magistrates, non-judicial officers and court

staff. Increasing uniformity and disseminating information about unavoidable variations

in practice and procedure will ensure that the bench, bar and self-represented parties

have a clear understanding of policies, procedures and court practices throughout the

state.

The Committee on Uniformity of Court Procedures was co-chaired by the

Honorable Douglas C. Mintz and Attorney Frederic S. Ury. The members of the

committee were: Attorney. Barry F. Armata, Attorney David P. Atkins, Attorney Timothy

Bates, Honorable Bernadette Conway, Attorney Anthony C. Defilippis, Jr., Honorable

James J. Devine, Attorney Leo V. Diana, Attorney Tais Ericson, Attorney Thomas

Anthony Esposito, Attorney Lisa A. Faccadio, Atty Michael Fasano, Honorable James

T. Graham, Ms. Jane Grein, Honorable Arthur A. Hiller, Mr. David M. laccarino,

Honorable John J. Langenbach, Attorney Susan E. Malliet, Attorney Joseph R.

Mirrione, Honorable Lynda B. Munro, Attorney Norman A. Roberts, Honorable William



B. Rush, Attorney Michael T. Ryan, Honorable Marylouise Schofield, Attorney Carolyn

Signorelli, Attorney Christopher J. Smith, Honorable Theodore R. Tyma, and Honorable

Christine S. Vertefeuille.

The Committee conducted focus groups with members of the Bar and legal staff

in order to identify the specific areas where a lack of uniformity of court practices and

procedures is a problem to those who interact with the branch. Focus group participants

were solicited through state and local bar associations, the Connecticut Trial Lawyers

Association, the Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Civil Defense Lawyers Association,

and state, regional and local paralegal and legal assistant organizations. A total of three

focus groups were conducted: one in Bridgeport, for civil practitioners and legal support

staff, one in Wethersfield, for family practitioners and legal support staff, and one in New

Haven with the College of American Trial Attorneys. The results from these focus

groups were given to the committee members, who then formed two subcommittees, a

Subcommittee on Civil and a Subcommittee on Family, to address the identified areas

where a lack of uniformity impacted the Bar and litigants in a negative way.

The committee, its subcommittees, work groups and focus groups met separately

and together a total of sixteen times from November 2008 to June 2009.



Executive Summary

The recommendations of the Committee are listed in this summary. More

detailed information about the recommendations and other items considered by the

committee may be found in the discussion section that follows this summary. The

exhibits referred to in this summary may be found at the end of this report.

Recommendations on Civil Uniformity

1. A uniform special proceedings process, which will follow the procedures currently

in place in New Britain, Waterbury and Hartford, should be adopted. A notice to

be attached and served with the case initiation papers has been drafted. (Exhibit

B)

2. A three-phase process for civil jury trials should be implemented. That process

would include a pretrial conducted early in the process to discuss settlement and

select trial dates; a trial management conference conducted within two weeks

prior to trial focused on settlement and the basics of trial logistics; and a brief

settlement conference conducted on the day of jury selection, if such a

conference appears to be warranted.

3. A uniform Courtside Trial Management Orders should be adopted. A Courtside

Trial Management Order has been drafted. (Exhibit 0)

4. A uniform Jury Trial Management Order should be adopted. A Jury Trial

Management Order has been drafted. (Exhibit E)

5. A uniform Land Use Appeals Standing Order should be adopted. A Land Use

Appeals Standing Order has been drafted. (Exhibit F)



Recommendations on Family Uniformity:

1. A uniform Case Management Order should be adopted for family matters. A

Case Management Order has been drafted. (Exhibit G)

2. A uniform Pretrial Order should be adopted for family matters. A Pretrial Order

has been drafted. (Exhibit H)

3. A uniform Trial Management Order should be adopted for family matters. A Trial

Management Order has been drafted. (Exhibit I)



General Recommendations

1. The Chief Administrative Judges should discuss orders and procedures to

increase awareness of existing uniformity at meetings with the Presiding Judges

each year.

2. Court Operation should establish a procedure for monitoring and posting any

changes to standing orders to ensure that accurate and current information is

provided on the website and made available to the public at all times.

3. The judicial marshals should develop and post a policy on procedures for

screening attorneys and legal support staff bringing equipment and exhibits into

the courthouse on a daily basis during a trial.

4. Court operations staff should review the advisability of suggesting legislation to

invest the Court with discretion in allowing fee waivers in civil causes of action.

5. The form for requesting a transcript (non-appeal) that is contained in the

publication on Procedures for Ordering a Court Transcript should be

developed as an official form and provided online. (Exhibit A)

6. The Notice of Appeal Transcript Order (form JD-ES-38), which is used to request

a transcript for an appeal, should also be made available on-line.

7. The current publication, Procedures for Ordering a Court Transcript should be

displayed online under the Publications link.



Discussion

Each of the subcommittees and work groups of the Committee on Uniformity of

Court Procedures reviewed the areas identified by the participants in the focus groups

as being problematic for practitioners. Based upon that review, each subcommittee

made recommendations and drafted orders aimed at improving the uniformity of court

processes and procedures in order to make the experience of those who interact with

the Branch less confusing, frustrating and time-consuming. In the course of the

subcommittees' work, the bulleted list of issues or ideas from the focus groups that were

conducted in the development of the strategic plan a'nd the items in its charge were

discussed and addressed. In some cases, an item was discussed and the committee

determined that the concerns had already been addressed, such as the uniformity

concerns that had been raised with respect to short calendar proceedings. With the

changes to the short calendar procedures in February of this year, most of the concerns

raised in the focus groups were addressed. In other cases, such as the lack of

uniformity in the handling of juror voir dire or juror orientation, another committee had

been formed and charged specifically with addressing the issue. For example, the Jury

Committee is making recommendations on the voir dire process and on juror orientation,

among other recommendations. In certain limited situations, the committee discussed

the issues and determined that no recommendations would be made. For example, the

variation in the amount of time it takes a motion to appear on the short calendar will vary

from one district to another because of staffing issues, not because of procedures.

The work of the subcommittees and work groups is described in the following

sections.



Subcommittee on Civil

The subcommittee on Civil focused on short calendar procedures, special

proceedings procedures, procedures for handling discovery disputes, standing orders,

courthouse security and entry, and clerk's office issues. These areas were the ones

singled out by the focus groups as being problematic in terms of uniformity.

After a review of the existing procedures, the subcommittee determined that the

issues in connection with short calendar procedures were largely addressed by the

changes implemented on February 28, 2009. Those changes, in part, were a result of

the information obtained from the focus groups conducted in 2008. The changes

included standardizing the designation of motions as arguable and non-arguable,

standardizing the meaning of short calendar markings, and standardizing the contents of

calendars (foreclosures, special proceedings, and family matters), and making the on

line marking of civil and family short calendar matters mandatory for all cases. Certain

other suggestions, such as identifying the party who filed the motion, will be incorporated

in the new case management system that is being developed. At a future date, the

concept of having a single short calendar clerk to whom questions could be addressed

might merit consideration, but it did not appear feasible at this time. The subcommittee

concluded that given the restrictions of the current systems and staffing levels, the

changes made to the short calendar procedures addressed the concerns of the bar to

the extent possible.

The subcommittee discussed the notices and procedures regarding special

proceedings in each judicial district. These matters currently are handled differently in

different districts, resulting in confusion for the attorneys and parties, multiple trips to

court for parties and witnesses, increased costs, and wasted court time. After a

discussion of the processes in different districts, there was considerable support for

adopting the approach taken in the New Britain, Waterbury and Hartford districts. The

procedures in those districts included the clerk's office attaching a preprinted notice to

the papers at the time the date of the hearing is assigned. That notice informs the

defendant that a status/settlement conference will occur on the first date, but no hearing.

This notice eliminates the confusion over whether or not witnesses must appear on the

initial date. Also, many application resolve without a hearing, although in extraordinary

situations, the need for an immediate hearing could be addressed and orders to protect



the status quo could be entered. These procedures save time for the parties, witnesses,

counsel and the court and reduce unnecessary appearances and expense. The

subcommittee approved a draft notice that is based on the notice from New Britain and

Waterbury. (Exhibit B)

A variety of issues associated with courthouse security and building entry as they

impacted members of the Bar were also discussed. To a large extent, the concerns of

the bar have been addressed by the development of a form and a process to obtain

permission to bring audio-visual equipment into the courts and by the opening of

courthouses at 8:30 AM. Issues with storing expensive equipment and exhibits for

cases and requests for access to courtrooms early in the morning and during lunch were

discussed, but the committee concluded that security concerns mandate the locking of

courtrooms during lunch and court recesses. For example, in many older courthouses,

access to a courtroom also provides access to the Judges' chambers and other offices

within the courthouse. Locking the courtroom is, therefore, a necessary security

precaution.

With respect to the screening of attorneys and staff upon entry to the courthouse,

the subcommittee concluded that it would be helpful for counsel and legal support staff

to know what to expect when then came to court with equipment and exhibits for trials.

Attorneys and their staff experience different treatment from different marshals, making it

difficult to gauge the time they should be in court or what they should be prepared to do.

In addition, screening large amounts of materials when people are unprepared causes

substantial delays for other people entering the courthouses. To resolve both these

problems, the subcommittee is recommending that the Judicial Marshals develop and

publicize the procedures to be followed for screening counsel and support staff bringing

in equipment, files and exhibits during the course of a trial. These procedures could be

as simple as providing an earlier time for arrival or an alternative entrance for use by

counsel and staff.

The subcommittee also discussed the need for expeditious handling of discovery

disputes. The group concluded that the current policy of handling discovery disputes,

which permits a telephone call or a faxed request for a hearing to the presiding judge

results in a virtually immediate hearing for matters that are within six months of a trial, is

effective. Currently, a party seeking resolution of a deposition dispute can request

assistance via teleconference with the presiding jUdge of the judicial district or a

designee, by contacting the caseflow coordinator for the district. These options have



provided a means of addressing discovery disputes quickly and effectively. A Discovery

and Deposition Dispute Order, setting out both these options, was revised and posted on

the website in April 2009. A copy of that order is attached to this report as Exhibit C.

Issues with respect to the clerk's offices, inclUding such items as the different

procedures for obtaining copies or pulling files, were also considered. Although the

subcommittee recognized that procedures did vary in different offices, it determined that

most of the variations resulted from staffing constraints and work loads in individual

offices. The subcommittee members also identified the expansion of e-filing as a means

of addressing many of these issues. It was determined that the subcommittee's focus

was better directed to other issues.



Work Group on Trial ManagemenUPretrials

To fully address the concerns of the Bar with respect to trial management orders

and the scheduling of pretrials, the subcommittee formed a work group to address trial

management orders for civil courtside and civil jury trials. The work group reviewed

existing trial management orders, including the various provisions from the judicial

districts statewide. The members of the work group discussed ways of making the

pretrial process more effective and efficient for both the Bench and the Bar. Members

also discussed the need to ensure that the jUdicial authority has necessary material at

each phase of the process, but counsel and self-represented parties are not burdened

unnecessarily.

With this goal in mind, the work group developed a three-phase process for jury

trials with specific requirements for the production of documents and materials at each

phase. The work group also drafted a uniform trial management order for civil courtside

trials (Exhibit D) and a uniform trial management order for civil jury trials (Exhibit E). In

developing these orders, the work group was guided by the existing trial management

orders, the input from the Bench and the Bar and a concern for avoiding unduly

burdensome and costly requirements. The requirements set forth in these orders will

provide all parties and the judicial authority with necessary information and documents

and permit flexibility in those cases where variation from the requirements is appropriate.



Work Group on Administrative Appeals

The work group on administrative appeals was formed to address specific issues

of trial management presented by administrative appeals. This work group discussed at

length the types of administrative appeals and determined that the issues with

administrative appeals center on land use appeals The work group found that although

the system for handling land use appeals is not "broken," and functions reasonably well,

it could be improved.

The members of the group reviewed the procedures in different districts

throughout the state, obtained additional input from members of the land use appeal bar,

and had extensive discussions. The benefits and detriments of having a call of cases

was discussed, along with the scheduling of a pretrial, when and how pre-hearing

motions should be heard, and the assignment and hearing of administrative appeals.

After thorough consideration and review, the work group drafted a standing order on

land use appeals that addressed the concerns of the land use bar in these areas and is

recommending its adoption. (Exhibit F)



Subcommittee on Family

The subcommittee on family considered several issues, including access to

family relations officers, the benefits and detriments to a calendar call, acceptance of

markings at the call, the handling of citations, appearances and continuance requests,

enforcement of discovery requests, and current case management, pretrial and trial

management orders.

After extensive discussions, the subcommittee came to the conclusion that the

decision on whether or not to have a calendar call should be left to the discretion of the

presiding judge in a location with the understanding that information regarding the call

will be posted for each location to be certain that everyone knows what to expect in any

district. The attorneys on the subcommittee spoke in favor and against the calendar call,

but the issue was not whether or not to have the call, but rather with whether or not

parties knew there would be a calendar call at a particular court.

In addition, no changes with respect to access to family relations will be made at

this time because of concerns about budget issues and the impact those issues may

have on the staff. Pending any future changes to the procedures, utilizing the option of

meeting with family relations earlier in the week prior to the calendar date would reduce

the amount of time an attorney would have to spend on the day of the calendar. Also, it

was suggested that self-represented parties should be encouraged to utilize the

assistance of the court service center in filling out the necessary paperwork in order to

reduce the amount of time they spend at court.

On the issue of handling short calendar matters with citations, the subcommittee

drafted proposed language for inclusion on the family calendars. The language states:

If a party is served by a Marshal pursuant to a citation which was issued by the

judge and the party served is ordered to appear by the Court, the parties should

not contact the court to mark the matter READY or OFF: all such matters are

READY and will go forward on that date unless specifically granted a

continuance by the judge.

This change was not made a part of the recommendations of the committee

because Judge Munro, chief administrative judge of family, indicated that the calendar



notices would be changed once the language has been approved by the chief court

administrator and the Legal Services unit.



Work Group on Trial Management Orders/Pretrials

To address the concerns of the Bar with respect to trial management, the

subcommittee formed a work group to review and develop uniform trial management

orders and processes, including the documents needed for case management

conferences and pretrials and the number and type of pretrial conducted. Like the civil

work groups, the family work group reviewed existing trial management orders and

processes in the judicial districts. The unanimous consensus of the group was that

developing uniform orders would be helpful to the Bar.

The group had extensive discussions about the contents of the case

management order, pretrial order and trial management order. Whether clients should

sign case management orders in all cases; if required documents for pretrials should

vary depending on whether a special master or a judge conducts the pretrial; whether

compliance dates should be set for an earlier date; and whether additional information

on assets and liabilities should be included in pretrial standing order were some of the

issues that the work group considered in its review and drafting of the uniform orders.

The orders seek to ensure that counsel and self-represented parties are apprised of their

obligations at all stages of the process and that all necessary information is provided in a

timely manner to the counsel and self-represented parties and the judicial authority.

The work group drafted a uniform Case Management Order (Exhibit G), Pretrial

Order (Exhibit H) and Trial Management Order (Exhibit I).



Conclusion

The Committee on Uniformity of Court Procedures included presiding

jUdges, practicing attorneys, legal support staff and court operations staff with

experience and knowledge in the civil and family areas The committee was charged

with the task of examining practices and procedures in the civil and family courts in

judicial districts statewide to facilitate practice in multiple jurisdictions for attorneys and

support staff. To be sure that the problem areas were addressed, the members of the

committee sought input by conducting several focus groups with a broad range of

attorneys and legal support staff to identify specific areas where the lack of uniformity

impacts practitioners. Guided by the information obtained, the committee developed

recommendations, including the adoption of uniform trial management orders, pretrial

orders and case management orders, to address the lack of uniformity. The

recommendations of the committee will ensure that the bench, bar and self-represented

parties have information on policies, procedures and court practices throughout the

state, thereby improving the delivery of services by the Branch.



Appendices

Exhibit A

TRANSCRIPT ORDER FORM - Non-Appeal*
SUPERIOR COURT STATE OF CONNECTICUT

COURT REPORTER'S OFFICE
Today's date: _
Title of Case: _
Docket No. (if known): _
Date(s) matter was heard in court: _

Portions(s) of proceedings requested (i.e., a witness, entire day, orders only, etc.):

Name of Judge/Magistrate/Arbitrator: _-:- _
Name of court reporter/monitor (if known): _
Name of Ordering Party: _
Address: _

Telephone Number: _----: ,--_----:----:_--,--- _
Please indicate your preference below and call the reporter's office for the
estimated delivery date:

th
__ Expedited - available by 5 p.m. on the 5 business day @ $4.75 per page
__ Overnight - available by 5 p.m. on the next business day @ $6.35 per page
__ Regular or standard - processed in order of receipt @ $3 per page
MY SIGNATURE BELOW SIGNIFIES ACCEPTANCE OF FINANCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS TRANSCRIPT ORDER.
Signature of Orderi ng Party: _----:----------:----:----:----:----:----:----:----:---
Please mail, fax, or hand deliver this order form to the court reporter's office in the district where the case was
heard.
*If you need a transcript for appeal purposes, obtain a form JD-ES-38 from the Office of the Chief Clerk.
For office use only:
To: Initials: Date: _



Exhibit B

Notice to Defendant(s) Regarding Hearing

A hearing has been scheduled for this matter on the date and time shown
on the attached order, which has been signed by the judge or a clerk of the court.
You must appear, either in person or by your attorney, on the date and time
shown in the order if you wish to be heard in this matter.

On the initial hearing date, the Court will conduct a status/settlement
conference. No evidentiary hearing will take place on this initial hearing
date unless otherwise ordered in advance. If the matter is not resolved at the
status/settlement conference, the Court will assign the matter for an evidentiary
hearing, usually within two weeks of the status/settlement conference.

If you do not appear at the court, either in person or by your attorney, on
the date and time shown on the attached order, the Judge will make a decision
based on the papers submitted by the plaintiff/applicant.



Exhibit C

Discovery and Deposition Dispute Order
Revised April 29, 2009

When a case has been assigned for trial, any Practice Book Chapter 13 motion directed to
discovery or deposition issues filed within six months of the trial date shall be heard by the
presid'lng judge of the jud'lcial district or a designee. The party seeking resolution of a discovery or
deposition dispute shall promptly notify the caseflow coordinator so that the matter may be
scheduled for a hearing forthwith; the motion shall not be placed on the short calendar.

Any such motion shall be accompanied by an affidavit of counsel certifying that bona fide
attempts have been made to resolve the matter(s) at issue and counsel have been unable to
reach an accord. The affidavit shall detail the communications held or attempted in an effort to
resolve the issue including the date, time and participants in each such communication.

The party seeking resolution of a deposition dispute may request assistance with the resolution of
the dispute via teleconference with the presiding judge of the judicial district or a designee, by
contacting the caseflow coordinator for the district. If, after discussion of the matter with the
presiding judge or a designee, the parties are unable to resolve the dispute, a hearing shall be
held as soon as possible.

The judicial authority may make any appropriate order including the imposing of sanctions
pursuant to Connecticut Practice Book Section 13-14. Failure to abide by such orders shall
subject the offending party to nonsuit or default. Outstanding discovery or depositions shall not
delay the commencement of trial.

Barbara M. Quinn
Chief Court Administrator

Arthur A. Hiller
Chief Administrative Judge, Civil Division



Exhibit D

NO.

SUPERiOR COURT

VS

------

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

AT-------

,2009

CIVIL COURT TRIAL MANAGEMENT ORDER

Counsel and self-represented parties in this matter are ordered to attend a Trial Management Conference
before the undersigned judge in the Judicial District Courthouse,
___~_~__, at Counsel and self-represented parties should come
prepared to engage in settlement negotiations and should have their clients and/or decision makers available
by phone. Plaintiffs counsel shall bring an updated pretrial memorandum to the trial management
conference.

At the beginning of the Trial Management Conference, counsel and self-represented parties arc to provide
the court with a joint trial management report, including:

I. A list of legal and factual issues in dispute.'

2. A list of witnesses with an identifier for each one (party, expert, witness). Witnesses not listed

shall not be pennitted to testify at trial, except for good cause shown.

3. A list of pending and anticipated motions that need to be heard before evidence starts, including

motions in limine.

4. A statement as to any anticipated scheduling problems.

5. An estimate of the amount of time necessary to try the casco

On the first day of trial or as otherwise ordered by the Judge at the Trial Management ConFerence, counsel

and self-represented parties must provide the court with:

1. A brief Icgalmcmorandum containing statements of law and legal theories in the case.

2. A list of exhibits reasonably expected to be introduced by each party, indexed by --p" plus number

for plaintiffs and ·'D"' plus letter for defendants, with a brief description of each exhibit, indicating

whether any party objects to the admission of the exhibit. Counsel and self-represented parties

must pre-mark all exhibits as full or for identification only, before the commencement of evidence.

Exhibits not listed will not be admissible at triaL except for good calise shown.



3. Any joint stipulations of fact, in writing.

4. Copies of the operative pleadings (complaint, ans\ver, special defenses, and counterclaims) and

disclosure of expert witnesses.

Failure to comply with this order may result in the imposition of monetary sanction, exclusion of evidence,

or the entry of a nonsuit, default or dismissal.



Exhibit E

NO.

SUPERIOR COURT

VS

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF _

AT _

,2009

CIVIL JURY TRIAL MANAGEMENT ORDER

Counsel and self-represented parties in this matter are ordered to attend a Trial Management
Conference before the undersigned judge in the Judicial District Courthouse,
----c------c-' at . Counsel and self-represented parties should come
prepared to engage in settlement negotiations and should have their clients and/or decision makers
available by phone. Plaintiff's counsel shall bring an updated pretrial memorandum to the Trial
Management Conference.

At the beginning of the Trial Management Conference, counsel and self-represented parties are to provide
the court with a joint trial management report, including:

6. A brief, non-argumentative description of the casc.

7. A list of all witnesses reasonably expected to be called with an identifier for each one (party,

expert, witness). Witnesses not listed shall not be pemlitted to testify at trial, except for good

cause shown.

8. A list of pending and anticipated motions that need to be heard before evidence starts, including

motions in limine.

9. A list oflegal and factual issues in dispute.

10. An estimate as to the amount of time required for jury selection.

I I. An estimate of the amount of time necessary to try the case.

12. A statement as to any anticipated scheduling problems.

On the first day of evidence or as otherwise ordered by the court at the Trial Management Conference,

counsel and self-represented parties must provide the court with:

5. A list of exhibits reasonably expected to he introduced by each party, indexed by .. p" plus number

for plaintiffs and "0" plus letter for defendants, \vith a brief description of each exhibit, indicating

whether any party objects to the admission of the exhibit. Counsel and self-represented parties



must pre-mark all exhibits as full or for identification only, before the commencement of evidence.

Exhibits not listed will not be admissible at trial, except for good cause shown.

6. Copies of the operative pleadings (complaint, answer, special defenses, counterclaims) and

disclosure of expert \vitnesses.

7. Proposed verdict fonns and jury intenogatories

8. Proposed preliminary requests to charge, which should be submitted on paper and emailed to the

Judges' secretary at __~ _

Failure to comply with this order may result in the imposition of monetary sanction, exclusion of evidence,

or the entry of a nonsuit, default or dismissal.



Exhibit F

Policy and Procedures on Land Use Appeals

Each judicial district shall implement and maintain a separate calendar for land use appeals.

A judge will be appointed to hear each appeal at least a month before the established trial
date and the file will be delivered to the appointed judge at that time for review prior to trial.

Standing Order on Land Use Appeals

1. Subject Matter - This order shall apply to all land use appeals, including appeals
taken pursuant to the Connecticut General Statutes Chapters 97a (historic district
commissions), 124 (zoning), 125a (local land use ordinances), 126 (planning), 127
(regional planning agencies), or 440 (wetlands), or pursuant to Connecticut General
Statutes Sections 22a-354q (aquifer protection agencies) or 7-246a (water pollution
control agencies). This order shall not apply to administrative appeals taken
pursuant to Connecticut General Statutes Chapter 126a (affordable housing) or
Connecticut General Statutes Section 4-183.

2. Administrative Appeals Calendar Between thirty and sixty days after the return
date, the administrative appeal will appear on the administrative appeals calendar for
the first time.

3. Appearance at the Monthly Calendar Call - The first time that an administrative
appeal appears on the calendar, all counsel and self-represented parties must
appear. After the initial appearance at the monthly calendar call, counsel and self
represented parties are excused from the call unless either party has a motion on the
calendar.

4. Establishment of a Scheduling Order - At the first calendar call, a scheduling order
will be established, which will include a pretrial within thirty days of the order, the
filing of the return of record, the submission of briefs, and the hearing on the
administrative appeal.

5. Monthly Calendar Call - All motions, including motions to supplement the record,
motions for an extension of the briefing schedule, motions to dismiss, motions to
amend pleadings and motions to settle cases will appear on the administrative
appeals calendar. Parties are not expected to attend the monthly calendar call
unless either party has a motion on the calendar which requires argument.

6. SettlementslWithdrawals The parties may request that motions for settlement or
withdrawals be placed on the next available short calendar. Procedures for settling
planning, zoning, and wetlands cases shall accord with the notice and hearing
requirements of Connecticut General Statutes Sections 8-8 and 22a-43 and Practice
Book Section 14-7A.



Exhibit G

Case Management Orders

All cases, excluding those for support, paternity or annulment, will be assigned a
case management conference date approximately ninety days from the return
date. To determine the proper case management date, please review form JD
FM-165A, JD-FM-165B or JD-FM-165C.

Appearance of counsel and parties

• In an uncontested case, if the case management agreement (JD-FM-163) has
been filed and the agreement has been approved by the Court, parties and
counsel do not have to appear in court on the case management conference
date unless the date of the case management conference date has been
selected as the date for the uncontested dissolution of marriage.

• In a limited contested case (involves financial and/or property disputes only), if
the case management agreement and required documents have been filed and
the agreement has been approved by the Court, parties and counsel do not have
to appear in court on the case management conference date.

• If the case is fUlly contested (involves issues regarding custody of and/or access
with the minor child), all parties and counsel must appear in Court for the
conference. The filing of a case management agreement does not waive this
required appearance.

Note: If the case management agreement is not signed by counsel and/or all
parties and counsel in a contested case, fails to include the required documents or
parties have not agreed on discovery deadlines, parties and counsel must appear
in Court on the case management date. All discovery deadlines on Section III of
the case management agreement must include specific dates. If a specific pretrial
date is not included or is unavailable, the Court may assign a date.

Uncontested Cases

• In uncontested cases, the case management agreement must be signed by
counsel and filed on or before the case management conference date.

Parties/counsel may review the scheduled court dates displayed on the case
detail page on the Judicial Branch website to determine if trial dates have been
assigned.

Limited Contested Cases

• In limited contested cases (involves financial and/or property disputes only), the
case management agreements must be signed by counsel and filed on or before
the case management conference date. The presiding judge in his or her
discretion may require the signature of the clients on the case management
agreement in a limited contested case. Notice of this requirement will be posted
online.



• If the case is limited contested, both parties must file sworn financial affidavits
along with the case management agreement.

• If the case is limited contested and there are minor children, a parenting
responsibility plan, signed by the parties, must be filed with the case
management agreement.

Parties/counsel may review the scheduled court dates displayed on the case
detail page on the Judicial Branch website to determine if pretrial and/or trial dates
have been assigned.

Fully Contested Cases

• In fully contested cases, the case management agreements must be signed by
parties and counsel and must be filed on or before the case management
conference date.

• If the case is fully contested (involves issues regarding custody of and/or access
with the minor child), both parties must file sworn financial affidavits along with
the case management agreement.

On the case management conference date, in addition to the completion of the case
management agreement and sworn financial affidavits, cases are subject to referral to
the Family Relations Office for screening for services which may include mediation,
conflict resolution, evaluation and/or settlement conference. In fully contested custody
cases, in the discretion of the judge, guardians ad litem for the minor child(ren) (GAL) or
attorneys for the minor child(ren) (AMC), or both, may be appointed with an order for
payment of fees. In some cases, parties may be ordered to submit to a private forensic
custody and/or mental health evaluation. In fully contested custody cases, a party may
be ordered to submit to substance abuse evaluation screening.

FUlly contested custody cases may be referred to the Regional Family Trial Docket. The
Regional Family Trial Docket is a centrally located statewide contested custody court in
Middletown, CT. The court is referred high conflict custody cases from all state judicial
districts. The court is presided over by two experienced family court judges. Cases,
when referred, must be trial ready with completed discovery, a completed custody
evaluation, and either an attorney or guardian ad litem for the child(ren). Upon referral,
the cases are expeditiously scheduled a full-day special masters' pretrial with a
mediation team comprised of a mental health professional and a family law attorney. If
the case does not settle at the pretrial, it is immediately set for trial in Middletown.

If the case management agreement and financial affidavits are not in the
Court's file by 9:30 a.m. on the case management date, or counsel and self
represented parties do not appear in Court on the case management date,
the case may be dismissed.



Exhibit H

Pretrial Standing Order

All counsel and parties assigned a judicial, family relations or a special master pretrial
are ordered to attend and arrive on time. Counsel and self-represented parties are to
exchange between themselves, and submit to the pre-trying authority, documents in
compliance with these Standing Orders.

Counsel and self-represented parties shall exchange the following documents at least
seven (7) calendar days prior to the scheduled pretrial. These documents shall be
submitted to the pre-trying authority at the time of the pretrial:

1. A non-argumentative memorandum, including jurisdictional facts, statutory
authority marital history, the ages of the parties, any information regarding the
health, education and employment history of the parties, and a statement as to
whether or not fault is at issue in the case.

2. Written proposed orders in accordance with Practice Book Sec. 25-30(c) and (d),
which shall be comprehensive and shall set forth the parties' requested relief;

3. The Proposed Parental Responsibility Plan (Form JD-FM-199), if agreed upon, or
a Proposed Parental Responsibility Plan indicating the areas of dispute;

4. A list of all pending motions, including motions in limine and motions for
protective order;

5. Current sworn financial affidavits, including a detailed income statement, a list of
assets and liabilities, the sworn-to value of all assets, current value of all
retirement and employment benefits and any proposed distribution;

6. A statement detailing stipulations and remaining disputes as to the value of
assets, benefits or liabilities;

7. Appraisals and valuations of real or personal property, or business interests (as
may be applicable) for which values are in dispute;

8. Pension valuations, if any, and the last year-end or quarterly pension statements,
as may be applicable;

9. Copies of individual federal and state tax returns, W-2 statements and 1099
forms for the past three years;

10. If either party has any ownership interest in a business, copies of business tax
returns and K-1 statements for the past three years;

11. If there are minor children, the parties shall prepare an agreed upon executed
child support guidelines worksheet. If the parties do not agree, each party shall
provide his or her own executed child support guidelines worksheet;



12. An affidavit concerning the children (JD-FM-164) to be provided the day of the
pretrial;

Failure to fully comply with this order may subject the offending party to
sanctions that may be imposed by the presiding judge.

These orders do not include and are not intended to be addressed to guardians ad litem
for minor children.



Exhibit I

Trial Management Order

Counsel and self-represented parties are ordered to submit to the family caseflow office
and to exchange between themselves documents in compliance with the Trial
Management Order so that they are received by all addresses not less than ten
calendar days prior to the assigned trial date.

1. Current sworn financial affidavits, including a detailed income statement, a list of
assets and liabilities, the sworn-to value of all assets, current value of all
retirement and employment benefits and any proposed distribution;

2. A list of all pending motions, including motions in limine and motions for
protective order

3. Fully completed child support guidelines worksheet;

4. Written proposed orders in accordance with Practice Book Sec. 25-30(c) and (d),
which shall be comprehensive and shall set forth the parties' requested relief;

5. If the Proposed Parental Responsibility Plan is agreed upon, a written stipulation
detailing the agreement should be included in the proposed orders.

6. A list of the names of all witnesses reasonably expected to be called by each
party as part of their case in chief, as well as any reasonably anticipated rebuttal
witnesses, including an identifier (i.e., party, eyewitness, or expert). Include any
anticipated scheduling problems. Note: This order does not supersede or
change the requirements of Practice Book Sec. 13-4 as to the manner and time
for expert witness disclosure.

7. A list of exhibits reasonably expected to be introduced by each party, indexed by
P plus number for the plaintiff, 0 plus letter for the defendant, with a brief
description of each exhibit, indicating whether any party objects to the admission
of the exhibit and if so, include a statement of the grounds for the objection. The
actual exhibits shall not be sent to the Caseflow Office but shall be exchanged by
the parties as part of the compliance with this order. Counsel and self
represented parties are to report to the courtroom clerk at 9: 15 AM in order to
complete the marking of exhibits for the trial.

8. Failure to comply with this order may result in the imposition of sanctions, which
may include a monetary sanction, exclusion of evidence, or the entry of a
nonsuit, default or dismissal.

9. If counselor parties, as part of their argument at trial intend to submit a computer
generated alimony and child support cash analysis, it shall: (1) utilize current tax
information; (2) reflect assumptions inputted for the generation of the report; and
(3) be exchanged with all counsel and self-represented parties.

Counsel and self represented parties shall provide at the time of trial:

1. An Affidavit Concerning Children (JD-FM-164);



2. A Health Certificate (provided by the plaintiff), where applicable pursuant to the
Practice Book.

Failure of counselor self-represented parties to appear for trial on the trial
date will result either in the dismissal of the case with prejudice or in the case
proceeding as an uncontested matter.
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Introduction

This initiative was developed in response to a focus group conducted with attorneys from all

departments within the Office of the Attorney General, who frequently interact with the Judicial Branch.

The information fro111 that focus group highlighted the need for the creation of a mechanism to facilitate

ongoing communication between the Judicial Branch and the Office of the Attorney General.

The Chief Court Administrator, the Deputy Chief COUl1 Administrator and Judge DiPentima met

for a lunch and discussion with members of the Office of the Attorney General in November to discuss

the issues that the attorneys general had encountered in their interactions with the branch. As a result of

that initial discussion, a follow-up discussion was held in December to address somc of the specific

concen1S that the assistant attorneys general had raised.



Executive Summary

Through the two sessions conducted between the chief court mlministrator, the deputy chief court

administrator, Judge DiPentima (chair of thc Public Service and Trust Commission) and court operations

staff, issues were raised and concelllS \vere expressed and discussed. As a result of the discussions,

several recommendations were made, some of which have already been implemented.

Recommendations

1. Meetings between the Office of the Chief Court Administrator nnd the attorneys from the vmious

departments within the Office of the Attorney General shonld be held twice a year.

2. Issues in connection with the scheduling of short calendar matters and the implementation of a

staggered docket should be referred to the Committee on Uniformity of Court Procedures to

specifically address issues ofunifonnity in and among districts.

3. Representatives from the Attorney General's Omce should be invited to participate in the focus

groups scheduled by the Committee on Uniformity. The invitation was extended to the Office of

the Attorney General for the focus groups conducted in January 2009.

4. Issues regarding telephonic/video conferencing should be referred to the Committee on

Alternatives to Court Appearances to specifically address issues of standard video conferencing

and telephonic conferencing procedures in and among districts.

5. An assistant attorney general should be invited to pmiieipate be invited to participate in the

Committee on Alternatives to Court Appearances or a subcommittee of the Committee on

Alternatives to Court Appearances. Attorney Henri Alexandre was invited to join the committee.

6. Court Operations staff should encourage staff to create write-ins to the calendar in

Edison/Eservices so that the write-ins will be displayed on the website.

7. The Civil Commission. Rules Committee and Court Operations should consider the development

of a rule or the submission of legislation to permit a judge to review the merits of a lawsuit prior

to granting a fee waiver.



Discussion

On December 10,2008, members of the Court Opcration Division met with representatives irom

the Assistant Attorney General's office to discuss issues regarding unif'Jrmity in and among districts

involving c81endar matters and scheduling matters. Additional concenlS included v'ideo/telephonic

conferencing availabil1ty and procedures, information sharing with the assistant attorneys general,

reducing the allowance of fee waivers for frivolous lawsuits

One of the issues raised concerned matters involving inmates on civil short calendars. The

Attorney General's office expressed concern with regard to the inconsistent practice among districts in

notifying an assistant attorney general when a matter involves an imnate that the state has interest in. In

at least one district a "prisoner docket" is held consistently and the assistant attorney general can plan

accordingly. This concept seems to work well for the assistant attorney general and allows them to

allocate their scare time and resources efficiently. Consideration should be given to such a docket.

Another suggestion from the attoDlcys general was that staggered dockets be implemented.

Where attorneys tram the Officc of the Attorney General are required to be in several different districts at

the same time for Monday short calendar, a staggered docketing approach would assist them in providing

the state with adequate and timely rcpresentation in each district. These issues involve uniformity and

standardization of procedures in order to ensure that there is an efficient use of resources.

In addition, the assistant atton1eys general expressed concen1 over the lack of uniformity and

implementation of vide01telephonic conferencing on matters involving inmates. This issue not only

involved uniformity and standardization ofproccdures with an emphasis on efficicnt usc of resources but

more specifically involved the issue of providing alternatives to court appearances.

The assistant attorneys general also indicatcd that how and when notice is provided to them in

support cases in \vhich the state has an interest is not consistent statcwide \vhen a case is a "write-on:' a

case that is added to the scheduled calendar. Court Operations stalT provided a brief demonstration of the

scheduling information regarding short calendars, f~lll1ily support magistrate calendars and othcr

scheduled event that is currently available on the Judicial Branch's website. The Branch will be

providing training for regarding Eservices, including sections specifically addressing what is available on

the Branch website. Currently available information covers a wide range of information that will assist



the attorneys and legal suppOli stilffofthe omcc of the Attorney General. Training sessions should bc

set up with the Office of the Attorney General. In addition, clerk's o!lice staff should be encouraged to

create "write-ins" to the calcncbr in Escrviccs/Eclison so that they may be displayed and available on the

Judicial Branch's website.

The assistant attorneys general also expressed concern over the state cowis ~ inability to screen for

potential lawsuits prior to granting a fee waiver for the filing fcc. Fee waivers are granted for a

substantial number of frivolous lawsuits. The federal comi by rulc permits ajudge to look at the merits of

a lawsuit prior to granting a fee waiver, a process that reduces the number of frivolous lawsuits.

Currently no rule or statute permits screening on the merits of a potential lawsuit by a state court judge

prior to the granting of a fee waiver. In order to reduce the number of frivolous lawsuits, state court

judges should have the discretion to review the merits of the underlying lawsuit prior to granting a fee

waiver.

On a very practical note, the assistant attorneys general raised a concern regarding their loss of

access to computers maintained in the courthouse outside or near the magistrate courts. This concern was

refen-ed to the Support Enforcement Unit to coordinate access with the Department of Social Services.

That issue was addressed and resolved. In addition, the Support Enforcement Unit continucs to work

with the Attorney General's o!lice to provide thcm with suftlcient and timely notice of cases involving

the Uniform Interstate Family Support Act (UIFSA).



Conclusion

Communication between the Office of the Chief Court Administmtor and the Ollice of the

Attorney General, which is one of the largest "law firms" in the state, should be ongoing. Thcse regular

communications will provide opportunities for dialoguc between the Branch and the Office of the

Attorney General so that any problcms or concerns can bc discussed and addrcssed in a timely and

appropriate manner. Through this collaboration between thc branches, the necds of the public will be met

more efficiently and effectively.



Chief Court Administrator/Clerks and Bar
May 2009

Committee Members: Lorin Himmelstein, First Assistant Clerk
Wendy Kergaravat, First Assistant Clerk
Rose Ann Rush, Court Officer

This committee/working group is charged with improving communication
and collaboration with members of the Bar. As part of this initiative, Clerks'
Offices in each Judicial District were directed to hold periodic meetings with
members of the Bar Associations and members of the Bar as well as legal
support staff. These meetings will provide a forum for discussion oflocal
issues, providing information about the implementation of new statutes,
Practice Book rules, or policies, and addressing any problems that may arise
between the Clerk's Office and members of the Bar.

Legal Exchange

Since this program was being rolled out statewide it was decided that
uniformity was essential so the name "Legal Exchange" was created. It also
provided name recognition for the Bar and the legal support staff. A legal
exchange email address, legalexhange@jud.ct.gov, was created along with a
web link on the Judicial Branch website.

Number of meetings held

This working group has met at least weekly by telephone conference since
the beginning of November 2008 (22 times). Additionally, this group uses
e-mail to communicate almost daily regarding the implementation of the
Legal Exchange Program. From early November through February this
group developed the tools necessary for the implementation of these
meetings. To introduce this initiative a memo from the Hon. Barbara
Quinn, Chief Court Administrator was sent to all the Judges (dated
December 17,2008). This group sent a follow-up memo to the Judicial
District Chief Clerks introducing themselves and the concept (dated January



6, 2009). Presentations were made to the Administrative Judges on January
8,2009 and to the Chief Clerks on January 21,2009 to present developments
made regarding this program.

Methodology

This working group created forms/templates and a list of suggested "next
steps" to be followed in planning for the Legal Exchange meetings. See
attachment H. These forms and steps were followed for the pilot program
in Bridgeport:

1. The Chief Clerk met with the Administrative Judge to decide on a
date. The contact with the local Bar association was notified and
made aware of the program. An article was written for the newsletter
and members notified via e-mail.

2. A "Save the Date" flyer was created to be posted and distributed
throughout the Judicial District. See attachment A.

3. There were three (3) memos created to inform staff of the program
and to ask for agenda topics. The memos included:

a) Memo from the Administrative Judge to the district judges.
This memo also included a script for an announcement to be
made at Short Calendar. See attachment B.

b) Memo from the Chief Clerk to the Deputy Chief Clerks. See
attachment C.

c) Memo from the Chief Clerk to the Clerk's Office staff. See
attachment D.

4. An e-mail was sent from the Legal Exchange to the local Bar
associations and to paralegal associations statewide.

5. An agenda was put together based on the input from the Bar along
with suggestions from the Judges. This agenda was updated a few
times prior to the date of the event. See attachment E.

6. An exit survey was created to gather feedback and information for
future programs. See attachment F.

7. The presenters were notified of the meeting date and follow-up e
mails to keep them in the loop.

Additionally, all the Chief Clerks are required to report back a summary of
these meetings and submit them to the Chief Court Administrator and to the
Administrative Office of Court Operations. A template with this format is
attached to this report. See attachment G.
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Results

The pilot for this program was held at the Bridgeport Judicial District on
Monday, March 23,2009. The date was re-scheduled after the original date
of March 2, 2009 was canceled due to the weather. First Assistant Clerk
Wendy Kergaravat worked with Chief Clerk Donald Mastrony and the Han.
Richard Gilardi, Administrative Judge to develop all aspects of this program.
The event at the Bridgeport Judicial District was successful with respect to
the number of attorneys/support staff who attended (approx. 70 people) and
the variety of information on the agenda.

The following is a summary of dates for all the Legal Exchange Programs.
The reports are not attached as they are being submitted directly to Attorney
Joseph D'Alesio, Executive Director of Court Operations.

• Wednesday, March 25, 2009, 3:00 PM - New London/Norwich
Judicial District

• Monday, March 30, 2009, 2:00 PM - Hartford Judicial District
• Thursday, April 2, 2009, 3:00 PM - Windham Judicial District
• Monday, April 6, 2009, 3:00 PM - Stamford Judicial District
• Thursday, April 23, 2009, 3:00 PM - Middlesex Judicial District
• Tuesday, April 28, 2009, 2:00 PM - Meriden Judicial District
• Friday, May 8, 2009, I :00 PM - Danbury Judicial District
• Friday, May 15, 2009, 2:00 PM - Litchfield Judicial District
• Monday, June 1,2009,2:30 PM - Waterbury Judicial District

Currently this group is still working with the remaining JDs to plan their
programs.

It's important to note that every JD had a different agenda because each JD
had different issues which needed to be addressed with the Bar. There were
two (2) presentations that were required on everyone's agenda. These
included presentations by Attorney Janice Calvi (E-Filing Developments)
and Program Manager Roberta Palmer (Foreclosure Developments). The
specific agenda (if applicable to that JD) will be attached to the report from
the Chief Clerk along with any flyer or other materials used for the program.

Recommendations

As this first phase ofthe Legal Exchange program unfolds this group will
learn more about what may work better for future programs. It is anticipated
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that the shape of these programs will change over time as the needs of each
JD change as well.

The following recommendations are being submitted based on the Legal
Exchange(s) held at each JD:

• These programs should be held twice a year, once in the Fall after the
October Practice Book and statutory changes go into effect and a
Spring session with dates starting in late March/early April.

• Conduct survey/focus group of Bar and legal support staff to assess
needs/wants/identify problems in advance of meetings and use to set
agenda.

• A specific agenda should be created in each JD and should include
topics submitted from the Bar/Legal support staff and from Judges
and staff. This will help to establish a framework for discussion and to
attract the Bar and legal support staff to the event. Topics on statewide
programs/initiatives may be included at all locations, e.g.,
developments in e-filing.

• Consider scheduling programs based on needs/request of Bar on a
specific topic(s) within civil, criminal, family, juvenile or housing to
allow for detailed presentations to smaller groups.

• This Committee should work closely with the Uniformity of Court
Procedures Committee. The Uniformity Committee and other
Committees can use the Legal Exchange, where appropriate, as a
forum to disseminate information.

• The goal is to enhance communication and collaboration amongst the
Bench, the Bar and the Clerks' Offices; however, there are additional
units within the Judicial Branch that are involved in providing
services which impact the relationship between the court and the Bar.
Participation and input at the Legal Exchanges from these groups
could prove to be meaningful. For example, the role of Family
Relations would be best addressed by the head of Family Relations in
any given JD.

• Consider drafting a letter for the Chief Court Administrator to send to
all judges at the beginning of the new term reemphasizing this
initiative, to encourage support and involvement of this program.

• As a follow-up to the Legal Exchange Program there should be a
portion of the web page on the Judicial Branch internet where
"frequently asked questions and answers" can be compiled and
posted. Or this type of information can be provided under the "Civil
Procedures" section of the web page.

4



• The use of technology can be helpful at these programs. Prepare a list
of aids available to the Chief Clerks when developing future
programs. For example, a cordless microphone would be helpful for
the presenters and to those asking questions from the audience. Also,
the use of live internet can be helpful to those presenting a new
initiative.
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Attachment A

Mondav,
MARCH 2, 2009

a13:00 PM
Where: Jun Room l1" floor)

1061 Main Street, Bridgeport CT

SAVE THE DATE
fora

lEGAl EXCHANGE:
AmeetingbetweentheBench, theBar& theClerk's
Offices[paralegals& suppoostanarewelcomeD

RSVP bv e-mail to Wendy.Kergaravat@jud.ctUD
Or to Wendv in the Clerk's Office [1$1 floor)

Ideas for agenda items are encouraged!
E-mail vour suggested topicls) to:

Le alEchan e@-ud.ct. ov
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To:
From:
Date:

Attachment B

Distribution
_____, Administrative Judge
____,2009

Last year Chief Justice Chase Rogers formed the Public Service and Trust
Commission. The Commission's charter is to guide the Judicial Branch over the next
three to five years. One of the goals identified by the Commission is as follows:

The Judicial Branch will improve its communication and collaboration with
the Executive and Legislative Branches of government and their agencies, the
Bar, other partners, and the public, as well as within the Branch, to better serve
the needs of all who interact with it.

To achieve this goal in part, Chief Clerk and I are in the process of
organizing the first such meeting with the local Bar which is scheduled to take place in
(PLACE)** on (DATE/TIME)**. These meetings will provide a forum for discussing
various local issues; communicate information about the implementation of new policies,
statutes and Practice Book rules; and address problems that may arise between the
Clerk's Office, the Bench and members of the Bar.

Please take a few moments to complete the survey below. Your input is
important and necessary for the success of these meetings. Please sign and return the
completed survey to me no later than . Thank you in advance for your
anticipated cooperation and support.

I have also attached a "General Announcement to be Read at Short Calendar
Call" and request that you read this announcement from the bench beginning on
_____ up until the date of meeting on _

SURVEY re: Meetings with the Bar

1. Are there any issues that you would like addressed at the upcoming meeting?
(e.g., inclusion of social security numbers in pleadings; sufficiency ofmilitary
affidavits). Please attach additional sheet(s) if necessary.

2. Will you attend the meeting on 2009?

Yes No

3. If you attend the meeting, would you like to be included on the agenda?
Yes No _

Signature
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GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENT TO
BE READ AT SHORT CALENDAR CALL

FROM THE BENCH

Last year Chief Justice Chase Rogers formed the Public
Service and Trust Commission. The Commission's charter is to
guide the Judicial Branch over the next three to five years. One of
the goals identified by the Commission is as follows:

The Judicial Branch will improve its communication and
collaboration with the Executive and Legislative Branches
of government and their agencies, the Bar, other partners,
and the public, as well as within the Branch, to better serve
the needs of all who interact with it.

To achieve this goal in part, Chief Clerk and
Administrative Judge are in the process of organizing
the first such meeting with the local Bar which is scheduled to take
place on at in . These meetings
will provide a forum for discussing various local issues;
communicate information about the implementation of new
policies, statutes and Practice Book rules; and address problems
that may arise between the Clerk's Office, the Bench and members
of the Bar. Your input is important and necessary for the success of
these meetings. You are encouraged to e-mail suggested
topics/agenda items to legalexchange@jud.ct.gov or you may
contact , Chief Clerk regarding this initiative. Thank
you.
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MEMO TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Attachment C

Geographical Area Deputy Chief Clerks
Housing Matters Deputy Chief Clerks
Juvenile Matters Deputy Chief Clerks
Foreclosure Mediation Specialists

__________"Judicial District Chief Clerk

Judicial Branch Clerks/Bar meetings

One of the Judicial Branch's goals, as set forth in the Strategic Plan is to improve
communication and collaboration with the Bar. In furtherance of that goal, the Chief
Court Administrator, Judge Quinn, is directing that clerks' offices, under the direction of
the Judicial District Chief Clerks, organize periodic meetings with the Administrative
Judges, key clerk's office staff, members ofthe Bar and support staff from local law
offices.

These meetings will be used to provide information and address concerns. For
example, it is expected that during the first round ofthese meetings statewide we will be
discussing among other things, developments in e-filing and the foreclosure mediation
program. This is also an opportunity for you to suggest topics to be covered. If there are
particular areas of interest or where you have noticed problems please let me know so we
can place it on the agenda. Your role at these meetings will be to answer questions or
present information specific to your area of expertise.

Letters have been sent to the Bar associations and paralegal associations around
the state informing them of this initiative and requesting their input for topics for
discussion. An e-mail account has been set up for this purpose:
Legal ExchangeCi/J,jud.ct. gov

The first of such meetings is planned for Bridgeport for March 2,2009, followed
by meetings in Hartford, Stamford and so forth. Information will be posted on the
Judicial Branch website, flyers will be posted in the clerk's offices and announcements
which will be read in court are being prepared.

This is an opportunity to improve relationships, services and satisfaction. Our
commitment and support is essential to the success of this important initiative.
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To:
From:
Date:

Attachment D

Distribution - Clerk's Office
~ , Chief Clerk

Last year Chief Justice Chase Rogers formed the Public Service and Trust
Commission. The Commission's charter is to guide the Judicial Branch over the next
three to five years. One of the goals identified by the Commission is to improve
communication and collaboration with the Bar.

To that end, Administrative Judge , Chief Clerk ~--c----
and I are in the process of organizing the first meeting with the local Bar which is
scheduled to take place on ,2009. These meetings will take place at all
the J.D.s throughout the state and will provide a forum for discussing various local issues;
communicate information about the implementation of new policies, statutes and Practice
Book rules; and address problems that may arise between the Clerk's Office, the Bench
and members ofthe Bar.

As "front-line" employees you have insight that is critical to identifying issues
that need to be addressed in order to improve communications with the local Bar. Please
take a few moments to complete the attached survey. Please compete and return the
survey to me no later than 2009. Thank you in advance for your
anticipated cooperation and support.
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SURVEY re: Meetings with the Bar

I. What is the top reason for returning a document or pleading?

2. List suggestions for a 'Top 10 Common Mistakes by the Bar" list below (e.g.,
defaults with a business: mailing motion to statutory agent & not to business
address; mailing pleadings directly to the "foreclosure clerk" or "asbestos clerk"):

3. Do you have any suggested topics that you think should be included in the
upcoming meeting that would improve communications with the local Bar? (e.g.,
coding issues; mailing and faxing issues; copy requests special proceedings
issues; defaults for failure to appear/plead; executions; 17-23 motions; courtroom
matters, jury and caseflow issues)?

4. Other comments:

Signature

Please attach additional sheet(s) ifnecessary.
Thank you for your input.
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Attachment E

PROGRAM
for a Legal Exchange

Date:
Time:
Location:

Monday, March 23, 2009
3 PM-5 PM
i h Floor Jury Room, Bridgeport Superior Court
1061 Main Street, Bridgeport, CT

1.

2.

Purpose of the Meeting and
Introduction of Judges

Introduction of Court Personnel
(Civil, Criminal, Family, Housing
and Juvenile)

Hon. Richard P. Gilardi,
Administrative Judge

Attorney Donald J. Mastrony,
Chief Clerk &
Attorney Pasquale Spinelli,
Deputy Chief

3. Inclusion of personal identifying information (e.g., social security numbers) on pleadings.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

E-filing developments

Foreclosure developments and
Introduction of Foreclosure Mediation
Team
• General Foreclosure Issues

• Committee Motions for Payment

Appeal (Appellate and Supreme)
Issues

Upcoming Short Calendar Changes

• Posting Assignments of
Non-Arguable Calendar

Special Proceedings open forum

Attorney Janice Calvi

Roberta Palmer, Program
Manager

Attorney Robert Wilock II,
First Assistant Clerk

Hon. Joseph W. Doherty,
Judge

Appellate Clerk - To be
Announced

Attorney Jason Lovallo,
Assistant Clerk

Hon. Arthur A. Hiller,
Civil Presiding Judge

Attorney Jennifer St. John,
Assistant Clerk

9. Open Discussion (forms will be available to submit questions in writing).

10. Suggested future topics, distribution of surveys and conclusion.
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Attachment F

(Add Your Location)": Superior Court
Exchange of Court and Legal Information Program - (DATE)

Thank you for coming to our program. Please take a few minutes and answer the
following questions.

I. How did you find out about today's session?

o Newsletter

o Flyer (please specify which courthouse) _

o Announcement in court (please specify which courthouse) _

o Other (please specify) _

2. How would you rate the overall usefulness oftoday's presentation:
(Circle One)

Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent

3. What suggestions do you have that would have improved today's
presentation?

4. What other topics do you like to see covered in this series?

5. If you would like to be included in any email notices and/or announcements
please provide us with your name and email address:

Name

Address

E-Mail

LegaIExchange@jud.ct.gov

13



Attachment G

_________ Legal Exchange Report

Date of Legal Exchange
& time

Location
Flyer/Advertisement
Agenda/Program
List of Hand-outs

Topics submitted in advance
Number of questions submitted in
Writin2 at Le2al Exchan2e
Number of non-.iudicial attendees
Number of exit surveys completed
Total Number of Judges present

Number of Clerk's Office employees
Present

Appellate Clerks present
Court Operations &
Foreclosure Mediation Team
Other

14



Discussion Highlights:

Follow-up action:
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Attachment H

The following is a portion of the text from a February 3, 2009 e-mail sent to all the
Chief Clerks.

Suggested "next steps":
1. Confer with your Administrative Judge and select a date and time. Please
notify us of the date/time as soon as possible.
2. Send a version of the attached memo to your GA, Juvenile and Housing
Clerks, and Foreclosure Mediation Specialists. The memo (re)introduces this
initiative and informs them that they will playa role at the meetings.
3. Prepare a "Save the Date" flyer for posting. A copy of the one being used for
the 3/2/09 Bridgeport meeting is attached. Suggested posting spots
include: public area in clerks' offices; caseflow offices; public information
counters; law library. E-mail a copy to your local bar association. Please e-mail
us a copy as well.
4. Obtain approval from AJ. to send a survey to all judges in your district
regarding the program and asking for comments/suggested topics. Also, obtain
approval for the "general announcement" to be read at short calendar.
5. Distribute a survey to clerks' office staff asking for comments/suggestions.
We suggest a return deadline of at least 2 weeks before the scheduled meeting.

We also have attached a copy of an exit survey for use at the meetings.

We will provide you with a copy of the agenda for the Bridgeport meeting as soon
as it is available.

Please contact us with any questions or comments. We are committed to
assisting you in any way we can.

Lorin Himmelstein
Wendy Kergaravat
Rose Ann Rush
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ACCOUNTABILITY

The Judicial Branch will ensure a

judicial systeIll where all

participants Can expect and

experience clear, fair and

consistent justice froIll an

independent and iIllpartial

judiciary.
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GOODWIN SQUARE
225 AsYLUM STREET

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06103-4302
860.522.5175 FACSIMILE: 860.522.2796

March 24, 2009

Honorable Chase T. Rogers
Chief Justice
Supreme Court
231 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106

Re: Public Service and Trust Commission Strategic Plan
/ CBA Standing Committee on Professionalism

Dear Chief Justice Rogers:

LOUIS R. PEPE
Attomey at Law

Lpepe@pepehazard.com

DIRECT: 860.241.2636

The Connecticut Bar Association's Standing Committee on Professionalism was honored to
be invited to assist the Judicial Branch in the implementation of that part of the Public Service and
Trust Commission's Strategic Plan dealing with civility/decorum in the courts. You will recall that I
met with your Honor and others from the Judicial Branch on October 9, 2008 to discuss how such
collaboration might take place, and following that meeting we were delighted to have Judge
DiPentimajoin our Standing Conunittee as the Branch's representative.

Since that time, the Standing Committee has focused on this issue in an attempt to identifY
specific steps it could and should take to facilitate"greater interaction between the Branch and the
Standing Committee" with the Objective of enhancing "civility and courtroom decorum" to the
advantage of the bench, bar, litigants and other participants in the judicial process, as set forth in the
Strategic Plan. This letter is to report to you on the progress made by the Standing Committee in
that regard, as follows:

I. We believe that this objective of the Strategic Plan can only be satisfied with an
ongoing cooperative effort between the bench and the bar. As I reported to you when
we first discussed this, I believe an excellent relationship already exists between the
bench and the bar, and, since it was formed in 2000, the Standing Conunittee has
always eJUoyed the complete and full support of the Judicial Branch in all its
endeav~rs, i?cluding, but not limited to, its annual Bench/Bar Symposium on
ProfeSSIOnalism ~see below). We are confident that cooperative relationship provides
a strong foundallon on which we can build going forward as we address this issue.

LRP/I23415/880992vI
03/24I09-HRTI BOSTON HARTFORD FAIRFIELD COUNlY

www.pepehazard.com
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2. The addition of Judge DiPentima to the Standing Committee has proven to be so
beneficial, that we think including a trial judge (so we have that perspective) would
also be very helpful. Judge DiPentima agreed to suggest some names, and then I will
ask the CBA President to make the appointment.

3. The signature event of the Standing Committee has been its annual Bench/Bar
Professionalism Symposium conducted in a different Judicial District each year, at
which lawyers and judges come together to discuss ways to enhance the level of
professionalism, including, but not limited to, the issue of civility. We think we can
sharpen the focus of the Symposium by adding a topic on judicial civility -- in addition
to attorney civility, which has always been part of the subject matter.

These symposia have always been quite successful, well-received and well attended,
and that is due in no small part to the support received from the Judicial Branch. Not
only has the Branch made its courthouses available to conduct these programs, but the
Chief Court Administrator has always agreed to suspend all but essential activity in
that courthouse for that day, thereby maximizing the opportunity for lawyers and
judges to attend. We believe that this program provides a useful forum for addressing
the civility/decorum objective of the Branch's Strategic Plan, and we look forward to
working together on this program in the years ahead.

4. Impressing upon law students the obligations they assume when they become members
of the bar, including a duty to maintain and enhance the level of professionalism, has
always been an important objective of the Standing Corrunittee and one that fits well
with our joint undertaking. We have a subcorrunittee focused on law schools, and I
have asked it to prepare a list of specific proposals on just how our corrunittee
members can assist law schools in their efforts to teach professionalism.

5. Expanding upon that idea -- and one we discussed when we met last October -- the
Standing Committee intends to arrange a "surrunit meeting" of the deans of the four
area law schools to explore that idea and the notion of inculcating in law students the
high ideals of our profession. Judge DiPentima has advised me that you have agreed
to attend such a meeting, and we are very grateful for that, because I think the law
schools deans should know the importance the Judicial Branch places on this matter. I
will try to schedule such a meeting for next month or in May, and I will keep you
advised of all developments.

6. I think we would agree that many new admittees to the bar simply do not have a full
understanding of just what is expected from them with respect to their dealings with
other lawyers and with jUdges. That is largely because they are never exposed in law
school to the customs, usages and other "unwritten rules" of our profession. To

LRPIl234/5/880992v1
03123/09-HRT/
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overcome that, lhe CBA has been pursuing lhe idea of a mandatory mentoring
program for all new admitlees, and lhe Standing Commitlee has been working with
lhe CBA Task Force on lhattopic, It is a significant undertaking lhat is proceeding
more slOWly than we wanted, but we are making progress, We hope to have a pilot
program in place in one Judicial District wilhin a year, and, if lhat produces lhe
success or results we expect, we would work to make it statewide lhereafter, We are
confident lhat teaching appropriate courtroom behavior (and, indeed, professional
behavior in all aspects of lhe practice) to new admitlees will inevitably raise lhe level
of civility and professionalism,

7, Pro se litigants present a different issue regarding civility and decorum in the
courtroom, We have discussed lhis question but are, quite frankly, not certain how to
approach it in conjunction wilh lhe Judicial Branch, We recognize it should be
addressed and welcome any ideas from lhe Branch on how we might assist in this
regard,

8, Finally, because, as suggested above, this is an ongoing effort, lhe Standing
Commitlee is commitled to meet periodically wilh your Honor or your Honor's
appointee to discuss any olher undertakings, programs and efforts that would be
appropriate to advance the objectives of this Strategic Plan initiative,

Again, the Standing Commitlee wishes to thank your Honor for involving it in lhis important
initiative of the Branch's Strategic Plan, Your Honor may be assured, f our continuing cooperation,

Louis R, Pepe

cc: (via e-mail)
Honorable Alexandra DiPentima
Honorable Barbara M, Quinn
Honorable Patrick 1. Carroll
Joseph D, D'Alesio, Esquire

LRP/1234/5/880992vl
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Introduction

In July 2008, the executive director of the Superior Court Operations Division
chartered the Courthouse Observation and Simulation Team. This was in
response to feedback gathered from more than 90 focus groups convened under
the auspices of the Public Service and Trust Commission. Focus group
members shared their experiences, perceptions, and opinions of the court
system and suggested improvements to enhance the quality of services.

One of the trends identified from the work of the focus groups was that the
delivery of services varied greatly from one courthouse to another. In an effort to
further assess the extent of inconsistent delivery of services, the observation
team was launched. The charge was two-fold:

• Note opportunities for improvement of service delivery, and
• Observe staff "doing things right."

Team members were asked to visit courthouses as if they were members of the
public, not Judicial Branch employees. They were encouraged to wear weekend
attire during observations. This approach is modeled on the concept of "mystery
shopping," which is commonly used by private sector businesses and
corporations to assess the quality of customer service and staff adherence to
business practices.

The team is comprised of staff from each of the Superior Court Operations Units,
and is facilitated by Alice Mastrony, research attorney, and Jamey Harris,
program manager from the Executive Director's Office. Team member identities
are known only to a few, thus minimizing the possibility that a staff member will
be recognized during a courthouse visit. Approximately 20 staff members have
served as observers over the course of the year.



Method

Members followed a protocol for each visit consisting of the following steps:

• Prepare
• Visit
• Document
• Debrief

Prepare: Prior to each visit, team members met to discuss the upcoming
observation. They were expected to follow the driving directions posted on the
Judicial Branch website rather than known shortcuts or alternate routes.
Members also were asked to consider how they would respond if recognized
during the observation.

Visit: While conducting all visits, members were encouraged to maintain a
circumspect demeanor. They were directed not to challenge or question
information given to them by an employee during a simulation. Observers were
not charged with making corrections or improvements, only to observe, simulate
an interaction, and record their experiences.

Observation and simulation are the two techniques team members employed
while conducting visits.

Observation: Members observed the physical environment of the
courthouse noting signage outside and within the building. They noted
whether the courthouse was free from litter and graffiti, and they quietly
observed interactions between courthouse employees and the public.

Simulation: At each courthouse, team members were instructed to ask
prescribed questions as they interacted with courthouse staff from the
following areas:

• Judicial marshals (at metal detectors)
• Clerks' offices (Housing, Civil, Criminal/Motor Vehicle, Small

Claims, and Family)
• Public Information Desks and Court Service Centers

• Jury
• Support Enforcement Unit

Team members interacted with employees from these various offices as if
they were courthouse visitors in need of assistance. For example, team
members asked for sealed files and noted the responses of the clerks.
They asked marshals for directions to various offices within the



courthouse, and they spoke with staff at Public Information Desks about
how to file an appearance or waive fees. Team members discreetly
recorded all courthouse staff responses.

In addition to in-person simulations, designated team members placed
telephone calls to various clerks' offices. Members counted the number of
telephone rings prior to answering, reviewed the ease of maneuvering the
automated answering system, and posed the same questions to clerks as
in the face-to-face simulations.

Document: Checklists and comment forms were developed for use by each team
member during all courthouse visits. Over 30 specific observation elements were
contained in the following areas:

• Directions
• Facilities/Signage
• Interactions with Staff
• Procedural Responses

The completed checklists and comment forms were summarized by the
Executive Director's Office. Copies of these checklists and comment forms are
included as exhibits to this report.

Debrief: After each observation, team members met to discuss their findings and
share their experiences. This led to improvements in process and
documentation.



Preliminary Findings

Approximately 50 visits were conducted at courthouses within the following
judicial districts:

• Stamford
• New Haven

• Tolland
• Waterbury
• New Britain
• Middlesex

A brief summary of the four primary observation areas follows:

Directions: Observers discovered significant errors on the website driving
directions for three courthouses. Errors included right turns marked as left, and
Interstate 84-West listed on the web directions as 1-84-East. Corrections were
verified and posted to the Judicial Branch website.

Facilities/Signage: Observers were asked to navigate their way around each
courthouse by referring to the directories or other signs. In some facilities, victim
services advocate's offices were not listed on the building directories, and
signage for handicap entrances was not readily apparent. These issues were
referred to the Executive Director's office.

Interactions with Staff:
The visits to date have yielded mixed results. The team reported many
exemplary interactions with courthouse employees, as well as instances of staff
greeting observers as "just another face at the window" or "body through the
metal detector." Overall, observers have reported friendly, professional, and
courteous interactions with staff. One observer recently noted, "I was very
impressed with the level of service provided at the courthouse. All staff that I
encountered seemed very willing to help and assist me. As I looked around, it
seemed that other members of the public were being treated in a similar
manner."

Procedural Responses:
As part of the simulation activities, observers requested forms and sealed files,
and asked "how do I... " questions of clerks and information center staff. At one
court service center, the observer was particularly impressed when the center
staff took the time to "cherry pick" the forms he needed to initiate a divorce. The
observer noted that the center staff could have simply referred him to the Do It
Yourself Divorce Guide, but instead took the extra time needed to assist him. In
general, the courthouse responses have been accurate and consistent across
the districts.



Additional data collected during the upcoming visits will be factored into these
initial findings from which trends will be derived and further appropriate actions
taken.

The team is scheduled to complete its first round of visits to the remaining seven
judicial districts by December 2009.



Exhibits

Courthouse Observation- JD and GA Courts Form

yw>mo,'Name:
..... > .. ' ... ..., ., , ..... , .

Date: Time: --

1. Directions (Judicial Website) Yes No N/A Comments
(In comments indicate route taken) Check Only
(a) Directions to courthouse were accurate
(b) Directions to parkinq were provided

~;m'2:ri;_JI
iYes I'W :N!~j

.ch~ckOilfy.. , .,,,., .•:... ... ':.:..'.:' ..... ,. .......
.XalEree.btlitl >,» .. , .. :'...... "..:..:.. I·'» .. .> ......:..... .... ......•. .... ,..

3. Entry to the building Yes No N/A Comments
Check Oniy

(a) Able to locate the entrance from the parkinq area
(b) Entrance was clearly marked
(c) Handicapped access was clearly marked
(d) Buildinq was open at 8:30 AM
(e) Line at the metal detector
(f) Length of wait at the metal detector

(g) Directions given on metal detector procedure

4. Navigating around the building Sign Map Pers. Comments
Check Only

LOCATE THE FOLLOWING OFFICES
(a) Clerk's Office (specify omce type)
(b) Jury Assembly Room
(c) Victim Services AdYocate
(d) Public Info. Desk/Court Service Center
(e) Law Library'
(f Casefiow Office

5. Marshals (metal detector) Yes No N/A Comments
Check Only

(a) Were you able to bring in your laptop. cell phone or
camera?
(b) Did you obtain information on the location of the
rest rooms/Support Enforcement Office/ Victim
Services Advocate?

6. Interpersonal Communications (General) Yes No N/A Comments
Check Only

(a) Was the marshal's appearance neat and clean?
(b) Was the marshal wearing a name tag?
(c) Was the marshal courteous and professional?
(d) Did the marshal listen to your request and respond
appropriately?
Ie) Were other court visitors treated appropriately?



Comments
Check Onl

N/A Comments
Check 0rliL

N/A Comments
Check Onl

NoYes

7. Clerk's Office

10. Interpersonal Communications (General)

9. Court Service Center Public Information Desk



Courthouse Observation- Support Enforcement Office Form

Observer Nilme:

Date: Time:

Comments
Check ani

N/A

c Directions to parkin were rovided

(a)lf S.E. Office is not at the Courthouse
what was the source for the directions?

1. Directions (Judicial Website)
In comments indicate route taken

(b) Directions were accurate

2.Support Enforcement Office Yes No N/A Comments
Check ani

(a) My friend has acourt date, but he
cannot find the paper. Is there a number
he can call to et that information?
(b) Did you receive information on how to
modil achild su art order?
(c) Were you told where you should send
our child sup ort pa ments?

(d) Did you obtain information on
how/where to get visitation/custody of a
child?

3. Interpersonal Communications Yes No
General)

(a) How long did you wait before astaff
member acknowledged you? (minutes and
seconds
(b) Was the staff member's appearance
appropriate for the job, work setting and
ersonal safet

N/A Comments
Check ani

(c) Did the staff member listen to your request
and res and a ro riatel ?
(d) How long did it take to complete your
business/transaction? minutes and seconds
(e) Did the staff member ask if you needed
an further assistance?
(I) Were other court visitors treated
appropriatel ?



Courthouse Observation- Telephone Interaction Form

.,,~eo" 0\ Name;
,

Iii > ...., ,' .. > ....., ,...
> ,'..:' i.: ;;

Date: Time:

1. TELEPHONE iNTERACTION Yes No N/A Comments
Check Onlv

(a) Were you able to obtain information on the
availability of interpreter services at the clerk's
office?
(b) Were you told that you could file your small
claims action locally?
(c) Were you able to obtain information about
a hearinq date in a specific matter?
(d) Were you given information about how to
obtain a copy of the judgment in your
dissolution case?

2. Interpersonal Communications Yes No N/A Comments
(General) Check Only
(a) How long did you wait before a staff member
answered the phone? (number of rinos)
(b) Did the staff member answer the phone in a
professional manner?
(c) Did the staff member listen to your request
and respond aporopriatelv?
(d) How long did it take to obtain the
information? (minutes and seconds)
(e) Did the staff member ask if you needed any
further assistance?
(f) Was the automated menu system helpful?
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The Committee on Expectations of the Public was created as part of the

implementation of the strategic plan and was charged with examining ways to define and

to communicate clear and consistent information about expectations and court

processes for and to all who enter Judicial Branch facilities or interact with the Branch.

This charge was derived from the strategic plan outcome goal on Accountability. That

goal states:

The Judicial Branch will ensure a judicial system where all participants can
expect and experience clear, fair and consistent justice from an independent and
impartial judiciary.

The first strategy intended to move the Branch toward the realization of the

outcome goal mandates that the Branch "establish clear and consistent expectations

and processes for all constituents." The steps toward accomplishing the strategy listed

in the plan include making information on the court process readily available and

providing information to all who interact with the Branch regarding courtroom decorum

and court processes. Providing clear and consistent information on what to expect or

do in court ensures that participants have an understanding of the processes, provides

them with a sense of predictability and fairness, increases efficiency by reducing multiple

court appearances and the amount of time each appearance takes, and fosters the

public's trust and confidence in the judicial system. It is in these two areas that the

Committee on Expectations focused its efforts. A third step, displaying expectations of

court staff prominently, will be addressed by a sUbsequent committee, as set forth in the

recommendations that follow.

The Committee on Expectations of the Public was co-chaired by the Hon. James

W. Abrams and the Hon. Robert E. Beach, Jr. The members of the committee were: ,

Hon. James M. Bentivegna, Atty. Cynthia Luckart Cunningham, Atty. Regina DOWling,

Hon. Mark T. Gould, Atty. Charisse E. Hutton, Atty. Susan Kim, Atty. Stacey Manware,

Atty. Peter McShane, Hon. Leslie Olear, Hon. Robin A. Pavia, Atty. Brandon Eric

Pelegano, Hon. Richard M. Rittenband, Atty. Roy Smith, Jr., Mr. Frank Rizzo, Mr.

Christopher Roy, Hon. Jed N. Schulman, Family Support Magistrate, Hon. Kenneth L.

Shluger, Hon. Mark Taylor, Mr. Richard Tynan, and Hon. Dawne G. Westbrook.
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The Committee identified areas in which people would most frequently interact

with the courts without having had any prior experience with the courts and without the

assistance of counsel. These people require more assistance in navigating the court

system and understanding what to expect. The members of the committee then formed

five subcommittees to examine the identified areas: criminal/motor vehicle matters,

housing matters, juvenile matters, small claims matters, and support enforcement/family

matters. The committee and its subcommittees met separately and together a total of

twenty times from late November 2008 to early May 2009. For each specific area, the

subcommittees reviewed the Judicial Branch website and existing Branch programs,

services and publications that assist the public and identified ways to improve and

expand the information that was provided in order to reduce confusion and anxiety of the

public and enhance their understanding of the process. The subcommittees also

discussed ways to provide information to the public. As a result of the review and

discussions, the subcommittees made recommendations and developed brochures and

materials to assist the public.
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The recommendations of the Committee are listed in this summary. Detailed

information on these recommendations may be found in the subcommittee

reports, which are attached to this committee report as Exhibits A through E. No

attachments are included with the individual subcommittee reports because

those materials are referenced in these recommendations and attached to this

report as Exhibits F through X.

General Recommendations

1. Make Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and all other publications available in

mUltiple locations: on the Judicial Branch website, in Court Service Centers and

at Public Information Desks, at clerks' offices, in courtrooms, in law libraries and

in public libraries. Publications should also be made available through Legal

Services, legal clinics at the University of Connecticut, Quinnipiac University and

Yale University, and through the 211 information line for the state.

2. Make information available to the public in multiple formats to the greatest extent

possible and provide links to all available formats.

3. Group all materials, including relevant forms, pUblications, and available

audiovisual resources, and display them together online to make it easier for the

pUblic to locate and access these materials. Consideration should also be given

to including a link to the law libraries' "Pathfinder" series.

4. Include links to outside resources, including the Department of Motor Vehicles

website so the public has access to related information on such questions as

license suspension and assignment of points on a license as a result of a motor

vehicle matter and the Department of Social Services website so the public has

access to information on paternity, for example.

5. Make Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and all other pUblications available in

multiple languages based upon the recommendations from the Committee on

Limited English Proficiency, which is analyzing data to determine the language

6



needs in the state. Currently, only four subject matter areas have FAQs in

Spanish: LandlordlTenant, Jury Duty, Traffic Tickets, and Child Support. Only

sixteen out of approximately 70 Branch publications online are available in

Spanish, and only one is available in Chinese, one in Polish and one in

Portuguese.

6. Review and update the directions to court facilities on the website to ensure that

all directions provided are accurate and complete.

7. Review and revise all publications and online information to ensure that material

for the public is written at a level and in a way that is understandable for the large

percentage of court users, avoiding or explaining court jargon and Latin phrases

used in court proceedings.

8. Publish tri-fold brochures in the areas of Criminal/Motor Vehicle Matters,

Housing, Small Claims, and Support Enforcement that provide information on

what to expect when a person goes to each of these courts, including general

information (i.e., what time to get to the court, where to park, what to call a

magistrate or jUdge, and the procedures at the metal detectors) and area-specific

information (i.e., how to pay a fine, what a housing specialist does, or why it is

important to remain in court until a matter is resolved.) (EXhibit F, G, H and I)

Brochures could be distributed in accordance with the first recommendation. In

addition, the brochure on family support magistrate court could be distributed

through Support Enforcement Services, inclUding being served by Support

Enforcement Officers in conjunction with the court documents.

9. Test all draft brochures, notices or other materials to be certain that they are

clear, understandable and effective. It is suggested that copies of the draft

brochures, for example, be provided through the public information desks, court

service centers and clerks' offices in two judicial districts for a two to three week

period. Feedback from those who used the brochures could be obtained.

10. Convene a smaller group that includes representation from the Committee on

Public Service Excellence to discuss and draft a "Statement of Rights and

Responsibilities" for people who interact with the Judicial Branch. The statement

should include information on the standards of service and performance that

7



people can expect when interacting with the Branch and the steps to take when

those standards are not met. It should also contain the information regarding the

standards of courtroom decorum expected from those who interact with the

Branch. The Committee was not able to address this aspect of its charge in the

time available, but it recognizes that such a statement is important. It should be

posted online, displayed prominently in clerks' offices, court services centers,

and at public information desks.
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Recommendations on Criminal/Motor Vehicle Matters

1. Review and update the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on Traffic Violations.

2. Review and revise the "Not Guilty" letter for Criminal/Motor Vehicle matters to be

certain that the information provided is accurate.

3. Revise the language of the "Not Guilty" letter that is sent to people who plead

"Not Guilty" in order to incorporate information on what will happen on the initial

hearing date. (Exhibit J)

4. Review the notice of hearing that is sent and consider adding material to assist

the public as they come into the motor vehicle court on the day of their hearing.

5. Assess the way that criminal dockets are labeled and displayed in criminal/motor

vehicle courts and investigate other methods of providing the information to the

public on where a case will be heard.

6. Consideration should be given to developing an informational video presentation

on a day in Criminal/Motor Vehicle Court, following a person from the time they

enter the courthouse through the metal detector through the meeting with the

prosecutor and into the courtroom. This videotape could be run at the

courthouse in the Court Service Centers or Public Information Desks, provided to

public access television stations for broadcast and accessible from the Judicial

Branch website.
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Recommendations on Housing Matters

1. Make interpreters available on some basis for Housing Matters, for example, at a

designated time and date at a courthouse.

2. Improve signage at Housing Courts to provide clearer direction and information

to the public, and to provide signage in multiple languages. This

recommendation should be directed to the committee that will be formed to

review existing signage and make recommendations for changes.

3. Provide a "Dear Litigants" letter, containing information on what will happen in

Housing Court on the day of the hearing, to be given to people when they come

to court to file an appearance or on the day of the hearing. (Exhibit K) It should

also be made available in accordance with the first recommendation.

4. Implement the reading of a Greeting/Announcement at the beginning of the day

by the clerk or a JUdge in the Housing Court. (Exhibit L) The announcement

would provide an oral overview or roadmap of what would happen during the day

in the housing court, emphasizing important points, such as not leaving the court

until instructed to do so by a clerk, a judge, or a housing specialist.

5. Revise the housing court notice of hearing to include language making it clear to

litigants that failure to come to court can result in the entry of a judgment.

(EXhibit M)

6. All brochures, letters and notices should be tested at several courts. The drafts,

as approved by Legal Services, should be provided to court service centers,

public information desks and clerks' offices in several locations along with a brief

survey to assess whether the information is helpful to the public.
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Recommendations on Juvenile Matters

1. Develop information packets in a question and answer format on specific topics

in the area of juvenile law. Three publications have been drafted by the

subcommittee: Emancipation (Exhibit N), Post-disposition Change of

Guardianship (Exhibit 0), and Juvenile Delinquency and Families with Service

Needs Records (Exhibit Pl. Additional publications should be developed.

2. Provide bus schedule information, where applicable, in the Juvenile Court Clerks'

Offices. A guide for obtaining this information has been developed for

distribution. (Exhibit 0)

3. Investigate the possibility of implementing a modified children's center, perhaps

partnering with a college or school with an early education program.
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Recommendations on Small Claims Matters

1. An information sheet entitled "What to Expect on the Day of Your Small Claims

Hearing" should be sent to each litigant along with the Notice of Hearing. (Exhibit

R) This information sheet should also be available in accordance with the

suggestions in the first recommendation.

2. Revise the Notice of Hearing sent to litigants in small claims matters to

incorporate plain language principles, emphasize important information, and

update or correct court directions. (Exhibit S)

3. Develop a simplified procedure and a fiIIable form to permit a defendant to

request that a satisfaction of jUdgment be entered by the court in the event that a

plaintiff fails to file the satisfaction of judgment with the court.

4. Include questions and answers containing information on the postjudgment

process and the consequences of a small claims judgment with the notice of

judgment sent by the court in small claims matters. (Exhibit T and Exhibit U)

This material should also be available in accordance with the first

recommendation.
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Recommendations on Support EnforcemenUFamily Matters

1. Add the following key topics to the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) section

on the Judicial Branch homepage: Domestic Violence, Family, with sUbheadings

for Divorce, Custody, Visitation or Access, and Paternity. Specific suggestions for

each topic are contained in the appendices to this report. (Exhibit V) In general,

each topic area should include links to relevant Branch forms, publications, or

audiovisual materials.

2. Convene a group of court service center staff and clerks' office personnel to

develop a list of the most frequently asked questions and answers in each of

these areas. Input from the Court Operations webmaster should also be solicited

to identify the questions most frequently asked on the web.

3. Add links to the existing Child Support section for the newly drafted brochure on

What Happens When You Go to Family Support Magistrate Court, provide a

summary of the main elements of the Advisement of Rights that is read from the

bench, add a section called "What to Expect in Family Support Magistrate Court"

drawing content from the draft pUblication, and add a link in the FAQ section on

resources for self-represented litigants to the draft pUblication.

4. Revise the notices generated by the child support automated system (CCSES)

served on the defendants at their last known address, two to three weeks before

any court date, advising them of the court date, time and place to include

information to help litigants better prepare for court and know what to expect from

their court experience.

5. Two scripts for videos providing general information on matters that would be

heard in family court (short calendar hearings, uncontested dissolutions,

contested dissolutions, and contempt hearings) and on matters that would be

heard by the family support magistrate (paternity, support, contempt, and

modification) were developed by the subcommittee on Support

Enforcement/Family Matters. (Exhibit Wand Exhibit X) These scripts should be

referred to the Committee on Self-represented Parties, which is developing a

series of videos about various areas of the law, including family law, for further

development and production.
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6. Review and revise the following publications on family matters as suggested in
Exhibit Y:

a. The Do It Yourself Divorce Guide (JDP FM 179, Rev. 5-05)

b: The Do It Yourself Divorce Guide Supplement (JDP FM 180, Rev. 10- 05)

c. The Procedures for Relief from Abuse Process (JDP-FM 142, Rev. 8-07)

d. The Parenting Education Programs (JDP-Fm-151. Rev. 6-07)
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Each of the subcommittees of the Committee on Expectations of the Public

reviewed the Judicial Branch website and existing Branch programs, services and

publications that assist the public in navigating the court in its specific area. Based upon

that review, each subcommittee made recommendations and drafted materials aimed at

providing clear and consistent information on court processes and procedures in order to

make the experience of those who interact with the Branch less confusing, stressful and

intimidating. Additionally, providing clearer information will reduce the number and

duration of court appearances. In the course of the subcommittees' work, the bulleted

list of issues or ideas from the focus groups that were conducted in the development of

the strategic plan and the items in its charge were discussed and addressed. In some

cases, the item had already been addressed, such as providing a small card to inform

litigants of the next court date. Court Operations has already developed these cards and

provided them to the courts statewide. In other cases, such as items related to the

development of programs and services to assist or educate the elderly, expanding the

Public Service Excellence Program or developing a uniform policy/procedure as to the

assignment of and access to interpreters, other committees were charged more directly

with addressing the issues. For example, the External Affairs Advisory Board is

developing programs and services aimed at specific populations; the Public Service

Excellence Committee is developing a four-tier program to enhance public service; and

the Committee on Limited English Proficiency is 'addressing interpreter issues.

The following is a summary of the work of each of the subcommittees.
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Subcommittee on CriminallMotor Vehicle Matters

The subcommittee on Criminal/Motor Vehicle Matters focused on assisting

people through the motor vehicle process once they had received a ticket and decided to

plead "Not Guilty." Information on this aspect of the motor vehicle process is provided

online, on the complaint ticket that people receive from the police, in the "Not Guilty"

letter that people receive from the Centralized Infractions Bureau once they return the

ticket with a "not guilty" plea, and from court personnel at public information desks.

Materials on Traffic Violations are also available online. After a review, the

subcommittee identified areas where improvements could be made, including grouping

and displaying all related materials together, updating the existing Frequently Asked

Questions (FAQs) to incorporate changes to the payment and notification process, and

including a link to the Department of Motor Vehicles website to provide ready access to

related information on questions such as license suspension and the assignment of

points as a result of a motor vehicle matter.

In addition, the subcommittee identified an absence of information on the

practical aspects of coming to court on a motor vehicle matter. For example, many

people do not know that a ticket is referred to as an infraction by the courts so the

terminology can be confusing to them. Also, in most courts, people will have to meet

with a prosecutor on the day they come to court, and any hearing on the infraction will

not take place on that first day. This information is also not clearly stated in the existing

materials. The consequences of not paying a fine or not going to court are also not

clearly set out in the existing materials, and as a result, people are often surprised to find

their license suspended. People who have never been to the court may not know about

the metal detector at the door, what time they should arrive at court or how long they

should expect to be at court.

The subcommittee's recommendations are aimed at disseminating this type of

information as widely as possible to let the public know what to expect, reduce their

anxiety and result in more efficient service to the public. Those recommendations

include revisions to the "Not Guilty" letter, the publication of a brochure on what happens

when people come to motor vehicle court, and considering the development of an

information video presentation on a day in criminal/motor vehicle court. (See Exhibit A)
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Subcommittee on Housing Matters

The subcommittee on Housing Matters found that Frequently Asked Questions

(FAQs) about landlords, tenants and evictions are online. Guides for landlords and for

tenants on summary process, a booklet on entry and detainer and a pamphlet on rights

and responsibilities of landlords and tenants are also available online and in clerks'

offices and court services centers. Legal assistance is provided by Housing Court clerks

and staff at the Housing Courts and by court service center and pUblic information desk

staff in all locations. After a review, the subcommittee found that the available

pUblications contain excellent information, but that there is a need to provide the

information in multiple languages to address the needs of a diverse population. The

subcommittee also found that the diverse population needed interpreters for housing

matters and is recommending that interpreters be provided on some basis. This

subcommittee is also recommending that the committee that will be formed to review

existing signage should improve the signage and directories in Housing Courts to

provide clearer direction and information to the public.

This subcommittee also identified a lack of information on the practical aspects of

coming to court, on what people should expect and on what is expected of them when

they do come to court. For example, people are often unaware of the possible negative

consequences of failing to respond to hearing notices or other legal papers or of leaving

the courthouse before they are instructed to do so.

The subcommittee's recommendations are directed at enhancing public

understanding of the process in housing court and emphasizing the potential negative

consequences of ignoring notices or legal papers. Those recommendations include the

statewide use of a "Dear Litigants" letter, the reading of a greeting/announcement by the

clerk or the Judge at the beginning of the day in Housing Court, revising the notice of

hearing to add language making it clear to litigants that the failure to come to court can

result in the entry of a judgment, and the publication of a brochure on what happens

when a person comes to housing court. (See Exhibit B)
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Subcommittee on Juvenile Matters

The subcommittee on Juvenile Matters focused on ways to assist people in the

juvenile courts. Many of the people who come into juvenile courts will have court

appointed counsel and obtain information from that counsel; others have already

interacted with the Department of Children and Families and have already received

information before they arrive at court. Also, the variations in how people come into the

juvenile system, the information they would know or need, and the logistics in the

juvenile facilities are quite extensive. These factors make developing publications with

universally-applicable information quite difficult.

Nevertheless, the subcommittee did identify several areas where changes could

be made to assist people in juvenile courts. The subcommittee is recommending that

the committee that will be formed to review existing signage should improve the signage

and directories in Juvenile Courts to provide clearer direction and information to the

public. Also, recognizing that many of the people who come to juvenile court are

dependent upon pUblic transportation, the subcommittee is recommending that bus

schedule information be provided, where applicable, at the Juvenile Court clerks' offices.

A guide to obtaining this information has been developed. The subcommittee is also

recommending that another small committee be formed to investigate the possibility of

implementing a modified children's center, perhaps partnering with a college or school

with an early education program. Many people coming to Juvenile Courts have children

with them and it can be difficult to focus on the matters before the court when a person is

distracted by a young child.

The subcommittee is also recommending that additional publications should be

made available addressing the most common questions on processes and procedures in

Juvenile Courts. Although Juvenile Clerks are readily available at the courts and by

telephone to answer questions and provide information, and many people are

represented by attorneys, questions do arise. Providing clear explanatory materials

online and at the courts will enhance the public's understanding of the processes. The

subcommittee has prepared drafts of information packets on three specific topics and it

is recommending the development of additional packets for Juvenile Courts on other

topics. (See Exhibit C)
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Subcommittee on Small Claims Matters

The work of this subcommittee overlapped with work done by the Bench-Bar

Centralized Small Claims Committee, which allowed the subcommittee to focus on two

specific areas of the small claims process: the small claims hearing and post-judgment

proceedings, including the collection of a jUdgment and satisfaction of judgment.

Frequently in small claims matters, people either fail to come to their hearing prepared to

proceed with their cases or they fail to come to their hearing at all. In both situations, the

consequences can be serious. In addition, after the hearing and judgment, some

successful plaintiffs do not understand that the court will not collect the jUdgment on their

behalf and some unsuccessful defendants do not realize the potential consequences of

a small claims judgment. The subcommittee is recommending several ways to address

these issues, including revising the notice of hearing to incorporate plain language

principles and emphasize important information; enclosing question and answer

information sheets on the postjudgment process and consequences of a small claims

judgment, as appropriate, with a notice of judgment; and enclosing an information sheet

on what to expect on the day of the small claims hearing with a notice of hearing. The

information sheets would also be available on the web site and in clerks' offices and

court service centers.

This subcommittee also identified a lack of information on the practical aspects of

coming to small claims court, including where to park, what time to arrive and how to

address the magistrate hearing the case. It is recommending the publication of a

brochure that has been drafted, which provides this information as a means to reduce

the anxiety of the pUblic when they come to small claims court.

The subcommittee also identified a need for the development of a simplified

procedure and a form to permit a defendant to request that a satisfaction of judgment be

entered by the court in the event that a plaintiff fails to file a satisfaction of judgment with

the court. This procedure would allow a defendant to avoid the consequences of a

plaintiff's failure to file a satisfaction of judgment, including the continued online display

of the small claims action long after the judgment has been satisfied. The subcommittee

is recommending that a smaller group draft a procedure and a form for submission to the

Rules Committee. (See Exhibit 0)
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Subcommittee on Support EnforcemenUFamily Matters

This subcommittee focused on expanding and enhancing the materials available

for the public in connection with family matters and improving the online accessibility of

information for the public, but it also made universal recommendations on the website,

including providing information in mUltiple languages, multiple formats, and written in a

way that is understandable to most court users. It also recommended that information

be grouped so that all forms, publications and other resources are accessible from one

location. Specifically in the area of family matters, the subcommittee reviewed existing

information and areas for which Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) should be

developed and provided on the web site, linked to all other relevant information and

resources. Those areas are Domestic Violence, Family, with subheadings for Divorce,

Custody, Visitation or Access, and Paternity. The subcommittee is recommending that a

group of court service center staff and clerks' office personnel be formed to develop the

most Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and answers in each of these areas. The

subcommittee also reviewed existing publications and suggested revisions, including

updating of information and the simplification and clarification of the language in those

publications.

The subcommittee also looked at ways to provide information to the public on the

processes and procedures in the family support magistrate and family courts. The

subcommittee drafted two scripts for videos providing general information on matters

that would be heard in family court (short calendar hearings, uncontested dissolutfons,

contested dissolutions, and contempt hearings) and on matters that would be heard by

the family support magistrate (paternity, support, contempt, and modifications). The

subcommittee is recommending that the scripts be referred for further development to

the Committee on Self-represented Parties, which is developing a series of videos on

various areas of the law. The subcommittee also drafted a brochure that answers many

of the practical questions people would have about what happens in family support

magistrate court, including what a support enforcement officer does, what paperwork is

needed, and where to park. Providing this kind of information will alleviate some of the

stress of people coming to the family support magistrate court and enhance their

understanding of the process. (See Exhibit E)
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The Committee on Expectations of the Public was charged with specific tasks:

examining ways to define and communicate clear and consistent information about

expectations and court processes for and to all who enter Judicial Branch facilities or

interact with the Branch. Through recommendations for the enhancement and

expansion of existing information and pUblications, the development of new publications,

and the wider dissemination of information, the Committee on Expectations has

addressed a need to provide people with an understanding of what they can expect in

their interactions with the Judicial Branch and what is expected of them. Additional work

must be done to develop and display a statement of standards of performance for staff

and standards of decorum for all who use the court system. Establishing and

communicating clear and consistent expectations and processes for all who interact with

or work within the Branch will enhance the public's trust and confidence in the judicial

system.
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Exhibit A

Expectations of the Public
Subcommittee on Criminal/Motor Vehicle Matters

The subcommittee members were: Atty. Peter McShane, Hon. Robin A. Pavia (chair),
Hon. Richard M. Rittenband, Atty. Roy Smith, Jr., and Hon. Mark H. Taylor.

The Committee on Expectations of the Public was charged with examining ways to
define and communicate clear and consistent information about expectations and court
processes for and to all who enter Judicial Branch facilities or interact with the Branch.
The full committee formed five subcommittees to examine specific areas, including small
claims matters, support enforcemenVfamily matters, criminal/motor vehicle matters,
juvenile matters, and housing matters.

The Subcommittee on Criminal/Motor Vehicle Matters met twice times during January
and February to review the currently available material on criminal/motor vehicle matters
and develop possible approaches to assist people to make their experience in the
Criminal/Motor Vehicle Court less frightening and confusing. The subcommittee
members agreed that their focus should be in preparing material and information to
assist people through the motor vehicle process once they have received a motor
vehicle ticket, including the method of payment for a ticket and what a person must do
and can expect at a motor vehicle hearing after a not guilty plea has been entered.
Further consideration should be given to providing information in other areas of criminal
matters at a later time.

Areas for Consideration

A. Review the existing Judicial Branch programs, services and publications that
assist the public in navigating the criminal/motor vehicle court.

The subcommittee reviewed available programs, services and pUblications and found:

• Frequently Asked Questions about traffic violations are online in English and in
Spanish;

• Information on Motor Vehicle Matters is also provided on the complaint ticket that
people are given at the time of the violation/infraction;

• Information is also provided in the "Not Guilty" letter that people receive from the
Centralized Infractions Bureau once they plead "Not Guilty."

• Court personnel at Public Information Desks are also available to answer
questions from the public.

The subcommittee is making the following recommendations:

• Frequently asked questions and all other publications (i.e., the proposed tri-fold
brochure) should be made available on the Judicial Branch website, in Court
Service Centers and at Public Information Desks, at clerks' offices, and in public
libraries and in law libraries.
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• All materials on criminal/motor vehicle matters should be made available and
grouped and displayed together on the website in order to make it easier for the
public to locate and access these materials. To the extent possible, the Branch
should include a link to the Department of Motor Vehicles website so the public
has access to related information on such questions as license suspension and
assignment of points on a license as a result of a motor vehicle matter.

• The Frequently Asked Questions should be reviewed and updated to be certain
that the information that is provided is completely accurate. For example, the
payment of fines at the court by means of a credit card should be incorporated and
the fact that the local court does not send a notice of the hearing date should also
be revised.

• The "Not Guilty" letter should also be reviewed and updated to be certain that the
information provided is accurate. (Further recommendations on this letter are
shown in the subsection below.)

• In order to reach a broader audience, consideration should be given to developing
an informational video presentation on a day in Criminal/Motor Vehicle Court,
following a person from the time they enter the courthouse through the metal
detector through the meeting with the prosecutor and into the courtroom. This
videotape could be run at the courthouse in the Court Service Centers or Public
Information Desks, provided to public access television stations for broadcast and
accessible from the Judicial Branch website.

B. Although the Branch provides information on traffic violations through the
frequently asked questions on the website, those questions do not address the
practical aspects of coming to court, on what people should expect and what
is expected of them when they come to court, and on the consequences of not
coming to court. A clear and concise statement of what people should expect
when they come to the motor vehicle court would reduce the anxiety of the
public, enhance their understanding of the process, and provide basic
information on the potential negative consequences of failing to take care of a
motor vehicle infraction ticket. The ultimate result will be fewer license
suspensions, fewer motions to open, and greater satisfaction with the process.
After extensive discussion, the subcommittee decided to recommend that the
Branch:

1. Revise the language of the "Not Guilty" letter that is sent to people who plead
"Not GUilty" in order to incorporate information on what will happen on the initial
hearing date. Many people are not aware that no trial will take place on that date
and are also not aware that they may be able to meet with the prosecutor and
resolve their motor vehicle matter on that day, but they will have to be prepared
to pay the fine.

2. Review the notice of hearing that is sent and consider adding material to assist
the public as they come into the motor vehicle court on the day of their hearing.

3. A tri-fold brochure that provides information on various aspects of Motor Vehicle
Court, including what time to get to the court, where to park, what to call a
magistrate, or how to pay a fine. The brochure provides information on the
potential negative consequences of not paying a fine and the options for an
appeal.
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Exhibit B

Expectations of the Public
Subcommittee on Housing Matters

The subcommittee members were: Hon. James Bentivegna (chair), Hon. Robert Beach,
Atty. Susan Kim, and Mr. Richard Tynan.

The Committee on Expectations of the Public was charged with examining ways to
define and communicate clear and consistent information about expectations and court
processes for and to all who enter Judicial Branch facilities or interact with the Branch.
The full committee formed five subcommittees to examine specific areas, including small
claims matters, support enforcemenVfamily matters, criminal/motor vehicle matters,
juvenile matters, and housing matters.

The Subcommittee on Housing met three times during January and February to review
the currently available material on housing and develop possible approaches to assist
people to make their experience in the Housing Court less frightening and confusing.

Areas for Consideration

B. Review the existing Judicial Branch programs, services and publications that assist
the public in navigating the housing court.

The subcommittee reviewed available programs, services and publications and found:

1. Frequently Asked Questions about landlords and tenants and evictions are online
in English,

2. Housing Court forms and four publications (separate landlord and tenant guides
to summary process, a booklet on entry and detainer, and a pamphlet on the
rights and responsibilities of landlords and tenants in Connecticut) are available
online in English and in Spanish;

3. These publications and forms are also available in clerks' offices and court
service centers; and

4. Legal assistance is provided by Housing Court clerks and staff at the Housing
Courts (statutorily mandated in Housing Courts but not in the GA) and
information and assistance is provided by Court Service Center and Public
Information Desk staff as well.

The publications currently available contain excellent information, but the subcommittee
noted that there was a need to provide information and assistance to people with diverse
education and experience and with different language needs. Also, navigation within
Branch facilities where housing courts are located could be simplified. The
subcommittee is making the following recommendations:

1. Publications should be made available on the Judicial Branch website, in Court
Service Centers and at Public Information Desks, at clerks' offices, and in the
courtroom in multiple languages based upon the recommendations from the
Committee on Limited English Proficiency, which is analyzing data to determine
the language needs in the state.
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2. Interpreters for Housing Matters should be available on some basis, for example,
at a designated time and date at a courthouse.

3. Signage at Housing Courts should be improved in order to provide clearer
direction and information to the public. Signage should also be available in
multiple languages. This recommendation should be directed to the committee
that will be formed to review existing signage and make recommendations for
changes.

C. Although the Branch provides information on landlord and tenant law and the
initiation and defense of a summary process action, it does not provide as much
information on the practical aspects of coming to court, on what people should
expect and what is expected of them when they come to court, and on the
consequences of not coming to court. A clear and concise statement of what to
expect in the housing court would reduce the anxiety of the public, enhance their
understanding of the process, and emphasize the potential negative consequences
of failing to respond to hearing notices or other legal papers. The ultimate result will
be fewer defaults, fewer motions to open, and greater satisfaction with the process.
After extensive discussion, the subcommittee decided to recommend that the Branch
develop the following materials to assist the public in Housing Court:

4. A "Dear Litigants" letter to be given to people when they come to court to file an
appearance or on the day of the hearing. It could also be made available in
Court Service Centers, Public Information Desks, clerks' offices and online. The
letter attached provides information on what will happen in Housing Court on the
day of the hearing and emphasizes the importance of remaining at the court on
the day of the hearing.

5. A "Greeting/Announcement" to be read by the clerk or the Judge at the beginning
of the day in the Housing Court. The announcement would provide an oral
overview of roadmap of what would happen during the day in the housing court,
emphasizing important point, such as not leaving the court until instructed to do
so by a clerk, a Judge, or a housing specialist.

6. A revised notice of hearing that includes language making it clear to litigants that
failure to come to court can result in the entry of a judgment.

7. A tri-fold brochure that provides information on various aspects of the Housing
Court, from what time to get to the court to where to park, to what to call a Judge
or what a housing specialist does. The brochure emphasizes the importance of
coming to court on time and remaining at court until a person is told to leave.
This brochure would also be available in Court Service Centers, Public
Information Desks, clerks' offices, and online.
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Exhibit C

Expectations of the Public
Subcommittee on Juvenile Matters

The subcommittee members were: Atty. Cynthia Luckart Cunningham, Atty. Regina G.
Dowling, Hon. Mark T. Gould (chair), Hon. Leslie I. Olear, Atty. Brandon Eric Pelegano,
and Hon. Dawne G. Westbrook.

The Committee on Expectations of the Public was charged with examining ways to
define and communicate clear and consistent information about expectations and court
processes for and to all who enter Judicial Branch facilities or interact with the Branch.
The full committee formed five subcommittees to examine specific areas, including small
claims matters, support enforcemenVfamily matters, criminal/motor vehicle matters,
juvenile matters, and housing matters.

The Subcommittee on Juvenile Matters met three times from January to March to review
the currently available material on juvenile matters and develop possible approaches to
assist people to make their experience with the Juvenile Court less stressful.

Areas for Consideration

C. Review the existing Judicial Branch programs, services and publications that assist
the public in navigating the Juvenile Court.

This subcommittee found that there is not enough material available regarding juvenile
matters currently available online or on paper. In general, many people who come into
juvenile courts are getting court-appointed counsel and obtain information from that
counsel; others have already interacted with the Department of Children and Families,
so they also have received information before they arrive at the court. Also, the
variations on how a person comes into the juvenile system, what information they would
know or need, and the logistics in the juvenile facilities are quite extensive. It is difficult,
therefore, to develop a "one size fits all" brochure or other publication with general
information that is universally applicable.

The subcommittee discussed a variety of other ways to assist people in juvenile court,
including providing better signage, having greeters at the courts, providing information
on parking and public transportation, providing information on frequently asked
questions for teens and parents on topics like emancipation, addressing the needs of
families that come into the juvenile system with young children, and providing
information as to the privacy and confidentiality of proceedings and court information.
After extensive discussion, the subcommittee is making the following recommendations:

• The committee that will be formed to review signage in Branch facilities should
take steps to improve the signage and directories in Juvenile Courts to make
navigation in these facilities easier.

• Bus schedule information should be provided, where applicable, at the Juvenile
Court Clerk's offices. A gUide for Clerks to obtain this information about public
transportation has been developed.
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• The possibility of a modified children's center (maybe partnering with a college or
school with an early education program) should be investigated by the Branch.

D. The Branch does not provide many publications or other online information on
juvenile processes and procedures currently, although the clerks are readily
available at the courts and by telephone to answer questions and provide
information. Although many people are represented by attorneys in the Juvenile
Court and the clerks are committed to responding to questions quickly and
completely, questions still arise. Clear explanatory materials addressing the most
common questions on processes and procedures in the Juvenile Court would reduce
the confusion of those who interact with the court and enhance their understanding
of the process. After discussion, the subcommittee recommends the following:

• Information packets on specific topics in a question and answer format should be
developed. Three publications have been drafted by the subcommittee: on
Emancipation, Post-disposition Change of Guardianship, and Juvenile
Delinquency and Families with Service Needs Records. Additional publications
should be developed in other areas. These publications should be made available
at juvenile court facilities, online, through law libraries, at court service centers and
public information desks, and through juvenile clinics at the three Connecticut law
schools: University of Connecticut, Quinnipiac University and Yale University.
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Exhibit D

Expectations of the Public
Subcommittee on Small Claims Matters

The subcommittee members were: Hon. James W. Abrams, Atty. Stacey Manware
(chair), and Mr. Christopher Roy.

The Committee on Expectations of the Public was charged with examining ways to
define and communicate clear and consistent information about expectations and court
processes for and to all who enter Judicial Branch facilities or interact with the Branch.
The full committee formed five subcommittees to examine specific areas, including small
claims matters, support enforcement/family matters, criminal/motor vehicle matters,
juvenile matters, and housing matters.

The Subcommittee on Small Claims met four times from December to February to
review the currently available material on small claims and develop possible approaches
to assist people to make their experience with the Small Claims Court, both at and after
the hearing on their claims, less confusing.

Areas for Consideration

D. Review the existing Judicial Branch programs, services and publications that
assist the public in navigating the small claims court.

The work of this subcommittee overlaps with work that has been done by the Bench-Bar
Centralized Small Claims Committee, which, among many other tasks, has already done
a review of the frequently asked questions on the website and the publications on small
claims that currently exist and will be suggesting changes to these materials and the
display of this information on the website.

This subcommittee found that the available materials provided extensive helpful
information on the small claims process. However, it identified a need for simple
information specifically intended to assist people in two areas: the small claims hearing
and the postjudgment proceedings, including the collection of a judgment and
satisfactions of judgments. Frequently in small claims matters, people either fail to come
to their hearing at all or they fail to come to their hearing prepared to proceed with their
case. In both situations, the consequences can be serious. In addition, after the
hearing, successful plaintiffs do not understand that the court will not collect the
judgment on their behalf and unsuccessful defendants do not realize the potential
consequences of a small claims judgment. After extensive discussion, the
subcommittee developed materials to address these problems.

The subcommittee is making the following recommendations:

• The Notice of Hearing sent to litigants in small claims matters should be revised
to incorporate plain language principles, emphasize important information, and
update or correct directions. A revised draft of a notice of hearing has been
prepared.

• It is also recommended that the directions on the website should be reviewed
and corrected. This process of checking the online directions and the directions
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in the small claims notices has begun and should be completed so that all
directions provided by the Branch are accurate.

• A set of questions and answers containing information on the postjudgment
process and the consequences of a small claims judgment should be sent with
the notice of judgment sent by the court: one set would be directed at the
judgment creditor; a second set would be directed to the judgment debtor. The
questions and answers should also be available online, in the court service
centers and public information desks, and in the small claims clerk's offices.

• The subcommittee also recommends that a simplified procedure and a form be
developed to permit a defendant to request that a satisfaction of judgment be
entered by the court in the event that a plaintiff fails to file the satisfaction of
judgment with the court.

E. Although the Branch provides information on small claims processes and
procedures, it does not provide as much information on the practical aspects
of coming to court, what time to arrive, where to park, or how to address the
magistrate. A clear and concise statement of what to expect in the small
claims court would reduce the anxiety of the public and enhance their
understanding of the process. The ultimate result will be fewer delays,
increased decorum, and greater satisfaction with the process in general. After
extensive discussion, the subcommittee decided to recommend that the
Branch develop the following materials to assist the public:

• An information sheet entitled "What to Expect on the Day of Your Small Claims
Hearing" should be sent to each litigant along with the Notice of Hearing. The
sheet would include information on the security procedures at the metal detector,
locating the courtroom, how to address the court, what materials should be
brought to court, and how to dress. This information sheet should also be
available in Court Service Centers, Public Information Desks, clerks' offices and
online.

• A tri-fold brochure that provides information on various aspects of Small Claims
Court. The brochure is in a question and answer format and includes information
on what time to get to the court, where to park, what to call a Magistrate, and
how to behave in the courtroom. The brochure would also be available in Court
Service Centers, Public Information Desks, clerks' offices, and online.
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Exhibit E

Expectations of the Public
Subcommittee on SES/Family Matters

The subcommittee members were: Atty. Charisse Hutton, Mr. Frank Rizzo, Han.
Kenneth Shluger (chair), and Magistrate Jed Schulman.

The Committee on Expectations of the Public was charged with examining ways to
define and communicate clear and consistent information about expectations and court
processes for and to all who enter Judicial Branch facilities or interact with the Branch.
The full committee formed five subcommittees to examine specific areas, including small
claims matters, support enforcemenVfamily matters, criminal/motor vehicle matters,
juvenile matters, and housing matters.

The Subcommittee on Support EnforcemenVFamily Matters met four times between
December and February to review the currently available material on support
enforcement and family matters, make recommendations on enhancing and expanding
those materials, and develop possible approaches to assist people in making their
experience in the Family Support Magistrate Court more understandable.

Areas for Consideration

E. Review the existing Judicial Branch website with respect to materials on family
matters

The subcommittee reviewed the website both in general and specifically with respect to
family matters. The recommendations of the subcommittee regarding expansion and
enhancement of the website in general and in the area of family are attached to this
report. A summary of those recommendations follows.

In general, the subcommittee recommends that:

• Frequently asked questions and answers should be provided in English and Spanish.
Translation into additional languages is recommended based on the findings of the
Committee on Limited English Proficiency.

• All material for the pUblic should be written at an 8th grade level or below, and the
use of court jargon and Latin phrases should be avoided, where possible, and
explained, where necessary;

• Helpful information should be provided to the public in multiple formats and all
available information on a topic, whether forms, publications, frequently asked
questions or audiovisual resources, should be linked to provide "one-stop shopping"
for the public. Consideration also should be given to inclUding a link to the law
libraries "Pathfinder" series, which contains a wealth of information on family topics,
although they appear to be written for an audience with legal training.

The subcommittee reviewed available materials and publications on family matters and
found that while the Branch has some very helpful information available about family
matters in both English and Spanish, that information is not available on the website. In
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addition, the access and navigation to the family matters information on the website
could be improved and certain high volume subject matter areas should be addressed.

The subcommittee therefore recommends that:

• The areas of Domestic Violence; Family, with subheadings for Divorce, Custody,
Visitation or Access, and Paternity should be addressed on the website, including
adding frequently asked questions in these areas to the website, linking to
information about these areas at other sites, and providing links to forms, either
specific to these areas or to family forms in general.

• Links in a/l areas should be provided to a/l resources, including audiovisual
resources, as information in other formats becomes available.

F. Review existing Judicial Branch publications to ensure that all information is
accurate and current, written in plain language, and available in multiple
languages. Publications should also direct the public to the Judicial Branch
website.

The subcommittee made specific recommendations including the updating of
information, the inclusion of references to the Judicial Branch website, the addition of
Spanish language versions of publications, and the simplification and clarification of
language on the following publications:

• Do It Yourself Divorce Guide (JDP FM 179, Rev. 5-05)
• Do It Yourself Divorce Guide Supplement (JDP FM 180, Rev. 10- 05)
• Procedures for Relief from Abuse Process (JDP-FM 142, Rev. 8-07)
• Parenting Education Programs (JDP-Fm-151, Rev. 6-07)

C. Provide clear and concise information about what to expect in the family
support magistrate and family courts to reduce the anxiety of the public and
enhance their understanding of the process.

The subcommittee discussed a number of possible approaches to provide members of
the public with information on the processes and procedures in the family support
magistrate and family courts. Each of the items discussed below is attached to this
subcommittee report.

1. Members of the subcommittee drafted two scripts for videos providing general
information on matters that would be heard in family court (short calendar
hearings, uncontested dissolutions, contested dissolutions, and contempt
hearings) and on matters that would be heard by the family support magistrate
(paternity, support, contempt. and modification). The Committee on Self
represented Parties is developing a series of videos about various areas of the
law, including family law so that the subcommittee is recommending that these
two scripts be referred to that committee for further development and production.

2. The subcommittee also drafted a brochure that provides information on various
aspects of family support magistrate court, including what time to arrive at court,
where to park, what an attorney general or support enforcement officer does, and
what behavior is expected. The brochure tries to address the practical questions
a person would have on coming to family support magistrate court. The
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subcommittee recommends that this brochure be developed by the Branch to
assist the public in family support magistrate court.

3. The subcommittee also recommends the development of a bulleted
summary/quick reference guide of the advisement that is provided in family
support magistrate court. This summary is not intended to replace the
advisement that is read in court, but rather is intended to provide a summary for
use by parties, both before and after the reading of the advisement. Of a
necessity, the advisement covers many different situations. The bulleted
summary would allow people to focus on the sections that are relevant to their
situation, while not being distracted by those portions of the advisement that are
not relevant.

The brochure and the bulleted summary of the advisement could be made available in
Court Service Centers and Public Information Desks, in clerks' offices, and on the
website. In addition, it is suggested that additional methods are available for distribution
through Support Enforcement Services, allowing the Branch to reach litigants who have
not filed an appearance.

It was noted that Support Enforcement Services serves court documents on every
litigant involved in a posljudgment proceeding in family support magistrate court.
Primarily, these proceedings involve motions for modification of child support orders or
contempt applications. Service of process is performed by process servers employed by
Support Enforcement Services, called Support Service Investigators (SSls). They may
also be served by Support Enforcement Officers in the office. Support Enforcement
Services has the opportunity to give any additional written material to litigants at this
time, in conjunction with the court documents.

In addition, the child support automated system (CCSES) generates a notice to all
parties, at their last known address, two to three weeks before any court date, advising
them of the court date, time and place. These notices could be revised to include
information to help litigants better prepare for court and know what to expect from their
court experience.
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If J lose my trial beJore the Magistrale, is there
anyttlll)g I can do?

You may apply for a trial by a Superior Court Judge

up to five days after t~e decision is made by the
Magistrate. The clerk's office can gr...e you an

applicaton Ie ask for a new trial ~rial de novo)
The trial "";11 be scheduled at a Mure date v.ilh a

SJperior Court Judge. It ....11 not be a JUry trial
Once you have !tJe trial in front of the Judge, you
"";11 not be able Ie tlke !he decisbn 01 !tJe
Magistrate or to any offer from the prosecutor

If I have to pay a fine, What methods of
payment does the Court accept?

Co'"
Personal check You fnLjst have a valid photo

ID and the preprinted name and address on

the ched< must rmtch /'OUr ID
Oedit Card: You may pay v.ith your Master

C<lrd or Visa
W.oney order or Certtied Bank Check ¥ou
must have the rtoney order Of check made
out in the exact arrountct ttle fine.

Where do Jpaymyfine?

AIl fines must be paid at the Cler1<s office You ..... 11

get a receipt Y.t1en you pay your rille.

What happens if 1do not pay myfine orl don't

come to cOllrt at all?

If you clo not pay your nne or ~ you do nol come to
court, your driver's license maybe suspended and

you may have to pay addilioMl rosts. Courts do
not suspend yourliceflSe or reinstate your license

If }lOur license is slJSpeflde>:l, you shouk! contact

the Department of Motor Vehicles (OMY) 81(860)
263-5720 for iI1formati:ln

Exhibit F

How will this ticket (infraction) affect my
license?

After a hearing (before a Magistrate or a Judge), ff
there is a ronvdion (a finding 01 gujty) or a bond
forferture, pornts "";11 be assessed against your

Ii~nse by the Cepartrnenl of Motor Vehicles

(DMV). You may get rTl'Jre information on the
assessmem of points on the [)MV v.i?bsile at
http/!w.wf,ct OO\Ifdmv.~i~dmy!@Julalionsl137a pdf

How long will I be at Court?

How long you ....,11 be at court depends on the
nl.fTber rI. cases at the courtthal day, ¥ou s/)ood
plan on being at the court for the -Mlcle day, but
court staff "";11 try to get you oul as quickly as

possible Moslcases v.lH be finfslled before lunch

What are the basic rules of courtroom
conduct?

Before you enter the courtroom: please

Tum off any cell phone, beeper, and pager

you may have
Throwaway all food, drinks and chewing

90m

Take off any hat you are wearing uniess
you lI€ar It for religious rea~ns

V\ihen you are in the courtroom, please

Sit quietly until it is your turn to speak

Stand wtlen the Magistrate enters or
ieaves the courtroom and ....men you are
speaking I'Iitil the Magistrate

Refer to the Magistrate as "Magistrate" 01
"your honor."
Be sure to answer all questions out IOl.(d

Do not interrupt other people Wleh they

are speaking,

What Happens

When You Go
To

Traffic Court
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You received a Complaint Ticket, \l'Jlich you may

hear referred to as an infr.3ction or a violation

'lllhen you decided to plead "Not Guilty:' you

signed the back of tile ticket and sent if. to the

Cenualized Infractions Bureau (CIS) or you called

OSat(860);?63..2750

Your case has been transferred to a Superior

Court locatiOfl lor the area \l'Jlere \'Our ticket was

issued. You probably have questions about \l'Jlat

>Mil happe" \l'Jlen you come 10 court This

brochure Wli ans"",rsome of your qL...stions For

more inforrrntion go to the Branch W<'bs~e at
hltp/!'MVWjudclgcN/laqltraffic!l!TT'O the clerk's

dfice, or oourt service centers ard PUbl'lC

information des~

The information in this brochure is not a substitute

for legal advice

Do J have to have a Lawyer'?

You do not have to have a lal'oYer come With
you to court, and the court does nol appoint a

la""Yer for you in infraction cases You may

bring a lawyer to court ~ yoU want

Is there a dress code of allY requirements

about what I can wear to Court?

The Court is a formal setting so you shouk!

dress appropriately, For example, you Should

probably not wear t_shirts or jeans ¥>ith holes in

them, tank tops, halter tops, or revealing

clothing

Where can I park?

Some courthouses have parking, but many do

not You may need to park in Ilearby lots or

garages or find on-street metered parking For

information, please check the website
httpJI\wjwIUddgov/directory/coud directions

htm or call the clerKs oftlCe

What time should I come to the courthouse?

You >MIl want to be at the courthouse at least 15
minutes before the time that is in Ihe Notice you

receiVed. Courts have metal detectors at lheir

entrances so it may take extra lime to enter the

building

Wha1 will happen when I gel to Ihe

courthouse?

The courthouse doors open at 8'30 AM Please

be prepared to ""<lit brieflY in " line at the

entrance. When you enter the courthouse, you

will have to Vl'alk through a metal detector. The
meial detector is operated by the Judidal

Marshals \l'Jlo provide security for the

courthouse

Any metal ~ems can set off the metal detector

You will halle to empty your pockel:5 of all metal

objects before vvalking through Ihe metal

detector, and anything you bring v,,;thyou -Mil be

scanned. II your be~ has a large metal buckle

or your jacket has large metal buttons or

zippers, for e~amrle, you may be asked to take

~ off. Things that could be used as a weapon

(for example, a pocket knife) will be taken from

you so please do not bring them with you

Where do I go once I get into the eourthouse?

Once you have gone through the metal deloctors,

you should find the courtroom for your case. In

some oourlbouses, lists of the cases sdledulecl for

tile day (dockets) are posted on the waB in the

lobby or hajfway, You may see several lists of

cases Cases are lislea' alphabetically by the

person's last name If you doo't see your name on

a list or if there are flO l!;ts posted in tile hallway or

lobby. please go to the Clerk'S Office or the Public

Informa~on Desk and ask; for help.

Whaldoldonelct?

You must rooet wth the Stale's Attorney (also

calfcd a prosecutor). \l'Jlo rep-esents ltle state
V'I'I)E're you go to meet y,jtil the slates attorney is

dilferenlrrom courthouse to courthouse. If you are

not 5U(e Nere the slate's attorney is, ~ase go
the derk's office, the public information desk or the

court servi::e center for help

What happens after I meet with the state's

Attorney?

After meeting ""lth you, Ihe Stale's Attarney

may

Tell you Ihat flO further action >MIl be laken

on your case This is called a Nolle

Offer to let you pay a smaller fine to end

your case; or
Tell you that the original fine will not be

reduced and must be p.3id in full

What if I dO not want to pay any fine at all?

If yoo do no! want to pay !he reduced fine or tile full

fine, you may ask for a court trial With a Magistrate

You can't halle ajury trial in an infraction case

Will my court trial lake place right awaY?

Your trial in front 01 the Magistrate y,ill no! take

place on the firsl day you come to COUlt It ~II be

schedliled for a Mure date, The courtl'loi1l send

you a ootice of the date and time for yotlf trial. At

that hearing, the Magistrate 'M1llisten to you and to
It.e person who galle you the ticket You may also

bling .....messes and evidence to the court, If \'Ou

decide to ask for a tlial, you cannot lake any of the

offers made 10 you by the prosecutor ai'Td the
Magistrate may add cOurt costs and fees to any

fine that is ordered
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What am the basic rules of courtroom

conduct?

Before you enter the courtroom please

• Tum off any cell phone. tMoeper, atld pager
y<Ju may have

• Throwaw:lY all food. drinks and gum
• Take off any hat y<Ju are v..earin!l unless you

"",ar it/Dr re~!Iious reasons

When you.a,e In the courtroom, please

• S~ '1'1 the courtroom qUietly until it is you' lIJrn
to speak

• Stand ""'en the Jl)jge entef<; 0' leaves the
COlIrtroom and when you are speaking with
the Judge

• Reter to the Judge as "Judge" or "Your HanD<'

• Be sure to ansV"" all questions out loUd ""'en
you are asked any questions. If you nod your
head, Itle per>on making the record of the
proceedings ",II haoe to ask you to speak so

that you, ensl"'" ",II be recorded
• Do not interrupt other r>eople VIh1en they are

speaking

What is a Ho~ing Specialist?

A Hous;ng Sr>ecialist 1$ a trained mediator VIh10
.....:>,ks tor the court TIle specialist "";11 meet WIth
.you and the otMr people in your case to try to
"",rk out an agreerrent (also cailed a
settlement) so you do not need to haoe a trial
Aller your case is called in court, you "";11 be

asked to wa~ in the lobby until a specIalist calls
y<Ju for mediation (a discussion with you and
the other parties ;1'1 the case)

00 I have to make an agreement?

No, you o'o11't have 10 make an agreement, and
no One will eve, fo",e you to make an

agreement to settle.a'case. But many cases do
.....ttle alter people have the eha""e to talk with
the specialist

Exhibit G

What if the attorney for the other side wants
to talk to me?

AttorneY" often tatk with the olher parties in a
case to try to sett1e rt ",thout waiting to see a
housing speClalisl. You can make a private

agree"..,nt ""th the a!tomey and brirJg ~ to the
Judge for approval If you have an attorney, YOC'
sIlould tell the attorney to talk to your attorney

If you do not have an attorney, and at any time
\IOu feel pr....sured 01 intimidated, you can stop
talking to the attOfn,,!, and wa~ to be called by
the housing special,st

What happens if I make an agreement?

If \IOu and the other people in y<Jur case can
agree, with the help of th .. housing specialist Dr

by talking to eaCh other. you "';11 be asked if ,"Ou
understand Ihe terms of the agreement and it
you are Wiling to agree to the terms of the
agreement This is called a "canvass" and the

questions are asked by tI1e Judge. the housing
specialist or the clerl<. The Judge will then
ma~e a deoSion in your case, VIh1tch Is called a

stipulated jUdgme"t. Once the Judge makes a
ded""". everyone has to follow the terms of
your agreement just like a judgment after a trial

What happens if I dO not make an
agreement?

If you do not make an agreement. y<Jur case"";l1

be decided by the Judge. Bolh you and the
other party may prese"t yo~r witnesses and tell
the oourt yow story

Be ready'to g'lve a shOlt summary of you, side
of the case to the Judge. Bring with you to

court any papers 0' piC1ures that support your

case. Also, if yoo have "'itnesses, bring them
with you in caw you have a tr,al. You should
have specific questons for your witnesses

What Happens

When You Go To
Housing Court
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G<:H~g to Cemt 10< any reason carl be an

unsettJing e"l"'"enO". This pafTllMlet"';ll g;"e yiO<J

a~fS lD que,h;:fl, that you might have aboLJ!

what you can e.pect ""cn you rome lD the

Hou~ingCourt

What should I wearlO Co~rt?

The Court is a formal s.elling so y<J~ should

dress approplialely Fe' ".ample. y<Ju should

p,obab~ nol """af t_shirts Or jeanS with holes in

them. tank lops, ha~er top~. short~ or reliealing

dolhing. If you ate bringing people "";th y<Ju to

co~rt please remind !hem to dress

appropriately 100. The marshal may ask any<Jne

v.ho is nol dressed approp''''lely to leave the

cou,lroom

Can I bring my child",n to Court?

Try not 10 bring y<Jur child,pn lD court The day

can be long for young child,en, and ij the,.

become noisy. they "';11 distract people In the

courtioom, inlerr~pt the proceedings, and make

It h;"d ·10 heaf Ih" lal"'<! ,ecmd that is made 01
all court proceedings

What time should I come to !heco~rt/louse?

The· notice lllal you "';11 receive telling you lhe

day Ihal yoo should corne to ~our1 "';11 als.o tell

y<J~ the time that yoU shOUld be in Coort. Yo~

sllould be at the COWl at least fifteen minutes

before the ~me written in \'Ou, notice For

e,ample ~ the co~rt papers say to appear at
cou'rt at 9:30 AM, yo<! sheuld plan to amve at

the cou!thouse no late' than 9·t5 AM. Courts
have metal detectors at their enlrarlCes. so ~

may.take extra time to e~te! the building

Whe", can I park?

Some cour!l1ouses have parking bLJ! many do

not You mal' need to park In nea'by lois or
garages or find on·slred parking Fo'
information, plea;" call the Cle!h' Office or

~heck the _bs~e

hltp:II'M"~.v jud.ct.qovlc"ed,wticcwt d;redtGfls

b.!m

What will happen when I get to the

courthouse?

The courthouse deors open at 8:30 AM. Please

be prepared to wart brie~y In a 11M' at the

entrance VI/he" you enter toe coufI!>ou"",,. y<Ju

will ha'e to """II< thmugh a metal detector,

which is operated by the J"dlc;al MarShals, ""'0
p",vide security for the courthouse

Any metal Items can set. 011 the metal deteeto,

You Wlif ha"e to empt~ your pocl<etr. of all metal

object; belore walking thlough the metal

detector, and anything you bling"";l1\ y<Ju"";lI be
sc"nned. It \'Our bet has" large metal buclde

or y<Jur j"cket has Iafge metal buttons or

zippers, for example, y<Ju may be asked to take

~ 011. Things that could be used as a weapon

(IOf example." pocket knil~I"";'1 be taken f'om

y<Ju so please do not bring them ""tr. y<Ju

How long win I be at theCQ~1t?

It Is hard to an"""r this qrJeStion because ~

deper>d~ 00 the numt>er 01 cases in the court lh<ll
daY, how lOng the other hearings take, or if you

make an ag'eeman!. Most cases are lin'ished by

lunCh lime, bul y<Ju should pian on being at the
court IO! the ""'ole day The <>Jurt staff'",n try to

get you oLJ! as quickly as possible

Do I have to haw a Lawyer?

No, you do nol h",e te have a lawyer You WIll

have to decide if you want to have a laWj'<'r but

if you decide you want one, you may hire one

On you, o,,",n. Since this is" avil case, the court

"';If not appoi~t one lor \'Ou That only happens

In a-imlnal cases and S<lme other Cases where

you could be pLJ! In jail. TMe Clerks' Off",e, the

Court Service Cente' or the Public Inlormal'on

Desk can g,,'e you pr.>ne numbers fO(
state...roe l"'9al services, ""'ieM "';11. decide It

they will take \fOur case

Whe", do I go once I get inle the courthouse?

You should go into the rourtroom and sit <I<Mfl

The cleft. "'" 'e"" off a lis! '" case names (docke!
<:a!fl. Vrmen you hea' your name. please speak oul

loud to tell the clerk that \'Ou are in !he courtroom

The c""k "';11 then mork j'OIJr case ''Ready." The

derk will then ten you lD see the Hoosing

Specidll<l You moy be asked to take a seat

O<Jtside of the courtroom to ,.,..it, or \'Ou may be
sent Immediately to see lt1e Housing Spe;;allst

What if! get to Couft late and I don't hear lhe

jist of cases?

If you gel to the court lale, you may rriss lhe ~st

of cases (docket call) and you may lose yoor

cas.e for not coming to the tilal. II you a,e laic,

please wa~ unbl Ihe Judge takes " break

(,ecess) and tall< to Ille Clerk

What ill don' hear my name when the CIef1(
readstf\e list ot cases?

If \'Ou do not hear y<Jur name, wart until the Judge

tal<es a break. Then yoo can go ~p to the clert<
and ask lor ~p You may be tol:1 b go to the

Clerks Office to check your file
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The Small Claims Court has simpler rules
than lhe regular civil court with forms and
procedures desigMd to be more easily
understood by people II1thout legal training

However. you may still be uncertain about
what 'MIl happen on the day you come to ttle
Court This brochure will anSwer questions
on what Ilappens when you come to Small
ClaimS Court For more information go to
Ilttp:!MWNjUG ctgov1laglsmal!cla!ms html

Is there a dress code or any requiremertts
about What lean wear to Court?

The Court is a formal setting so you should
dress appropriately. For example, you
should probably not wear t_shim; or Jeans
with holes in them, tank tops, hailer tops, or
revealing clothing

Can I bring myehildren to Court'?

Try not 10 bring your children to court The
day can be long for young children and if
they become noisy, it will distract people in
the courtroom interrupt tile proceedings, and
make ithard to hear

Whattime 5houkt 1tome to the tou/ihou5e?

You ....ill want to be at the courthouse at least
i 5 minutes before the time of your hearing,
whidl is in the Notice of Hearing For
example, if the time III the notice is 9:30 AM,
you should be at tile courthouse no later than
9:15 AM, You must enter the courthouse
through a metal delector, so it may lake extra
lillie to enter the bu~dlng

Exhibit H

Where can I park?

Some courthouses have parking, but many
00 no!. You may need to park In nearLy lots
or garages or frnd on-street parking For
information please call the derk's offICe or
check the website
http/lW><tNjlldCl.q9',-tdirectory1COUrl dire;::tion
shIm

What wilt happen when I getto the
tOllrthouse?

The courthouse dools Open at 8:30 AM
Please be prepared 10 wa~ briefiy in a line at
the en/ran;::e When you enter the
courthOuse, you witl have to go through a
metal detector Tile metal detector is
operated by the judicial Marshals, \'.fto
provide security for lhe courthouse

Any metal items can sel off the metal
detector You wilt have to emply your
pockets of all melal objects before walking
througll the metal dete;::tor, and anything you
!::flng \\li!tl you will be scanned. If your belt
has a large melal buckle or your jackel has
large metal buttons or ZipPers, for example.
you may be asked to lake tllem off Things
that could be used as a weapon (for
example, a pocket knife) will be taken from
you so please do not bring them with you

How long willi be at the Court?

HoW long you will be al court depends on the
rn;mber of cases in the COlirt that day, how
long lhe Olher hearings take, or whether you
make an agreement with the other side You
shoutd plan on being at the court for the
whole day The court staff w~1 try to get you
out as quickly as possible

00 I need a lay,yer/Attorney?

The Small Ctaims Court has been set up to
allow you to handle your own case from start
to finish, However, attomeys are altowed In

Ille Small Claims Court If you decide that
you v,'ant a lawyer, you will have to hire one
The court will not appoint a lawyer for you

Where do I go once I get into the
courthouse?

OnCo you ha\l(, gone through tile metal
detector, look for signs sa~'ing where Ihe
Small Claims Court will be If you don't see a
sign, ask a Marshal or someone in the
Cleli.;"s Office I'ottere tile Small Claims Gourt

"
If court has not started I'tlen you enter the
courtroom, go to the cieri< and Show the clerk
the notice yOU recewed or tell ihe derk your
name or lhe name of your case If you come
into Court late, let the Magistrate or the Clerk
know you are there When there is a bleak
between cases If you do riot let them know
you are in court. you may lose your case
because no one knew you Were there

A magistrate is an attorney Who is appointed
to hear and decioe small claims cases Some
court locationS may have attorneys who h;lVe
IIOlunteered to act as hearing officers
(commissioners) to assist the court in hearing
small claims cases These volunteer
attomeysha.....e been apprOlled by the court
and, if both you and the other party agree,
your case may be decided by a hearing
Officer
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Whatdo I ne@<!todoafterrtelltheclerlc:ram
in the courtroom?

When Court bE<gins Ihe Magistrnte will sil
ooflind the oonch and will read the list of
c"ses to be fleard l!1at day. When you flear
thp n"me of your case, stand UP and let l!1e
Mag'lstrate knD'Nthal you ale there. If vou do
not hear the name of your case, tell Ihe
MagislP<lte when h€ Or sIle is finished reading
the list

What are the basic rules of courtroom
conduct?

Before you enler the courtroom, p/ease

Tum,," any Dell ..."one, beeper and
pager you may have

Throw away all food, drinks and gum

Take off any hat you are 'M!aring unless
you wear fl for reJ'lgious reasons

When you are in the courtroom, pleagl

Sial' in the courtroom quietly until it is
your tum to speak

Stand ".,men the magistrate enters or
leaves the courtroom and when you are
speaking "';Ih the magisIrate

Refer to the Magislrale as "Maglstrnte"
or "your honor"

Be sure to answer out loud when you
are asked any questions

Do not Inter""pt other people wilen Ihey
are speaking

What shoukl r bring with me to court On the
day of my hearing?

On Itle day of your hearing, unless you and
the other party make an agreement, you will
have a trial on Itlat dale Before you come to
court, you may want to write some notes
about v.'hat you want 10 Jell the court about
your Case. You will also want 10 have

• Your notice of hearing
• Any papers that support your claim,

such as pictures, canceled checks,
leiters, paid bills, re"",ipts, damage
eslimates. or agreements. Snng copies
for the other party and the Magistrate

Also. if other people saw What happened or
have informalion Itlal will support your claim
IIMtnessesL bring Ihem with you on the date
of ~'our hearing you may want to have
s~~ic questions for those peopie (your
witnesses) The Magist",te Or hearing officer
will swear in all the witnesses before anyone
asks questions

When do t find out the Magistrate's
decision?

The Magistraie might g'I"'" the deciSion from
the bench If not, the court "..;11 send you a
notice te/i'lng you the dec'lsion

What if do I don' agree with the
MagIstrate's decision?

The Magistrate's decision is final and you
cannol appeal a Small Claims Court decision

Does the Court COUed my money?

No, but you maV lalk go to the clerk's office
Dr lJ1e Court Service Cenler for help with
forms and ways to collect roor money.

What Happens

When You Go
To Small Claims

Court
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Exhibit J

The Centralized Infractions Bureau
P.O. Box 1140

Hartford, CT 06143-1140
(860) 263-2750

Toll Free 1-866-542-0010

Ticket Number

Transfer location:

Defendant

The Centralized Infractions Bureau has received your plea of "not guilty." A prosecutor
(state's attorney) at the Centralized Infractions Bureau (CIB) will look at your case and
may decide that no further action will be taken on your case and the file will be closed.
(This is called a nolle.) If the prosecutor (state's attorney) nolles your case, the
Centralized Infractions Bureau will send you a notice telling you that your case has been
nailed.

If you have any other information or documentation (papers) about your case that you
would like the prosecutor (state's attorney) to know about, please send it to the
Centralized Infractions Bureau no later than . When you send any1hing to the
Centralized Infractions Bureau, please include a copy of this notice and be sure to write
your ticket number on all letters or papers that you send.

If your case is not nailed, it will be transferred to a Superior Court location where your
ticket was issued. You will get a notice telling you the date and time when you must
come to court.

On the day that you come to court, you will meet with the prosecutor (state's attorney),
who can nolle your case, offer to let you pay a reduced, or smaller, fine to end your
case, or tell you that you must pay the original fine in full.

• If you agree to pay a reduced fine or the original fine, you will be expected to pay
the fine on that day. You may pay a fine with cash, a credit card (MasterCard or
Visa), a money order or certified bank check made out in the exact amount of the
fine, or a personal check, as long as you have a valid photo 10 and the preprinted
name and address on the check matches your 10.

• If your case is not nolled and you decide that you do not want to pay the reduced
fine or the full fine, you may ask for a court trial with a Magistrate. Your trial will be
scheduled for another day.

For more information, visit the Judicial Branch website:
http://www.jud.cLgov/fag/traffic.html
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Exhibit K

Dear Litigants:

Welcome to the Housing Session.
This court hears cases between landlords and tenants. When you get to the Court, you
should immediately check the list of cases (the docket) on the wall to be sure your case
is on the schedule. If you find your case on the list, you should go to courtroom and wait
for your case to be announced. The docket list is read out in the courtroom at 9:30 a.m.
and at 10:00 a.m. Please be sure to be in the courtroom so that you let the court know
that you are here for your case. If you are not, your case will not be marked "Ready"
and the court won't decide it.

It is also very important that you do not leave the courthouse unless you are told that
your case is over for the day by the Judge, the clerk, or a housing specialist.

T Below you will find the questions that people usually ask us at the housing session
along with the answers. You can also ask any staff member any question about your
case as long as you do not interrupt court while it is in session.

How long will I be at court?
That is a tough question because it has a lot to do with if you make an agreement with
the other side or if your case has to have a trial before the judge. We ask people to be
ready to stay for a day at court and we will try our best to get your case finished as
quickly as possible. Most cases are finished by lunch time; however, sometimes cases
can take longer.

May I bring children to court?
You may bring your children to court; but because it can be a long day, we encourage
you to make other arrangements for them. We also suggest that if you have a child who
must be picked up at a bus stop, you arrange for someone else to take care of that pick
up.

Are there rules in the courtroom?
Yes. Please do not talk, eat, drink, or chew gum while you are in the courtroom. You
should also remove your hat in the courtroom, unless you wear it for religious reasons.
When you are talkingJo the jUdge about your case, please address the Judge as "Your
Honor" or "Judge," keep your hands out of your pockets, and speak out loud. Also, if
your children are making noise, please take them out of the courtroom to the lobby. We
record what happens in court and noise makes the recording hard to hear.

Is there a dress code?
The Court is a formal setting so you should dress appropriately. For example, you would
probably not wear t-shirts or jeans with holes in them, tank tops, halter tops, shorts or
revealing clothing. If you are bringing people to court with you, please remind them to
dress properly too. The marshal may ask anyone who is not dressed properly to leave
the courtroom.

What do I do when I get into the courtroom?
Please take a seat in the courtroom and wait for the clerk to call the list of cases (docket
call). When you hear your name or your case is called, let the clerk know that you are in
court by saying, "Ready" or otherwise telling the clerk that you are in the courtroom.
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Your case will be marked ready, and you will be referred to a housing specialist. You
will be asked to take a seat in the lobby.

If you get to court late, you may miss the list of cases (docket call) and you may lose
your case for not coming to the trial. If you are late, please wait until the JUdge takes a
break (recess) and talk to the Clerk.

What if I don't speak English?
You may be able to get help if you ask the Clerk. You may also think about asking
someone who speaks English to come to court with you.

What is a Housing Specialist?
A Housing Specialist is a trained mediator who works for the court. The specialists do
not take sides in the case. They meet with you and the other parties to try to work out a
settlement of your case so that you do not need a trial. After your case is announced in
court, you will be asked to wait in the lobby until a specialist calls you in for mediation.

Do I have to make an agreement?
No, you do not have to make an agreement. No specialist will ever pressure or force you
to settle a case. But, many cases do settle after the housing specialist meets with both
parties to talk about the issues. If you and the other people in your case can agree with
the help of the housing specialist or by talking to each other by yourselves, you will be
asked if you understand the terms of the agreement and if you are willing to agree to the
terms of the agreement. This is called a "canvass" and the questions are asked by the
JUdge, the housing specialist or the clerk. The JUdge will then make a decision on the
case, which is called a stipulated jUdgment. Once the Judge makes the jUdgment,
everyone has to follow the terms of the agreement, just like a decision after a trial.

Do I have to have a Lawyer?
No, you do not have to have a lawyer. You will have to decide if you want to have a
lawyer but if you decide you want one, you may hire one on your own. Since this is a
civil case, the court will not appoint a lawyer for you. That only happens in criminal
cases and some other cases where you could be put in jail. The clerks' office, the Public
Information Desk or the Court Service Center can give you phone numbers for statewide
legal services, which will decide if they will take your case.

What if I am contacted by the attorney for the other side?
It is not unusual for an attorney to speak with you and try to settle the case before you
both go to see the housing specialist. You are allowed to make a private agreement and
present it to the court for the court's approval. If you have an attorney and another
attorney wants to talk to you about your case, you should tell the attorney that you have
an attorney there with you. If at any time you feel pressured or intimidated, you can stop
talking with the attorney or the other party and wait to be called by the housing specialist.

Will I be kicked out of my apartment today?
No. If you are scheduled for court today, you cannot lose your right to stay your home or
business today. What happens in this court today is important. The agreement you
make today or the decision the court makes can lead to your losing the right to stay in
your home or business.

I have children. Can I still be evicted?
Yes, even if you have children, you can lose the right to stay your home.
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Can I be evicted in the winter, if I am disabled or elderly?
Depending on why your landlord has brought you to court, you may be evicted any time
of the year, even if you are elderly or disabled.

Are there restrooms nearby?
There are public restrooms in every courthouse. Please ask the marshals if you do not
see the signs for the restroom. They will be happy to direct you.

Are there refreshments available?
Some courthouses have snack bars; others do not. If it is important that you know if
food is available in the courthouse, please feel free to call the clerk and ask if any food is
available for purchase. Please do not bring food or drinks from outside with you into the
courthouse.

Also, be careful not to leave the building to get food without telling the staff. If your case
is called while you are not there, your case will be taken last. This also applies to folks
who go out to smoke cigarettes.

What if I have an emergency?
If you have an emergency that requires you to leave the court, you should go directly to
the clerk's office to discuss the issue with a clerk. If the emergency requires immediate
action, please call for a court marshal.

Remember: never leave the court until you have been told your case is over for
the day by the judge, the clerk or a housing specialist.
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Exhibit L

AdvisemenUGreeting

Good morning. Please listen to the following information.

When your case is called, you may be told to meet for mediation of your case with a

housing specialist, a trained mediator who works for the court. "Mediation" means that the

housing specialist will meet with you and the other parties in your case to help you work out

an agreement, if possible, so that you will not need to have a trial. The housing specialists

do not take sides in the case

If you are told to meet with the housing specialist (referred for mediation), please

leave the courtroom and wait in the hallway to speak to a housing specialist.

While you are waiting to see the housing specialist, you can also talk to the other

party and work out an agreement, if you wish. This agreement is called a private party

stipulation.

An agreement will include all of the terms and conditions that you and the other party

have agreed to in order to end your case. For example, an agreement may say that the

tenant will be allowed to stay if certain payments are made or that the tenant will agree to

move out after a certain period of time and during that time, pay a certain amount of money

by a specific date. The written agreement is called a stipulated agreement.

If you reach an agreement, with the help of the housing specialist or by talking to

each other, you will be asked if you understand the terms of the agreement and if you are

willing to follow them. This is called a "canvass" and the questions are asked by the judge,

the housing specialist or the clerk. The judge will then enter a jUdgment according to the

terms you have agreed upon.

If you cannot reach an agreement, your case will be decided by the jUdge at a trial

either later today or on a future court date. Do not leave the courthouse until your case is

ended by way of an agreement and canvassed, decided by the jUdge, or scheduled for a
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future court date. If you leave the courthouse before then, a judgment may be entered

against you and you may lose the chance to tell your side of the case.

The clerk's office is available to answer any questions you may have.
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Exhibit M

Language to be added to the Notice of Hearing

If you are the defendant and you do not come to court on your hearing date, the Judge

may enter a jud(jment against you, which means that you may be evicted without any

hearing. If you are the plaintiff and you do not come to court on your hearing date, the

Judge may enter a jUdgment of nonsuit against you, which means that nothing more will

be done with your case.
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Exhibit N

EMANCIPAnON

What is emancipation?

Emancipation is a legal process by which minors can be given legal adulthood before
reaching the age at which they would normally be considered adults. It can be started
by either the minor or the parent or guardian of the minor. It is the release of a youth
from the legal authority and control of his/her parents, and the corresponding release of
the parents from their obligations to the youth. In other words, an emancipated youth is
no longer under the control of his or her parents and his or her parents are no longer
responsible for the emancipated youth.

Who can file for Emancipation?

The youth who wants to be emancipated, an attorney for the youth, or any parent or
guardian of the youth can file a petition for emancipation.

Are there any other requirements to become emancipated?

Yes. Connecticut law requires the youth be at least 16 years old and reside in the state
of CT.

How can an emancipation petition be filed?

By filing a "Petition for Emancipation" form (JD-JM-90) with the Superior Court for
Juvenile Matters (SCJM) Clerk's Office. You can get the form at any SCJM Clerk's
Office or online at http://www.jud2.ct.qov/webforms/forms/jm090.pdf. The Clerk's Office
will give the petition a hearing date, sign the form and give it back to the person who filed
it who must have it delivered by someone else to the other people named on the form.
The petition must be delivered to the youth and the parent or guardian within seven (7)
days of the hearing date, but the petition does not have to be served on the person who
filed it. For example, if the parents file the petition, the parents do not need to have it
delivered to themselves. The petition can be delivered by a State Marshal. There is a
list of State Marshals at the Clerk's Office and online at
http://www.jud.ct.qov/faq/marshals.htm. If the person who filed the petition cannot afford
to pay to have it delivered, they can file an application form with the court asking not to
have to pay the fee (JD-JM-114). You can get the form at the Clerk's Office or on-line at
http://www.jud2.ct.qov/webforms/forms/jm114.pdf. If the court decides you do not have
to pay, in other words, if the fee waiver is granted, give a copy of the waiver to the State
Marshal with the other papers and ask the marshal to deliver the papers directly to the
SCJM Clerk's Office after they are delivered to the other people.

What will happen after the petition is filed?

When you file for emancipation, you will be given a court hearing date in 30 to 45 days.
After this hearing date, you will meet with a Court Services Officer (CSO) for an interview
in which you will be asked some questions. Then, the CSO will recommend to the judge
whether emancipation is in the best interests of the parties involved.
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Will an attorney be provided?

If a youth files an emancipation petition, an attorney will be assigned to the youth. Once
the attorney is assigned, the Clerk's Office gives the attorney's name and phone number
to the youth. If a parent files the emancipation petition, and they cannot afford to hire
their own attorney, they will have to apply for state paid representation. You can get the
form (JD-JM-114) at the SCJM Clerk's Office or on-line at
http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/jm114.pdf.

Is there any other information?

Yes, there is a pamphlet, "A Teenager's Guide to Emancipation"
http://www.larcc.orq/pamphlets/children family/teen emancipation.htm that may answer
your questions.

3/10/09
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Exhibit 0

Change of Guardianship After an Order of Guardianship has been Made

If the Superior Court for Juvenile Matters (SCJM) entered an order of guardianship of a
child, a parent, legal guardian, relative or other interested party may file a motion with
the SCJM that made the guardianship order to reinstate or change (modify) the
guardianship. If the child has resided outside of Connecticut for more than the last 6
(six) months, the court in Connecticut may not be able to decide this issue. If the child
has resided outside of Connecticut for more than the last 6 (six) months, it is
recommended that you talk to an attorney.

How do I file a motion to reinstate or modify guardianship?

You have to file a motion that should have the full name and address of the person filing
the motion, and the full name and address of the child, the parents, and the current legal
guardian. The motion should also explain what you are asking the court to do and
should give the reason(s) that would be important for the court to think about when it
decides if a change of guardianship would be in the child's best interest. The person
filing the motion must also fill out and file a custody affidavit form. You can get the form
at the Clerk's Office or online at http://www.jud2.ct.qov/webforms/forms/jm030.pdf. After
you fill out the motion and the custody affidavit form, you must sign the motion and the
form, file the originals with the SCJM Clerk's Office and keep copies for your records.

How are all parties told about the motion?

After the motion is filed with the SCJM Clerk's Office, that office will give you a summons
form (http://www.jud2.ct.qov/webforms/forms/jm070.pdf). You fill out the form and the
SCJM Clerk will assign a hearing date, sign the form and give the original motion and
summons form back to you. Then, you have to have the forms delivered by someone
else to the parent or parents and the person who is now the guardian. The forms can be
delivered by a State Marshal. You can get a list of State Marshals at the Clerk's Office or
online at http://www.jud.ct.qov/faq/marshals.htm. If you cannot afford to pay for delivery
of the papers, you need to file a paper called a fee waiver application form. You can get
the form at the Clerk's Office or online at
http://www.jud2.ct.qov/webforms/forms/jm114.pdf. If the fee waiver is granted, give a
copy of the waiver to the state marshal with the other papers and ask the marshal to
deliver the papers directly to the SCJM Clerk's Office after they are delivered to the other
people.

Will an attorney be provided?

The State will pay for an attorney to represent: the child; parents asking to be made
guardian again, if they can't afford an attorney; or guardians who currently have custody
of the child, if they can't afford an attorney. All attorneys who represented parties in the
case before will be told that a motion to reinstate or modify guardianship has been filed.
Those attorneys mayor may not be available to represent the parties now. If necessary,
an attorney will be automatically assigned to represent the child. If a parent or guardian
cannot afford to pay for their own attorney, and the attorney that represented them
before is not available, they will need to apply for the state to pay for an attorney to
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represent them. You can get the form at the SCJM Clerk's Office or online at
http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/jm114.pdf The SCJM Clerk's Office will give you
the names and phone numbers of attorneys once they have been assigned.

The person who filed the motion may hire any attorney to represent them in this case or
they may represent themselves. If an attorney is not hired, the person who filed the
motion must file a form called an Appearance with the SCJM Clerk's Office. You can get
the Appearance form at the Clerk's Office or online at
http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/jm013.pdf

What will happen after the motion has been filed?

The Clerk's Office will set a court date 30 days from the filing date to allow time for the
motion to be delivered to the parents and current legal guardian of the child. You must
then come to court on the day and time that is on the summons form and be ready to
present the case to the judge. At that hearing, the court may order the Department of
Children and Families (DCF) to do a study and make recommendations to help the court
decide if a change of guardianship would be in the child's best interest.

If the motion is granted by the Judge, is there a record that states who has
guardianship of the child?

The SCJM Clerk's Office will be able to make a copy of the court order saying who has
custody or guardianship of the child or both.
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Exhibit P

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND FAMILY WITH SERVICE NEEDS (FWSN)
RECORDS

How can I have my juvenile delinquency or FWSN record erased?

To have this type of record erased, you must ask the court by filling out a form called
Erasure of Record Petition/Order. It is form number JD-JM-12 form. You can get the
form at any Superior Court for Juvenile matters (SCJM) Clerk's Office or online at
http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/jm012.pdf. Fill out the form and give it to the
SCJM Clerk's Office. Once the court gets the form, there will be a check for any cases
pending in the juvenile and adult courts and a record check run by the State Police. If
there are no pending cases found, the erasure order will be signed by a jUdge and the
court file will be destroyed, but the erasure order will be kept by the court until the person
reaches age twenty five (25).

If there is no erasure order, how long does SCJM keep juvenile delinquency and
FWSN court files?

Until the person is 25. Then, the juvenile delinquency and FWSN court files are
destroyed.

How can a delinquency or FWSN court file be found if the case ended many years
ago?

If you are under twenty five (25) years of age, you can go to the SCJM Clerk's Office
where your case was handled and look at your court file after showing proper ID. If your
case took place a while ago, your file may be in storage in another location. The
Clerk's Office will bring your file back from storage and you will be called when you can
come to the Clerk's Office to look at it.

Can I get copies of my court file?

You may ask for copies of your court file and with permission of the judge or magistrate,
the clerk's office will make copies for you at a cost of $1 per page.

What if I can't afford to pay for the copies?

If you can't afford to pay for the copies, you may fill out an application (JD-JM-114)
asking that the copies be given to you for free. You can get the form at the SCJM
Clerk's Office or on-line at http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/jm114.pdf

3/10/09
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Exhibit Q

How to obtain Bus Routes and Mal.!§.

I. Go to www.CTTransit.com

2. Click on Search Routes & Schedules on the home page

3. Select appropriate location under 2.) Search by Service Area and click Go

Search Routes & Sclledules
Belo'N are four different wavs to seClfCr. our
ruut~-; ar,d sd,edules'

4. Click System Map or Detail Map as needed for your location and print the map

l:TTRANSIT

ROUTES & SCHEPULES
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Exhibit R

What to Expect on the Day of Your Small Claims Hearing

1. You will want to be at the courthouse at least 15 minutes before the time of your
hearing, which is in the Notice of Hearing. For example, if the time in the notice
is 9:30 AM, you should arrive at the courthouse no later than 9:15 AM.

2. As you enter the courthouse, you must go through a metal detector, which is
operated by the Judicial Marshals, who provide security for the courthouse. Any
metal items can set off the metal detector. You will have to empty your pockets
of all metal objects before walking through the metal detector, and anything you
bring with you will be scanned. Things that could be used as a weapon (for
example, a pocket knife) will be taken from you so please do not bring them with
you.

3. Once you have gone through the metal detector, look for signs saying where the
Small Claims Court hearings will be. If you don't see a sign, ask one of the
Marshals or someone in the Clerk's Office where the Small Claims Court is.

4. If court has not started when you enter the courtroom, talk to the clerk and show
the clerk the notice you received or tell the clerk your name or the name of your
case. If you come into Court late, let the Magistrate or the Clerk know you are
there when there is a break between cases.

5. The person who will decide your case is called the Magistrate. When Court
begins, the Magistrate will sit behind the bench and will read the list of cases to
be heard that day. When you hear the name of your case, stand up and let the
Magistrate know that you are there. If you do not hear the name of your case,
tell the Magistrate when he or she is finished reading the list.

6. When you come to court on the day of your hearing, you should be ready to
present your case to the Magistrate because unless you and the other party
make some kind of agreement, you will have a trial on that date. You will want to
have:

• Your notice of hearing;
• Any documents that support your claim, such as pictures, receipts, letters,

paid bills, or agreements. Bring copies for the other party and for the
Magistrate.

Also, if other people saw what happened or have information that will support
your claim (witnesses), you should bring them with you on the date of your
hearing. It will help you present your side of the case if you have specific
questions for those people (your witnesses).

7. The Court is a formal setting so you should dress appropriately. For example,
you would probably not wear t-shirts or jeans with holes in them, tank tops, halter
tops, or revealing clothing. Also, you should not wear a hat when court is in
session, unless you wear it for religious reasons.
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Exhibit S
State of Connecficut - Superior Court

Centralized Small Claims

Toll Free in Connecticut: (866) 383-5927/Local Hartford Area: (860) 756-7800
Fax No.: (860) 756-7805 www.jud.ct.gov

Notice of Hearing

February 25, 2009

Howard Lee Schiff PC Law Offices
51 0 Tolland Street
P.O. Box 280245
East Hartford, CT 06108

Case Name: Midland Funding LLC vs. Leonard

Your case has been scheduled for a hearing.

Hearing Date and Time:
Place:

Report To:
Reason for Hearing:

Case (Docket) Number: SCC-144165

Monday, March 9, 2009 at 10:00 AM
Superior Court
123 Hoyt Street
Stamford, CT 06905
Courtroom 7d
Hearing in Damages

If you do not come to the court for this hearing, the Court can order a nonsuit or judgment against you, which
means you will lose your casc. If you are coming to the Court for a hearing on a Motion to Open Judgment,
please be ready to go to trial on the day you come if the motion is granted. This means you must bring all of
your evidence and have your witnesses at the Court at the time of the hearing.

If you cannot come to court on the date in this notice, you must ask for a different date (continuance). If you are
asking for a different date, you must try to notify the other parties of your request for a different date. Your
request for a different date must be put in writing and mailed or hand-delivered to the Clerk. An oral request for
a different date is allowed only in extraordinary circumstances. In your request, you must include:

• the reason you are asking for a different date;
• when you tried to notify other parties; and
• whether they agreed to your request.

The clerk willIet you know if your request for a different date is granted.

If you have any questions or need any help, please contact the Centralized Small Claims Office. The telephone
numbers are listed at the top of this notice.

Directions:

If an answer is enclosed and it admits the claims and proposes a schedule of payments that is acceptable to you, please check the box
below, sign and return this notice to the court and send a copy to the defend.:!nt. A stipulated judgment (judgment by agreement) will
enter and neither party will have to appear on the date of the hearing.

o I accept the defendant's proposed schedule of payments (installment payment schedule) and agree with the amount the defendant
says is due. Please enter a stipulated. judgment (judgment that is a result of an agreement between the parties) in accordance with the
defendant's answer.
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Exhibit T

If a judgment has been entered against you, this information may be helpful.

A jUdgment has been entered against you (the defendant/judgment debtor) for the
plaintiff (the judgment creditor) shown on the front of this notice. You will see the
following information on this Notice of judgment or Disposition:

• The amount of damages (money) you owe the plaintiff
• The amount of costs (includes the entry fee the plaintiff paid to the court and

any money the plaintiff paid to a marshal to serve papers on you) you owe;
and

• The total amount that the you owe the plaintiff

The Court may have ordered you to pay the plaintiff the full amount of the jUdgment,
including the costs and fees:

• in one payment; or
• in smaller payments on a weekly basis (weekly installment payments) starting

on a specific date.

What if I do not pay the money?

The plaintiff may send you, your employer, your bank or any other person the plaintiff
thinks may have your assets (money, wages, or property) a series of questions, which
are known as Interrogatories. You must answer these questions and send them back to
the plaintiff.

The plaintiff may also ask the Court for orders to help him or her collect the money that
you owe.
The orders usually asked for are:

1. A wage execution (Wage Execution Proceedings Application):

• If you have been ordered to make weekly payments, and you do not make
those payments, the plaintiff UUdgment creditor) can ask the Court to order
your employer to take money out of your wages to pay the money you owe.

• You will get a copy of the order from your employer, in person or by mail.
You will also get a form that you can fill out to explain why the order should
not be allowed or why the order should be less.

• You must return the form to the court after you fill it out.
• The Court will then decide what money, if any, will be taken from your wages.

2. A bank execution (Financial Institution Execution Proceedings Application):

• If you Uudgment debtor) are a person (and not a corporation) and have
money in a bank, the plaintiff Uudgment creditor) can ask the Court to order
your bank or other financial institution (credit union, for example) to take
money out of your account to pay the money you owe.

• Your bank will send you a form that you can fill out to tell the court why the
money should not be taken from your account.
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• If you fill out the form, you must return it to your bank, and your bank will
return the form to the Court.

• The Court will then decide what money, if any, will be taken from your
account.

For help in filling out these forms or for more information, please contact:

• a court clerk at http://www.jud.ct.gov/directory/JudDir.pdf#page=138, or
• a Court Service Center at http://www.jud.ct.gov/csc/loc.htm.
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Exhibit T
(on-line version)

If a jUdgment has been entered against you, this information may be helpful.

A judgment has been entered against you (the defendanVjudgment debtor) for the
plaintiff (the judgment creditor) shown on the front of this notice. You will see the
following information on this Notice of JUdgment or Disposition:

• The amount of damages (money) you owe the plaintiff
• The amount of costs (includes the entry fee the plaintiff paid to the court and

any money the plaintiff paid to a marshal to serve papers on you) you owe;
and

• The total amount that the you owe the plaintiff

The Court may have ordered you to pay the plaintiff the full amount of the judgment,
including the costs and fees:

• in one payment; or
• in smaller payments on a weekly basis (weekly installment payments) starting

on a specific date.

What if I do not pay the money?

The plaintiff may send you, your employer, your bank or any other person the plaintiff
thinks may have your assets (money, wages, or property) a series of questions, which
are known as Interrogatories. You must answer these questions and send them back to
the plaintiff.

The plaintiff may also ask the Court for orders to help him or her collect the money that
you owe.
The orders usually asked for are:

2. A wage execution (Wage Execution Proceedings Application):

• If you have been ordered to make weekly payments, and you do not make
those payments, the plaintiff Uudgment creditor) can ask the Court to order
your employer to take money out of your wages to pay the money you owe.

• You will get a copy of the order from your employer, in person or by mail.
You will also get a form that you can fill out to explain Why the order should
not be allowed or why the order should be less.

• You must return the form to the court after you fill it out.
• The Court will then decide what money, if any, will be taken from your wages.

3. A bank execution (Financial Institution Execution Proceedings Application):

• If you Uudgment debtor) are a person (and not a corporation) and have
money in a bank, the plaintiff Uudgment creditor) can ask the Court to order
your bank or other financial institution (credit union, for example) to take
money out of your account to pay the money you owe.
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• Your bank will send you a form that you can fill out to tell the court why the
money should not be taken from your account.

• If you fill out the form, you must return it to your bank, and your bank will
return the form to the Court.

• The Court will then decide what money, if any, will be taken from your
account.

For help in filling out these forms or for more information, please contact a court clerk or
a Court Service Center.
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Exhibit U

If a judgment has been entered for you, this information may be helpful to you.

A judgment has been entered for you (the judgment creditor) and against the defendant
or defendants (the judgment debtor or debtors) shown on the front of this notice. You
will see the following information on this Notice of Judgment or Disposition:

• The amount of damages (money) the defendant owes you
• The amount of costs the defendant owes you (this includes the entry fee you

paid the court and any money you may have paid a marshal to serve papers
for you)

• The total amount that the defendant owes you

The Court may have ordered the defendant to pay you the full amount of the judgment,
including the costs and fees:

• in one payment; or
• in smaller payments on a weekly basis (weekly installment payments) starting

on a specific date.

What if the defendant pays you the money you are owed?

If the defendant pays you the money you are owed, you must file a written notice called
a Satisfaction of JUdgment with the court.

What if the defendant does not pay you the money you are owed?

The Court does not collect the money for you. Collecting the money damages and
costs that the court has ordered the defendant to pay is your responsibility. You will
need the information in this Notice to collect your money. The most common things you
can do to collect your money are:

1. Send the defendant, his or her employer, a bank or any other person you think may
have assets (money, wages, or property) of the defendant a series of questions,
which are known as Interrogatories. The questions are in a court form (JD-CV-23a).
The answers to the questions may give you information about where the defendant
works, what other income the defendant has, and where the defendant has bank
accounts or other personal property. The form, and another one you will need are
online at:

• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv023.pdfand
• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv023a.pdf.

Once you have that information, you may ask the Court to issue orders to help you
collect the money you are owed.

2. Ask the court for orders to help you get your money. The orders usually asked for
are:
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• A wage execution (Wage Execution Proceedings Application): If the
defendanUjudgment debtor has been ordered to make weekly payments and has
not made those payments, you can ask the Court to order the defendant's
(judgment debtor's) employer to take money out of his or her wages to pay the
money owed to you. The forms you need for this are on the Internet at:

• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv003cal.pdf and
• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv003a.pdf.

• A bank execution (Financial Institution Execution Proceedings Execution): If the
defendanUjudgment debtor is a person (and not a corporation) and may have
money in a bank, you can ask the Court to order the defendant's bank or other
financial institution (credit union, for example) to take money out of the defendant's
(judgment debtor's account) to pay the money owed to you. The forms you need
for this are on the Internet at:

• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv024cal.pdf and
• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv024a.pdf

For help in filling out these forms or for more information, please contact:

• a court clerk at http://www.jud.ct.gov/directory/JudDir.pdf#page=138, or
• a Court Service Center at http://www.jud.ct.gov/csc/loc.htm.
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Exhibit U
(on-line version)

If a judgment has been entered for you, this information may be helpful to you.

A judgment has been entered for you (the judgment creditor) and against the defendant
or defendants (the judgment debtor or debtors) shown on the frOnt of this notice. You
will see the following information on this Notice of JUdgment or Disposition:

• The amount of damages (money) the defendant owes you
• The amount of costs the defendant owes you (this includes the entry fee you

paid the court and any money you may have paid a marshal to serve papers
for you)

• The total amount that the defendant owes you
,

The Court may have ordered the defendant to pay you the full amount of the judgment,
including the costs and fees:

• in one payment; or
• in smaller payments on a weekly basis (weekly installment payments) starting

on a specific date.

What if the defendant pays you the money you are owed?

If the defendant pays you the money you are owed, you must file a written notice called
a Satisfaction of Judgment with the court.

What if the defendant does not pay you the money you are owed?

The Court does not collect the money for you. Collecting the money damages and
costs that the court has ordered the defendant to pay is your responsibility. You will
neecj the information in this Notice to collect your money. The most common things you
can do to collect your money are:

3. Send the defendant, his or her employer, a bank or any other person you think may
have assets (money, wages, or property) of the defendant a series of questions,
which are known as Interrogatories. The questions are in a court form (JD-CV-23a).
The answers to the questions may give you information about where the defendant
works, what other income the defendant has, and where the defendant has bank
accounts or other personal property. The form, and another one you will need are
online at:

• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv023.pdf and
• http://www. iud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv023a. pdf.

Once you have that information, you may ask the Court to issue orders to help you
collect the money you are owed.

4. Ask the court for orders to heip you get your money. The orders usually asked for
are:
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• A wage execution (Wage Execution Proceedings Application): If the
defendant/judgment debtor has been ordered to make weekly payments and has
not made those payments, you can ask the Court to order the defendant's
Uudgment debtor's) employer to take money out of his or her wages to pay the
money owed to you. The forms you need for this are on the Internet at:

• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv003cal.pdf and
• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv003a.pdf.

• A bank execution (Financial Institution Execution Proceedings Execution): If the
defendant/judgment debtor is a person (and not a corporation) and may have
money in a bank, you can ask the Court to order the defendant's bank or other
financial institution (credit union, for example) to take money out of the defendant's
Uudgment debtor's account) to pay the money owed to you. The forms you need
for this are on the Internet at:

• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv024cal.pdf and
• http://www.jud2.ct.gov/webforms/forms/cv024a.pdf

For help in filling out these forms or for more information, please contact a court clerk
or a Court Service Center.
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Exhibit V

FAMILY INFORMATION ON THE JUDICIAL BRANCH WEBSITE

The Judicial Branch has some very helpful information available about family matters in both
English and Spanish. Unfortunately, the information is not all available on the website. Moreover,
access and navigation to the family matters information on the website could be improved.
Finally, there are some high volume subject matter areas that are not addressed on the website.

The subcommittee reviewed the information available on the website with specific emphasis on
family matters, but certain recommendations are applicable to all areas of the website. The
following are general recommendations regarding the website:

• In general, every effort should be made to provide frequently asked questions and
answers in English and Spanish. Translation into additional languages is recommended
based on the findings of the Committee on Limited English Proficiency. Currently, there
are only four subject matter areas with FAQs in Spanish: Landlordrrenant, Jury Duty,
Traffic Tickets, and Child Support.

• In general, every effort should be made to write all material for the public at an 81h grade
level or below, avoiding or explaining court jargon and Latin phrases used in court
proceedings.

• In general, every effort should be made to provide helpful information to the public in
multiple formats. For example, the same information should be available in a frequently
asked questions (FAQ) format as well as links to self-help publications and court forms
dealing with the same topic. Any existing audiovisual resources, or audiovisual
resources created in the future, that deal with these topics should also be available by a
link. Consideration also should be given to including a link to the law libraries "Pathfinder"
series, which contains a wealth of information on family topics, although they appear to
be written for an audience with legal training.

The following are specific recommendations on Family Matters:

1. Add the foliowing key topics to the Frequently Asked Questions section on the Judicial
Branch homepage: Domestic Violence; Family, with subheadings for Divorce, Custody,
Visitation or Access, and Paternity. Specific suggestions for each topic appear below.

2. Divorce:
• Approximately 14,000 divorce actions are filed each year; about half of them involve

at least one self-represented party. Currently, no frequently asked questions are
available to assist these court patrons. Many helpful questions and answers for the
divorce section could be drawn from the existing publication "Do It Yourself Divorce
Guide".

• Questions and answers about divorce actions should also be provided in Spanish
and Polish. The "Do It Yourself Divorce Guide Material" was translated into both
languages in 1998 -1999, although the status of revisions to the publication in
alternate languages is not known.

• The website section on Divorce should include a link to the existing publication "Do It
Yourself Divorce Guide" in both English and Spanish. A Polish version of the guide
was created and translated in 1998-1999. If possible, that should be made available
to the public via a web link.

• Add a link to the Divorce/Dissolution complaint form JD-FM-159 and Answer JD-FM
160 (or a link to all family forms)
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• Include a link to the new DVD "Putting Children First: Minimizing Conflict in Custody
Disputes" for divorces that involve children.

• Include material on "what to expect when you come to family court" to be developed
as a brochure, FAQs, or as an audiovisual resource.

3. Custody:
• Basic questions and answers would need to be drafted for the custody section,

although a draft guide to "How to Bring Your Own Custody Action" was prepared by
the Judicial Branch in 1998 -1999. This section should address how to get court
ordered custody, what court forms are needed, etc.

• The website should include a link to the new DVD "Putting Children First: Minimizing
Conflict in Custody Disputes".

• The website should include a link to the existing publication "Parenting Education
Programs" JDP-FM-151 and JDP-FM-151 s (Spanish version).

• The website should include a link to the CustodylVisitation Application form JD-FM
161 (or all family forms).

4. Visitation/Access:
• Basic questions and answers would need to be drafted for this section which should

address how to get court-ordered access/visitation, how to enforce court ordered
access/visitation, and what is a parenting plan.

• The website should include a link to the CustodylVisitation Application form JD-FM
161 (or all family forms).

5. Domestic Violence:
• Many helpful questions and answers for the domestic abuse section could be drawn

from the existing publication "Procedures for Relief from Abuse Process."
• Include a link to the existing publication "Procedures for Relief from Abuse Process"

JDP-FM-142, Rev. 8-07, as well as links to existing court forms needed to file this
action.

6. Child Support:
• Add a summary of the main elements of the Advisement of Rights, read from the

bench.
• Add a section, "What to Expect in Family Support Magistrate Court" drawing content

from the draft publication, "What Happens When You Go to Family Support
Magistrate Court."

• Add a link to the proposed publication "What Happens When You Go to Family
Support Magistrate Court."

• Add a link in the FAQ section on resources for self-represented litigant to the
proposed publication "What Happens When You Go to Family Support Magistrate
Court". If this material is developed as an audiovisual resource, a link should be
included to that.

7. Paternity:
• Many helpful questions and answers for the paternity section could be drawn

from existing publications of the Dept. of Social Services (DSS) entitled
"Establish Paternity for Your Child ... And for You! Questions and Answers for
Moms" as well as "Establish Paternity for Your Child ...And for You! Questions
and Answers for Dads". At a minimum, this section should explain what paternity
is and its importance. It should also describe the process of establishing
paternity without going to court through the affirmation/acknowledgement
process, as well as the process for obtaining a paternity jUdgment, inclUding a
description of DNA testing.
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• Both DSS publications are available in English and Spanish. The Judicial Branch
should consider securing permission to include a link to these publications from
the judicial website, along with links to the necessary forms.
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ExhibitW

VIDEO SCRIPT - FAMILY MATTERS

The following script could be formatted into an informational video, similar to the one used to
indoctrinate jurors. It could be played on a monitor on a continuous loop in a public room to
answer FAQs of the public in a format which they would find easy to follow. The contents of the
video address issues in family court.

Welcome to the Superior Court for family matters. This video will provide you with an overview of
your rights and responsibilities regarding dissolution (divorce), child support, custody and
visitation. More information is available at the Judicial Branch website: www.jud.ct.qov.

As you know, divorce is a legal way to end your marriage. The term used to refer to a divorce
case is a dissolution action. In Connecticut, a dissolution action may be uncontested, limited
contested, or fully contested. A divorce is uncontested if both parties agree on all issues,
including alimony, division of property, and child custody, visitation, and support. A divorce is
also uncontested if only one party appears. A divorce is limited contested if you and your spouse
agree on everything except money and how to split up your property. A divorce is fully contested
if you and your spouse do not agree on custody, child visitation, who the father of the child is or
the reason for the divorce. A divorce is also fully contested if the parties do not agree on custody,
child visitation, who the father of the children is or the reason for the divorce and also do not
agree on money and how to split up their property.

After you have had the divorce papers served on your spouse and they have been returned to the
court, the law requires that you wait for 90 days after the return date before you can have a
hearing on your divorce. The return date is the date when the divorce action starts in court.
During that time before a hearing on your divorce, you may have to come to court for hearings on
the short calendar. The short calendar is a list of cases with motions or pleadings that need
action by a judge or magistrate. These short calendar hearings help to get your case ready for
the hearing on your divorce. This video will provide you with information on what to expect at
these short calendar hearings and will also provide information on what to expect at the hearings
on your divorce.

At any time during your divorce case, you or your spouse may ask the judge to order many things
including custody of or visitation with the children; payment of child support or alimony; and who
gets to live in the family home. The temporary orders that the judge makes before your divorce is
granted are called pendente lite orders. If you are here for a family short calendar, either you or
your spouse, or your attorney or your spouse's attorney, has asked for the judge to make one or
more of these temporary orders. For example, you may have asked the judge to order that the
children's other parent pay money to you to meet their financial needs (child support) or you may
have asked the judge to order that the children spend half the week with you and half the week
with their other parent (visitation or custody order). It is also possible that one of you has filed a
motion for contempt because the other person has not obeyed a judge's order. The short
calendar is for these types of hearings.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN AT SHORT CALENDAR?

On the day your case is on the short calendar, you should plan to get to the courthouse at least
fifteen minutes before the time the short calendar is scheduled. It can take time to find parking
and enter the courthouse. People coming into the courthouse must walk through the metal
detectors.

At the short calendar, in some courts, the judge announces the list of cases (calls the calendar).
In other courts, the judge does not read the list. If you are in a court where the judge announces
the names of cases, when the JUdge calls the name of your case, stand up and say, "Ready,
Your Honor." You and your spouse, along with your attorneys, if you have one, can let the court
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know at this time if you have an agreement. If you have worked out a custody arrangement or
agreed on a weekly payment with your spouse before the list of cases is called, write down what
you have agreed on, sign it, and let the clerk of the court know that you have an agreement. You
may then be sent to the family relations counselor or the judge may allow you to read your written
agreement to the judge after the reading of the list of cases is completed.

If you and your spouse have not been able to agree about the issue that brought you to court, you
will be told to meet with a family relations counselor, who is a trained mediator. The family
relations counselors work for the court. They do not take sides in the case. They meet with you
and your spouse to try and work out an agreement so that you do not need a hearing. If you are
able to reach an agreement with the help of the family relations counselor, the agreement will be
written down, and you and your spouse will sign it. You will then return to the courtroom to let the
judge know that you have reached an agreement. When your case is called again by the clerk,
you will give your agreement to the judge. If the judge finds that both you and you spouse
understand the terms of your agreement, the judge will make your agreement a court order.

Whether you make an agreement on your own or with the help of the family relations counselor,
please do not leave the courthouse without returning to the judge. Unless you return to the judge,
the judge cannot make your agreement a court order.

If you cannot reach an agreement after meeting with the family relations counselor, you, your
spouse, or your attorney, if you have one, will tell the clerk that you will need time to argue your
motion in front of the judge. The judge will allow both you and your spouse to explain your sides.
The judge will then consider what you have both said and make a decision. Sometimes the judge
will not make a decision as soon as you and your spouse have finished. If the judge does not
make a decision then, the clerk's office will mail you and your spouse a copy of the judge's
decision as soon as it is finished.

IF YOU HAVE AN UNCONTESTED DIVORCE

If you and your spouse have agreed on all the issues and the 90-<Jay period has passed, you are
ready for your divorce hearing. You can use the Divorce Agreement form (JD-FM-172) to tell
the judge what you want to do about custody, visitation, child support, educational support,
alimony, life insurance and medical insurance for you and your children, and about dividing your
property and debts. You should have several other forms filled out before you go into the court
for your hearing. You should send a copy of each form to your spouse or to your spouse's
attorney before the hearing and bring the originals with you to the court hearing.

The other forms you need are:

• a Financial Affidavit (JD-FM-6), which is a statement you have to swear to about income,
expenses, property (called assets) and debts (called liabilities). The affidavit must be done at
least five days before your hearing, but it cannot be done more than thirty days before the date
of the hearing.

If you and your spouse have children, you will also need:

• an Affidavit Concerning Children (JD-FM-164);
• a Child Support Guidelines Worksheet (CCSG-1); and
• an Advisement ofRights Re: Income Withholding (JDFM-71).

Some cases are uncontested because one party did not file an appearance. If your spouse did
not file an appearance, you need:

• an Affidavit Concerning Military Service (JD-FM-178).
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You should also fill in Part One of the Dissolution of Marriage Report (JD-FM-181). Do not
send it to your spouse or your spouse's attorney. Give this form to the clerk.

On the day of your hearing, bring the forms with you to the court and give them to the clerk when
your case is announced. The clerk will check the documents for accuracy and then give the
documents to the judge for approval and for orders to be made.

When your case is announced, you will go to the front of the courtroom with your documents.
Remember to address the judge as "Your Honor" or "JUdge." Also, be sure to answer any
questions that you are asked out loud so that the court reporter or court monitor can record your
responses.

The clerk will ask you to swear that you will tell the truth and you will then answer questions,
including when you were married, whether the marriage has broken down irretrievably (which
means there is no chance that you and your spouse will be able to get back together), and
whether there are children. The judge may also ask questions regarding financial issues that are
covered in your agreement to be sure that you and your spouse understand what your agreement
says and what it means.

If your paperwork is complete, and the judge finds that the agreement you and your spouse made
is fair, and that the agreements made about the custody, support and visitation for the children
are in the best interests of the children, the judge will grant your divorce. You will be able to get a
copy of the divorce decree Uudgment file) soon, usually within a few weeks.

IF YOU HAVE A CONTESTED DIVORCE

If you and your spouse disagree on some or all of the issues, your divorce is contested. You will
tell the judge what issues you disagree on and how long you will need to get your case ready and
gather evidence or proof by filling out the Case Management Agreement form (JD-FA-163).

If you and your spouse do not agree on all the issues, you must take part in a mediation session
known as the Special Masters Program. Court officers or volunteer lawyers who are very
experienced with family law and issues that come up in divorces are ass·,gned to meet with you
and your spouse, and your lawyer, if you have one, in an informal and confidential mediation.
The special masters do not represent you or your spouse and do not take sides. They will try to
help you find a way to work out your issues and come up with an agreement. Before you meet
with the special master, you must gather all the financial documents or other information that is
part of your disagreement with your spouse and you must write a short statement telling the
special master what you want from your spouse and why you want it. You must give these
papers to your spouse before the mediation session and to the special master at the time of the
mediation. After the special master listens to both you and your spouse, the special master will
recommend a settlement of the case to you, based upon their experience and knowledge of the
law. If both you and your spouse agree with the recommendations, the agreement will be written
out and brought to a judge for approval. Your case will then proceed as an uncontested case.

If one or both of you still cannot agree on the issues, your case must have a trial by a judge on an
assigned date in the future. The judge will not know anything about the special master's
recommendations and the judge's decision will be made based upon the hearing that is held by
the judge. That decision may be more or less favorable to you or your spouse than the
recommendations from the special master. The benefit of accepting the special masters
recommendation is that it is a neutral, expert and fair compromise of the dispute and it takes
place with much less expense, wasted time, and lost time from work. Plus, the spouses know
exactly what they are getting as opposed to "rolling the dice" with a judge who might render a
decision which one or both spouses may not think is fair.

CONTEMPT OF COURT
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If you are here because of a contempt citation, it means that either you or your spouse believes
that the other person has violated a court order or the automatic orders listed on the summons
sheet. You must follow the same procedures regarding contested or uncontested matters;
however, the person being accused of contempt has a right to an attorney. This is because if the
person is found to be in contempt of court, the judge can put the person in jaii until the person
fixes the reason for the_contempt. if the person being accused of contempt needs time to hire a
lawyer they may ask for a different hearing date. If they cannot pay for a lawyer, the judge will
give them a lawyer for free to protect their rights. The person bringing the contempt may have a
lawyer but will not be given a free lawyer.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. How can I get more information about representing myself? General information on
representing yourself can be found on the Judicial Branch website. Forms and booklets
are both on the website and at each courthouse, in the clerk's offices, court service
centers, and at public information desks. You can also talk with a lawyer for some
information but continue to represent yourself. If you wish to represent yourself, you
must file an appearance form (JD-CL-12) giving your name and address so that the
Clerk's office and the other party can contact you about the case. More information is
available at any courthouse law library, from a court service center or from the judicial
branch website at www.jud.ct.gov.

2. Can I look at the court file for my case? Court files are public records and you, or
anyone else who wants to, can go to the clerk's office during normal business hours to
look at your file. As a general rule, any person may look at any documents in any file,
unless a statute or court order limits the people who can see the file or the documents
that can be seen. If you would like copies of any documents in your file, you must pay
the clerk a copy fee of $1.00 per page. The court file for your case does not belong to
you and no court file or documents in a file can be taken from the clerk's office.

3. Where can I find out about court resources and forms? All of the Judicial Branch
forms and publications are available in the clerk's office, on the Branch website and at
the court service centers and public information desks in the courthouses. Information is
also availabie at any courthouse law library.

4. What happens if I need a continuance (a different date) for my divorce hearing? If
you cannot come to the court on the day of your hearing, you must ask the court clerk to
give you a different date by filing a form called a motion for a continuance. You can get
the form at any clerk's office or online on the Judicial Branch's website. The motion
should be filed before the date of your hearing. In the motion, you must let the judge
know whether the other parties in the case agree to your request for a different date. You
must also give the judge your reason for asking for a different date. You may also ask
the judge for a different date on the day of your hearing. If the judge does not agree to
move your case to a different date, it will be heard on the original date, even if you are
not there.

5. Why will the State of Connecticut Attorney General be involved in my case?
If either party or any child has received welfare benefits or insurance benefits under the
HUSKY program, the state of Connecticut has a financial interest in the case and an
attorney general will be assigned to the case to represent the state's interests. The
attorney general does not represent either party in the case. The attorney general will
generally ask that financial orders be made to repay the state of Connecticut for the
money which it has paid out or will payout in the future for medical expenses, child
support or health insurance.
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Exhibit X

VIDEO SCRIPT FAMILY SUPPORT MAGISTRATE ADVISEMENT

Proposed Treatment:
If this could be done in an animated format, and assign characters such as animals like cats and
dogs, then there may be a way to avoid some bias, discrimination or stereotyping. We need to be
very sensitive to that.

The scene is set in a pre-chamber to the Court. We have several of the characters meandering.
Some appear confident while others look confused. There is chatter going on. Two or three cats
in the room seem to be talking to one another. There is a small dog who could be dressed in a
suit. The dog is a Chihuahua or some other dog that appears sensitive and energetic. The dog's
name is Magi (pronounced May-Ji).

Cat1: There are so many others here ... I will never get in and I don't know what's going on'

Cat2: I know what you mean' What are you here for?

Cat1: They say I am a father and I don't think I am. Yeah, I know the mother, but she has been
with other cats besides me. We met at a party and you know .... Why are you here?

Cat2: They say lowe money. I had an order that I didn't pay. I got a paper and it says
"Contempt." I don't have any money, lost my job recently and I have a bum paw.

Cat3: (saunters on by and it appears that she is perturbed): My ex-cat owes me money and I
want it!

Magi (looks on and notices the confusion): Good morning allrr I am here hopefully to help you out
by trying to explain what you may be facing in there.

[Camera moves to an angled view of the courtroom].

Magi: So, if I can get your attention? ...

Cat1: Why?

Magi: Because I want you to understand what is going on so I will try to explain things as best as
I can.

Cat2: Ok!

Magi: If you didn't know we are here at the Family Support Division of Superior Court.

Cat1: Fancy that!

Magi: Well, it means that anyone of you might have a matter for Paternity.

Cat2: Not Me!!!

Magi: Well, we need to see about that. But you might also be here for Child Support, or maybe
you have to pay child support and you are looking to change that ... that's called a modification.
Also, if you are not paying your child support you may be here for Contempt. So, there is a lot
going on here.
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Cat2: I have an attorney

Cat1: I don't.
Magi: Well, you have the right to be represented by an attorney. if you have one that's fine, but
there are only a couple of situations where the Court might appoint one for you.

Cat1: I'm listening.

Magi: First, let's talk about paternity.

Cat1: Huh?

Magi: We're talking about whether one of you cats is the father of a child or not. Now, let's say
you received some papers to be here today and it probably says Paternity Petition. Or, you might
have received other papers mentioning that you are the father of a child or other children. When
we are talking about paternity matters you may be entitled to a court-appointed attorney if you
cannot afford to hire your own. But first you have to complete an application ... a form.

Cat1: Where do I get one?

Magi: The clerk's office. After reviewing your application if the court finds that you cannot afford
an attorney, the court may appoint an attorney for you, if you qualify.

Cat1: Well, suppose I don't think I'm the father?

Cat2: Yeah, me too?

Magi: Before we get to that you want to make sure that there is no form out there called an
acknowledgment where you and the mother signed off on it before a Notary or other official

[Note: a copy of what that form looks like is displayed]

Magi: The other thing you need to check is whether this or another Court has already determined
that you are the father, called a judgment.

Cat1: Ok then ... now suppose there aren't any of those things out there like a judgment or
acknowledgment then what do I do?

Magi: Then you can request genetic testing (also known as a DNA test) if there is any doubt at all
in your mind that you are the father of the child. It's a simple test that will exclude you if you are
not the biological father. The test can be used to help prove that you are or are not the father.

Cat2: How much does this cost?

Magi: If you wish to have the test, first you have to ask for it. But, if you cannot afford to pay for
the test, you must complete an application or form.

Cat1: Another one? And, these forms you are talking about, just what are they?

Magi: The forms ask you to give financial information to show the Court that you can or cannot
afford to pay for what you are asking for - the tests or a lawyer, for example.

Cat1: Well let's say I cannot afford to pay for the test.

Magi: If you qualify, the cost of the DNA test will be paid by the state. But if you do not qualify,
you will be responsible for paying the cost of the test.
Cat2: Oh boy, that must cost a lot!
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Magi: The cost is about $30.00 to test each person. So that means that if there is one child, you
and the mother, then we're talking about $90.00, but you have to realize that costs are always
subject to change.

Cat2: Tell me about it!

Cat1: Is there anything else we need to know about this paternity stuff?

Magi: In a paternity action, you also have the right to a full trial by a magistrate ..

[Note: show magistrate sitting at the bench, a dog like a Bassett Hound, strong but sensitive
looking]

Magi: ... to make the state prove that you are the father of the child in question. If you want a trial,
you need to ask for one.

Cat1: What does someone like me do at a trial?

Magi: If you have a trial, you have the right to call witnesses (people who may be on your side
and who can tell the Court what they know what you say happened or did not happen). Also, you
can bring papers or reports that show that you are not the father.

Cat2: Who else is in the courtroom?

[Camera pans the courtroom stopping at each person who is being referenced as Magi speaks]

Magi: Well, generally there is the father, the mother, an Assistant Attorney General, who is the
lawyer for the state, a support enforcement officer, who might have information to present, the
Family Support Magistrate, who makes the decisions, the clerk, who takes down notes and
assists the Magistrate, a court monitor, who records whatever is being said, a marshal who
assists in keeping order in the courtroom, and other people sitting in back waiting for their turn to
be heard.

Cat1: Now what happens if this magistrate says that I am the father?

Cat2: Yeah!

Magi: If the court determines that you are the father of the child in question, there are many
rights and obligations that are created. This can include the obligation for you to contribute to the
child's support, based upon your ability to pay, until the child is age 18, graduates from the
twelfth grade or turns 19 whichever occurs first and in some circumstances even longer. That
obligation runs not only from today and into the future, but ...

Cat1: I get the future piece, but am responsible for the past?

Magi: Oh yes, your obligation for support can go back three years from the date the paternity
petition was filed. But sometimes the other party may not insist on this. It may depend on the
situation and what the other party might say.

Cat1: Wow!

Cat2: Ability to pay ... what does that mean?

Magi: To put it simply the Court will consider the money that you have earned in the past and the
money that you are earning right now. The court will also look at your history. It is important for
you to bring to the Court any evidence or papers that talk about your financial situation, including
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o pay stubs,
o other financial information, even if you are working under the table, about

property or cash that you may have,
o unemployment information if you are getting unemployment payments,
o social security information including any letters from the Social Security

Administration with information on any money you are receiving and any money
that is being paid for the benefit of your children,

o medical reports if you are claiming that you have a disability any letters or reports
that say whether you can or cannot work,

o workers compensation information if you are claiming that, including the amount
you are receiving for those benefits; and, if you have an attorney we need that
information too,

o Cash assistance award information, if you are claiming that you are on that too.

Also, very important ... you may be asked to fill in a Financial Affidavit

[Note; display the Financial Affidavit form for recognition purposes]

Magi: This information I just mentioned is also necessary for cases where you are being looked
at for contempt, or if you are seeking a modification of any orders that you may have already. I'll
talk about those a little later.

Cat2: Thank you that might help me too.

Cat1: Anything else?

Magi: Just remember that when it comes to paternity, you need to consider your rights very
carefully.

Cat3 (sauntering in): What's going on here?

Magi: We're talking about what may be going on in there (show courtroom again).

Cat3: Well, I need money from my child's daddyl

Magi: Interesting, I was just getting to that. Some of you here may have received papers which
are called motion to support, also known as a petition for support.

Cat3: Yeah l

Cat2: I got that for one of my kids.

Magi: Well you may be here so that the court can set up support and other orders.

Cat1: If I am working, doesn't it come out of that?

Magi: You are going to hear this phrase a lot: "immediate income withholding." That phrase
means the amount that you have to pay will be taken out of your paycheck by your employer and
sent directly to the appropriate state agency. However (and this is a big however) if there is an
immediate withholding order entered, there will be a delay between the time the order is entered
and the time your employer actually starts to take the money out of your paycheck. The money
does not get taken out right away.
Cat1: Am I supposed to do anything in the meantime?

Magi: Oh yes ... you must make sure that the money gets paid the way the court ordered it to
be paid. So, it means that you have to pay the amount of the Court order out of your pocket until
you see it come out of your paycheck. Also, at any time you are receiving any unemployment,
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worker's compensation benefits, or even social security, it is important to notify the state about
the court order.

Cat2: Suppose I go from one job to the next or go on or off unemployment?

Magi: When your unemployment ends and you have gone back to work, you must notify the state
of your new employer, because that income withholding does not necessarily follow you around
automatically.

Cat3: Suppose the daddy doesn't send in the whole amount?

Magi: At any time the entire amount of the court order is not coming out of a paycheck,
unemployment, worker's compensation benefits or any other appropriate source, it is the
responsibility of the person owing the money to see that the full amount gets paid in accordance
with the court order.

Cat1: What does that mean?

Magi: Let me give you an example. Let's say the Court orders that you pay $100.00 per week to
support your child and you only see $50.00 coming out of your payor other source. It is your sole
responsibility to see that the difference is made up out of your pocket. In that case, you must pay
the balance of $50.00 directly - the difference between what the court ordered and what is
coming out of your paycheck.

Cat2: What am I left with?

Magi: Under Connecticut law, you must be left with at least 85% of the first $145 of your
disposable earnings. Your disposable earnings are defined as being your gross income minus
social security, withholding taxes, any normal retirement contribution, union dues, union initiation
fees, and any group health and life insurance. If you look at your pay stub, you will see those
items listed on there. Just so you know, the law requires an immediate income withholding in all
cases.

Cat3: The daddy had been paying some but not all and has stopped sometimes, what then?

Cat2: Uh? (He puts his head down as if not to be noticed).

Magi: Any of you who have not been paying regularly may build up an arrearage or delinquency.
An arrearage is all the money that you have not paid even though you were ordered to pay it. If
you owe an arrearage, there are a number of things that can happen. For example, the federal or
state governments can take or intercept your income tax refunds including those stimulus checks
that you hear about from time to time, your driver's, professional or recreational licenses may be
suspended or revoked, or liens can be placed on your property.

Cat1: What does a lien mean?

Magi: The best I can explain a lien is that it is a legal piece of paper that can be placed with
someone or some place that prevents you from having full control of things that you own or may
be entitled to. This could include your house, if you own it, other property, like your car, or even
money that you may expect from a lawsuit or settlement.

Cat2: Where do they come up with the amount I might owe?
Magi: Support orders and even the past due amounts known as arrearages are figured with the
help of the Child Support Guidelines.

[Note: Camera pans to the Guidelines book]
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Magi: These guidelines were made after several years of work by a lot of people with lots of
experience. The guidelines are set up to make sure that you pay to support your child, but also
have money to live yourself.

Cat3: Where can I get this book?

Magi: From the clerk's office or court service center that may be located in the courthouse; or,
when you talk with the people in the support enforcement office or social services. They all have
the book too.

Cat2: What happens if I run into trouble like becoming unemployed or .. have to go to jail for
something?

Cat3: Yeah ... or suppose I find out that daddy is earning more money?

Magi: You have a right to ask the court to modify the order. Modifying an order could mean that
the court increases or decreases the amount of money you must pay. It could also mean that
your payments are stopped for a period of time (suspension) or that your payments are ended
(termination). If you want to get a modification, you must first file a written piece of paper which
we call a Motion, along with a required filing fee, in the clerk's office in the courthouse.

Cat3: Where do I get this?

Magi: You can ask the clerk for the modification motion form to fill in. Or you can get this form
online from the Judicial Branch's website.

Cat2: I cannot afford any filing fee, what then?

Magi: Well, if you believe you cannot afford the filing fee, you can also ask the clerk for the fee
waiver request form.

Cat2: Another form?

Magi: Sorry, but it's true - the form asks you to give financial information so that the court can
decide whether you can afford to pay the filing fee. Be very careful on how you fill the form out.

Cat3: Then what?

Magi: The notice of the Motion to Modify must be served on all other parties to the case,
including the State of Connecticut, if the State is a party in your case. Also, if you file the motion
yourself instead of the State's filing it, you will probably want to hire a Marshal to make sure that
the other party gets the papers.

Cat2: Suppose I cannot afford the Marshal's fees?

Magi: You know that form we were talking about? If you fill that out properly and request help,
and you qualify then the State may cover those charges too.

Cat1: Do I need an attorney for this so called Motion?
Magi: You can hire your own attorney to represent you when you want to file a Motion to Modify,
or you can file the Motion yourself. Either way, you must follow all procedures that would be
expected on everyone else, which again includes the requirement of proper service; otherwise,
the court cannot even hear the Motion.

Cat1: Am I prevented from doing anything before I come to Court on that?
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Magi: Very important ... unless and until your Motion is heard and granted so that your payment
amount is changed by the court, for example, you must not change the amount of your existing
orders.

Cat2: What happens if I don't pay my child support?

Magi: You might get cited in for contempt of court. That means a marshal will serve you with
papers telling you that you have to come to court on a specific date at a specific time. A
contempt hearing is held when a person fails to obey a court order for child support. In such
case, there is the possibility that you could go to jail. In that situation, you are entitled to request
the presence of your attorney if you have one. You would need to take care of getting that
person here immediately and let the Court know when your case is called.

Cat2: Again, suppose I am not working and have no income to pay for an attorney?

Magi: If you cannot afford an attorney, you would fill out the form with financial information. If the
court finds that you cannot afford to hire your own attorney, a court-appointed attorney will be
appointed to represent you if you are found in risk of incarceration ... going to jail.

Cat2: Is there a way that we can around that, I mean facing contempt and possibly going to jail?

Magi: Well, let's say you were ordered previously to make any lump sum payment (pay money all
at once), or if you're behind on your periodic orders which might mean weekly or monthly orders
as the case may be, you need to see the support enforcement staff immediately and take care of
those payments. The benefit is that in some cases, support enforcement may have been allowed
to excuse you. If so, there is the possibility that your case could be taken care of earlier rather
than later today.

Cat3: What about other dates, do we all have to come back?

Magi: Yeah ... because some cases will be continued for some time in the future. It is
extremely important that you return to court for all your court dates. If you are not here when you
are ordered to be here, one of three things will happen, depending on your case and
circumstances.

First, if you don't come to court when you have been ordered to be here, the magistrate can order
that a capias be issued. A capias is a civil arrest warrant and it tells the marshal to pick you up
and bring you in here. When a capias is ordered, a cash bond amount is set by the court,
generally around a $1,000.00, but it could be less or more depending on the case and
circumstances. So, if you are picked up at a time when court is not in session, you will be held in
a jail, perhaps overnight or even longer, until either court is next in session, or, if sooner, you can
post the amount of the cash bond.

Second, if the court finds that you have the habit of failing to appear when you are given orders to
be here, or if the court finds that there is a possibility that you are going to leave the state, then
the court will order an "appearance bond." An appearance bond also must be posted in cash,
before you can even leave the court. The appearance bond is to guarantee the court that you will
be here for all of your future court dates.

Third, if you do not appear when you have been ordered to be in court, a default judgment could
be entered against you. That is, if you are not here when your case is called, the other side will
go ahead, present its evidence, and the court will enter orders in your absence and these orders
will be binding on you. You could lose your case without ever telling your side of the story.

Cat3: What happens if I file a Motion and I don't show up?
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Magi: Well, if you file a Motion like a Motion to Modify and you don't show up when it is
scheduled, or let's say you are here and get frustrated with the time and the crowds ahead of you
and leave, then you run the risk of having that motion denied, dismissed or marked off.

Cat3: My friend is under 18 and speaks Spanish, what about her?

Magi: Your friend should tell the interviewer from Support Enforcement or the Department of
Social Services if she is under 18 or if she needs the services of an interpreter. Any party who is
supposed to be here and is under the age of 18 or needs an interpreter should tell the interviewer
from Support Enforcement of Social Services. Your friend and anyone else should also let the
Magistrate know.

Cat2: Do I have to stay here all day? Look at all those peoplel

Magi: If you were served papers to be here today or ordered previously to be here today, you
must remain in attendance until your case is heard and finished and you are excused by the
court. If you leave before your case is heard, those things we just discussed could happen: a
capias could be ordered for your arrest or a default judgment could be entered against you, or
both things could happen.

Cat2: (chewing gum and talking on his cell phone): Do I have to do or not do anything else?

Magi: Just so you know, there is no talking, chewing gum or eating in the courtroom. If your cell
phones or pagers ring, the marshal will take them away until the end of the day. So, before you
go into the courtroom, get rid of the gum and turn off any cell phone, pager or beeper you have.
Also, your case will not be called until you are interviewed and it is important that you see the
right person for that. There is also the possibility that cases are heard in more than one
courtroom and it is important for you to make sure that you are in the right place; otherwise, you
may lose out on what you came here to do.

Cat3: I might have some issues with custody or visitation too; can I do some one-stop shopping?

Magi: The Court or magistrate deals generally with child support only. However, a magistrate
has the authority to enter an order establishing or modifying visitation or custody if you and the
other party are both in court and you have a written agreement that the court finds is in the best
interests of your child or children. Now, if you don't have an agreement, you would have to file a
motion to be heard at a later date by a family judge. Also, this court can order either or both
parents to attend a Parenting Education Program, if the court finds that it would be in the best
interests of the child or children. This program has been required for several years in all divorce
cases.

Cat1: Can I get any other help in working things out?

Magi: In some places, Hartford, you may be sent to the Family Relations Division so you could
work out visitation or custody issues in the best interests of the child or children. In Hartford, a
Family Relations Officer usually is available on the 3rd floor of their building on Monday and
Friday mornings and Wednesday afternoons. Different courts have different locations and access
numbers.

Cat1: Anything else, I am getting bored.

Magi: Sorry ... Well, in any case I see that the marshal is trying to get everyone into the right
courtroom so you need to get going. Don't forget to turn of any phones, pagers or beepers!

Cat2: Thank you.

Cat3: Thank you.
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Scene ends as we watch all of the parties including cats and dogs leaving the area and entering
the courtroom(s)

-FINI-

NOTE: I looked at the Massachusetts website. It is well designed, logical and easy to navigate.
This would be good for access of information to those questioning how child support works.
However, in addressing the public, particularly in videos, there always seems to be someone
talking at you as opposed to maintaining a dialogue. As a consequence it appears that the
videos are nothing more than a propaganda campaign. I am hoping for something simple and
enlightening and creative. This is not to say that my pitch aligns with everyone's idea, but it is an
attempt to take this in a different direction. Moreover, I thought that there was another website
where there were videos that would assist us in a design so we did not have to reinvent the
wheel, so to speak. As part of the loop interim videos can be shown akin to what is on the
Massachusetts website.
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ExhibitY

JUDICIAL BRANCH FAMILY PUBLICATIONS

The Expectations of the Pu.blic subcommittee on family matters has reviewed existing
Judicial Branch family law publications with a view toward revising them to ensure that:

• all information contained is accurate and up to date
• the publications market the Judicial Branch website and direct patrons to it
• the publications are written in plain language, and
• the publications are available in multiple languages.

After a review of the publications on family matters, the following recommendations are
made:

Do It Yourself Divorce Guide (JDP FM 179, Rev. 5-05)

The Judicial Branch's most extensive and commonly used family publication, it is an
excellent resource for self represented parties in divorce cases, but it was last revised in May
of 2005 and must be updated. The following changes are recommended:

Recommendations

• All references to the Judicial Branch website must be updated throughout the booklet to
reflect its current address (www.jud.ct.gov), and the web address should be displayed on
the front cover.

• The Latin terms pro se and pendente lite, which are used throughout the guide should be
eliminated.

• The Spanish version of this guide, which has not been reprinted in several years should
be updated and made available as soon as possible.

• This guide is designed to assist with uncontested divorces. A prominently displayed
(bold/highlighted) disclaimer regarding this fact should be included in the guide's
introduction. Currently, this information is found in the third paragraph of the "overview"
on page 6.

• A statement that informs the reader that all forms discussed in the guide can be found at
the Judicial Branch website should appear toward the beginning of the booklet. Such a
statement is currently found on page 52 with the list of "Court Forms Discussed in this
Guide."

• The Court Service Center Manager should be added to the "Court Personnel" list on
pages 11-12 because these managers can be of immense assistance to people trying to
navigate through the divorce process.

• The information on obtaining non-military information (found on page 29 of the current
gUide) should be updated to reflect the fact that the DMDC now offers information online
at https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/scra/owa/home.

• The information regarding the availability of the directory of private mediators (page 44 of
the current guide) should be updated to reflect that a list may be available at the court
service center, the family relations office, or not available at all.

• A list of senior judges and judge trial referees who will mediate can usually be found with
the family caseflow coordinator, not the clerk's office. In some districts this program is
more accessible for those who are represented by counsel.

Do It Yourself Divorce Guide Supplement (JDP FM 180, Rev. 10- 05)
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It would be helpful to start the supplement with a page that divides the forms into categories
and then puts them in order according to when they will be needed, rather than putting the
forms in alphabetical order. For example:

FORMS YOU NEED TO START THE DIVORCE
• Summons
• Complaint
• Notice of Automatic Orders
• Fee Waiver (if necessary)

FORMS YOU NEED DURING THE NINETY DAY WAITING PERIOD
• Financial Affidavit
• Affidavit Concerning Children
• Case Management Agreement

Procedures for Relief from Abuse Process (JDP-FM 142, Rev. 8-07)

This publication succinctly explains the procedure for obtaining a restraining order and
promotes alternative sources of information, including the Judicial Branch website. Several
improvements could be made. The following changes are recommended:

Recommendations

• Although "relief from abuse" is the language used in the statute, that terminology is
unfamiliar to the vast majority of people who seek a "restraining order." The brochure
uses both "relief from abuse" and "restraining order" which is potentially confusing. It is
suggested that the brochure be retitled "Procedures for the Restraining Order Process."

• A Spanish version of this brochure would be extremely helpful in many of the State's
Judicial Districts.

• The brochure should provide the information that the restraining order application is
available on the Judicial Branch website, the clerk's office or in the court service center in
the section titled "Forms Needed to Apply."

• In the "After the Judge Rules on the Application" section, the possibility of the JUdge
ordering only a hearing should be introduced seeing as that the Order and Notice of
Court Hearing form is mentioned in the following paragraph.

• The fact that hearings are usually scheduled two weeks after the Judge's initial decision
should also be included in the brochure.

Parenting Education Programs (JDP-Fm-151, Rev. 6-07)

This brochure provides people with a statewide listing of approved parenting education
programs, and gives a basic description of the program, its purpose, and its registration
procedure. It is available in both English and Spanish. The Branch website address is
displayed on the cover and the brochure directs people to the website for the registration
form.

Recommendations

The brochure should state that the provider will ask for the case docket number at the time of
scheduling the program so that people involved in divorce cases know they cannot register
for the class until they've received a docket number from the court.
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Report of the
External Affairs Advisory Board

Background

The External Affairs Advisory Board was formed in November of 2008 to review the
Speakers Bureau, Seniors and the Law and the Media Campaign for Public Education,
which were three areas identified in the Public Service and Trust Commission's
Implementation plan.

The members of the External Affairs Advisory Board are:
Judge Susan B. Handy, Chair
Judge Dennis G. Eveleigh
Judge Douglas S. Lavine
Judge Jane S. Scholl

The Board received staff assistance from:
Attorney Melissa A. Farley, Executive Director, External Affairs Division
Attorney Stephen N. Ment, Deputy Director, External Affairs Division
Rhonda Stearley-Hebert, Manager of Communications, External Affairs Division
James J. Senich, Manager of Communications, External Affairs Division

The Board met four times (on December 5,2008, January 9, 2009, March 16, 2009 and
April 27, 2009) and held two focus groups. The first focus group was held on January 9,
2009 to obtain input from judges who had participated in the Speakers Bureau, as well
as judges who had not participated. The second focus group was held on February 6,
2009, with teachers, administrators and other education personnel to determine ways
that the Judicial Branch can assist in educating the youth in Connecticut about the role
and function of the courts.

The External Affairs Advisory Board decided at its first meeting to develop a
comprehensive plan with specific action steps to educate the public, senior citizens,
members of community organizations, students and members of the general public,
about the role and function of the Connecticut Judicial Branch.



Summary of Recommendations

1. Discontinue the Seniors and the Law program, as most of the issues affecting
seniors are not within the purview of the Superior Court.

2. Invite senior citizens to go to their local courthouse to observe proceedings
and to meet with a judge.

3. As part of the Speakers Bureau, ask senior centers if they would like to have
a judge come and address their group.

4. Suggest to Judge Paul Knierim, Probate Court Administrator, that the Probate
Court consider taking over the Seniors and the Law program, as the topics
discussed, for the most part, more closely relate to the Probate Court.

5. Publicize the availability of the Speakers Bureau to community organizations.

6. Develop a bank of resources such as statistics that are readily available for
judges who are part of the Speakers Bureau.

7. Market the Speakers Bureau to the judges themselves.

8. Encourage judges to inform the Speakers Bureau whenever they speak to a
community group and provide an e-mail form for them to do so.

9. Send an e-mail to all judges once a year asking them to provide External
Affairs with information about the number of groups they spoke to, the topics
that were addressed, where the engagement took place and their comments
on how the event went.

10. Provide evaluation forms to the judges and to the community organizations
each time that a judge addresses an organization.

11. Expand the Speakers Bureau to include family support magistrates and
Judicial Branch employees.

12. Ensure that there are accurate Branch-wide statistics available about the
number of judges and employees who speak to community organizations,
and require the administrative divisions to inform the Speakers Bureau when
employees speak to community groups.

13. Urge the Chief Justice and the Chief Court Administrator to continue their
efforts to remind judges that speaking to the community is one of the most
important ways to educate the public about what we do and who we are.

14. Recommend to the members of the Pre-Bench Orientation Committee that
they inform new jUdges about the importance of the Speakers Bureau and in
going out into the community.
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15. Send a list of Judicial Branch publications to every public library advising
them that these resources are available upon request.

16. Cultivate relationships with educational organizations, particularly those
involving social studies teachers.

17. Attend social studies teachers' conferences and consider doing a workshop.

18. Tape a day in court with a teacher and class present. This DVD will be made
available to other teachers and could be presented to them at a professional
development day.

19. Develop a program for judges to use when either teachers visit courts or
judges visit schools as part of a professional development day.

20. Have judges visit schools and talk with students about the consequences of
criminal behavior.

21. Inform guidance departments about the resources available through the
Judicial Branch.

22. Send out notices to judges in March of each year asking if they would be
willing to speak to high school students in conjunction with Law Day. Make
arrangements for judges to speak to the schools identified.

23. Contact every high school in the state and ask the school to designate a
liaison who will receive educational materials about the Judicial Branch and
then distribute the materials to the appropriate teachers.

24. Distribute notices in late July/early August to the designated school liaisons
about resources that the Judicial Branch can provide.

25. Establish a "regional judge liaison" to work between the court and schools in a
particular area.

26. Work with CT-N to get footage of the Cipriani trial and discuss with CT-N the
possibility of creating a DVD with excerpts from the trial interspersed with
judges talking about the process and what the students are seeing.

27. Explore with CT-N the option of a media/interactive learning project for
students through the Connecticut Education Network.

28. Complete the workbook for upper elementary students.

29. Contact Sunday morning talk shows and radio stations about Judicial Branch
sponsored programs (like the Foreclosure Mediation Program). Explore the
feasibility of developing a DVD with judges discussing how these types of
programs work.
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30. Incorporate into every speaking engagement a request, if approved by both
the judge and the organization, to contact the local media about the event.

31. Encourage judges to let the External Affairs Division know when they are
engaged in an activity that could educate the public about the courts and its
programs.

32. In an era of diminishing resources for the media, provide ways to educate
them about the courts, absent the day-to-day court beat reporter, such as
using the website to its full potential (i.e. statistics) and providing opportunities
for judges to educate the media about the courts (i.e. having judges visit
media organizations to assist them in learning about the courts).

33. Ask the Chief Administrative Judges if they would be willing to write a column
for the Connecticut Law Tribune. Also, continue encouraging judges to take
advantage of opportunities to educate the public about the courts and the
judiciary through the media.

34. Continue co-sponsoring yearly events with judges and members of the media
to educate each other about our respective roles with the assistance of the
Judicial Media Committee (i.e. Law School for Journalists and Journalists
School for Judges).

35. Continue monitoring of inquiries from the news media and stories about the
Judicial Branch.

36. Continue marketing positive stories about the judiciary and the Judicial
Branch to news organizations.

37. Continue contacting editorial boards when necessary to present the Branch's
position on an issue.

38. Develop a plan to cultivate minority news organizations including
predominantly non-English speaking media organizations.
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Senior Citizens
(previously listed as Seniors and the Law)

Summary

The External Affairs Division has organized the Seniors and the Law program since
2001. Originally, the program was offered twice a year in different regions of the state
and it featured presentations on avoiding scams, elder abuse, wills and trusts, identity
theft, and jury service. As the program has been held in most judicial districts, it is now
held once per year. The External Affairs Advisory Board voted at its December 5, 2008,
meeting to discontinue the Seniors and the Law program and replace it with other ways
to reach this population.

Recommendations

1. Discontinue the Seniors and the Law program, as most of the issues affecting
seniors are not within the purview of the Superior Court.

2. Invite senior citizens to go to their local courthouse to observe proceedings and
to meet with a judge.

3. As part of the Speakers Bureau, ask senior centers if they would like to have a
judge come and address their group.

4. Suggest to Judge Paul Knierim, Probate Court Administrator, that the Probate
Court consider taking over the Seniors and the Law program, as the topics
discussed, for the most part, more closely relate to the Probate Court.

Performance Measures

1. Keep track of the number of senior groups that the External Affairs Division
invites to visit their local courthouse to observe proceedings.

2. Keep track of the number of senior groups that External Affairs informs of the
Speakers Bureau.

3. Keep track of how many of these groups request court visits.

4. Keep track of how many of these groups request speakers.

5. Determine how many of these requests the External Affairs Advisory Board is
able to accommodate.

6. Prepare a yearly report on these statistics that also recommends ways to
increase the number of senior citizens who participate in these programs.
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Members of Community Organizations
(previously fisted as Speakers Bureau)

Summary

The External Affairs Division has managed a Speakers Bureau of judges since 1999.
The purpose of the Speakers Bureau is for judges to go out into the community and
address issues of interest with particular groups. The goal is to enhance the public's
understanding of the judicial system, thereby increasing the public's trust and
confidence in the courts. The Advisory Board was charged with enhancing the
Speakers Bureau, both in terms of the groups who participate and the topics that are
covered.

Evaluation Process

1. The External Affairs Division completed a thorough evaluation of the
Speakers Bureau, which included statistics on the number of speaking
engagements over the past several years, the topics that have been
addressed, and the judges who have participated. This evaluation was
provided to the members of the Advisory Board.

2. The External Affairs Division conducted research to determine whether other
state judiciaries have comparable programs and, if so, how they are
managed. The National Center for State Courts was also consulted. The
findings were presented to the members of the Advisory Board.

3. The Board held a focus group of judges on January 9, 2009, to: (a) obtain
feedback about the program; (b) get recommendations for materials that would
be helpful to the judges going out into the community; and, (c) determine if a
training program for the judges would be helpful, and if so, what the program
should entail.

In addition to the members of the External Affairs Advisory Board, the
following judges attended the focus group:

• Judge Barbara N. Bellis
• Judge James M. Bentivegna
• Judge John F. Cronan
• Judge Richard W. Dyer
• Judge Brian T. Fischer
• Judge Michael A. Mack
• Judge Douglas C. Mintz
• Judge Barry K. Stevens
• Judge Robin L. Wilson
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Findings from the Focus Group

a. The Speakers Bureau was a positive experience according to the
judges.

b. Judges do not need prepared speeches, but they do need statistics.

c. A lot of judges are speaking at events, but not reporting their speaking
engagements to the Speakers Bureau.

4. To assess the quality of these events, a survey was distributed to community
organizations where judges have spoken. The results indicate that
community groups are very satisfied with the Speakers Bureau and the
judges who participate.

5. The Judicial Branch's five administrative divisions were polled to determine
who would be available to speak in the community as Judicial Branch
employees.

Recommendations

1. Publicize the availability of the Speakers Bureau to community organizations.

2. Develop a bank of resources such as statistics that are readily available for
judges who are part of the Speakers Bureau.

3. Market the Speakers Bureau to the judges themselves.

4. Encourage judges to inform the Speakers Bureau whenever they speak to a
community group and provide an e-mail form for them to do so.

5. Send an e-mail to all judges once a year asking them to provide the External
Affairs Division with information about the number of groups they spoke to, the
topics that were addressed, where the engagement took place, and their
comments on how the event went.

6. Provide evaluation forms to the judges and to the community organizations each
time that a judge addresses an organization.

7. Expand the Speakers Bureau to include family support magistrates and Judicial
Branch employees.

8. Ensure that there are accurate Branch-wide statistics available about the number
of judges and employees who speak to community organizations, and require the
administrative divisions to inform the Speakers Bureau when employees speak to
community groups.

9. Urge the Chief Justice and the Chief Court Administrator to continue their efforts
to remind judges that speaking to the community is one of the most important
ways to educate the public about what we do and who we are.
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10. Recommend to the members of the Pre-Bench Orientation Committee that they
inform new judges about the importance of the Speakers Bureau and in going out
into the community.

11. Send a list of Judicial Branch publications to every public library advising them
that the resources are available upon request.

Performance Measures

1. Keep track of the number of community organizations that were sent a letter of
invitation from the Chief Justice inviting them to participate in the Speakers
Bureau.

2. Keep track of how many of these groups make requests for speakers.

3. Determine how many of these requests the External Affairs Advisory Board is
able to accommodate.

4. Compile the results of the evaluations from the judges and from the community
organizations.

5. Keep track of the articles or news accounts on judges or family support
magistrates who speak to community groups.

6. Prepare a yearly report on this information that also compares these statistics
with the results from prior years. The report should also recommend ways to
increase the number of judges and community organizations that participate in
the Speakers Bureau.
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Educating Students
(previously listed as part of Media Campaign for Public Education)

Summary

Many of the recommendations of the Public Service and Trust Commission centered on
the need to better educate students about the role and function of the Judicial Branch. As
background, the External Affairs Division is currently working with the Consortium for law
and Citizenship Education, Inc. to develop a workbook to assist upper elementary school
teachers in educating their students about the role of the court system in a democratic
society.

Evaluation Process

1. The External Affairs Division contacted the National Center for State Courts and
other state judiciaries to obtain suggestions about ways to educate the pUblic
about the courts. This information was provided to the External Affairs Advisory
Board.

2. To obtain feedback as to the best way to educate our youth, a focus group was
held on February 6, 2009. The following individuals attended:

a. Rebecca Amanti, Assistant Principal, Waterford High School

b. Margaret Delaporta, Social Studies Teacher, Grasso Tech

c. Beth Deluco, Assistant Director, Consortium for law & Citizenship
Education, Inc.

d. Dan Gregg, Department of Education

e. Chris Islaub, Conard High School (West Hartford)

f. Alyce loesch, Westhill High School (Stamford)

g. Paul Skaff, Director of Special Projects, CT-N

h. Deb Thibault, Literacy Coordinator, Berlin Public Schools

i. Maureen Well, Deputy Director, law Librarian

j. Jeff Vingo, SI. Joseph High School (Trumbull)

Findings from Educators' Focus Group

a. Students want to study specific cases, not just general information
about the court system. The teachers liked the idea of getting footage
from a real case to show to the students.
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b. The information that the Judicial Branch has been sending to schools
is not getting to the teachers.

c. As many teachers do not have phones in their classrooms, e-mailing
teachers usually is the best way to reach them.

d. Networking and personal contacts work best.

e. Attending social studies teachers' conferences would be a great
opportunity to meet the teachers.

f. Teachers need tools that they can use to instruct students about the
court system.

g. Bringing students to court is an amazing experience for the kids, but
there is a cost to the schools (buses).

h. CT-N currently is working on a media/interactive learning project for
students through the Connecticut Education Network.

i. DVDs with talking heads explaining the court system would not work.
What will work are DVDs of actual trials or court proceedings, where a
judge explains what the students just saw.

Recommendations

1. Cultivate relationships with educational organizations, particularly those involving
social studies teachers.

2. Attend social studies teachers' conferences and consider doing a workshop.

3. Tape a day in court with a teacher and class present. This DVD will be made
available to other teachers and could be presented to them at a professional
development day.

4. Develop a program for judges to use when either teachers visit courts or judges
visit schools as part of a professional development day.

5. Have judges visit schools and talk with students about the consequences of
criminal behavior.

6. Inform guidance departments about the resources available through the Judicial
Branch.

7. Send out notices to judges in March of each year asking if they would be willing
to speak to high school students in conjunction with Law Day. Make
arrangements for judges to speak to the schools identified.
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8. Contact every high school in the state and ask the school to designate a liaison
who will receive educational materials about the Judicial Branch and then
distribute the materials to the appropriate teachers.

9. Distribute notices in late July/early August to the designated school liaisons
about resources that the Judicial Branch can provide.

10. Establish a "regional judge liaison" to work between the court and schools in a
particular area.

11. Work with CT-N to get footage of the Cipriani trial and discuss with CT-N the
possibility of creating a DVD with excerpts from the trial interspersed with judges
talking about the process and what the students are seeing.

12. Explore with CT-N the option of a media/interactive learning project for students
through the Connecticut Education Network.

13. Complete the workbook for upper elementary students.

Performance Measures

Prepare a yearly report containing the following information:

1. The number of social studies teachers' conferences attended by a representative
of the Judicial Branch.

2. How many times judges visit schools, the topics discussed, the number of
students attending and the results of the evaluations from the students (or
teachers) and the judges.

3. How many guidance departments were contacted and the number of guidance
departments that responded to a request for resources.

4. The number of judges who responded to the e-mail asking for judges to speak to
high school students in conjunction with Law Day, the number of schools who
agreed to have a judge speak, and the results of the evaluations of the students
(or teachers) and the jUdges. This information will be compared with the
numbers from previous years.

5. How many requests are received for the workbook for upper elementary school
students and any comments by teachers or students about the quality of the
resource.

6. The status of efforts to work with CT-N to create a DVD with excerpts from the
Cipriani trial interspersed with judges talking about the process and what the
students are seeing.

7. The status of efforts to tape a day of sentencings with an educational consultant
and class present. A DVD could be developed from this day to send to schools.
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Educating the General Public with Help from the Media
(previously listed as Media Campaign for Public Education)

Summary

During the course of developing the Judicial Branch's strategic plan, members of the
Public Service and Trust Commission considered more than a dozen ways to improve
and/or execute a communications campaign designed to better educate the residents
about the role and function of the judiciary.

The report of the Public Service and Trust Commission envisioned that the Judicial
Branch would work with media professionais to assist the Branch in its effort to educate
members of the public about the state judiciary.

Recommendations

1. Contact Sunday morning talk shows and radio stations about Judicial Branch
sponsored programs - like the Foreclosure Mediation Program. Explore the
feasibility of developing a DVD with judges discussing how these types of
programs work.

2. Incorporate into every speaking engagement a request, if approved by both the
judge and the organization, to contact the local media about the event.

3. Encourage judges to let the External Affairs Division know when they are
engaged in an activity that could educate the public about the courts and its
programs.

4. In an era of diminishing resources for the media, provide ways to educate them
about the courts, absent the day-to-day court beat reporter, such as using the
website to its full potential (i.e. statistics) and providing opportunities for judges to
educate the media about the courts (i.e. having judges visit media organizations
to assist them in learning about the courts).

5. Ask the Chief Administrative Judges if they would be willing to write a column for
the Connecticut Law Tribune. Also, continue encouraging judges to take
advantage of opportunities to educate the public about the courts and the
judiciary through the media.

6. Continue co-sponsoring yearly events with judges and members of the media to
educate each other about our respective roles with the assistance of the Judicial
Media Committee (i.e. Law School for Journalists and Journalists School for
Judges).

7. Continue monitoring of inquiries from the news media and stories about the
Judicial Branch.
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8. Continue marketing positive stories about the judiciary and the Judicial Branch to
news organizations.

9. Develop a plan to cultivate minority news organizations including predominantly
non-English speaking media organizations.

Performance Measures

Prepare a yearly report containing the following:

1. The number of inquiries from the news media.

2. The number of times that media outlets have reported on a Judicial Branch
sponsored program.

3. The number of times that the local media has reported on a judge who spoke to a
community organization as part of the Speakers Bureau.

4. The number of columns authored by a judge.

5. The number of camera requests received and granted.
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REPORT OF THE JUDICIAL PERFORMANCE EVALUAnON
PROGRAM COMMITTEE

The Judicial Performance Evaluation Program Committee (Committee) was chaired by Hon.
Alexandra D. DiPentima and Hon. Joseph M. Shortall. There were 39 members, representing the
bench, the bar, academia and the executive and legislative branches of government, as well as
two ex officio members:

Hon. Alexandra D. DiPentima, co-chair
Hon. Joseph M. Shortall, co-chair
Hon. Barbara M. Quinn, ex offIcio
Hon. Patrick 1. Carroll III, ex officio
Hon. Joan K. Alexander
Atty. Faith P. Arkin
Hon. Arnold W. Aronson
Atty. Livia D. Barndollar
Hon. William H. Bright, Jr.
Hon. Patrick J. Clifford
Hon. Thomas J. Corradino
Atty. James o. Craven
Hon. William T. Cremins
Atty. Gregory T. D'Auria
Hon. Maureen D. Dennis
Atty. Anne C. Dranginis
Atty. Anna M. Ficeto
Representative Gerald M. Fox
Atty. Ronald S. Gold
Atty. R. Bartley Halloran

Charge of the Committee

Atty. Raymond M. Hassett
Family Support Magistrate Katherine Y. Hutchinson
Hon. Frank A. Iannotti
Atty. David R. Jimenez
Atty. Kevin T. Kane
Hon. Jocttc Katz
Hon Christine E. Keller
Atty. Marc J. Kurzman
Hon. Aaron Ment
Hon. Thomas V. O'Keefe, Jr.
Jeremy Paul, Dean, University of Connecticut School
of Law
Atty. Louis R. Pepe
Hon. Ellcn Ash Peters
Hon. Antonio C. Robaina
Senator Andrew W. Roraback
Hon. Robert B. Shapiro
Atty. Richard Silver
Atty. Michael Thompson
Atty. Herman Woodard

The Committee was charged with examining the existing judicial performance evaluation
program and looking beyond the existing program to consider the following issues, all of which
were addressed:

• establishing evaluation programs for supreme court justices and appellate court judges,
judges who prcsidc over high volume courts and as presiding judges, judge trial referees
and family support magistrates;

• expanding the categories of respondents who evaluate trial judges to include litigants and
court staff;

• reevaluating the criteria for evaluating judges to determinc whether thc criteria should bc
expanded or amended;



• assessing whether the questionnaire method is the best method for gathering evaluation
information, and whether a comment section is to be reinstated;

• reviewing whether additional procedures can be implemented to reassure the Bar that the
necessary safeguards are in place to protect the anonymity ofthe respondents;

• assessing the existing program in comparison with the ABA model;

• reexamining the distribution guidelines to determine whether they should be retained or
changed.

The following issues, which were also part of the Committee's charge, were not addressed, and
are the subject of separate recommendations by the co-chairs of the Committee:

• exploring the reestablishment of an Advisory Panel;

• establishing an evaluation program for magistrates who preside over small claims
sessions and motor vehicle dockets, and quasi-judicial officers such as factfinders,
arbitrators and attorney trial referees;

• expanding inforn1ation on the Branch's website to include infoffi1ation on the judicial
perfoffi1ance evaluation process.

Meetings and Formation of Subcommittees

The Committee as a whole met three times: December 3, 2008, January 13,2009 and June 4,
2009, and the four subcommittees which were formed (see below) met a total of eleven times
from January through May. There was one additional meeting of the subcommittee chairpersons
on April 14, 2009. Based upon the charge of the Committee and the program issues identified by
the Committee members, it was deteffi1ined that the tasks of the Committee would be divided
among four subcommittees:

Evaluating Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Court Judges
Evaluating Judge Trial Referees
Evaluating Judges Assigned to High Volume Courts and as Presiding Judges
Improving the Existing System for Evaluating Trial Judges

Attached is the membership list of the four subcommittees. (See Attachment A)

The Committee members identified several goals of a judicial performance evaluation program:
To develop and improve the perfoffi1ance of individual judges and the bench as a whole. to
identify areas requiring additional training and support of judges, to provide for an appropriate
level of accountability for judicial performance, to increase the transparency ofthe judicial
process for the public and to enhance public confidence in the judicial system.
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Overview of Work of Subcommittees

The Subcommittee on Evaluating Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Comi Judges, chaired
by Justice Joette Katz and Justice Ellen Ash Peters, unanimously agreed that obtaining more
information from attorneys could be helpful; that Supreme Court justices and Appellate Court
judges would like to know what they could be doing bctter either individually or as a court; that
the evaluations could serve as an educational tool for the lawyers and judges, and that the
evaluation responses should remain anonymous. The subcommittee looked at the American Bar
Association Model form for evaluating appellate judges and the form for evaluating appellate
judges developed by the Institute for the Advancement of the American Legal System at the
University of Denver, both of which had been the subject of considerable study by those
organizations, and agreed to recommend an initial evaluation form that contained certain
questions from each form. (See Attachment B)

The Subcommittee on Evaluating Judge Trial Referees, chaired by Judge Aaron Ment, reviewed
the authority of a judge trial referee, discussed the scope of work currently performed by a judge
trial referee, and compared the work of a judge trial referee to that of a superior court judge. The
subcommittee also reviewed the current review process ofjudge trial referees. It was agreed that
judge trial referees should be evaluated similarly to judges doing the same work. The
subcommittee proposed five recommendations which are sct forth in their report. (See
Attachment C)

The Subcommittee on Evaluating Judges Assigned to High Volume Courts and as Presiding
Judges, chaired by Judge Frank Iannotti and Attorney Anne Dranginis, supported the
development and implementation of an evaluation program for judges assigned to high volume
courts and as presiding judges, as well as for family support magistrates and family support
referees.

The subcommittee reviewed other states' evaluation program materials, discussed the criteria to
be used in evaluating presiding judges and judges assigned to high volume courts as well as the
categories of who should be evaluating these judges. The subcommittee also addressed issues
pertaining to the length of the questionnaires, the return rate, peer review, spccific questions that
should be asked on the questionnaire for both presiding judges and judges assigned to high
volume courts, and questionnaire distribution. Also, the subcommittee recognized and supported
the need for a survey expert and the need to ensure statistical validity. The subeommittee
proposed seven recommendations which are set forth in their report. (See Attachment D)

The Subcommittee on Improvement ofthc Existing System for Evaluating Trial Judges, chaired
by Judge Robert Shapiro and Attorney Louis Pepe, reviewed the pros and cons of the existing
system, reviewed substantial reference materials, including other states' evaluation programs, the
American Bar Association Guidelincs and materials from thc Institute for the Advancement of
the American Legal System at the University of Denver, discussed the categories of who should
be evaluating the judges including the use of independent evaluators/observers, discussed
whether there should be changcs to the existing attomey and juror questionnaires, including the
addition of a comment section to the attorney questionnaire and juror questiOlmaire, addressed
the distribution method of the questionnaires, identified the need for a survey expert and the
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necessity of ensuring statistical validity, addressed the anonymity concerns, and methods for
enhancing the quantity of data to include, for example, evaluations for mediations and settlement
conferences. Also, the committee addressed the use of data collected in the evaluation to provide
feedback to the judges in a timcly manner.

The subcommittee proposed seven major recommendations; howevcr, it is important to note that
many of the recommendations contained additional recommendations. The report (see
Attachment E) sets forth all the recommendations; in most cases the recommendations were
adopted by consensus; however, where consensus was not reached, the vote is reflected in the
subcommittee report.

Committee Recommendations

On June 4, 2009, the Committee considered and took action on those recommendations of the
subcommittees that addressed policy issues affecting the judicial performance evaluation
program. The following are the twenty-one recommendations approved by the Committee (A
summary sheet of all thc votes taken at the meeting is attached. See Attachment F):

Subcommittce on Evaluating Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Court Judges

Recommendations:

• To evaluate the pelformance ofSupreme Court Justices and Appellate Court
Judges.

• To adopt a questionnaire, as amended, (see Attachment XX) for evaluating the
performance of Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Court Judges, and to have
the questionnaire be reviewed by an expertfor statistical validity.

Subcommittee on Evaluating Judge Trial Referees

Recommendations:

• To evaluate the performance ofJudge Trial Referees similarly to Judges doing
the same work.

• To make available any and all review and recommendation information to the
ChiefCourt Administrator for her use in recommending to the ChiefJustice the
appointment ofa Referee to become a Judge Trial Referee.

• To review recommendations for Judge Trial Referees on a calendar year basis in
order to allow sufficient time for any necessary pelformanee improvements.

• To provide regular and timely review ofconcerns with Judge Trial Referees
through meetings and discussions.
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Subcommittee on Evaluating Judges Assigned to High Volume Courts and as Presiding Judges

Recommendations:

• To expand the pool ofthose who evaluate judges who are assigned to high volume
courts and as presiding judges to include court staff.

• To expand the categories ofjudges subject to evaluation to include but not be
limited to presiding judges, high volume criminal court judges in both Parts A
and E, judges assigned to special proceedings, specialty court dockets, civil and
family sessions, juvenile delinquency sessions and housing court, as well as
family support magistrates/family support referees.

• To develop apeer review processfor judges, with the details o{the process to be
determined later.

• To develop an attorney evaluation questionnaire which includes the following
items and refer the questionnaire to an expert for consideration ofits statistical
validity:

1. Decisiveness during Proceedings
2. Courtesy of the Judge
3. Patience during Proceedings
4. Courtroom Decorum
5. Demonstrates Respect During Proceedings
6. Efficient Pace ofProceedings
7. Control ofCourtroom
8. Impartiality ofConduct
9. Consistency ofRulings
10. Explanation ofRulings
11. Ability to Effectively Settle Cases (For presidingjudges)
12 Facilitation in Development ofOptions for Settlements/Pleas (For presiding

judges)

Please indicate the number ofyears you have practiced law:
1-5, 6-10, more than 10

Subcommittee on Improving the Existing System for Evaluating Trial Judges

Recommendations:

• To solicit input for the evaluation system for trialjudges{rom other constituents
in the judicial process in addition to jurors and attorneys, as is presently the case.

• To modify the present Attorney Questionnaire (Rev. 3/07) so as to provide the
opportunity for a fair, proper and comprehensive evaluation ofthe judge.
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• To supplement the information concerning the respondent that is currently
required (e.g., years ofpractice, type ofpractice, etc.) with an optional question
asking whether the outcome ofthe trial or hearing was favorable or unfavorable
to the respondent's position.

• To modify the current Attorney Questionnaire to add the following questions:

"What, ifanything, did the judge do that you found particularly
commendable or admirable?"

"What, ifanything, did the judge do that youfound could be improved?"

Further, the Judicial Branch should use said comments in the mentoring and
professional development ofits judges and, in so doing, not necessarily wait until
the minimum number ofquestionnaires requiredfor review have been returned

• To refer both the Attorney Questionnaire and the Juror Questionnaire -- either in
their current form or as modified with any ofthe recommendations that may be
adopted by the Judicial Branch -- to an appropriate expert for an overall
evaluation as to: (i) their adequacy for measurement ofa judge's performance of
his/her duties and the production ofuseful information for the judge's education
and professional development; and (ii) the number ofresponses required to
produce statistically reliable and meaningful data.

• To encourage the Judicial Branch to provide for the more frequent distribution of
Attorney Questionnaires and to consider the electronic distribution ofand
response to such questionnaires.

• To support the concept ofevaluatingjudges ajier a settlement conference or
mediation, recognizing that how and whether it can be done are to be determined
at a later time.

• To encourage the Judicial Branch to engage in a joint effort with the Bar to
educate the Bar more widely and effectively on the policies, practices and
procedures presently in place to protect and preserve the anonymity ofattorneys
completing and submitting an evaluation questionnaire.

• To use a periodic evaluation ofa judge by independent observers as a supplement
to the appraisals provided by the Attorney Questionnaire, Juror Questionnaire.

• To encourage the Judicial Branch to make use ofthe reports of the independent
evaluators to develop and provide appropriate training programs and guidelines
for the professional development and education ofall judges.
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• To reji-ainji-om seeking inputfor the evaluation programji-om litigants and self
represented litigants.

Conclusion:

The Committee, through the hard work of its subcommittees, addressed the vast majority of its
charges. Twenty-one recommendations were approved at its June 4, 2009 meeting. There are
additional recommendations set forth in the subcommittee reports, which are attached, that
should be reviewed for possible implementation.

In summary, the Committee concludes that specific improvements can be made to the existing
judicial performance evaluation program, that the evaluation program should be expanded to
include but not be limited to presiding judges, high volume criminal court judges, judges
assigned to special proceedings, specialty court dockets, civil and family sessions, juvenile
delinquency session and housing COUlt, as well as for family support magistrates/family support
referees, and that an evaluation program be established for Supreme Court Justices and Appellate
Court judges. Additionally, the Committee recommends that judge trial referees should be
evaluated in the same manner as judges doing the same work.

Our thanks to the chairs of the subcommittees as well as the members. Our particular thanks to
the support staff of Karen Chorney, Peggy George and Meg Wilbur whose assistance was
invaluable.

Report of the Committee on the Judicial Performance Evaluation Program

Honorable Alexandra D. DiPentima
Honorable Joseph M. Shortall

June 2009
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MEMBERSHIP LIST OF
SUBCOMMITTEES



Subcommittee:

JPEP SUBCOMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
(Rev. 2-19-09)

Evaluating Judges Assigned to High Volume Courts and as Presiding
Judges

Co-Chairs:

Members:

Support Staff:

Subcommittee:

Chair:

Members:

Support Staff:

Attorney Anne C. Dranginis

Hon. Joan K. Alexander
Hon. William H. Bright, Jr.
Hon. Patrick J. Clifford
Hon. William T. Cremins
Representative Gerald Fox

Karen Chorney

Evaluating Judge Trial Referees

Hon. Aaron Ment

Hon. Arnold W. Aronson
Hon. Maureen D. Dennis
Attorney Livia D. Barndollar
Attorney R. Bartley Halloran

Karen Chorney

Hon. Frank A. Iannotti

Attorney Raymond Hassett
Magistrate Katherine Y. Hutchinson
Hon. Thomas V. O'Keefe, Jr.
Attorney Herman Woodard

Subcommittee: Evaluating Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Court Judges

Co-Chairs:

Members:

Support Staff:

Hon. Joette Katz

Attorney Gregory T. D'Auria
Dean Jeremy Paul
Attorney Michael Thompson

Peggy George
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON EVALUAT1NG SUPREME COURT JUSTICES
AND APPELLATE COURT JUDGES

The subcommittee, by consensus, recommends the following questionnaire be distributed to attorneys
when they argue before the courts.

Attorney Questionnaire - Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Court Judges

MISSION STATEMENT: To provide information to improve the judicial performance of individual judges and
justices and thereby improve the judiciary as a whole.

This questionnaire seeks your input on the quality of Judge X)s performance onthe appellate bench. Your responses
will remain anonymous. Please fill out and return this survey if you have been an appellant or an appellee and Judge
X participated in the decision. If you have not had experience with Judge X, please so indicate below, leave the
remaining questions blank and return the survey. Your participation is appreciated.

If you have not had experience with Judge X, simply indicate this by checking the box immediately below, leaving
the remaining questionnaire blank and returning the survey.

D
1. Which of the following types of cases have you appealed in which Judge X participated in

the decision? Select all that apply.

a. Civil
b. Criminal
c. Family
d. Juvenile
c. Other

2. Please evaluate whether Judge X's job performance meets expectations of excellence,
using the following scale:

1 All of the Time
2 Most of the Time
3 Some of the Time
4 Not Often Enougli .
5 Never !

NA Cannot Evaluate

If you do not feel you have adequate first hand knowledge to evaluate Judge X on a
specific question, select NA ("Cannot Evaluate").

a. Behaves in a manner that is free from
impropriety or the appearance of impropriety

b. Treats people equally regardless of race,
gender, ethnicity, economic status, or any
other factor

c. Displays fairness and impartiality toward

2 3 4 5 NA

2 3 4 5 NA



each side of the case

d. Avoids ex parte communications

e. Allows parties to present their arguments
and answer questions

f. Asks relevant questions during oral argument

g. Is cOUl1eous toward attorneys

h. Is courteous toward court staff

1. Demonstrates appropriate demeanor on the
bench

J. Treats brother and sister judges equally and
respectfully

k. If your response to any of the questions
a through j was never or not often
enough please provide details that led
you to that conclusion

2 3 4 5 NA

2 3 4 5 NA

2 3 4 5 NA

2 3 4 5 NA

2 3 4 5 NA

2 3 4 5 NA

2 3 4 5 NA

2 3 4 5 NA

3. Did Judge X author or co-author one or more opinions in your case(s)?

4. Background and demographic information.
a. How long have you been,a practicing attorney?

L ' h .':'11,11,,'1 1

o esst an I year; "",:,:"
o I - 2 years ' ,
o 3 - 5 years
o 6 - 10 years
o II - 20 years
o greater than 20 years

b. Which of the following arca(s) oflaw best describes your practice? (select up to 2 items)
o ciitil tort - defense .
o civil tort - plaintiff
o appellate work
o criminal - defense attorney
o criminal - prosecution
o commercial & general civil litigation
o juvenile delinquency or child dependency
o domestic relations/family law
o estate/probate
o government practice
o law school clinic
o other (please specify)

c. Which of the following best describes your work setting?
o prosecuting attorney's office



o Attorney General's office
o Public Defender's Office!Assigned Counsel
o legal aid
o in house corporate counsel
o private practice
o other (please specify) _

d. How many times have you argued a ease before the Judge over the past two years?
o none
o once
o 2 - 3 times
o 4 - 10 times
o more than 10 times

e. How many times have you evaluated the Judge over the past two years?
o none
o once
o 2 - 3 times
o 4 - 10 times
o more than 10 times

Hon. Ellen A. Peters, Hon. Joette Katz, Chairs; Attorney Gregory D'Auria; Dean Jeremy Paul;
Attorney Michael Thompson.
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Judicial Performance Evaluation Program Subcommittee:
Evaluating Judge Trial Referees

Report

The Subcommittee on Judicial Performance Evaluation - Evaluating Judge Trial Referees is
chaired by Hon. Aaron Ment. Thc other members include Hon. Arnold Aronson, Attorney Livia
D. Barndollar, Hon. Maureen Delmis and Attorney R. Bartley Halloran. The subcommittee met
once and communicated thereafter bye-mail. The subcommittee reviewed the authority of a
judge trial referee, discussed the scope of work currently perfornaed by a judge trial referee and
compared the work of ajudge trail referee to that of a superior court judge. Also, the
subcommittee discussed the current review process for judge trial referees.

The following recommendations were approved by the members with one abstention from
Attorney Barndollar. (Attorney Barndollar abstained because she was unable to attend the
meeting.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Judge Trial Referees should be evaluated similarly to Judges doing the same work.

2. Any and all review and recommendation infornaation should be available to the Chief
Court Administrator for her information when she is recommending to the Chief Justice
the appointment of a Referee to become a Judge Trial Referee.

3. Review recommendations for Judge Trial Referees on a calendar year basis to allow
sufficient time for any necessary performance issue improvement.

Any notice ofneedfor improvement should be provided to a Judge Trial Referee 6
months in advance ofJudge Trial Referee re-appointment date.

4. Continue to appoint Judge Trial Referees on a fiscal year basis.

Judge Trial Referees should be afforded sufficient opportunity to correct performance
issues prior to a designation determination at the end ofthe fiscal year. Staggering the
review ofrecommendations for Judge Trial Referee appointments will allow the time
necessary to accomplish this.

5. Provide regular and timely review of concerns with Judge Trial Referees through
meetings and discussions.

Judge Trial Referees should be providedfeedback regarding their work performance
through regular and timely meetings and discussions with Administrative Judges, the
Deputy ChiefCourt Administrator, and/or the ChiefCourt Administrator.
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Subcommittee on Evaluating

Judges Assigned to High Volume Courts and as Presiding Judges

The Subcommittee on Judicial Performance Evaluating Judges Assigned to High Volume Courts and as
Presiding Judges is chaired by Hon. Frank A. Iannotti and Attorney Anne C. Dranginis. The members include
Hon. Joan K. Alexander, Hon. William H. Bright, Jr., Hon. Patrick J. Clifford, Hon. William T. Cremins,
Representative Gerald M. Fox, Attorney Raymond M. Hassett, Family Support Referee Katherine Y.
Hutchinson, Hon. Thomas V. O'Keefe, Jr and Attorney Herman Woodard.

The subcommittee met four times. At those meetings, the members reviewed comments form the Judicial
Performance Evaluation Committee meeting, discussed information obtained about evaluation programs
implemented in other states, discussed the evaluation criteria and "who should evaluate," and discussed the
development of questions that are specific to High Volume Court Judges and Presiding Judges.

Below are the recommendations and the rationaie for the recommendations:

RECOMMENDAliONS

The subcommittee members unanimously agreed to recommend that:

1. employee input be solicited but not be included as a specific part of the evaluation process;
rather it should be in the form of an annual statewide survey, with findings reviewed at the
Connecticut Judges Institute,

Rationale: The subcommittee seeks to ensure that input is solicited from a broader population than a single
respondent group (i.e., attorneys) given the importance of in-court efficiencies, the overall performance of
judges, and program buy-in; however, it recognizes that employees may be disinclined to complete a survey.
The subcommittee agreed to recommend an annual statewide survey because employee input is important to
improvement of the bench as a whole.

2. judges being evaluated should include but not be limited to Presiding Judges, high volume
criminal court judges in both Parts A and B, specialty court dockets, civil, family, family support
magistrates/family support referees, and juvenile (delinquency, not neglect) sessions, housing
court judges, and special proceeding judges.

Rationale: In support of the Judicial Performance Evaluation Program, the subcommittee sought to include as
many high volume court judges as possible.

3. questionnaires on high volume court judges be sent to all respondent groups at the same time,
with directions for respondents to select the range of appearances in front of the specific judge
(ranges = 1-5, 6-10, or more than 10 times).

Rationale: The subcommittee wants to ensure that this effort is efficient for all parties invoived and is counting
on the honesty of respondents to achieve this goal.

4, questionnaires be sent out the first week ofJanuary of every year with a return date of February
28 of every year.

Rationale: the subcommittee wanted to ensure that there would be a sufficient period of time between the
distribution and collection of the questionnaires and the preparation of the Judicial assignments (eg., 4 months
prior to April of each year.); this recommendation was envisioned as a form of additional information and
assistance to the Chief Court Administrator



5. a peer review (or peer monitoring) process be initiated by way of a three judge panel, with
judges rotating their term ofservice as determined by the Chief Court Administrator. The first
peer monitoring findings will be conveyed orally; the second will be written; both will occur by
the first year anniversary of a new judge's appointment. This peer review/monitoring applies to
all members of the judiciary.

Rationale: The subcommittee seeks to provide honest feedback to new and veteran judges. The concept was
developed to assist new judges and will work hand in hand with the orientation and mentoring programs. It will
also help veteran judges to be better prepared for the reappointment process.

6. the questionnaires utilize no more than five (5) response options: excellent, very good, good,
fair, poor; "Not Applicable" should also be an option for each question.

Rationale: The subcommittee sought to strike a balance between enough options to enable the questionnaire to
be statistically valid and not being so long or diffuse as to be confusing. The additional of "Not Applicable"
allows respondents to self-select those items that do not apply to their experience in the high volume courts.

7. the following Attorney Questionnaire items be included:

Please rate the judge before whom you appeared
(1) Excellent (2) Very Good (3) Good (4) Fair (5) Poor (6) NA

1. Decisiveness during Proceedings
2. Courtesy of the Judge
3. Patience during Proceedings
4. Courtroom Decorum
5. Demonstrates Respect During Proceedings
6. Efficient Pace of Proceedings
7. Control of Courtroom
8. Impartiality of Conduct
9. Consistency of Rulings
10. Explanation of Rulings
11. Ability to Effedively Setlle Cases
12. Facilitation in Development of Options for Settlements/Pleas

Please indicate the number of years you have practiced law:
than 10

1-5. 6-10. more

Rationale: The subcommittee members felt that the questionnaire needed to be short to encourage a high rate
of return; the members selected from previous questionnaires or drafted their own questions because they are
the most representative of the work of High Volume court judges; and members sought to present the questions
in a clear and concise manner. The members noted that it was important for judges to know their strengths and
areas needed for improvement.
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JUDICIAL PERFORMANCE EVALVATION PROGRAM

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON

THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM
FOR

THE EVALVATION OF TRIAL JlJDGES,

INTRODUCTION

The Subcommittee for the Improvement of the Existing System for the
Evaluation of Trial Judges (the "Subcommittee")' submits herewith its report to the
Hon. Alexandra D. DiPentima and Hon. Joseph M. Shortall, co-chairs of the
Committee on the Judicial Performance Evaluation Program.

BACKGROUND

In discharging its assignment to determine whether the existing evaluation
program for trial judges could be improved so as to enhance judicial performance and
increase public confidence in the judicial system, the Subcommittee studied substantial
reference materials, inclUding the structure and content of the existing program; the
history of the development of that program, including the utilization and modification
of attorney and juror questionnaires over the years; guidelines prepared by the
American Bar Association for the evaluation ofjudicial performance; a study on best
practices for judicial performance evaluations published by the Institute for the
Advancement ofthe American Legal System; and the methodologies employed in
judicial evaluation programs in other states.

The Subcommittee met on five (5) occasions between the beginning of February
and early May 2009, at which meetings it received comments from the Chief Court
Administrator, the Deputy Chief Court Administrator, a former Chief Court
Administrator and the Chief Administrative Judge for Family, among others, and
discussed and debated numerous issues relating to the existing system for evaluating

The Subcommittee was co-<:haired by The Hooorable Raben B. Shapiro and Attorney Louis R.
Pepc and had as its members the Hon. Thomas 1. Corradino, Hon. Christine E. Keller, Hon. Antonio C.
Robaina, Attorney Ronald S. Gold, Attorney David R. Jimenez, Attorney Kevin T. Kane, Attorney Faith
P. Arkin, Slate Senator Andrew W. Roraback, Attorney James O. Craven, Attorney Marc J. Kurzman
and Attorney Richard Silver. The co-chairs wjsh to express their great gratitude and appreciation to the
Subcommittee members for all their hard work and to Margaret R. George, Judicial Branch Case Flow
Management Specialist, who provided invaluable support and assistance to the Subcommittee.

LRP/1234/j/884708v4
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trial jUdges and proposed changes thereto. The Subcommittee considered the following
aspects of the existing evaluation program: (I) the appropriateness of limiting
evaluations to attorneys and jurors only and whether evaluations should be solicited
from other participants in the jUdicial process and from independent
observers/evaluators; (2) the SUfficiency and appropriateness of the existing attorney
and juror questionnaires and their distribution and use; (3) the adequacy of existing
procedures to protect anonymity of respondents; and (4) the use of data collected in the
evaluation process to provide feedback to judges.

As a result of that effort, the Subcommittee concluded thaI the Judicial Branch
had developed and implemented a thoughtful and well-conceived system for evaluating
trial jUdges but that, nonetheless, it could be improved with certain modifications. Set
forth below are the recommendations the Subcommittee respectfully submits for
consideration by the Judicial Branch and the rationale for its recommendalions. In most
cases, the recommendations were adopted by consensus after discussion and, where that
happened, it is so indicated. Where consensus could not be achieved, a vote was taken
and recorded, and the results of each said vote are also indicaled.

Accordingly, this report summarizes the Subcommittee's recommendations.
Those recommendations, therefore, do not necessarily represent the individual views of
the undersigned authors.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Subcommittee believes that the existing evaluation program can be
improved by the adoption and implementation of the following recommended
modifications:

Recommendation No.1: The Evaluation System For Trial Judges Would Benefit
By Soliciting The Input From Other Constitnents In The Judicial Process Beyond
That From Only Jurors And Attorneys, As Is Presently The Case.

At present, the only evaluations of trial judges come from the attorneys
appearing before them and the jurors serving on a case over which they preside. That
feedback is in the form of questionnaires, which are anonymously completed and
submitted and which are designed to solicit the respondent's impression of the judge's
performance during a trial or other hearing (presently hearings over one hour in
length). Those two categories of respondents represent, however, only a very small
segment of the population affecled by the judge's performance and only with respect to
one area of the judge's many duties and responsibilities. They cannot, therefore, be
considered an entirely fair and representative sample. While reaching out to make the
list of respondents more inclusive admittedly presents administrative and management
issues, the Subcommittee does not believe those obstacles would be insurmountable.
More particularly, on this issue the Subcommittee further recommends:

2
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Ca) Evaluation of the judge's perfonnance should be solicited from other
constituents in the system, including court staff personnel, prohation
officers, family relations officers, victim advocates, courtroom
clerks, and interpreters, but that such feedback should be channeled
through the Presiding Judge in that Judicial District.

It is contemplated that the presiding judge would solicit such information
from the identified participants, compile it, and orally report to the Chief
Court Administrator on that judge's perforlDance, based on that input, as
requested. The inforlDation so collected and compiled would be of
particular value in the mentoring of the jUdge. As indicated, the
Subcommittee recognized that this process might present certain risks
and complications, but it was believed the benefits to be derived in terlDS
of a broader, more robust, more useful evaluation outweighed those
negatives. This recommendation was reached by consensus.

(b) The Subcommittee further recommends that the reach-out by the
Presiding Judge to other participants for their impression and
reaction to a particular judge not include the administrative judge,
the litigants themselves, or any self-represented litigants.

It was concluded that the inclusion of those parties would be too
disruptive (in the case of the Al) or result in feedback of questionable
value (litigants and self represented litigants). This recommendation was
achieved by consensus.

Recommendation No.2: The Present Attorney Questionnaire (Rev. 3/07)
Distributed To Counsel Following A Trial, After Hearings Over One Hour, Etc.,
Does Not Provide The Opportunity For A Fair, Proper And Comprehensive
Evaluation Of The Judge And Should Be Modified.

The current attorney questionnaire and its utilization by the Judicial Branch, the
Judicial Selection Commission, and the Judiciary Committee of the State Legislature
was examined and debated at length, and the Subcommittee decided that it could and
should be modified as follows:

3
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(a) The thirteen (13) questions presently proposed (e.g., pace' of
proceedings, explanation of ruliugs, etc.) should be increased in
number with the focus on questions that would be of particular value
to the jndge's ongoing mentoring, education and professional
development.

It is believed that the current questions are not comprehensive enough to
provide adequate infonnation for a proper and fair evaluation. This
reconunendation was reached by consensus.

(b) The responses permitted in the current questionnaire (e.g., excellent,
good, fair, poor, N/A/Unobserved) should be replaced with the
response categories previously used; i.e., "consistently,"
"occasionally," "never," "N/A."

It is the belief of the Subcommittee that the categories previously utilized
were less SUbjective and would produce more useful data. This
recommendation was achieved by consensus.

(c) The Information concerning the respondent that is currently required
(e.g., years of practice, type of practice, etc.) is adequate, except
that it should be supplemented with a question asking whether the
outcome of the trial or hearing was favorable or unfavorable to the
respondent's position. Further, the response to this question should
be optional.

While conventional wisdom and human nature would suggest that a
disappointed attorney would rate the judge less favorably and more
harshly. there is no empirical evidence to demonstrate that. It was
believed that the answers, therefore, could perhaps be evalnated in tight
of the outcome and then Ultimately the data so collected over time would
support a later study to determine whether evaluations are, in fact,
skewed by the outcome. The response was made optional so as to avoid
any diminution in the anonymity of the respondent. This
reconunendation was achieved by consensus.

4
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(d) The current questionnaire should be modified to add the following
questions:

"What, if anything, did tbe judge do that you
found particularly commendable or
admirable?"

"What, if anything, did the judge do that you
found could be improved?"

Further, it is recommended that the Judicial Branch use said
comments in the mentoring and professional development of its
judges and, in so doing, not necessarily wait until the minimum
number of questionnaires required for review have been returned.

The issue of adding a comment section to the current attorney
questionnaire was debated vigorously and over a long period of time.
There was very real and strong concern expressed by some that adverse
comments so obtained could be taken out of context by members of the
Judiciary Committee and mis-used at the time the judge appeared for
bislher re-appointment hearing. The judge confronted with sucb a
comment would be unable to identify the case or context in wbich the
comment occurred -- much less its author -- and would be completely
defenseless.

Others argued that comment sections were included in previous versions
of the questionnaire and produced narratives that were invariably more
favorable than unfavorable, and, in any event, the solicitation of
comments were essential to an insightful evaluation of the judge's
performance.

The foregoing recommendation was, in fact, a compromise of tbose
competing concerns and also an attempt to make clear the value of sucb
comments for the judge's professional development (hence, the
recommendation that the comments be used on an ongoing basis). This
recommendation was achieved by a vote of 7 to 2.

(e) It is recommended tbat the current attorney questionnaire not be
modified so as to solicit the attorney's recommendation for
assignment of the judge to the complex litigation docket.

The Subcommittee rejected the idea that the respondent attorney's
opinion as to the qualifications for that particular judge to serve on the
Complex Litigation Docket should be solicited, believing that this was
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simply an inappropriate inquiry and that assignment sbould be left to the
appropriate Judicial Brancb authority. This recommendation was
acbieved by consensus.

(f) The attorney questionnaire •• either in its current form or as
modified with any of the aforedescribed recommendations tbat may
be adopted by the Judicial Branch -- should he referred to an
appropriate expert for an overall evaluation as to: (i) its adequacy
for measurement of a judge's performance of his/her duties and the
production of useful information for the judge's education and
professional development; and (Ii) the number of responses required
to produce statistically reliable and meaningful data,

The Subcommittee recognized that the proper design and utilization of
such questionnaires is a complicated undertaking requiring specialized
training not present among the members of this Subcommittee. Its
recommendations for modification of the questionnaire, as set forth
above, were the product of its collective insight obtained as participants
in the system and not as professionals with specialized expertise in this
area. For that reason, and because the questionnaire plays such an
important part in the judge's evaluation, it is strongly recommended that,
wbether or not the Judicial Branch adopts any of the proposed
modifications, tbe questionnaire be submitted to an expert for the
evaluation described above.

Recommendation No.3: The Present Juror Questionnaire (Rev. 3/95) Distributed
To Jurors Following A Trial, Is Generally Adequate But Could Be Improved
Somewhat.

The current juror questionnaire was subjected to the same scrutiny as that
applied to the attorney questionnaire as described above and was found lacking in
certain limited aspects:

(a) The juror questionnaire should be modified to contain the case
caption and a provision for juror comments, except that comment
section should be clearly labeled to limit any such narrative to tbe
judge's performance and demeanor and should further state that
there should be no reference to jury deliberations.

Although not as controversial as the comment section in the attorney
questionnaire, there were those on the Subcommittee wbo believed that
the solicitation of comments from jurors would be particularly useful in
gaining insight to the judicial process from the perspective of an
"outsider" and in enhancing "public confidence in the judicial system."

6
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Not surprisingly. there were those who disagreed and the concerns they
expressed included out-of-context use and mis-use of the comments in
the reappointment process (as discussed above concerning the attorney
questionnaire) and the possible use of such comments as evidence in
post-verdict motions. The caveat language in the comments section is
designed, of course, to focus the juror on proper areas of response and to
protect the confidentiality of the juror in deliberations. This
recommendation was not achieved by consensus and was adopted by a
vote of 7 to 2.

(b) The juror questionnaire -- whether in its current form or as modified
by recommendations made by the Subcommittee and adopted by the
Judicial Branch, should be submitted to an appropriate expert for
the same evaluation as that recommended for the attorney
questionnaires, supra.

The same concerns expressed above in Recommendation No.2 (f) are
the basis for this recommendation.

Recommendation No, 4: The Judicial Branch Should Take Steps To Provide For
The More Frequent Distribution Of Attorney Questionnaires And To Consider The
Electronic Distribution Of And Response To Such Questionnaires.

Although there was initially some concern among Subcommittee members that
the specific and express criteria for the distribution of attorney and juror questionnaires
were not being followed uniformly and consistently in all Judicial Districts, further
examination of this issue revealed that there are very clear and unambiguous
instructions to court personnel as to when and how questionnaires are to be distributed
to respondents. Any difference between Iudicial Districts or irregularities in anyone
Judicial District appear to he the result of human error or mishap and not improper
practices, policies or procedures. The Subcommittee did, however, believe that the
following recommendations would improve the distribution process:

(a) The specific and detailed criteria for the distribution of
questionnaires are adequate and should be maintained, except that
the length of any hearing, which would cause a questionnaire to be
distribnted to an attorney, should be reduced from one (1) hour to
one-half (112) hour.

There was some concern expressed by Subcommittee members that
certain court settings with many typically short hearings (e.g., juvenile
court or family court) would generate a high volume of not particularly
useful data and create significant administrative problems, including
numerous responses concerning a judge by the same attorneys. The
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majority felt that by reducing the one hour limitation to one-half hour
the volume of data could be significantly increased while still keeping'the
responses meaningful and substantive. One of the complaints expressed
with respect to the current system is that, depending on the judge's
assignment, a long period of time may pass before the requisite twenty
five questionnaires are received, thereby depriving a judge from useful
feedback early in his/her assignment. Increasing the frequency of
responses would address that issue.

No consensus was reached on this recommendation, and so it was
adopted by a vote of 6 to 3.

(b) An appropriately designed questionnaire should be distributed to
attorneys for response upou the completiou of a settlement
conference or mediation, when appropriate circumstances prevail.

The fact that the current evaluation program for trial judges measures
only the perfonnance of that judge in the courtroom was identified as a
significant deficiency in that the judge's duties are far broader than the
conduct of trials or hearings, and the contribution he/she makes in those
other areas should be recognized and evaluated. Settlement conferences
and mediations were two such readily identifiable areas where the
judge's perfonnance is undeniably important to the fair and efficient
admlliistration of the judicial process.

By the same token, it was recognized by the Subcommittee that the
evaluation process here presents its own challenges. For example, while
mediations are scheduled well in advance and typically involve the prior
submittal of position papers, so as to allow the judge to become familiar
with the case and otherwise prepare, pretrial settlement conferences are
assigned on an ad hoc basis with little or no opportunity to prepare.
Moreover, settlement conferences are often aborted after a very short
period of time when it becomes apparent that one or more parties are
simply not ready to discuss serious settlement -- unlike a mediation
which is requested by the parties.

Accordingly, while theSubcommittee believes that the judge's
perfonnance is an important part of the jUdicial process and should be
evaluated, it also recognized that: (i) a different type of questionnaire
would have to be developed to measure the judge's perfonnance; and (ii)
distribution to the attorneys would not be automatic in the case of
completion of a settlement conference, but would require some objective
detennination as to whether that particular pretrial/settlement conference
was appropriate for evaluation purposes. Again, concerns were
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expressed as to the creation of significant administrative problems. as
well as presenting numerous responses concerning a jUdge by the same
attorneys (criminal, for example).

On this recommendation consensus was not aChieved, and it was adopted
by a vote of71O 2.

(c) A questionnaire should not be distributed and utilized to evaluate a
judge's case management performance when a case on the Complex
Litigation Docket Is settled or dismissed before trial.

Although there was some belief that the fairness and efficiency with
which a judge managed a case over its life on the Complex Litigation
Docket was worthy of evaluation, it was ultimately concluded that the
judge would be periodically evaluated on hislher performance in hearings
in the case of one (I) hour (or one-half (II2) hour if the recommendation
above is adopted), thereby providing evaluative information even if the
case settles before trial. On this recommendation no consensus was
achieved. and it was adopted by a vote of 6 to 2.

(d) Given the familiarity with and use of eledronic communications by
lawyers and jurors today, the Judicial Brancb should consider the
development of a system that would distribute and receive
questionnaires electronicaUy.

The prevalence and convenience of electronic communication compelled
the Subcommittee to raise this issue for the Judicial Branch's
consideration. Admittedly. preservation of anonymity becomes an
immediate concern when e-mail responses are used. but it was believed
that could be reconciled through the use of appropriate measures. If so.
il was believed the number of returns -. and the reSUlting database -
would likely be substantially increased. This recommendation was
reached by consensus.

Recommendation No.5: The Judicial Branch Should Engage In A Joint Effort
With The Bar To More Widely And Effectively Educate The Bar On The Policies,
Practices And Procedures Presently In Place To Protect And Preserve The
Anonymity Of Attorneys Completing And Submitting An Evaluative
Questionnaire.

The Subcommittee concluded that the present procedure by which questionnaire
responses are collected and inserted into a databank ~ after which the questionnaire is
shredded -- thoroughly. carefully and completely protects the anonyntity of the
respondent and precludes any opportunity for the judge to identify the author of any
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response.

Unfortunately, these procedures are either not known or understood or
appreciated by a wide segment of the bar, who still decline to complete and submit
questionnaires under the mistaken belief that any unfavorable responses can and will be
made known to the judge in question. While there appears to be no basis in fact for
this unfortunate perspective, it is believed it is interfering with the broader collection of
useful data, and should be corrected as quickly as possible.

Recommendation No.6: A Periodic Evaluation By Independent Observers Should
Be Used To Supplement The Appraisals Provided By The Attorney Questionnaire.
Juror Questionnaire And Presiding Judge As Described Above.

The Subcommittee concluded that the current evaluation program, which solicits
input only from attorneys appearing before the jUdge or jurors sitting on a trial over
which the judge is presiding, excludes other sources of information that could provide
useful and valuable assessments and further fails to take into consideration the judge's
performance in his/her duties outside the courtroom. That concern was addressed in
part by Recommendation No. I, supra, but it was the belief of the Subconunittee that
there should be additional assessment of the judge's performance by individuals who
know and understand the judicial process but who have no direct stake in the outcome
of an adversarial proceeding or in the judge's performance of his/her other duties.

Ca) Every judge should be evaluated at least every three years by a panel
of three independent evaluators, consisting of one retired judge or
judge trial referee; one retired lawyer or active lawyer practicing in
a Judicial District different from that of the judge being evaluated;
and one non-attorney familiar with and experienced in the legal
process and court system.

It was agreed that the individuals perforrnlng any such independent
evaluation would not only be required to possess knOWledge about the
judicial process and have a full appreciation of the complexities and
peculiarities of different judicial assignments, they must also enjoy the
respect of the bench in general. Engaging such persons -- especially
given the unavailability of funding -- presented another issue as did the
proposed utilization of judge trial referees, who, if SUbjected to the same
evaluation system that applied to all Superior Court judges. would fInd
themselves in a position of evaluator and evaluatee.

In addition, the issue of whether anyone not an attorney or a judge
should be included in any such evaluation process was Vigorously
debated. with some expressing concern that it would be inappropriate
and others arguing that non-attorneys are already required by statute to
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be part of the judicial selection process, and their involvement would
likely increase pUblic confidence in the system. In the end, the three
member panel proposed above was thought to provide the composition
that would meet the criteria required for this process.

The frequency of any such evaluation also was carefully considered by
the Subcommittee. Initially, the thinking was that this process would be
particularly valuable to new judges. Upon further reflection, however, it
was agreed that: (i) more experienced judges would equally benefit from
this observation and evaluation process; and (ii) every new jUdge now
enjoys a two year period of mentoring by a more experienced judge who,
presumably, engages in much of what is contemplated to be done by the
proposed panel of independent evaluators. Accordingly, it was
concluded that an evaluation every three years would account for the fust
two years of mentoring provided a new judge and also provide at least
two such independent evaluations and written reports before a judge
appeared before the Judiciary Committee for re-appointment.

(b) Said panel should observe the judge's courtroom performance for no
less than one-half day; gather other relevant infonnation about the
judge's perfonnance in all his/her duties; and then prepare a written
narrative report, The report should be submitted to that judge and
the Chief Court Administrator, and the panel should be available to
discuss the report if the judge desires.

There was some sentiment that the independent panel should
communicate its evaluation only to the judge and only orally, so as to
provide a kind of "early warning" to any judge who might be
encountering difficulties at the beginning of his/her judicial career.
Further discussion, however, suggested that that objective might be
already addressed by the enhanced Judicial Mentoring Program that is
being implemented for all new judges. Moreover, there were some
members of the Subcommittee who believed a written report by
independent evaluators would provide a valuable perspective, which
would be helpfuIto both the judge and the Judiciary Committee during
the re-appointment process. The Subcommittee concluded that a written
report would, therefore, be appropriate for that purpose and would also
contribute to the judge's professional development.
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(c) The Judicial Branch should utilize the reports of the independent
evaluators to develop and provide appropriate training programs
and guidelines for the professional development and education of all
judges.

The Subcomminee, from its fIrst meeting, has kept in the forefront of its
considerations the objective of designing an improved judicial
performance evaluation system that would not only provide reliable data
to fairly and justly measure the judge's performance, but would also
provide information tbat could be utilized for the judge's improvement,
education and professional development. The Subconuninee believes
that the narrative reports provided by the independent panel of
evaluators, as described above, would be a rich source of information
not only for that individual judge's improvement, but, cumulatively, for
the development of education and training programs applicable to the
entire bench. Accordingly, the Subconuninee recommends that such
reports be utilized for that purpose.

On that part of the recommendation consisting of the inclusion of a non
lawyer/non-judge on the panel of independent evaluators, there was no
consensus, a1tbough there was a consensus on the other elements of the
recommendation. Accordingly, the recommendation overall was adopted
by a vote of 8 to I. .

Recommendation No.7. Assuming Adoption Of The Subcommittee's
Recommendations Concerning The Modification Of The Criteria For Distribution
Of All Attorney Questionnaires (i.e., After Hearings Of One-Half Hour Instead Of
One Hour, And, When Appropriate, After Settlement Conferences And
Mediations), And Its Recommendation Concerning The Utilization Of A Panel Of
Independent Evaluators, All As Described Above, The Feedback Provided Any
Judge Should Be Adequate In TenUs Of Timeliness And Frequency And,
Therefore, No Modification Of The Present Procedure, WWch Provides Judges
With The Evaluation Reports Only After A Minimum Of Twenty-Five Attorney
Questionnaires Are Received And Tabulated, Would Be Required.

The present eValuation program requires that a printout of the evaluation data
for a particular judge is generated only after a minimum of twenty-fIve anorney
questionnaires have been accumulatedand put into the system. Only the Chief Court
Administrator may override this threshold requirement, although individual judges may
request summaries of their aggregate data at any time.

The Subcomminee heard concerns expressed by some that, depending on the
vagaries of the system (e.g., assignment to a session of the court not likely to generate
many one-hour hearings required to trigger the distribution of a questionnaire, such as
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juvenile court) or simply the unwillingness of attorneys to complete and return the
questionnaire, substantial time might pass before a jUdge received an evaluation report
and the interview by the Chief Court Administrator that accompanies such report. If
that evaluation report then contained significant negative assessments on that judge, the
opportunity for early remediation would have been lost, and, further, inadequate time
might remain for corrective action before that judge's re-appointment process.

Of course, a countervailing consideration is the preservation of anonymity of the
respondent on such questionnaires, which is the reason for requiring no less than
twenty-five before an evaluation report is generated.

The Committee believed that the tension between those competing interests
would be resolved by generating more questionnaires over a shorter period of time by
virtue of shortening the length of the hearing required for the distribution of a
questionnaire and also applying the questionnaire process to mediation and settlement
conferences, all as described above. In addition, separate and apart from the
questionnaires, the report of the panel of independent evaluators would provide
substantive and comprehensive feedback to supplement the questionnaire data at least
every three years, again as the Subcommittee has recommended. If that were to
happen, then the problem of infrequent periodic evaluations -- as well as the risk of
diminishing anonymity -- would be eliminated.

This recommendation was adopted by consensus.

CONCLUSION

The Subcommittee undertook the discharge of its assignment with the overriding
belief that any proper program to evaluate a judge's perfonnance should: (a) provide a
fair, objective and comprehensive assessment of the contribution to the judicial process
being made by that jUdge; (b) enjoy the confidence of the bench -- and the public - that
the program does, in fact, produce that result; and (c) provide opporrunity for the
professional development of all judges and the resulting improvement of the judicial
process. The Subcommittee believes that the recommendations it has adopted and set
forth in this report would move the existing Judicial Performance Evaluation Program
closer to those goals and believes, therefore, the Judicial Branch should give them
serious consideration.

One final point: Any performance evaluation program can, at best, provide
only a structure, which, when fairly applied, would produce fair and just results. It
must be acknowledged, however, that in measuring professional perfonnance in any
field -- including especially judicial performance -- one size cannot fit all. A judge's
performance is necessarily affected by the difficulty, compleXity or controversial nature
of the case he or she is assigned or voluntarily undertakes: the session of the Superior
Court to which he/she is assigned; and even the peculiarities of the personalities in a
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particular courthouse. Fairness demands that those factors be considered in the
evaluation of any judge, but, of course, that must depend on the insight and sensitivity
of those judging the judges.

Respectfully submitted,

~~¥
Hon. Robert B. :shapif
Co-Chair

Date:
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ATTACHMENT F

VOTE SUMMARY



Committee on Judicial Performance Evaluation Program

June 4, 2009 Meeting Vote Summary

Vote # Yes No Abstain Absent

1. Whether to evaluate Supreme and Appellate Court Justices/Judges? 22 1 0 14

2. Whether to adopt the proposed Supreme/Appellate Court 24 1 0 12
questionnaire with Justice Katz's changes and subject to expert review
and statistical analysis?

-
3. Whether to adopt the Judge Trial Referee subcommittee's 24 1 0 12
recommendations as set forth in the report?

4. Whether to expand the pool of persons who evaluate High Volume 24 1 0 12
Court Judges and Presiding Judges to include court staff?

f------c-c-c- . . - --
5. Whether to amend the High Volume subcommittee's 3 21 1 12
recommendation #2 to except Family, Civil and Juvenile judges, Family
Support Magistrates and Family Support Referees?

-
6. Whether to adopt the High Volume subcommittee's recommendation 23 2 0 12
#2?

7. Whether to adopt the High Volume subcommittee's recommendation 24 1 0 12
#5 after the specifics are changed to "develop a peer review process
for the evaluation of judges with the details to be determined later?

8. Whether to amend the High Volume subcommittee's 24 1 0 12
recommendation #7 to include expert review and statistical analysis?

9. Whether to amend the High Volume subcommittee's 25 0 0 12
recommendation #7 to delete the proposed rating responses?

10. Whether to adopt the High Volume subcommittee's 24 1 0 12
recommendation #7 as previously amended?
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Committee on Judicial Performance Evaluation Program

June 4, 2009 Meeting Vote Summary

Vote #

I

Yes No Abstain Absent

11. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 25 0 0 12
recommendation #1 (main part only)?

12. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 25 0 0 12
recommendation #2 (main part only)?

._-
13. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 25 0 0 12
recommendation #2(c)?

14. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 20 5 0 12
recommendation #2(d)?

15. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 25 0 0 12
recommendation #2(f) combined with recommendation # 3(b)?

16. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 24 1 0 12
recommendation #4 regarding more frequent distribution of surveys
and electronic distribution of surveys?

17. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 23 2 0 12
recommendation #4(b) regarding evaluating judges presiding over pre-
trials and mediations with the how and whether it can be done to be
determined at a later time?
18. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 25 0 0 12
recommendation #5?

19. Whether to amend the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 2 21 0 14
recommendation #6 by substituting "peer review" for independent
observers"?

---" - - --
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Committee on Judicial Performance Evaluation Program

June 4,2009 Meeting Vote Summary

----

Vote # Yes No Abstain Absent

20. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 20 3 0 14
recommendation #6 (main part only) with no amendments?

21. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 21 1 1 14
recommendation # 6(c)?

22. Whether to adopt the Improvement-Existing subcommittee's 23 0 0 14
recommendation # 1(b) that excludes "litigants and self-represented
litigants" from the evaluation process?

--- ---
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Public Service & Trust Commission Strategic Plan
Implementation Plan: Public Service Excellence
(V.1.5 Instill a "How can I help you today?" attitude and culture)

Through a blend of education and training, expectation, assessment and accountability, strides
will be made in enhancing the efforts ofthe Branch to meets its vision of being effective and
responsive to the community it serves. The Public Service Excellence (PSE) program shall be the
umbrella under which a unificd philosophy and culture of program shall be the umbrella under
which a unified philosophy and culture of commitment to the principles of exceptional service
will be implemented.

Public Service Excellence Principles are:

> TO BE PROFESSIONAL

> TO BE EMPATHETIC

, TO ADDRESS PEOPLE DIRECTL Y WITH COURTESY AND RESPECT

> TO PROVIDE FAIR AND EQUAL TREATMENT

., TOPROVIDEA TIMELY EXPLANATIONAND CREATIVE PROBLEM
RESOLUTION

Accountability begins with individual employees and their interactions with the public and other
Judicial and non-judicial agencies. Every impression made by the Branch must be one that
speaks of a profcssional, et1i.cient, and effective workforce that demonstrates courtesy,
understanding, and empathy for the concerns of everyone who interacts with the Branch. All
members of the Branch will provide assistance without consideration of personal gain or favor in
an environment that is devoid of bias or favoritism, guided by the values of fairness and integrity.

Recognizing that all operations within the Branch interact and are interdependent, service
excellence efforts, whenever possible, will encompass and influence all Judicial and non-Judicial
agencies that provide services to the public.

The Public Service Excellence principles will guide all interactions that Judicial Branch
employees have with each other, the public and non-Judicial agencies.

The following programs implement the fundamentals of Public Service Excellence:



1. The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Target Audience: A1anagers and Supervisors

Judicial Branch managers and supervisors shall bc required to complete a workshop in The 7
habits of Highly Effective People. Based on the best-selling book by Dr. Stephen Covey, this
multi-day program is designed to maximize the individual's potential for success in the workplace
by developing habits that are based on principles of effectiveness. These habits are at the core of
a strong personal character, a very necessary component for long-term etTcctiveness.

The first three habits constitute the Private Victory focusing on self-mastery. As a manager or
supervisor, one must achievc the Private Victory to become trustworthy and to effectively lead
others by example. These first three habits also provide one with selt~assuraneeto move into the
Public Victory (Habits 4, 5 and 6) where relationships are cultivated by habits that focus on
interdependent relationships built on trust. Habit 7 affords onc greater balance bctween work and
personal life through continuous renewal.

The expectation is to transfonn the work cnvironment and relationships one step at a time using
the manager and supervisor as agents of change. Establishing a positiveand motivating work
environment is critical to building a first-class public service-oriented team.

Habit I: Be Proactive
Recognize how choices based on personal experiences or beliets can profoundly influence
your cfTectiveness, both positively and negatively.

Habit 2: Begin with the End in Mind
Develop a clear definition of what is and is not important to you by creating the most
important roadmap you will ever have- your Personal Mission Statement.

Habit 3: Put First Things First
Increase the balance andfi.Jlfillment of your professional and personal life by investing a few
minutes each day to plan and prioritize your schedule and tasks to accomplish.

Habit 4: Think Win-Win
Build a team that finds faster and better solutions through clear expectations, shared
responsibilities, and an understanding of priorities.

Habit 5: Seck First to Understand, Then to be Understood
Develop the skills of effective communication that lead to greater intluence and taster
problem solving.

Habit 6: Synergize
Value and celebrate differences and understand how they contribute to more innovative and
intelligent solutions.

Habit 7: Sharpen the Saw
Maintain and increase your effectiveness by continually renewing yourself mentally and
physically.



2. Applying the 7 Habits in the Workplace
Target Audience: lvfanagers and Supervisors who have successfidly completed The 7
Habits ojHighly Eflective People

With the skills acquired through the 7 Habits, managers and supervisors shall practice and sustain
the theories in their daily work environmcnt. Upon completion of the 7 Habits program, managers
and supervisors will participate in a series of ongoing faciliwtcd roundtable discussions to explore
the application of the 7 Habits at work. A written professional and personal effectiveness plan,
outlining specific steps in applying the 7 Habits. shall be developed by each manager and
supervisor. The plan will be reviewed periodically with the individual to measure its
effectiveness and commitment to the Judicial Branch's mission, vision and core values.

3. Public Service Excellence: Leading by Example
Target Audience: Managers and Supervisors

There is an expectation that managers and supervisors will become advocates for Public Service
Excellence ensuring that PSE principles flourish in their offices. Managers and supervisors will
participate in workshops that reflect upon the leading elements of empathy, cOUliesy, fairness,
professionalism, workplace efficiency and effectiveness, problem resolution, and service
recovery. The program will be a blend of review and facilitated discussion that will key in on
these elements, integrate the principles of the 7 Habits program, and reinforce the fundamentals
of effective leadership, focusing on visibility, setting the example, and managing everyday
interactions and situations.

4. Division Specific Public Service Excellence
Target Audience: All Division Employees

Each Division within the Branch will develop and administer a unit specific PSE program, which
will promote the principles of service excellence.

The foundation of the program must include the following:
1. Professionalism
2. Empathy
3. Courtesy and Respect
4. Fair and Equal Treatment
S. Timely Explanation and Creative Problem Resolution

Specific discussions and activities will be adapted to mect the needs of the stafT entrusted with the
day-to-day responsibilities of the unit. The message will remain constant regardless of the
Division; howevcr, the examples will differ.



Our Service Excellence Promise

When you come into this office, you can expect to:

y Be greeted and addressed directly and professionally

y Be listened to with an appreciation for the reasons of your visit
today

y Be offered our best efforts to address your concerns and answer
your concerns and questions

y Feel satisfied with the treatment you received even when the
outcome you hoped for was not achieved

y Be satisfied the service provided was fair and without bias

Ifwe have not met our promise to you, please feelfree to contact
Deputy Chief Clerk, David Jones at 860-123-4567
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Background

The Public Service and Trust Commission was charged in May of 2007 by Chief
Justice Chase T. Rogers with developing a plan to enhance the public's trust and
confidence in the Judicial Branch by improving the services offered to the
thousands of people who interact with the Branch each day. The Commission, after
receiving a tremendous amount of input from the people who use the courts,
developed a strategic plan that the Chief Justice approved in June of 2008. An
implementation plan was developed shortly thereafter.

Many of the activities that are part of the strategic plan involve the Judicial Branch
website, which has proven to be an effective tool to quickly and efficiently
communicate to the public. The Judicial Branch's Web Board is comprised of
representatives from each administrative division of the Branch and a
representative from Legal Services, and is charged with reviewing the content of
the website, ensuring adequate site navigation, and enhancing the website to allow
users to conduct business on-line.

The members of the Web Board are:

Attorney Melissa A. Farley, External Affairs, Chairperson

Virginia Apple, Information Technology

Mark Ciccio, Court Support Services

Jennifer Ensign, Infonnation Technology

Krista Hess, Court Operations

Attorney Daniel Horwitch, Legal Services

Steven Marhefsky, Court Operations

Reny Mathew, Information Technology

Scott Noble, Administrative Services

Attorney Holly Sellers, Appellate System

Julie Stoken, Administrative Services

Donald Turnbull, Information Technology

The implementation plan requires the Web Board to make recommendations to
address the following: (I) site design and navigation, (2) the information available
on the website, (3) the ability to conduct transactions by way of the website, and
(4) the accessibility of the website.
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Summary of Recommendations

I) Appellate System case look-up section

Development is underway for a web inquiry application that will make it
possible for the public to look up current information about cases on appeal.
The goal is to provide information similar to that currently available for civil
and family trial court matters, including case status.

2) Attorney Disciplinary Records

This section of the website will be expanded to include attorneys' past
disciplinary histories as well as discipline that has been imposed in the form
of written court opinions or Statewide Grievance Committee decisions.

3) Court forms

New interactive forms will also be created in conjunction with Legal Services
and the Court Service Centers that will assist individuals with completing
court forms. The appearance form, one of the most commonly used forms in
the cOUli system, is the first form around which the application is being built.

4) Information about the Court Support Services Division

The Web Board will include information on the website about the Court
Support Services Division and the programs it administers.

5) Information in different languages

A number of sections of the website have already been translated into Spanish
and efforts are underway to translate additional sections.

6) Self-help in the areas ofjuvenile, family"and probation

The Web Board, with the assistance of the Court Support Services Division,
will post infornlation about adult, juvenile and family services in its
frequently asked questions section.

7) Streaming videos

The number of streaming videos to explain various court processes will be
expanded.

8) E-filing

The capability to conduct transactions by enhancing existing applications
such as Civil E-Filing will be expanded.
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9) Foreclosure notices

The Bench/Bar Foreclosure Committee has recommended that the Judicial
Branch provide committees of sale and judges with the option of advertising
foreclosures on its website to save homeowners the cost of this advertising.
An application is currently being developed and should be available in June
or July of 2009.

10) Jury postponements

Efforts are underway to allow jurors to postpone their jury service by way of
the Judicial Branch's website.

I I) Appellate System

Supreme Court briefs filed electronically will become available online
through a cooperative endeavor between the Connecticut Judicial Branch and
the Connecticut Bar Association (CBA). The long-term plan is to make the
briefs available on the Judicial Branch's website.

12) Navigation

Where navigation links are repeated, the Web Board will provide a method
for the user to skip these repetitive links.

13) Plain language

The Web Board will make the changes suggested by Court Service Center
staff to change the text in the Self-Help sections of the website for plain
language and readability compliance.

14) Site design and navigation

The Web Board will continue to look for ways to feature its Self-Help areas
more clearly, make forms easily accessible, improve perfomlance of on-line
court tasks and offer more guidance to those not familiar with the website or
court business in general.
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I. Site Design and Navigation

The Web Board created a subcommittee to review site design and navigation
issues and to recommend improvements. The subcommittee members were:
Virginia Apple, Jennifer Ensign and Steven Marhefsky. After two meetings and a
number of informal surveys of web users, the subcommittee identified two key
areas as the most effective ways to address the redesign of the Judicial Branch
website, namely, web functionality and court functionality.

To address web functionality, the subcommittee looked toward changing the look
and navigation of the site by answering the following questions:

• How to organize it
• How to make the site functional but also aesthetically pleasing
• How to create an intuitive "map" with linkage and ease of use

• How to fit information into overarching categories and then build the
navigation off of these

• How to rename and organize links and Quick Links so they are more
intuitive and make sense to the average visitor

• How to best serve visitors with limited English proficiency

• How to efficiently maintain the site
• How to create a "one-stop shop" for Court services
• How to create and foster consistency of design throughout the website
• How to improve the search engine and explore enhancements such as

phonetics and translators

• How to ensure that the Judicial Branch website caters to widely
disparate users and enhance their web experience

To address court functionality, the subcommittee looked at ways in which the
website can feature its Self-Help areas more clearly, make forms easily accessible,
improve performance of on-line court tasks and offer more guidance to those not
familiar with the website or court business in general. The subcommittee also
explored the usefulness of breaking the website down into various layers such as
the general public, attorneys and the media.
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II. Information Available on the Website

Regarding the content available on the Judicial Branch website, the Web Board has
added a variety of new features and infonnation that will help the public.

Appellate System

Development is underway for a web inquiry application available on the Judicial
Branch website that will make it possible for the public to look up current
infonnation about cases on appeal. The goal is to provide information similar to
that currently available for civil and family trial court matters, including case
status.

Attorney disciplinary records

A link has been added about attorneys that includes infonnation about attorneys
that are active and/or currently suspended, administratively suspended (for failure
to pay the Client Security Fund fee), disbarred, inactive, retired or resigned.

The web unit of the Infonnation Technology Division (ITD) is in the process of
expanding the infonnation that is available through this inquiry function. The first
phase will expand information about attorneys such as attorneys past disciplinary
histories. The second phase will involve discipline that has been imposed in the
form of written court opinions or Statewide Grievance Committee decisions. This
will allow users to link to the opinions or decisions directly from the inquiry page.
This phase will be completed when resources allow.

Court forms

Another goal of the Web Board is to increase the ability to complete and file court
forms online through the judicial website.

New interactive forms will also be created in conjunction with Legal Services and
the Court Service Centers that will assist individuals with completing court forms.
This will go beyond the current posting of forms on the Internet and will allow the
user to answer a series of questions that will form the basis of completing the form.
The answers are automatically fed into the form which the user can review,
correct, and print. The appearance form, one of the most commonly used forms in
the court system, is the first form around which the application is being built. The
Board will continue to participate in the project and encourages its advancement
and expansion.
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Information about the Court Support Services Division

The Web Board will include infonnation on the website about the Court Support
Services Division (CSSD) and the programs it administers. Such infonnation will
include:

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Complete posting ofCSSD Memorandums of Understanding and
Memorandums of Agreement (Active and Expired)
CSSD Strategic Plan for 2006-2009
CSSD Mission & Vision
CSSD Organization Chart

o Infonnation about CSSD Administration
o Facilities & Materials Management
o Fiscal & Administrative Services (Restitution)
o Infonnation Technology
o Grants & Contracts
o Human Resources

Infonnation about CSSD Center for Research, Program Analysis and
Quality Improvement

o Statistical reports are already posted with additional reports being
added

Infonnation about CSSD Center for Best Practices
Infonnation about CSSD Program & Staff Development

o Community Service Labor Program & CSSD Training Academy

Information in different languages

The Judicial Branch website currently has a Spanish section where users can
obtain answers to frequently asked questions and review publications -all in
Spanish. This Spanish home page received 1,100 visits for the month of November
2008. The Spanish traffic frequently asked questions section received 596 visits for
the month of November 2008. In addition, the Spanish publication entitled A Child
Needs Emotional and Financial Support of both Parents was downloaded 624
times during the same period of time, while A Tenants' Guide to Summary Process
(Eviction) was downloaded 311 times.

The Web Board conducted a survey of other state judicial branch websites to
determine if the websites were translated into a language other than English and to
detennine if online translation websites were used, such as Google Translator and
Babel Fish. Sixteen states, including Connecticut and the District of Columbia,
either use on-line translators or have portions of their website translated into other
languages. The most common languages translated are: Spanish, Korean and
Vietnamese. Most of the states are looking into actively translating various
sections of its websites but are not interested in using any of the on-line translator
tools.
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The Web Board explored the possibility of providing a link on the Judicial
Branch's website to on-line translation services such as Google Translator and
Babel Fish. A review of the accuracy of the translations was conducted and the
accuracy rate was estimated to be lower than 50%. For this reason, the Web Board
decided not to provide these links on the Judicial Branch's website. Instead, the
Web Board will continue its efforts to have information on the website translated
by the Court Interpreters into Spanish.

Concurrently, the Committee on Limited English Proficiency recommended that
translation efforts be focused on three main languages: Spanish, Polish and
Portuguese.

A number of sections of the website have already been translated into Spanish and
efforts are underway to translate additional sections. Please see the status list
below:

Priority list for translation of sections of the
Judicial Branch website into Spanish

1) Jury Duty ~ completed

2) Traffic ~ completed

3) Landlord/Tenant - completed

4) Child Support Enforcement - completed

5) Foreclosure Mediation Program

6) Court Service Centers/Public Information Desks

7) Directions

8) Victim Services

9) Small Claims

10) Common Legal Terms

Self-help in the areas of juvenile, family and probation

The Web Board, with the assistance of the Court Support Services Division, will
post information about the following topics in its frequently asked questions
section:

• Adult Services including Probation, Bail, Intake/Assessment/Referral
• Juvenile Services including juvenile probation and juvenile detention
• Family Services including both civil & criminal
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Streaming videos

Another goal is to increase the number of streaming videos to explain various court
processes. Currently, the DVD entitled, Putting Children First: Minimizing
Conflict in Custody Disputes is on the website and has been very well-received.
The Web Board has the ability to upload videos onee they have been recorded.
Audio descriptions of videos will be included and text descriptions of audio
content will also be uploaded onto the website for the hearing and visually
impaired.

Superior Court Opinions

This recommendation was discussed with Chief Court Administrator Barbara
Quinn. As this proposal will require funding, it cannot move forward at this time.
The Web Board decided to concentrate on other recommendations included in the
strategic plan.
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III. Ability to Conduct Web-based Transactions

Applications currently available by way of the Judicial Branch website

The more functions that can be completed online, the bctter it is for website users.
The ability to conduct online transactions is a convenience for the residents of this
state and a benefit to the Judicial Branch as the budget issues make it necessary for
the Branch to do more with fewer resources.

Users can currently conduct transactions on the website by using the following
applications:

• Attorney Advertising
• Attorney Registration
• Civil E-Filing
• Client Security Fee payment
• Docket Management
• Employment Applications
• Multi-Jurisdictional Practice (MJP) Enrollment and Notification
• Short Calendar Markings

In addition to transactions mentioned above, the Judicial Branch also provides
inquiry transactions such as:

• Civil/Family Case Inquiry
• Civil Case Court (Short) Calendars and Docket Sheets
• Court Events such as Hearings, Mediation and Pretrial Conferences
• CriminallMotor Vehicle Case Inquiry
• Housing Case Inquiry
• Small Claims Case Inquiry
• Violation of probation warrants

Recommendations for new on-line applications

The Judicial Branch has plans to expand upon the capability to conduct
transactions by enhancing existing applications such as Civil E-Filing and offering
new capabilities mentioned in the strategic plan. The Web Board has reviewed
the possibility of offering additional on-line applications as listed below:

Appellate System

On March I, 2009, the Supreme Court approved a rule change that requires
counsel-represented parties in Supreme Court cases to submit an electronic version
of their brief. A new transaction was created within the current e-services portal to
make it possible for electronic submission to be completed by way of the web.
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Briefs filed electronically will ultimately become available online through a
cooperative endeavor between the Connecticut Judicial Branch and the
Connecticut Bar Association (CBA).

E-filing

The Judicial Branch plans to expand upon the capability to conduct transactions by
enhancing existing applications such as Civil E-Filing and offering new
capabilities mentioned in the strategic plan. There are plans to expand Civil E
Filing capabilities as indicated in the table below:

Expansion of Civil E-Filing Capabilities by release number
Short Calendar Phase I
Attorney Designated filer for e-filing
Shopping Cartl Attorney Case Entry
Modifications to RECLAIMS to enable mandatory filinq
Mandatory RECLAIMS for all e-filable case types

3.7

Mandatory Civil E-Filing - with current case types (87 % of civil):
Contracts, Torts (other than vehicular), Vehicular Torts, Propertv
3.8
Remaining civil case types become e-filable:
Administrative Appeals, Eminent Domain, Miscellaneous (i.e. injunctions), Wills and Trusts.
Mandatorv E-Filina of all possible civil cases
4.0
Parties, Appearances & Notices

5.0
Motions & Orders
Short Calendar Miaration to E-Filina
6.0
Mandatory E-Filing of orders by the court

7.0
Family Case Types
Self-Represented Access
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Foreclosure notices

The Bench/Bar Foreclosure Committee has recommended that the Judicial Branch
provide committees of sale and judges with the option of advertising foreclosures
on its website to save homeowners the cost of this advertising. An application is
currently being developed and should be available in June or July of2009.

Jury postponements

The Jury Committee's Before Court Appearance Subcommittee, co-chaired by
Attorney Karen Berris and Attorney William Sadek, will be making a number of
recommendations that will impact the website, including the proposal to allow
jurors to postpone their jury service by way of the Judicial Branch website.
Attorney Berris reports that the new jury system (JAMIS) will be fully deployed
by the end of July and will be employed for the new court year beginning in
September. The JAMIS work group, which meets each Wednesday, has added the
web-based postponements to the agenda as part of the programming plan. The
Web Board expects to' receive additional information about this project in the
coming months.

Traffic Tickets

The Web Board will continue to research the feasibility of allowing users to pay
their infractions by way of the Judicial Branch website.
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VI. Accessibility of the Website

Accessibility Testing

In order to ensure that the website is accessible to the largest number of people, it
is tested on an ongoing basis. Changes are made to keep current with the State of
Connecticut's Website Accessibility Policies. In addition, the Web Board
continues to monitor changes in this area to ensure that the site maintains the
highest level of accessibility.

The Web Board has a long-term goal of upgrading the entire website to a new
technology (Sharepoint Designer) to improve ADA compliance capabilities and to
provide the web unit with better navigation tools.

In addition, the Web Board will collaborate with the Office of Protection and
Advocacy for Persons with Disabilities, or a similar entity, to ensure that users
with disabilities can access and utilize the full range of features on the website.

Navigation links

Technical issues about the website are being addressed as well. Where navigation
links are repeated, the Web Board will provide a method for the user to skip these
repetitive links. This occurs when the browser reading the page aloud has to read
the left navigation menu for every page the user goes to on the site. The Web
Board's solution is to provide background code that allows the browser to skip the
repeated navigation after the first time.

Plain language

As part of the Judicial Branch's Strategic Plan, the Branch shall seek to improve
the clarity of court procedures and information so that individuals without legal
representation may more effectively participate in the court process.

One of the ways in which to accomplish this goal is to provide services and
information on the Judicial Branch website that can be easily utilized and
understood by all.

A review of the website was undertaken with assistance from Court Service Center
staff. The site was reviewed with an eye towards two specific criteria: 1) IdentitY
all existing non-plain language text and images; 2) Make recommendations for
changes to website text applying the basic principles of plain language and
readability.
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A review of the following sections of the Judicial Branch website identified non
plain language text:

• Child Support
• Common Legal Words
• Forms
• Court Records

• Court Service Centers
• Frequently Asked Questions

• Landlord/Tenant/Housing

• Law Libraries Publications

• Public Information Desks

• Representing Yourself

• Small Claims
• Traffic Violations
• Victim Services

• Where to File

Each page was reviewed and non-plain language text was identified. Input was
sought from Court Service Center staff and suggestions were compiled for
substitutions for the non-plain language text for submission to the Web Board. In
conducting the review, a Plain Language Glossary of frequently used words and
their plain language translations was utilized to ensure consistency and uniformity
in the web content.

Utilizing the plain language glossaries and guidelines for readability, the Self-Help
sections of the website were reviewed and recommendations to change the text for
plain language and readability compliance were made. The recommendations will
be implemented by the Web Board.
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IV. Performance Measures

The Web Board will continue to review the Web Trends report that lists the
number of visitors for each section of the website. This report is useful in
determining what information users find most helpful and in placement of
materials on the website.

The Web Board will continue to put together a proposed list of priorities with
deadlines that is approved by the Chief Court Administrator.

V. Conclusion

The Judicial Branch's website has grown exponentially over the past several years.
As users have turned to the Branch's website in increasing numbers, the Branch in
turn has enhanced its website to meet the increasing needs of the diverse
population it serves. Although the website already offers many of the services
suggested by the strategic plan, there is always room for improvement. The Web
Board is committed to fully implementing the strategic plan.
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